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Preface
Robert Holzmann
Excellencies,
Madame President,
Dear guests and participants of the conference “The Austrian School of
Economics in the 21st century.
Welcome to Austria, welcome to Vienna, welcome to the Austrian National
Bank.
This is a great “Coming home” – like stated in the invitation to this conference.
The internationally renowned Austrian School of Economics finally is getting
public recognition in Austria as well. This event coincides with the current
discussion about the introduction of digital money in which the thinking of the
School of Austrian Economics experiences a comeback on the international
stage. The recent book by Thomas Mayer on “Austrian Economics, Money
and Finance” is a prestigious example. Besides digital money, cash always will
remain a necessary and valuable method of payment in the near future –
however, as Friedrich von Hayek once said: “The advice I would give is: If you
have the courage to do so, don’t feel patriotic in monetary matters. Choose
the money which helps you best.” Personally, I think this also fits to the form
of money not only to the currency itself.
In academic circles is often jokingly claimed two economists mean five
opinions. However, this ironically-meant phrase has a true kernel: it is
precisely the diversity of opinions that makes events such as this high-calibre
conference so valuable. To quote Friedrich von Hayek again, “The fact that the
market economy is much more knowledgeable about facts than any individual
or even any organization is the crucial reason why the market economy
does know more than any other economy.” The “knowledge of facts” and
the conclusions that result will be at the forefront of this conference. Many
thanks to the Friedrich A. von Hayek Institut for making this event possible. I
wish you exciting and informative discussions as well as an interesting time in
the beautiful city of Vienna.
Robert Holzmann
Governor, Oesterreichische Nationalbank
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The History of the Austrian
Economics Conference
It is with great pleasure that we write these lines to introduce this volume,
which edits most of the papers presented at the 8th International Conference
“The Austrian School of Economics in the 21st Century.” The event was held at
the Oesterreichische Nationalbank (OeNB) on November 13th and 14th, 2019. It
was co-organized by Fundación Internacional Bases, the Austrian Economics
Center (AEC), and the Hayek Institut.
This Austrian conference was originally born in Rosario, Argentina of all places.
Even though this country is not particularly famous for the adoption of sound
economic policies, it has had a strong Austrian tradition for many decades
now. In fact, Ludwig von Mises himself gave a series of six lectures in Argentina
in 1959. Incidentally, these lectures were later edited as a book under the title
Economic policy: Thoughts for Today and Tomorrow. According to the Mises
Institute1, it is probably Mises’s best selling book.
Thanks to the efforts of Alberto Benegas Lynch (Sr), who invited Mises
to Argentina, the Austrian School took root in the country. The other two
most influential Austrians are Alberto Benegas Lynch (Jr) and Juan Carlos
Cachanosky. Standing on the shoulders of these three giants, the Austrian
school grew, disseminated scholars in several universities, and created higher
learning institutions of its own like ESEADE.
Juan Carlos Cachanosky is a key figure for the growth of the conference and
its current form. Sadly, Juan Carlos passed away much too early on the last
day of 2015. As a way to honor his memory and work we established in Vienna
in 2019 the Juan Carlos Cachanosky Memorial Lecture, which we plan to
continue throughout all future editions of the conference.
The Austrian conference started in 2006. Originally, with a biannual frequency,
in its previous seven editions it has brought together figures such as Richard
Ebeling, Jörg Guido Hülsmann, Benjamin Powell, Fernando Nogales,
Alexander Salter, Mark Notturno, Arturo Damm Arnal, Christopher Lingle,
Lawrence White, and Stephen Hicks, to mention only a few internationals.
From Argentina scholars like Adrián Ravier, Nicolás Cachanosky, Gabriel
1
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Zanotti, Martín Krause, Wenceslao Giménez Bonet, Horacio Arana, Sebastián
Landoni, Guillermo Covernton, Iván Carrino, Iván Cachanosky, and Rafael
Beltramino (†) have regularly participated.
We believe that the Austrian conference in Vienna lived up to the expectations
created by the previous editions. To begin with, the keynote speakers
were Veronique de Rugy (France), Robert Murphy (USA), and Erich Weede
(Germany). They were joined by Richard J Stephenson (Cancer Treatment
Centers of America) and Tom Woods (Senior Fellow, Mises Institute, USA) who
received the 2019 Hayek Lifetime Achievement Awards.
This impressive lineup was accompanied by a program comprised of scholars
from all over the world who came to discuss the most compelling issues of
the Austrian school. Incidentally, thanks to the efforts of our friends from
the Mises Institute Poland, the Capitalism Center, and the Freedom and
Entrepreneurship Foundation, the Polish delegation was the largest one.
Nevertheless, there were speakers and attendees from all continents populated
by mankind – except the Antarctica. Indeed, participants from the Americas,
Africa, Asia, Oceania, and most of Europe came to Vienna for our event.
One of the explicit objectives of the conference was to bring Austrian
economics back to Austria. As a matter of fact, Vienna is the place where the
school was born and developed. Unfortunately, the tragic European events
of the thirties and forties utterly dismembered the Austrian school and have
removed it from its birthplace ever since.
Therefore, the fact that approximately one third of the participants of the
conference were Austrian residents is certainly encouraging. It is our intention
to organize the conference once again in Vienna in September 2021.
We hope that all these efforts reignite the flame of Austrian economics in the
place where it all began.

Barbara Kolm, Victoria Schmid & Federico N. Fernández
Vienna, October 2020
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Juan Carlos Cachanosky
Memorial Lecture
I. The Continuing Importance of
Misesian Economics
Robert Murphy
Mises Institute
I.I. Introduction
Well, thank you for those kind remarks, Federico. Let me tell you guys a quick
story about Federico, the way I always think of him now is we were, as he
mentioned, part of the Free Market Roadshow a couple years ago. And so
we were going through, I happened to be in the leg going through Eastern
Europe. And so one of the countries where we stopped—and we were going
to give a presentation the next day—and the theme of the hotel was nostalgia
for communism. And so it was a former Soviet block country and I forget
which country it was, and so the style of the theme was each of the rooms
was dedicated to someone who was from the history of communism. My
room when I went in there was a portrait of some general who’d been in the
Red Army. And so we checked in and Federico comes back and he says to the
people behind the desk, “I need a different room” and they said “why?”. And
he said “Because there’s a portrait of Fidel Castro, he’s a mass murderer,” and
the people were laughing and we’re like “oh no, he’s serious. He really has
a thing about staying in rooms with mass murderers”, which is not that odd
of a request when you think about it, and so they did switch him. I think, he
probably slept in a room that also had a portrait of a mass murderer but it was
a lower body count, so he did what he could.
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I.II. Lecture
Let me just say, for example, if somebody says “Hey, you know, what were
Murray Rothbard’s contributions to economic science?” then I would have to
pause and think for a minute, and there are several, don’t get me wrong. But
largely what Rothbard does in Man, Economy and State—and actually, that’s
how the book began—is that Rothbard set out to write a more accessible
to an English-speaking audience version of Human Action and that became
the book that we now refer to as Man, Economy and State. So again, don’t
misunderstand me. There are some genuine innovations that Rothbard does,
but largely when it comes to pure economic theory, Rothbard was largely just
taking what von Böhm-Bawerk and Menger and Mises had done and just sort
of making it very accessible and elaborating upon it. Whereas, if you ask me
“What were Ludwig von Mises’ contributions to economic theory?”, I would
say, “Well how much time do you have? I would need to know how to pace
myself.” So with you guys right now I have about a half an hour, including the
time I want to leave for your questions. So I’ll go through this fairly quickly.
And I focused on just some of them. And so here’s the outline of what I’m
going to be talking about.
So his framework for how you classify money in the theoretical sense: How
did Mises incorporate money into subjective value theory? What he referred
to as the “circulation credit theory of the trade cycle”, nowadays it’s typical,
at least, among English speakers to refer to that as the Austrian theory of the
business cycle, but that phrase right there is technically the way Mises referred
to it when he developed it. And then finally, his famous critique of, socialism,
namely that under a socialist commonwealth there can be no genuine
economic calculation. And then what I’m going to do, and sorry if some of
this is overlapping a bit, is to show you his contributions but then I want to say
these continue to be relevant. So the things I’ll cover right now are going to
be, many of you probably know that when the yield curve inverts, it “predicts”
a recession and that’s at least been a pattern since World War II, and Misesian
business cycle theory I think explains that beautifully and much better than
when the mainstream economic profession tries to explain that correlation.
Also, business cycle dynamics, I’ll show you a chart where certain facts of
the business cycle match what the Austrian prediction would be, whereas
they don’t really fit well with the Keynesian explanation, and then finally when
commenting on why are certain government programs inefficient, I think the
Misesian paradigm gives some insights that even a Public Choice framework
doesn’t. So let me just mention, sometimes, certainly in the United States,
there the Chicago School is very prominent. And so among free-market fans,
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or people who are interested in libertarian politics, for a lot of them they don’t
understand. They’ll ask me “why do you care so much about the Austrian
school? Isn’t it just free markets? Milton Friedman’s good right?”
And there are differences though, and it’s not nearly one of politics or of
policy conclusions that yes, it is true, the Chicago School has different policy
recommendations for what a central bank should be doing compared to
the Austrians for example, because the Austrians typically would say there
shouldn’t be a monopoly in that area. But, nonetheless, even besides them,
saying in terms of pure economic theory there’s a difference. And to give you
one quick example, as I was just preparing for this talk I was reading some
past things I had written just to jog my memory. If you studied Mises you
would know for example, he stressed the fact that money is not a measuring
rod. Mises over and over in his works, his theoretical works, a lot of what
I’m going to be talking about is from his 1912 book, which in English they
translated the title as “The theory of money and credit”. Guido Hulsmann says
that actually a more direct translation from the German would be “The theory
of money and fiduciary media”. But in any event, that 1912 work is where
Mises developed a lot of this stuff. In any event, although it’s understandable
how modern people associated with the Chicago School or what’s called
“monetarism” in the United States, they don’t like rampant price inflation.
And they realized business people can’t make calculations if prices are very
volatile because of central bank policy. And so unfortunately, they go so far
as to say “money should have a constant fixed value, to be like a measuring
rod. To be like a ruler, right?”. We’re measuring length in meters, or feet,
depending on where you are. That’s a constant thing. You wouldn’t want the
ruler to be changing and so they’re saying “that’s what it’s like when there’s
inflation”. And Mises actually addressed that and said “no, there’s a fallacy
there, you’re wrong if you think there can be a fixed unit of measurement”. In
this talk here I won’t get into that but I’m going to say that that was something
fairly recent if you might know Steve Forbes, an American businessperson
and he’s big in free market circles, had come out with a book talking about
stabilizing the value of the dollar and he was using this metaphor saying “we
need to have a fixed measuring rod.” Then David Gordon of the Mises Institute
criticized him saying “no, that’s actually not good economics” and was trying
to explain why. And then other people who were students of monetarism, like
PhD economists were jumping in, saying “what’s the problem with this David
Gordon guy. This is pretty basic economics”. And it was just amazing to me,
reading the exchanges, to realize how much I had benefited from studying
Mises, that someone who’d read Mises would realize the sort of abstract but
important points that David Gordon had been raising and these other people
who’d been studying money, their school of thought was monetarism, and
yet this was some pretty elemental fact they just dismissed at step 1. And so
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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again for those who are familiar with the work of Mises on this, some of the
stuff you might take for granted. But for people coming from other schools of
thought, there are really elementary things they miss.
Okay, so let me go through some of these contributions. So I would encourage
you, it’s very interesting to read Mises’ 1912 work—again, the English title is
“The Theory of Money and Credit”—because you’ll see early on he explains
some of the choices he had to make. And also he didn’t merely echo the
choices that Menger had made, or Böhm-Bawerk. Okay so we start with Carl
Menger, and Böhm-Bawerk was his direct inheritor, the second generation,
and so Mises in a sense, came in the third generation if you want to think of
it like that. And so what I’m saying is that the decisions Mises had to make in
terms of economic theory, and he’ll explain in his book why’s he’s doing it. So
I would encourage you to look at that, not so much because of the particular
details of each case. Even though they’re interesting, but just so you can see
that when there is a genius who’s developing new theories, he has to survey
the field and then make decisions about “should I do it this way or that way?”
To give you just one example of the kind of thing I mean: How do you classify
money itself? So they had these general categories of economic value and
they had distinguished between production goods and consumption goods
and then the question was “okay what is money?” Money is an economic good,
but what kind is it? And so Mises was saying “well clearly yes, if there’s only
those two classifications, then money per se is not a consumption good, so
it’s got to be a production good.” But then explained all of the problems that
followed if you made that decision, and so Mises sided with another theorist
(not Böhm-Bawerk). Böhm-Bawerk had said money should be classified as a
production good, because it clearly can’t be consumption. And Mises actually
said no, there was a third possibility. And so instead of having this two-part
distinction, let’s have a third category called “exchange good.” And that’s
what money clearly is. So again, I’m saying things like that—where nowadays
we take it for granted—if you’d studied the Austrian tradition, money is a
medium of exchange that’s universally accepted, or that’s widely accepted in
the community. But I’m saying, just that terminology and to call it a “medium
of exchange” and to think of it that way, in some point in the past, those
decisions were created, those classifications were created and you could
see Mises explaining his thought process in his 1912 work and so it’s pretty
interesting.
Again, the way Mises defines what money is, and when it comes to thinks like
cryptocurrencies and people saying “hey is Bitcoin money?”. For me it’s very
helpful that Mises had this framework in place to say “what is the definition of
money”. Money is not something that stores its value and is easily divisible and
20
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things like that. If you read some modern textbooks and they define money,
those are more attributes of desirable money. But that’s not the definition
of what makes something money. And so the Misesian framework is the fact
that it’s a medium of exchange, meaning, it’s something that you accept in
trade not because you’re going to consume it and not also because you’re
going to use it in production, but because you’re going to trade it away again.
And so that’s what a medium of exchange is, but that’s not what makes it
money. Money is a medium of exchange that happens to be accepted nearly
universally in a certain community of people, and that good is money for
those people. That’s just the framework and the way Mises was defining it in
something as simple as having a crisp definition of money is still useful today
when it comes to things like new types of money or things that might be
money, purported to be money like cryptocurrency.
Okay now, within that framework, now that you’ve got that definition, then
Mises made another decision and this has to do with his theory of the business
cycle. He said “okay, we’ve got this idea of money now”, and then he said
that “I think it’s important that I, Mises, in this book that I’m writing here am
going to make a different distinction, between money in the broader sense
and money in the narrower sense.” This is a diagram that the translator of one
of the versions of The Theory of Money and Credit for an English audience
put in the appendix. And I thought this was very helpful to see the whole
framework. So, money in the broader sense for Mises includes: money in the
narrower sense and then what he also called “money substitutes”. And so,
it makes sense that money in the broader sense is a bigger category. So it’s
money in the narrower sense plus the money substitutes.
So, money in the narrower sense consists of these three things down here:
The first is commodity money, that’s gold, silver, tobacco, cows, things that
started out as regular commodities in the marketplace, and then for various
historical reasons, ultimately became adopted as money. Also, there’s
something called credit money. For us nowadays, this is somewhat of an odd
category, it’s hard to make sense of this. What Mises means by this, is that he’s
saying it’s something that used to be money and people have the expectation
that it will be money again in the future but right now it’s not. And so here
historically he has in mind, during wartime, if the government suspended
specie redemption for notes. So, if the US dollar was the same thing, was a
ticket that got you certain amount of gold or silver, but then because there’s a
war the banks or the government stopped that redemption policy, people still
would use the dollar notes in exchange. But it was because Mises thought—it’s
not because it was what we would call fiat money—but because they thought
once the war ends, they’re going to restore the redemption. And so that was
the reason people were trading it, in anticipation of that future time when
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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the redemption would be restored. So he, Mises, decided to call that “credit
money”. So the reason it’s still money, if you applied the definition, even when
redemption had been suspended, it was clearly a medium of exchange and it
was universally accepted, among Americans, if we’re talking about dollar notes
for example. So, that’s money in the narrower sense that fits the definition
but he was calling it credit money because again, as an economist to explain
why are people trading around these notes, he said even though they’re not
technically a claim ticket he was saying that “well because they think in the
future that it would be restored”.
And then the last category was fiat money. Now, what’s interesting for us, we
all know what this is because we use this almost like it’s a swear word at this
point, but for Mises what’s interesting is if you go read it. So to repeat, this
came out in 1912, and Mises’ discussions, he’s filling out the logical framework.
Mises says something like “we must admit the theoretical possibility of fiat
money”. So he’s saying at that point Mises doesn’t think fiat money has ever
truly existed, because again, to him, historical episodes where redemption
had been suspended, some of you might have been tempted to say “oh
that turned it into fiat money for ten years, during the wartime suspension”.
But for Mises, no, he was saying that’s credit money, because there was the
expectation that the redemption would be restored. But if the redemption
would be eliminated and people continue to circulate these notes now which
don’t entitle you to anything, they’re not a claim ticket anymore, it’s just the
paper note is the money, the base money period, end of story. If that can, if
that happens and the community kept using that, Mises is saying I would call
it fiat money and again it’s interesting because he’s saying that we must admit
the theoretical possibility. And so I like that, because number one it shows
Mises was a good economist, that he anticipated, you know, his system, he
didn’t just classify the things he’d seen historically. His system was robust
enough and he was creative enough to realize there’s this logical possibility.
But also it’s sort of charming, because when you hear him discuss it, he’s
almost saying like “oh, heaven forbid, we must admit it’s possible there might
be one day where people are using this fiat money that’s not backed by a
regular commodity.”
Okay, so now we move on to the money substitutes. The way this diagram
is working, the money substitutes consist of these two things. So the first
component is money certificates, that’s just a genuine 100% backed
claim ticket, right? So for a commercial bank, if you deposit some gold at
a commercial bank, gold is the money, is the commodity money. And you
deposit gold at a commercial bank, and they give you some notes or they
give you a checkbook allowing you to write checks on it, and the outstanding
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claims that the bank issues are backed up 100% by gold in the vault, then
that’s just a money certificate, right? So that has no real economic impact in
terms of the business cycle.
Where the big problem would be is in the issue of what’s called “fiduciary media”.
So these are money substitutes that are not backed by the underlying money
in the narrower sense. And then, of that, token money, so certain governments
might issue coins that don’t actually have silver content and so technically, in
terms of legal, back when, you know, the money was redeemable in gold
and silver, that the notes, the government issued the token coins could be
redeemed technically. But the government might issue more tokens than they
actually have in reserve to back them up. So Mises is saying technically that’s
fiduciary media. And then of course, the big important thing was uncovered
bank deposits and notes. So in the Misesian framework of course, that’s what
does all the work about generating the boom and bust cycle. So, just to step
back a minute and to say, that’s a nice framework but Mises explains in the
pages when he’s developing this terminology, why he made these decisions
and I just want to make one observation to show you why it’s not clear which
way he goes. So if you remember what Mises’ definition of money was: He
said it’s a medium of exchange that was universally accepted among a certain
community. So with that definition, arguably unbacked bank deposit notes—
so I have in mind a checking account that has fractional reserve banking—
arguably, a note that bank issued could be considered just as money, end
of story. Because it’s a medium of exchange, clearly it’s not a consumption
good, it’s not a production good; it’s an exchange good. And as long as the
community we’re talking about, if those bank notes trade or exchange at par
with the commodity money, if people in practice don’t make a distinction
and have an applied discount when they accept notes from a bank because
it’s reputable, then that’s the same thing as money in a certain sense, if it’s
interchangeable. So Mises was saying, it would be acceptable if somebody,
if an economist wanted to just call that money and have it be in the same
classification as the gold there’d be nothing demonstrably wrong about that.
He’s just saying “because I think this stuff that I, Mises, am calling fiduciary
media has to do with generating the business cycle, whereas if there was
money certificates, there wouldn’t be a business cycle”. He’s saying that’s why
it’s important for us to make a distinction. So that’s why he came up with that
distinction of “money in the narrower sense” versus “money in the broader
sense.” I just want to make clear, the reason for that terminology is because in
a sense they’re both money, right? Again, a bank note, even if it’s uncovered,
so it’s fiduciary media, there’s a sense that, yeah it’s a medium of exchange,
it’s accepted nearly universally in the community, so isn’t that the definition
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of money? And so he’s saying “yeah, it’s kind of money but let’s call it money
in the broader sense. And we’ll reserve money in the narrower sense for the
commodity money”.
Okay, so I’m just saying that besides the framework here, if you go read that,
it’s interesting, just if you’re going to do some theoretical work and want to
develop just to see the way he has to apply his framework, and the decisions he
made in developing it. He always says, “ultimately, what are we trying to do as
economists? What phenomena in the market are we trying to explain and that
should guide our theoretical decisions”. Or what I should say, our decisions
about how to develop certain theoretical concepts. So for this stuff, he wasn’t
saying there’s an ultimate fact of the matter, is that money in the narrower or
broader? He was saying it’s very useful to use this classification framework
because, I, Ludwig von Mises, think this explains the business cycle, so let’s do
it this way. Whereas if you just called everything money, including unbacked
bank notes, you would be in a loss to explain why there was a boom bust here
but not over here? Because they would both just be using money, right?
Okay, so, one of the main things he did in this book was he incorporated
money in the Mengerian subjective value. So that might sound surprising at
first, because Menger’s book comes out in 1871, this is like the birth of Austrian
economics in this book right here. And yet, Mises’ Theory of Money and
Credit doesn’t come out until 1912, so it seems odd there was this huge gap
between taking the subjective value theory that Menger, Jevons and Walras
are credited with creating and why did it take so many decades to apply it
to money? And it wasn’t because there was a reluctance to use this theory.
This swept the field, Mengerian subjective value theory swept the economics
profession, so economists had been using what we now would call subjective
value theory for quite some time. But they’d been using it on a barter economy.
So they would have simplistic models where there was no money and people
were just directly trading goods against each other. And they would use the
principles of marginal utility theory to explain the equilibrium exchange ratios
if it were a barter economy. But then if they wanted to say “but oh, in the real
world, everything first trades against money and there’s money prices,” then
they had a whole separate theoretical framework that they laid on top of that.
You know, with the MV = PQ, that sort of framework. It was a very holistic,
aggregate, macro framework, whereas Mises develops a micro, subjective
framework to explain equilibrium exchange ratios. So the question is, “why
did it take Mises to do that?” So let me very quickly explain it, because there
was a problem.
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Originally, economists when they took this new Mengerian subjective value
theory and thought “so we can explain why an apple trades for two oranges
in equilibrium,” right? It has to do with marginal utility, that kind of stuff.
They were happy with that, they thought it was great, but when it came to
explaining, why does, you know, the French franc have a certain objective
purchasing power and the German mark has a different purchasing power,
they thought there was a problem just trying to use marginal subjective value
theory to explain that. And the reason is because they thought it would be
arguing in a circle. So specifically, this is the way they were trying to think it
through.
They were saying: “okay, why do you value money? So, why I do value this
[points to water bottle]? Oh because subjectively it quenches my thirst and
that has a certain ranking on my value scale. It’s important to me on the
margin, it explains the market exchange value of a bottle of water ultimately
by reference to my desire to avoid dying of thirst things like that”. So that
subjective theory worked very well for consumption goods. With money
though, it seemed tricky, because “why do I value a ten year old note?” And
the first answer is “well, because I know it has objective purchasing power. I
know I can go buy things with it and I have subjective value that I attribute
to those things so that’s why I walk it back and value the ten year old note”.
And then you say “okay, so you subjectively value this because it has objective
purchasing power,” but then if you say, “why does it have objective purchasing
power,” if you’re going to use subjective value theory?. So “oh, the reason this
has objective purchasing power is because we subjectively value it. Just like
the reason I like this is because I subjectively value quenching thirst, okay?”.
So if you think that through, it looks like you’re saying the reason people value
money, is because people value money. So that’s not a false statement, but
you see how that doesn’t seem like it’s explaining very much. Or to say it
another way, you’re ultimately saying that the reason money has objective
purchasing power is because money has objective purchasing power. That’s
a true statement but it doesn’t give you very much. So that was the problem
and that’s why they thought subjective value theory is circular in the case
of money. But Mises showed that, no, it’s not. The way he broke out of that
circularity argument is by introducing the time element.
So now I’m going to speed up my remarks; I want to get to some of this later
material. But the idea being, what Mises said is, “no, don’t just say money
has purchasing power because money has purchasing power.” Yeah, that’s a
circular argument that seems silly. He said more specifically, more accurately,
what it is; money today has purchasing power, so what does it mean to have
purchasing power? It means people give goods and services in exchange for
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money today. So why are they doing that? The people right now who are
selling their labor hours in exchange for euros. Why are they doing that? It’s
because they anticipate that tomorrow, that euro is going to have purchasing
power. So notice the time element. So the reason today they’re selling their
labor for euros is because they expect in the near future that euros will have
purchasing power. And then if you ask “how do they know that? Where do
they come with these expectations?” Mises said: “oh, it’s because they just
observed in the recent past, I’ll just say yesterday, that the euro had purchasing
power”. So because they saw the prices in the market recently, that makes
them have expectations of the near future, and that’s why right now they
would sell a car, or they would sell labor hours, or sell a house in exchange
for euros.
Okay so, he’s broken it up. I’m going to summarize his approach in a way that
isn’t an exact quote from him, I’m just trying to summarize it in a pithy way:
Money has purchasing power today because you expect it to have purchasing
power tomorrow. And why? Because it had purchasing power yesterday. So
that’s not a circular argument, you’ve broken it up.
So some critics had thought of that and they said, “okay, so now we don’t have
a circularity problem, we just have an infinite regress”. So you’re ultimately
saying “today’s purchasing power of money is ultimately derived from
yesterday’s purchasing power of money”. Well okay, how did it get purchasing
power yesterday, Mises? “Oh, from the day before yesterday”, and we just go
on forever and they throw up their hand and say that’s not a good answer.
And then Mises says “no, we can trace it back until the point at which the money
good was just a regular commodity.” You know, back in the days of barter,
or we would say direct exchange to be more technical. Okay, and so, Carl
Menger had already given us a theoretical explanation for how you could start
with a state of pure barter and money could emerge gradually, step by step.
Okay, so Mises was saying this isn’t an infinite regress. There’s a finite stopping
point. So to be clear, Mises wasn’t doing a historical investigation. It wasn’t like
he said “ah, for the German mark, here’s where its history started”. He wasn’t
doing that, he was just saying theoretically, logically speaking, this is not a
philosophical problem here. There is a logical stopping point to my argument.
So that’s the way he showed that you can use Mengerian subjective value
theory to apply to everything. That might not seem like a big deal, but, that,
to me, I would say that unified what had been micro- and macroeconomics.
And you should know, there’s just one value theory that explains the relative
exchange value of everything, even the money commodity trading against
other goods and services. It’s the same theoretical framework we’re using. So
originally, it would be sort of odd, that you’d use one framework to explain
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as if everything’s done in barter and then as an afterthought you’d say “oh
but in practice there’s money and we use a totally different framework that
doesn’t obey methodological individualism or subjectivism. It almost seems
like physics or something where we have an equation of exchange and we
have velocity of circulation”. That doesn’t even sound like economics, or
Austrian economics. And that’s the way we’re going to explain money. It’d
be one thing if that’s the way you’re going to explain tuna fish and the price
of tuna. But to explain the value of money, that seems pretty important that
we’re doing something that in any other area violates all of our precepts of
good economic theory to explain the value of money. So that’s what Mises
did here.
Okay, he also developed his circulation credit theory of the trade cycle. I’m
going to go quickly through this because I think most of you know this. I want
to get to the applications.
So circulation credit is when banks issue new loans of fiduciary media,
meaning media not backed up by commodity money in the vault. By doing so,
it drives the interest rates below the natural rate. So here, again, just to show
what Mises did. He has antecedents, people he’s relying on their work. And
he’s just taking bits and pieces and incorporating it into this new theory. So it’s
fascinating to see how he does this. Just like in any science, people don’t start
from scratch; they build on the work of their predecessors. So with him, he’s
taking Mengerian subjective value theory, he’s taking this concept of natural
interest rates from Wicksell, and then Menger and Böhm-Bawerk’s structure of
production, there’s stages of production and showing how, if the interest rate
is wrong, if it’s below the so-called natural rate, then it distorts that structure
of production. So that leads to an unsustainable boom which then necessarily
leads to a bust. So there’s monetary and what we would call “real elements” in
this theory. And I think, it’s superior to mainstream theories that usually focus
on one or the other. So there’s real business cycle theory which doesn’t care
much about money, and then there’s Keynesian theories which focus more
on demand. And so the Austrian theory is sort of this interesting hybrid if you
will, in that it has monetary factors that then cause real consequences that
necessitate a bust.
Okay then, of course there’s the impossibility of economic calculation. Let
me just mention, the claim here is immediate. So sometimes I see people
motivate a discussion of this and they’ll say “oh, Mises said that socialism,
a socialist country couldn’t last and in the beginning, critics disagreed with
him. But then with the fall of the Soviet Union, people realized that Mises was
right”. And I’m glad that the critics realized Mises was right, but I’m concerned
that when you tell the story that way, it makes it sound like what Mises was
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doing was making an empirical prediction about the longevity of a regime.
And that’s not what he was doing. He was saying that from day 1, if you have
genuine government ownership of all the means of production, then there’s
no market prices for capital goods. And that means nobody can perform
calculation. They don’t know what’s the value of the resources they’re using
in a production plan, so there’s no way to look at the output and compare it to
the inputs and say “is the output more valuable than what we used to create
it?” In principle, it’s not even in ex post we can look back and see through trial
end error, “did we get it right?” So that’s what the claim was, and that’s not
something that takes seventy years to manifest itself. That’s from day one. I
just want to clarify that his claim was a theoretical one, immediate.
Also, just to clarify, I think this is a different thing from the Hayekian knowledge
problem, or dispersed knowledge. So, Hayek’s work there is very important
but I would caution you not to just lump it together and say “yeah ,Mises
and Hayek showed the problems with socialism”. They were distinct critiques.
Because Mises assumes from the outset that the central planner has the all
relevant engineering knowledge and technical know-how and production
functions and whatnot. And it’s more a matter of just knowing the value of
the inputs compared to the outputs. Okay, and then, also, along with this
critique then, Mises shows how in a market economy do we get around that?
Oh, because there’s private property and there’s money. And that’s necessary,
because you need to have market prices for the means of production. So each
entrepreneur can ask his or her accountant at the end of the year, “were we
profitable?”. And that’s the way to determine the value what we’ve produced
for our customers, how does that compare to the value of the inputs we used.
And again, without money, you couldn’t do that. And without ownership
and the means of production, you couldn’t do that. So this just shows how
a market economy solves this problem, that is impossible to solve for the
socialist planners.
Okay, so let me now very quickly just run through some of the current
applications of these contributions. So the fact that the yield curve inverts
before a recession, so on this chart [points to FRED yield curve data], the gray
lines are recessions and what that blue line, is the ten year treasury minus
the two year treasury. So when that goes below that black line, that means
that’s an inverted yield curve. That the two year interest rates is higher than
the ten year. And so notice it goes negative before each of those gray lines.
This chart goes back to the late 1970s, that pattern holds up, depending on
how you define it, at least back to WWII. And so why does that happen? In the
Misesian framework, I would say it’s quite obvious. It just happens because
if you think about what causes the unsustainable boom, it’s when banks are
expanding credit and pushing interest rates artificially low, so what can banks
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control? And if you’re talking about “the interest rate”, okay. But when you
get more realistic, there’s multiple interest rates, there’s a whole yield curve.
Banks can influence shorter term rates more than longer term rates. So just
think through the standard Austrian story: during a boom with easy money,
it’s short rates that would get pushed low, long rates would stay higher, so
you would have an upward sloping yield curve. Then, when the banks get
nervous and tighten and raise rates, it’s primarily short rates that would go up.
And if it goes up enough, it would invert the yield curve. So that would make
sense that a recession would happen after they do that.
Also—why don’t I just end on with this slide, because I want to give you
guys time here for questions. So I’ll just explain this one; so this is business
cycle dynamics. So what I’ve done here is, shown, so that’s April 2008 up to
July 2010. And it’s an index. So it starts at 100 and it’s employment in four
different sectors. So that red line is retail trade, the next, the purple rate is
non-durable goods, then durable goods is the green, and the low blue one
is employees in construction. So what you can see is, after the crisis hits, the
Great Recession, the financial crisis in 2008, this is US data. You see that the
drop in employment, as a percentage of the value at the peak, is greatest
for construction. The next biggest drop is for durable goods, then the next
biggest is non-durable, and the lowest reduction in employment was on the
retail. So you see, if you know Austrian theory, that makes perfect sense that
the industries that got hit the most were, construction, which in the Hayekian
triangle, it’s farther away from retail or consumption. And then durable goods
are more long-lived than non-durable. And retail is like the final stage giving
us the consumer. So that lines up perfectly with the Misesian theory whereas
the Keynesian story that just “oh the great recession is because there was a
housing bust. People got scared, they stopped spending money, and then
that lack or demand percolated around the economy”. You wouldn’t expect
this, you might just expect a general proportional drop, or maybe you would
think even retail would drop the most. And then because consumers aren’t
spending and then that would percolate back, but you wouldn’t expect that.
So the standard story of “oh, this is just an aggregate demand” doesn’t fit this
at all, whereas this fits in nicely with the Misesian theory.
Okay, why don’t I stop right there and thank you for your attention and I’ll
have some time for questions.
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II. Keynote: Geopolitics, Economic
Freedom, and Economic
Performance1
Erich Weede
University of Bonn, Germany
Geopolitics and economics overlap in studying the rise and
decline of nations. One influential explanation of the rise of
Europe and the West, of them overcoming mass poverty before
other civilizations, contrasts the geopolitical fragmentation of
Europe with civilizations unified under repressive rule elsewhere,
and explains the rise of the West by its greater degree of economic
freedom than elsewhere. Economic freedom, or capitalism,
implies ‘creative destruction’. After World War II, the dominant
economy promoted economic freedom globally and thereby
granted advantages of backwardness to less fortunate peoples.
This resulted in a series of economic miracles, first in the losers
of the world war, West Germany and Japan, then in the four small
East Asian tiger economies, since 1979 in China and other Asian
nations. Although the global expansion of economic freedom lifted
at least one billion people out of abject poverty during the last
four decades, most of them Asians, the same process undermined
American economic dominance. Using purchase power parity data,
the Chinese economy is already bigger than the American one and
might become twice as big in about two decades. As China is aging
rapidly, and as its highly centralized economy is more vulnerable
to policy mistakes than capitalist economies with more dispersed
decision-making, China’s economic prospects remain uncertain.
But the imminent power transition between America and China
implies an increased risk of war. In recent decades, economic ties
between China and America promoted a ‘capitalist peace’ which
is undermined by an atmosphere of rising protectionism. If a trade
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war between China and America ends the era of globalization,
then the outlook becomes dark: less economic freedom, less
prosperity, less political stability and higher risks of war.

II.I. Introduction: Geopolitical Rivalry and
Economics
The rise and decline of nations is a topic of interest to researchers in economics
as well as to researchers in geopolitics. One may argue that no explanation
of the European miracle or the rise of the West is complete without pointing
to an important difference between Western and other major civilizations.
Whereas other great civilizations – like China, Islam, India, or Russia –
tended to become huge, unified, and repressive empires, Western civilization
always consisted of a multitude of political systems, first principalities and
kingdoms, later nation-states. Political fragmentation in Europe provided
exit opportunities for subjects, long before they became citizens, and forced
rulers to pay some minimum of respect to ordinary people and their property
rights. Without the territorial separation of powers and the constraints arising
from competition between polities, neither economic freedom nor political
freedom, neither the economic system of capitalism nor its consequences,
i.e., innovation, growth, and prosperity, could have evolved.2
Capitalism and economic performance are not only rooted in geopolitical
competition, but they affect it, too. As Schumpeter (1942) suggested, capitalism
implies ‘creative destruction’. No job and no enterprise is safe forever. Some
rise, some fall. This applies to national economies, too. In the long run,
economic performance determines the rise and decline of nations which
affects power balances, power transitions and the risk of war (Organski 1958;
Organski and Kugler 1980). The two world wars of the 20th century could not
have happened without rapid German growth before 1914. The wars between
Japan and China in the 1930s and between Japan and the US in the early 1940s
could not have happened without Japan’s successful industrialization after
the Meiji restoration. The Soviet Union could not have challenged American
hegemony after World War II without the previous establishment of a huge
military-industrial complex. Whenever upstarts come close to challenging
dominant powers, the world becomes a dangerous place.

2
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The most likely future power transition concerns the United States and China.
Since neither the Russian, nor the Indian economy come even close to half
the size of the Chinese economy, since Europe and Japan are allied with the
United States as well as still disinclined to remilitarize, the only conceivable
challenger of US hegemony on the horizon is the People’s Republic of China
(Weede 1999). Actually, China owes its rise to the liberal economic order
which the US established after World War II. The liberal economic order has
been an essential prerequisite first of the recovery of the losers of the great
war, of Germany and Japan, then of the rise of the Asian tigers, and ultimately
of the People’s Republic of China itself. Stein (1990, p. 139) recognized this
a quarter of a century ago: “A hegemonic power’s decision to enrich itself
is also a decision to enrich others more than itself. Over time, such policies
will come at the expense of the hegemon’s relative standing and will bring
forth challengers. Yet choosing to sustain its relative standing… is a choice
to keep others impoverished … Maintaining its relative position has obvious
costs not only to others but to itself.” Within a liberal economic order, poor or
less developed economies enjoy potential advantages of backwardness. The
West provided a model for imitation, a source of technology and a market
for low wage products. As Hayek (1960, p. 32) elaborated a long time ago,
the advantages of backwardness should be regarded as an external effect of
the economic freedom of Western societies: “The benefits of freedom are
therefore not confined to the free…There can be no doubt that in history
unfree majorities have benefited from the existence of free minorities and
that today unfree societies benefit from what they obtain and learn from free
societies.”
After World War II the liberal economic order which the Americans established
step by step, from Betton Woods, via NATO and the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, to the World Trade Organisation, provided the background
condition for a series of economic miracles. At the beginning, in the late 1940s,
most of the world – except for North America and Australasia – was poor or
even desperately poor. The Iron Curtain divided Europe into an American and a
Soviet sphere of influence. By contrast to the Soviet sphere, the American one
was an ‘empire by invitation’. After the Soviet Union had acquired a sufficient
number of nuclear weapons, ‘peace through fear’ prevailed between East and
West. There have always been some crises – for example, concerning West
Berlin or Soviet missiles in Cuba – and probably some risk of accidental war,
but the ‘balance of terror’ prevailed: No one wanted to risk nuclear winter, or
even a nuclear fall.
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II.II. A Series of Economic Miracles
The American sphere of influence was not only labelled the ‘free world’ by
its supporters, but it became one by removing the remnants of wartime
planning within the Western world, by re-establishing economic freedom
within the West. This did not happen at equal speed in all Western countries.
West Germany was faster than France or Britain in liberalizing its economy
and thereby experienced an economic miracle and slowly turned into the
strongest economy of Western Europe. In the Far East Japan was similarly
successful. The liberalization of international trade was as important as the
domestic liberalization of Western economies. The US was a benevolent
hegemon. It supported the foundation of the European economic union which
from the beginning had a protectionist agricultural policy that discriminated
against American exports. For geopolitical reasons the US tolerated this
discrimination. Although Marshall Plan assistance was helpful in rebuilding
European economies west of the Iron Curtain, domestic liberalization as
well as removing barriers to international trade were more important for the
revival of Western Europe.
Prosperity in the ‘free world’ supported democracy in Germany, Italy and
Japan, all of which became forced converts to democracy after 1945.3
Economic interdependence within the ‘free world’ supported a capitalist
peace,4 not least between the victors and losers of World War II. Another
war between Germany or Japan and the US, Britain or France became
inconceivable already during the 1960s. Since democracy flourishes under
conditions of economic freedom and prosperity, the democratic peace
should be understood as a component of the capitalist peace. Whereas the
democratic peace pacifies only the relations between democracies – the risk
of war is even higher between autocracies and democracies than in between
autocracies – international trade, or more generally economic cooperation
between nations, contribute to peace independent of regime type.
Of course, economic freedom is a matter of degree. In the real world, it is
never perfectly secure. But, by and large, it was reasonably re-established in
the West by the 1960s. Thereafter, a slow expansion from the Western core to
the rest of the global economy began. First, the East Asian tiger economies –
South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore – demonstrated that some
degree of economic freedom at home together with integration in the Western
dominated global economy permits the exploitation of the advantages of
backwardness. By contrast, most developing economies as well as socialist
3
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countries suffered from growth rates which were close to stagnation. In the
late 1960s the Sino-Soviet bloc split. The risk of war between the US and
China which had fought each other in Korea in the early 1950s decreased,
but the risk of war between the Soviet Union and China increased. Up to 50
Soviet divisions in Siberia and Mongolia demonstrated this new risk of war.
A low level of tensions between China and the West was the background
condition of Chinese reforms after Mao’s death and Deng Xiaoping’s rise to
power in 1979. Beginning from an abysmal level of economic freedom China
liberalized, opened its door to overseas Chinese and Western investment,
and reintegrated itself into the global economy. What may be called creeping
capitalism in China was nothing less than another economic miracle: many
decades with growth rates beyond 10% per year, a multiplication of income
per head by a factor of 10, and a multiplication of economic size by a factor
15, because population size was still increasing in China until a few years ago.5
During the 1980s Reagan’s readiness to invest ever more resources in
armaments in general, and in missile defence in particular, worried the
Soviets. Although most Western experts were sceptical about missile defences
working against a massive Soviet attack, the inclination towards worst case
analysis within strategic communities implies a level of fear bordering on
panic in Moscow. Gorbachev’s reform package of glasnost (political opening)
and perestroika (economic reform) did not even succeed in keeping the
Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact together. With the benefit of hindsight
one may label the dissolution of both the Soviet Union and its Pact ‘strategic
surrender’. The Russian core of the Soviet Union kept most of the territory, but
only about half of the population and half of the economy of its predecessor.
Russia remains the second strongest nuclear power in the world, the balance
of terror between the US and Russia still exists, but instead of Russia China has
become a more plausible challenger to America than Russia.
Whereas the economic size of the Soviet Union in the late 1970s was still
four times as big as China’s, whereas the transition from the Soviet Union
to its Russian successor state by itself should have transformed the Russian
advantage only from four to one to two to one, divergent economic
performance generated an entirely new situation. Now, the Chinese economy
is about seven or eight times as big as the Russian one. Since the Chinese
economy has grown much faster than the Russian one for four decades, it is
reasonable to expect the Chinese economy to reach a ten to one ratio with
Russia within a short period of time. By the way, ten to one is about the ratio
5
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of their population sizes. If one relies on purchase power parity data, the
Chinese economy exceeds even the American one since 2015. Using market
exchange rates, America is still number one in the global economy. Since the
Chinese economy still grows much faster than the American one, it is quite
plausible that the size of the Chinese economy will become about 50% larger
than the American economy during the 2020s, that it might become twice as
large as the American one during the 2030.
In my view, the era of globalization should be understood as an age when the
West exported the idea of economic freedom being the root of prosperity to
the rest of the world. Some people referred to this phenomenon by labelling it
‘the Washington Consensus’. By integrating China, the most populous country
of the world until recently, in the global economy, globalization became a
reality. Decreasing barriers to international trade permitted the establishment
of global production chains. During the last forty years, at least one billion
people escaped from dire poverty. By and large, Asians in general, and Chinese
in particular, benefited more than Africans, Confucians, Buddhists, or Hindus
more than Muslims. These facts are likely to be related to the frequency of civil
wars within Africa or the Muslim world. But uneven success during the era of
globalization does not change the fundamental result. If reducing hunger and
extreme poverty is the standard of evaluation, then the diffusion of economic
freedom from the West to the rest during the era of globalization was a great
success.
If you “imagine there is no country” (Bhalla 2002), i.e., if one overlooks
nationalities and citizenships in order to focus only on personal or household
incomes in the world, then global income distributions have become more
egalitarian in the era of globalization when the West exported the recipe of
economic freedom as the best cure against underdevelopment and poverty.
This must look strange to critics of capitalism. Admittedly, income distributions
became significantly less egalitarian within many countries, the US, China
and Russia included. But differences between national average incomes are
a much more important determinant of income differences between human
beings than inequality within nations (Milanocvic 2016). Catch-up growth in
many populous Asian countries reduced the distance between Western and
Asian average incomes and thereby generated some global equalization.
Simultaneously, increasing economic interdependence between China and
the West mitigated political rivalries. Like nuclear deterrence economic
interdependence or the capitalist peace is not a failsafe or perfect cure against
the risk of war, but since the 1990s it contributed to the avoidance of war in
many parts of Asia. Only, isolated North Korea did not reap the economic or
security benefits of economic freedom and the capitalist peace.
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II.III.

The Risks of Power Transitions

According to Mearsheimer (2001, p. 4), “China and the United States are
destined to become adversaries as China’s power grows.” For adherents of the
Realist school of thought in international relations, the two strongest powers
in the world are likely to become enemies because of what they are capable
to do against each other. Realists tend to combine capabilities with worst
case assumptions about intentions. The opportunities provided by catch-up
growth and the advantages of backwardness result in conflict. The dynamism
of global capitalist development tends to generate power transitions and to
challenge previously established pecking orders which produce international
tensions and possibly war. Recently, Allison (2017) has even provided a
numerical estimate of the risk of war related to challengers catching up with
dominant status quo powers or surpassing them. According to his Thucydides
Trap, in 12 out of 16 previous cases the outcome was war. Of course, one
may debate the details of this coding. In my view, the Anglo-German rivalry
was less important than the Franco-German rivalry for the outbreak of World
War I. Even the rivalry between Russia and both Central European powers,
Germany and Austria-Hungary, may have been more important than AngloGerman competition for the outbreak of war. 6 Whereas Allison counted the
post-war rivalry between rising Germany on the one hand and Britain and
France on the other hand as a peaceful event, I do not understand why he did
not even consider the more serious rivalry between the Soviet Union or its
Russian successor state and China. But even when I imagine some different
codings of events, I arrive at similar or worse expectations about the risk of
war arising from power transitions.

II.IV.

Will China Continue to Grow Rapidly?

Whether China can successfully challenge America and become a global
hegemon itself depends on its future economic performance. Some caveats
should accompany extrapolations from past to future growth rates. There
have always been reasons to suspect Chinese growth numbers. Almost
certainly China becomes grey before it becomes rich (England 2005).
Chinese demography might turn from a growth stimulus to a malus (Bloom
and Williamson 1998). A male surplus may contribute to political instability,
too. The break-neck speed of China’s industrialization has exerted a terrible
environmental price (Economy 2007). Regime characteristics make the
6

For an analysis which is focused on conflicts of interest between the Continental
European powers, see Clark (2013).
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Chinese economy accident-prone. Although autocracies do not grow at
faster rates than democracies on average, regimes differ more importantly
in their variation or volatility of growth rates than in average growth rates
(Doucouliagos and Ulubasoglu 2008; Besley and Kudamatsu 2007, p. 60;
Quinn and Wooley 2001; Weede 1996). Democracies grow at moderate rates,
whereas autocracies are as capable of miracles as of disasters. China itself
has experienced both. Under Deng Xiaoping and his successors the growth
rate was miraculous. Before, under Mao Zedong and especially during the
Great Leap Forward, economic performance was a disaster. More than
forty million people have starved to death because of misguided and cruel
economic policies (Dikötter 2010). Then, there is the Chinese public debt
burden. Although the central government likes to claim fiscal rectitude, local
governments and state owned enterprises are heavily indebted. Since local
and regional governments are responsible for most of the spending, but get
insufficient revenues, the relationship between the levels of government
is dysfunctional. Debt is frequently disguised and hidden in insufficiently
supervised “local government financing vehicles”. Shambaugh (2016, p.
38) has estimated the sum of central government, local government, and
corporate debt to be as high as 282% of gross domestic product.
In spite of these reasons for doubt, I did until last year put more weight on two
arguments which inspire optimism about the Chinese economy. First, China
still enjoys huge advantages of backwardness. If one measures per capita
income in purchase power parity terms, it still is only about a quarter of the
American level. Four East Asian countries continued to grow at seven percent
or better for another two decades after they reached this level (Lardy 2019, p.
27). Second, China has a much better human capital endowment than most
other countries at this level of economic development. Together, advantages
of backwardness and human capital can explain nearly half of the crossnational differences in economic growth rates (Hanushek and Wössmann
2015; Weede 2006).

II.V. ‘The Tragedy of Great Power Politics’
Returns: Endangering Prosperity and Peace
During the current year, however, I have simultaneously become more
pessimistic about the outlook for China and for mankind as a whole. The
golden era of globalization might end. Since the Russians occupied and
annexed the Crimea, economic sanctions become an ever more popular
tool of Western statecraft. Of course, the West always used them in order to
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coerce weak states – for example Cuba, Iraq, Iran, or North Korea – but now
it becomes increasingly ready to apply them against great powers, such as
Russia. It is quite dubious that economic sanctions result in desirable policy
shifts, least of all in autocratically governed big countries. Quantitative studies
of the effectiveness of sanctions do not justify optimism.7 Nevertheless, the
West behaves, as if demonstrations of moral superiority by sanctions against
bad behavior were a sufficient reason to apply them irrespective of actual
results. But sanctions must have some strong negative side effects. Sanctions
severely undermine the capitalist peace because the benefits of trade and
other forms of international economic cooperation depend not only on
the past and present, but also on expectations. In order to pacify interstate
relations, governments must expect cooperation, market access and trade to
last. Since economic ties between Russia and America have always been weak,
the capitalist peace never had a chance to work between them. By contrast,
economies ties between America and China have been strong enough for the
capitalist peace to apply there.
Although Western sanctions are unlikely to correct Russian behavior towards
the Ukraine and other vulnerable neighbors for the better, they suffer from
another defect. Sanctions are likely to drive Russia into China’s arms. The
longer China and Russia cooperate against the West, the more likely the
establishment of a Eurasian bloc becomes. In the long run, China’s economic
preponderance over Russia is likely to turn China into the master and Russia
into a client. Admittedly, this will take some decades. Currently, Russia is a
much stronger nuclear power than China. But China’s economic rise has
demonstrated what China can achieve in a very short time. A Western attempt
to contain China may result in making Russia part of a Chinese sphere of
influence. In my view, containing Russia and containing China might be
incompatible. Trying to do both at once invites failure in the containment of
China.
Whether or not the era of globalization which has underwritten global
prosperity and peace for decades continues or not, depends on what happens
in Sino-American relations. If the global economy should split into two rival
economic blocs, one lead by the US, the other one lead by China, this will affect
the global economy as well as geopolitics. Global prosperity and growth will
suffer, if global production chains disintegrate and trade barriers rise again.
Smaller economies are likely to suffer more from such a course of events
than bigger ones. Export-oriented economies, like Germany, Austria, or the
Netherlands are likely to suffer more than domestically focused economies
such as France. Enterprises which currently span the Western and the Eurasian
7

The best known study of the effects of sanctions is Hufbauer, Schott, Elliot, and
Oegg (1997). For an overview of other research, see Weede (2018, p. 823-24).
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markets, such as Apple, Huawei, or Volkswagen, are likely to suffer most. But
neither the national economies of the US nor of China are likely to become
the worst victims of a Sino-American trade war. Bystanders are likely to suffer
a lot. The longer such a trade war lasts and the more acrimonious it turns, the
more likely global equity markets are likely to become upset. The European
common market will become even more important than it currently is for
Germany as well as for the small export-oriented European economies.
Since undoing globalization affects prosperity and growth, the prospects for
political stability and democracy are also affected. Although we do not know
in advance where political orders will collapse or where democratization will
not happen in a less prosperous world, we do know that less prosperity makes
democracy and political stability less likely and civil war more likely. From a
geopolitical perspective, the main effect of a trade war is making the capitalist
peace ever less effective between the nascent trading blocs, including in the
Sino-American dyad where it is needed most. Concerning conflicts between
rising and declining great powers, remember Allison’s estimate of a 3 out of 4
chance of them ending in war. Then, the avoidance of war between America
and China, as well as between their allies, will entirely rest on the balance of
terror or peace through fear. In the nuclear age, one should prefer to rely on
two less than perfectly reliable pacifiers rather than on a single one.
Since the capitalist peace deriving from interstate trade and economic
interdependence stands and falls with expectations of future benefits from
trade and open markets (Copeland 2015), the capitalist peace must already
have suffered in effectiveness, because of current fears about the possibility
of trade wars. Even if the risk of trade wars were strongly reduced tomorrow,
say by a deal between Donald Trump and Xi Jinping, much of the damage
has already been done, because investors have been made suspicious about
future sanctions, tariffs or other barriers to trade. Tomorrow, no one will feel
as comfortable with global production chains as most of us did until yesterday.
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1. The Role of Non-Democratic
Institutions in a Democracy,
according to Montesquieu,
Tocqueville, Acton, Popper, and
Hayek, Applied to the EU
Jitte Akkermans
KU Leuven
Montesquieu, Tocqueville, Acton, Popper, and Hayek all believed
that institutions, which do not reflect the majority opinion
(hereafter: non-democratic institutions), have an important role
to play in a democracy. Those non-democratic institutions can
introduce the strengths of undemocratic forms of government into
a democratic state and provide the internal checks and balances
that underpin a moderate state. This paper applies their insights to
the European Union.

1.1. Introduction
This short paper explains the division of labor envisioned by the aforementioned
authors between democratic and non-democratic institutions in the state
(1.2), applies them to the European Union (1.3), looks for feedback mechanisms
outside the treaties (1.4) and ends with an assessment of the type of claims
that this paper makes (1.5).
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1.2. The Role of Non-Democratic Institutions
in a Democracy
1.2.1.

Montesquieu

A democracy allows the people to self-govern. To realize this advantage
Montesquieu is willing to grant the people legislative power1 and trial by jury.2
However, he also recognizes their weaknesses.3 The people are incompetent,
impulsive, passionate, slow and unable to exercise responsibilities themselves.4
Non-democratic institutions like representatives, a senate and a monarch can
be added to protect liberty against those weaknesses of the people.5
The elected representatives allow both ordinary people and the well-educated
to perform a task tailored to their skills. The well-educated can discuss political
matters and exercise power6 and the common people can limit themselves to
a more modest task, namely recognizing who is fit for office.7
The aristocracy is able to moderate and enforce the law.8 Accordingly,
Montesquieu endows the Senate (i) with a veto right on bills enacted by the
House of Representatives,9 (ii) to temper decisions of the jury10 and (iii) trial
adjudicate nobles.11 If the Senate were endowed with anything more than a
veto right on the bills, it would be able to pursue its own interests and forget
about the people.12
The monarchy can act vigorously; spreads powers between advisers, cities
and classes; and provides tradition and stability in which honorable conduct
flowers.13 It should be allowed to veto bills14 and to carry out its duties under
internal law.15 The annual vote on taxes by the legislative power should be
able to restrict the monarch to this limited task.16
The proposed mixed and moderate state trumps the absolute democracy, in
his view, because it provides for checks and balances that allow each of the
state powers to push back whenever another state power averts its powers.17
However, if state organs are composed of different people from the same
class, like in the commissions of Venice, it’s unlikely that they will disagree on
how power should be exercised and they will therefore not be willing to use
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their veto right when that happens.18 A moderate form of state thus requires
that some state organs are composed of people recruited from a group that
holds different opinions than the people in general.

1.2.2.

Tocqueville

Tocqueville makes comparable observations about the democracy.19 The main
strength of a democracy is its self-correcting power. It is forced to correct
the numerous mistakes that stem from its incompetence, whenever those
mistakes are discovered and politicians look for the approval of a majority.
The aristocracy on the other hand, only looks to monopolize power and
wealth.20 The equal rights for all allow the people to participate in society and
to take up some responsibilities. It enhances a sense of civic duty, patriotism,
liberty, vigor and obedience to the law. It provides them with an interest in
maintaining and defending the legal system and rights embedded in it.21
The main weakness of a democracy is its unstoppable drive for the gratification
of current desires. Those make it unstable, tyrannical, incompetent and
arbitrary.22 Equally bad is that in a democracy the majority not only exercises
its control over the state, but also over the minds of the people.23 It is unwilling
to endure criticism of ideas 1° accepted by the majority or 2° by foreigners.24
Those embarking on it, will be socially excluded.25 Such an uncontested
majority opinion breeds tyranny.26 Moderating forces might provide relief.27
Class societies might sustain a wider variety of outlooks, but they are
incompatible with democracy.28 In a classless society lawyers, independent

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Ibidem, 101 en 102. Cfr. A. de Tocqueville, Over de democratie in Amerika, 268.
However, he believed 1° that a mixed state could not be stable and 2° that England
was just an aristocracy not a mixed state. (A. de Tocqueville, Over de democratie in
Amerika, 273-274.)
Ibidem, 252-256, 265 and 270.
Ibidem, 257-267.
Ibidem, 269-272, 275-76 and 282.
Ibidem, 276-277.
Ibidem, 258 and 276-277.
Ibidem,277-281.
Ibidem, 274.
Ibidem, 275.
Ibidem, 601.
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administration,29 civil society30 and decentralized implementation of policy31
can provide for mechanisms that slow down or even break the will of the
majority.32
Lawyers in particular will hold a separately evolving opinion that reproduces
itself through the education of precedents.33 They form – just as the nobles
did– by nature (i) an intellectual elite that (ii) is respectful of insights of the
pasts, (iii) suspicious of the masses, which they have come to known by
professional experience to be led by their passions, (iv) aiming for order and
against arbitrariness and (v) minding the long term.34 Jurists – just as the
king and aristocracy of Montesquieu – hold a veto right. They strike down
legislation that is incompatible with the constitution enacted by the people,
but hold no right to enact legislation themselves.35 The independence of the
judiciary allows the magistrates to use their veto right against current public
opinion.36 Their compatibility with democratic institutions results from 1° their
willingness to guide the democracy instead of overthrowing it and 2° the fact
that anyone can apply for law school.37 The tendency of French lawyers and
judges 1° to search for a ratio behind each rule – of what the legislator should
have wanted according to him – and 2° to force their own set of ideas and
principles to resolve even the smallest case, is less compatible with the spirit
of a democracy than that of the American jurists who 1° surrender themselves
to past case law and 2° efface their own wishes.38

1.2.3.

Acton

Lord Acton digs further into the moderating qualities of a federal state. He
recognizes that local government might be ideal for self-government.39
However, he is willing to harvest the advantages of resistance against the
exercise of state power by bringing different nations into one federation.
Whenever one of those people would be governed against their traditions,
they would turn against it.40 This natural opposition against the exercise of state
power could be employed to achieve a more moderate form of government
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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Ibidem, 271 en 276.
Ibidem, 748.
Ibidem, 284 en 746.
Ibidem, 284.
Ibidem, 286, 289 and 291.
Ibidem, 253, 286-288 and 289-291.
Ibidem, 291.
Ibidem, 291-292.
Ibidem, 288-289.
Ibidem, 289.
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in which the rights and freedoms of citizens are better protected.41 The
resistance will of course only be able to contribute to a moderate state if
the resistance of a nation will not be ignored by the federation. Two addition
advantages of a federation are that 1° it disperses the loyalty of each citizen
over different institutions and 2° strengthens the diversity of ideas held in one
state.42

1.2.4.

Popper

Popper elaborates on the self-correcting powers of democracy. A democracy,
according to him, allows 1° the politicians to try out policies and 2° the voters
to evaluate and terminate those policies when necessary.43 Such a learning
process of trial and error is only effective 1° if voters can send politicians home
and overturn their failed policies and 2° doesn’t require absolute powers for
elected officials.44

1.2.5.

Hayek

Hayek adds that the voting process will only produce decent results if the
competence of the representative organ is limited.45 The opinion of the
majority only determines the outcome of the voting process under specific
conditions.46 Minorities, for example, have an interest in colluding into a

41
42
43

44
45
46

Ibidem, 19-20.
Ibidem, 19-26.
K. Popper, “Ideal and reality in society” in J. Shearmur en P. Turner, After The Open
Society, Selected Social and Political Writings, Londen, Routledge, 2012, (53) 56
and 58-60; K. Popper, “Outline of my views of what matters” in J. Shearmur and
P. Turner, After The Open Society, Selected Social and Political Writings, Londen,
Routledge, 2012, (371) 374.
K. Popper, “On democracy” in J. Shearmur and P. Turner, After The Open Society,
Selected Social and Political Writings, Londen, Routledge, 2012, (360) 360-361 and
363
F.A. Hayek, Law, Legislation and Liberty, 1-3, 11, 16, 21, 31, 33, 35, 39, 99, 129 and
138.
Ibidem, 1, 6, 10, 31 en 99.
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voting majority to acquire or defend privileges that go against the interest
of the majority.47 A prohibition on handing out such privileges might prevent
this.48 A strict enforcement of equality before the law thus suffices.49
Furthermore, the legislator has two tasks that are incompatible:50 it produces
both general rules of just conduct (law) and rules of organization of government
(legislation).51 The first task requires abstract rules determining what kind
of conduct (both of the people and of the government) is (in)acceptable
regardless of the goals the acting person has in mind.52 This includes contract,
tort and criminal law.53 The second task requires concrete commands to
realize a concrete goal.54 This includes laying down the budget, taxes, number
of people in the army and rules determining the organization of government
services.55 Whenever the legislator uses the logic and methods of the second
task to perform the first, he starts directing the complete society as if it was a
government service and citizens will lose the opportunity to shape their own
lives.56 Hayek proposes to split the tasks of the current legislator between a
lawmaking and legislating body.57
He makes a concrete proposal for the resolution of those two problems
of competence (distribution of privileges and incompatible tasks) and the
shaping of a moderate state.58 An arbitration court – staffed with lawyers –
should annul 1° privileges granted by the either body, 2° laws that go further
than determining the rules of just conduct and 3° legislation that oversteps
the rules of just conduct.59 The court would only hold a right to veto and no
right to enact its own laws or legislation.60
47
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Ibidem, 3-5, 9-10, 13-16, 31, 40 en 134.
Ibidem, 8, 10, 11 en 40.
Cfr. art. 19.1 German Grundgesetz and art. 10 and 172 Belgian Constitution. The
interpretation of the principle of equality in positive law differs from that conceived
by Hayek. For Hayek equality before the law meant that conduct should be treated
the same by the legal system independent of the situation in which the person was.
(F.A. Hayek, Law, Legislation and Liberty, 40, 103 and 142.)
F.A. Hayek, Law, Legislation and Liberty, 1, 16, 22 and 101.
Ibidem, 16, 22 and 35.
Ibidem, 22 and 100.
Ibidem, 28 and 114.
Ibidem, 22.
Art. 170-171, 174 and 183 Belgian Constitution; F.A. Hayek, Law, Legislation and
Liberty, 28.
Ibidem, 16, 22, 24-28 and 30.
Ibidem, 24-25, 38 and 104. Hayek also describes a third organ that is competent to
review changes on the constitution.
Ibidem, 106.
Ibidem, 11, 107 and 120
Ibidem, 131.
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The lawmakers’ opinion should deviate from current public opinion and be
slightly elitist through the process used to select lawmakers.61 Each age group
in the federation might be allowed to vote one of them into the lawmaking
body once they turn 45.62 This gradual process of adding just one person to an
existing body is similar to what we do when appointing judges in the Supreme
Court (USA), Constitutional Court (Belgium) or board of directors of the FED
(USA).
The legislator on the other hand should be elected on the local level,63 where
different political units could experiment with public policy according to the
wishes of the local majority as long as it complied with the law.64 The relative
ease with which one can and does migrate between local governments in
the same state, allows voters to vote with their feet.65 If a federal government
were to be established, it should limit itself to a competence that allows it to
veto local policies.66

1.2.6.

Summary

Montesquieu, Tocqueville, Acton, Popper, and Hayek had common concerns.
They recognized that democracy had its strengths, but appreciated the
dangers of an unlimited democracy. The weaknesses of a democracy could
be dealt with by inserting non-democratic powers – with their own strengths
– into the state as a moderating counterbalance. All of them required that
those counterbalancing forces should hold opinions that deviate from those
of the majority. They looked for those forces in the aristocracy (Montesquieu),
lawyers (Tocqueville), other peoples (Acton), other levels of government
(Hayek) or time periods (Hayek). Especially the well-educated got a specific
place in each of their systems. But they would in principle grant those elites
not much more than a veto right and were (except for Montesquieu) strongly
concerned with respecting the right of the majority to end failed policies and
to send failed politicians home by the ballot box.
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Ibidem, 106, 112 and 113-114.
Ibidem, 113.
Ibidem, 45, 46, 63, 132-133 and 146.
F.A. Hayek, Law, Legislation and Liberty, 25, 47, 106, 112-113 and 146; F.A. Hayek
‘The Economic Conditions of Interstate Federalism’, (255) 268.
F.A. Hayek, Law, Legislation and Liberty, 103 and 146.
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1.3. Application to the European Union
1.3.1.

Composition of the European Institutions

Certain organs of the European Union resemble certain aspects of these
idealized descriptions of non-democratic counterbalancing forces: 1°
the European Commission and European Central Bank are independent
technocrats that embody the expertise of the well-educated (Montesquieu);67
2° the Council of Ministers and European Council – in competences were
unanimity is still required – are slowed down by diverging national sensitivities
(Acton);68 and 3° the European Court of Justice (ECJ) is filled with independent
judges (Tocqueville)69 and guarantees free movement (voting with the feet)
and equal protection of EU-citizens before the law (Hayek).70
Other institutions, like the European Parliament and Council of Minister (in
competences were no unanimity is required)71 lack technocrats, lawyers
and obstruction powers for each nation. Their participation in the decisionmaking process does not offer the specific advantages attributed to those
two groups by Montesquieu, Tocqueville, Acton, or Hayek.

67
68

69
70
71
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Art. 17.3 and 19.2 TEU; art. 130, 245-247, 282.3 and 283.2 TFEU.
However, in most competences the Council can vote with a qualified majority (art.
16.3 FEU and art. 236 and 238.3 TFEU). Veto rights still exist for discrimination (art.
19.1 TFEU); foreign , military, secutiry and defense policy (art. 22.1, and 24.1 TEU
and art. 333.3 TFEU); cost sharing with non-participating member states for closer
participation (art. 332 TFEU); changes in the decision making majority (art. 333.1
TFEU). The European Council as a general rule decides in consensus (art. 15.4 TEU).
Art. 253. 1 TFEU.
F.A. Hayek ‘The Economic Conditions of Interstate Federalism’, (255) 260-261 and
267-268.
If the Council votes with unanimity, it should not be categorized as a notdemocratic counterbalance.
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1.3.2.

Competences of the Organs and Member States

There is an even stronger tension between the role the Court of Justice and
the European Commission play and what the authors were willing to entrust
to non-democratic powers. The activism of the Court of Justice72 and the
right of initiative for the European Commission73 go much further than the
veto right that Montesquieu, Tocqueville, and Hayek would grant them.
The idea of a self-correcting mechanism – as was championed by Tocqueville
and Popper – is difficult to reconcile with the impossible procedure to review
the treaty,74 the grouping of policy options through one democratic choice
– namely the membership – and the right of initiative for the European
Commission.75 Accordingly, the envisioned advantages of a democracy will
no longer be attained.

1.3.3.

Competences and Decision-Making of the Union

The weak enforcement of the principle of assigned powers by the ECJ,76
can over time lead to a balance of power between the national states and
supranational level in which the non-democratic federal level will become
the dominant player. In those circumstances the Union is no longer a federal
state as endorsed by Tocqueville, Acton, and Hayek.
The qualified decision-making process in the (European) Council77 has the
same effect. It eliminates the sensitivity to any particular national constitutional
traditions instead of combining them (as Acton hoped for). It facilitates the
exercise of state power in a way that would not be possible on the national
level instead of further restraining it.
The expanding 1° competences of the European Union and 2° bureaucracy
and networks of agencies, further reduce the moderating effect of executive
federalism defended by Tocqueville.78
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Finally, the teleological interpretation of the ECJ79 is clearly the mindset of
a French rather than an American lawyer and is according to Tocqueville
difficult to reconcile with the spirit of democracy.

1.4. Feedback Mechanisms
1.4.1.

Existing

There are of course still feedback mechanisms in place to push back against
excesses. Member states can leave the Union (as the United Kingdom is
attempting)80 and might have opt-ins and opt-outs (like Denmark). Moreover,
national constitutional courts (as is the case in Germany) or democracies (as
was the case in the Netherlands, France, Ireland and - most recently with the
Memorandum of Understanding - Greece) push back against non-democratic
institutions.
This resistance against the exercise of certain powers might not create
the most elegant scenes. However, those are counterbalances at work,
the constitution in action and exactly what the authors were hoping for.
The tension and conflict between the institutions is not an illustration of a
failing constitution, but the realization of their purpose to halt each other. Of
course, one might wonder whether the current feedback mechanisms could
be improved and alternative instruments could be developed to channel the
tensions more fruitfully.

1.4.2.

Shortcomings

The two main existing channels are probably 1° the exit option and 2° ultra-vires
and identity review by constitutional courts. The first one does not allow for
refined democratic feedback. It only provides the people with an opportunity
to review the membership, not specific policies. Moreover it doesn’t provide
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to self-enslavement (1992)” in J. Shearmur en P. Turner, After The Open Society,
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a channel for moderation of the powers exercised by the European Union,
but eliminates its exercise altogether. In other words: it eliminates the nondemocratic counterbalance instead of pushing it back into an acceptable role.
Under the ultra-vires and identity control constitutional courts declare
European law to be inapplicable on their national territory if it violates the
division of powers or the core of their fundamental right. This might be more
refined than the exit option but is not able to channel the majority opinion.
Moreover, it only provides a marginal check on the exercise of power in
extreme cases.

1.4.3.

Alternatives

An intergovernmental method might be able to contribute to a refined and
democratic check. If each rule has to be ratified by each national parliament,
each of them preserves its right to self-govern (Montesquieu, Tocqueville)
and is able to veto according to national sensitivities (Acton). The European
Commission and European Court of Justice would still be able to veto
European and national policies that would go against these rules, moderating
the national democracy according to the understanding of the well-educated
(Montesquieu) and lawyers (Tocqueville). If each rule had a predetermined
expiration date the electorate would be able to eliminate failed policies
through the ballot box (Tocqueville and Popper). The push/opt out of member
states in specific policy domains might prevent attempts to take other member
states hostage through the rule of anonymity.
If national parliaments were to have the right to nullify European rules for
their territory by a special majority and/or referendum, the same result would
be achieved without having to change much about the current set-up. No
intergovernmental approach or expiration date would be needed.
If the European Union abandons certain competences, those powers would
go back to the member states and their national electorate. The Union would
still be able to veto the national policies that are incompatible with the
fundamental economic rights and freedoms of the treaty.
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1.4.4.

Opposition

The argument of the ECJ that national deviations are incompatible with
the nature of European law,81 should not be followed. The effectiveness of
European regulation and policies has not been hindered by opt-ins and -outs
and closer cooperation82 in the past. The Schengen zone and Euro zone both
have their problems, but none stem from the fact that certain members are
unwilling to participate (rather the opposite is true).
It is however true, that the alternative channels might make it much harder or
even impossible to develop certain policies on a European level for which there
is no popular support. However, that is exactly what the authors were trying
to achieve when they proposed counterbalancing forces and championed a
moderate state.

1.5. Final Remarks
The claims in this short paper should only be valued in proportion to strength
of the arguments that have been developed. And that strength is rather
limited. The main limits are the implicit assumptions and the partial character
of the analyses.
The paper builds on two implicit assumptions with which reasonable people
can disagree. First it assumes that the European Union is not able to reflect
a majority opinion in the European parliament because that majority opinion
just does not exist due to the lack of shared debate, in a shared language, with
shared media in which information and ideas are formed and spread. Second it
assumes that we would still be willing to orient our current institutions on the
insights and demarcation lines selected from these authors. If one disagrees
with one of these assumptions, the theory might still be internally valid, but
inapplicable to the facts.
Moreover the paper is only a partial analysis. First, it only looks to the tension
between a very small set of criteria and the current institutions. Second, it
does not look for any further reasons to justify infringements on those criteria.
Third, it ignores interaction effects with other insights. An integrated analysis
might come to the opposite conclusion.
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The claims, however, still give a good overview of some tensions that deserve
further study. It provides them by referring to generally acceptable authors
on which our current constitutional order is based.
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2. Mind with a Purpose: a
Humanistic Conversation
between Psychology and Some
Postulates of the Austrian School
of Economics
Silvia Aleman Menduinna
Notorius Institute. Bolivia
Universidad Privada Boliviana,
Universidad Catolica Boliviana
Thematic Area: Readings on the Austrian School of Economics

Many psychologists would like to understand and better refine the
links of psychology with the postulates of Mises, human action
and the Austrian School of Economics. There are related topics,
common, praxiological, substantial which link behavioral sciences
to economic sciences. This article aims to make these conceptual
links through the lens of psychology.

2.1. An Opportunity for Psychology
It is the Austrian School of Economics, which, with greater conceptual
precision, links psychology, with the theories of marginal utility and the
subjective theory of value. The influence of the marginalists in the midnineteenth century and principally Carl Menger’s arguments prompted a new
facet in economic thought. Perhaps that would also have been an opportune
moment to write a new history in psychology. Moreover, it seems that this
science opted, in general terms, for the path of positivism.
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Cost-benefit issues are instrumentalized from economic science but their
essence is remarkably subjective, it operates in the human psyche. These costs
and benefits are exchanged physically, but the interests, needs and valuations
of the goods have been organized in complex processes and neural networks.
Thus, subjective values seem to be organized, in complex psychic structures,
where the conclusive result is manifested in a free exchange. The individual
values goods, if these goods have less value to himself, he hands them over in
exchange for receiving goods of greater value.
Carl Menger, in his book Principles of Political Economy, said that the value
of goods is based on the relationship of goods with our needs, not on the
goods themselves. He maintains that circumstances can change, even to the
extent of the value of a good disappearing. It all depends on the provisions of
the goods. Value, he pointed out, is not something inherent to the goods; it is
the individuals who, according to their utility, preferences, or meanings give
a value to the good.
In addition, unlike the rest of the marginalists, Menger introduces the concept
of expectations, which marked a great difference between the Austrians and
the mathematical school, which assumed perfect knowledge on the part of
the economic agents. (Cachanosky, 1995).
Mengerian reasoning about the theory of value serves psychology to scrutinize
the psychic formation of assessments and meanings, in accordance to the
vital life experiences, well-being or just satisfaction. Likewise, the introduction
of expectations, connects costs and benefits, also of a subjective nature,
in different areas, such as unemployment, temporary preferences, savings,
consumption; as well as exchange and demand, among others.
What would be the reasons for linking psychology with the postulates of the
Austrian School of Economics?
Many. Not only because of the conceptual relationships around behavior,
subjectivity and intersubjectivity of individuals. Also to allow us to review the
constructionist and positivist threshold that many psychology schools still
contain. With this, perhaps analyze the scope of experimental methods in the
measurement and extrapolation of human behaviors.
But, essentially to recover humanity’s sense of psychology. That sense of
being the psyche, the mind and the brain makes us a product of nature and
of a long evolutionary process. With which, it is not just a relationship, nor
a phylogenetic story. It is the fundamental cause where the essence of our
behaviors are established, even if they are mediated by the context, which
60
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never determines behavior. That recovery of humanity’s sense of psychology,
would also explain that human nature allows individuals to live in freedom.
We have a mind, it has a purpose, the search for permanent well-being. It will
always be possible to expand our world of reflections and expand our common
findings. Thus, this article aims to outline a humanistic conversation between
psychology and some postulates of the Austrian School of Economics. These
are the general premises of this article.
The article also aims to reposition, in some way, even with the few topics
explained in this article, the character of psychology, given its unfortunate
initial link between the ASE and the first Austrians who analyzed the issues
of values and choices, adopting the term of Psychological School (Rothbard,
2012).

2.2. Elements of Approach to Human Action
and Praxeology
Ludwig von Mises points out in his economic theory that it is not about things
or material objects. It is based on human actions. He introduces the analysis
of human behaviors from psychology.
According to Mises, the essence of human action is a behavior that seeks to
move from a less satisfactory state to a more satisfactory one. With which,
there is a purpose in the behavior. If individuals had no purpose and in turn the
means were not scarce, there would be no sense for action. But that purpose
is not related to psychology - he points out.
He attributes to psychology the explanation of internal (mental) events and
the reasons that lead to certain actions. While human action is logical-formal,
praxeology is responsible for its analysis. Mises (1949).
Mises points out that human action exists regardless of what we think, or
what people would like it to be. This notion again separates psychology from
praxeology.
Human action has as a fundamental axiom that human beings act and their
actions are conscious. However, psychology owes its study to the analysis
of why people adopt different purposes and what they do to adopt them
(Rothbard, 2012),
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But there can be no human action without individual behaviors or actions.
This is a key point for psychology. It is clear that some goals correspond to
human action and others to psychology.
What then would be the goals of psychology, without being compared to
human action?
How would the psychic dynamic operate leading individuals to adopt various
goals?
How and why would individuals do it? Let’s see an attempt to explain this. Lets
assume that psychology analyzes the processes and mechanisms of human
behavior linked to action. Lets analyze how the motives of individual actions
come from deducing causal variables, and also lets try to explain the possible
logical relationships. In this manner, human behaviors develop different
patterns of coping with reality. They are neither mechanical nor abstract
behaviors. They need information to act.
But this information comes from a complex neural framework that operates
from neural modules in the pre-frontal of the human brain. (Fuster, 1995)
A framework that already comes with information provided and with new
information that is stored, consciously or not, but that then explains behavior.
Neurosciences were and continue to be relevant for the understanding of
human behavior. (Bastias, F, Cañadas, M.B, Avendaño, P.A 2017).
All the goals that individuals adopt are first framed in an individual action.
Human beings develop behaviors with causes, or, causal chain of events,
with ideas and value judgments, which seek to relate with others. It assumes
identity exchanges, it can be an entrepreneur, a capitalist, a landowner, a
worker, and a consumer - according to Mises - (Stefunko, 2018) but it remains
the same individual, never all individuals simultaneously.
The means of exchange are accepted between them, to the extent that
they are objectively more appropriate for each one of them, but it remains a
unique, subjective individual. It is not possible then to analyze the individual
from collective entities. (Stefunko, 2018) A human being cannot, in turn, be
many individuals simultaneously.
Thus, in the understanding that something exists, it has a specific nature. Like
goals and means, they are not the same for all individuals. The individual acts
in the midst of uncertainty, but by acting he can go wrong in the search for
his choice to reach his goals.
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Every being contains and develops specific abilities to achieve their goals.
All the abilities that the individual possesses are organized, unique psychic
formations that allow the individual to feel integrated. This is what is called
identity, which is not similar to the concept of personality and it is not a simile
to the notion of subject as opposed to that of object (Hartmann, 1950).
It is also appropriate to point out some final considerations in these possibilities
between Mises and psychology. Mises explains two branches in the sciences
of human action, praxeology and history. He points out that the mission of
history is to describe social and economic evolution and in this process it
places psychology as its main or specific tool from the point of view of its
protagonists (Hulsmann, 2018).
But psychology is not descriptive in itself. Although, logically, Mises did
not appeal to the concept of describing psychology from the positivism
approach. But, within the human sciences, psychology seems to be marked by
explanations of relationships based on inductive methods. Usually one tends
to understand psychology from a descriptive, experimental or environmental
character. From an interdependent activity of social practices; from the
context, culture and technology. In the construction and reconstruction.
(Bastias, F, Cañadas, M.B, Avendaño, P.A.2017)
Human behavior is also explained as a product constructed by the perception
of the environment or ecological psychology, the “affordances” (Gibson, J.
2015).
These are all irruptions of the positivism approach in the sciences of human
behavior which have reduced the human being as a constructionist possibility,
denying the human nature. This invalidates the biological foundations and
phylogenetic processes that connotes the human being, with distinctive
features, with respect to the rest of the species. Only the human being has
the capacity of free will.
A radically opposite approach to constructionists and positivists is that driven
by psychologists based on cognition and neuroscience. Hermann Ebbinghaus
(German psychologist of the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences of the
Department of Psychology) considered neuroscience as a better approach to
explain human behavior.
Several neuroscientists and psychologists support these theories and base
the explanations from the separation of our common ancestor, from the
Neanderthal man. They explain that upon separating from the Neanderthal
man, our DNA changed. This allowed the human species to develop the ability
to survive, develop language, create, think and act freely.
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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Thinking and acting, searching and electing the means to achieve the goals,
(Srefunko, 2018) only happens in human behavior In the cognitive process,
deductive reasoning prevails. These elements develop an intentional,
purposeful, pre-adaptive behavior. Creative elements, always open to new
events and interrelations. It could even be understood that human action is
objectified through individual behaviors, which based on interaction, make
and explain the reality and even the rest of social phenomena.

2.3. Uncertainty: Memory of the Future
For Mises, human action implies uncertainty. Man does not have an omniscient
knowledge of the future. If the individual knew what was going to happen, he
would not have to act anymore, he would wait for the events. He would have
a technological plan in the present, hoping to reach his goals at some future
time (Rothbard, 2012).
However, it is possible for the human mind to process that fact, in order to
adapt its behavior. How could it do it? Through the neuronal process. The
mind selects perceptions and actions and does so through cognitos.
A cognito is a neural network that is formed based on multiple neuronal
associations. It has the function of organizing information about events,
generating knowledge, perfection, intelligence, memory, new learning and
greater experience (Fuster, 1995)
These networks create a plan for making decisions for the future. It creates,
in the prefrontal cortex, a “memory of the future.” It has been shown that the
prefrontal cortex is activated by the internal representation of prospective
actions (Ingvar, 1985. Karl, Addis, McLelland, Schacter. 2013)
Neuroscientists consider that there are no actions planned for the future,
except the memory by association of similar actions in the past. This is the
“memory” of the present, to achieve a more or less immediate future goal.
These activities are called pre-adaptive (Fuster, 1995).
In conclusion, one could assume that, although men do not know the events
of the future, their mind is equipped to do so. Whereupon, probably his
performance might not be entirely uncertain. More analyses is needed on this
topic.
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2.4. Mind, Exchange, and Price System
Since the time of the Pleistocene, mental activity has been configured
in complex interactions between human nature, living conditions or its
environment. Research on ethnographic models conducted by D. BrownHuman Universal (McGrawHill, 1991, Pinker, 2003) confirm the existence of
more than three hundred universal behavior patterns. Temporary preferences,
parental systems, instincts, rejection of incest, feelings, thoughts, among
others, which make us similar.
Learning is also generated by hereditary processes and through adapted
mental modularity and from biological systems (Pinker, 2004). This process
entails individual cognitive properties.
There is thus a stable human nature in humanity. Mises spoke of the
configuration of the structure and logic of the mind - as uniform in all races,
ages and countries. (Stefunko, 2018). While there are universal behaviors,
each mind processes its actions and behaviors differently and individually.
They do it this way, because nature has also generated human beings with
differentiated, physical and mental constitutions, attributes and abilities. We
are disimilar human beings, each with distinctive and particular characteristics.
We are unique.
With all these approaches the possibility opens up to try to understand how
the exchange between individuals is generated. If the minds were the same,
so would the processes, even the intentions would be the same. Then there
would be no possibilities for exchange, not even for survival.
Mises also states that we are not only biological beings, but we are also
collaborators, in the way we live and work. But there are different types and
patterns of collaboration. There are those groups, where individuals depend
on orders from a boss or a leader. That leader determines everything, even
the will of the people.
That is socialism. But there is another group, which throughout millions of
years (since the Pleistocene) have lived in cooperation with each other. It is a
system where one does something to satisfy the other and expects something
from the other in return. This is a system for exchanging actions, products
and services (Mises, 1970). This is how the market and human action should
be understood. (Mises, 1942)
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It is human nature that, through individuals with different characteristics and
different mental processes, has generated goods, services and utilities for
exchange. They have managed creative ways to improve life, one in which
each individual seeks his own happiness. But, faced with the imposture,
regulations, or restrictions of abstract entities, such as the state, individuals
tend to cancel their exchanges. They tend to diminish their own aspirations,
they are inhibited from creating, innovating, proposing. Fear tends to nullify
freedom.
The price system consolidates the exchange process. Each individual has a
specific knowledge in his mind and there is information between the different
individuals, who transmit knowledge and information. That is the price system
that acts by providing signals to the different economic agents. (Hayek, 1945)
Without that system, people could not exchange, they could not buy. Individuals
configure the value of goods, through a set of mental representations that
evoke a good or service.
The evocation of a good – is processed by the central nervous system based
on information from the external environment (price). This nervous system
receives the new information and collects the information stored in the
cognites. It processes the information through complex neuron networks that
encode and transmit via certain synapses. This neuron synapses can move
from one brain region to another, overlapping more information. (Fernandez,
2015),
Consequently, each individual has specific information and assessment on
a good that transmits the price system through evocation in the neuronal
system.
There seems to be a complex interdependence between the human mind
and the price system. Perhaps that is the cognitive behavior that manifests
itself in the face of choice. These are processes which also happen within the
spontaneous order.
In the pricing system there are transactions against multiple options. These
transactions are also neuronal, but they are not determined exclusively by the
individual, but influence the decisions that others also make. (Fuster (1995).
Thus, almost all decisions derive from competition, synergy and commitment
between numerous sources of information, internal or external, conscious
and unconscious, of different weight that depend on their relevance to an
objective (Fuster, 2018)
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Finally, the behaviors explained through psychology cannot be dichotomous
or defining models. Similar to economic facts, these are not born from
concepts, models, or classifications, it doesn’t respond to true or false
statements or facts (Rothbard, 2012).
Human behaviors both functional and structural are not reduced to their parts
as a whole. There is thus a relationship where these parts are composed of
different totalities and mental representations. (Shultz (2016).

2.5. Conclusion
The postulates of psychology and the Austrian School of Economics are very
close. In this article only approximations have been made. There is still work
to be done on this. But the essence of both positions, even of their different
elements of analysis, converge. The approaches to human action, causality,
intentionality, the character of subjective value, social coordination, exchange,
uncertainty, among others, can also be explained through psychology,
through deductive logical foundations.
Mises appreciated the contributions of psychology and its analysis in the
explanations of the human mind. He considered that the whole form of the
world of economy can ultimately go back to values that reside in human
minds (Tucker, 2016)
But the fundamental challenge within psychology is the distinction of the
threshold of use between natural science methods in relation to human
sciences. The discussion about the stubborn presence of positivism in the
explanations of human behavior is yet to be discussed.
Finally, if this writing had questioned something about the purposes of the
mind, regarding public order and / or planning, the writing would have already
served its purpose.
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3. What Is Wrong With Sustainable
Development Goals?1
Horacio Miguel Arana
Universidad Abierta Interamericana
This work analyzes the results reported by the United Nations on
the achievements achieved so far in Sustainable Development
Goals. This is based on the 17 objectives set out in 2015 and the
2019 report and analyzed from the perspective of the Austrian
School of Economics to explain the reasons why further progress
is not made.

3.1. Introduction
When in 2015 the United Nations reached the agreement to extend what
until then had been the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in the form of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), an agenda was set as an action plan
for people, the planet, and prosperity. The statements mention the existence
of three dimensions of sustainable development defined as economic, social,
and environmental. From these dimensions, it is sought to make progress in
harmony with nature through sustainable production and consumption. The
agreement guidelines are specified in 17 goals and 169 targets that should be
met by 2030. (United Nations (a), 2015)
The SDGs document raises the impossibility of achieving the objectives
without a global partnership composed of governments, the UN, the private
sector, and civil society and argues that due to improved interconnection
and communications between regions there is a fast spread of financial and
economic crises, as well as conflicts, diseases, and natural disasters.
Solutions, according to the UN, should arise from strengthening public
policies, regulatory frameworks, and finances, with effective and accountable
institutions, rational policies and good governance at all levels. It considers it
essential to conclude the work of the Millennium Goals, which were expanded
shortly thereafter in the form of the Sustainable Development Goals, for
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which it proposes to achieve a new social pact, new social protection systems
and measures for all sustainable and appropriate for each country, as well as
setting appropriate spending targets for quality investments in public health,
education, water, and sanitation services.
The proposed global framework also mentions the need to strengthen the
agricultural sector, promote rural development and ensure food security,
increase public investment in research, infrastructure, and initiatives for the
poor, development in the least developed countries to achieve economic
growth, diversification of economic activity and value-added generation, full
and productive employment with decent work for all and equal participation
of men and women, incorporate gender perspective into financial, economic,
and social policy-making, and ensure adequate and affordable access to
credit for micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises.

3.2. How to Get It
Seven areas of action are proposed to achieve the objectives (United Nations
(b), 2015). In the field of international cooperation, it assigns a fundamental
role to international public funding as a complement to national efforts. To
this end, it is proposed to increase Official Development Assistance (ODA)
through the commitment of developed countries to contribute 0.7% of GNI
to ODA and between 0.15 and 0.20% of GNI to the ODA in least developed
countries. It also attaches importance to global development banks in
financing sustainable development on both ordinary and favorable terms and
providing countercyclical loans.
Regarding international trade as an engine of inclusive economic growth and
poverty reduction, it proposes to promote a universal multilateral trading
system within the framework of the World Trade Organization and the
liberalization of trade by combating protectionism in all its forms.
Referred to debt and its sustainability, it recognizes the loan as an important
instrument to finance key investments but making it clear that the debt must
be managed prudently and under the control of the IMF and the World Bank.
Among the systemic issues, it is proposed to further improve global economic
governance and reinforce the guiding role of the United Nations in promoting
development, mentioning the importance of coherence, and consistency
of financial systems, in support of development, and the need for strong
financial market regulation with a global financial security network. It argues
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that the IMF must be maintained as a strong, quota-based institution with
enough resources to meet its systemic responsibilities and to improve early
warning capacity for macroeconomic and financial risks. Proposes reform of
the financial system and strengthen macroprudential regulation frameworks
and countercyclical reserves, as well as the reduction of systemic risks related
to the parallel banking sector, derivative financial product markets, the loan
of securities and repurchase agreements and face the risk created by “too
big to fail” financial institutions. Another issue that is particularly important
is the volatility of commodity prices, especially food and agriculture due to
its implications for food security and the achievement of better nutrition
outcomes.
The last scope mentioned in the document refers to science, technology, and
capacity building. At this point, it emphasizes the importance of technology
transfer, institutional capacity building, and human resource development,
the formulation of public policies that encourage the development of new
technologies and support innovation in developing countries, promote
entrepreneurship through tools such as business incubators, and the
important role of finance and public policies in research and technological
development.

3.3. Current Situation
Based on the implementation of the SDGs, the United Nations publishes an
annual follow-up report. The 2019 report recognizes that extreme poverty is
not close to eliminating by 2030 as proposed by SDG1. While poverty has been
declining since 1990, there were still 736 million people in extreme poverty in
2015, of which 413 million live in Sub-Saharan Africa. In addition, 55% of the
world’s population does not have any social protection.
In SDG2, Zero Hunger, the results are worse. In 2015, when the agreement
was reached, an estimated 784 million people were hungry and by 2017 that
number had increased to 821 million, of which 62% live in two regions, subSaharan Africa (237 million) and South Asia (277 million).
SDG3 on health and well-being may show some progress, as deaths of
children under five years of age and a decrease in measles cases were
achieved through vaccines, tuberculosis, and HIV. The failure occurred in the
fight against malaria in which cases increased by a significant proportion.
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Access to quality education makes up SDG4. At this point the results are also
very limited as 617 million children and adolescents with minimum skills in
reading and maths, 750 million adults are illiterate, gender inequality persists
in access to education, especially in adult illiteracy, where two-thirds are
women and in Central Asia where 27% more girls than boys do not attend
school. On the other hand, in sub-Saharan Africa, more than half of schools
do not have clean water and sanitation services.
On gender equality, raised in SDG5, some progress is seen, such as the
decrease in the number of girls who marry, more women reaching leadership
positions and places in parliaments. However, in West Africa, the practice of
female genital mutilation continues to be carried out in 1 in 3 adolescents,
which means approximately 200 million women undergoing the practice.
SDG 6 concerns the availability and sustainable management of water and
sanitation. In 2017 there were 785 million people without safe drinking water,
673 million defecated outdoors and in 2016 25% of health centers did not
have basic drinking water services.
Affordable and no polluting energy corresponds to SDG7. While 9 out of 10
people in the world have electricity, 840 million people remain without access
to electricity, mostly in rural areas and 3 billion lack clean power and fuels.
The report also mentions that 17.5% of total energy consumption comes from
renewables.
As regards SDG 8 on decent work and economic development, the GDP
growth target for achieving in the Least Developed Countries according to
the United Nations is 7% per annum, while it really was 4.8% for the period
2010-2017.
Another point where the 2030 target seems very difficult to achieve is SDG9:
industry, innovation, and infrastructure. While global R&D investments
increased from $73.9 billion in 2000 to $2 trillion in 2016, industrialization in
the Least Developed Countries is very slow and the per capita value-added
per manufacturing is $114 versus $4938 in Europe and North America. The
medium-high and high technology sectors account for 45% of the world’s
value-added but only 15% in sub-Saharan Africa.
About the reduction of inequality under SDG 10, the report mentions that the
income of the poorest 40% of the population in more than half of the datacovered countries increased faster than the national average during 20112016. However, it is mentioned that in many countries a growing part goes to
the richest 1%, while the poorest 40% receive less than 25% of income.
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SDG11 aims to achieve sustainable communities and cities by solving the
problems of precarious settlements with a lack of waste collection and poor
air quality.
Production and responsible consumption correspond to SDG12. Developed
countries, according to the report, use one-fifth of natural resources, leaving
a material footprint thirteen times greater than that of low-income countries.
Climate change and action to combat it form SDG13. This item was ratified
by 186 countries in the Paris Agreement. The objectives proposed by the
agreement involve reducing carbon to 55% of those of 2010 by 2030 and
achieving zero emissions by 2050 in order to curb the global average
temperature warming estimated in 2018 to be 1°C higher than pre-industrial
levels.
SDGs 14 and 15 concern ocean water quality and biodiversity and soil
degradation.
Peace, justice, and strong institutions form SDG16 with the aim of achieving
institutions that facilitate access to justice and create effective institutions to
achieve sustainable development.
Finally, SDG17 refers to the international alliance to achieve the SDGs. Among
the measures it proposes is the increase in ODA, to achieve the commitments
made by the developed countries, to strengthen financial assistance for
statistics and reform of tax systems to increase the share of public spending
funded by local taxes.

3.4. So, What Is Wrong?
As can be seen, while reference is made to the importance of the private
sector an entrepreneurship, they are ultimately reduced to a secondary role
and governed by public-sector decisions, hence the criticisms that could be
made from the Austrian School almost unlimited, but for reasons of space we
will focus only on a few points.
Global central planning: this is perhaps the main mistake that can be found
in such initiatives. It arises from the belief that international bureaucrats have
the possibility of finding the best use of resources without considering the
realities of individuals in each region. Hayek teaches us that a spontaneous
order can generate a much more complex order than could be achieved from
an organization with a deliberate project. He argues that spontaneous orders
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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have great advantages because they do not seek any particular objective,
allowing the achievement of numerous objectives that are often in conflict
and it is not necessary for that to be agreed in terms of expected results, it
is only necessary that each member of society can use their own knowledge
for their personal purposes, having the best chance of success. (Hayek,2007,
234-235)
Not recognizing the role of governments and multilateral agencies in
financial crises and ignorance of the functioning of the market price
system: more than one opportunity refers to the problems generated by
financial crises and price volatility, while it is considered that development
banks need to be strengthened by the IMF and World Bank system to monitor
countries situations and participate in problem-solving. For this purpose,
they suggest extending the powers of multilateral agencies, while extending
financial system regulations to avoid the use of instruments they consider
highly speculative. In this regard, it should be noted that international financial
markets are one of the most regulated in the world and this was already
happening in the 2008 crisis. What is never included in the analysis of these
agencies and governments that make up them is the role played by central
banks in generating speculative bubbles: the huge failures in multilateral
banks when analyzing the finances of the countries and providing new
loans or guarantees and price distortion stakes in different markets when,
in the face of bursting bubbles, investors turn to financial derivatives with
commodity guarantees like food and oil. In addition, they should bear in mind
that the cost imposed on entities to comply with the new regulations causes
small ones to disappear, concentrating the market and fueling the growth of
groups that then turn out to be “too big to fail”.
It is also worth remembering that Peter Bauer mentions that it is not possible
to increase resources from global planning and that it only increases and
concentrates power by centralizing decision-making. (Bauer, 1996, 83)
Loss of incentives with the progressive tax system: Mises teaches us
that, while taxes are necessary, progressive levies on income and assets are
nothing more than a spoliation to those most capable of society. In addition,
in the Human Action mentions that progressive taxes are regressive because
individuals would use the additional funds for investment in new capital, while
the state ends up using them for consumption expenses which results in a
paralysis of technical progress and productivity with the consequent brake on
rising real wages, so it is false for fiscal policy to fall on the richest, but also to
be suffered by the poorest. (Mises, 1968, 963)
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Another point that Mises mentions is that the progressive system acts as a
kind of insurance for those already established, because they are left in a
privileged position by preventing new competitors from entering the market
and generating an immobility that hinders economic progress and makes
property a privilege. This could partly explain why it is so easy to find supporters
of redistribution through progressive imposition among businessmen.
Rothbard argues that such taxes increase incentives to be part of the group
that lives outside production while reducing the production base, because
progressive taxes impact wages, land income, interest, and earnings, reducing
the incentive to generate new income. (Rothbard, 2013, 431-432)
We also learn from Rothbard that there is other additional damage caused
by this type of tax, which occurs to savings and investment by modifying
the results of individuals’ time preference, leaving no effect on investments
in marginal projects whose funds will be earmarked for consumption, thus
preventing the formation of new capital.
Public investment: Public investment is often taken as a kind of lifeline when
conditions are not given for the private sector to make or as a source of
countercyclical measures. In this regard we can point out that as indicated by
Hazlitt we cannot lose sight of the way that the funds used by governments
in such works are obtained by levying, so the counterpart of a public salary
created is a private salary destroyed. It should be clarified that Hazlitt criticizes
public work as it is used to combat unemployment, not in cases where the
funds are earmarked for works that are required to achieve the necessary
public services. In this regard, he tells us that if the purpose of public work
is to create employment, projects are invented wherever they can be done,
whether the work needs. (Hazlitt, 1996, 25-26)
Public Debt: This point is very much related to the previous one and both
Mises and Bauer discuss the drawbacks of public borrowing for investment.
Mises tells us that the state never achieves the accumulation of capital because
the funds earmarked for it were obtained through taxes and somehow the
debt funds always end up going to consumption expenses. Interventionist
politicians do not take into account that to overcome scarcity there is no
alternative but to accumulate new capital and criticize frugality as Mises says
by filling their mouths against so-called excessive savings, advise spending
more and restrict production, achieving without proposing misery and social
disintegration. (Mises, 1968, 971)
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Peter Bauer mentions the vicious cycle of indebtedness that occurs from
the international lending system for less developed countries, which, being
on favorable terms, are taken and used unproductively which leads to new
Indebtedness. (Bauer,1996, 166)
Official development assistance: the attention to the failure to achieve the
planned objectives, the United Nations agendas will systematically return to
the same mistakes. All the documents on the SDGs attach major importance
to ODA, even though as early as 1972 Peter Bauer had made a devastating
criticism on this point. In this work he explains that the aid system is a
handout and assuming that the argument that foreign aid is indispensable
for development is true, it leads to the conclusion that without alms poverty
prevents capital formation. (Bauer, 1996, 19).
He finds that ODA has adverse effects because it favors the assumption of
gratuitousness of development prerequisites, encourages the idea that
resources should be contributed by others, diverts attention from the causes
of poverty, stimulates policies that reduce income level, and interferes with the
market. In addition, countries that provide aid often put barriers to products
from the countries they help (Bauer, 1996, 126).
The difference between using local and foreign resources received free of
charge is the generation process that develops both the personal qualities
and institutional frameworks necessary for progress. Since the efficient use of
capital requires the same skill, motivation, and institutions that enabled it to be
created, it is likely to be more productive when used by those who managed
to create it. (Bauer, 1996, 129). He also criticizes the view that infrastructure
is a pre-development condition because if the conditions for development
are given, capital will be formed locally through loans on commercial terms,
or with tax revenues or profits from companies, but if institutional conditions
do not exist, the aid will be unproductive. What is essential for achieving
development are the institutional conditions that favor it, foreign aid cannot
achieve it alone. (Bauer, 1996, 121-122). Furthermore, he argues that foreign
aid ends up favoring the most affluent sectors, even if it is intended to solve
hunger, starvation has more to do with the impediment of some sectors to
gain their livelihood because of a lack of capacities or institutional barriers
to the entry of formal employment or restrictions on access to land. (Bauer,
1996, 160-161).
Angus Deaton, referring to the situation in Africa, comments that during
the Cold War growth declined while aid increased, while otherwise came
as aid ended the Cold War fell. Referring to the idea that ODA can replace
investment, he tells us that aid obviously does not work in the same way as
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investment,the correlation between aid as a percentage of national income
and growth is negative. He also mentions that NGOs, the WB and UN agencies
have incentives to exaggerate successes and hide failures as they are dedicated
to raising and allocating funds and aid is a project issue and the effects on
economic growth are not assessed. (Deaton, 2015, 312-319).
Tax redistribution: Bauer explains that its objective either at the national or
international level is to improve the situation of the poor, but if this is not
achieved with internal redistribution, international redistribution is likely to
nor does it come, since it is channeled through the governments of these
countries. (Bauer, 1996, 164).
Deaton says that inequality is often a consequence of progress. Poverty,
deprivation, and precarious health arise as a result of a lack of freedom.
(Deaton, 2015, 17). He also criticizes ODA because he believes that the illusion
of aid is an inconvenience in improving the lives of the poor and arises from
the misconception that it is possible to eliminate poverty through donations.
(Deaton, 2015, 299-300). Speaking of poverty, he says that if the cause of
poverty is not a lack of resources or opportunities but poor governments and
institutions, and toxic policies, it is likely to be perpetuated if more money is
given to governments. (Deaton, 2015, 304).
Ludwig von Mises reminds us that when fiscal policy becomes a genuine source
of resources for the functioning of government and becomes a discriminatory
system based on progressive taxes and inheritance, what is achieved is not
a tax system but an expropriation of the most capable entrepreneurs and
capitalists. (Mises, 1968, 968-969).
Talking about measures to promote equality points out that they reduce capital
growth at best, although it may even impede its formation and destroy the
existing one, which will paralyze development and lead to the pauperization
of people (Mises, 1968, 1015).
In addition, when the income from investments is taxed, as is the case with
income tax, savings and investment are damaged, because incomes are
below what is determined by the time preference of investors and generate
that marginal investments that were possible at a higher rate of return are not
made. (Rothbard, 2013, 433).
Seth Norton tells us empirical analysis shows that high levels of human
development are associated with better definition of property. Poverty is
greatest in places where property rights are not well specified and that
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property rights exert a very strong influence on the well-being of the poorest,
the Human Poverty Index is drastically reduced with property rights are strong
(Norton, 1998, 238-239).
Agustín Etchebarne says that inequality is only unfair if it arises from any
privilege. For this author, the important thing is equality before the law that
allows everyone to have the same rules to develop their potential, this is the
equality that generates progress and wealth, making it so that there is such
social mobility that in capitalist countries 90% of people manage to get out of
poverty in 15 years. (Etchebarne,2019, 120)
Norton and Gwartney in 2008 mentioned that greater economic freedom
increases growth and per capita income, which should result in a reduction
in poverty, although it is expected that it will take some time before its effects
are felt. The best way to reduce poverty is to promote strong institutions and
policies that promote economic freedom. (Norton and Gwartney, 2008, 4953).
Because poverty reduction requires increasing growth, the growth process
needs to be understood. High growth and low poverty depend on trade
profits, business, and investment (Norton and Gwartney, 2008, 55).
If there is no certainty about respect for property rights, the law is skewedly
applied, market access is limited by trade restrictions, there is no possibility
of generating genuine profits, as they are not a spontaneous phenomenon,
but the consequence of institutions and policies that promote economic
freedom. (Norton and Gwartney, 2008, 55).

3.5. Conclusions
Despite the warnings and the large amount of literature against them,
multilateral agencies continue to offer fictitious solutions based on the same
recipes that have already failed. They propose interventionist economic
policies, such as stimulus packages, minimum wages, and redistribution,
without listening to other voices.
It is paradoxical that consumerism is criticized and at the same time measures
are recommended to incentivize present consumption to the detriment of
the savings essential to achieve the consumption and responsible production
that the same organisms preach.
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The conclusion is clear, in order to achieve greater development, combat
poverty, achieve equality before the law and combat unemployment, it is
necessary to open up to trade, to achieve sound institutional frameworks,
respect for the legal order and above all respect for the rights of property.
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4. A Unique Methodology using the
Principles of the Austrian School
of Economics – Applied To
Investing and Trading
Richard Bonugli
Cedargold Pte. Ltd.
We provide a unique methodology to using the Principles of the
Austrian School of Economics toward investing and trading in the
financial markets. This methodology can be applied to the equity
markets in any geography, sector, market capitalization or country.
The methodology is based upon seven quantitative smart-beta
factors and seven qualitative smart-beta factors, each with studies
indicating positive outperformance to industry benchmarks.
These 14 factors together combine for a powerful approach to
outperformance. We believe this methodology is applicable to
address the key challenges to investing and trading in today’s
challenging environment. The results generally confirm our views.

We begin by observing that followers of the Austrian School of Economics
(ASE) have been generally successful at anticipating major economic events
like the Great Depression, the stagflationary environment of the 1970s, the
Dotcom Bubble and the Housing Bubble.1 Leveraging from this success, we
explore the potential of using the ASE towards investing and trading in the
financial markets.
We view the ASE as maintaining that policy changes, which allow markets
to operate freely, result in economic growth and wealth creation, whereas
interventionist policies are not friendly to the markets and result in economic
stagnation and wealth destruction. Austrian economists look towards
understanding the true causes of inflation and recessions, with an emphasis
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on the artificial expansion of the money supply by central banks. It is critical
for investors and traders to understand inflation and recessions and their
causes.
Further, we view that the ASE emphasizes savings and investment, with minimal
debt and leverage. This can apply to economies as well as to companies.
Profit opportunities exist in anticipating and interpreting the changes to free
market or interventionist policies, and in identifying cash-flowing businesses
characterized by scarcity, innovation, longevity and growth in value.
Before translating these ASE basic principles toward investing and trading, it
is necessary to understand the key challenges to investing and trading in the
current environment:
1. How do you get real yield in an environment of essentially 0% interest rates
or negative real interest rates (nominal interest rates minus inflation)?
2. How do you preserve purchasing power when central banks around the
world are intentionally weakening their currencies? How do you preserve
purchasing power in a rising inflation environment?
3. How do you invest in an environment characterized by ongoing central
bank and government interventions and ring-fencing regulations?
4. How do you mitigate potential adverse risks such as defaults, capital
controls, protectionism, trade wars, bank account bail-ins, nationalizations,
climate change and regulatory capture?
Keeping these challenges in mind, we observe that there have been several
books exploring the value proposition of using the principles of the ASE
towards investing and trading, helping to address these key challenges in the
current environment:
1. One such book is called Austrian School for Investors by Incrementum
Fund Managers Ronald-Peter Stoeferle and Mark Valek and Incrementum
Advisory Board Members Heinz Blasnik and Rahim Taghizadegan. –
“The Austrian analytical framework is not a prescription for short-term
investment success or even a pathway to building a fortune. The Austrian
investment approach eschews leverage, promotions, and fads. It is likely to
steer one away from disastrous investment outcomes through a balanced
approach to wealth preservation. In short, the Austrian methodology is
based on reality, not fancy, and its application in daily practice will provide
an investor with favorable odds to achieve financial well-being.”
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2. Another excellent book is called The Dao of Capital by Mark Spitznagel,
Founder and Chief Investment Officer of Universa Investments. – “What
I have dubbed Austrian Investing contrasts starkly to the far more
typical investing approach that only weighs current contemporaneous
opportunities, one against the other, hungry for yield, blind to the changing
opportunities likely to materialize around the next bend.”
These books highlight and provide an overview of the great potential for using
the ASE towards investing and trading.
Based on all the considerations discussed above, we have developed a
methodology approach to investing and trading given the current challenges
in the environment listed above. Let’s look at investing first and then at trading.
First, we translate the ASE principles into value-based factors. In the industry,
these are called smart-beta factors as they capture the market inefficiencies
in a rules-based and transparent way. We identify seven quantitative smartbeta factors:
1. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon cash-flowing businesses – with high
free cash flows representing high profitability of the business overall
2. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon limited or manageable debt and
leverage – not using debt to foster share-buy backs and not overleveraging
the business a pre-requisite for attainting profitability
3. ASE Principle –Value is placed upon high earnings per share – emphasizing
an indication of profitability with minimal dilution through excessive shares
outstanding
4. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon payout distribution like dividends –
emphasizing profitability with ability to pay back investors with yield
5. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon enduring operations – businesses
that have been around for a relatively long period of time, proving to be an
indispensable part of the economy
6. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon owner-operators – where the
operators and management team of the business have a vested stake as
owners in the business
7. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon stable or decreasing float – high
value on businesses that are not diluting the share structure ownership
with increasingly levels of issued shares outstanding, and not performing
share-buy backs using debt instead of cash.
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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Then we identify seven qualitative smart-beta factors:
1. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon corporate social responsibility (CSR) –
characterizing strong CSR programs with supporting Environment Social
and Governance (ESG) factors
2. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon alignment to economic trends –
businesses that support or are involved directly with the trends in the
global economy including ability to trade war risks and challenges
3. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon alignment to millennial trends –
businesses that are aligned with interests and trends covering the millennial
generation
4. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon uniqueness and scarcity – businesses
that are characterized by elements of scarcity in supply, and are unique in
their approach or product or geography on industry
5. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon innovation – businesses that are
based or rely to some significant extent upon innovation or innovative
methodologies or services
6. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon risk mitigation – businesses that are
able to minimize market, credit and operational risks in the economy and
industry segment
7. ASE Principle – Value is placed upon holding value/purchasing power –
businesses that represent a value proposition or ability to hold share value
in the event of consumer price inflation or changes in the level of shares
outstanding
We then map these principles into specific measurable metrics that can be
used as the basis to assess companies to serve as as a qualification process
for investing in the equities of these companies. These metrics are aligned
towards studies that correlate with positive equity market outperformance.
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The power in this methodology approach is in the statistics – given positive
correlation to equity outperformance in each of the factors indicated through
various studies – see Appendix. The probability of overall investment portfolio
success is compounded positively by requiring as many of the 14 total factors
to comply with our researched metric limits. However, even if not all of the
14 beta factors are met, the results still generally lead to overall success in
portfolio performance.
As the basis of the methodology approach to trading, we identify distortions
and imbalances in the economy and the financial markets, particularly
stemming from government fiscal and central bank monetary policies. We
recognize these policies and their trends between the major governments and
central banks of the world. For example, distortions and imbalances resulting
from negative nominal or real interest rates or in yields on bonds, or resulting
from currency devaluations or changes in trade policies.
Finally, we provide suggestions on ways to holding “cash” between investments
and trades. In other words, what are methods or forms of holding “cash” before
using that “cash” for entering into investments or trades? Instead of holding
government-based fiat currency, we emphasize holding stores of value as
leveraging the ASE principles of scarcity and value. For these stores of value,
we suggest holding cash in the form of physical precious metals such as gold
or silver backed cryptocurrencies that are scarce and fully regulated within the
financial and banking system. We think that governments will likely enforce
regulations upon cryptocurrencies as a way of enforcing the historical role of
the control by governments and central banks on money.
Note how this unique methodology addresses the key challenges to investing
and trading in the currently environment:
1. Powerful overall portfolio performance correlation to equity market
outperformance for targeting 10%-12% annual returns in USD terms,
addressing negative real and negative nominal yields, and the preservation
of purchasing power challenges
2. Risk management on the potential for defaults, capital controls,
protectionism, trade wars, bank account bail-ins, nationalizations, climate
change and regulatory capture – addressing the risk challenges
What do the results show for taking this approach? Here are some backtesting results on an exemplary model portfolio where we have applied our
methodology approach. The results are very optimistic and promising. We
have applied the approach to other model portfolios – for example in Japan,
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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Brazil and Switzerland, and the results are very similar – outperformance at
lower risk relative to the industry benchmarks.

It is noteworthy to point out the maximum drawdowns are generally much
less in the model portfolio versus the industry benchmark index – this would
be helpful in the event of a severe financial crisis environment on investing
and trading.
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For results on trading, we point out that our Research Strategist is Yra Harris.
Yra frequently appears on CNBC and other media outlets, and he has been a
successful Floor Trader for over 40 years. His approach is characterized by
identifying the distortions and imbalances as we mention above. His trackrecord speaks for itself as a successful approach in trading.
It is noteworthy to emphasize the ASE values of savings, investment, scarcity,
endurance, innovation and entrepreneurialism as promoting a strong
corporate social responsibility (CSR) methodology approach, with strong
supporting Environment Social and Governance (ESG) factors for overall
Responsible Investment (RI). We incorporate RI into the investment decisionmaking process because it is a key part of our investment strategy, it enhances
the returns on our portfolios and it enhances all stakeholders – investors,
communities, employees, customers, suppliers and governments.
The guiding principles for our methodology approach for investing are as
follows:
1. We have a dual focus on businesses with both great financial and socially
responsible performance;
2. We see this dual focus as providing mutual synergy:
a. Increasing profitability grows the stakeholder pie, enhancing socially
responsible performance to all stakeholders
b. Implementing responsible corporate actions and activities with
respect to a strong CSR program has a positive influence on financial
performance;
3. We incorporate ESG issues into our investment analysis and decisionmaking processes;
4. We seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the businesses in which
we have in our model portfolios.
We feel the responsibility of providing services that promote growth in
sustainability in all areas of life while providing an excellent service that will
satisfy our most concerned clients.
In summary, we have formulated a methodology approach using the principles
of the ASE. We believe this methodology approach is very applicable to
address the key challenges to investing and trading in today’s challenging
environment. The results confirm our views. Summary has to be extended for
sure, however we can work on it once we come up with more context.
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4.1. Appendix – Some Studies Indicating
Outperformance
TrimTabs Ted Theodore February 2017 – Free Cash Flow – An Update to
Management Reporting
“Optimal Debt-to-Equity Ratios and Stock Returns” - D. Winn, Utah State
University, May 2014
Opler and Titman (1994)
Hossain, A. T., & Nguyen, D. X. (2017). Capital Structure and Firm Profitability:
NYSE and NASDAQ Firms. Capital Structure and Firm Performance, 93104
Pushner, G. M. (1995). Equity ownership structure, leverage, and productivity:
Empirical evidence from Japan. Pacific-Basin Finance Journal, 3(2-3),
241-255
Lee, H., & Moon, G. (2011). The long‐run equity performance of zero‐leverage
firms. Managerial Finance, 37(10), 872-889
Yuliza, A. (2018). The Effects of Earnings Per Share and Firm Size to Stock
Price, International Journal of Engineering & Technology, 7(4.9), 247
Majanga, B. B. (2015). The Dividend Effect on Stock Price- An Empirical Analysis
of Malawi Listed Companies. Accounting and Finance Research, 4(3)
The Power of Investing in Long Term Dividend & Cash Flow Growth. (2018).
Retrieved from https://harvestportfolios.com/the-power-of-investingin-long-term-dividend-cash-flow-growth/
Mauboussin, M. J., Callahan, D., & Majd, D. (n.d.). Why Corporate Longevity
Matters - Credit Suisse. Retrieved from https://plus.credit-suisse.com/
rpc4/ravDocView?docid=V6y0SB2AF-WEr1ce
Pattanayak, M. (2008). Insider Ownership and Firm Value: Evidence from
Indian Corporate Sector. SSRN Electronic Journal.
“In the ten years ending November 2013, the S&P Buyback Index was up 158
percent, outperforming the S&P 500 by 90 percentage points.” https://
www.investopedia.com/terms/f/floatshrink.asp
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5. The Intellectual Partnership of
Hayek and Popper1
Rafe Champion
Independent Scholar
Economists and classical liberals are paying more attention to
the institutional and cultural framework of society to expand
the “hourglass” of economics that contracted in the twentieth
century with the influence of positivism in the philosophy of
science and the turn to mathematics. Peter Boettke’s recent book
charts Hayek’s journey from technical economics to engage with
the deeper currents of thought that sustained the mathematical
and Keynesian turns. Karl Popper was a partner with Hayek in
that project to counter scientism and the abuse of reason and to
advance the institutional analysis of science and society.

5.1. Introduction
This paper is the product of a project to demonstrate the synergy of Popper
and Austrian Economics (Champion, 2008; Champion, 2011). It explains how
Popper was a partner and supporter of Hayek’s project to reform and revitalize
the mainline of economics. According to Peter Boettke’s account in F. A.
Hayek: Economics, Political Economy and Social Philosophy Hayek’s aim was
to counter the influence of Keynes and mathematical economics that diverted
the mainstream of economics from the “mainline” of good economics. This
diversion was facilitated by three intellectual errors that Hayek labored to
make explicit so they could be subjected to effective criticism. These were
scientism, the abuse of reason that he labeled constructivist rationalism and
neglect of the social, institutional and cultural framework of markets and
human action at large. Popper took the same line as Hayek on those issues
although economists would probably not realize this because he did not
contribute to the literature of economics.
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On Boettke’s account a critical turning point in Hayek’s career came during
his exchanges with Keynes and Lange when he realized that he had to come
to grips with the presuppositions that drove the new waves of thought. He
identified problems at the micro level in the form of misplaced confidence
in the methods of the natural sciences and at the macro level there was not
enough attention to institutions and incentives. The framework of economic
analysis called for attention and Hayek was losing the argument because his
opponents would not or could be alerted to the limitations of their frame of
reference. This recalls the situation described by Menger in 1883 “the real
perniciousness of the present state of political economy in Germany…pursuing
relatively secondary problems they lost sight of the main goals of research in
the field of political economy and even lost sight of the science itself...the
time has come when methodological investigations in the field of political
economy necessarily take first place in scientific interest. The progress of
our science at present is hindered by the sway of erroneous methodological
principles. Methodology thus has the floor and will keep it until, through
clarification of the goals of research and subsequent clarification of the ways
to attain the goals.” (Menger, 1985, 31)
Due to the influence of the logical positivists it was the worst of times for
the philosophy and methodology of science in the 20th century so Mises and
Hayek had to make their way against the mainstream of the philosophy of
science until it was challenged from the inside by Popper.

5.2. Scientism
“Labouring the difference between science and the humanities has
long been a fashion, and has become a bore. The method of problem
solving, the method of conjecture and refutation, is practiced by
both.”
Popper (1972, p. 185)
Hayek emphasized in the opening pages of The Counter-revolution in Science
that his attack on scientism was not addressed at the proper and effective
methods of science. He read Popper’s Logik der Forschung soon after it
appeared in 1935 and he discovered that his thoughts were moving along
the same lines. He did not need Popper to emancipate him from scientism
although he was pleased to learn that the methods that he criticized were not
really the effective methods of the natural sciences (Caldwell, 2010, 36-37).
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Logical positivism and logical empiricism contributed to the problem of
scientism although few economists or working scientists studied the primary
works and those who took philosophy seriously like Einstein and von Mises
generally rejected positivism/empiricism. Mises saw the threat coming in the
1920s and wrote a series of critical papers that are collected in Epistemological
Problems of Economics in 1933.
It is helpful to realize that the inappropriate emulation of the perceived
methods of the natural sciences has been a problem in natural science since
Newton’s triumph converted science into Science with a capital S. Hitherto
the term ”science” referred to any body of organized information, and to
be “scientific” was to be systematic in pursuit of any activity from angling
to astronomy. Newton’s example created a new standard of excellence that
called for sophisticated mathematical analysis based on large bodies of data.
Copying observed practices without insight produces what the physicist
Richard Feynman called “cargo cult “science (Feynman, 1985). The concept
of cargo cults came from the Pacific islands where the cultists constructed
mock airstrips and port facilities in the expectation that cargo would arrive
as it did when the Americans built temporary facilities during the war. Popper
challenged the obsession with “inductive” methods that tend to produce the
“cargo cult” approach.

5.3. Constructivist Rationalism and the Abuse
of Reason
“I may be wrong and you may be right, and by an effort we may get
nearer the truth.”
Karl Popper
The affinity of Hayek and Popper on scientism is clear but the same cannot
be said of their views on reason and rationality because they approached
the tangled skein of ideas on this topic from different angles. Hayek’s angle
in the extended “abuse of reason” project was to expose the errors and the
consequences of a particular form of rationality that he labeled constructivist
rationality. Popper’s purpose was to defend rationalism because he described
the conflict between rationalism and irrationalism as arguably the most
important intellectual and moral issue of our time. (Popper, 1966, chapter 24
“The Revolt Against Reason”). Popper’s rationalism is nothing like Hayek’s target,
constructivist rationalism. Popper used rationalism in a sense that embraces
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both evidence (Empiricism) and reason (Rationalism or Intellectualism) in the
way that science uses experiments as well as thought. This means addressing
issues as far as possible using “clear thought and experience rather than by
an appeal to emotions and passions.” (ibid, 224). “We could then say that
rationalism is an attitude of readiness to listen to critical arguments and to
learn from experience…admitting that ‘I may be wrong and you may right, and
by an effort, we may get nearer to the truth’.” (ibid, 225).
He briefly but decisively distanced his own position from comprehensive or
unlimited rationalism that is essentially the same as Hayekian constructivist
rationalism. Comprehensive rationalism is the refusal to accept any position
that has not been rationally demonstrated by evidence or argument but the
principle itself cannot meet the criterion and is self-contradictory. Hayek
traced the roots of constructivist rationalism to the doctrine to Descartes
whose ”radical doubt” led him to deny the status of truth to any statement
that could not be logically derived from irrefutable premises. That is the same
thing as Popper’s unlimited rationality.
As to the rational or critical attitude to traditions that Popper expounded in
his essay Towards a Rational Attitude to Tradition (Popper, 1963, Chapter 4),
Hayek took the same position, against the views of commentators who read
his criticism of constructivist rationalism as a dogmatic defense of any and all
traditions in place at the time. To modify that impression he wrote:
“Let me clearly state the consequences that seem to follow from
what I have said about the principles of legitimate criticism of
social formations...I must at once warn you, however, that the
conservatives among you, who up to this point may be rejoicing,
will now probably be disappointed. The proper conclusion from
the considerations that I have advanced is by no means that we
may confidently accept all the old and traditional values. Nor even
that there are any values or moral principles which science may
not occasionally question. The social scientist who endeavors to
understand how society functions, and to discover where it can
be improved, must claim the right to examine critically, and even
to judge, every single value of our society. The consequence of
what I have said is merely that we can never at one and the same
time question all its values. Such absolute doubt could lead only
to the destruction of our civilization... Complete abandonment of
all traditional values is, of course, impossible, it would make man
incapable of acting.” (Hayek, 1967,18-19).
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5.4. Popper’s Institutional Turn
“I suggest … an institutional (and technological) analysis of the
conditions of progress.”
Karl Popper
Possibly the strongest conclusion from Boettke’s exegesis of Hayek is the
need for more attention to the function of institutional, social, and cultural
context of human action. This is another area where Popper can be seen as
a partner with Hayek but his contribution to institutional studies has been
almost entirely overlooked because he did very little work along those lines
after his first book. Similarly, Talcott Parsons was working in that direction in
The Structure of Social Action (1937) but he took a different turn from that
point and dissipated the value of his early insights (Champion, 2008).
Jarvie discovered the institutional approach in Logic der Forschung (1935)
where Popper addressed the often tacit and unwritten methodological
conventions or the “rules of the game” of science to assess whether they
promote “best practice” in the form of relentless criticism to locate errors.
As Mises put it “Man is not infallible...He can never be absolutely certain that
his inquiries were not misled and that what he considers is certain truth is not
error. All that man can do is to submit all his theories again and again to the
most critical reexamination” (Mises, 1966, 68)
Popper criticized what he called “conventionalism”, that is adherence to a
ruling theory (the paradigm) when it is under attack from a serious rival, using
“conventionalist strategies” to “immunize” the paradigm from challenges.
He was referring to some of the methods used by Newtonians to reject the
challenge from Einstein. Other examples can be found in the defense of
Freudian psychoanalysis and Marxism. Popper’s critique of conventionalist
strategies can be seen as a pre-emptive strike on Kuhn’s normal science some
decades before paradigm theory was invented! Four defensive strategies
that Popper noted are the introduction of ad hoc explanations for failed
predictions, modifying definitions, question the reliability of adverse evidence
and in the last resort “cast doubt on the acumen of the theoretician.” (Popper,
1972, 81).
Due to the overwhelming focus on Popper’s controversial views on
demarcation and induction that aspect of the book was neglected until Jarvie
published The Republic of Science in 2001, almost a decade after Popper
died. This volume made little difference because it fell practically stillborn
from the press.
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Popper advocated the social and institutional approach in The Poverty of
Historicism where he rejected the psychological approach of Comte and
Mill to explain human progress. They believed that progress in science and
industry is an absolute trend based on the progressive tendency of the human
mind but Popper noted that there are other tendencies of the human mind
like forgetfulness, indolence and dogmatism.
“This immediately leads to the realization that a psychological
propensity alone cannot be sufficient to explain progress, since
conditions may be found on which it may depend. Thus we must,
next, replace the theory of psychological propensities by something
better; I suggest, by an institutional (and technological) analysis of
the conditions of progress.” (Popper 1961,154).
Hayek published The Poverty of Historicism in three parts in Economica in
1944 and 1945 but the book did not appear until 1957.
The social approach emerged again in Chapter 23 on “The Sociology of
Knowledge” in The Open Society where Popper warned that the emerging
sociology of knowledge and the push for central planning were twin dangers
to be confronted after the war. He criticized Karl Mannheim’s exposition of
the Marxist doctrine that our beliefs are determined by class interest and the
social and historical situation of our time. In defense of scientific objectivity
Popper turned the sociology of knowledge on its head to argue that its focus
on the origin of subjective beliefs did not engage with the proper object of
inquiry, namely knowledge as a public or intersubjective product. Further,
what we call objectivity in science depends on free trade in ideas and especially
criticism in the scientific community.
It may be said that what we call ‘scientific objectivity’ is not a product of the
individual scientist’s impartiality, but a product of the social or public character
of scientific method; and the individual scientist’s impartiality is, so far as it
exists, not the source but rather the result of this socially or institutionally
organized objectivity of science. (Popper 1996 220)
Hence scientific objectivity and best practice to promote the growth of
knowledge are situational or institutional matters that require for such things
as theoretical pluralism, clear formulation of the problems that the theories
are supposed to solve, the design of critical experiments, and the existence
of journals, seminars, and conferences to facilitate critical discussion. Some
of these requirements have to be provided by individual scientists, especially
new ideas and imaginative criticism while others call for institutions and
conventions including free speech and arrangements to maintain the
autonomy of schools, universities, publishing houses and research institutes.
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He speculated on the conditions that could arrest scientific progress.
“By closing down or controlling laboratories for research, by
suppressing or controlling scientific periodicals and other means of
discussion, by suppressing scientific congresses and conferences,
by suppressing Universities and other schools, by suppressing
books, the printing press, writing, and, in the end, speaking. All these
things which indeed might be suppressed (or controlled) are social
institutions…Scientific method itself has social aspects. Science, and
more especially scientific progress, are the results not of isolated
efforts but of the free competition of thought. For science needs
ever more competition between hypotheses and ever more rigorous
tests. And the competing hypotheses need personal representation,
as it were: they need advocates, they need a jury, and even a public.
This personal representation must be institutionally organized if we
wish to ensure that it works.” (Popper 1961 154-5)
In his unpublished lectures in the 1950s he warned that Big Science funded by
Big Government would create major problems with too much money chasing
too few ideas, good ideas buried under the mass of literature and pressure
on scientists to pursue funds for fashionable work or topics considered by
politicians to be important.

5.5. Some Fruits of Popper’s Institutional
Approach
Popper had other priorities and it was left to some of his followers to take
up the challenge of institutional analysis, notably Ian Jarvie, Ernst Gombrich,
Roger James, Tyrell Burgess, Paul Knepper and Gordon Tullock. Long
before his work on The Republic of Science Jarvie published Concepts and
Society (1972) where he used Popper’s situational logic to explore some
contemporary issues in sociology including the nuances of explanation and
understanding, the current literature on the “teenager problem” (the mutual
misunderstandings between generations) and the idea of social class. In
Rationality and Situational Analysis in Popper’s Scientific Work he showed how
Popper exemplified the practice of situational analysis in relation to intellectual
problems. He challenged the generally accepted view that Popper did not
contribute to substantive problems in the social sciences by showing how
Popper’s signature ideas allied with situational analysis (of texts) produced
at least nineteen important contributions in The Poverty of Historicism and
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The Open Society and Its Enemies. The signature ideas are methodological
individualism, logic of the situation, unintended consequences, and the
rationality principle (Jarvie, 1999).
The art historian Ernst Gombrich (1909-2001) saw The Open Society and Its
Enemies through the press in 1945. Later, for the Library of Living Philosophers
Popper Volume he wrote The Logic of Vanity Fair: Alternatives to Historicism in
the Study of Fashions, Style and Taste (Gombrich, 1974). He applied situational
analysis and the idea of games such as “watch me” to explain phenomena
including the competition between French Gothic cathedrals (each taller
than the last) and the spread of innovations, fads, and fashions in architecture,
clothing, and music. It is interesting to speculate that the analysis of “rules of
the game” and “forms of life” pursued by Wittgenstein and his followers could
have yielded important results if they had addressed substantive social and
political issues in a critical and imaginative manner. Consider the impact of
Keynes on the convention of balancing budgets, the loss of the conventional
meaning of the term disinterested and the decline of conventions regarding
civility and tolerance.
Roger James identified what he called solutioneering in public policy-making
in Return to Reason: Popper’s Thought in Public Life (1980). Solutioneering
can be described as the game of “watch me” applied to social policy. It means
jumping to a solution before clearly defining the problem and examining
alternative strategies if indeed there is a problem that calls for intervention.
Then implementing that solution drives policy regardless of the cost and the
unintended consequences that might have been avoiding or minimized with
appropriate planning and risk management.
Tyrell Burgess adopted Popper’s approach in his work on education policy
in Britain. He researched strategies to improve literacy and learning without
trying to simultaneously fix all the things that “holistic” commentators regarded
as the cause of problems in education: race, unemployment, inequality, poor
housing, ill health, old school buildings, unsupportive parents. He called this
approach “multiple digression analysis” and he suggested instead to find
more effective teaching methods by testing and selecting the best among
the various methods that are available (Burgess, 1985).
Paul Knepper drew a comparison between the approach of the Austrians and
Popper in his account of “situational crime prevention”. This calls for analysis
of the opportunities that criminals exploit followed by steps to reduce the
opportunities and increase the costs. He cited Popper and Gary Becker as the
inspiration for this approach and he referred to a substantial body of literature
on the topic (Knepper, 2017).
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Tullock spent some time with Popper at Emory University in the early 1960s
and he turned to explore the institutional aspects of science. He examined
the personal and institutional aspects of research and publication to
sketch a scenario for the decline of a scientific discipline, given a particular
combination of motivational factors and institutional incentives. In The
Organization of Scientific Inquiry he suggested that a self-perpetuating
process could occur in a journal or a field of research dominated by “normal”
or “uncritical scientists” so the work could “gradually slip away from reality in
the direction of superficially impressive but actually easy research projects”.
The peer review process is designed to avert such a decline; however, if the
reviewers are too closely associated with the authors, either personally or by
membership of a school of thought, then the rigor of the process may suffer.
At the end of that slippery slope is the situation where there is a widespread
belief in the field that the function of the researcher is to support a “side”
on some issue. Simply presenting a rationalization for some position chosen
on other grounds may be acceptable as an objective of research, and the
principal criterion in judging journals may become their points of view.
“The concern with reality that unites the sciences, then, may
be absent in this area, and the whole thing may be reduced to a
pseudo-science like genetics in Lysenko’s Russia…these symptoms
may be found in some of the social sciences.” (Tullock, 1965, 56)
When Tullock wrote the book in the 1960s he considered that the natural
sciences were sound while parts of economics and the social sciences were
well down the slope. In view of the concerns that are being expressed about
the state of science at present, including climate science, it may be time to
revisit Tullock’s analysis to see how much we can learn from it.

5.6. Conclusion
It is not surprising to find that Hayek and Popper were aligned on a number
of issues because they exchanged manuscripts from the time that Popper
sought assistance to find a publisher for The Open Society and Its Enemies.
The alignment was not complete because Popper insisted on the possible
need for governments to intervene in the labor market and Hayek disliked
Popper’s language of social engineering. Birner examined their collaboration
with special reference to the theory of mind, evolution and Hayek’s theory of
culture. He found it surprising that no systematic comparison had previously
been made between them and he concluded that they had a profound
influence on one another. (Birner, 2009)
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Their shared position is not immediately apparent on the matter of rationality
and it is easy to miss Popper’s position on the social/institutional approach to
science because it was stated so briefly and others did the work to demonstrate
its fertility. The most outstanding and relevant contribution by Gordon Tullock
is not cited in the Popper literature, not even by Popper himself, although
they exchanged over a score of letters during the 1950s as Tullock attempted
to persuaded Popper to engage with his ideas about physics!
The synergy of Popper and Austrian economics does not appear to be an
idea whose time has come. This contribution may stimulate some interest.
In view of the demography of the Popper school if the synergy is not picked
up soon by a younger generation it may need to be rediscovered in future by
antiquarians or even archaeologists.
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6. Economic Society in Kraków as
Polish Prewar Pro-Liberty Think
Tank
Dr. Marcin Chmielowski
ASBIRO Academy
Thematic Area: Readings on the Austrian School of Economics

The aim of this paper is to show the Economic Association in Krakow
as an intellectual environment debating current economical
theories – with the significant role of papers and books proposed
by the Austrian School of Economics. Founded in 1921 and existing
till 1939 the association aimed at “supporting any endeavor
determined to improve the productivity of the nation on the basis
of free market ideas, nurturing the teachings of entrepreneurship
in all its branches”. We can show important parallels between them
and Viennese “students of civilization” gathered around Ludwig
von Mises and other Austrian economists.

6.1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present the Economic Society in Kraków (ESiK)
as a free market think tank that debated and, to a certain extent, reinterpreted
the teachings of the Austrian School of Economics. The author of this text
also aims to describe the relation between the ESiK and the Krakow School of
Economics by attempting to search for a relation between two distinct kinds
of social relations, Gesellschaft and Gemeinschaft. This analysis will constitute
the foundation for presenting the ESiK not only as a group of economists,
but also as ‘students of the civilization’ as Erwin Dekker puts it, as well as
for drawing conclusions on the reception of the Austrian School in interwar
Poland.
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Due to the certain difficulty inherent to writing a paper that describes all
members of the Society that existed for almost twenty years of the interwar
period, this publication will be focused on its three most respected and
well known – both today and in the times in question – members: Adam
Krzyżanowski and two of his students, Adam Heydel and Ferdynand Zweig.
Episodically, other members of the Society might also be mentioned in the
paper. The three aforementioned names are sometimes referred to as the
‘Krakow School’ or the ‘Krakow School of Economics’ in the source literature,
both of which are correct terms. However, it needs to be emphasized that
it was not its common methodology or the research program that linked
the School; it was the imponderabilia: faith in the freedom of thought and
freedom of academic research, as well as faith in the rule of law and liberalism,
though understood differently by each of the three scholars. The term ‘Krakow
School’ itself was coined most probably two years after the ESiK came into
existence and was first considered a pejorative term for the supporters of
the idea of stabilizing the currency through financial aid from abroad – the
plan that was proposed and debated by the ESiK (Skorupska, 1). However, as
it often happens, the term blended into the jargon so well that even the 1926
report by the Society states: ‘The activities undertaken by the Society strongly
influenced the process of the formation of the economic views in Poland and
owing to the uniformity of its program, the Society began to be referred to
as the Krakow School.’ (Skorupska, 1). Hence, it can be stated that the spine
of the ESiK, both intellectual- and member-wise, was the same as that of the
circles of the Krakow School.

6.2. Economic Society in Kraków in its
Organizational Dimension
The Economic Society in Kraków was created during its first general meeting
of March 1, 1921. Its aims included:
•
•
•
•

supporting any endeavor determined to improve the productivity of the
nation on the basis of free market ideas;
nurturing the teachings of entrepreneurship in all its branches and
observing the current economic life;
assessing draft legislation, acts and decrees concerning any field related
to social entrepreneurship;
spreading the news related to economics in society.
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The Society systematically realized its aims until 1939 by means determined
in its Statute:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

readings, speeches and meetings;
self-publishing, publications and journals;
subsidizing the economic works and publications;
presenting the government and the authorities with opinions, memorials
and conclusions;
maintaining libraries and reading-rooms;
meetings of professionals;
supporting any endeavors determined to drive the regeneration of the
economy (Pollok 2011, 313-314).

The last point is related to the losses suffered by Poland as a result of the
World War I. While Poland was not a participant in the war and it was not
recreated as a sovereign country until its end, the battlefront crossed the
areas that were ethnically Polish and Polish soldiers served in the armies of
the occupant countries, bearing costs and losses inherent in such actions.
Other points mentioned above are quite self-explanatory. On the basis of
these means of realizing its aims, the ESiK could be regarded mainly as an
educational organization whose target included both experts in economics,
as well as, to certain extent, laymen. Nevertheless, it could also be seen as a
professional organization that offered its services to those politicians who
were willing to accept the guidance of the economists from Krakow.
It is important to explain potential controversies that could be related to
the early date of the establishment of the Society. Comparing to dates of
establishment of other societies and associations regarding economics
(e.g. the Polish Economic Society in Lviv established in 1921, the Polish Law
and Economics Society established in Poznan in 1920, the Association of
Polish Economists and Statisticians established in Warsaw in 1917 (Sobczak
2009, 54-57)), it is possible to conclude that this particular date is a part of
a larger tendency of creating professional centers in interwar Poland. What
is interesting, the Nationalökonomische Gesellschaft was also established
around that time, in 1918 (Klausinger 2019). However, none of Polish
organizations, with, of course, the exception of ESiK, was a purely free market
supporting group. This entails that one can safely assume that the first Polish
free market think tank (and probably one of the first such organizations in the
world) was established shortly after the end of the World War I.
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What also needs explaining is the place of the ESiK on the intellectual map
of Poland. Due to the partitioning and different policies adopted by the
occupants, each part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth developed at
its own speed. They were also influenced by different political, intellectual
or even civilization trends. Galicia, which was a part of Austria, was no
exception and due to being located on the orbit of Vienna, it was influenced
and shaped by intellectual streams supportive of liberalism and the rule of
law. Universities located in Galicia – in Krakow and Lviv – promoted Polish
language, which was a drastically different approach from that applied
in Prussian (later: German) and Russian partitions. Owing to an unwritten
alliance with the Austrian conservative environment, Polish intellectual elite
participated in the multiethnic rule of the dual monarchy. One of the results
of these long-lasting and multi-generational processes was the emergence
of the intellectual and organizational foundation (Jagiellonian University as
an office and networking center of the ESiK founders including the rector of
that time – Stanisław Estreicher) for an institution of economists who openly
and directly support the idea of free market economy.
The scope of interest of the members of the ESiK underwent development
over time. In the 1920s, the most common topic of its papers and debates was
economic integration of the country that was an entity composed of three
different parts. In the 1930s, the members of the ESiK focused mostly on the
economic crisis in Poland. And throughout the whole interwar period, the
Society formed opinions supporting entrepreneurship, industrialization and
limiting interference of the government in economy (Pollok 2011, 307).
During its time of operation, the Society was working rather effectively when
compared to the life of the Polish intellectual scene of that time. It published
105 papers (Sobczak 2009, 56) on various subjects, but mostly regarding free
market solutions and critiques of statism. The aim of popularizing economics
as a science and economic thought in the free market framework was
realized by means of articles written by the members of Society published
in journals or, episodically, on the radio. The Society was also realizing its
aim of presenting the government with opinions on its policies and providing
solutions to prevailing problems. Examples of such activities include: the
brochure published in 1927 in which Adam Krzyżanowski responded to two
financial policies of autumn of 1925 and spring of 1927 (Krzyżanowski 1927);
Adam Krzyżanowski and Ferdynand Zweig’s memorial of 1932 (Zweig, 1933),
in which the scholars presented their vision of fight against the great crisis
in Poland; or Ferdynand Zweig’s memorial of 1936 regarding the operations
of state-owned enterprises (Zweig, 1936). Among other activities undertaken
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by the Society was organization of readings of papers written by invited
economists – it is estimated (Sobczak 2009, 57) that there were about ten
such events arranged each year.
As it seems, the ESiK was – in its formal character – a non-government
organization with its formal membership, fees, duties and privileges. It
gathered people, economists and entrepreneurs alike, with common views
and social roles. In this sense, the ESiK was Gesellschaft. Simultaneously,
its strong emphasis on the friendly relations between some of its members
suggests that a few representatives of ESiK truly felt companionship that
one could call Gemeinschaft. However, it needs to be noted that compared
to the organization as a whole, it probably concerned only minority of its
members. Krzyżanowski, Zweig and Heydel, who knew one another privately,
were able to set the tone of the works of the ESiK for a long time. From 1923
Krzyżanowski was its vice-president, and from 1930 its president. Heydel and
Zweig were among the executives of the Society. This adds to the confusion
over a definite classification of this organization as an organic or mechanical.
However, one can assume that it did not meet all requirements of being
regarded as an ideal example of one or another (Pollok 2011, 307).

6.3. Economic Society in Kraków and
Reception of Austrian School of Economics
The reception of Austrian Economics in Poland encountered various obstacles
that were the results of the weaker institutionalization of economics as a
science when compared to that in Austria (Heydel, 1928), differences between
distinct intellectual traditions (while Austrian economics was popular and
referred to quite often in Poland, it sparked interest mostly on the territory of
former Galicia), as well as the fact that the intellectual life in the Second Polish
Republic was widely statist and that, as a result, the approaches and solutions
that provided the government with more power and control over economy
were more popular than those represented by the contemporary Austrian
economists. However, it is certain that their works were read and debated
even outside the meetings of the ESiK. This is proven by a treatise by Stanisław
Smierzchalski published in Poznan under the following title: ‘The Theory of
Value and Prices in the Austrian School of Psychology’ (Smierzchalski, 1938).
In the paper, the author analyzes the views presented by, among others,
Böhm-Bawerk, Morgenstern, Rosenstein-Rodan and Wieser. Considering the
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date of the publication, the lack of views of Ludwig von Mises and F.A. Hayek
might suggest that outside the Krakow circles, the interest in Austrian School
was limited.
It is clear that views of the Austrian economists sparked special interest
during the economic calculation debate. One of Polish scholars, Oskar Lange,
participated in this dispute, taking the side of the intellectual enemies of the
Austrian economists. However, this was an expert debate, which failed to
attract the attention outside the tight-knit economic circles or captured only
minimal amount of their interest. Moreover, it was not a debate with clean-cut
sides of Polish economists against Austrian economists. Nonetheless, the very
fact that Lange engaged in the debate may, ironically, prove the popularity of
Austrian thought in Poland. What is interesting, Lange himself was a student
of Adam Krzyżanowski.
As regards popularity of the Austrian School and its works in the ESiK circle,
it should be noted that the Krakow School and the ESiK itself were not
unequivocally Austrian in the sense of belonging to one school of economics.
They were linked, however, on several levels. Mostly, they followed common
intellectual inspiration. As already mentioned, the nestor of both the Krakow
School and the ESiK was Adam Krzyżanowski. He was not a representative
of the Austrian School of Economics. In Polish literature he is regarded as
‘postclassical economist’ (Grzybek 2012, 55), although a more accurate term
would be ‘syncretist,’ since Krzyżanowski based his views on the fragments
of various traditions in the economics, the most important role played by
works of Adam Smith and David Ricardo, but in his views he also included
considerations of Austrian economists. Adam Krzyżanowski was the student
of Włodzimierz Czerkawski (1866-1913), known as the first Polish Austrian
economist (Grzybek 2012, 289-297). Czerkawski himself based his views
on the intellectual achievements of Böhm-Bawerk. From the perspective of
today’s Austrian School, rich in laissez-faire influence, he probably would be
viewed as controversial as claimed by Damian Konarek:
He accepted the role played by the trade unions and the possibility of
enhancing the situation of the working class by means of passing laws and
state-employment of workers. Czerkawski proposed introducing tariff on
some goods in order to create national branches of industry, temporarily
protected from import from other countries. However, he was a sworn
enemy of socialism, as he expressed in his publication ‘Social Movement and
Socialism’ (1981), where he criticized each representative of socialism, from
its earliest proponents to his contemporaries (Koniarek 2014).
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Simultaneously, from the perspective of the Austrian School of that time and
its methodological foundations, Czerkawski was surely considered Austrian
economist. It is most possible that he was the one who taught Krzyżanowski
about economics as perceived by the Viennese.
Adam Heydel, Krzyżanowski’s student, could be considered an full-Austrian
economist from the year 1928, when he travelled to Vienna for an academic
trip. There, he met Ludwig von Mises and participated in his seminary, both
academic and private one, and he acquainted Rosenstein-Rodan. In his report,
Heydel also mentioned F.A. von Hayek (Heydel, 1928).
Ferdynand Zweig was not an Austrian economist as regards his research
methodology – his views were more similar to the Krzyżanowski’s
transcendence of thought rather than to the Mises’ strictly defined program.
In his works, he included thoughts characteristic of the Vienna circle. He did
so mostly from the perspective of the historian of the economic thought and
a commentator of the economic reality rather than from the perspective of
an economic theorist.
One can conclude that the works of the main representatives of the ESiK
included the Austrian School’s thoughts, but in the works of two out of the
three scholars they can be seen merely as inspirations. It was only Adam
Heydel who could be classified as an Austrian economist in the sense of the
methodology that he adopted. According to Dariusz Grzybek, he was one of
the few Polish economists of that time who used the tools created during the
Marginal Revolution properly (Grzybek 2012, 143). He also adopted the valuefree science project as his own and did so by reading and implementing the
works of Ludwig von Mises. In his works, Heydel often referred to Mises and the
subjects covered by the Pole were also present in the scope of interest of Mises
himself, which can be observed in a short work of the former, ‘The Economic
Boundaries of Liberalism and Statism’, opened with a quotation from Mises’s
‘Liberalismus.’ What is more, in Poland, Heydel protected the ideas proposed
by Mises by publishing positive reviews of his works (Heydel, 2012, 295). As
regards Adam Krzyżanowski, he did refer to Böhm-Bawerk’s theory of interest
and the business cycle theory, however he did not mention the economist’s
name (Grzybek 2005, 165). It is quite surprising that Krzyżanowski’s reception
of the works of Ludwig von Mises was so weak, considering the fact that he
must have heard about the scholar, most probably he must have read his
works, and he even managed to get ahead of Mises’s idea of the impossibility
of socialist economy functioning properly – Krzyżanowski published his own
thoughts on the subject in print as early as in 1898. It is possible that this weak
reception of Mises’s works (as well as other Austrian economists’ from the
Vienna circles) was a result of the fact that Krzyżanowski underestimated the
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development of the economic theory, he misunderstood it to some extent. He
also believed that everything that was important in the field had been already
said and that new ideas were merely ‘fads’ (Grzybek 2005, 9). As regards
Ferdynand Zweig, in his work, ‘The Four Economic Systems. UniversalismNationalism-Liberalism-Socialism,’ he referred to Mises as though he was one
of the most important representatives of liberalism (Zweig 1932).
It is almost certain that representatives of the ESiK referred to the Austrian
School more often. However, one needs to bear in mind the fact that most
of the economic debate in the interwar Poland was carried out by means of
the press. Apart from being scholars, Heydel, Krzyżanowski and Zweig were
intellectuals, leaders of opinions, who were trying to make their message
reach as many people as possible. As such, they were no different from the
rest of the Polish intelligentsia who vividly remembered the times without
independence and the need to put their message into most comprehensible
form and help it reach broad circles of receivers. That was an educational
strategy which, in the absence of the Second World War, would have
resulted in the greater reception of liberal ideas in Poland. However, due to
fragmentation and loss of parts of the sources, that strategy later became
an obstacle in reinterpreting the relation between the ESiK and the Austrian
School, or any of the economic schools whatsoever.

6.4. Conclusion and Discussion
Nevertheless, it can be observed how the leaders of the ESiK used the
Austrian ideas. They reinterpreted and adjusted them to the conditions in
Poland, a country, where from the perspective of a free market economist,
the surmounting problem was statism understood as a direct interference of
the government in economy (Heydel 1929). Adam Heydel used the Austrian
method, a research project proposed by Mises. Hence, from the perspective
of the global economics Heydel was not an original economist. However,
from the perspective of the economics in Poland, his originality was expressed
through this attempt to implement Mises’s thoughts into Polish economic
debate, as well as into the political disputes. He needed to adjust the ideas
to the reality of the country located between two totalitarian states. Heydel,
inspired by Mises, was a supporter of the idea of removing the state from the
economy with one exception: the arms industry. Contrary to Zweig, who was
more optimistic in his view of the foreign policy, Heydel thought that countries
would compete with one another rather than carry out cooperative projects
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of borders open to industry and creating free market zones. This is the reason
why, due to the location of Poland, he approved this kind of interference of
government in the economy (Grzybek 2012, 129).
As regards Zweig and Krzyżanowski, their references to the Austrian School
involved the knowledge common in the laissez-faire circles in central Europe.
It should be noted that F.A. Hayek and Paul Narcyz Rosenstein-Rodan (born in
Krakow) travelled to Poland and their readings in written form were published
there in Polish. Due to the earlier economic ties of the Austria-Hungary and
later, the intellectual exchange of thought in this part of Europe, there emerged
a field of terms commonly known, understood and used in these circles. It
was probably this level of imprecise and undefined exchange of thoughts on
which the Austrian School existed in the works of Krzyżanowski and Zweig.
A topic that might be highly interesting is a similarity between both the ESiK
or its more organic, fellowship spine – the Krakow School – and the Austrian
School. In his work, ‘The Viennese Students of Civilization,’ Erwin Dekker
broadens the interpretation of the Austrian School not only as an economic
organization, but also as a group of people engaged in the defense of liberal
civilization of the West (Dekker, 2016). The relation of the ESiK to the idea of
freedom, as well as the works of Krzyżanowski, Zweig and Heydel that went
beyond the scope of economics (accordingly: Krzyżanowski wrote about
history and ethics, Zweig – about the history of doctrines and technological
development, Heydel – arts) might suggest that even if not strictly the ESiK
as a whole, but its spine, the Krakow School, might be considered identical
to the Austrian School as regards the idea of defending civilization and
simultaneously being its students. In order to confirm such hypothesis, one
should carry out extensive interdisciplinary research into the Krakow School,
as well as comparative studies on the Austrian and Krakow Schools. The
realization of such project might result in a new and innovative way of reading
the history of economic thought not only in Poland and Austria, but also in
the whole area of post Austrian-Hungaryan territories.
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7. Freedom in and from the West
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The paper examines the ideas of freedom and progress within
non-Western societies and how the process of modernization
relates to the import of concepts, practices and institutions
from the Occident. Using as a case study Romania, and starting
with the presentation of two important theories (‘forms without
substance’ and synchronism) the article takes the reader on a brief
yet meaningful journey through questions relating to freedom
as it relates to both the Western influence and independent
development. In the end, the paper looks at how liberty can be
obtained both through and alongside the Occident.

7.1. The Western Desideratum
The Western way of life has been the subject of both praise and criticism
throughout history. Through the years, the material wellbeing and the
technological advances of the Occident have been both celebrated and
fought against. While it may have had its own troubles, the way in which the
West has been able to sustain its material wellbeing has captivated the world.
The West has been able to provide its people with two important things
throughout the years: material security and, eventually, freedom of
thought, expression and innovation. More recently, free market economics
have protected the Western way through its ability to produce results in
concordance with the dictates of human nature, which it does not oppose or
deny, but work with. Even as the ‘greedy capitalist’ criticism was being spread
through the world, capitalism continued to work. Despite any faults, it is an
economic system preferred by many, one which seems to bring with it not
just freedom of competition, but many relating liberties as well.
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7.2. Romania: A Case Study
As many regions of the world have been slowly adopting different practices of
Western civilization, the issues faced in the process of modernization (seen by
many as a synonym to Westernization), have been those relating to culture.
As Romania is mostly a traditional country, there have been many who have
tried to understand how this process should take place, and whether culture
is an advantage or a hindrance in this matter.
Romania’s historical journey has been tied to both the East and the West.
Thus, several debates arose regarding what is best for the country’s future,
some adamantly recommending that Romania follow the West and others
demanding resistance. There are also those who would seek a via media1.
The paper has chosen to look primarily at two approaches pertaining to the
development of Romanian culture and civilization in relation to modernization.
This look ties to the idea of how freedom, in its multitude of forms, can be
achieved by semi or non-Western societies. The theories touched on will be
those of ‘forms without substance’ and synchronism, espoused by notable
Romanian thinkers on the subject of Romania’s compatibility with Western
ideas and its journey towards an intellectually and materially free and modern
society. The paper will not be an exhaustive look at the theories, but rather an
analysis of some core claims and characteristics, their verity and ultimately,
their usefulness.

7.2.1.

Forms, Substance, and Synchronism

The first theory we shall look at, that of ‘forms without substance’ was founded
by Titu Maiorescu and subsequently picked up by other prominent Romanian
thinkers, such as Mihai Eminescu, Constantin Rădulescu-Motru, I.L. Caragiale,
M. Kogălniceanu, A. Russo, N. Iorga etc. The theory revolves around the idea
that Romanians have imported thoughts, practices, institutions, and generally
all things foreign, or more specifically Western, without developing the ability
to fully integrate these imports into their society.2 In other words, such things
have been imported without the necessary cultural and social background
which would help to understand and build upon them in a proper manner.
1
2
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Maiorescu states: “A form without substance does not bring any benefit,
but rather brings harm because it destroys a powerful means of culture”.3
He believed that the Western imports were empty shells of imitation, bits
of pseudo-culture, which would eventually hinder the development of true
culture. This would happen because their presence, empty of meaning and
substance, would produce resentment towards their shallowness and vague
promises, to the extent that, when the people were ready to actually build
a foundation for such introductions, there would no longer be a desire to
do so, as trust in the foreign imports will have already been destroyed by
their own ineffectiveness.4 Among examples of such cultural importations are
schools, academies, theatres, newspapers, legal principles, literary influences
and translations etc. In fact, as Schifiret observes, “forms without substance
manifest themselves in all areas of social life: legal, political, cultural, economic,
administrative.”5
Constantin Rădulescu-Motru went further with the theory and examined
the psychology of the Romanian people, talking about certain fundamental
incompatibilities between the Romanian spirit and the Western entrepreneurial
mindset. He observed that Romanians have ‘no commercial sense’6 and that,
for Romanians, “time is anything but currency”.7 He believed that the spiritual
goal of a people is what dictates whether a certain trait is a characteristic
which can benefit them or a defect, which cannot. He also noted that not
everything which benefits one people (say those with the entrepreneurial
spirit of the West) will benefit another (say those with an absence of this trait,
such as the Romanians).8
Eminescu also expressed his thoughts with regard to the dangers of adopting
forms without substance. His view can be summed up (in essence) in his
observations that: “artificially aging a child, growing plants without roots in
order to have a garden ready in two hours is not progress it is devastation.”9
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
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Believing that the past is an intricate and vital part of the future, Eminescu
would draw attention to the necessity of not ignoring the link through time,
but rather nourishing and enhancing it so that the future may be built on a
stable foundation.
Eugen Lovinescu’s synchronism theory, on the other hand, saw the forms
without substance as an essential part of the modernization process, where
substance would follow form after a while. He therefore accepted the theory
of forms without substance and believed that cultural changes lead the way
in terms of structural transformations in society. However, he also assumed
that structural changes might lead to cultural ones as well.10 He believed
that, instead of having a “barbaric” society, it would still be preferable to at
least have the forms of Western civilization, devoid of substance though they
may be.11 By imitating the practices of Western society, Lovinescu believed,
a people, in this case, the Romanian people, can be immersed in the spirit of
Occidental culture, and eventually adapt to it and make it their own.12
Supporters of both synchronism and ‘forms without substance’ believed in
the necessity and reality of modernization, but they did not agree on the way
in which it should occur. Both theories are convincing and based on logical
observations. However, one need only follow what has happened during the
approximately one hundred and fifty years since they came out, to decide
which of the two theories becomes a more accurate description of modern
day Romania. During this time, Romanians, while still having the desire to
keep and improve the imported Western institutions they have been living
with for generations, have also developed a negative reaction to them, one
of distrust and disappointment. Of course, one cannot discount the effects
that communism had on Romanian society throughout time. The reaction
to the Western modeled establishments has no doubt been increased by the
presence of the oppressive socialist regime, which made of most institutions
in the country representatives of danger, deceit, and triviality. The regime
intensified in the people a desire to beat the system and to outsmart it as
much as they could, since doing so would not only ensure one’s continued
existence and wellbeing but also one’s ability to express a certain level of
freedom through defiance. This type of thinking is quite prevalent in societies
living under an oppressive government, and it still lingers in Romania. Yet,
this negative reaction to cultural additions, while it may have increased under
dictatorship, does not seem to have been formed during the communist
regime. A desire to copy and incorporate foreign concepts and practices –
10
11
12
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Western or otherwise – has been present for a long time in Romania. And so
has the disappointment stemming from not being able to properly integrate
the imports.
Romanians have developed a habit of being distrustful of institutions in their
country not because of their need for reform, but because the institutions
are Romanian. The lack of substance in the forms adopted has now become
synonymous with their being Romanian. Whether this is due entirely to the
communist regime blocking the progress of Lovinescu’s substance creation
as a natural outcome of imitation, or the impossibility of such a process to
occur, the reality is that Romanians, at least on a psychological level, seem to
be following more in the path of Motru’s predictions rather than Lovinescu’s.
Looking at Romanian society today, despite its Western connections, nearly
all forms without substance seem to function without the hope of acquiring
true essence because of society’s distrust and a pseudo-culture mentality.
Whether or not this will continue to be the case in the future remains to
be seen. In the meantime, there are many obstacles to be overcome by the
country.
One significant hindrance in Romania’s process of cultural clarification and
identity forming is symbolized by the term it uses to designate other countries.
It refers to them as ‘the abroad’ or ‘the outside’. Nowadays mostly indicating
the West, “the abroad” is seen as better at and in everything and is associated
with the mystical notion of progress.13 The psychological barrier created by
the term stems from its complex past. “During the communist regime, if a
product was from ‘abroad’ it was precious and rare, and, perhaps forbidden.
[…] Romanians have gotten drunk on this seductive and mysterious term for
so long that […they] can no longer distinguish it from reality.”14 The “abroad”
is just one of the ways in which the past still haunts the country culturally.
In many ways, Romanians still uphold socialistic mentalities. This is obvious,
for instance, in the way they view the rich (mostly with distrust) and the
government (mostly with expectation).
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As we’ve stated in a previous article,
“aside from the case of corrupt politicians, as long as people believe
that wealth in itself is a sin15 and that all the rich should be hated,
they are dooming themselves to a precarious economic position
and foregoing the means of escape from it. In the US, this mentality
is highlighted in the ‘tax the rich’ slogan. In Romania, it is seen in the
‘They have too much. There is no room to breathe for the rest of us’
template argument. One must understand that, as long as ‘the rich’
are seen as a class that is distant and to be hated, the low earners
are making it impossible for them[selves] to ever reach a better
financial state. And, as long as they hate the rich, they are in fact
against liberty, personal property, and a free market. Romanians are
wishing their country into poverty … again.”16
As long as the legacy of the “greedy capitalist” idea lingers in Romania the
country cannot be free of its oppressive past. And, as long as ‘the abroad’
is seen as a mythical place where everything is superior and inaccessible, a
forbidden dream of generations past and present, the true understanding
of modernization will escape the nation and its people. Without a thorough
understanding of realities both foreign and domestic, there can be no true
progress.

7.2.2.

A Torn Country?

The issues stemming from the compatibility between a culture and its
adoptive Western ideas were also noted by Samuel Huntington in his Clash
of Civilizations. He saw the dangers of not taking culture into consideration
when a nation is looking for improvement.
“Political leaders imbued with the hubris to think that they can
fundamentally reshape the culture of their societies are destined to
fail. While they can introduce elements of Western culture, they are
unable permanently to suppress or to eliminate the core elements
of their indigenous culture. Conversely, the Western virus, once it is
lodged in another society, is difficult to expunge. The virus persists
but is not fatal; the patient survives but is never whole. Political
leaders can make history but they cannot escape it history. They
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produce torn countries, not Western societies. They infect their
country with a cultural schizophrenia which becomes its continuing
and defining characteristic” 17
Huntington makes a valid point with respect to the torn spirit/societal feeling
that a country might find itself in after a failed attempt at Westernization. He
makes the case for basing development on the indigenous culture. In the past,
I’ve looked at this process of modernization from the perspective of a cultural
(much like a medical) transplant. In the case of a medical transplant, unless
the organ is grown from the person’s own cells, there might be reactions
to the foreign addition, which would necessitate immunity suppressing
medication. If the organ is grown of out the person’s cells “the body would
recognize it as its own, and the side effects of surgery would not be so
dangerous. Without diving any deeper into the medical metaphor, the point
is that, if the successful ideas of the West would be grown from and with the
help of indigenous elements within a society, the result would not be one as
confusing and divisive.”18
Huntington notices that torn countries are characterized by two things, “their
leaders refer to them as a ‘bridge’ between two cultures, and observers refer
to them as Janus faced. ‘Russia looks West-and East’; ‘Turkey: East, West,
which is best?’; Australian nationalism: Divided Loyalties”; are typical headlines
highlighting torn country identity problems.”19 This formulation has also been
associated with Lovinescu’s characterization of Romania,20 a country ‘at the
border of two worlds -East and West-’.21 It is in fact a description often used
for Romania by both its citizens and foreign onlookers. While it may be hinting
at harmony in the diversity of thought and culture, the truth behind it is a wish
for such a reality, not the existence of it.
The psychology of the Romanian people and the culture they have built are
factors which must be carefully studied if balance is to be created between
different cultural influences. Rădulescu-Motru, for instance, examines the
mindset of the people and looks at their inclinations.22 As mentioned before,
he notices an incompatibility between entrepreneurship and the Romanian
mentality. He does not see the Romanian spirit as one inclined to commercial
speculation and financial savviness. The question of Romania’s religion is also
brought into discussion.
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7.2.3.

The Orthodox Spirit and the Entrepreneurial Mindset

Some have made the point that Eastern Orthodoxy has not been a school for
practical life,23 in that it has not taught one to work in such a way as to grow
and develop an entrepreneurial spirit. This has been pointed out mostly in
contrast to the Protestant and Catholic commercial astuteness.
Does the lack of economic teaching within the Orthodox faith directly influence
the cultural compatibility between capitalism and Orthodoxy? I would argue
it does not. In fact, some authors claim that capitalism is an innately Christian
recipe for success, and thus can be compatible with all Judeo-Christian
beliefs. However, the fact that this system functions in different countries with
diverse (or predominantly no) religious beliefs such as Japan, Canada, South
Korea, Poland, the US etc. shows that, while it may function very well with the
Catholic and Protestant mores, it is also compatible with other cultures and
religious traditions.
Orthodoxy is not inherently incompatible with capitalism. In fact, Orthodoxy
presents itself as an ‘instruction manual’ for the salvation of the soul, a way in
which to understand the world. It does not look to hinder one’s perspectives
and opportunities, or force one to live a life of limited possibilities. It does not
claim nor aspire to be an economics course, as this is not its purpose. In fact,
Orthodoxy frees the person to pursue whatever professional or economic
endeavor they should desire, as long as they act within the law and according
to morality. Obviously, good character and respect for the law are traits
anyone would look for in an employee or business partner in the first place,
if they are seeking success. Therefore, such requirements only enhance a
person’s compatibility with the dictates of economic freedom. As such, the
faith stays with the person’s conscience and soul, while freeing them to be
able to learn and practice lucrative jobs. So, while it does not teach free
market economics, Orthodoxy offers the freedom to learn and practice it.
There should, therefore, be no reason for Romanians to claim incompatibility
with free market economics.

7.3. Conclusion: The Way to Freedom
In the end, the solution for Romania, and other countries like it, looking to
incorporate in their own culture practices and entities from the West which
have proven successful, is a complex one. There must be acceptance of the
23
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past and a planning of the future in accordance with the environment and
background in which one finds themselves. And then, there must be a search
for compatible imports to be brought into the culture. This compatibility
must not be superficially declared, but deeply researched and decided upon.
Finally, once the forms, along with their compatible substance are identified,
there must be education of the populace with regard to the new structures
and their cultural and institutional auxiliaries.
However, in order for there to be cultural dialogue, there must first be individual
and cultural introspection. Thus, the West does not have to be a ‘virus’, an apple
of discord between differing facets of society. It can be a partner in freedom,
exporting to other countries culturally compatible recipes for success while
also continuing to import similar values and practices for itself. The debate in
Romania as well as other countries seeking freedom and economic wellbeing
must not be centered around the idea of liberty either through or against
the West but rather, freedom with and alongside it. This needs to include the
realization that there is also a choice of freedom from the West as well. Not
everything good and successful in one culture will work the same in another,
but, through understanding of one’s own cultural environment and the
opportunities of importing new values and practices, innovation and progress
are possible. Just as translating from one language to another means one has
to also adapt the expressions and words to make them understandable, so
too, certain practices must be culturally adapted if they are to succeed, while
others will simply have no ‘translation’, in which case, one can import them
as they are (with a full understanding of their meaning and structure first)
or not adopt them at all. In the end, while freedom means choice, progress
can only mean educated choice. Romania now has choice and can see the
benefit of investing in itself. In order to grow however, it first needs to be
knowledgeable of its circumstances, and the meaning and consequences of
its choices. For freedom is not self-sustaining unless its principles are well
understood and respected.
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8. The Austrian School of
Economics versus Mainstream
Economic Historians: The
“Methodenstreit” (1871-1886)
Facundo Gustavo Corvalán
Universidad Nacional de San Luis
Thematic Area: Epistemology

At the end of the 19th century, in the context of the academic
and political divergences between Berlin and Vienna, the first
manifestation of the difficult scientific coexistence in history and
economy was visible: the Methodenstreit. This process arose in
principle as a conflict regarding the study of social sciences. The
present paper tries to reflect the conduits of the methodological
process as a dichotomous construction between the German
mainstream and the Austrians as dissidence movement.

8.1. Introduction
The sciences of human action and their theoretical studies are so conflicting
throughout history, in general, because they have fitted objects of partial or
totally different studies. A reflection of this is the disciplinary relationship that
exists between history and economic science. This conflict is given because
this discipline lives with two quite dissimilar sciences. As a first manifestation
of this, the Methodensteit – or Battle of Methods – arises as a methodological
conflict whose public problem focused on establishing a theory for the study
of social sciences. At the end of the 19th century this conflict is carried out
on the one hand by the German Historical School headed by Gustav von
Schmoller and on the other, the founder of the Austrian School of Economics,
Carl Menger.
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The conflict was of such importance that it had great implications on the study
of the social sciences of the 20th century. Thus, the debate continued directed
by the disciples and followers of both representatives and had been opened
to the discussion of other intellectual currents that escaped this analysis. In
the first place, Carl Menger, whose “Principles of Political Economy” became a
founding document of a movement and, as a fundamental work in the history
of economic thought, we will explore its main details within the variety of its
themes. However, to understand the Austrian approach, it is not enough to
simply review the ideas of its referent since we recognize the fundamental
fact that the Austrian School is a movement formed in opposition; in fact, its
same name was given by its detractors and was intended to be pejorative.
Therefore, the first rival of the Austrians will be examined: the German Historical
School and their methodologies, policies, and academic situations, which take
place when two schools compete for power, prestige, and academic positions.
The Germans quickly dominated their Austrian competitors, although the
Austrian movement was getting closer. The rivalry between the two schools
of thought, known as the Methodenstreit, was a defining element in the first
twenty years of the existence of the Austrian School.
The conflict obscured the similarities between the two schools, which are
even more striking if one of the two schools is compared to the mainstream
of the history of current economic thought. If the Methodenstreit provided
the initial impetus for the growth and development of Austrian thought,
new conflicts must support it. The twin forces of socialism and positivism
increasingly became the new opposition for Vienna economists in the first
two decades of the 20th century.

8.2. The Battle of Methods as a Reaction to
Mainstream
At first it is considered that, since its coinage by Böhm-Bawerk (2009), the
Methodenstreit concept was acquiring a uniform notion in Anglo-American
literature to refer to the description of a confrontation between the abstractdeductive Mengerian method and Schmoller’s empiricist method (Haney,
1949; Newman, 1998; Seligman 1962; Ingram, 1967; Schumpeter, 1954).
However, this conception, which at first seemed homogeneous, raised some
criticism for its reduced scope. In this sense, authors such as Kerschagl (1948)
and Roncaglia (2005) will argue that there are some points that need to be
put into analysis for the extension of the concept. Reducing it to a mere
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methodological debate would mean neglecting the controversy about the
justification of laws in the social sciences, the way of understanding of the
functioning of the social sciences and approaching Schmoller terminologically,
what oriented the terms in the discussion.
As Joseph Schumpeter argues economic theory is diversified through two
dissimilar paths: on the one hand, the philosophical speculation of the
Weltanschauung and on the other, the discussion of matters of a pragmatic
solution or synthetically philosophy and politics (Schumpeter, 1954). The
first concept refers to the ideas of social philosophy that originated from
Aristotle’s thinking and are completed as moral philosophy. The second one
is aimed at raising the conceptions and solutions for commercial and ordinary
life, crystallized in cameralism.
However, the initial planning of philosophy or politics moved away until the
formation of science that sought to get rid of both. In this way, the economy
refrains from falling into Weltanschauung’s speculative postulates that lack
observations of reality or induce practical policies that do not recognize
the interrelation between economic policy issues and individuals. Thus,
the classical British economy finds in the emerging capitalism an orderly
mechanism of income and price policies and, separating the two sources of
the economy, philosophy takes on the task of microeconomic ethical research
while politics provides the elements for finding a regulated macroeconomic
order. In this way, the British classics discarded the political and ethical
elements that put into effect a different economic mechanism with respect
to the macro and microelements.
In this sense, the German Historical School is generally classified as an
attempt to generate an academic-intellectual space as opposed to the British
classical economy (Skinner, 1988). This attempt crystallizes the assertion that
economic principles must be derived inductively through the study of man’s
political and social behavior, only visible through historical events. In other
words, the classical economic theory finds a certain hostility on the continent,
mainly due to political predispositions. The political economy developed by
several generations of English thinkers, exposed by Adam Smith and perfected
by Ricardo, is shown as the result of the principles of enlightenment that
essentially sought the liberal doctrine of representative government. In this
way, some privileges are attacked and it is not surprising that this produces
negative reaction from the injured parties.
Crystallization is not immediate; the origin of German historicism must be
sought in the synthesis of German nationalist and idealist ideas that emerge
as a reaction to rationalism and enlightenment, of which classical economics
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was one of its results. In this way, it becomes understandable that thinkers
like Johann Gottfried Herder, Adam Muller, and Friedrich List are considered
as the precursors of historicists.
The historical perspective of the School tries not to have a paradigmatic role
in economic thought and affirms that economic policy can be conceptualized
reliably only from this perspective. The emergence of this current, as a
challenge to the theoretical approach of classical economics, highlighted
that historical research is based on a new conception of economics with a
clear policy orientation. This opposition to the principles of laissez-faire
and the Marxist economy shows that, in their perspective, the principles of
philosophy and politics should not be discarded but used as the basis for the
construction of a new direction.
When Gustav von Schmoller, as rector of the University of Berlin, offers a speech
on the occasion of inaugurating the academic year, he remarks that: “Today’s
economy seeks a historical and ethical conception of the nation and society,
as opposed to rationalism and to materialism” (Schmoller, 1897). Schumpeter
(1954) argues that it is only here when our author finishes placing the label
of historical-ethical intellectual movement on German historicism. Along
these lines, Schmoller dedicated himself to conducting comparative studies
that reflect a clear trend towards institutional and procedural evolutionary
analysis. By this means, it addresses the need to consolidate a criterion of
the cultural specificity of policies and their correlation in the configuration
of exchange relations. In his work he took special care to address the series
of problems that led to rapid Prussian industrialization: considering himself
as part of the socialism of the chair he was a defender of state development.
Coincidentally with the process of industrialization emerging in Central Europe,
the role of the German “economist” will change rapidly. At the University of
Berlin, there was an inadequacy of the formation of the chairs of resource
management with respect to the necessary perspectives that modernization
needed. In this way, it seemed that lawyers could deal with these problems
(Bruch; 1985). This phenomenon was totally unknown in Austria: the studies
of the Faculty of Law of Vienna directed to the economic scopes were solid
enough to face the commercial vicissitudes.
Under other conditions, the areas related to the economy in the academic
fields of Austria began to develop in the middle of the 18th century. In this
sense, it was the discipline of cameralistic, with a more administrative
tendency, that took center stage in the study of the distribution of resources.
The first important discussion space on these topics appears in 1751 under
the name of Theresianische Akademie and was intended to be an education
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center for young Viennese, coming from the aristocracy, to train them in
public administration. The interesting thing about this phenomenon is that it
developed with great breadth in the universities of Vienna and Prague, not in
Berlin. In this way, and with admirable speed, the Center for Regulation and
Cameralistic Science was established at the University of Vienna in 1765 at the
Faculty of Philosophy. This was transferred, years later, to the Faculty of Law,
where our author was trained (Schruttka-Rechtenstamm, 1898).
When consolidating itself as an autonomous and respected university center,
the university where Carl Menger was studying, began to generate hostility
to the teaching of classical economics as taught in Berlin. During the 1870s,
the debate between Austrian and German academics claimed old political
and cultural struggles based on the defeat of Austria at the hands of Prussia in
1866. Even Viennese students began to fight against the Austrians (Leisching
and Kann, 1979).
In the “Association for Social Policy”, historicist Gustav von Schmoller was
actively involved in establishing the theoretical models of economic policy.
This fact produced a great disagreement with Menger as his economy theory
was the result of a purely historical-empirical analysis. Schmoller began
comparing the nascent economic science with a Greek tragedy: he would
comment on events, but not appear on the scene (Schmoller, 1881). This is
the idea that will start the well-known conflict between German historicists
and Carl Menger. Schmoller was the only academic who seemed to guess the
transcendental elements of Menger’s “Principles...”. As a representative of the
younger generation of the German Historical School, the historicist wondered,
in reference to the academics of Vienna, if “economic problems could become
purely general problems” (Schmoller, 1873). From this, a controversy arises as
a central theme that would later be referred to in specialized historiography
as the Methodenstreit or Battle of the Methods.
The conflict over the method is clearly seen in “Investigations into the Method
...” where Menger intended to show, in addition to refuting Schmoller’s
theoretical arguments, a new theoretical approach to the investigation of the
sciences of human action. Although many aspects of the above are widely
accepted principles today, others generate various questions that took the
stage of subsequent methodological discussions. The problem of being
stuck within the world of theoretical contributions seemed to be solved by
two somewhat dissimilar paths: on the one hand, it was about addressing a
more historical approach to becoming and acting on economic systems and,
on the another, about overcoming the problem through the improvement
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of economic development theories. This last solution was, in an almost
indissoluble mix with the anti-positivist academic environment of social
sciences in Vienna, the path Menger took.
Menger’s work represented, in addition to a treatise on the method of social
sciences, an attempt to unify the marked change in the study of economics
with theoretical human sciences. Menger had, as a result of this work, the virtue
of directing his theory of subjective values towards a truly novel approach
to social sciences: the innovative conception expressed that economics
was the door to analyze new perspectives in the prediction of men’s actions
or in the interpretation of his motivations. This new conception entered a
clear confrontation with the inductivist approach that prevailed in German
intellectual environments, which considered economic science as occupying
a lower position under the aegis of history (Schiera, 1987). This gave rise to
a dispute that remains in force until today and is that of concern to history
about the economy and vice versa: Menger strengthened the premise that
maintains the network of existing relations between politics, power, ethics in
the economists of the 20th century. And economics was subordinated to the
latter as the science that best articulated the instrumental with the theoretical.
Menger tried not to extend the objectives of economic science to the
philosophy of social sciences, but he established the connection of theoretical
social sciences (especially economics) with the theory of human action and
the functioning of social institutions. Here, the innovative postulate consisted
of opening the analysis of social phenomena to the study of subjective values.
This notion had roots in the “Principles ...” that explicitly and strongly criticized
the application of the method of naturalistic derivation in the theoretical social
sciences (Cubeddu, 1993). A result of this premise, acquired while studying
law at the University of Carolina, is a turn towards the inductive method used
at the University of Berlin, especially carried out by the historicists in their
comparative variant.
After directing the analysis of the exact theoretical orientation, Menger
consolidated a position against the claims of German historicism. The
forcefulness against the position of Berlin led him to insist on the idea that the
nature and meaning of the exact orientation of the research are completely
misunderstood in the literature on economics of the 19th century. Especially,
the Historical School falls into considering secondary to other theoretical
sciences that are supported by their empirical studies.
In this way, abstract rationalism was accused of having an erroneous notion
of the concept of economics in social science and a deviant perception of the
problems of economic history. According to this vision, the socio-economic
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problems raised by the Germans in their studies cannot be analyzed through
a historical approach, as for Menger economics is not a science of history nor
is history based on science. The second margin of the economy. In this sense,
theoretical research in economics and historical research are two dissimilar
companies with different objects, methods, and problems.
Although the innovations mentioned were considered relevant work, it
should be noted that they were elaborated from criticisms made to the New
German Historical School and always framed the epistemological limits of
the science of economics with respect to economic history (Milford, 1988).
There is currently no finished line of interpretation as to why our author
dedicated himself to criticize the Berlin research program when he was aware
that it was a conflict of universities or, if you like, nationalities and that the
epistemological debate was often relegated.
Consequently, the path of epistemological criticisms that contributed to
the elaboration of the “Principles ...” was branching out to prosecute the
ideological corpus of the New Historical School. We believe the fact that the
German research program never took the real job of recognizing the relevance
of the marginalist revolution initiated in Austria seriously bothered Menger (rf.
Menger, 1885). Although Schumpeter (1954) considered this confrontation
as “wasted energies”, the diverse conceptions raised contain transcendental
consequences in the processes of diversification and diffusion of both schools
and in the history of the methodology of the 20th century.
Without intentions of meddling in counterfactual theoretical frameworks, we
can affirm that, if Menger had simply left the state of things in this way, both
positions could have been ignored as was the case every day in these types
of situations between both universities. However, this was not the case since
Menger, the following year sent a response through a series of letters entitled
“The errors of historicism in German economic policy.” In them he proposed
a series of attacks on Schmoller’s methodological position and even on
his person, receiving a classic German response: Schmoller stated that the
epistolary compendium was not up to a revision. However, he answered with
a brief pamphlet:
“Some time ago it caught my attention, from several points of view,
that this constitutes an attack on my person, and a first look at
the first page confirms it to me ... I see all those personal attacks
without reading the fundamentals, especially when I don’t expect
the author to provide me with more benefits. So, I never try to bore
the public by continuing literary disputes in the controversial way
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of many German teachers. However, I don’t want to be so rude to
you as to destroy a small book that is so well equipped. Therefore, I
return it here” (Schmoller, 1992).
As of this moment, clearly, there was no going back. The exposure of a
methodological defense of induction or deduction, emphasizing attacks on
abstract theorizations or the useless accumulation of data, becomes a scenario
of loyalties with its followers. The exchange of documents continued for more
than a decade, but it became a sterile identification and limited domain of
opinions. Schmoller was dedicated to thinking theories applicable to the need
for an extensive collection of additional data, prior to the establishment of
general theories, while Menger did not reject empiricism, but identified it with
essential elements of his own theoretical work. In this way, it was impossible
to reach a type of conciliation and we concluded, that it was a movement of
wasted energies in this last section. However, we should not keep this last
image. It should be mentioned that the personal confrontation between our
authors does not allow us to glimpse the fact that Vienna economists and
historicists share some points of view.

8.3. Concluding Observations
The context analysis seeks integration of the external and internal aspects of
the ideas systems. This work allowed us to identify the academic and political
factors of our authors and the influences received in the training processes
of the Austrian School of Economics and the German Historical School. It is
recognized that the ancestry of positivism and theoretical elements of the
Classical Economy, mainly from Adam Smith, was truly significant for both.
In addition, the influence of the environment of the University of Vienna and
Berlin was important for consolidating the rethinking of the British economy.
On the one hand, we believe that Carl Menger’s thinking was derived from
a movement with its own identity and closely linked to the scientific and
ideological debates generated in the sphere of the most important circles of
power in Vienna. According to the representatives of the Austrian approach, it
responded more adequately than other systems of ideas to the specific needs
of organization and regulation raised by industrial development, as well as
the demands of social reform imposed by the economic growth of central
Europe at the end of the 19th century. Menger represents renewal in the field
of economic science, this being the conception that man is not only confined
in the political and conjunctural frameworks but that his social being is
“ontologically” constituted by a world governed by universal laws.
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On a contextual level, the origin of the Austrian’s trajectory has great
implications within the study of the social sciences of the 20th century. What
the Austrian School raises in its writings goes beyond a discussion on the
method of economic science and history; these are publications to make a
nation face the policies of the Prussian government and fight against a certain
imperialism that acts as a cause of numerous conflicts in the first decades of
the last century.
On a theoretical level, the real controversy between Menger and von Schmoller
was intended to understand the abstract phenomenon and empiricism in
knowledge. This debate materially represented the conflict of interests in the
nature of the research topics: one of Menger’s most remarkable qualities was
his moderate approach unlike Schmoller, who within the broad meaning of
the method could not accept the balanced version in any way of the Austrians.
It was feared that Menger’s actions would lead to a monopoly on the study of
economics in historical science.
In summary, there are two major differences that totally separate the
paradigms of the schools under analysis, the way of seeing the empirical
world and the ability to predict. For Menger it is a reality that the researcher
was not able to handle all the information that he was constantly creating
and neither could he analyze in a decentralized way the protagonists of the
social process, so there is a theoretical impossibility to carry out empirical
tests. In addition, he considered that since empirical phenomena are variable,
we cannot have tools that allow us to establish parameters because they are
all variables, which makes the use of the positivism method impossible in all
its versions. However, the Austrians assigned great importance to the study
of history, that allows the scientist to successfully achieve one of the most
relevant objectives of economic science that is prospecting for future events.
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This article explores the notion of the dynamic efficiency proposed
by Israel Kirzner. This paper focuses on the role of entrepreneurship
in the coordinating tendency of the market process. It is argued
here that dynamic efficiency is the forgotten piece in Kirzner’s
theory of entrepreneurship, which cannot be excluded without
impairing his hypothesis of development economics as a dynamic
process of plan coordination. Its relevance holds that Kirzner’s
dynamic efficiency thinking may reshape development economics.
Thus, Kirzner’s criticism of the static concept of efficiency that
governs mainstream development economics is spelled out first.
The central propositions of its claims on dynamic efficiency, then,
are identified to elucidate the creative essence of entrepreneurship
and its effects on the market. These ideas help to recognize
the relationship between Kirzner’s insights on entrepreneurial
efficiency and economic progress in order to clarify some policy
dilemmas. Finally, contemporary researches on dynamic efficiency
are analyzed, especially the impact of psychology, culture, and
ethics in economic development.
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9.1. Introduction
Israel Kirzner lays the foundations of entrepreneurship as the driving force
of the market process around the notions of alertness, uncertainty, and
plan coordination. His approach, following the footsteps of Mises and
Hayek, legitimizes entrepreneurial creativity and profit-making as the heart
of economic development. He argues that a correct understanding of the
economic system entails recognizing the role played by entrepreneurs in
society. These works contrast radically with the theories and models that
govern the mainstream economics, in which the flesh-and-blood entrepreneur
is replaced by fictions such as homo economicus, analyzed in equilibrium
situations.
Kirzner’s criticism goes beyond the mere absence of the entrepreneur from
economic theory. The root of this exclusion is the application of the static
efficiency criterion. This standpoint focuses on the economic problem as a
technical one of allocation, maximization, or optimization of given resources.
If market outcomes can be quantitatively known, economists would be a kind
of oracle that could design top-down development planning.
Kirzner’s contributions demonstrate, on the contrary, that economics is a
process of discovery driven by purposeful actions; therefore, knowledge is
never given. The entrepreneurial alertness to perceive profit opportunities
creates new knowledge that encourages coordinating trends among individual
plans. Kirzner describes this dynamic efficiency process as the driving force
of economic development. It is from this fundamental insight that economics
involves making the world intelligible in terms of human actions and thus
explores the unintended consequences of such actions. The omission of the
purposefulness element of entrepreneurship would present pictures of the
economic system that disregard reality.
Although dynamic efficiency addresses itself is a crucial case in point, both
historians of thought and entrepreneurial theorists have overlooked this
conception. It is argued here that the economic notion of dynamic efficiency
is the forgotten piece in Kirzner’s theory of entrepreneurship, which cannot
be excluded without impairing his hypothesis of development economics as
a dynamic process of plan coordination.
Why is it important? Its relevance holds that Kirzner’s thinking on efficiency
may reshape development economics. The inclusion of the dynamic efficiency
notion in development economics implies a theoretical improvement in
several areas:
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•
•
•
•
•

Kirzner’s criticism of static efficiency reveals the epistemological problems
of economics and its implications in the study of social progress.
The central propositions of Kirzner’s dynamic efficiency elucidate the
crucial role of entrepreneurship in economic understanding.
Concerns of dynamic efficiency go beyond mainstream development
economics. It helps to recognize the creative and coordinating potential
of entrepreneurship, including the role of market prices in this process.
This approach supports the clarification of some political dilemmas in
economic development.
Contemporary research on dynamic efficiency and development
economics shows new extensions towards fields such as psychology,
culture, and ethics.

Fortunately, a growing number of economic theorists have led a new stream
of Kirzner’s contributions to the dynamic efficiency and development
economics. First, Harper (2003) theorizes about the dynamic efficiency of
psychology, institutions, and culture on the entrepreneurial function of
productivity or unproductiveness prospects. Second, Huerta de Soto (2009)
systematizes a theory of dynamic efficiency, which challenges the traditional
Pareto criterion that governs all welfare economics. Third, Boettke (2008,
2018) introduces a dynamic analysis of the role of the state and public
administration in entrepreneurial performance and economic development.
However, most research on efficiency and underdevelopment is still packaged
in the form of mathematical models that reduce the complexity of market to
comparative statics.
There are many areas in Kirzner’s work open for further studies. This article
focuses on an aspect that concerns the modern thinking and practice in both
economists and governments: the role of efficiency (static and dynamic) in
economic progress.

9.2. Static Efficiency and Development
Economics
Efficiency is derived from the Latin expression efficiens, which means “capable
of acting” or be “active” to “produce or give rise to something,” while Static
comes from the Greek στατικός, which mean “causing to stand.” Kirzner
argues that the static aspect of efficiency “inexorably implied in the given
configuration of human preferences and constraints, of ends and means,
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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makes a choice ‘mechanical’ or ‘automatic’ - and thus not a true choice at all”
(1992: 123). There is no room for creativity and uncertainty in the real sense
of the word; that is, human action is neglected.
Pioneers of static efficiency in economics include Stanley Jevons, Leon Walras,
Francis Edgeworth, Irving Fisher, Vilfredo Pareto, Alfred Marshall, and many
others. Mirowski reveals that these theoretical economists “copied the physical
mathematics literally term for term and dubbed the result mathematical
economics” (1991: 148). They relied on the laws of thermodynamics to
reconstruct economic science in the likeness of physics and thus consolidate
a kind of social mechanics.
Modern neoclassical theory, however, is generally attributed to Robbin’s book,
who presented the definition of economics most accepted by textbooks.
Robbins, who was strongly influenced by Pareto and the other pioneers, said:
“economics is the science which studies human behavior as a relationship
between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses” (1935: 16).
“When the time and the means for achieving ends are limited and capable of
alternative application, and ends are capable of being distinguished in order
of importance, then behavior necessarily takes the form of choice” (1935: 14).
For Kirzner, Robbins’s notion made modern economists focus on allocation
efficiency exclusively.
Since, in this concept of Robbinsian economizing – or, in subsequent
parlance, maximizing – both end and means are given, it is clear that the
activity of economizing arises only after that extra-Robbinsian process has
been completed during which ends and means have come to be identified…
While the Robbinsian framework does not preclude a later discovery that the
given ends-means framework is incorrect and must be replaced, this process
of the discovery of error itself occurs, somehow outside the Robbinsian
human laboratory. (1979: 165)
This result emerges from Robbins’ belief that economists may collect
individuals’ knowledge through statistical data to reduce them into
sophisticated mathematical models. As Huerta de Soto stated, “this view
presupposes given knowledge of the ends and means, and thus, it reduces the
economic problem to a technical problem of simple allocation, maximization
or optimization” (2010: 83). For Kirzner, the allocative criterion of human
affairs assumes that the economist can obtain the available knowledge about
the “most efficient manner to achieve given purposes” (1979: 5).
The flesh-and-blood human being was substituted by fictions such as the
homo economicus analyzed in equilibrium states without raising any suspicion
about its epistemological validity. Although Robbins accepts that human
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behaviors may change over time, Kirzner indicates that “the replacement
of one set of given ends by a second set occurs before (or at least outside)
Robbinsian choice itself” (1992: 125). Kirzner claims that Robbins’ market
equilibrium stems from the perfect competition model. This model assumes
the satisfaction of a series of statements that ensure simultaneous and
automatic coordination patterns of all individual plans. Thus, buyers and sellers
correctly anticipate the decisions of others to synchronize their consumption
and production provisions correctly. Any chance of human error in buying or
selling decisions is excluded from the model.
Perfect competition means that both sellers and buyers are price-acceptors.
Nevertheless, if this were the case, paradoxically, there can be no competition
in the market. Alternatively, imperfect competition arises when sellers can
impose the market prices of their goods to the detriment of consumers.
Again, this theory does not explain that there are no rights acquired in the
market economy. The predominance of an enterprise (or a few) is a signal
that it provides an excellent service to consumers. If they do not fully satisfy
the consumers’ needs, or if they decide to set higher prices than consumer
dispositions, profit opportunities will arise to be exploited by entrepreneurs.
The monopoly, for Kirzner, means “the position of a producer who is immune
from the threat of other entrepreneurs’ doing what he does. It is enough that
the monopolist controls the entire available quantity of one of the inputs which
he himself uses in his productive activities” (1973: 106). In a market economy,
therefore, the monopoly can only emerge when there are governmental
privileges or barriers to entrepreneurial entry. This blockage to entry protects
the monopoly position and discourages entrepreneurs from venturing into
such prohibited activities.
In the world of static efficiency, the economist could know the dispositions
of the market through statistical data to reduce them to mathematical
specifications. For Kirzner, “it was pronounced mathematically to have been
the optimal course of action within the given decision framework” (1997: 71).
If all the inputs, outputs, and equilibrium prices can be calculated, and if the
production functions can be determined, then the profits for any economic
activity can be predicted. If equilibrium configurations predetermine market
outcomes, then economists gracefully conclude that they could predict the
future quantitatively. If this is the case, the market process is a trivial exercise of
allocative efficiency in which the problems of economic underdevelopment
could be solved with social engineering.
The primary purpose of neoclassical development economics is to manage
economic activity and make quantitative predictions about the different
outcomes of applied policies, through mathematics, statistics, and
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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econometrics (Arndt 1987). The exclusion of the entrepreneur from theories
of neoclassical development is a direct consequence of his particular interest
in observable events and empirical relations among them. Those theorists
overlook concern for the essence of the processes of economic phenomena. If
it is assumed that human ends and means are given to one mind, economistspoliticians would be scientifically justified for the management of the
economic activity. As Hirschman put it, development economics study, “the
process of change of one type of economy into some other more advanced
type… [That is] how the underdevelopment equilibrium can be broken into at
any point” (1958: 51). The role of the economist would be a kind of oracle or
platonic guardian that could accomplish top-down development planning.
The impact of the static efficiency approach on contemporary development
theories is exposed by Jeffrey Sachs, director of the United Nations
Millennium Project and renowned economist at Columbia University. He
conceives underdevelopment as a technological problem that requires
a set of interventions designed by experts to get humanity out of poverty.
These interventions, for Sachs, “need to be applied systematically, diligently,
and jointly since they strongly reinforce one another (2005: 208). He
recommends that national governments should manage the economy
through foreign assistance: “If the foreign assistance is substantial enough,
and lasts long enough, the capital stock rises sufficiently to lift households
above subsistence… Growth becomes self-sustaining through household
savings and public investments supported by taxation of households” (2005:
246). The only way to have guaranteed economic prosperity would be for the
monetary and fiscal authorities to have effective demand management tools
at their disposal. With this and other plans, Sachs concludes that “success in
ending the poverty trap will be much easier than it appears” (2005: 289). It is
evident how the static vision of the economy justifies the active role of the
economist in the design of public policies and the process of market planning.
Sachs’s position itself involves a metaphysical postulate by assuming that
human activity has the same nature as physical objects. In both cases,
there would be regularities in the concatenation of observed facts, and
their consequences could be deduced quantitatively. Since the nature of
the phenomena examined is ignored, it is irrelevant to distinguish between
passivity and activity of the facts. For Kirzner, the neoclassical formalism holds
that individuals have cognitive biases that generate coordination failures, then
economists cheerfully assume that they must plan human action. If this theory
were correct, the planners would also have cognitive biases, and their actions
would be doomed to fail (because they are individuals too!). Furthermore,
Kirzner considers two aspects that summarize the epistemological problems
of purely mechanical approaches in economics:
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First, the model of such a world is clearly seriously deficient in its failure to pay
attention to the role played by knowledge and learning in the initial endowment
of assumed ends-means frameworks, and in subsequent modification of these
endowments as a result of market experience. Second, the make-up of the
model, in terms of a population consisting solely of pure economizers, is in
fact inconsistent with the kinds of learning sequences which one would have
to postulate in order to account for systematic market processes. (1992: 129)
If all economics is designed to explain change, Kirzner argues, there cannot
be something such thing as “Static Economics.” Instead, he proposes that
the cause of wealth or poverty can be better understood if the essence of
economic phenomena is recognized: the purposefulness of human actions.

9.3. Dynamic Efficiency as Creativity and
Coordination
Kirzner’s notion of dynamic efficiency is rooted primarily in the works of Mises
and Hayek (separated, but complementary), who represented a consistent
development of the modern Austrian school (and that, furthermore, started
the school’s significant revival in last five decades).
Ludwig von Mises, in his Human Action (1949), recognizes that economics
is a science that seeks to make the world intelligible in terms of purposeful
human actions, not maximization or allocative efficiency. This statement has,
as Kirzner says, three implications for epistemology. First, human action is
the driving force of the whole market system, which makes it impossible to
eliminate it without damaging the explanatory capacity of economic theories.
In a static economy, there is no room for human activity, and then economics
is reduced to mere data analysis.
Second, Mises argued that “in any real and living economy every actor is
always an entrepreneur” (1949: 253). The term entrepreneur is a function
that means “acting man exclusively seen from the aspect of the uncertainty
inherent in every action. In using this term, one must never forget that every
action is embedded in the flux of time and therefore involves a speculation”
(1949: 254). Subjectivism in the analysis of Misesian entrepreneurship includes
human insight to actively choose its ends-means framework, guided by the
actor’s imagination, aspirations, expectations, and knowledge.
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Third, the market is a dynamic process that is open to all the creative
possibilities of entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, mathematical economics
has no means to incorporate market dynamics. As Mises stated, “the main
deficiency of mathematical economics is not the fact that it ignores the
temporal sequence, but that it ignores the operation of the market process”
(1949: 353). The introduction of time parameters into the equations supposes
that the market outcomes are already contained in the formula; therefore,
there is no entrepreneurship.
Friedrich Hayek added in his Counter-Revolution of Science (1952) that
the function of economics is also to explain the unintended consequences
generated by the purposeful human action through social interaction. Thus,
Hayek’s most frequently cited contribution concerns the role of knowledge
in the dynamic market process. This approach has, for Kirzner, two explicit
extensions of Misesian subjectivist for modern economics. Hayek, in his
famous 1937 paper “Economics and Knowledge,” reveals that individual
human decisions have an innate indeterminacy and unpredictability in
their preferences, expectations, and knowledge. Instead, the nature of the
equilibrium constructs indicates that knowledge is given to the economist.
In his equally famous 1945 paper, “The use of knowledge in society,” Hayek
explores the dispersed nature of human knowledge and the role of market
prices to coordinate the individual plans. Fundamentally, “in a system where
the knowledge of the relevant facts is dispersed among many people, prices
can act to coordinate the separate actions of different people in the same way
as subjective values help the individual to co6rdinate the parts of his plan”
(1945: 526). The price system helps to guide the market provisions towards
the satisfaction, as far as humanly possible, of the needs most demanded by
consumers. In other words, market prices tell entrepreneurs what, how, and
for whom to produce, and in what quantity. This fact involves an estimation
in monetary units about the potential outcomes of different actions, which is
supported by the profit and loss account.
From these Mises-Hayek theories, Kirzner deduces that economic phenomena
are governed by a logical chain of cause and effect, which constitutes and
generates the dynamic market processes that are systematically driven
by “(not the pattern of mutual constraints which reflect the maximizing
decisions of market participants, but) the outside-the-box, “daring hunches
of entrepreneurs” (2017: 855). Kirzner, then, identifies the purposefulness of
entrepreneurial action as an essential element of economic reality that should
not be omitted from the economist’s scientific task.
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Kirzner’s pivotal contribution is the incorporation of dynamic entrepreneurship
at the heart of the economic theory. He systematized a theory of
entrepreneurship that recognizes the leading role played by the entrepreneur’s
alertness to discover new profit opportunities that their current or potential
competitors have missed. Alertness allows human beings not only to perceive,
with different degrees of complexity and success, unexploited opportunities
offered by existing conditions, but also by those opportunities created to face
future conditions. For Kirzner, entrepreneurial alertness “refers not to the
ability to see what exists, but to the necessarily speculative ability to see into
the future. In particular, such metaphorical alertness may consist in the vision
to create something in the future” (1985: 7). Thus, alertness is a spontaneous
manifestation that changes the entire map of ends and means expressed in
perceived opportunities. Entrepreneurship, as an inherently creative function,
obscures the relevance of a neoclassical full-equilibrium box in which the
entrepreneur is only a metaphor mechanically generated by mathematical
procedures.
Market participants, as Kirzner states, act in an environment of uncertainty or,
to some extent, “in a fog of ignorance” (2017: 856). Although entrepreneurs
do not entirely ignore the circumstances in which they must act, they are
almost certainly not aware of all the relevant circumstances that govern the
possibilities available to them. Pure ignorance takes place when one has no
idea that one is overlooking a desirable opportunity that is staring one in the
face. However, the entrepreneurial alertness process “consists of systematic
market steps through which such sheer ignorance, irrational suboptimality,
may tend spontaneously to dissipate” (2017: 857). Such ignorance means that
market arrangements have a component of inefficiency included, which can
never be dismissed entirely.
The entrepreneurial market process encourages coordination between
individual plans, which is socially beneficial in a dynamic sense. The fact that
consumer tastes, resource availability, and relative prices change continuously,
unfortunately, puts the market in a situation of discoordination between
individual plans. This context drives competition, guided by the price system,
to discover and exploit increasingly complex profit opportunities.
Entrepreneurial success depends on its creative ability to satisfy the
consumers’ needs with the best quality and prices than its competitors.
This fact reveals the coordinating essence of entrepreneurship. “To put it
differently,” Kirzner observes, “casual empirical observation reveals that
markets do work spontaneously to coordinate millions of independently made
decisions” (2017: 861). The entrepreneurial profit-seeking tends to identify
social discoordination, which serves as a mechanism to face pure ignorance
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with a higher chance of success. If profit opportunities tend to foster the
plan coordination prospects, “all this competitive, entrepreneurial activity is
certainly constantly at work tending to improve the overall efficiency of the
economic system” (2017: 863).

9.4. Dynamic Efficiency and Economic
Development: The Kirznerian Thesis
The relationship between dynamic efficiency and economic development,
outlined by Kirzner, concerns to the coordinating effect of the free exercise
of entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurial success in the competitive market
process, which Kirzner has recognized, plays a significant role in driving
economic development as a tendency towards economic prosperity. The
entrepreneurial discovery consists not in achieving efficiency according
to a given situation, but in alertness to new technological possibilities
or future patterns of prices and demand that have been unnoticed. Free
entrepreneurship configures all market specifications, which includes the
available solutions to satisfy the consumers’ needs.
The economic development theorem presented by Kirzner, then, is based on
two levels that describe the exercise of entrepreneurship as the driving force
of the equilibrating and coordinating propensities of individual plans. The
first level refers to the role of arbitration at the intra-temporal coordinating
tendency of entrepreneurship. It describes a situation in which a market
economy is less than wholly coordinated with respect to the currently
available knowledge. This discoordination is a failure of market participants to
exploit the arbitration opportunities created by price divergences. In this case,
entrepreneurship “may be exercised in harnessing this existing knowledge
and in this way modifying the patterns of market activities” (1985: 158). The
available knowledge is perceived and used by insightful entrepreneurs to
try to correct the discoordination. At this level, successful entrepreneurial
alertness may tend to direct present prices and decisions towards the most
critical consumers’ needs.
The second level shows the role of speculation in the coordinating tendency
of entrepreneurship in intertemporal terms. It refers to the creative and
entrepreneurial potential of human action not only to make better use of
available knowledge but to create new knowledge to face future market
conditions. At this level Kirzner focuses on “current market activities may
be fully coordinated with each other yet be very imperfectly coordinated
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with future activities as these will eventually turn out to be informed by as
yet undiscovered truths” (1985: 159). The entrepreneurial profit arises from
anticipating the change in prices in the future and proposes new solutions to
satisfy the consumers’ requirements. This fact implies a tendency to coordinate
present and future decisions concerning expected changes in prices.
Kirzner adds that economic development and growth require capital to
combine and transform capital goods into final consumer goods. The process
occurs in the production structure that is formed by stages that require time
(from the acquisition of the inputs at a date and the subsequent sale of the
products at a later date). These decisions are determined by time preference;
that is, the actor prefers to satisfy their needs or achieve their objectives
as soon as possible. All other things being equal, present assets are always
preferred over future assets. These actions generate the price of time, better
known as the interest rate, which includes the social rate of time preference.
It is a signal that communicates entrepreneurs what investment projects
are more profitable, and which are not. From different time preferences, as
Kirzner affirms, “an entrepreneur will be able to borrow capital, buy resources,
and produce output at a market value that will more than repay the capitalist’s
investment together with interest necessary to persuade him to advance the
capital funds” (1979: 113).
An increase in savings (less time preference) has two mutually reinforcing
effects. First, the interest rate decreases, indicating to entrepreneurs that
longer-term investments are relatively more profitable than those closest to
final consumption. Second, savings free resources from the present to carry
out more capital-intensive projects. When these projects mature, the stock of
capital goods grows and also productivity and national production. More and
better solutions available to solve human problems are brought to the market
at lower prices. In short, economic progress depends both on the amount
of capital there is, as well as how adequately assembled the existing capital
structure is.
The kinds of solutions are open to all creative possibilities of entrepreneurs;
therefore, they cannot be predicted based on existing information. As Kirzner
argues, economic development is achieved “as a result of entrepreneurial
discovery to totally new social opportunities render totally inoperative the
metaphor of the market as an efficient allocator of resources within the
constraints of existing, limiting resources” (1985: 163). Future market provisions
transcend the limits of existing knowledge, which makes the entrepreneurial
outcomes undetermined.
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Finally, the cooperative actions never reach full plan coordination or
equilibrium state. The very market process may tend to pursue superior
profit opportunities, which alters the entire map of individual ends and
means to build-up upon them. This process of plan coordination generates
new discoordination to be perceived and adjusted by entrepreneurial
actions. Hence, Kirzner concludes that economic development driven by
entrepreneurship is dynamically efficient in the sense that entrepreneurs can
only prosper if they continually adjust their intellect to satisfy the needs of
others.

9.5. Some Political Dilemmas Unraveled
Kirzner’s thinking about dynamic efficiency and economic development helps
to appreciate some political problems that policymakers often overlook. One
is to recognize the determinants that could stimulate economic development
driven by entrepreneurship. The mainstream economic literature that studies
how vital entrepreneurship is for economic progress is based primarily on neoSchumpeterian theories. These models assume an initial state of equilibrium
and representative agents that have predetermined actions. In these
conditions, it seems that market outcomes can be predicted quantitatively.
Some mainstream economists tend to give the government an omniscient
faculty in top-down development planning. If the essence of entrepreneurship
and the price system are disregarded, government intervention will be
dynamically inefficient for plan coordination.
In the Kirznerian view of dynamic efficiency, the essence of economic
development rests in the alertness of entrepreneurship to perceive and take
advantage of profit opportunities. As Kirzner states, it seems “intuitively
obvious that alertness can be “switched off” by the conviction that external
intervention will confiscate (wholly or in part) whatever one might notice… It
is the general prospect of pure entrepreneurial profit available for taking that
inspires entrepreneurial alertness” (2009: 151). In this task, the government
may stimulate the plan coordination by securing private property and
enforceability of contract. It involves entrepreneurial freedom of entry,
without arbitrary obstacles, to ensure individual freedom to pursue perceived
opportunities, fostering a bottom-up economic development.
Another troubling problem in the current political debate is the income
inequality generated by the market process. Some see this inequality as
an inevitable outcome of the capitalist system, which should be analyzed
in more detail. Through Kirzner’s notion of dynamic efficiency, it is
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demonstrated that the distribution of income in a market economy tends
to provide each participant of the production process with the total value
of his marginal productive contribution. In the plan coordination process
driven by entrepreneurship, the unit price of each productive service tends to
correspond to the measure of the market value of its productive contribution
in the margin. “If each resource owner receives a just income, fully reflecting
his productive contribution, no charge of injustice can be fairly leveled at the
capitalistic entrepreneur” (1992: 212). Furthermore, all voluntary exchanges
are mutually beneficial, so it follows that market transactions and their
outcomes are dynamically efficient in the allocation of resources. When an
actor suffers losses (also called pure error), new opportunities arise to be
perceived and corrected by entrepreneurship.
For Kirzner, entrepreneurship explains the reduction of poverty and the
income gap through the dynamics of economic development. It implies that
the plan coordination improves the subjective conditions of individuals; that
is, their welfare increases. While some people or societies emerged out of
poverty earlier than others, the personal, cultural, and institutional factors of
the former serve as patterns of action for the latter. The focus should be, then,
on the income inequalities arising from government and institutional barriers
to the free exercise of entrepreneurship.

9.6. The Current Agenda
As a way of rounding out the discussion, let us briefly mention the place of
dynamic efficiency and economic development in recent research. It is no
surprise that Kirznerian theorists such as David Harper (2003), Jesús Huerta de
Soto (2009) and Peter Boettke (2008, 2018) understand that entrepreneurship
is the key factor in achieving economic creativity and coordination in
economic development. These theories complement and reinforce each
other, which provides more realistic framework for further researches on
dynamic efficiency and economic development.
From a microeconomic perspective, the entrepreneurial psychological selfbelief is the dominant element to enhance alertness and creativity as the
essential factors of economic development (Harper 2003: 1). If entrepreneurs
are more confident about themselves and the outcomes of their entrepreneurial
activities, then they will be more alert entrepreneurially (Harper 2003: 5355). Hence, more entrepreneurial creation and coordination may emerge to
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encourage economic development. It is significant for economic development
scholars to attach importance to how the real entrepreneurial psychological
self-belief promote or impede entrepreneurship.
Institutions and culture, from a macroeconomic standpoint, also play a vital
role in economic development through the formulation of entrepreneurial
psychological self-confidence at the microeconomic level. Entrepreneurial
self-belief may be enhanced through the rule of law, private property, as well
as spontaneous and decentralized economic, and political systems (Harper:
125). Once the entrepreneurs are more psychologically confident, more
economical creation and coordination can be realized to promote economic
development. However, which kind of culture matters for economic
development? Harper refutes the traditional belief that collective culture
cannot generate economic growth, demonstrating that both the individual
culture (i.e., Western Europe and North America) and the collective culture
(i.e., East Asian nations like Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore)
may all come to economic efficiency. In other words, either individual or
collective culture can promote economic development as long as it can
enhance entrepreneurial psychological self-belief. Hence, in studying the role
of culture in economic development, scholars must grasp the key of whether
a particular culture is pro-entrepreneurship or not, rather than prejudicially
and deny collective culture.
Boettke’s regression theorem of institutional stickiness provides another
dynamic version to understand economic transition and development (et
al. 2008). He argues that both theoretically and empirically, successful
institutional changes (SIC) (i.e., post-war West Germany, post-war Japan, and
the post-cold-war Poland, among others) always respect the indigenously
introduced endogenous (IEN) institutions. On the contrary, the lack of IEN
institutions causes failed institutional change (i.e., Haiti, Afghanistan, Kosovo,
Russian Federation, Bosnia, among others). In line with Harper’s theory, Boettke
considers that IEN institutions are characterized by local knowledge, belief,
and the respect of private property, making the price-based entrepreneurial
coordination possible. Moreover, the respect of the IEN institutions is defined
as institutional stickiness. Thus, a SIC (that results in a thriving economic
transition and progress) is decided by their institutional stickiness, which is
determined by the previous IEN institutions. Boettke defines the relationship
among the SIC, institutional stickiness and SIC’s previously IEN institutions a
regression theorem.
Huertas de Soto (et al. 2009) proposes a systematic theory of dynamic
efficiency, which sublimates Kirzner’s approach to the role of ethics in
economic development. From Huerta de Soto’s argumentation, the ethics of
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private property is both the necessary and sufficient condition for dynamic
efficiency. It is the necessary condition because to impede the productions
through private ownership “is to remove the most powerful incentive to
create and discover profit opportunities as well as the fundamental source
of creativity and coordination that propels the system’s dynamic efficiency”
(Huerta de Soto 2009: 21).
The ethics of private property rights is also the sufficient condition of dynamic
efficiency because a free environment without coercion and that with private
property rights “constitutes a sufficient condition for the development of the
entrepreneurial process of creativity and coordination which marks dynamic
efficiency” (ibid). Thus, the ongoing studies of the ethics of private property
should pay particular attention to how government interventions in economic
activity historically tend to undermine dynamic efficiency (et al. Boettke 2018).
Economic policy research should focus on the thesis of how to remove the
obstacle and boost entrepreneurial creativity and coordination in developing
countries by respecting the IEN institutions (especially the ethics of private
property rights) and the pro-entrepreneurship culture.
These Kirznerian thoughts on dynamic efficiency and economic development
will also be applied to a variety of other problems, such as the education
system, the role of public administration and the challenges that emerging
nations now face in promoting entrepreneurship. While economic theory
places human action at the center of the analysis, there is still hope that
the gap between economy and reality continues to narrow. Otherwise,
mainstream development economics will wrongly remain to support topdown development planning.
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10. Communication, Propaganda,
and Freedom
Leonardo Facco
Movimento Libertario
Freedom and communication are two sides of the same coin.
Language, to be clear, is the most important system of human
communication; it is the main form of symbolic mediation that is
realized through the construction of articulated figures and is useful
to convey, the meaning of one’s thought. Language, as scholars
explain, is a tool with which we build and legitimize the reality that
surrounds us and, above all, is the first source of socialization. In
modern societies, technological innovation enriched language
over time and the mass media become protagonists. For, whereas
they expanded the possibilities of communication, they also made
previously unknown propaganda tools available to authorities.

In many conferences I have been invited to, I have often reiterated that there
are two reasons why man is the dominant animal on this planet: the first is his
ability to adapt, as a result of the enormous intellectual talents he possesses;
the second, is his ability to communicate in a complex form, a feature that
does not belong to other animal species.
In «Brief History of Mankind», Yuval Noah Harari has written: “To what did the
success of the Sapiens owe? How could we settle so quickly in so many distant
and ecologically diverse habitats? How could we relegate all other human
species to oblivion? Why couldn’t even the strong, intelligent and hardened
Neanderthals survive our furious assault? The debate on this subject continues
to be very heated. The most probable answer is precisely that which makes
the debate possible: Homo sapiens conquered the world thanks above all to
his unique language”.
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The Israeli historian and essayist is right. A unique faculty among the living
beings that populate the Earth belongs to the human being: he communicates
and expresses himself through articulated sounds, well organized in words.
His language is complex and is composed, as need be, of spoken words, of
phrases, of facial expressions, of lexicon, of gestures, of a vocabulary rich
in lemmas, and of specific terminologies. Depending on what he wants to
communicate, he uses different dialects, jargon, slang, ways of writing,
attitudes and techniques. Depending on how he wants to communicate, he
acts as a good orator, he uses small talk, loquacity and a vast array of differents
faculties.
Language, to be clear, is the most important system of human communication,
it is the main form of symbolic mediation that is realized through the
construction of articulated figures and is useful to convey, the meaning of
one’s thought. Language, as scholars explain, is a tool with which we build
and legitimize the reality that surrounds us and, above all, is the first source
of socialization.
Language and communication are two sides of the same coin. But what is
communication?
As a professional, my answer, based on qualified texts and experience
accumulated over many years of work in the sector is the following:
Communication literally means “to share”, but specifically it is the art
of transferring one’s knowledge to others. What is put in common in
communication are not material goods but “messages” that express intentions,
feelings, thoughts, information, and ideas. The communicator always has a
purpose: to share the information in his possession with other people.
The communication process, is based on five main elements:
1. Sender;
2. Medium (the instrument);
3. Message;
4. Language (indeed);
5. Recipient.
Being able to communicate - that is to say, being able to transfer knowledge
from oneself to a common sphere - means that every element mentioned
above must be satisfied in the best possible way. Therefore, depending on the
message to be conveyed and, on its recipient, the sender must choose the
best means (tool) and the most appropriate language.
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In the commercial field, this simple application scheme is the norm. Literal
adherence to the principle, according to the individual skills, and techniques
adopted, will decree success or failure of the product (message) that the
sender tries to sell to the recipient. As far as the diffusion of political ideas is
concerned, everything becomes more complicated and the sender’s message,
especially when the language is not “politically correct”, may not reach the
recipient, owing for example, to interference from the sources of power that
influence, and distort, free communication.
In modern societies, technological innovation enriched language over time
and the mass media become protagonist. For, whereas they expanded
the possibilities of communication, they also made previously unknown
propaganda tools available to authorities.
The mass media become:
1. A source of power, an instrument of influence, and an innovative means
of control in society. Mass media, including social networks, arose
to the role primary means of transmission and source of information
indispensable for the functioning of social institutions, both public and
private;
2. The place (or arena) where many of the events of national and international
public life take place;
3. An important source of definitions and images of social reality and,
therefore, the place where cultural changes and both individual and
group values are built, preserved, manifested and distorted;
4. The decisive key to fame and celebrity;
5. The source of a system of meanings useful to the public sphere, which
aims to provide/impose criteria for defining what is “normal”, at least
according to the criteria of the powers that be. On the other hand, what
is not consistent herewith should be considered a “deviance”.
Given these considerations, it is not difficult understand why the mass media
have aroused so much interest since their inception (the definition of “Fourth
Power” is not accidental) and why they are continuously the object of lively
attention and regulation.
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It comes as no surprise, that everything that concerns the distribution and
exercise of power revolves around communication and, more precisely,
around the messages conveyed by mass media (alas, still too often in the
hands of political power) in the form of information, opinions, news and
entertainment (do you know panem et circenses?).
For any political regime, from tyrannies and dictatorship to the much-vaunted
modern democracies, the boundary between communication and propaganda
is so blurred that we consider the former a synonym for the latter. From the
Soviet Andrej Aleksandrovič Ždanov to the Nazi Joseph Paul Goebbels, up
to the various contemporary “Departments for Information and Publishing”,
the priority is one, and only one: instead of informing do indoctrinate. Orwell
taught us well!
In “Principles of Propaganda” by Leonard W. Doob,”, the author summarizes
the German National Socialist hierarch’s (not by chance a journalist) founding
principles of the propaganda. Well, it is creepy to note that those rules, and
those messages, do not differ at all from those adopted by today’s democratic
systems, except for the methodology, techniques and tools they are applied
with. I quote freely as follows:
1. Principle of simplification and unique enemy. It is necessary to adopt a
single idea, a single symbol. And, above all, identify the opponent with
an enemy, responsible for all evils.
2. Principle of the contagion method. Bring together several opponents in
one category or in one individual.
3. Principle of transposition. Blame the opponent for your mistakes and
defects, responding to attack with the attack. If you can’t deny bad news,
invent new ones to distract.
4. Principle of exaggeration and misrepresentation. Turn any anecdote,
however small, into a serious threat.
5. Principle of vulgarization. All propaganda must be popular, adapting its
level to the least intelligent of the individuals to whom it is directed.
The larger the mass to be convinced, the smaller the mental effort
to be made. The receptive capacity of the masses is limited and their
average understanding is poor, as is their memory. Here I would like
to recommend reading “The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind” by
Gustave Le Bon.
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6. Principle of orchestration. Limit propaganda to a small number of
ideas and repeat them tirelessly, always presenting them from different
perspectives, but always converging on the same concept. Without
doubts or uncertainties. From here comes the phrase: “A lie repeated
endlessly becomes the truth”. (Do climate change and tax evasion mean
anything to you?).
7. Principle of continuous renewal. New information and arguments (even
if not strictly relevant) must be constantly issued at such a rate that,
when the opponent responds, the public is already interested in other
things. The opponent’s answers should never be able to stop the rising
level of accusations.
8. Principle of plausibility. Build fictitious arguments from different
sources, through so-called “balloons d’essai”, or through fragmentary
information.
9. Principle of silencing. Pass over in silence the questions on which there
are no arguments and conceal news that favor the adversary.
10. Principle of transfusion. As a general rule, propaganda always operates
from a previous substratum, whether it is a national mythology or a
complex of traditional hatreds and prejudices. It is a matter of spreading
arguments that can take root in primitive attitudes.
11. Principle of unanimity. Making people believe that the opinions expressed
are shared by all, creating a false impression of unanimity.
It’s creepy, isn’t it? From Grillo to Salvini in Italy, or from Trump to Sanders
in the USA, from the neighborhood politician to the noble “statesman”,
Goebbels - willingly or not - is their mentor, their teacher. Today, as in the
past, they continue to use, for example, blond girls with braids to spread fake
news useful for the power that be ad usum delphini. Never forget Alvy’s line
from Woody Allen’s 1977 movie “ Annie Hall”. Referring to Lyndon Johnson he
says: “ He is a politician, you know the ethics those guys have. It’s like a notch
underneath a child molester”.
Commercial propaganda, however tendentious it may be, is a legitimate
means of marketing; political propaganda, on the other hand, is the worst
that communication can offer. While the former does not stand as an oracle
of truth, the latter is so presumptuous as to think it is.
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There is no doubt that consistently liberal and libertarian ideas have always
found themselves between the anvil of regime propaganda and the hammer
of democratic equality, that in Italy is mockingly called “par condicio” (equal
condition).
How should anyone who cares about freedom behave? What should those
who yearn for the much praised freedom of information expect? What are the
desirable solutions to reduce the interference of power in communication?
To answer these questions, be aware that in the world, in some countries more
in others less, everything that gravitates around culture and communication
in general, smells terribly of socialism, collectivism. There is only one reason
for this: the State stubbornly looms over every area that has to do with the
dissemination of ideas and knowledge. It dwells in the sector of education of
every order, it occupies information (it has been trying to submit the World
Wide Web to its desires for many years, and is succeeding in doing so), it
doesn’t leave alone even sports and recreational activities.
In order to reverse this development there is one, and only one, solution: the
exit of the State from every cultural sphere! It is urgent to liberalize everything,
it’s necessary to abolish every professional guild, every law and/or regulation
that is relevant to knowledge. It is essential to eliminate public contributions
and subsidies to the world of communication, any legislative interference in
negotiations between employers and employees. It is necessary to make a
clean slate and let ideas find their place in the free market.
As far as communication and freedom are concerned, Internet was the only
positive note at the end of the last millennium. Who among the libertarians has
not enthusiastically signed John Perry Barlow’s “Declaration of Independence
of Cyberspace”?
“We are creating a world that all may enter without privilege or
prejudice accorded by race, economic power, military force, or
station of birth. We are creating a world where anyone, anywhere
may express his or her beliefs, no matter how singular, without fear
of being coerced into silence or conformity”.

In these few lines there is perhaps the answer to the three questions mentioned
earlier.
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The State, the power, the government (use the definition that suits you most)
hate those who do not adapt, abhor the ideas of freedom and strive to prohibit
them from circulating freely. The arrest of Julian Assange, last April, is proof
of this. Those who do not align with the single thought, with “public opinion”
- rightly loathed by Mises - are dangerous.
That’s why the Web must return to being that wonderful libertarian society
that has made us dream and has given us prairies of ideological freedom,
where to have access to the most disparate knowledge, where to choose what
to read and compare, in real time, facts and opinions. It is no coincidence that
the Network is the only sector politics has not succeded yet to lay its hands
on, despite the censorship that has been declared. Only by defending the
oases of freedom that cyberspace has made available to us, will we be able
to defend good ideas and point to the enemies of freedom for what they are.
The problem is that people only realize how important freedom is when the
have lost it and, very often, we don’t even realize that we have lost it.
Only a few days have passed since the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall. Do you think the Liberals have done enough to show the world what an
atrocity socialism is? Before that partition fell, socialism represented the worst
side of the human being, a concentrate of hatred, envy, pride and resentment,
the consequences of which, every time that ideology took power, have been
millions of other individuals who have suffered hunger, misery and death.
Freedom won!!!, we screamed in 1989!
Now the symbol of incivility has disappeared from the maps, socialism still lives
and thrives among us. Now it is called “21st century socialism” and continues
representing only hatred, envy, pride, and resentment. I’m half Venezuelan,
you know what I mean?
It is paradoxical, but the yesterday’s enemy is today’s foe as well, has only
changed name, protagonists and methods. Marxism has become neoMarxism, but its criminal ideas remain the same, they remain intact and
circulate, thanks to democracy, without even the necessary indignation.
I am horrified when I read that the Millennials - as reported in a CNN article
last year - are becoming the largest generational group in American history
leaning to democratic socialism. A 2016 Gallup survey found that 55% of 1829 year old said they had a positive view of socialism and Bernie Sanders’ and
the last presidential campaign was instrumental in appreciating this ideology.
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Moreover, the growing support for socialist policies within the Dems is such
that 59% of them said they were willing to elect a socialist to the presidency.
Finally, according to a study conducted by YouGov, only 37% of Democrats
have a positive view of capitalism, 49% prefer socialism.
The demolition of the Berlin Wall, as I said in my last book, has not crushed
communism and communists! On the contrary. Paradoxically, its collapse has
taken away from the West reason to point that criminal ideology in the most
appropriate way: dictatorship!
Let’s go back, now, to the book by Yuval Noah Harari, which explains that it
was
“the Cognitive Revolution of the Sapiens to mark the end of the
Neandhertal and it therefore stands at the point where history
declares its independence from biology. Until the Cognitive
Revolution, the actions of human species belonged to the realm of
biology or, if you prefer, to prehistory. From the Cognitive Revolution
onwards, historical narratives replace biological theories as our
primary means of explaining the development of Homo sapiens.
To understand the birth of Christianity or the French Revolution,
it is not enough to understand the interactions between genes,
hormones and organisms. It is also necessary to take into account
the interaction between ideas, images and fantasies”.
Paraphrasing the Israeli professor, communication is everything, is all, those
who don’t communicate disappear! Just as the Homo neanderthalensis
disappeared.
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11. Healthcare and the Failure of
Market Failure
Marc Fouradoulas, Dr. med.
MAS in Manage Health Care
Thematic Area: economics of medical care

The paper addresses the concept of “market failure” in health
economic theory and its significance as an economic rationale
for socialized medicine. The peculiarities of the healthcare sector
and healthcare services are outlined, followed by an explanation
of market failure theory. A close look at its specific assumptions
identifies areas of thinking errors. Furthermore, the significance of
the medical establishment (“organized medicine”) as a guild-like
structure is taken into account as it interferes with the concept
of market failure. In conclusion, the question of marketability of
healthcare services is discussed and reframed separate from the
structure of organized medicine.

11.1.

Introduction

In the face of illness and suffering, markets for healthcare services allegedly
fail. Since the 1960s, neoclassical economists have legitimized the regulation
and collectivization of this sector under the term “market failure”. Likewise,
this assumption forms the foundation of the discipline of health economics
and its attempt to replace the failed market with econometric research
data. In addition to widespread ethical principles such as equality in access
to health care and the principle of solidarity, collectivist state intervention
is legitimized for the development, maintenance and regulation of national
healthcare systems. The threat of government failure on the other side is to be
averted by health policy interventions. Health economic models and research
results (health services research, econometric cost-benefit studies etc.) are
supposed to serve as a basis for these interventions. Health economists –
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so-called “social engineers” – in line with politicians, aim at technocratic
management of healthcare systems and the associated political discourse.
The consequences are far-reaching: compulsory insurance, price controls
and third-party financing of all services ultimately transform the entire sector
into a bureaucratic form of economy.

11.2.
Characteristics of the Healthcare
Sector
Healthcare systems are mass-scale systems. Their development is
unpredictable and their complexity both unmanageable and uncontrollable.
The abandonment of market mechanisms such as price formation and free
choice of insurance inevitably leads to misguided incentives, rigid structures
and bureaucratization. Instead of the spontaneous order of the market, a
chaotic web of unclear claims and quid pro quos emerges. Collectivist funding
entails moral hazard and escalating costs, followed by centralist attempts
of control such as overregulation and arbitrary rationing. Health economic
research aims at healthcare policies, i.e. politicians, and leaves a wide scope
for special interest groups. The attempts of political control inevitably take
on planned economic characteristics, since different interest groups will
not yield to their interests. Depending on the system, the role of the market
is maintained in the residual form of so-called “regulated competition”.
However, regulated competition is not based on the willingness of patients to
pay, but on diagnoses (Diagnosis Related Groups) and price-controlled fees
for services and procedures, which must be financed by third-party financiers,
i.e. by the collective. As the number of providers increases, the inevitable
consequence of this distorted competition is an expansion of volume and a
particular focus on lucrative service fees.
The discourse on system rescue conducted by stakeholder groups generally
end unproductively. Neither doctors, insurers nor the general public have
any interest in voluntarily deviating from their entitlements. The scope of
“healthcare services” unfortunately remains unclear. The concept of illness
itself is rarely defined. Also, academic medicine and its biopsychosocial
understanding of illness contributes little to this clarification, since it remains
vague in application and does not incorporate an economic dimension.
Nevertheless, political discussions are based on a sharp distinction between
health and illness, which is convenient. If a diagnosis is present, a so called
effective, expedient and economic treatment is legitimized. The discussion
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is thereby coined by an all-or-nothing thinking with the diagnosis as clear
signpost. Economists prefer to cite examples of simple reparative interventions
such as elective operations (hysterectomy, cataract surgery), rare diseases
(“orphan disease”) and excessively high drug prices. Public health experts refer
to rough metric data such as mortality and satisfaction surveys to measure
and legitimize the mass system.
Unfortunately, the view of the actual problems is lost: an entitlement attitude
to something that remains vague, coupled with the problem that medicine as
such is not an exact science.

11.3.

What are Healthcare Services?

Healthcare services are a heterogeneous quantity of completely different
goods and services that are available in different quantities, quality and
combinations. It is not a homogeneous unit, nobody consumes health services
per se. On the other hand, there is an equally large variety of providers, who’s
only common feature is a certificate from a state university and a professional
medical association, both monopoly organizations. Doctors themselves are
anything but uniform. One only needs to look at the growing range of specialist
disciplines, sub-disciplines and special-interest certificates. What constitutes
a “doctor” is not the result of market processes but a matter of academic
and professional certification, usually by licensing monopolies. Furthermore,
medical jargon and a guild-like organization (“organized medicine”) obscure
the actual background and conditions of these services. Since healthcare
services are already in the hand of organized medicine, the market is prone
to fail.
Instead of dealing with regulation and the right to equal access to this
imaginary construct, one better focus should on the specific services and
needs itself. Do services as diverse as ear rinsing, kidney transplantation and
psychotherapy actually have something in common that requires collective
regulation and funding? Are they connected at all, despite the appropriation
by organized medicine? A generalization of these highly diverse services under
the guise of “market failure” is hardly helpful. After all, the term “healthcare
service” remains vague and points to a variety of completely different services
and products that depend upon a different degree of knowledge and skill.
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11.4.

The Doctrine of “Market Failure”

With regard to medical care, the American economist Kenneth Arrow first
described this topic in 1963.1 He himself was a representative and co-founder
of the so-called welfare economics and equilibrium theory. Its theory is
based on the model of an ideal market for which certain conditions must
exist for it to function optimally and efficiently. These include the existence of
perfect information for all decision-relevant information (quality and price),
homogeneous goods, consumer sovereignty, lack of externalities, free market
access and others.
If these conditions are met, the market will be completely competitive, with
supply and demand matching and a competitive equilibrium. It is a model
theory that is based on mathematical derivations but leaves no room for the
dynamic, uncertain and ultimately entrepreneurial market process. If these
conditions are not present, there is a “market failure”, which supposedly
legitimizes the intervention of the welfare state.
According to Arrow and current health economic theory, the conditions
of the ideal market for health services and health insurance are not given.
Uncertainties, information asymmetries and supply-side regulation are
too great. Some of these specific characteristics are listed here for better
understanding:
•

uncertainty regarding
- onset of disease (coincidence) and efficacy of therapy
- quality of diagnosis
- necessity of the use of medical services, patients can’t know what they
need
- extent of costs
- consequences of illness including impairment of personal integrity
of the affected person and potential loss of his decision-making
sovereignty and income opportunities
• information asymmetry
- the doctor’s advantage in knowledge and experience
• expected behavior of the physician
- principal-agent relationship: the physician advises the patient and thus
influences demand
- deviation from self-interest and profit motive towards collective
orientation
- treatment on the basis of objective parameters
- trust and relationship element, no pre-test of performance possible
1
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•

supply-side regulation
- licensing by universities and professional associations

11.5.
An Austrian Response: from Model to
Reality
Models are always abstract simplifications of reality. Scientifically this may
be legitimate. The benefit for the real world, on the other hand, is the more
relevant question. The equilibrium model is based on mathematical equations
and does not take into account the complexities of human behaviour
and environmental constraints. Similarly, the entrepreneur as an actor in
overcoming these obstacles is not attributed any role.
In reality, markets are never perfect, but are in a process of striving for an
optimum. An equilibrium is a state, but the market a process. The question
therefore is rather: is the absence of a market, i.e. a state-organized health
care system, better than a market with uncertainties? An all-or-nothing
answer regarding the marketability of all healthcare services is hardly helpful.
Further, to question marketability in a state of high supply-side regulation is
comprehensible, but it’s rather a consequence of previous intervention than
a cause for market failure.

11.6.
Uncertainty and Information
Asymmetry
In principle, uncertainties and information asymmetries are prerequisites
for markets. Lawyers, financial advisors and career advisors all operate with
uncertainties and information asymmetries. The client turns to them for lack
of knowledge and experience. In the case of perfect information and certainty,
they, as well as the doctor, would be needless. In order to prevent the abuse
of power by the gradient in competence, private markets mediate through
instruments such as obtaining second opinions, information from consumer
protection organizations and rating agencies or by offering guarantees. In
trust-dependent professions, reputation continues to play a central role.
Uncertainties only become a problem when they entail high, so-called
catastrophic costs. Such catastrophes cannot be predicted for the individual;
in a large pool they can be statistically predicted, which forms the basis of
insurance.
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Based on uncertainty and information asymmetry, shopping for medical
services is frowned upon. The patient is supposed to be incompetent at
decision-making. Still doctors use comparable standardized approaches to
diagnose and treat illness. Hence, costs are somewhat comparable. What a
patient needs is to some degree subject to a learning process, similar to the
purchasing of other products. Consumer sovereignty takes experience. On the
other hand, a doctor who abuses his competence might risk his reputation.
With widespread information available nowadays, it has become possible
to compare diagnostic and therapy costs for moderate cases of illness. Is it
unthinkable to privatize treatments such as iron deficiency, wound treatment,
asthma or colds? Especially with recurring conditions, it’s hard to frown upon
a responsible approach to private diagnostic services. The embedding of all
healthcare services in a third-party financed healthcare system with exclusive
handling by highly specialized MDs - the medical training takes at least 12
years in Switzerland - enforces a quality standard which is probably more
luxurious than what a cost-conscious consumer would opt for.
With regard to the medical profession, Arrow aptly described key elements of
applied medicine. But similar to the idea of a perfect market, the rationale tends
towards all-or-nothing thinking. In other words, for every form of medical
consultation there is such a gradient of knowledge, skill and vulnerability
that the patient always seems at the mercy of the doctor. He is therefore
always incapable, never able to judge and always at risk due to illness. He is
apparently not in a position to acquire knowledge and experience and learn
to make independent decisions. On the other hand, the physician is attributed
a standardized medical competence. But in reality there is no constant either.
Apart from acute and distinct situations, treatment styles can vary a lot. The
variety of medical special-interest certificates is proof of this. Likewise the
abandonment of the profit motive is an ideal-typical conception, which is not
durable in the reality.
Also diseases are not always pure coincidences. A large part of chronic
diseases can be traced back to unfavourable behaviour. Around 80 percent
of direct health care costs in Switzerland are caused by non-communicable
diseases (“NCD”, cardiovascular diseases, diabetics, cancer, respiratory and
musculoskeletal diseases).2 Estimates suggest that more than half of NCD
could be avoided or at least delayed with a healthy lifestyle. Chronically ill
people therefore contribute a part to their disease. They are not just victims
of chance. Hence, the trade-off is always individual, e.g. lifestyle change or

2
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insurance-funded drug? In addition, healthcare may cause illness opportunism
or “morbid gain”, in which people identify with illness and avoid responsibilities.
In such cases treatments even have an illness-promoting effect.
Will patients rather seek empowerment when they are biased by insurancerelated moral hazard or in a free market? Health literacy is the choice of the
individual. After all, he is the expert of his perception and behavior and in this
regard exhibits asymmetric information vis-à-vis the doctor.
The characteristics of unambiguously limited decision-making apply
predominantly in acute illnesses and severe mental illnesses with a high
degree of urgency. Unfortunately, health economic theory utilizes these rather
extreme cases and extrapolates them to all healthcare services. Patients thus
get the impression that they cannot become masters of their health. This is
tragic, since they have a lifetime to learn and shop for best options instead of
becoming a subject to learned helplessness, guided by the welfare state and
organized medicine.

11.7.

The Behavior of the Doctor

The problem of uncertainty regarding the onset of disease and the effectiveness
of therapies is a reality. Limited decision-making sovereignty and personal
vulnerability characterize the patient as such. Dealing with it is a characteristic
feature of the medical profession. Thus the physician advises the patient in his
interest (“principal-agent” relationship) and adheres to a profession-specific
medical ethic in his own interest. This is precisely what distinguishes him from
a salesman and is intended to prevent abuse of power.
However, state licensing of the medical profession has made such a
distinction needless. Trust no longer arises from ethical and thus economically
appropriate action, but from the passed state examination and subsequent
professional certification. The state-subsidized certificate thus provides for
the reputation. The excessive length of training prescribed by the state and
professional associations creates the impression of unattainable competence
in the eye of the patient.
The elimination of price differentiation through widespread price controls
decouples quality from pricing. Detached from the willingness of patients
to pay, they will always yield to highest quality, e.g. specialist and academic
certification. Thus competition happens only on a quality level and inevitably
moves towards higher specialization. The more proof of certification, the
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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higher the quality. The gap between doctor and patient thus continues to
widen. For the patient, however, the significance of certificates is unclear and
the certification system itself remains intransparent to him as well as to many
a doctor.
Since the physician as a person of trust is concerned about the importance
of his reputation, he has hardly any incentives to abuse his power. But if he
is insulated from the patient’s willingness to pay and becomes a monopolist
through high barriers to entry, compulsory licensing or insurance contracs,
the patient is truly at his mercy. If the doctor then mainly performs technical
services, such as radiologists, financed by health insurance, the patient and
society are at his mercy. The abuse of power is perfect.
State examination thus became a unique entry barrier to medical monopoly
and prestige. The temptation of medical prestige, monopoly position and
income guarantee is reflected in the constantly increasing number of doctors.
It is no longer the merit to the patient that counts. No, by price and service
regulation medicine was detached from merciful achievement. The right
to preserve vested rights remained. Although technical progress reduced
uncertainties, e.g. in the form of more precise diagnostic techniques, technical
examinations remained in the hands of doctors. The extent to which a doctor
who only carries out technical examinations continues to be a doctor has
never been questioned. Consequently, technical procedures are not property
of organized medicine but may undergo a process of commodification, thus
leading to higher productivity and lower prices. E.g. allergy testing is not a
medical service but a technical procedure, separate from the consultation of
an MD.

11.8.

Conclusion

The idea of market failure originates from a highly abstract, model-like
conception of economics. The discrepancy between the model and the real
world is too great to allow for markets to work. The assumptions it contains
therefore deny the marketability of all healthcare services in practice. But
isn’t this discrepancy more a problem of the scientific model than of the real
world?
Looking closer at the specific assumptions of market failure theory, we find
certain thinking errors, such as all-or-nothing thinking, overgeneralization,
vagueness, and confounding cause and effect, as in supply side-regulation.
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Looking further at socialized medicine, we find that the neoclassical market
model is not very helpful in real life, since bureaucratization of all healthcare
services leads to a sluggish rigid mass-scale system, which cannot adapt to the
needs of the patient and becomes subject to abuse by special interest groups.
Furthermore, the adherence to state-subsidized licensing monopolies and
the guild-like structure of organized medicine cements dependencies and
capitalizes them in an unfavorable way.
Omitting the market failure doctrine and the preservation of vested rights
leads us to the question of which specific services are marketable and how and
where social welfare, such as community-based or charitable organizations,
is appropriate. In addition, the patient’s ability to take responsibility, ability of
judgment and maturity will take a greater role. Ultimately, this assessment
would be a central task for physicians. E.g. a psychotic patient certainly can’t
choose what’s best for him. A final answer to the question of marketability is
therefore not possible. From a praxeological point of view, health is a desirable
goal and a constant learning process. The challenge therefore is always how to
empower the patient and rethink medicine outside the structure of organized
medicine.
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Law is a verbal action that regulates social interaction. Law is
a function of language. Language is an act of legislation that
establishes rules regarding communication. Rational selfconsciousness is the act of homesteading one’s body that entails
self-ownership and non-aggression. A legal system based on
self-ownership requires laws that protect life and property. The
production of such laws should be left to the market and not
to monopolists like governments. Present legal systems allow
violations of the non-aggression-principle for the privileged. Laws
hijacked by sociopaths disrupt society as fiat money disrupts the
economy.

12.1.

Introduction

What is law? Lawyers always thought about the question regarding the
boundaries of their science and the question was posed how to identify the
right rules, the law by nature.1 The traditional answer is that there are two
realms of rules. There are laws set forth by an authority, which has legitimacy
and the power to create rules, and there are moral or social rules.
The difference between the two sets of rules rests on their source, or on
the legitimacy of the legislator. Legal rules come from an authority, which is
recognized as the ultimate decision maker.2 Except for revolutions,3 there is

1
2
3

Cicero, De legibus, Book 1, 22-35.
Hart, The Concept of Law, 1961; following citations from Clarendon Law Series,
Third Edition.
Idem, p. 59.
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an accepted authority,4 a collective or individual overlord who imposes his will
on all his subjects owing to his nature as territorial monopolist of coercion.5
According to Hart there is a “rule of recognition”, an unwritten rule that
defines legitimate authority.6 Kelsen thought that the legitimacy of all norms
is derived from a basic norm (Grundnorm).7 Such definitions are tautological
because they are a roundabout description of legitimacy.8 Ascending from
inferior rules to laws of higher order, the level of the ultimate law is reached
whose binding character begs explanation.
Legitimacy is a psychological phenomenon.9 It comes from the conviction that
the ruler has the power to set the rules and that his subjects must obey. For
obedience is based on the will of the subjects and not on the strength of the
ruler.10 The authority of the ultimate decision maker comes with the territorial
monopoly on violence and the power to tax. Acceptance hereof establishes
an unlimited power: war, genocide, concentration camps, torture;11 these
evils have their source in the power of the ruler and the voluntary acceptance
by gullible subjects.12

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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The Problem of Political Authority: An Examination of the Right to Coerce and the
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Wikileaks, 2011.
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p. 169 ff. available on https://mises.org/library/theory-socialism-and-capitalism-0.
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12.2. Obedience and Legitimacy as a
Psychological Phenomenon
Law, obedience, legitimacy, transcendence, and religion have been discovered
in the most primitive societies; obedience is an instinct, deeply embedded
in our nature as social animals13 and whose beginnings can be traced in the
ethology of the primates.14
Social skills of cooperation were the human character that gave our ancestors
an advantage on all other animals.15 For rules are the balance point between
the quest for individual survival and the advantages of social organization.
Even the most primitive forms of division of labor made life more comfortable
and claimed for a system of rules regulating cooperation.16 In primitive
communities natural leaders and elites were put in charge of the community
as judges and rule-makers.17
Moreover, there is the instinct of conformity. Humans tend to follow the
majority.18 Individualists are the exception; the general way is to conform, and
it may be linked to a biological feature, the existence of mirror neurons that
cause empathy and learning by observation and imitation.19 Hence, if today
the States are still respected and loved with religious ardor it is a barbarous
relic of our primitive life. Modern behavioral psychology (Kahneman) divides
the human mind in two systems, an instinctive, fast, and automatic system
that provides easy and immediate answers and a rational, slow, and analytical
system that helps to solve difficult problems.20 Obedience and the gregarious
instinct as a default response to social problems are embedded in the
automatic system.
Natural selection may have played a rule; communities with higher cohesion
and with more intelligent leaders would have been winners in the struggle
with the forces of nature. Authority is the characteristic element of natural
13
14
15
16
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Wade, The Faith Instinct: How Religion Evolved and Why It Endures, 2009.
de Waal, The Bonobo and the Atheist: In Search of Humanism Among the Primates,
2013; Id, Our Inner Ape, 2006.
Aristotle, Politics, Book 1.
Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776, Book I, p. 22.
Hoppe, A Short History of Man, 2015, p. 101 ff.
Freud, Massenpsychologie und Ich-Analyse, 1921; McDougall, The Group Mind:
A Sketch of the Principles of Collective Psychology, 1920; S.E. Asch, Studies of
independence and conformity: I. A minority of one against a unanimous majority.
Psychological Monographs: General and Applied, 70(9), 1-70, 1956; Milgram, Which
Nations Conform Most?, 1962.
Keysers, The Empathic Brain, 2011.
Kahneman, Thinking Fast and Slow, 2011.
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leaders. For example, children’s obedience to their parents helps them
to survive and to develop as grown-ups. It is obedience based on natural
authority. The family model imposed itself on society. People instinctively
turned to the members of communities who showed greater capacities; they
were respected not because of their “right” to command but because of their
qualities. During time such a system seems to be predestined to degeneration
caused by the connection between self-interest and the obedience instinct.21
As Oppenheimer put it, there are only two ways to achieve wealth. On one
side homesteading, production and voluntary exchange – the economic
means – and on the other the violent or fraudulent appropriation of other
people’s wealth.22 And the easiest way to achieve other people’s wealth is the
abuse of the obedience as the relationship between ruler and ruled and the
distortion of the law. Instead of being beneficial both for the ruler and the
ruled, laws may be enacted that benefit only the ruler who isn’t a leader but a
criminal who exploits the obedience instinct and the legal relationship to his
own good and to his subjects’ detriment in a zero-sum game.23
The quest for a criterion that makes natural laws distinguishable from distorted
rules is the search for natural law.

12.3.

Legal Positivism and Natural Law

The comprehension of legal phenomena is hampered by the prevailing
school of thought of legal positivism.24 The positivist’s answer to the question
“what is law?” is simple: law is whatever the authority in power decides. The
Romans said: whatever pleases the Emperor has the value of law;25 the origin
of positivism can be traced back to Roman law. However, the ancient Roman
lawyers made a distinction between law as universal principles of justice
and law intended as the law of a particular community. Universal principles
belonging to all human beings where called natural law or the law of the
peoples.26
21
22
23
24
25
26
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On the degeneration of power during history and following the decay of natural
elites Hoppe, Democracy, the God that Failed, 2001, 25 ff. and passim; B. de
Jouvenel, Du pouvoir, 1945, 257 ff.
Oppenheimer, The State: Its History and Development Viewed Sociologically, 1908
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Through Justinian’s Corpus Juris27 the Roman tradition passed on to posterity
the idea of natural law and the concept of positive law. The latter was doubted
by Medieval scholars who recognized law as created or inspired by god
and natural reason. The kings were not sources of law28 but caretakers and
enforcers of the existing law.
This changed with absolutism and the modern national States created after
the religious wars of the XVI and XVII centuries.29 The era of absolutism and
enlightenment affirmed that law was man-made, that legislative power
derived from sovereignty, and that laws should be written according
to scientific principles to further the well-being of the subjects. Social
engineering was born. Codification in Europe30 is one of the foremost
manifestations of this tendency.31 Private law was collected and “rationalized”
in codes by state authorities.32 Thus began modern positivism that identifies
law with what is enacted in a certain country at a certain time. Reflection
about conformity of such laws to an ethical standard was expunged from the
study of jurisprudence.33 Legal scholars, transformed in technicians, stopped
thinking about the concepts of justice and the problem of right and wrong.
The quest for the just law was transferred to the arena of politics, philosophy,
and sociology. The legal scholar is an expert in textual interpretation and
no judgement is allowed about the object of his studies. Lawyers are not
supposed to question the law unless inside the legal system, for example
arguing if an act is constitutional or not.34 Of course, natural law theories
are well and alive35 but they are very distant from day-to-day experience of
current mainstream schools of legal thought.
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Calasso, Medio Evo del diritto, 1954; Orestano, Introduzione allo studio storico
del diritto romano, 1953; Mitteis, Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, 1949; about Roman
influences on English Common Law: Vinogradoff, Romanistische Einflüsse im
angelsächsischen Recht: das Buchland, 1908; Plucknett, The Relations between
Roman Law and English Common Law down to the Sixteenth Century: A General
Survey, The University of Toronto Law Journal, vol. 3, n. 1, 1939, p. 24-50.
Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, I-II, 91, 1 ff
Kuehnelt-Leddihn, Liberty or Equality: The Challenge of Our Time, 1952.
Fernandes Fortunato, Vom römisch-gemeinen Recht zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch,
Zeitschrift für das Juristische Studium, 4, 2009, 327-338.
Against the codification see Savigny, Vom Beruf unserer Zeit für Gesetzgebung und
Rechtswissenschaft, 1814
Fazzalari, Istituzioni di diritto processuale, 1975 affirms that all law is public because
its source is the State, the expression “private law” simply describes a branch of law
but not its nature.
Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined, 1832; for further references
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Legal Positivism.
Hart, The Concept of Law, cit., 89.
Spooner, An Essay on the Trial by Jury, 1852; Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 1971;
Rothbard, For a New Liberty: Libertarian Manifesto, 1973, 30 ff.; Dworkin, Taking
Rights Seriously, 1977, Finnis, Natural Law and Natural Rights, 1980; Rothbard, The
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Both the formal definition of law provided by legal positivism and traditional
doctrines about laws descending from god’s will are unsatisfactory. To try a
new approach, let’s turn to the authors who studied the concept of human
action as the “Austrian Economists”. How is law to be interpreted according
to the principles of praxeology?

12.4. Law and Jurisprudence as a Part of
Praxeology
Within the realm of praxeology, law is a kind of action whose aim is to regulate
the actions of other human beings, i.e. to prohibit certain behaviors and to
attach certain reactions in case of non-compliance. Through its commands
law establishes rights, which are claims on other people’s behavior, and
corresponding duties, which are behaviors that ought to be observed.36
Further, law is a function of language because rules can be expressed only using
and communicating words. Language has different functions: communication
can be historical, technical, artistic, argumentative, and imperative or legal.
The latter means that the speaker is prohibiting, commanding or authorizing
an action of another human being. Law is one of the actions that can be
performed only using language.37
The human mind is endowed with an innate universal rationality.38 Thought
described as a cerebral computational ability enables human beings to engage
in abstract symbolic thinking and to utilize a finite collection of words in order
to combine them ad infinitum using a computational syntax.39 For thought is
the central feature of human beings.40 Thought is an axiom exactly as human
action and argumentation. It is impossible not to think. To deny it one should
need to make use of his own thought thus falling in a logical contradiction.
Further, the axiom of thought entails a proof of self-ownership. Thought is
consciousness,41 it is the original appropriation of selfhood by establishing

36
37
38

39
40
41
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Ethics of Liberty, 1982; George, Making Men Moral, 1993;
Leoni, Il diritto come pretesa, 2004.
J.L. Austin, How To Do Things With Words, 1955.
Chomsky, Language and Mind, 1960-2006; Chomsky, What Kind of Creatures Are
We?, 2015, Berwick, Chomsky, Why Only Us: Language and Evolution, 2016; Pinker,
The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language, 2010; Fodor, LOT2: The
Language of Thought Revisited, 2010.
Chomsky, What kind of Creatures Are We?, 2015.
Descartes, Discourse on the Method, 1637, Part 4.
Chomsky, What Kind of Creatures are We?, cit., 37 ff.
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the mental unity of one’s person synthetized in the concept of ego. It enables
man to “homestead” his body. For the deepest meaning of thought is that we
own ourselves as thinking entities. Our minds are hardwired with an internal
logic. Language is the software that we employ to make use of our logic.
Language is used to convey commands, but it is the fundamental rule of
human interaction as well. So, law is a function of language and a form of
necessarily verbal human action, and language is the basic norm of human
behavior.42 The first rule of social interaction is the creation of language
that is a social agreement by which the first humans appropriated the world
imposing names on reality and communicating between themselves. The
formation of language gave human beings an advantage that, their inferiority
in sight, olfaction, velocity, and muscle power notwithstanding, enabled them
to outwit all other animals43 because of a superior efficiency in cooperation.
The tacit agreement between the speakers of to use language according to
a set of semantics and to a logical structure (grammar), constitutes the basic
norm that makes law possible. Whoever does not conform to the rules of
language will be sanctioned with exclusion from the social order because of
his inability to communicate.
Language precedes argumentation and any reflection on human condition;
it is the precondition for the establishment of the principles of praxeology.
Let’s sum up. Firstly, there is a human nature that identifies with rational
thought. Secondly, human beings, endowed with reason, act, i.e. they
interact purposefully with the world of scarce resources that surrounds them
in order to achieve a more satisfactory state (pursuit of happiness). Thirdly,
human action assumes different forms, one of them is law, defined as an act
of regulation of other human beings’ behavior. Law is a function of language,
because it belongs to the necessarily verbal forms of human action. Fourthly,
language is the basic norm that makes rules possible because it regulates
human communication.
Hence, in order to be consistent with human nature law: a) must be logically
consistent and conform to natural reason, b) its purpose must be the solution
of conflicts in a world of scarce resources, c) must have universal validity
(equality), and d) must have a structure making it enforceable.
Law must be in accordance with human condition defined as the status of selfconscious, rational, and social thrownness in a universe of scarce resources
whose dimensions in time and space exceed existence. Any interaction
42
43

Saussure, Course de linguistique générale, 1915, 100 ff.; Coseriu, Teoría del lenguaje
y lingüistica general, 1962, 70 ff.
Berwick-Chomsky, Why Only Us, cit., 154.
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with the external world is mediated through consciousness, the experience
of oneself.44 Human condition is the experience both of oneself and of the
external reality as mediated by the rational self. For being an individual is the
ultimate synthesis of human condition. This leads us to the basic feature of
human condition that is epitomized in the concept of self-ownership.45 To
be an individual and to experience myself and the world, I need to be a selfowner, i.e. I must be free.46 Self-ownership entails consciousness, rationality,
and sociality. Thus, any law that conflicts with self-ownership cannot be
consistent with human nature because it denies the deepest meaning of
existence.
The legal concept that expresses self-ownership is the non-aggressionprinciple that prohibits the initiation of force against another peaceful human
being. The NAP derives from human nature;47 it rejects the political means
(aggression against the physical integrity and appropriation of other people’s
wealth) as unlawful. Humanity is divided in two great categories: producers and
parasites.48 Who resorts to the political means is a parasite and lives negating
the core principles of human nature: self-ownership and non-aggression.

12.5.

Law in an Unhampered System

Is there a natural law, consistent with human condition? For example, there
are laws that protect the physical inviolability, prohibiting murder, assault,
rape. The same principle of self-ownership allows self-defense. Obviously,
these are general principles: the details can only be discovered in a painstaking
progressive work.49
Self-ownership establishes private property of previously unowned resources
acquired by homesteading or by voluntary exchange. Thus, laws protecting
private property and contracts are consistent with human nature. So, there
is a set of rules directly connected with human nature as defined by selfownership and by the NAP. These laws are valid regardless of any actual law
that is enacted. They are the constitution of humanity.

44
45
46
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Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, 1781, 178.
On self-ownership Rothbard, Egalitarianism as a Revolt Against Nature, 1974, p. 89
ff.
Kant, Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, 1788
Rothbard, Egalitarianism, cit., p. 116.
Calhoun, A Disquisition on Government, 1851.
Leoni, Freedom and the Law, 1961.
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Economy teaches that the best way to produce anything is to leave it to
the free market. Competition will bring about ever-increasing quality and
ever-decreasing prices: laws are not different. Many have tried to imagine
how a society would look like where both the production of rules and their
enforcements were left with the market.50 Probably there will be competing
agencies who could provide such legal services.
So, we have an ideal system where law must comply with basic principles,
which are always valid as the axioms of legal science. Individual laws must
be consistent with those principles and translate them in actual norms that
parties, lawyers and judges may use. This claims for a careful work by legal
scholars to define the details. The best possible way to produce those norms
is to leave this to the market.

12.6.

Law as It Is Now

Compared to the ideal system where are we now? The dominating
philosophy of law is legal positivism. The most daring intellectual adventure
for a legal scholar is the Constitution. Modern natural law theories mainly are
constitutional theories. According to constitutionalism there is a fundamental
law, passed by the mythical “founding fathers”, a law that everyone is deemed
to have tacitly accepted, that can be interpreted only by special judges, and
that contains an enumeration of principles that the legislator must respect.
Judgments “justice” of ordinary laws is reduced to a check about constitutional
conformity. However, any guarantee of a fundamental right which is provided
recognizing the right of the ordinary legislator to establish the conditions
for its enjoyment is devoid of legal meaning.51 Even if the principles are
absolute the right interpretation is always at hand and until the monopoly
of the constitutional interpretation is in the hands of judges appointed by
the government, these judges, in the long run, will choose the interpretation
appreciated by their employer.
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Mainstream narrative contends that the guarantee against arbitrary laws
is democracy.52 Voters, it is assumed, will not be so stupid and elect
representatives that damage their interests. However, history teaches that the
assumption of democracy is false. Many authors53 have demonstrated that
democracy cannot work.
Another attempt to limit the legislators is international law. International
conventions about “human” or inalienable rights aim to restrict national
legislators. Yet, the possible reactions in international law (moral suasion,
economic sanctions and war) are either ineffective or bring about a greater
evil. Constitutionalism, democracy, and international law are a failure. No
dictatorship and brutality have ever been stopped by constitutions, democracy
and international law.
How does the principle of self-ownership fare in the current situation? It
may appear that the basic principles are respected: there are laws against
murdering, stealing, slavery etc, but this is an illusion because legal systems
never comply with the principles of universality and equality. Laws are usually
valid and enforceable only against some persons, but not against others.
Murder and slavery are prohibited, but war and conscription are legitimate.
An individual may not rob his neighbors, but the government has the power
to appropriate everyone’s wealth by taxation.
The concept of State is an unnecessary hypostatization.54 Public institutions
are a group of persons endowed with special privileges. Open access to this
group in democracy isn’t a solution. The problem is not that anyone can rob
his fellow citizens if he gets elected, the problem is that laws establish the
privilege of governmental action. So, what is styled as “law” is its contrary.
The system enables a caste of privileged to live off the production of wealth
by their subjects and to engage in actions that would be criminal for all other
people. State-made law is the negation of equality and universality.
As money law is a product of a spontaneous evolution. Money, according
to Menger and Mises is the easiest saleable good, that therefore becomes a
means of exchange.55 Exactly as fiat money created by governments cannot
but produce crises and poverty, arbitrary laws enacted to protect a caste of
privileged and to rob all their subjects must cause evil and chaos.
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Most rules we live with are anti-laws as fiat money is fake money. The scope of
law has been distorted. Law as language is an essential social arrangement for
the regulation of human cooperation, but it may easily be hijacked by criminal
personalities whose aim is to appropriate other people’s wealth (the political
means) exploiting the obedience instinct and the gregarious instinct. We live
in a society where a class of parasites that lives off other people’s wealth
managed to appropriate the power of making rules56 that has been abused to
construct a legal order based on privilege instead of self-ownership.

12.7.

What is to be Done?

Fighting governments with their own means is useless. Either participation
in the political game or outright rebellion will not bring us any nearer to a
situation where laws are consistent with the principles of human reason. So,
the only revolution is that of our minds. Kant said: “Enlightenment is man’s
emergence from his self-imposed inability to use one’s own understanding
without another’s guidance”.57 The resurgence of libertarianism and of the
Austrian School of Economics is the beginning of a cultural revolution. The
concept of natural law and self-ownership is strong enough to change legal
thinking. Legal scholars must appropriate again their right to judge the justice
of laws and to do this not from a philosophical, political, or moral point of
view, but from a legal scientific perspective. Only this will free legal scholars
from their subservient role as interpreters of the government’s will.
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13. Free Private Cities – There is an
Alternative
Titus Gebel
Free Private Cities
Thematic Area: Political Philosophy

Imagine a private company offers you the basic services of a state,
i.e. protection of life, liberty and property in a defined territory. You
pay a certain amount for those services per year. Your respective
rights and duties are laid down in a written agreement between
you and the provider. For everything else, you do what you want.
Thus, you are a contracting party on an equal footing with a
secured legal position, instead of subject to the government’s or
majority’s ever-changing will. And you only become a part of it if
you like the offer.

13.1.

The Problem

Why should a small group of people, i.e. the government, decide how you
live your life? Especially when they have neither been chosen by you nor are
especially qualified? In contrast, you may have the opinion that you have the
right to decide for yourself how you lead your life. And if you want something
from others you get it by voluntary exchange. You prefer self-determination
over political participation.
If you agree with this view, two principles follow. Firstly, you have the right to
be left alone, even from the government and the majority. Secondly, human
interaction has to happen on a voluntary basis – there is no such thing as a
right to live at the expense of other people’s labor.
However, the states of today, including democracies, not only can’t guarantee
either of these principles, they are grounded on their violation. As a tax paying
citizen, you have to finance, for example, military missions abroad, university
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chairs for gender studies, subsidies for inefficient technologies, television
propaganda channels, even if you reject all of them. You are forced to take
out pension-, health-, and long-term-care-insurances, whether you like it or
not. You are not allowed to purchase light bulbs, powerful vacuum cleaners,
plastic bags or cigarettes without warnings. And the ban list gets longer every
year. In other words: You are not a client; you are a subject. Many people are
happy with that. I am not and you probably are not either. Although many
services that the state provides are indeed essential, the lack of consent
creates not only an ethically objectionable, but also inefficient situation. As
there is hardly any possibility of rejecting these services or contracting with
other providers, the governance sector is impaired from working in a marketdriven manner. Is there a way out?
Let’s analyze the market: States do exist because there is obviously demand for
them. A functioning state creates a stable framework of law and order, which
enables the coexistence and interaction of a large number of people. This
is so attractive, that most people are willing to accept significant limitations
of their personal freedom in exchange. Probably even most North Koreans
would prefer staying in their country compared to living free but lonely as a
Robinson Crusoe on a remote island. Humans are social animals.
Now if you would offer the services of a state and at the same time avoid
its disadvantages, more and more taxation and paternalism while constantly
changing the rules of the game, you would have created a better product.
After decades of political activity, I have come to the conclusion that real
liberty, in the sense of voluntary participation and self-determination, can’t
be achieved in the democratic process. There is simply not enough demand
for these values.

13.2.

The Solution

However, someone could offer this as a niche product for interested parties.
The more I thought about it, the more I became convinced that government
services in general can be offered entirely through private companies and
that I want to start such a company. All that we know from the market, can be
transferred to this area, let’s call it the market of living together: the enormous
diversity of the product range, the voluntary exchange, including the right
to reject any offer, the competition between the various products, which
ensures that they are getting always cheaper and better. Now, a “State Service
Provider” could offer a specific model of living together within a defined
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territory and only the ones who like the offer settle there. Such concepts have
to be attractive, otherwise there will be no demand, or your clients wander
back into other systems.
And this is exactly the idea of a Free Private City [1]. It is a for-profit private
enterprise, and offers protection of life, liberty and property in a defined
territory. This society would be better and cheaper with significantly more
freedom than existing states. A Free Private City as I propose it is based on the
following principles:
1. Every resident has the right to live an independent life without the
interference of others.
2. The interaction between the residents happens on a voluntary basis, not
based on coercion. Participating and remaining in the Free Private City
is strictly voluntary.
3. The respective rights of others must be honored, even if one does not like
their way of life or attitude.
4. There is complete freedom of speech with one exception: If you are
promoting expropriation or violence against others, you have to leave.
The pure criticism of other people, ideologies, religions, etc. has to be
accepted. “Feeling outraged” justifies no limitation of free speech.
5. The operator of the Free Private City ensures a stable regulatory framework
and a basic infrastructure. This includes the establishment of a police,
fire-fighters, emergency rescue and furthermore, the establishment of a
legal framework and independent courts, so that property ownership is
registered bindingly and residents can assert their legitimate claims in a
regulated process.
6. The framework is laid down between the residents and the operator in
a contract which holds all the respective rights and obligations. This
includes the consideration for every inhabitant for the operator’s services.
Every resident has a legal claim that his contract is performed and can
claim damages for nonperformance. This contract is basically one’s
personal “constitution” which is superior to all existing constitutions
since it may not be changed unilaterally later, neither by the operator
nor by majority vote.
7. All adult residents are responsible for the consequences of their actions,
not “society” or the operator. Again, there is no “human right” to live at
the expense of others.
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8. Conflicts of interest between residents or between residents and the
operator are negotiated by independent courts or arbitrary tribunals.
Their decisions must be respected. Namely conflicts with the operator,
e.g. about interpretation of the contract, go to arbitration, not to courts
of the operator.
9. There is no legal entitlement to join the Free Private City. The operator can
reject candidates at his discretion. People who openly declare views that
are not compatible with a free society, e.g. socialists, fascists or Islamic
radicals simply won’t get admittance.
10. Each resident may terminate the contract at any time and leave the Free
Private City again, but the operator may –after a trial period- cancel only
for cause, as for breach of the basic rules.
Free Private Cities are not intended as a retreat for the rich. Rather, they should
develop along the lines of Hong Kong from poor beginnings to ultra-modern
cities of the 21st century. New residents, who are willing to work but without
means, could be granted a deferral of their payment obligations, employers
seeking workforce could take over their contractual payment obligations etc.
How can the operator make money? If he calculated the consideration for
100,000 residents and 200,000 are coming, he makes a profit because the
police, justice and infrastructure would not be doubled to provide the same
level of service. In addition, there might be some modest taxes, like land value
tax, property transaction tax or value-added taxes which could help making
the City profitable. In the first years, the operator will probably have to prefinance, but this is no difference to other startup-businesses.
As a matter of principle, the operator does not interfere with private decisions
of the residents. However, with regard to traffic regulations, construction
and emission rules, there will be some guidance in order to accelerate urban
development. There will also be certain rules of behavior in public, like the
prohibition of begging or walking around naked.
With regard to the immigration of new residents, the operator decides in his
sole discretion. Finally, it is his main service, to ensure that the free order is
not disturbed or even life and property of the residents are at risk. In practice,
he can only guarantee this if he controls who is coming (prevention) and if he
is entitled to throw out disrupters (reaction).
For everything beyond this framework, there are private entrepreneurs, who
cover all that is in demand, be it hospitals, schools, kindergartens or garbage
disposal. The residents insure against all eventualities of life privately or create
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self-help groups, whether for illness, old age, death, or accidents. Skyscrapers,
ports, airports and shopping centers are created and run by investors. There
is free trade and anyone can import and export whatever he wants duty
free. Anyone can introduce new products and services without permission
or license, and pay them in any desired currency. Of course, all activity
ends where rights of others are infringed. Other than that, the corrective
is competition and demand. But will the threat of competition alone bring
sufficient protection to the residents?
Take this example: the Principality of Monaco is a constitutional monarchy.
It concedes zero participation rights for residents without Monegasque
citizenship, which is 80% [2] of the population, including the author.
Nevertheless, there are far more applicants than the housing market may
take. Why is this so? (1) There are no direct taxes in Monaco for individuals,
(2) it is extremely secure and (3) the government leaves you alone. If Monaco
changed this, people would just move away to other jurisdictions. Thus,
despite the Prince’s formal position of great power, it is therefore competition
(with other places) alone, which ensures the freedom of the residents; it is not
separation of powers, not parliament, not a constitution, not the right to hold
a referendum.
Consistently, there is also no need for representative bodies such as
parliaments. Rather, these are a danger to liberty, since they are ultimately
always hijacked by interest groups and mutate into a self-service store of
the political class. Unfortunately, the rule of law does not give adequate
protection in current societies: if law or constitution are standing in the way,
they will be quickly modified by politics or interpreted “in a contemporary
way”. Competition has been proven as the only effective method in human
history for limitation of power.
In a Free Private City, the contract at arm’s length and the possibility to legally
arbitrate it are certainly efficient tools in favor of the residents. However,
finally it is competition and the possibility to easily exit this small place, which
would guarantee that the City operator stays a service provider who sticks
to his own rules, instead of becoming a dictator who ignores arbitration or
otherwise misuses his power.
A Free Private City is not a utopian, constructivist idea. Instead, it is simply a
business model whose elements are already known, and which are merely
transferred to another sector, namely the market of living together. In
essence, the operator is a mere service provider establishing and maintaining
the framework within which the society can develop openly in the sense
of a Hayekian “spontaneous order” [3]. The city itself becomes part of
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an evolutionary process, as different models are tested, unworkable or
unsatisfying alternatives are weeded out, while best-standards and valuable
solutions proliferate.
The only development freeze in favor of freedom and self-determination is the
contract with the operator. Only this contract creates mandatory obligations.
For example, residents can agree on establishing a council. But even if 99% of
the residents support the idea and voluntarily submit to the council’s decisions,
this body has no right to impose his ideas on the remaining 1%. Think of ideas
like financing a public swimming pool, a social security system or establishing
a minimum wage. And this is the crucial point, which failed regularly in past
and present systems: the permanent guarantee of individual liberty.

13.3.

Implementation – The Way Forward

In order to implement such a concept, an autonomy within the meaning of
territorial sovereignty is inevitable. This need not be complete independence
but must include the right of the to regulate its own affairs. The establishment
of a Free Private City therefore requires a contractual agreement with an
existing state. In this agreement the host nation grants the operator the right
to establish a Free Private City by their own rules on a well-defined territory,
ideally with access to the sea and in formerly uninhabited land. States can
only be gained for such a concept when it is in their interest, i.e. they expect
benefits thereof.
The city-states of Hong Kong, Singapore or Monaco have a cordon of densely
populated and affluent areas adjacent to their borders. These areas are
part of the parent states and residents living there pay taxes to the mother
country. Now, if such structures are formed in a previously underdeveloped
or unpopulated area, this is a good deal for the parent country, as it can
attract jobs, investment and ultimately development to the host nation. In this
manner, the Free Private City creates a win-win situation: If it fails, it is not the
host nation that lost their money. Besides, it generates valuable information
on the viability of different models, as is usual in market-discovery processes.
However, if the city is a success, both the city and the host nation benefit
immensely.
Rest assured, negotiating such a contract is certainly no easy task, but it is
certainly more promising than the attempt to “change the system”. For this
purpose, Free Private Cities can be seen as a further development of existing
role models, such as Special Economic Zones, for example, which have over
190
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the years skyrocketed in number and in scope[4]. While traditional attempts
for reforms go for a “variable-time, fixed-space” approach, taking long political
debates and negotiations to apply light changes to an entire country, SEZs
allow for deep reform in limited areas. In this regard, a Free Private City could
be seen as another step in the evolution of SEZs, which takes the concept
even further. Naturally, such an initiative also may be initially unviable due to
lack of a secured legal foothold, but in many cases all that is needed is a new
simple or constitutional law allowing this kind of project.
Free Private Cities are much more than just a nice idea. They have the potential
to overcome existing states through creative disruption. Once different Private
Cities are spread worldwide, they will put the countries under considerable
pressure to change their systems towards more freedom, otherwise they will
lose their citizens. And that is precisely the positive effect of competition,
which has been lacking in the state market to date. This also applies to social
security. Just because this issue is so important to many people, there will
be offers and ideas addressing it. There are numerous historical and current
examples, how social security can work successfully without coercion, like
mutual self-help groups. It is also conceivable that over time specialized
Private Cities form, which address certain religious, ethnical or ideological
groups. People like to live among their peers. These cities probably would
have specific rules different from the basic rules presented here.

13.4.

Conclusion

Everything is possible, provided the voluntary nature of participation is
given. Nobody has the right to judge how his fellow men arrange their living
together. In a special zone open to volunteers, even the left could attempt
to prove to the world, that communism/socialism – done properly - finally
works. But this time one thing would be different: people who did not agree
to participate in the experiment do not have to suffer from its consequences.
Thus, the Free Private City concept has the potential to transform formerly
totalitarian ideologies into simple product offers among many. And then let
the market decide.
Considering the current geopolitical circumstances, the creation of Free
Private Cities or similar autonomous regions, such as Charter Cities, LEAPzones or Seasteads, is ultimately unstoppable. Especially the high performers
of all income groups will not agree to be perpetually looted and patronized
by the political class without having any relevant voice. Free Private Cities
are a peaceful, voluntary alternative that can occur without revolution and
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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violence. They are not revolutionary, they are evolutionary. There is not even
the need to convince the majority or to win an election. And because of this
consensual nature, the Free Private City allows all the advantages of voluntary,
market-based interactions to work in the governance sector.
Now imagine this in a large scale. Dozens, hundreds or even thousands of
free cities will subject the biggest market of all, that of living together, to the
positive effects of market competition. What we get is cheaper and better
alternatives, as well as differentiation for niche segments. In an Austrian
paradigm, it’s the replacement of rigid bureaucracies by enterprises trying to
discover new ways of delivering value to customers [5]. As for my guess: we
will see the first Free Private City within the next ten years.

13.5.
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14. The Mengerian Roots of Hayek’s
Conservative Liberalism1
Hannes H. Gissurarson
University of Iceland
Hayek’s political position can be characterized as conservative
liberalism: conservative in its respect of tradition and awareness
of the limitations of individual reason; liberal in its acceptance,
indeed celebration, of a concrete historical reality, the progressive
civilization of the West, built upon liberty under the law. The
theoretical case for this position is provided by Hayek and Menger,
relying on the insights of Austrian Economics, especially about
spontaneous coordination, not only in the marketplace but also
in the whole of society, enabling individuals to utilize much
more knowledge than each of them possesses and to create new
knowledge.

14.1.

Menger on Methodology

In his tract on methodology, Carl Menger discussed the social phenomena
which remind us of natural phenomena because “they, too, present themselves
to us rather as ‘natural’ products (in a certain sense), as unintended results of
historical development” (Menger 1883/1963, p. 130). This is an original (and
somewhat crude) expression of the idea of evolution through spontaneous
coordination. Menger’s examples of such phenomena are money, the law (by
which he means the common law), language, markets, communities, and the
state.
On the social phenomena which present themselves to us as “unintended
results of historical development”, Menger observed (1963, p. 146):
1
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“It is here that we meet a noteworthy, perhaps the most noteworthy,
problem of the social sciences; How can it be that institutions
which serve the common welfare and are extremely significant for
its development come into being without a common will directed
toward establishing them?”
This is of course a crucial problem in the social sciences as well as in the
narrower field of political theory. How has beneficial development without
design been possible? Long before Menger, Bernard de Mandeville tried to
provide an answer with his famous fable of the bees (1714/1988). David Hume
(1740/1972), Adam Ferguson (1767/1966), and Edmund Burke (1790/1968) all
tried to express this thought, and above all Adam Smith (1776/1976) with his
‘invisible hand’. It is also the idea behind Savigny’s inquiries into the wisdom of
traditional law, and in a different form, Frederic Bastiat’s ‘economic harmonies’
(Barry 1982).
This is the idea which Friedrich A. von Hayek and Karl Popper have tried to
develop both into a research program for the social sciences and, at least in
Hayek’s case, into a particular political position. Hayek says (1979, p. 41) that
the aim of social studies “is to explain the unintended or undesigned results
of the actions of many men.” Popper (1960, p. 65) agrees and contrasts (1972,
pp. 341–2) this scientific method with ‘conspiracy theories’, the temptation
to look for a design or an intention behind all social phenomena, especially
unwelcome ones. This contrast is, again, not too different from the one which
Robert Nozick (1974, p. 19) draws between ‘hidden-hand explanations’ and
‘invisible-hand explanations.’
There is an apparent difference, however, between Menger on the one hand and
Popper and Hayek on the other hand. Menger (1963, p. 172) speaks favorably
about the “organic understanding of social phenomena.” But Popper (1966,
p. 174) argues against it on the ground that individuals (and groups) in society
have different and often conflicting aims, while this cannot be said to be the
case about the different parts of an organism. Hayek (1973, p. 52) rejects it for
the reason that in a real “organism most of the individual elements occupy
fixed places” while this need not be so in a spontaneous order. But this is an
apparent rather than a real difference. Menger recognized the limitations of
the analogy. Using it as an expository device, he would have been the first to
admit that perhaps the greatest problem of modern society arose from the
need for accommodation of the often conflicting aims of different individuals.
Menger made a distinction between two schools, the ‘pragmatic liberalism’ of
Adam Smith and his followers, as Menger called it, and the German Historical
School of Law, of which Savigny was a prominent member. (It does not matter
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much that Menger seems somewhat to have misunderstood Smith; his critical
comments on Smith apply rather to nineteenth century utilitarians; Smith, as
other thinkers of the Scottish Enlightenment, had a much more sophisticated
theory of man and society than did the utilitarians.) Pragmatic liberals,
according to Menger (1963, p. 172), always looked at social phenomena as “the
intended product of the common will of society as such, results of expressed
agreement by members of society or of positive legislation.” They were unable
to understand that an orderly development could come about without design.
Members of the German Historical School of Law, on the other hand, thought
that “law, like language, is at least not originally the product in general of an
activity of public authorities aimed at producing it, nor in particular is it the
product of positive legislation. It is, instead, the unintended result of a higher
wisdom, of the historical development of the nations” (Menger 1963, p. 174–
5). They were, in other words, traditionalists.
Menger criticized both views as one-sided. The Pragmatic School (which, as
already indicated, should be interpreted as the school of Bentham rather than
Smith)
“did not know how to value the significance of ‘organic’ social
structures for society in general and economy in particular and
therefore was nowhere concerned to preserve them. What
characterizes the theories of A. Smith and his followers is the onesided rationalistic liberalism, the not infrequently impetuous effort
to get away with what exists, with what is not sufficiently understood,
the just as impetuous urge to create something new in the realm
of political institutions, often without sufficient knowledge and
experience” (Menger 1963, p. 177).
There is a striking similarity here to Hayek, who complains (1960, p. 25) that
“much of our occasional impetuous desire to smash the whole entangling
machinery of civilization is due to this inability of man to understand what he
is doing.”

14.2. Menger’s Approach: Both
Conservative and Liberal
Menger contended that the conservative insights of the Historical School
acted as a necessary corrective to the reformist urge of ‘pragmatic’ liberals:
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“The aim of the efforts under discussion here had to be ... the
full understanding of existing social institutions in general and of
organically created institutions in particular, the retention of what
had proved its worth against the one-sidedly rationalistic mania
for innovation in the field of economy. The object was to prevent
the dissolution of the organically developed economy by means of
a partially superficial pragmatism, a pragmatism that, contrary to
the intention of its representatives, inexorably leads to socialism”
(Menger 1963, p. 177).
It should be noted how similar Menger’s strictures are to those of Edmund
Burke. They both endorse the same ‘research program’: to try and employ
our “sagacity to discover the latent wisdom which prevails” in our inherited
institutions, as Burke (1968, p. 183) put it, instead of trying to design new ones.
In the passage about “pragmatism that, contrary to the intention of its
representatives, inexorably leads to socialism”, Menger was partly, it would
seem, making the familiar liberal observation, common to Frederic Bastiat
(1850/2016), A. V. Dicey (1914/1981, pp. 257–89), and Rose and Milton Friedman
(1980, p. 297), that if we look upon matters ‘on their own merits’ rather than
in the light of general principles, then we are almost bound to become
interventionists. We see the hardship of visible victims of circumstances,
for example, but ignore the plight of unseen victims. This is really the point
that our moral vision is limited and will turn out to be selective, if unaided by
general principles.
Partly, also, Menger was making the point that concepts applicable to
‘purposeful’ organizations – such as private firms run for profit or associations
formed to further given goals – may not always be applicable to ‘purposeless’
orders such as the market order, the common law or language: that is,
system of rules which enable individuals and purposeful organizations to
further their given goals by coordinating their activities, but which do not
have any goals of their own. To use his terminology, he was concerned with
the illegitimate transfer of concepts pertaining to ‘pragmatic’ phenomena to
‘organic’ phenomena. But why did this “inexorably” lead to socialism? Because
it consisted in the inability to understand, or at least to accept, unintended
and unplanned social phenomena, and in a consequent demand for a rational
reconstruction of society, through planning or legislation. It consisted, in other
words, of the inability to understand the forces of spontaneous coordination.
On Menger’s interpretation, socialism is seen, then, less as a utopian, Marxian
vision of a future without contradictions than as a failure to grasp the ‘invisible
hand’. It is a demand for a society in which everything is rational in the sense
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that it has been thought out, planned or intended. This is an idea which can
be recognized again in the political thought of Hayek (1976, p. 136) who
argues that socialism should be interpreted as an intellectual error, mistaking
a spontaneous order for an organization.
While Menger criticized the pragmatic liberals, he did not – any more than
Hayek (1960) – fully endorse the conservative alternative. Respect for
tradition was necessary, but hardly sufficient. Menger (1963, p. 233) pointed
out, for example, that common law, although sometimes useful, had “also
proved harmful to the common good often enough, and on the contrary,
legislation has just as often changed common law in a way benefiting the
common good.” And he (1963, pp. 157–8) stressed that “institutions which
came about organically find their continuation and reorganization by means
of the purposeful activity of public powers applied to social aims.” Menger
objected to what he saw as the complete and unconditional conservative
surrender of reason:
“The mere allusion to the ‘organic origin’ of law, to its ‘primeval
nature’ and to similar analogies, is completely worthless. The
striving for the specifically historical solution of the above problem
is hopeless. There can only be one way to reach the theoretical
understanding of that ‘organic’ process to which law owes its first
origin. That is to examine what tendencies of general human nature
and what external conditions are apt to lead to the phenomenon
common to all nations which we call law” (Menger, 1963, p. 224).
Menger’s point is that it is not enough to observe the ‘latent wisdom’ in
inherited institutions, as conservatives do. We have to explain them in general
terms and relate them to our knowledge of ‘tendencies of human nature’ and
of ‘external conditions’, as he said.

14.3.

Menger on Economics

In economics, Menger was a thoroughgoing subjectivist, trying to establish
in painstaking detail that prices are formed in an evaluative, subjective
process. The value of a consumption good does not depend on the value
of the goods which are needed to produce it. The truth of the matter is, for
Menger, the other way around. The value of a good depends on the utility
it has for the consumer, directly if it is a consumption good – or, as Menger
(1871/2007, p. 57) called it, a ‘good of the first order’ – and indirectly if it is a
means of production – or, as Menger called it, a ‘good of a higher order’. It
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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is the anticipated future of the good which determines its value, not its past.
It is the evaluative subjective process which takes place after the emergence
of the object which is important, not the past history of the object itself.
Cost is consequently interpreted or determined subjectively, not only the
cost of consumption goods, but also the cost of means of production and
natural resources. Hayek (1978b, p. 276) observes: “It was this extension of
the derivation of the value of a good from its utility, from the case of given
quantities of consumers’ goods to the general case of all goods, including the
factors, of production, that was Menger’s main achievement.”
Economic progress for Menger was not so much the extension of the division
of labor – which is what Adam Smith (1981) had taught – as the extension of
the chain which connects consumption goods to the means of production
necessary to produce them in different stages. Savages go out hunting when
they are hungry; they only know how to satisfy their immediate wants; they
only produce consumption goods, in other words. In a modern complex
society, however, people plan ahead; they employ resources to produce
goods which are not consumed, but used to produce other goods, and so on,
until the final stage is reached where the goods are used to produce goods
for direct consumption.
An important element of Menger’s economic thought follows directly from
these two ideas about value and economic progress: his emphasis on time
and ignorance. For if progress means the extension of the chain of production,
and if value is determined in an evaluative subjective process, these two
categories of economic life are of paramount importance. Menger (2007, p.
69) stressed that time passes between the different stages of production. If
oak trees have, say, been planted on a piece of land, almost one hundred
years may pass before the timber is ready for the axe. Menger (2007, p. 68)
wrote, therefore, that goods in the non-final stages of production (or, in his
terminology, of an order higher than one) “acquire and maintain their goodscharacter ... not with respect to needs of the immediate present, but as a result
of human foresight, only with respect to needs that will be experienced when
the process of production has been completed.” The oak trees on the piece
of land are only goods, can only carry a price, in so far as they are perceived
as means to the satisfaction of human needs in the future.
Menger also stressed ignorance. The longer the chain is in time between the
consumption goods and the goods which are required for their production,
the more we become dependent on an uncertain future, and therefore on
our foresight. Economic progress implies an increasing uncertainty, because
it implies an increasing dependency on the future. First, there is uncertainty
about future consumption. We are unable to foresee all future human needs
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and cannot therefore plan completely for their fulfilment. Secondly, there
is uncertainty about future production: both uncertainty about productive
factors, over which we may gradually gain some control, for example the
effect of fertilisers on soil, and factors over which we have no control, such
as the weather.
Neo-classical economists commonly conceive of economic life as
somewhat similar to a real market, perhaps in a Mediterranean town, where
an auctioneer ‘calls out’ tentative prices, and where the individuals make
gradual adjustments on the basis of these prices which change in the process,
until an equilibrium is reached where supply and demand are equated. An
equilibrium, then, is a situation where no improvements can be made. On
this basis, a mathematical model of a general equilibrium is constructed. But
it is only too obvious that this is not the way the world works, or has ever
worked. Neo-classical economists have to assume away delays, bottlenecks,
and other imperfections of daily life; they have to treat individual needs as
given, but not gradually emerging by discoveries in the marketplace; and they
have to expect somebody to perform the function of the auctioneer. First
and foremost, they have to assume a situation where all the relevant facts
are known to the participants; where they will all be in the same place at the
same time (as people are when they are at an auction) and share the same
set of data. They have to postulate a ‘face-to-face’ situation. It becomes a
tempting and almost irresistible thought, Hayek points out, that government
could and should act as the auctioneer or at least improve upon this imperfect
mechanism. If the market order is judged in terms of an ideal situation or
end state, such as a general equilibrium, it is almost bound to be rejected as
unsatisfactory (Hayek, 1976, pp. 65–97).
For these reasons, economists in the Mengerian tradition criticism neo-classical
economics, not necessarily as erroneous, but rather as impractical. They do
not draw, however, the same conclusions as socialists. They accept that the
outcomes of the market process are always imperfect, but they ascribe such
imperfections to man’s inevitable ignorance, rather than to the market itself.
At any given point in time, there will be many imperfections. What is important
is not that a situation is ‘correct’ according to some standard, because that
may be more than we can hope for, but that the basic framework under which
we work is such that an imperfect situation is corrigible.
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14.4.
Political Implications of Mengerian
Economics
Mengerian economics certainly have some direct and obvious political
implications. An awareness of the dimension of time tends to instill in people
a certain kind of skeptical conservatism, or at least an aversion to some of the
grander claims made on behalf of reason. The recognition of man’s inevitable
ignorance is closely connected to the conception of economic life as a
process to be continued rather than as an end state to be attained.
The Mengerian conception of a process orientated towards the future may
also discourage the quest for social justice. For example, Hayek’s (1976)
and Nozick’s (1974) theories of justice in distribution are both Mengerian in
the sense that they are presented not in terms of an end state, but in terms
of a process in time in which people transfer holdings by consent, and in
which prices are not rewards for the merits of producers, but signals about
anticipated needs of consumers. On such a conception, prices have little or
no moral significance; they are guidelines, or signposts, helping us to find our
way about. Given some initial assumptions about people’s rights to their assets,
prices are outside the realm of approval and disapproval; they are as morally
irrelevant as traffic signs. In a society of multiple orders of goods distribution
is not really a task which can be set to or performed by anyone. Distribution
of rewards or honors within an institution may be a matter of justice. But in a
market order, ‘distribution’ is not the name of an activity, but a word used for
the outcome, at any given point in time, of individual transactions in all their
complexity: gifts, inheritance, trade, barter, favors, and so on.
It was probably Hayek’s background in Mengerian economics which led him
to see the problem of knowledge in society, and its solution, more clearly
than many other economists have done. In his political works, Hayek poses a
crucial question: It is what can bridge the gap between our inevitable individual
ignorance and our observed collective achievement. What can bring about
the spontaneous coordination which is so mutually beneficial? How did the
Extended Order – which has enabled billions of people not only to survive,
but to live better lives than most of their forefathers – arise and how can it
be sustained? The answer which Hayek (1945) gives is the acquisition and
transmission of knowledge which is, in turn, made possible by certain sets or
systems of rules. In economics, it is the price mechanism which makes this
acquisition and transmission of knowledge possible. It transmits information
to us on changes on which we need not, consequently, inform ourselves.
It enables us, also, to use knowledge which we do not have, for example
the ‘know how’ which other people possess and from which we benefit by
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exchanging our goods and theirs. It makes possible the division of knowledge
which may be even more important than the division of labor. Individual prices
are coordinating conventions which enable us to cope with our ignorance.
It is in the generalization of this insight into the use of knowledge in society,
and in its application, not only to economic, but also to social and even moral
affairs that Hayek’s political position comes into being, a position which I would
characterize as conservative liberalism in the tradition of Hume, Smith, Burke,
and Menger (Gissurarson, 2018). Conservative liberalism seeks to combine
the recognition of our inevitable ignorance and the acceptance of the liberal
order of the West into a coherent social theory, offering both an explanation
for its emergence and setting out the preconditions for its maintenance.
Indeed, Hayek’s argument about the use of knowledge in society is both
conservative and liberal. It is conservative in that it emphasizes the necessity
of conventions. And it is liberal in that it requires people not to resist a further
development of such conventions in the light of changing circumstances.
Hayek’s theory of the acquisition and transmission of knowledge may be
his most lasting contribution to political theory. It represents a paradigm
shift “from the criticism and evaluation of social institutions by reference to
preferred principles of morality to an assessment of them in terms of their
capacity to generate, transmit and use knowledge (including tacit knowledge)”
(Gray 1984, p. 41). Thus, Hayek’s support for liberal institutions like property
does not rest in any requirements of abstract reason or morality (as Nozick’s
support for the same institutions seems to do), but in their ability to sustain
the Extended Order, in all its richness and complexity.
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15. The Principle of the Universal
Destination of Goods and the
Right to Private Property
Jacek Gniadek
Society of the Divine Word
According to Ludwig von Mises, without the right to private
property rational calculation is impossible and without economic
calculation there can be no economy. Every individual has a
freedom of action in the sphere of private property and his choices
should not be limited by government. The Church teaches that
the universal right to use the goods of the earth is based on the
principle of the universal destination of goods, but it does not
mean that the property rights should be violated by government.
The private property is integrally related to a given person and is
the will of God if the acquisition of these rights is in accordance
with the Ten Commandments.

The social teachings of the Church since the time of Pope Leo XIII is in favor
of limited state intervention in the economic sphere. Such intervention must
always have two limits in mind: the dignity of persons and the common
good of all society1. Many commentators of the Catholic Social Teaching
consider interventionism as a tool which serves to oppose to excessive
social individualism and economic liberalism. Ludwig von Mises2, Austrian
1
2

W. Piwowarski, Interventionism, in: idem (ed.), [A Dictionary of Social Catholic
Doctrine], Warsaw 1993, p. 71-72.
Ludwig von Mises (1881-1973) was born in Lvov. He studied law and economics at
Vienna University, where he later lectured on economics for twenty-five years as
Privatdozent. In the years of 1934-1940 he taught at Geneva. Forced to emigrate
during the war because of his Jewish origin, he went to the United States in 1940,
and lived in New York. He is regarded as the most important representative of
the Austrian School of Economics, the School that remains today beyond the
main stream of economics because of its different research method and object
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economist and philosopher, defender of capitalism and critic of socialism in
the 20th century, maintains that in the free market economy the possession of
means of production is always associated with social responsibility and that
state interventionism is not necessary. The purpose of our analysis will be to
show that the principle of the universal destination of goods may be achieved
under the right to private property and the role of the state should be limited
to its protection role as a necessary means to achieve this goal.

15.1.

The Nature of Private Property

According to the Austrian economist, private ownership of production is the
basic institution of the market economy. It is a human invention and appeared
in the early period of history, when people appropriated with their own power
what previously was nobody’s property. This way of thinking is close to the
concept of St. Thomas Aquinas, who believed that private property came
from establishing positive human law3 . The Second Vatican Council adds that
property gives humans an opportunity to perform various tasks in society and
in social life4.
From the economic point of view, the owner is only the one who physically
possesses some economic goods5. This way of Mises’ thinking fits in with the
Catholic tradition for which the right to own property as a private property
belonging to one person was already emphasized in this sense by Leon XIII in
the encyclical Rerum Novarum. The Pope reminds that the fundamental right
of man is the right to use material things to meet his real needs6.

3
4
5
6
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of analysis. It was established in the 1870s, and its founder was Carl Menger. The
origins go back to the fifteenth century, when the followers of St. Thomas of
Aquinas at the university of Salamanca in Spain for many generations would discover
and explain the laws of supply and demand, the causes of inflation, the action of
currency rates, and subjective nature of economic value (it combines the value
of commodity with its usefulness); the latter was later developed by Menger and
belongs to the main accomplishments of the school.
T. E. Woods, The Church and the Market. A Catholic Defense of the Free Economy
[Polish edition], Warszawa 2007, p. 341. STh II-II, q. 66, art. 7.
Vatican Council II (1965). Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World
“Gaudium et spes” no. 71.
L. von Mises, Socialism, An Economic and Sociological Analysis, Indianapolis 1981, p.
27.
Leon XIII, Rerum novarum, no. 13.
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The church teaches that individual ownership has its origin in human work.
Thanks to the intelligence and his freedom man restores a part of the earth and
makes it his home7. In the same way, the beginning of the property is perceived
by Mises for whom all property comes from the original; appropriation and
lasts until the owner voluntarily gives it up or loses it against his will8.
This reasoning is part of the Christian tradition of prohibiting theft. The seventh
commandment „Do not steal” has a negative form, but this prohibition should
be understood as the norm arising from the positive order (Ex 20,15). It is very
strong evidence that God’s will expressed in the inspired biblical word is that
people own earthly goods9. Questioning private property and all attempts
to limit it are therefore contrary to God’s commandments. Based on Mises’s
definition of private property, we can say that the seventh commandment
defends the natural bond between man and the material things and products
of his work that he needs, for no man can live without worldly goods10.

15.2.

The Limit of Human Choices

The Austrian economist claims that man within the free market is free to
act in the sphere of private property and his choices are final11. Christian
tradition has never upheld the property rights as an absolute and inviolable
principle12. It should be emphasized, however, that the right of universal use
and universal destination of goods does not weaken, and even less, does not
destroy the right of private property, which is inseparably connected with
human freedom13.
Mises has shown that socialist central planning and the overthrow of private
property leads to the elimination of economic calculation, and this marks
the end of all economic rationality. Financial calculation is an indispensable
compass that enables people to move around in the social division of labor14.
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

John Paul II, Centesimus annus, no. 31.
L. von Mises, Socialism, p. 36.
M. Wojciechowski, Private property in the Bible, in: Theft and economic
development, [Polish edition] Warszawa 2006, p. 109.
A. Chafuan, Religious Origins of private property, in: Theft and economic
development, [Polish edition] Warszawa 2006, p. 34.
L. von Mises, Human Action. A Treaties on Economics, [Polish edition] Warszawa
2007, p. 612.
John Paul II, Laborem exercens, no. 14.
M.A. Krąpiec, Human freedom and its limitations, [Polish edition] Lublin 2000, p. 188.
L. von Mises, Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth, Auburn 1990,
p.17.
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Depriving a person of the possibility of private possession is therefore a serious
obstacle to free decision making. John Paul II teaches that a man deprived
of private property and the opportunity to earn a living thanks to his own
entrepreneurship is not able to understand his dignity as a person and cannot
create a genuine human community15.
Unlawful misappropriation of someone else’s property does not occur only
in totalitarian systems. Mises aptly notes that all those in political power have
an innate tendency to stretch their domination to control the lives of their
citizens. The only obstacle that stands in their way is the institution of private
property. It sets limits to the authoritarian actions of governments, creating
for the individual the necessary space for his autonomous intellectual and
material development16. According to the Austrian philosopher, the sphere of
coercion and violence extends beyond the sphere of private ownership and
the market. The same perception of the role of private property is present
in the teaching of the Second Vatican Council. According to the fathers of
the Council, individual forms of possessing goods leave each man with the
essential „space necessary for personal and family autonomy and should be
considered as an extension of human freedom”17. For this reason, the Church
demands that property ownership be fairly available to all18 and refuses to
resort to forms of „shared ownership”19.

15.3.

Consumer Sovereignty

Mises aptly notes that in the pre-capitalist social systems, where the economic
self-sufficiency of individual family farms prevailed, having production or
consumer goods meant having them only for themselves. In the free market
system, the owner of production goods is forced to use them to meet better
consumer needs. The very fact of having means of production forces him
to comply with the wishes of customers20, because the final goal of each
production is consumption. To determine exactly what types of goods are to
be produced using the scarce resources in society’s possession, consumer
preferences should be properly understood. In order to describe this state of

15
16
17
18
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20
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affairs, the Austrian economist adopts the concept of „consumer sovereignty”21.
Mises argues that, contrary to the popular belief that the „bourgeois class” has
power over all governments, the opposite is true. An entrepreneur cannot
run his business in any way if he does not want to go bankrupt. He owns the
means of production, but in fact he is only a temporary steward because he
must produce according to the demand and wishes of consumers22.
Any deviation from the line determined by consumer demand made as a result
of error, poor assessment of the situation, ineptitude or conscious decision,
limits income, and in the worst case contributes to their disappearance from
the market. Consumers determine not only the prices of consumer goods, but
also the prices of all means of production. Each penny spent by the consumer
sets the direction of all production processes and has a significant impact on
the organization of all business activities. In the capitalist system, being rich
is the result of success in satisfying the needs of consumers, and the wealth
obtained can only be maintained by continuous customer service in the most
effective way23.
By buying or abstaining from making purchases in the free market, the
consumer demonstrates his immediate preferences and wishes. Consumer
preferences may be open to criticism from a philosophical point of view, but
value evaluation is always a personal and subjective matter. The consumer
chooses what he thinks serves him better to achieve his goals. No one is
called to determine what could make a person happier or less happy24. In a
free market economy, choosing a goal is a personal, subjective and individual
matter for a person. Nobody and nothing in the free market economy forces
man to think and behave in homo oeconomicus terms. Every human action
has its cost and profit, but the allocation of means to goals depends entirely
on the person taking action.
21

22
23
24

The term „consumer sovereignty” was popularized by W.H. Hutt. By exerting the
power of their choices, consumers in a free market system provide producers with
both motivation and resources to use raw materials in a way that consumers prefer.
W.H. Egger, The Contributions of W. H. Hutt, [w:] The Review of Austrian Economics,
Vol. 7, Nr 1 (1994), s. 113. The doctrine of „consumer sovereignty” was criticized by
M.N. Rothbard, who claimed that in a completely free society, each individual is a
sovereign over his own person and property. Consumers do not have power that
could force producers to perform specific jobs and professions. R.P. Murphy, Mises
and Rothbard on Consumer Sovereignty, [Polish edition] http://www.mises.pl/128 (5
I 2010).
L. von Mises, Bureaucracy, Lublin 1998, s. 37. Również w: idem, Human Action, p.
234-35
Idem, Human Action, p. 234-235.
Idem, Profit and Loss, w: idem (ed.) Planning for Freedom, South Holland 1952, p.
118-119.
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For the Austrian school, satisfaction and well-being are subjective concepts.
The value of market goods is a relationship that is deeply rooted in personal,
subjective valuation acts and depends on individual judgment and a particular
choice. Mises explained subjectivity with a person who is a conscious subject
in his action. It should be distinguished from ethical relativism, which claims
that moral truth is subjective and is a creation of the personal consciousness25.
The dynamic relationship between a person and an act as well as the
subjective figure of a human being is realized on the plane of his subjectivity.
The experience of the efficient attitude of a person to action allows one to
experience a moral value that is shaped and matured in this dynamic system26.
Private property thus creates a space for the individual in which he should
have autonomy in choices and actions and be independent of state coercion.
The combination of freedom and subjectivity in Mises guarantees that human
action corresponds to his dignity, which belongs only to man as a person.
The Austrian philosopher recognizes the essential element of the free market,
which is very often overlooked. Free market economics is characterized by the
fact that every acting person is a means and at the same time a goal for himself
and a means for other people in their attempts to achieve their own goals and
benefits27. The concept of consumer sovereignty does not mean tyranny and
oppression on his part. Man is completely free to defy consumer preferences.
He may not sell goods or services to whom he has a molar objection, but he
must then be ready to give up the profit he could make from such a venture.

15.4.
Partial Confiscation of Private
Property
Mises emphasizes that the institution of private ownership of the means of
production exists only in a free society based on the division of labor. The
social order which abolishes private property deprives consumers of their
autonomy and independence, and thus also prevents the dissemination of
the principle of the universal destination of goods28. The total confiscation
of private property, which is synonymous with the introduction of socialism,
has been explicitly rejected by Leon XIII29. John Paul II complements the
25
26
27
28
29
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arguments of his predecessors and adds that the basic error of socialism is
anthropological in nature, since the abolition of private property deprives
man of the space in which he has the opportunity to earn a living by his
own entrepreneurship and closes his way to creating an authentic human
community30.
Mises presents us with a completely different moral problem regarding the
partial confiscation of private property, which concerns the sphere of taxes.
An indirect type of violation of property rights is the state interventionism,
which imposes excessive taxes on its citizens. Catholic social teaching is not
opposed to paying taxes but, based on the Bible, teaches that it is about free
and responsible obedience to authority that respects justice and ensures
the realization of the common good31. John XXIII in the encyclical Mater et
Magistra raises the issue of tax policy and states that the tax burden should
be adapted to the payment options of citizens, but at the same time adds that
the authorities should be guided by wisdom and justice in determining tax
charges32. In the further part of his encyclical, the pope indicates that by means
of taxes the country’s economic balance should be rebuilt. For Mises, such a
position is unacceptable, because the purpose of taxes is not an attempt to
shape just social relations33.
The Austrian economist rejects the idea of a
 fair tax because taxes should only
be used to maintain a modest government, absorb a small portion of the total
income of each citizen, and should not exceed a certain moderate level, as
they can turn into a tool to destroy the market economy34. Mises emphasizes
that a feature of the free market economy is that the government does not
interfere in economic phenomena. High taxes are not only a threat to the free
market, but also do not meet the purpose for which they were established.
Progressive tax, which aims to bring about perfect financial equality for
all citizens, paradoxically hits the less prosperous and is self-destructive
because it inhibits the process of capital formation35. This is because only an
unconsumed portion of income can be accumulated as capital, and people
with higher incomes, unlike poorer people, save and consume only a small
portion of income by allocating the rest for investment. Collecting high taxes
from high-earning people and using them to finance public spending is a
direct consumption of capital, which implies a reduction in marginal labor
productivity and, consequently, a reduction in earnings.
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This attitude of Mises does not differ from the later teaching of John Paul
II, who believed that watching over the implementation and management
of human rights in the economic field does not belong to the state, but to
individual people and various groups and associations that make up society36.

15.5.

Property Right is not Absolute

Free market economics aims to create an area where the individual has the
freedom to think, choose and act. Mises does not deny that people can use
their freedom in a selfish way, but the discussion of tax policy cannot be
reduced only to moral intuition referring to social justice37.
One of the arguments of the Austrian economist in favor of capitalism and
private property is the incomparable effectiveness of the productive effort.
This performance made it possible to rapidly increase the population and
raise their standard of living. St. Thomas Aquinas claimed that ownership of
things is necessary for man for three reasons: man is more concerned about
private than community things, he treats material matters in a more orderly
manner and it affects the maintenance of peaceful interpersonal relations38.
It is worth emphasizing that having external goods enables people to fulfill the
commandment to clothe the naked, feed the hungry or shelter the homeless
(cf. Mt 25:35-26). Giving away someone else’s property is not charity. Pope
Emeritus Benedict XVI in the encyclical Deus Caritas est reminds that the just
order of society and the state is the central task of politics, but the opinion that
fair structures render charitable works superfluous includes a materialistic,
humiliating concept of man39.
Mises argues strongly that the coordination of independent actions of all units
in the free market economy is made due to the functioning of the market
and there is absolutely no need to force cooperation by means of special
orders and prohibitions40. According to Mises, eliminating private property or
36
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imposing certain restrictions on it by the government’s pro-social economic
policy is not allowed, since doing so would give the market economy a
different direction than the market would have taken under the influence of
the profit motive.
According to the church’s social teaching, the abuse or non-use of private
property cannot be the basis for its loss41. This is a confirmation of respect
for the goods of others, which prohibits theft, but modern teaching imposes
some restrictions on private property, referring to the principle of solidarity.
The Second Vatican Council teaches that we do not deal with theft when, in
extreme need, someone else’s property is necessary to survive at the given
moment42. Here, the Fathers of the Council refer to the teaching of St Thomas
Aquinas, but emphasize that all required moral conditions must be met. Martin
de Azpilcueta, who, like all scholastics, was influenced by Aquinas, adds that
those who take things when they are in extreme need are obliged to make
amends when they have such a possibility in the future43.
Traditional teaching of the Church says that property law is not absolute, but
justice that imposes certain norms on the use of property cannot undermine
the „Do not steal” commandment. Michał Wojciechowski, Polish theologian,
aptly notes that life in the Bible is more valuable than property, and therefore
hungry does not sin when forced to steal (Prov. 6.30)44. Ownership is only
material and therefore cannot be exceeded above other values.
The Bible warns us against the cult of private property, which is a form of
idolatry. This danger does not apply only to very rich people, because
excessive care for material things also threatens people with moderate
property (Mt 6:19-21). The criticism of wealth in the Bible is directed against
unlawful profits and against those who have become rich above average and
have turned their backs on God and others. In the parable of the rich man
and Lazarus, the rich man is condemned for his indifference to the fate of
the poor, and not for the mere fact of owning property. St. Paul says that a
man focused on God rises above the material issues, knows how to be poor
41
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Pius XI, Quadragesimo anno, no. 47.
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and knows how to use his fortune (Phil 4:12). In the light of biblical teaching,
private property is understood in terms of equity and normality, although the
relationship with God and love of neighbor are higher. The use of property
can lead to its abuse, which the Bible warns us about, but there is no question
of introducing any restrictions on behalf of those who do not contribute to
the production of material goods.

15.6.

Restrictions on Private Property

The problem Mises talks about is not abuse of property rights, but its restriction.
Through its laws and ordinances, the state can indeed interfere in various
ways in shaping property relations. It should be emphasized that the ordering
tasks of the state in the field of material goods must be done with full respect
of private property45.
The Catholic social teaching emphasizes that there is a close relationship
between man as the subject of work and the right to fruit of this work in the
form of private property46. According to Mises, this relationship was seriously
violated by introducing a system of partial reserves and fiat money, imposed
by the government on its citizens without support in material goods (such as
ores), which triggers artificial creation of money and highly harmful, recurring
economic recessions47. The best monetary system, both for a free market
economy and from the perspective of the Church, would be commodity
money with 100% reserve coverage of bank deposits48. Establishing such a
requirement for bank on-demand contracts would create a system that is fully
in line with the principles of private property, which would prevent double
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availability of the same amount of money on the market49 and thus the typical
tragedy of the common good, i.e. the phenomenon that occurs when third
party property rights are not sufficiently defined and protected50.
The Church does not approve of practices that would directly or indirectly
make property rights an illusory thing. The only exception is the expropriation,
which according to the teaching of the popes is allowed after fulfilling the
appropriate conditions, which include just compensation to the original
owners for lost property51. Pope Paul VI mainly refers to the expropriation
of land when there is an indispensable need for such steps by the state52.
The teaching of the Magisterium emphasizes that it must be about resources
that the common good necessarily requires, but it is difficult to defend this
reasoning when the decision is to arbitrarily invoke „the good of all”. According
to Mises, such intervention may in the long run be contrary to the social
interest, because the state is attempting to authoritatively set new limits on
the use of property rights, which are contrary to the limits set naturally by
private ownership of the means of production53.
This is not the only restriction imposed on private property that could be
found in Catholic social teaching alongside teaching that defended the right
to private property. Pius XI argued that certain types of state goods should
be reserved to the state, since their possession gives such power that it can
threaten the state. From the perspective of free market economy, the view
expressed by John XXIII that the state should conduct economic activity and
carry out its economic undertakings to citizens who are characterized by
professionalism and exemplary honesty is also unsustainable. Experience with
employee self-governments has shown that an attempt to degrade private
property to the sphere of ownership and consumption alone, bypassing its
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entire ordering function, has brought pathetic results. Private property is
guided by its internal power of disposal and effective use of material goods,
which cannot be replaced by anything else54.
It should be emphasized that in Catholic social teaching there has been a
slow evolution of the view on the relationship between private property and
the principle of universal destination of goods. In his latest social encyclical
Centesiums annus, John Paul II stated that private property is a guarantee of
creating work and human development for all. The Pope has already pointed
this out earlier in the encyclical Laborem exercens, in which he showed that
the takeover of the means of production by the state cannot be synonymous
with „socialization”, since socialization can only be talked about when the
subjectivity of society is secured. This goal can be achieved only when, on
the basis of their work, everyone can consider themselves as co-host of a
great workshop55. This, as Mises showed, takes place only in the free market
economy, in which the subjectivity of society is guaranteed by the sovereignty
of consumers. Entrepreneurs, farmers or capitalists decide not what to
produce, but consumers56. They decide not only on the prices of consumer
goods, but also on the prices of all production factors. Ownership of the
means of production is not a privilege but a social obligation57. Capitalists are
forced to take care of the needs of consumers in the best possible way and
thus realize the universal purpose of goods. This was noticed by John Paul II,
who writes in the encyclical Centesimus annus that the ability to recognize
in a timely manner the needs of others and the systems of production factors
most suited to satisfying them is an important source of wealth for modern
man58. According to the pope, ownership of the means of production is
only valid if it serves useful work59. According to Mises, this private property
function can only be fully realized in a free market economy. Whoever does
not use his property to best serve consumers, is punished with losses, and
if he does not learn from these losses and does not change his behavior, he
loses all his property60.
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15.7.
Freedom of Action in the Sphere of
Private Property
In modern social teaching of the Church, there is often the thought that public
authorities have the right to make sure that someone does not abuse private
property to the detriment of public good61. John Paul II adds and explains that
surrogate state interventions should be limited, if possible, in order not to
create in a sense a new type of state - the „welfare state”62. Mises argues that
in a free market economy there is no need to force cooperation by means of
orders and prohibitions, as there is no conflict between the adaptation of the
individual to the needs of the productive effort of society and its own goals.
The Council Fathers suggest that property often becomes an opportunity for
greed, which becomes an excuse to question the law itself. Mises regards
this way of thinking as inappropriate, because its authors fail to recognize
the importance of the forces they condemn as immoral functioning of the
market63. The market is not dealing with ideal units. He must consider the man
as he is. Replacing the profit motive, which is the leading factor in the private
ownership of the means of production, by „moral” motives would damage the
purpose and efficiency of the market. Egoism, greed, the individual’s pursuit of
his own goals are not inconsistent with the overall social production process
as long as man in acting for his own interests remains in the space defined by
the limits of private ownership64.
In the Church’s social teaching, one of the main arguments for private
property is that it is important for maintaining and protecting the family. Leo
XIII taught that family property, over which the family has priority as a primary
institution over the state, is a factor of family unity and of strengthening of
the stability of the family community65. It allows any family to take over the
heritage, which they pass on to their children. Family ownership also ensures
family autonomy and protects against state interference in the life of a family
community, which it has the right to enter only when the family needs such
help66. Private property provides the family with the necessary living space for
the development of individuals and their talents. Pius XI repeats the teaching
of Leo XIII and emphasizes that material goods owned by man must serve
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the ultimate goal of eternal happiness67. Mises does not speak about the
ultimate goal of human activity, because this issue goes beyond the field of
economics, but his way of thinking is nevertheless similar, because private
property is for him the basis for free operation in the free market economy,
and thus guarantees the achievement of the goals set by its part of a free man.
Mises – as a classic liberal – puts emphasis on the individual, but it should be
emphasized that he perceives marriage as a free contract between a woman
and a man with equal rights68. Moreover, marriage is for him an unavoidable
social institution, which is a natural adaptation of the individual to the social
order and a natural way to fulfill all the resulting tasks and responsibilities
towards the family69. Any attempt to abolish or limit private property is
therefore aimed not only at individual freedom, but is also aimed at breaking
up the traditional family model. Private property helps to protect the family,
and therefore, as Mises rightly points out, Marxism has always tried to combat
the idea of a traditional family with the right to private property70.

15.8.

The Logic of A Gift

The Austrian economist supports private possession of the means of
production, mainly because they can be used in a more efficient and practical
way. It should be emphasized that within the limits set by private property,
which is not limited by the actions of the state, there is also a secure space for
full personal development. It allows each person to enter into free relationships
with other free people and realize himself as the one who „cannot find himself
completely except through a selfless gift of himself”71.
The market cannot be guided by selflessness, because created things and
societies have their own rights and man should respect them by recognizing
the methods appropriate to social and economic sciences. The sovereignty
of economic activity understood in this way was noticed by Pope Emeritus
Benedict XVI and called „the logic of the market” as opposed to the logic
of the state and the logic of a gift without compensation. The Pope clearly
distinguishes these three elements of the social system and does not expect
67
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that one of these elements will take over the logic proper to the other. The
Pope only emphasizes that in order to ensure genuine human development
of society, the principle of selflessness as an expression of brotherhood
must be included in free economics and politics72. The Church teaches that
private property is a natural tool for respecting the principle of the universal
destination of goods73 and encourages the recognition of the social role of
all forms of private ownership74, but it will never be fully realized without
considering the logic of gift without compensation. Benedict XVI once again
reminds us that love always and everywhere remains the „most perfect way”75
without which there can be no integral human development.
The analysis of Mises’s thoughts ultimately leads us to the conclusion that the
principle of widespread use and universal destination of goods can be fully
realized only within the free market structures based on full respect for private
property without the need to resort to the state intervention. This corresponds
to the social teaching of the Church for whom the private ownership is not
only a tool for respecting the principle of the universal destination of goods,
but also a natural extension of the sphere of human freedom and together
with human person is a whole in itself, giving them a new quality in personal
relationships in society. The Austrian philosopher and economist helps to
see that interventionism reduces a human person to one of the mechanical
elements in the social division of labor and leads to the disappearance of the
concept of human person as an independent subject of moral decisions. The
state often treats an innocent man as if his being belonged to it and as if it
could freely dispose of him. John F. Crosby rightly notes that such violation of
the rights of human person is an attempt to dispose of what is the property of
human person and to commit some kind of theft of being a person76.
Our analysis leads to the statement that only full respect of private property,
which, according to Mises, is the foundation of the free market economy,
creates social conditions for affirmation of human dignity, guarantees the
necessary space of negative freedom for the realization of a life vocation and
gives a chance and opportunity to practice love of one’s neighbor.
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16. Roger Myerson’s Mechanism
Design and His Views on Hayek: a
Reinterpretation of Moral Hazard
and Adverse Selection1
Christoph Klein
Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
In his 2007 Nobel Prize lecture, R. B. Myerson claims that the
conceptual tools of mechanism design, or more generally the study
of incentive constraints, allow researchers to “analyze questions
about efficient institutions that were beyond the analytical reach
of economic theory in Hayek’s day.” I will first elaborate the basis
on which mechanism design views – and purports to solve – the
supposed problems of moral hazard and adverse selection. Based
on Hayekian “informal intuitive arguments,” which, according to
Myerson, “tended to get lost in his [Hayek’s] analysis as they could
not be expressed formally in the economic models of the time,”
I will show the incentive compatibility of exchange processes in
competitive markets.

16.1.

Introduction

In a conversation with 2018 Nobel Prize laureate Paul Romer, the podcast
host Russ Roberts (2019) states that “one of the things that economic training
does for you is that it allows you to see the possibility of non-zero sum, which
is radical.” He stressed further that non-zero sum thinking goes against our
hardwired common-sense view. Indeed, not only do common sense views
1
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underpin static policy approaches based on given endowments of resources
and wealth, but they continue to shape economic theory. This paper
argues that by looking at market results, much of the economic literature
misrepresents the true function of moral hazard and adverse selection in
the dynamic market process, which is embedded in a world of uncertainty
and imperfect knowledge. In this dynamic world, moral hazard and adverse
selection do not represent problems in the sense of market failures to be
rectified by non market players, but essential signaling devices for market
participants to adjust their economic plans and institutions.
In contrast, externalities, or market failures, are the lifeblood of the newer
economic theories of mechanism design and incomplete contracts. For the
purposes of this paper, I particularly draw on Roger B. Myerson’s Nobel Prize
lecture, given in December 2007, in which he claims that the “new concepts”
and “new conceptual tools” underpinning mechanism design “allow us to
analyze questions about efficient institutions that were beyond the analytical
reach of economic theory in Hayek’s day.” The entire body of mechanism
design rests on the notion of incentive-compatible behavior and allocatively
efficient institutions. The basic idea is that in the face of externalities, people
in given institutions do not behave in incentive-compatible ways and thus
cannot reach the best possible resource allocation. By designing a mechanism
that incorporates people’s true information, designers can induce them to act
in an incentive-compatible way.
In the second section, I give an overview and critique of the common
textbook understanding of moral hazard and adverse selection. In section 3,
I argue that moral hazard and adverse selection belong to the wider group
of economic externalities that, rather than indicating market failure, fulfill
crucial signaling functions in the market process. They constitute the alreadydesigned (built-in) incentive mechanism that provides market participants
with exactly the information required to mitigate the negative externalities
they are incurring.2 In sections 4 and 5, I contrast the notions of incentives and
incentive compatibility as understood by prominent scholars of mechanism
and contract design with a Hayekian understanding of the market as a process
and communication device that continuously reveals new information to
market participants. Before reaching my conclusions, I argue in section 6 that
the theoretical basis of Myerson and other prominent scholars such as Hart,
Holmström and Hurwicz, which underpins their understanding of alleged
“incentive constraints,” presupposes normative judgments of what the best or
a better resource allocation is. As a consequence, any policy proposal, whether
premised on judgments of a fairer resource allocation or on judgments of a
2
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more incentive-compatible mechanism to achieve a fairer resource allocation,
has to respond to the challenge of how to overcome the planner’s knowledge
problem posed by Hayek (1945) in The Use of Knowledge in Society.

16.2. Moral Hazard and Adverse Selection
as Market Failures
Adverse selection and moral hazard belong to the wider group of market
failures attributed to inefficiencies in exchange processes. According to
Arrow (1953), in the context of insurance, these inefficiencies are a result of
incomplete markets in that insurance offerings do not cover all possible states
of nature. Markets are also incomplete in the case of high transaction costs
(Coase 1937) and informational asymmetries in principal – agent settings
(Akerlof 1970; Stiglitz 1989), the latter of which plays a large role in contract
theory and the economic theory of incentives.
The term “moral hazard” originated in connection with insurance policies
to describe a behavior of policyholders that evinces a lack of incentive to
take care of insured objects despite what the insurer expects as implied in
the latter’s terms and conditions and premium policy. Pauly (1968) was one
of the first to stress that moral hazard has little to do with morality or ethical
behavior. In their history of the term, Rowell and Connelly (2012) argue that
the connotation associated with the term has changed from the normatively
charged accusation of immoral behavior in the older insurance literature to
today’s value-free understanding in the social sciences as a result of incentives.
That said, even from the insurer’s perspective the hazard is actually not of a
moral but a financial nature in that unexpected behavior is a threat to the
financial viability of the insurance business.
Viewed from the perspective of newly insured individuals, they act morally as
long as their actions conform to the terms and conditions of the insurance
policy. Should they behave carelessly, the insurer will incur an unexpected
cost, which may compel it to increase its premiums. This, however, will work
only as long as other policyholders participating in the pool are willing to
bear the cost of increased premiums and, more crucially, as long as such
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externalities cannot be mitigated in a cost-efficient way. It lies in the nature of
competitive markets that solutions are found when “careless” behavior leads
to enough losses to threaten a business.3
Let us start with some quotations from Samuelson and Nordhaus’s famous
textbook Economics (2010, 217) to learn what the standard reading of moral
hazard and adverse selection entails. First, “moral hazard is at work when
insurance increases risky behavior and thereby changes the probability of
loss.” Only when insurance markets “are not contaminated by moral hazard”
can insurance markets function efficiently. The problem with this line of
reasoning is that the comparison of a potential client’s behavior before
and after the signing of an insurance policy is meaningless. For the insurer,
only the behavior of the insured person is relevant in order to ascertain its
premium policy and the pertinent terms and conditions. It is irrelevant how a
hypothetical person would have behaved (or has behaved) without insurance.
By deviating from what entrepreneurs expect, consumers fuel the competitive
process to bring about better solutions (and reject existing ones).
Adverse selection, according to Samuelson and Nordhaus, “arises when the
people with the highest risk are also those who are most likely to buy the
insurance. Adverse selection can lead to a market where only the people with
the highest risks are insured, or even to a situation where there is no market
at all.” Here it is not a change of behavior but an informational asymmetry
that makes the market fail. Three points invalidate this reading of the market.
First, every market launches with some customers who have a relatively high
willingness to pay for a new service. The “highest risk” is the very reason the
potential policyholders are willing to pay a high premium (which in their
opinion is just right). Second,of course it is the market participant with the
highest willingness to pay that gets served first. If a particular market offering
is just for a very few – say in the case of insurance against tsunamis – then
there is probably a good reason. Third, if a product has the potential to become
commoditized, we seem to have evidence that entrepreneurs will furnish the
market with a wide variety of competitive offerings. This also means that the
“no market” may well be the best market outcome.
Insurers face the same problem as all other firms. They have to gauge what
quality of service consumers expect at various price points (or within a certain
price range). The entrepreneur’s task is to discover these actual price points
and not hypothetical ones. In fact, all markets always fail. In the car market,
3
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currently manufacturers only produce new cars at prices higher than $8,000;
so only the persons demanding the highest quality get served, while billions
of people still have to walk or use public transport. By 2016, approximately
one billion passenger cars were registered.4 This means that only 20 percent
of the roughly five billion adults worldwide own a car. Certainly, cars could
be produced for well below $8,000 if such things as airbags, air conditioning,
traction control, hi-fi speakers, and electronic gadgets were not included. But
the incentives governing the structure of production, which includes labor,
pension funds, and the tax collector, yield a different solution.
The frequent claim that moral hazard systematically leads to people to
externalize the cost of their reckless behavior, decreases investment levels,
or even causes a socially useful service to disappear5 is belied by experience.
The fact that car insurance exists and is affordable by everybody seems
to indicate that insurers have been able to find the right balance between
the value of giving insurance holders the right incentives and the cost of
contractual internalization mechanisms that limit their losses. Mechanisms
such as excess payments and monitoring schemes – for example, keeping
records of customer risk profiles – are working effectively.6 The reciprocal
nature of exchange already provides the incentives that naturally align the
goal of entrepreneurs (profit) and the goal of consumers (value).

16.3. Negative Externalities in a Non–Zero
Sum World
In most of the economic literature, negative externalities are deprecated as
market failures. I suggest a different reading – namely, to understand them
as market signals. James Buchanan (1962) defines externality as “the cost or
benefit that affects a party who did not choose to incur that cost or benefit.” In
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See for instance Samuelson and Nordhaus (2010, 217) or Romer (2012, 444).
The terms of today’s insurance policies stipulate that the premium adjusts in line
with the insured driver’s claim history. Should a reckless driver attempt to hide the
nature of her driving – for instance, by moving to another insurer – she will fail
as her claim record will be shared between the two insurance companies. This is
an example in which cooperation in competitive markets creates socially useful
institutions and incentive mechanisms that minimize the externalities associated
with unwanted behavior. As a response to the institutional needs of society, this
example supports Hayek’s (1988) notion of emergent order.
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the case of negative7 externalities, it is the result of actions that damage other
people. But, over the last two hundred years, society has benefited on balance
from positive and negative externalities (including technological and other
knowledge-related ones) when we consider such indicators as the doubling
of life expectancy, material prosperity, less toil, and freedom of choice.
No doubt people produce quite a range of unwanted effects in their daily
economizing and interaction via anonymous markets. Negative externalities
abound that make our lives difficult. We are used to coping with the unpleasant
side effects of daily traffic jams and noisy city centers. It happens also that on
our well-deserved Christmas break our management decides to install the next
release of a software program. Or, thanks to Basel III regulation, as director
of a little retail bank you have to cope with the ensuing accounting mess. Yet
the opportunity to solve problems through our labor emanates from these
circumstances. When subsistence-based societies begin to industrialize, the
formal unemployment rate is high because the division of labor is primitive.
People have too few positive and negative externalities on which to capitalize.
They don’t have enough problems to solve. Other people must first create the
problems, which result from their and others’ often-conflicting ambitions and
plans. This more generic exposition of the genesis of economic “problems”
guides this paper’s understanding of externalities.
In figure 1, I first distinguish between decentralized markets and “local
societies.” Local societies rely on direct exchange or subsistence production
within stable institutions. With given resources and capabilities – in a zerosum game – stable institutions align people’s actions to ensure survival. In
contrast, today’s economic systems require institutions to be malleable in
order to respond to our circumstances’ continuous change, which is primarily
driven by our pursuit of prosperity. Of course, even in the most progressive
and flexible market systems, most institutions are fairly stable. Though we
cannot know concretely the economic future, we usually have a solid idea
of what we can do and expect tomorrow. Institutions provide the backdrop
of certainty in this otherwise-uncertain world. Shackle (1965, 1972) and

7
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With their morbid fixation on the negative and failing elements of markets,
economic orthodoxy exhibits a unique psychological condition. The manifold
positive externalities are either not worth mentioning or, if they are, also constitute
a failure because they are not positive enough – for instance, in the case of
private infrastructure. Or they are a failure because billions of people prefer the
offerings of one specific firm – for example, Google, Facebook, Microsoft. With the
equilibrium carrot dangling in front of their noses, economists have been chasing
nirvana (Demsetz 1972) for more than a hundred years while ordinary people see
externalities – both negative and positive – simply as part of their life.
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Lachmann (1976, 1986) coined the term “kaleidic world” to denote not only
that in real markets economic equilibriums are not achievable, but that even
the idea of a tendency toward equilibrium might be unwarranted.8

For a non–zero sum economic trajectory to unfold, some existing production
structures or behavioral patterns have to be disrupted. It is unimaginable to
have a widespread increase in prosperity, such as one induced by technological
progress, without many institutional arrangements being – often radically –
affected. If you think this is an exaggeration, I invite you to take field trips to
any of the low-income rural regions of India, Benin, or Angola, where the
institutional change required to accommodate decentralized production
systems is not so much a (much lamented) auxiliary result of brutal market
forces as a deliberate choice of people in search of a better life.9 It goes
without saying that the process abounds with negative externalities. Since
the behavioral patterns that decentralized markets reward are often at odds
with traditional ways of economizing in tribal societies, the right institutions
must be created on the go.

8

9

Some of the more equilibrium-minded economists consider this understanding of
the world to be nihilist. They, however, ignore that Lachmann in particular stressed
the stabilizing element of institutions. See Foss and Garzarelli (2007). Given a
hypothetical set of possible economic allocations, this means that the institutional
setup along with the prevailing structure of knowledge (another point Lachmann
stresses) puts a natural constraint on realizable economic outcomes.
In fact, traditional institutions do not adapt so much as they are left behind when
younger people migrate to economic centers. It is urban dwellers that seek to
adapt to the prevailing institutional environment for a host of reasons. To meet
the requirements imposed by (formal) job markets and to promote their kids’
educational efforts are two of the most important reasons to adapt.
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16.3.1.

Hidden Action versus Hidden Information

According to Arrow (1985), and as further refined by Hart and Holmström
(1987), the negative externalities of moral hazard and adverse selection
arise as a consequence of either hidden actions or hidden information. In an
exchange situation backed by an implicit or explicit contract, moral hazard
occurs when one person deviates from the course of action expected by his
trading partner (for example, as implied in the contract). This constitutes a
hidden action not because he tries to conceal his actions (as in the cases of
fraud and theft) but because his actions are not aligned with the goals of the
other contracting party. This “alignment problem” has become the famous
subject of principal–agent theory. The employer –employee and shareholder–
manager relationships are two well-researched examples. Externalities arise
because it is impossible to establish contracts that account for all possible
eventualities. Even if it were technically possible, the cost of monitoring
would not justify establishing such contracts. So principals always have to
muddle through given that agents usually have a better understanding of what
they are doing on a day-to-day basis. This is also referred to as information
asymmetry, a concept that serves as a catch-all explanation for many types of
market failure (Akerlof 1970; Spence 1973; Stiglitz 1961).
In situations of hidden information, negative externalities result not from
deviations from an expected course of action but from a lack of information
about the qualitative characteristics of goods and people. We can distinguish
two forms of hidden information. In the first form, the principal’s agreement to
a contract might have been premised on an erroneous ex ante understanding
of the agent’s “true type” – for example, the fit of an employee for a job or the
effort the employee is willing to expend. If the employee realizes she is not
the type the employer was looking for, then she has an incentive to hide this
information (assuming she wants to keep the post). Myerson (2007) stresses
that the information only becomes asymmetric ex post. The employee tries to
prevent the principal from learning that the symmetric information ex ante is
in fact untrue, at which point the informational asymmetry would be revealed
ex post. Since this behavior is hidden action, it is also moral hazard.
Adverse selection, in contrast, is a situation of asymmetric information
ex ante – for instance, when the employee hides her true type before the
contract is signed. In such situations, the incentive constraint concerns the
employee’s hidden information and not her hidden action (Myerson 2007).
Adverse selection is said to be present when sellers have information about
a good’s quality that buyers don’t have. The important point is that buyers
would not buy the good at the prevailing price (or not at all) if they knew the
true type. Akerlof (1970), for example, identifies the market for used cars, or
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lemons, as rife with adverse selection. A variety of studies have contested
this conclusion on empirical and logical grounds. For instance, Sultan (2008)
concludes that used cars do not have higher maintenance costs than new cars.
And used-car markets for all quality levels continue to exist. Though many
lemons surely exist, contractual mechanisms such as extended motor plans
(from the original manufacturer) and other types of warranty and certification
mechanisms deal with the problem effectively (assuming buyers are willing to
hedge against their lack of knowledge at a cost).
Certainly, negative externalities can be viewed as unwanted effects emanating
from situations of exchange. Just as certainly, they fulfill an important role in
revealing costs to market participants that may or may not induce them to
do something about them. Since negative externalities are an ex post result
suffered by some people and caused by the ex-ante incentives of others to
gain from trade, the question arises whether these incentives are compatible
with the goals of all parties to the exchange. In other words, the behavior
of some people – the underlying rules of the game – might be incentive
incompatible with achieving first-best resource allocations.

16.4.

Incentives and Incentive Compatibility

Hurwicz (1972) was the first to systematically deal with the question of when
and under which conditions institutions are incentive compatible. “In doing
so,” Myerson (2007) holds, “he took a long step beyond Hayek in advancing
our ability to analyze the fundamental problems of institutions.” By including
incentive constraints, the horizon of economics was expanded beyond the
view of resource constraints. Myerson claims that the analysis of incentive
efficiency has yielded a “new framework for economic analysis” that provides
the discipline with a conceptual tool for evaluating the rules (institutions) by
which resources are allocated (and not only the allocations themselves). With
the help of these tools, as quoted in the abstract, economic theory was now
able to “analyze questions about efficient institutions that were beyond the
analytical reach of economic theory in Hayek’s day.”
It is probably fair to say that Hayek never looked for these tools. Moreover, given
Hayek’s theory of emergent order (particularly in 1988), he would also have
seen no use for such tools. Spontaneous action brings about the institutions
required for the members of society to accomplish their goals. Also, given
Hayek’s deeper insight that human decisions and choice are error prone, he
would not have denied that the cost of wrong choices could be significant.
This cost, however, creates the very incentive for market participants to search
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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for better solutions. It goes without saying that Hayek considered nonmarket
solutions much more costly because of the unavoidable calculation problems
that emanate from all attempts to overrule the market incentive mechanism.
The vantage point of orthodox economics is not one of idiosyncratic error
that can be rectified but one of system failure. According to the second
theorem of Paretian welfare economics, different Pareto-optimal resource
allocations can be achieved by reallocating initial endowments in an existing
institutional setting. For instance, a central agency could reshuffle initial
wealth and let the market take over. In the case of negative externalities,
however, the market mechanism itself fails and is not capable of rectifying
the problem. That is, the incentives of the people are not compatible with
the best potential resource allocation, thus justifying public intervention.
The toolset of mechanism design fills this void by looking at (and possibly
devising) the allocation mechanism “that specifies how resource allocations
should depend on people’s information” (Myerson 2007).
As an example, Myerson states that in the case of adverse selection problems,
socialist institutional design may be better suited to “elicit honest reports of
hidden information” on the basis that “socialism allows individuals to have
less property rights” (Myerson 2007, italics added), which is to say that people
become more honest if you make them poorer. The reader is left wondering
what these “honest reports” actually entail and who decides the criterion
for determining what counts as honest. Perhaps a less normatively charged
starting point is simply to assume that people have a well-justified incentive
to guard and utilize their information as they deem fit. Then it is also fair to
assume there is a world of difference between strategizing, on the one hand,
and cheating, on the other.

16.4.1.

Skin in the Game versus Mechanistic Incentives

As for cheating, societies have been ingenious in finding mechanisms to
prevent systematic dishonesty and fraud (at least what dishonesty and fraud
is still around). The success of today’s division of labor is the success of
having found mechanisms that sanction systematically chaotic and predatory
behavior in effective ways. The effectiveness of sanctioning arises from the
fact that reckless actions people choose in their pursuit of individual benefits
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entail an opportunity cost in the form of an impaired wealth This is the
famous skin in the game that people always and inevitably10 have when they
contemplate exchange.
To have skin in the game means we draw on our position of wealth when we
act. This works in a twofold way. First, our asset base allows us to buy things
and invest. Companies with a high equity ratio get cheaper credit; consumers
with a sizeable financial asset base need less equity when financing a house.
Second, wealth serves as a testimonial of a person’s successful and honest
dealings in the past, through which it serves as collateral for our trading
partners. To have skin in the game means our wealth position becomes
collateralized. The wealth position of a seller of services – that is, financial
assets, reputation, or expert knowledge – which underpins the credibility of
his selling proposition serves to mitigate risk for the buyer at the same time.
We cannot contemplate the possibility of a mutually beneficial exchange –
value – without understanding its reciprocal nature as implied in the skin-inthe-game mechanism.
In contrast, mechanism design theory rests on a notion of incentives that is
tied to observable variables, mostly payouts that serve as a proxy for resource
allocations. According to Merriam-Webster, an incentive is “something that
incites or has a tendency to incite to determination or action.” In mechanism
design models, incentive-compatible action is usually evaluated based on
specific payout and probability profiles. In Cournot-Nash games, for instance,
dominant strategies lead to worse outcomes than a cooperative approach
and are held to illustrate the defectiveness of competitive action. The way
mechanism design models are built mostly follows the same template. The
players – usually two of them – face a choice of two outcomes represented
by a matrix that is constructed in such a way that the payout numbers allow
one to investigate whether the institutional rules (under which the actors
choose) induce incentive-compatible or incentive-incompatible behavior.
The question I want to raise is whether it is a sound theoretical starting point
to regard payout numbers as “something” that suffices to make claims about
incentive compatibility.
Two answers, both in the negative, tackle the question from two entirely
different perspectives. First, if a fictitious mediator has full knowledge of
the trading partners’ pre-exchange position (their skills, financial wealth,
reputation, past achievements) and their goals, then she also knows that the
observed payout numbers themselves do not contain sufficient information
10

Since it is impossible to not put skin in the game when engaging with other people,
as this would imply the separation of action and actor, skin in the game can be
viewed as a praxeological category of human action as proposed by Mises (1949).
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to be fully indicative of incentive-compatible behavior. Given a proposed
payout scheme, in which the payouts may be higher for the one than the other,
high for both players, or low for both of them, the mediator understands the
benefit part of the incentive equation but not the benefits in relation to the
trading parties’ cost calculus when they put their wealth at stake. The latter
kind of judgment requires the mediator to have full information about the
trading partners’ cost-benefit profiles.11
To attain this information, the mediator also needs to understand the
psychological states that have been shaped by trading partners’ past actions,
successes, and failures, and those states at the same time hold the key to
understanding the partners’ ambitions and strategies. This implies that the
mediator understands also what the trading partners are thinking when they
reconcile all of the above information. A payout number is naked information,
whereas the grasping of incentive-compatible behavior presupposes
knowledge about the “something” that incites and governs action. This
“something,” then, must be indicative of value. Hence what we mean when
we say that people have incentives and act based on them is that they want
to become better off by applying their means prudently (so as to not impair
their wealth position).
This leads us to the second answer: an observer cannot know the incentives
of other people. I would even go as far as to say that to speak of “knowing
incentives” is a contradiction in terms since value cannot be known, only
imagined and experienced individually. The notion of incentive – “something
that incites action,” an impulse or a stimulus – cannot be directly observed.
What we can observe are results – that is, prices and quantities. And we
can form conjectures about what compelled people to act one way and
not another. When we say we are trying to understand the incentives of
somebody, this means we are contextualizing an action based on what we
think a person wants and what he is willing to give up in return. Incentive,
then, is something that guides people when they consider an exchange in
order to achieve a state that does not (yet) exist but could. Numbers – for
example, prices, incomes, returns, quantities, performance indicators such
as megabytes per second—are not indicative of value. They are outcomes of
past actions (that is, valuations).

11
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The fact that situations of exchange lead us to consider possible impairment
of wealth might be the ingenious disciplining mechanism on which our entire
civilization rests. In essence, this cognitive mechanism ensures that the cost of
reckless behavior is internalized ex ante.
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The main theoretical defect of mechanism design theory is that the applied
mathematical models do not represent the full scope of economic decisionmaking; they are based on fictitious payout numbers that cannot represent
value and thus are unable to inform a mediator whether the observed resource
allocation is compatible with people’s incentives. If they mean anything at all,
these numbers may be interpreted as alternatively realizable benefits – for
instance, a higher or lower income given the choice of two job offers. In real
economic life, however, the notion of an alternative implies the occurrence
of cost. Cost is the missing category in mechanism design. For this reason,
mechanism models neglect the rich psychological content that explains the
genesis of incentives in situations of real choice.
To wrap up this section, as early as 1959 Buchanan argued along Hayekian
lines that external effects are “fully reflected in the individual choices made
for or against the collective action” (1959, 130). The alternative is immediate: if
individuals face a “real” nuisance, meaning a nuisance implying an inefficient
allocation of resources based on their own judgment, they work toward
finding a way to remove it; but if no collective agreement is reached, this
means the “presumptive efficiency criterion was wrongly conceived” (1959,
130). The latter statement is a more softly worded version of the nirvana
fallacy (Demsetz 1972). The inclination of the economics discipline to judge
some observed externalities as problematic or harmful to society is a result
of thinking in static terms. When economists wear Paretian blinders, the
potentially useful role of market externalities – as a signaling mechanism in
dynamic markets – remains outside their range of vision.

16.5. Externalities: The Market’s Built-In
Signaling Mechanism
Transacting parties always seek to make up for the various informational gaps
prevalent in the market. Among other market signaling devices, externalities
serve to reveal the benefits and costs associated with economic action in
an uncertain world with imperfect knowledge, asymmetric information,
wrong expectations, or simply errors. Externalities are the market’s revelation
mechanism that shows us where we economize in the interest of all parties
involved and where the balance of costs and benefits is such that some, or
many, economic actors are unhappy. In this respect, externalities represent
exactly those profit-and-loss positions that elude the monetary accounting
mechanism as represented by financial statements of legal entities. Externalities
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are to be understood as a shadow accounting mechanism with the help of
which market participants complement the natural informational constraints
of monetary accounting.
In figure 2, I assume that negative externalities are revealed to market
participants, either as financial results or in psychic and physiological
nonmonetary categories – for example, noise and the related stress.12
Many externalities remain unrecognized because of our ignorance of the
nature of causal relationships. Of those that are recognized, I differentiate
between unacceptable and acceptable externalities. Adverse selection and
moral hazard fall into the former category, frictions and market results into
the latter. By applying the distinction of acceptable versus unacceptable, it
becomes clear that valuation is a deliberate act. While value is a shadow of
conduct (Shackle 1972), valuation itself is conduct. The goal of ascertaining
our economic efforts is to see how we are doing (in relation to our invested
wealth. By way of judging our past efforts, at the same time we prepare the
field for our future economizing. The costs of adverse selection and moral
hazard that we incur indicate in what areas we can do better.

Two crucial, interrelated points are worth stressing. First, in the unhampered
market adverse selection and moral hazard are nonsystematic outcomes.
Second, they induce a change of behavior. If that were not the case, we would
either not recognize an outcome as adverse (which means that we would
accept it) or we would succumb to a fatalistic worldview. Adverse selection
is one of the market’s revelation mechanisms that provides the incentives for
learning – for instance, when the insurer learns that its policy attracts the
wrong crowd. Moral hazard is more representative of the institutional side
12
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By affecting our well-being, the impact of noisy environments also depresses the
value of residential property.
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of human action, the revelation of which induces us to find solutions that
prevent some people from inflicting damage on other people with impunity.
In a commercial context, this can simply mean that one party in a transaction
seeks to amend the contractual structure when he perceives the allocation
of costs and benefits as unfair. In some cases, the extent of unfairness is so
evident that an appeal to the legislator leads her to codify what is deemed fair
and what is not.
Let us now look at the bottom branch of acceptable market results. By
“frictions” I mean all cost categories that are too costly to be avoided. If a
firm goes bankrupt, it takes an average of three to six months until employees
are rehired. Also, road infrastructure is not designed to accommodate peak
traffic. We intuitively understand that the cost of purging those frictions
from the market would exceed the benefits by far. Both Coasean transaction
costs, which are said to motivate the existence of firms, and the unavoidable
damages that our way of economizing inflicts on the natural world are other
examples. These frictions fulfill an enormously important signaling role. By
imposing costs on us, frictions provide the information to ascertain what is
acceptable as a corollary of economizing and what is not.
This is a complex process. The subjective perception of frictional costs
differs vastly across people. Often, the cause-and-effect relationships are
not ascertainable in scientifically clear-cut ways. And, of course, it makes a
difference who causes frictions and who bears the cost. Thus, in democratic
societies people negotiate about the magnitude of cost inflicted and the
policies for mitigating the cost through representational bodies, which
presupposes that the cause-and-effect relationships, on which any policy
proposal has to rest, are understood. What has been accepted as a friction in
the past may turn into an unacceptable negative externality at some point of
time. While a political proposal to ban cars from city centers would have been
political suicide in the 1950s, it might soon win national elections. In figure 2,
the formerly accepted friction moves up and becomes either a moral hazard
or an adverse selection. The important point, again, is that these “problems”
do not just occur to us. We evaluate them and deliberately decide that they
are problems. Only then are the incentives created that guide us to adapt our
courses of action – for instance, the course of action following the decision
that heavy traffic in cities constitutes an impairment of wealth.
Finally, we find the box “market result” among the accepted negative
externalities. What is meant by “accepted” is that market outcomes result from
deliberate actions of people pursuing their goals. The statement “This is a
market result” carries a favorable normative meaning by expressing that both
the material, social, and psychological impact associated with market results
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and the actions and institutions that underpin them – for example, legislation
and conduct – conform to our moral values. Policy making always rests on
notions contrary to the above. Market outcomes – say, Microsoft’s market
share or perceived infrastructure gaps – are evaluated to be detrimental to
(or not good enough for) consumers. To the extent that a mediator is able to
convince the public that she can introduce a (nonmarket) mechanism that
will yield better results, the market might be overridden. All regulatory and
antitrust policies follow this reasoning.

16.5.1. Is Myerson’s Mechanism Design about Incentives or
Resources?
In the sense just described, any policy action always presupposes the design
and application of a mechanism. The difference between the above and
mechanism design represented by Myerson and other scholars appears to be
that their theory rests on a better understanding of informational asymmetries
in principal-agent settings.13 While the “old” theories of market failure would
only look at resource allocations (after the game has been played), contract
theory expands the view to the underlying incentive structure given the
prevailing institutional setting. Contract theorists insinuate that a more
beneficial resource allocation can be achieved when the institutional structure
– the rules of the game – can be tweaked in such a way that it reveals the
true incentives of the people according to which a different – now incentive
compatible – course of action yields the desired result.
In section 3 of his Nobel Prize lecture, Myerson guides us through various
buyer-seller games expressed in the form of Nash-payout matrices. Both
players are of either the weak or strong type. Depending on the type, the
strategies differ in that either a buyer is willing to pay a lot (weak) and the
seller charges a high price (strong) or vice versa. The matrix is constructed in
such a way that if both parties were of the strong type, no mutually beneficial
result would be achieved. Of course, the range of solutions depends on how
13
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This paper deliberately leaves out a discussion of the revelation principle, which
plays a crucial role in mechanism design theory. In the context of auctions,
mechanism design has rendered useful (indeed mechanic) services – for example, in
the case of the famous Vickrey auction. It is probably fair to say that auctions rarely
pursue welfare goals – not even in the case of public auctions as the enormous
amounts extracted from the telecommunication industry for third generation
(UMTS) radio spectrum have shown (€50 billion in Germany alone). In principle, it
makes a fundamental difference whether mechanism design is applied in auctions
and in private corporate settings or in the public space in order to compel society to
truthfully report its private information with a view to social welfare goals.
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much the good is actually worth to the parties (which they do not reveal in
the marketplace, for good reasons). Myerson introduces a fictitious mediator
who “should ask the traders to reveal this information and should formulate a
plan of how the terms of trade may depend on what they report. Based on the
reported information, the mediator could either recommend that the object
should be traded for some specified price, or the mediator could recommend
that they should not trade at all.”
As a next step, he analyzes whether a mediation plan of “split-the-difference”
would achieve a mutually beneficial trade by introducing probabilities to
calculate the payout matrix. By allowing the game structure to reflect that
traders can misrepresent their types, he shows that honesty does not pay off
if the strong type claims to be weak: “For honesty to be an equilibrium in the
sense of Nash (1951), it must be that each individual would find honesty to
be the best policy when the other is expected to be honest.” As a result, the
split-the-difference mediation plan is not incentive compatible; an ostensibly
better outcome for both parties is not achieved. According to Myerson (2007),
“It illustrates how individuals’ incentives to bargain for a better price can
prevent allocatively efficient trading.” As in the one-off prisoners’ dilemma, the
parties do not communicate and they do not learn through iterative phases
of negotiation or repetitive trades. The salient question to raise is whether the
strong type would participate in a game when one of the likely outcomes is
that he does not get anything. However, as outlined in section 4, this question
cannot be answered without understanding the full psychological condition
of the trader.
In section 3.6, Myerson draws on Coase’s insight that in a world without
transaction costs, (frictionless) trade of property rights and resources yields
allocative efficiency irrespective of the initial allocation of property rights.
Based on this insight, Myerson states that “transactions costs are important
for understanding the problems of allocative inefficiency, and we need an
analytical theory of where transactions costs come from.” He then goes
on to define informational incentive constraints, which are implied in the
constructed payout matrix given a set of behavioral strategies, as a source
of Coasean transaction costs that constitute participation constraints. By
“constraint” Myerson (2007) denotes a situation in which the parties that hold
the initial property rights do not trade. He arrives at two main conclusions,
which I quote in full:
(i) “We have shown that ex-post allocative efficiency cannot be
guaranteed by any incentive-compatible mechanism when the
initial owner is the person whose value may be 0 or 80. But if the
initial ownership right was assigned instead to the individual whose
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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value may be 20 or 100, so that the roles of seller and buyer are
reversed, then it is easy for a mediator to guarantee that the object
ends up with the individual who values it most.”
(ii) “Thus, the theory of mechanism design gives us an analytical
framework where the initial allocation of property rights can affect
the probability of achieving an outcome that is allocatively efficient.”
Two interpretations are possible. First, in a bilateral game of two firms, a
particular asset might have come to be owned by a company that another
company can use more productively. In their landmark paper, Grossman and
Hart (1986) explain that ownership of residual rights over assets mitigates
inefficiencies associated with underinvestment, which at the same time
provides an explanation for vertical integration. Mechanism theory understood
this way, also known as the incomplete-contracts approach, may be able
to explain certain industrial structures in a non-normative way. Second, in
the we-plan-the-society game, the mediator might not like the resource
allocation. The reversal of roles as per the proposal under (ii), however, would
amount to straightforward expropriation and has nothing to do with a change
of the rules of the game. In this case, the idea of incentives would rest on the
reallocation of legal titles that achieve the result that conforms to what the
mediator preconceived as allocatively efficient.
Conclusion (ii) seems to enhance the second theorem of welfare economics
by introducing probabilistic notions of initial resource allocation. Again,
Myerson does not talk about institutions but about the allocation of property
rights. The surprising conclusion is that in actual fact mechanism design is
about efficient resource allocation. The procedural difference is that the result
is achieved by reverse-engineering efficiency – now incentive efficiency –
in terms of the designed mechanism’s capability to reach a predetermined
resource allocation.14 This leaves us with the challenge of how to respond to
the claim that mechanism design provides anew framework that is “able to
analyze questions about efficient institutions that were beyond the analytical
reach of economic theory in Hayek’s day.” As explained above (and in footnote
13), mechanism design theory might render useful services to choose the
suitable auction format to achieve specific outcomes or to better align the
incentives of principals and agents in a private corporate context. In both of
these examples, it is important to note that only a few players participate in the
14
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Garget al. (2007) concur with this reading: “In fact, mechanism design can be viewed
as reverse engineering of games or equivalently as the art of designing the rules
of a game to achieve a specific desired outcome.” They stress the applicability of
mechanism design in solving decentralized design problems – for example, ad hoc
communication networks and grid computing.
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game and that the cost of failure is borne by the participating parties should
the implemented incentive mechanism not achieve its goals. If, however, the
ambition of mechanism design extends to improving or altering resource
allocations of entire societies, then this immediately raises three problems.
First, when a benevolent designer thinks of a mechanism – for instance, one
that yields a more equal resource allocation – she has to define what this
resource allocation would look like, which obviously presupposes that she
knows whether it is actually achievable given the dynamic nature of productive
activity. Second, she then must be capable of devising the mechanism that
compels people to act honestly based on their true preferences. The idea of
people revealing their true preferences presupposes that they know them,
that they are communicable, and that there is a normative case for the
assumption that people ought to report truth to a public planner. Third, in the
case of failure, playing “truth games” on a societal level might (and has) come
at an enormous cost. The fact that social engineers do not bear the cost of
failure explains the chutzpah with which they advance the most stupefying
ideas. The notion of moral hazard seems to be applicable to explain this kind
of behavior.
Mechanism design, as Myerson stresses (2007), does not look at resource
allocations only but at the allocation mechanism that “specifies how resource
allocations should depend on people’s information” (emphasis added). Based
on the assumption that a mechanism exists that incentivizes people to report
their true information honestly, the implementation of the mechanism (social
plan) then induces the incentive-compatible set of actions so as to arrive at the
wanted resource allocation. Applied to the societal level, mechanism theory is
Walras restated and conjures up all the problems associated with the central
planner’s knowledge problem that Mises and Hayek stressed. Hurwicz (1973)
recognizes the enormous informational problems that economic theory,
and the social planner, faces as soon as the economic system is assumed to
be what it is: a dynamic, non-zero sum game producing externalities in the
form of indivisibilities in production – or prosperity for that matter. Still, he
believes that Lerner (1944) was right in his defense of central planning when
he stated that “the necessity of making unreliable estimates is in the nature
of the problem and not in the method of solving it. ... The same estimates
and guesses must be made in any economy where knowledge is imperfect
and where large decisions have to be made” (198). In other words, it does not
matter who makes the mistake.15
15

In parentheses, at the end of a lengthy footnote, Hurwicz (1973) hides the following
statement: “To make meaningful welfare judgments possible, some underlying
values or ‘true preferences’ would have to be postulated.”
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16.5.2.

The Nirvana Fallacy of Perfect Information

In their concluding section on the applicability of agency models, Hart and
Holmström (1987) remark that it would be useful to extend the scope of
models beyond static models as static models do not perform well predictively
because of the complexity of incentive schemes and the fact that “actions in
the [hidden action] model are not observable economic variables” whereas
they are observable in hidden-information models. The authors declare levels
of investment and employment to be observable variables, which means
they offhandedly equate numbers with actions. This type of inadmissible
simplification routinely underpins the better part of economics. And it may
well be the opposite explanation for why Hart and Holström (1987) touch the
phenomena that really matter – that is, reputation and implicit contracting –
with a barge pole: “Dynamic models also bring attention to reputation effects
and long-term explicit and implicit contracting that may well be at the center
of real-world incentive problems” (emphasis added).16
Hart and Holmström (1987) state that most actual contracts are “seriously
incomplete.” For all that, “if agents could costlessly be induced to internalize
the principal’s objectives, there would be little reason to study agency ... each
agency model is an incentive problem caused by some form of asymmetric
information.” This is the authors’ way of saying that we do not live in a world
of perfect knowledge. Yet Holmström (1979) himself stresses that imperfect
information – for instance, that derived from performance monitoring
and management accounting systems – “is extensively used in practice to
alleviate moral hazard.” Thus, people and organizations do seem to have
mechanisms at hand that mitigate the cost of incomplete contracts. On the
face of it, there is nothing despicable about looking at markets as rife with
information asymmetries and agency issues. Alternatively, one could try a
different reading: We confer agency to third parties because we know about
the merit of human cooperation. The fact that we do not live in a world of
perfect knowledge brings about the incentives we require in order to strike
mutually beneficial trades. Asymmetric information, the cause what Hart and
Holmström (1987) identify as an “incentive problem,” could be understood
as a corollary of human diversity with its broad spectrum of capabilities and
desires.

16
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This and similar types of rhetorical instruments are found at the end of most
theoretical papers. It works to protect authors against the potential objection
that they are removed from reality. In that respect, it fulfills a similar function
to epilogues in Greek comedies, which were often used to show that the main
characters of the plays live a normal and happy life after experiencing the disorder
during the play.
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Finally, a short note on the Myerson-Satterthwaite theorem (1983), which
holds that there is no efficient way for two parties to trade a good when
they each have secret and probabilistically varying valuations for it without
introducing the risk of forcing one party to trade at a loss. This sounds quite
depressing, and indeed, as much as trade benefits people, trading is about
the realization of losses. Yet, in our non–zero sum world, people seem to
learn and continuously overcome their lack of information (to use another
expression for error) as otherwise we would have stopped trading a long time
ago. The fact that trading is an ongoing process, not in the form of some
contrived one-off or repetitive game but based on constantly changing needs
and products, presupposes a principally positive mindset as to our ability to
do better. Empirically speaking, it would indeed appear that we have already
mechanisms at our disposal, not so much to overcome the generally uncertain
nature of human action, but to cope with and learn from our experiences.
If, in contrast to the Myerson-Satterthwaite theorem, we assume for a
moment that an efficient way exists to avoid situations in which people trade
at a loss, then this means that the need to economize disappears. Hence,
humans would cease to be humans. This theorem is one of the many sad
economic outputs that only acquires its meaning against the backdrop of
an equilibrium world of perfect knowledge – the hallmark of economics in
the twentieth century. By comparing real behavior with non-existing ideal
states, the theorem can be inducted into the hall of nirvana fallacies (Demsetz
1972). Perhaps even worse, it treats quintessential market signaling devices –
externalities – in intellectually shallow and pejorative ways, as if there were
no reason why societies incur these costs and as if our intellectual abilities did
not allow us to come up with solutions – be it whether with given institutions
or amended ones.
As depicted in figure 2, I have explained moral hazard and adverse selection as
signals that reveal information about those costs that did not conform to the
ex-ante expectations of some parties. A contract is incomplete in the sense
that it did not cover the entire scope of possible outcomes ex ante. When one
says that a party bears a cost because of asymmetric information, this implies
that the party consciously decides that a particular outcome is a cost inflicted
upon her. This is an act of value judgment that precedes any subsequent action.
Usually market outcomes are accepted unless third parties such as political
representatives declare them as unwanted and have the power to enforce a
course of action that supposedly conforms better to the moral convictions of
electorates (or what governments want their convictions to be).
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16.6.
16.6.1.

Two Conclusions
Incentive Compatibility: A Tautology

When Myerson and other mechanism theoreticians talk about incentive
compatibility, they inevitably take a view on resource allocations. The design
of a specific mechanism always aims at outcomes that revise existing resource
endowments. To that effect, any design – whether architectural, engineering,
or socio-economic – presupposes a value judgment about what is the right
outcome. Of course it may make a difference whether the result is achieved by
a straightforward reallocation of resources (tax and transfer) or by amending
the rules of the game with the help of mechanisms. Incentive compatibility,
in this regard, is indeed a purely mechanical device to achieve the planner’s
goal. In contrast, in Hayek’s edifice of thought incentive compatibility does
not feature because it is a tautology that refers to the self-evident fact that
people act on purpose. To infer from observed market outcomes that they
are or might be results of incentive incompatibility is to commit a categorical
error.
The truth is exactly the other way around: Any observed resource allocation
is a result of actions that are incentive compatible ex ante, including those
ones that are unwanted or fraudulent. If ex post people regard outcomes as
detrimental, then this does not mean that the incentives that guided their
actions were not compatible with what they tried to achieve. It merely means
that their expectations were not met. The potential reasons are manifold.
People might have acted hastily based on wrong information or good
information that
they hadn’t analyzed prudently or in a timely manner, or the weather may have
been bad and a subprime crisis occurred. When it is the role of the mechanism
designer to devise an “allocation mechanism that specifies how resource
allocations should depend on people’s information” (Myerson 2007, emphasis
added), he might pursue the goal of ruling out certain actions as unlawful
(which arguably provides the most widely shared justification for the state).
Executives of listed companies that enrich themselves through insider trading
or releasing price information to a party in a competitive procurement process
are examples that come to mind. In these cases, the role of the mediator would
be confined to outlawing certain unwanted behavioral patterns by amending
institutions given ethical criteria shared by the members of a society.
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16.6.2.

Mechanism Design: A Rhetorical Device

Where does this leave us in terms of the claim that “in this new framework
of economic analysis [mechanism theory], we also have new concepts of
incentive efficiency for evaluating rules by which resources are allocated”
(Myerson 2007, italics in original)? The answer is that the mechanism design
theory is premised on an ex ante idea of a resource allocation different from
the one the market process would entail. This idea rests on a mediator’s
normative judgment that either the market institutions do not produce the
best outcomes for society or that the market outcomes are wrong. When the
appeal of mechanism design cannot be established on theoretical grounds,
we must look for something else. Here I want to suggest that the appeal of
mechanism design and incentive compatibility lies in its narrative power or, to
speak in McCloskey’s (1986) terms, its persuasive features.17
When, in the context of a specific debate on a policy proposal, a politician
claims that people have to be induced to act in incentive-compatible ways for
their own betterment – that is, to achieve a better resource allocation – this
makes her story richer. She can now point to the Amazon rainforest and claim
that it is burning because of the ever-increasing meat consumption in Europe.
Thus, it is right to constrain the incentives to eat jungle-destroying meat
by making Brazilian beef more expensive. Hence by taking away resources
from meat eaters and meat producers (thereby raising public revenue), the
mediator sets the incentives in such a way that the wanted resource allocation
ensues. This rhetorical device – belonging to the category of “we-problemgame metaphors” (McCloskey 1995) – is as old as politics. And it is not only
politicians who appeal to our moral sentiments when they sell their political
agenda. In large firms, corporate identity frameworks are among the most
important incentive mechanisms to bring employee behavior into alignment
with shareholders’ goals. Its effectiveness rests on metaphors – for instance,
on high-flying notions of ethical production rendered by a big happy family
that will save the planet. The detour to reach allocative goals by appealing to
the right ethical incentives – as implied in a proposed mechanism – enhances
the narrative content of the story.18
17

18

Mathematized economics continues to enjoy the reputational benefits associated
with the methodological rigor of mathematics, which is said to ensure that verbally
expressed arguments do not “get lost” when reasoning (Myerson 2007). In addition,
mechanism design theory expanded the applicability of mathematical tools so as to
make specific skills useful and maybe even to entertain: “Pure theory in economics is
similar to the literary genre of fantasy” (McCloskey 1990).
When a mediator implements a mechanism with a particular goal – say, reducing
drug abuse by criminalizing the selling and buying of drugs – this might create the
incentives that bring about the exact opposite result of what was intended. With the
advent of the TOR browser and VPN services, anonymous trading platforms sprung
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The two polar ends of the mandate of any public mediator confine her either
to the role foreseen for governments in a laissez-faire economy or to the role
of a socialist planner who, by upsetting the prevailing ownership structure,
attempts to achieve a better resource allocation (which for whatever reason
free people equipped with reason are incapable of pursuing and achieving).
The claim Myerson (2007) makes in the concluding section of his Nobel Prize
speech – that with mechanism design and its focus on incentive constraints we
now possess concepts that allow us to better “understand failures of allocative
efficiency, showing how such failures may depend on the initial allocation of
property rights in a society” and, based thereon, remove incentive constraints
to arrive at better allocative results – necessarily presupposes a normative
judgment. In the end, Myerson and his peers are discussing the same points
that Mises and Hayek on the one side and Lange and Lerner on the other
began to discuss hundred years ago. In this respect, they prove Huerta de
Soto (1998) right by stressing “the ongoing Methodenstreit of the Austrian
school.” With mechanism design and notions of incentive compatibility, we
may simply have entered another round of the Methodenstreit.

up that protect the trading parties’ identities by concealing their IP addresses and
geographical locations. As the quality of cocaine can be more reliably assessed
on virtual marketplaces, it became purer, for which consumers are willing to pay
a price premium (see Economist2016). The ironic twist of the War of Drugs is
that it led to the creation of hundreds of new producers of synthetic drugs that
imitate the effects of some of the most common drugs at drastically cheaper
prices. The enormous variety of new synthetic drugs is giving drug-enforcement
administrations a hard time. Before they can outlaw a new drug, they must establish
scientific evidence to prove its harmfulness.
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The entrepreneurial activity is inherent to human action. This is
an always valid axiom, in any kind of social order. In totalitarian
societies, the scarce resources are allocated by coercion, and
not by spontaneous coordination, guided by personal interest
between individuals. This situation generates deep distortions
between the consumers’ preferences and the products offered
by the governmental agencies. Nevertheless, in centrally planned
systems, coercion used by the authorities cannot completely
stop human action and its entrepreneurial dimension. The profit
opportunities, generated by the discovery of these distortions, will
determine the individual to assume the risk and the uncertainty
generated by the spontaneous emergence of informal and illegal
markets. The main purpose of this article is to demonstrate that
entrepreneurship, even strictly restricted, is present in a centrally
planned economy and it partially eliminates the huge discrepancies
originated by the official, formal sector of economy.

1
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17.1.

Introduction

The entrepreneurial dimension of individual activities is, without a doubt,
included in their decision-making sphere, irrespective of their relevant social
or economic context.
The entrepreneur we are taking into account in this article is consistent with the
conception formulated by the followers of the Austrian School of Economics.
The entrepreneur’s risk-taking and assumption of uncertainty, as well as their
knowledge, offer the entrepreneur a market advantage. By pursuing their own
interests, the entrepreneur acts in the context of the market process. Thus,
the wish to satisfy their own needs is the stimulus that initiates the action.
Irrespective of the form it assumes, the goal of the entrepreneurial activity is
to achieve a higher level of satisfaction for this market actor. The motivation
to achieve more is of an intrinsic nature, and mobilizing all the available
forces and resources to reach this goal is a key aspect in the entrepreneur
differentiating themselves from other market operators. Klein and Foss also
support this statement; they suggest that the entrepreneur embodies the
forces of the market in various manners, therefore we should see him as a
central figure within the economic process (Foss, N.; Klein, P. J., 2012, p. 24).
In the context of a planned economy, we can neither deny nor ignore the
existence of individuals with entrepreneurial orientations, able to take much
higher risks than those on a free market. Unlike free societies, in communist or
totalitarian societies entrepreneurial activities are legally prohibited, subject
to criminal penalty. Given that the entrepreneur’s risks are much higher,
evidently the risk premium is also much higher. There were major differences
between official prices set by decree and those on the black market, which
opened the opportunity of obtaining significant profits for entrepreneurs
willing to take much greater risks by carrying out an illegal trade. The risk
premium, increased artificially by the fact that entrepreneurial activities were
harshly punished by law, made black market prices much higher than they
would have been under normal conditions on a free market. Dissimulating
the profits is an extremely difficult mission, therefore the entrepreneur is a
risk-taker.
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17.2.
Entrepreneurial Action is Inherent to
Human Action
Even though the communist society was planned by central authorities, the
entrepreneurial dimension of the activities conducted by individuals could
not be fully annihilated. Experience of former communist societies points out
that an entrepreneurial behavior is a defining human trait, even if the system
means central planning, control, and the absence of freedom. As Ludwig von
Mises noted, the entrepreneurial activity is inherent to every human action
(Mises, 1998, p. 254). Analyzing the social-economic context and considering
the oppressive conditions enforced by the communist system in which
some individuals had to live their life, their testimonials can be deemed as
justifications for what is in fact a need to adapt to the new realities of a society.
Control over all the activities carried out by individuals was exercised via plans
established by the centralized system. However, their objectives could never
be achieved because, in reality, they were unachievable (Besançon, 2014, p.
75). The prices for goods and services were established and controlled by
authorities, and the tampering with reports and official documents was one
of the frequent practices. Precisely because there was a major gap between
official statistics and the cruel reality, store racks in former socialist countries
were most of time empty and the population was struggling with genuine
shortages, even in terms of food supply. The situation worsened and the
state’s capacity to provide transparent rules of the game that would encourage
individual initiative led to the creation of breaches across the entire system.
Under these circumstances, the niches identified by entrepreneur-individuals
were exploited and created genuine black markets able to satisfy the needs
of both consumers and state-run enterprises. The latter could not have
conducted the activity mandated under near-impossible plans without some
goods provided by this new market dimension. The difficulty of achieving
plans was also amplified by the fact that state institutions did not provide
raw materials for achieving imposed quotas, as they normally should have
(Roberts, P.C., LaFollette, K., 1990, p. 7). Nevertheless, the fear that the system
managed to instill determined state enterprise directors to come up with
various solutions. These solutions included an extensive use of the black
market, which largely provided goods that were, in fact, stolen from other
state institutions. Sectors of a lesser importance for the Soviet-type economy
became dependent on the use of illegally purchased goods in exchange for
other goods or services or influence peddling, for the purpose of achieving the
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plans. The entire underground mechanism that made illegal use of products
or services was enabled via the influence of notorious persons in the state
sector and known as tolkach (Roberts, P.C., La Follette, K., 1990, p. 15).
The entrepreneurial activity carried out on the black market was complementary
to that in the planned system and tried to reveal the faults of a chronically
ill system. The faults of the planned system were partially corrected via the
black market, a market developed in parallel against an impossible system
that could not possibly work. Its role in the communist era cannot be ignored,
particularly since almost all members of the society, irrespective of their job
title, resorted to such less than lawful transactions (Welter, F., Smallbone,
D., Pobol, A., 2015, p. 2). The most important principle to observe was that
nobody knew anything about whatever activities others would conduct.
n a decentralized system, the regulating function of the market mechanism
goes to the private sector and to those operating activities therein (Kornai,
1990, p. 58). Taking this principle as a starting point, we can conclude that
in the process of adjusting the major distortions caused by the communist
system in terms of the scarce resources’ allocation mechanism, an essential
role went to informal entrepreneurship. Most of the time, this took various
forms: informal private enterprises, informal trades between individuals that
had no right to trade goods or services as they did not hold licenses from the
authorities, or state enterprises that traded goods illegally.

17.3.
Entrepreneurship under Coercion. An
Analysis of Informal Entrepreneurship
The scarcity of resources and the state’s incapacity to manage their
allotment (which usually occurs on the free market) have led to a wide-scale
phenomenon: queue-standing. This was one of the methods that enabled
the control over the population. A quintessentially Soviet act, queue-standing
meant not only political restraint, but also economic restraint and the state
of dependency to be instilled in the population reported to the planning
authority (Besançon, 2014, p. 67). Waiting in line to obtain necessary goods
was a symbol-element for the communist period. Not even the basic goods
enjoyed a different regime, and the situation became increasingly critical. The
impossibility to purchase the basic goods necessary for a decent living led,
by way of inventiveness, to finding another method to purchase such goods,
thus developing an informal dimension of entrepreneurship, namely informal
entrepreneurship.
250
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”Acquaintances” (otherwise known as informal connections), bribery,
and influence in relation to the state offered individuals an edge on the
black market, which resulted in the increasing volume of illegal trades.
Entrepreneurs tried to set up genuine informal social networks aimed at
ensuring a certain predictability in the economic area. Personal relationships
would usually be created with business partners (buyers or suppliers) in order
to minimize the risks caused by the unlawfulness of the entrepreneurial activity
conducted (Ledeneva, A.V., Bailey, A., Barron, S., Curro, C., Teague, E., 2018,
p. 61). Paradoxically, corruption was a phenomenon that gave individuals
the possibility to conduct entrepreneurial activities in a controlled economic
system. Sampson underlines that the entire activity conducted within the
underground economy was supported by the corruption phenomenon
(Sampson, 1987, p. 126). From the black market, individuals would most of
the times purchase basic goods that were unavailable in the state planned
system or that could only be purchased in very small quantities, in a rationed
manner. In other words, the second economy helped in reducing the scarcity
of consumer goods and directed all the political frustration of the society
towards pursuits that would not have endangered the communist system
(small acts of corruption, swindling, etc.) (Sampson, 1987, p. 120)
Although the economic system was centralized, the entrepreneurial role was
most of the time informally and unlawfully exercised by the managers of
state-run companies, individuals that had acquaintances (tolkachi), workers,
consumers, farmers, and peasants. In fact, the entire entrepreneurial activity
can be cataloged as a manipulation of the centralized state policies and of the
individuals that were included in the administrative apparatus (Prybyla, 1987,
pp. 97-98). Although the secret services were a well-developed branch of the
communist society, having spies everywhere, there was however a tolerance
for such trades, particularly as these (workers in such services) would in their
turn try to benefit from the goods and services that were unavailable in staterun stores.
One of the branches of the Soviet economy was Sector C. The activities carried
out in this sector were outside the law, but they enabled private consumers to
purchase illegally supplied goods on the black market (which was increasingly
developed and well organized). Although it took on various forms, the goal
was the same: to obtain a profit by taking the risk of conducting unlawful
transactions. For instance, entrepreneurial individuals would purchase goods
from point A and resell them in point B, but this was not a set rule. The most
important aspect was related to the reselling period: the goods had to be
placed with the final consumer within the shortest possible time from their
purchase. Given that transactions would generally be carried out under the
table, price formation was impacted by the location, time, and contracting
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parties (Besançon, 2014, p. 77). To be able to have a competitive edge,
speculators specializing in such transactions would get in contact with a
reduced/limited number of state employees that would provide them with
the best information on demand and supply. Sometimes, this group would
also integrate a distributor (O’Hearn, 1986, p. 9).
Informal entrepreneurship was based on previous experiences, knowledge and
their contacts (Welter, F., Smallbone, D., Pobol, A., 2015, p. 9). Blat practices
or the informal understanding was a means via which the Soviet economy
worked (Ledeneva, 2008). The use of personal connections to cross the limits
imposed by a defective system operated in parallel with the planned state and
this practice came at a price. The existence of price differences for the same
type of goods, more exactly the price in the official system and the one on
the black market, was justified by the risks undertaken by the entrepreneur. In
general, the manufacturing costs for black market items were much smaller
than those in the planned economy. However, the final sale price were very
high, increasing marginal profits after costs elimination and risk evaluation
(O’Hearn, 1986, p. 15). As there was a very small offer of consumer goods and
services from the state sector, given the very low prices on the official sector,
it appeared distortions that enabled the black market to expand.

17.4.

What You Could Buy

Although the socialist society is based on the coercion principle, the purchase
of goods and services in the Soviet system was not very difficult if the potential
buyers were willing to pay much more than the price in the official sector. Under
such circumstances, one could purchase absolutely anything (Besançon, 2014,
p. 77). As the planner fails lamentably, individuals in communist societies have
to find another source to procure even basic goods. Most of the times, the
origin of such goods was in violation of the legal provisions, and consumers
use their informal connections to obtain necessary products, reducing the
circuit of products by cutting down the number of middlemen (Ledeneva,
A.V., Bailey, A., Barron, S., Curro, C., Teague, E., 2018, p. 61). The exchange
of goods among Soviet states was a normal practice, particularly during the
trips organized by the central authorities. Most of the times, their primary
destination were Soviet Union states, but there were also exceptions when
Western states could be visited. Irrespective of the destination, a fundamental
requirement was for the applicant and their family to have a clean criminal
record.
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The adventure of purchasing (illegal) goods in the communist era cannot be
overlooked, particularly as such a practice took on increasingly significant
dimensions with the passing of time. The products that citizens purchased
would most often include basic goods, necessary for a decent standard of
living, but that the planners failed to provide. Below are a few illuminating
examples prevailingly from the Romanian economy.
Meat was one of the foods for which queue-standing was a genuine challenge.
Planners could not ensure the necessary quantity of meat; consequently,
queue-standing for meat (sometimes for more than 24 hours) would at times
end up in failing to purchase the long-awaited product (***, 2003). By using
personal connections and knowing influential persons, some individuals
could obtain significant quantities of meat from restaurants, but the whole
transaction was marked by a high entrepreneurial risk, naturally generating
a very high price, much higher than the one on the official market. However,
there were cases where the black market price was half the price in the
official sector, particularly when employees of the system would sell it in an
underhand or unofficial manner (under the counter). Personal connections
(the so-called “acquaintances”) tried to partially substitute the shortage of
a product, irrespective of its nature. Exploiting such connections would be
carried out in an informal manner, and entrepreneurs tried to purchase and
use raw materials, machinery, workers, to set up connections with partners,
distributors, and consumers in a less risky manner (Ledeneva, A.V., Bailey, A.,
Barron, S., Curro, C., Teague, E., 2018, p. 61). The state’s attempt to substitute
this basic food in the citizens’ diet was by offering much larger quantities of
frozen fish.
During the communist period in Romania, Kent cigarettes and coffee were “a
different type of gold”. Costing approximately 1/20 of a regular salary, most
of the times one could use a box of Kent cigarettes to illegally obtain other
goods and services (***, 2003). Patients would most often offer cigarettes
to their doctors to enjoy preferential medical treatment. Purchase thereof
was also unlawful, and the price reflected the corresponding risk premium.
Natural coffee was not intended for retail to the masses, therefore making
way for a black market ready to leverage this entrepreneurial opportunity that
never stopped to make its presence felt. Common people would wait in line to
buy it, although it actually contained very little actual coffee with added chick
pea. The coffee ration – ironically dubbed nechezol (feed for horses) – was
approximately 200 grams. Delegations abroad were a great opportunity to
purchase such scarce goods, and introducing them back into the country was
achieved by offering gifts to customs agents (Todorova, 2014). For instance,
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people going to states such as Iran would purchase packs of coffee there and
then resell them at whopping prices, thus capitalizing on the scarcity of the
goods they tried to procure.
In communist Romania, gasoline had a constant price until 1980. Rationing
gasoline became a phenomenon that evidently generated queue-standing.
Vehicle owners had different pre-set shares of gasoline that varied from
one county to another. People in Bucharest were entitled to 40 litres of fuel
each month, while others in some counties were only entitled to 17 litres.
Sometimes, the queues for purchasing fuel were more than 4-5 kilometers
long, and the uncertainty of filling up the gas tank would never subside, as
nobody knew the quantity provided by the state. Attempting to gain from this
phenomenon, the gasoline sellers resorted to all kinds of unlawful practices,
such as watering down gas tanks. In exchange for the gasoline sold under
the table, they would receive money, products or other services. Thus, the
entrepreneurial dimension had not disappeared, although the risks they ran
were much higher. In order to reduce gasoline consumption, the authorities
enforced a schedule that planned any trips made on Sundays. Thus, vehicles
with even and odd license plate numbers could be used alternatively, every
other Sunday. Gasoline rationing led to the generation of additional costs,
meant to differentiate those willing to pay more for the scarcity of the product
from those unwilling to do so. To reduce queue waiting time, some individuals
would pay someone else to stand in line for them or would pay the seller cash
to be informed about delivery dates.
The purchase of blue jeans, Lotus or Fa soap were deemed significant events.
Most of the times they were of foreign provenance. For instance, the Polish
people coming here on trips would bring products that were unavailable on
the Romanian market. These were exchanged for money or national products
that were unavailable in their homeland. Prices were well above the average
of those sold on the official market.
The informal economy was a real phenomenon that occurred outside the
limits of the law, but that was evidently tolerated throughout the communist
era (Welter, F., Smallbone, D., Pobol, A., 2015, p. 3). The toleration of unlawful
commercial trades had an underlying justification that was just as unlawful: the
acceptance of goods and services by those granting the favor. The increasing
level of welfare was significantly influenced by this aspect of the economic
activities, revealing of a system that was unable to experience progress or
economic development.
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17.5.

Conclusions

Communism enforced a new behavior for individuals in former socialist
countries within the sphere of influence of the Soviet Union. Evidently, the
problem of the scarcity of resources could not be solved by central authorities
via mandatory plans. The penury of consumer goods enabled the emergence
and development of a black market, where informal entrepreneurship
managed to satisfy a part of the consumers’ needs, in exchange for a fee.
Entrepreneurial activities were deemed “crimes against the socialist economy”.
By means of such activities, individuals in communist countries tried to survive
an oppressive regime, incapable to provide even the basic goods. Most of the
times, the purchase of goods or services was rationed by resolution of the
central authority. Although this period was marked by restraints on individual
liberties, the entrepreneurial part of human action was not completely stifled.
The planners’ failure in allocating scarce resources was without a doubt. The
entrepreneur’s role was to remedy the anomalies of this process, considering
the fact that entrepreneurs are in fact the driving force of the market.
Issues related to space and time marked up the price of goods and
entrepreneurs had to be able to identify the market segments where they could
(illegally) sell goods to make a profit. The entire activity was marked by a high
entrepreneurial risk, and the estimated profit from the transactions between
individuals would stimulate resuming the whole process. Leveraging the socalled “acquaintances” or informal personal connections with individuals in
the administrative apparatus proved to be the key to success for the informal
entrepreneurs in the communist era. From this point of view, the corruption
was the informal method for solving problems in terms of scarce resource
allotment in an economic system with immense anomalies.
Tacit agreements between individuals have certainly favored entrepreneurial
activities in the communist period. The need to step up to the challenges and
limits set by the regime developed an increasingly accentuated dimension of
entrepreneurship by means of risk-taking and dealing with the uncertainty
of the black market. The oppressive system could not stifle the individuals’
entrepreneurial behavior in spite of having restrained many of the liberties
enjoyed in free societies. Despite becoming illegal and subject to criminal
penalty, the entrepreneurial activities proved that individuals try to preserve a
behavior consistent with the free market even under the circumstances of a
centralized economy.
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Ludwig von Mises said: “the issue is always the same: the government
or the market. There is no third solution.” Undoubtedly, the market
is the best that allocates resources in conditions where there is
a certain level of competition. But what happens when there are
asymmetries of information between some agents and others,
when there are monopolies, natural monopolies, oligopolies,
duopolies, collusion? Or when the “optimal” quantities offered
by the market are less than the minimum quantities required by
society, as is in some cases in education, health and water?

The twentieth century was the century of collectivism. Since the first years
of the century and more accurately since The First World War, the spirit of
individual liberty and the policy of economic freedom have appeared to be
on regression. Every conceivable form of State management has been tried
between The Great War and The Fall of Berlin Wall: socialism, fascism, Nazism,
welfare states, and interventionism. And each has failed, bringing nothing
but tyranny, poverty, and a lost sense of hope. But now with the twenty-first
century, the age of collectivism may be finished. And in its place is coming a
new liberal era.
It is important to realize that by classical liberalism means the political
philosophy which has emphasized that civil liberties and economic freedom
are inseparable, both requiring respect for private property in a competitive,
free market environment.
The historical liberalism traces the origin of liberal ideas to the ancient Greeks
and Romans. But, the individualist foundation of liberalism developed in the
seventeenth century in the writings of Benedict de Spinoza and John Locke.
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However, it was only in the eighteenth century that a general liberal worldview and philosophy was systematically developed by the Scottish moral
philosophers, the French philosophers, and the American founding fathers.
While liberal ideas predominated throughout the nineteenth century, an era
of full laissez-faire never existed and liberal policies in general were on the
decline by the 1870s. John Stuart Mill redefined liberalism and even opened
the door to the redistributional welfare state. The liberal era ended with the
First World War and the growth in State power and control over economic
affairs.
Now there is new interest in the liberal thinking, the alternative foundations
that have been offered for liberalism – natural rights, utilitarianism, and
contractarianism – with their strengths and weaknesses.
Economic freedom is different from the protection of individual Liberty.
The writings of Austrian Economists, particularly the works of F. A. Hayek,
define the market economy as a “spontaneous order” of mutual and voluntary
cooperation.

18.1.

Classical Liberalism1

All earlier civilizations reached a state of status quo, long before they had
obtained the level of material development that modern European civilization
has succeeded in achieving.
Nations were destroyed by wars with foreign enemies as well as by civil
wars. Anarchy forced a regression in the division of labor; cities, commerce,
and industry declined; and, with the fall of their economic foundations,
intellectual and moral clarifications had to give way to ignorance and brutality.
The Europeans of the modern age have succeeded in intensifying the social
connections among individuals and nations much more strongly than before.
This was an achievement of the ideology of liberalism, which, from the end
of the seventeenth century, was elaborated with increasing accuracy and
precision and continually gained in influence over men’s minds.
Liberalism and capitalism created the foundations on which all the prodigious
characteristic of our modern way of life are based.

1
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Now our civilization is beginning to emit a sent of death in the air. Dilettantes
loudly proclaim that all civilizations, including our own, must end: this is
an inexorable law. Europe’s final hour has come, warn these prophets of
calamity, and they find certainty. A fall mood is perceptibly beginning to set
in everywhere.
But modern civilization will not cease unless it does so by its own act of
self-destruction. No external enemy can destroy it, for no one on earth can
match his strength against the messengers of modern civilization. Only inner
enemies can threaten it. It can come to an end only if the ideas of liberalism
are supplanted by an antiliberal ideology hostile to social cooperation.
There has come to be an increasing understanding that material progress is
possible only in a liberal, capitalist society. Even if this point is not expressly
conceded by the antiliberal, it is fully acknowledged indirectly in the panegyrics
extolling the idea of stability and a state of rest.
The material advances of recent generations, it is said, have, of course, been
really very agreeable and beneficial. Now, however, it is time to call a halt. The
frantic hustle and bustle of modern capitalism must make way for tranquil
contemplation. One must acquire time for self communion, and so another
economic system must take the place of capitalism, one that is not always
restlessly chasing after novelties and innovations. The romantic looks back
nostalgically to the economic conditions of the Middle Ages – not to the
Middle Ages as they actually were, but to an image of them constructed by
his fancy without any counterpart in historical reality. Or he turns his gaze
upon the Orient – again not, of course, the real Orient, but a dream-vision of
his fantasy.
How happy men were without modern technology and modern culture! How
could we ever have renounced this paradise so light-mindedly? Whoever
preaches the return to simple forms of the economic organization of society
ought to keep in mind that only our type of economic system offers the
possibility of supporting in the style to which we have become accustomed
today the number of people who now populate the earth. A return to the Middle
Ages means the extermination of many hundreds of millions of people. The
friends of stability and rest, it is true, say that one by no means has to go as far
as that. It suffices to hold fast to what has already been achieved and to forgo
further advances. Those who extol the state of rest and stable equilibrium
forget that there is in man, in so far as he is a thinking being, an inherent
desire for the improvement of his material condition. This impulse cannot
be eradicated; it is the motive power of all human action. If one prevents a
man from working for the good of society while at the same time providing
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for the satisfaction of his own needs, then only one way remains open to
him: to make himself richer and others poorer by the violent oppression and
spoliation of his fellow men.
It is true that all this straining and struggling to increase their standard of
living does not make men any happier. Nevertheless, it is in the nature of
man continually to strive for an improvement in his material condition. If he is
forbidden the satisfaction of this aspiration, he becomes dull and brutish. The
masses will not listen to exhortations to be moderate and contented; it may
be that the philosophers who preach such admonitions are laboring under a
serious self-delusion. If one tells people that their fathers had it much worse,
they answer that they do not know why they should not have it still better.
Now, whether it is good or bad, whether it receives the sanction of the moral
censor or not, it is certain that men always strive for an improvement in their
conditions and always will. This is man’s inescapable destiny. The restlessness
and inquietude of modern man is a stirring of the mind, the nerves, and the
senses. One can as easily restore to him the innocence of childhood as lead
him back to the passivity of past periods of human history.
But, after all, what is being offered in return for the renunciation of further
material progress? Happiness and contentment, inner harmony and peace
will not be created simply because people are no longer intent on further
improvement in the satisfaction of their needs. Soured by resentment, the
literati imagine that poverty and the absence of wants create especially
favorable conditions for the development of man’s spiritual capacities, but
this is nonsense. In discussing these questions, one should avoid euphemisms
and call things by their right names. Modern wealth expresses itself above all
in the cult of the body: hygiene, cleanliness, sport. Today still the luxury of the
well-to-do—no longer, perhaps, in the United States, but everywhere else—
these will come within the reach of everyone in the not too distant future if
economic development progresses as it has hitherto. Is it thought that man’s
inner life is in any way furthered by excluding the masses from the attainment
of the level of physical culture that the well-to-do already enjoy? Is happiness
to be found in the unkempt body?
To the panegyrists of the Middle Ages one can only answer that we know
nothing about whether the medieval man felt happier than the modern man.
But we may leave it to those who hold up the mode of life of the Orientals as
a model for us to answer the question whether Asia is really the paradise that
they describe it as.
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The fulsome praise of the stationary economy as a social ideal is the last
remaining argument that the enemies of liberalism have to fall back upon in
order to justify their doctrines. Let us keep clearly in mind, however, that the
starting-point of their critique was that liberalism and capitalism impede the
development of productive forces, that they are responsible for the poverty
of the masses. The opponents of liberalism have alleged that what they are
aiming at is a social order that could create more wealth than the one they are
attacking. And now, driven to the wall by the counterattack of economics and
sociology, they must concede that only capitalism and liberalism, only private
property and the unhampered activity of entrepreneurs, can guarantee the
highest productivity of human labor.
It is often maintained that what divides present-day political parties is a
basic opposition in their ultimate philosophical commitments that cannot
be settled by rational argument. The discussion of these antagonisms must
therefore necessarily prove fruitless. Each side will remain unshaken in its
conviction because the latter is based on a comprehensive world view that
cannot be altered by any considerations proposed by the reason. The ultimate
ends toward which men strive are diverse. Hence, it is altogether out of the
question that men aiming at these diverse ends could agree on a uniform
procedure.
Nothing is more absurd than this belief. Aside from the few consistent ascetics,
who seek to divest life of all its external trappings and who finally succeed
in attaining to a state of renunciation of all desire and action and, indeed,
of self-annihilation, all men of the white race, however diverse their views
on supernatural matters may be, agree in preferring a social system in which
labor is more productive to one in which it is less productive. Even those who
believe that an ever-progressing improvement in the satisfaction of human
wants does no good and that it would be better if we produced fewer material
goods—though it is doubtful whether the number of those who are sincerely
of this opinion is very large—would not wish that the same amount of labor
should result in fewer goods. At most, they would wish that there should be
less labor and consequently less production, but not that the same amount of
labor should produce less.
The political antagonisms of today are not controversies over ultimate
questions of philosophy, but opposing answers to the question how a goal
that all acknowledge as legitimate can be achieved most quickly and with the
least sacrifice. This goal, at which all men aim, is the best possible satisfaction
of human wants; it is prosperity and abundance. Of course, this is not all that
men aspire to, but it is all that they can expect to attain by resort to external
means and by way of social cooperation.
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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The inner blessings – happiness, peace of mind, exaltation – must be sought
by each man within himself alone. Liberalism is no religion, no world view, no
party of special interests.
It is no religion because it demands neither faith nor devotion, because there
is nothing mystical about it, and because it has no dogmas. It is no world view
because it does not try to explain the cosmos and because it says nothing
and does not seek to say anything about the meaning and purpose of human
existence. It is no party of special interests because it does not provide or
seek to provide any special advantage whatsoever to any individual or any
group. It is something entirely different. It is an ideology, a doctrine of the
mutual relationship among the members of society and, at the same time,
the application of this doctrine to the conduct of men in actual society. It
promises nothing that exceeds what can be accomplished in society and
through society. It seeks to give men only one thing, the peaceful, undisturbed
development of material well-being for all, in order thereby to shield them
from the external causes of pain and suffering as far as it lies within the
power of social institutions to do so at all. To diminish suffering, to increase
happiness: that is its aim.
No sect and no political party have believed that it could afford to forgo
advancing its cause by appealing to men’s senses. Rhetorical bombast, music
and song resound, banners wave, flowers and colors serve as symbols, and
the leaders seek to attach their followers to their own person.
Liberalism has nothing to do with all this. It has no party flower and no party
color, no party song and no party idols, no symbols and no slogans. It has the
substance and the arguments. These must lead it to victory.
Ludwig von Mises said: “the issue is always the same: the government or the
market. There is no third solution.2” Undoubtedly, the market is at its best
in allocating resources under conditions of a certain level of competition.
But what happens when there are asymmetries of information between
some agents and others, when there are monopolies, natural monopolies,
oligopolies, duopolies, collusion? Or when the “optimal” quantities offered by
the market are less than the minimum quantities required by society, as is in
some cases in education, health and water?

2
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The market allocates resources better in all cases where there is, what is called,
perfect competitiveness. In cases where the conditions of competition do not
exist, such as in monopolistic markets (one main offerent) or ‘monopsony’
(one main consumer), should the state regulate (not intervene) the market?
The difference between monopoly and natural monopoly is that in the case
of natural monopoly there is no possibility that two offerents can coexist. This
is the case of a gas pipeline, water or electricity distribution installations: the
price must be regulated by the state, so that it creates an incentive for the
company to continue producing. In the case of a monopoly, the most recent
and most emblematic has been Microsoft’s Windows operating system in the
US, a company that achieved a strong monopolistic position and a destructive
strategy of competition a few years ago. It was then regulated by one of
the strongest anti-monopoly laws in the world in one of the most “liberal”
countries in the world: USA. Following the fact that the government forced
Windows to comply with this law and to compete, many operating systems
(Apple’s iOS, for example) emerged, which meant increasing its consumption
due to lower prices, not only with benefits for US society. but worldwide.
While the state must produce public goods that do not compete with private
ones, such as public health and education, for example, the big question we
must ask ourselves as a society is: how do we define the optimal quantity
to produce these goods? Let’s say for example that all children and young
people of school age go to school and have preventive health nearby their
home or school. If the market cannot offer it, the state must do it. This should
occur mainly in goods and services that impact human development and
improve people’s performance or the profitability of human capital, as they
also increase the country’s production.
Remembering Vargas Llosa in his opinion masterpiece, Liberals and Liberals3:
“one of the characteristics of liberalism in our day it is found in the least
thoughtful places and sometimes shines by its absence where certain naive
people believe it is.
Ortega y Gasset, proposes that liberalism must be atheist, ignoring the
individual freedom to believe in God. Is Ortega y Gasset’s criticism of American
society and its “attempt” of technological progress a criticism of economic
liberalism?
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Hayek admits to Keynes’s widow his “unlimited admiration” for the recently
deceased, which destroy the Manichaean speech: Hayek vs. Keynes and
the supposed “non-liberalism” of Keynes, a member of the Liberal Party of
England. Was Keynes a liberal?
The market has been perfectioned thanks to the irruption of freedom.
However, I am not sure of the positive relationship between freedom and
market improvement because, for example, the monopoly that is an imperfect
market, in order to perfect itself requires the intervention or regulation of the
state.
Decentralization is a form of society liberalization. This is something that I
propose in my book Decentralization and Fiscal Pact in Bolivia4: reduce the
size of the monopoly state to reduce its power over citizens.
“Every Liberal must be an agitator” says Hayek. It is correct what Hayek affirms
that fascism, like communism, opposes to foundations of individualism and
liberal thinking: private property, free enterprise and market economy. My
doubt arises in the sense that in many fascisms there has been private property,
the free enterprise of the friends of the regime and the market economy, as in
the case of Pinochet’s Chile, Nazi Germany and fascist Italy.
Popper performs a heroic theory of liberalism in absolute poverty. He
empathizes, in a way with Marx, and destroys Hegel whom he blames for all evils:
historical materialism. His ideas have more theoretical backing than Hayek’s,
who focused more on economics. “The most serpentine and effective enemy
of the culture of freedom, says Popper, is historicism.” Historicism is giving
a secret, logical and orderly sense to history. Idolatrizing it is, consciously
and unconsciously, fearing freedom, being afraid of “taking responsibility” for
conceiving life as a permanent creation and taking responsibility for what is
achieved or lost ... Popper is criticized for his attempt to regulate television,
which reigns in the homes of the world. Today the contents of social
networks have reached the maximum of freedom and curiously have been
self-regulated, being of better “quality” to those offered by television a few
decades ago. That is to say, that Popper’s fear, which contradicts his ideals
of freedom, when trying to regulate television, is justly criticized because,
perhaps with “Monday’s newspaper”, he is right to say that he will reach the
ideal of freedom with the new Existing forms of communication.
Isaiah Berlin is a political Liberal, not an economic one and Jean Francois
Revel, a socialist in his youth, may be the theoretician of José Mujica’s Liberal
socialism, which is opposed to cultural Marxism. Revel is a social democrat
4
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and a reformer for freedom and social justice. The freedom of Western
democracies in their brake on the military struggle against communism
without considering that this freedom was the guarantee of technological
and economic development that would allow the defeat of communism. Will
the same happen to China? Is there an apocalypse of freedom and democracy
and will the “intelligentsia” of the left be responsible for this? We must put it
into perspective a little, because he has been critical of it, and he is optimistic
about freedom because he believes it is based on the common citizen of our
Latin American countries. We need to measure the degree of corporatism in
our societies in order to know how we “progress” in terms of freedom as a
contradiction to tribalism.5
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The so-called Mississippi system was one of the largest social
experiments known in history. Although it was intended to be
a way to create wealth, to reduce unemployment and to pay
off the debts of the French government, the economic policies
followed by the French government during 1716-1720 failed,
because of the erroneous theories on which they were based. The
Austrian business cycle theory explains very well that an excessive
increase in the quantity of money, the fundamental element of
the Mississippi scheme, creates an illusory short-term boom and
a long-term depression. In addition, the economic events of the
Mississippi system demonstrate that the massive state intervention
in the economic system inevitably leads to disaster.

19.1.

		Introduction

At the death of Louis XIV, in 1715, France was on the verge of collapse. A
prodigal and extravagant monarch, who loved luxury and who was involved
in countless wars and costly conflicts, left a catastrophic legacy. Three weeks
after his disappearance, his last finance minister, Nicolas Desmarets, Colbert’s
nephew, presented the deplorable state of the country’s finances, proposing
269
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to declare the bankruptcy. At that time, France had a public debt of 3 billion
livres, tax revenues of 145 million livres, public expenses, excluding interest,
of 143 million livres1. If we add the expenses generated by the annual payment
of the interest related to this huge debt, of approximately 90 million livres,
it can be said that the situation of the French public finances was really
dramatic, with a budget deficit of 37.5%. Adolphe Thiers, three times prime
minister of this country, in the first half of the 19th century, then, president,
in the second half, describes the economic situation of that time: “whole
districts depopulated, commerce ruined, troops unpaid and ready to revolt”2.
Obviously, we can add huge taxes, an economic system based on privileges
and monopolies, etc. Many individuals refused to pay taxes; in addition, due
to the cold and hunger, many people died in Paris in the winter of 1715/1716.
Under the bankruptcy spectrum, the government’s credibility was extremely
low, and people’s confidence in the country’s future was at a low level.
Therefore, the government bonds were selling at a discount of 70-80%, which
reflected the public’s lack of confidence in the government’s ability to pay its
debts and to recover the country’s economic situation.
The role of bankruptcy is to restructure the assets and liabilities of the debtor so
that, within a reasonable time, he could return to the waterline. The creditors
try to recover part of the loan granted; it is conceived a plan for repaying the
debts that can be paid and, in principle, they give up to the debts that cannot
be repaid. The debtor restructures his expenses, he sells some of his sellable
assets and tries to come back to life. But France was a country too big and too
proud to declare bankruptcy.
In 1715, France could not have a king with full powers, because Louis XV was a
minor. That is why the role of regent came to Philip II, Duke of Orleans, a man
unfit for business, unable to understand the economic logic and who had a
rather strained relationship with Parliament. Pressed by the burden of a huge
public debt and the specter of the country’s complete collapse, frightened
by the possibility of the country to go bankrupt during his reign, the Regent
resorted to the miraculous solution proposed by one of his friends, John Law.

1
2
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19.2.

The Miraculous Solution

Born in Scotland, in 1671, in Edinburgh, John Law was the son of a relatively
wealthy goldsmith, a banker in the modern sense of this word, who owned
the Lauriston estate. Beautiful, tall, well-built, well mannered, a true dandy,
John had good relations with the London nobility. Being an adventurer on
the verge of bankruptcy due to his passion for gambling, being rescued by his
mother, Law left England and took refuge on the Continent, after escaping
from prison, two days before being executed, following a duel in which he
had killed a rival in love affair. He starts studying finance and banking, being
particularly interested in the model of organization of the Bank of Amsterdam.
Comparing the precarious economic situation of Scotland, a poor country,
with that of the Netherlands, a rich country, rich in capital, with low interest
rates, of 2%, Law conceives a theory that he tried to apply in his country.
His main ideas are set forth in the book Trade and Money, which he publishes
in 1705. In essence, Law considers that the precarious economic situation of
a country is due to the scarcity of money. By confusing capital with money,
as many economists have done throughout history, including Keynes, he
imagined that expanding the money supply would stimulate economic
activity and increase employment3. But he was aware that gold and silver
were a hindrance to his plans, because the supply of these metals could only
be extended in relation to the quantities discovered. Therefore, he proposes
the establishment of a land bank, capable of increasing the amount of money
in circulation. His plans have been rejected for a decade, both in Scotland and
other European countries. During this time, Law became rich from gambling
and moves to France, a country with a desperate financial situation.
Against the will of Parliament, the Regent accepted Law’s plans, especially
as he undertook to set up a bank (1716), Banque Générale, with his money,
about 1.6 million pounds, won at gambling. The proposed solution seemed
acceptable to France, as this private bank did not initially involve any
contribution from the French state. However, unlike the initial project of a land
bank, Law changed its intentions and tried to create a different kind of bank,
giving up the idea that the land should be the basis of the monetary issue.
The main purpose of Banque Générale was to pay off France’s public debts,
3
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to remove the country from the economic crisis, through a trading company
that had to have a monopoly over the country’s foreign trade. Therefore, the
bank financed the establishment of this company, it supported its investment
plans; in addition to regular business operations, the company was targeting
the exploitation of France’s territory in North America along the Mississippi
River. That is why, popularly, this company was called Mississippi Company,
although, from a legal point of view, it had another name (either Compangnie
d’Occident or Compagnie des Indes). One of Law’s final goals was to form the
so-called Mississippi System, through the merger between Banque Générale,
which, in 1718, changed its name into Banque Royale, and Compangnie des
Indes, which happened in 1720 .
The bank established by John Law in 1716 was not an ordinary one. Besides the
fact that it intended to extend the credit, it had received from the regent the
exclusive right to collect state revenues. At that time, the French governemnt
collected its revenues through private persons who, in exchange for some
amounts of money, were willing to collect taxes from taxpayers and to deliver
them to the authorities of Paris. However, because the amounts spent by the
government were almost always huge in relation to the collected revenues,
it had to pay interest to private collectors because it demanded the payment
of public revenue in advance. In addition, the high risk of non-payment
caused the interest paid to these private collectors to be raised, which greatly
disturbed Law, who considered that the main source of underdevelopment
was a high interest rate. Thus, Banque Générale, the future Banque Royale,
received the right to collect state revenue. Moreover, the expenses of the
state were realized through this bank. Thus, it practically became the state
bank. Furthermore, by a decree of August 1718, the banknotes issued by the
Bank had to be accepted for payment of taxes, which made them acquire
a legal tender, even if not a full one. Another decree, John Law’s preferred
working instrument, allowed the Bank to have the exclusive right to issue
banknotes in France. The bank also held a monopoly over the gold and silver
refining and over the management of precious metal money.
In fact, Law’s scheme was intended to expand the amount of money in the
economy, but in order to implement its plans, it had to proceed in such a way
that its operations would be trusted by the general public, because the paper
money, which had no intrinsic value, as other money, for example, gold and
silver, was essentially dependent on this trust. Initially, all banknotes issued
by the Bank were payable at sight and in precious metal. This is the most
important reason why Law changed the name of the bank to Banque Royale,
having the image of the Regent. Obviously, a new, small bank, created by a
Protestant Scotsman, unknown in a Catholic country, could not enjoy the
privilege of trust. That is why, despite the privileges received, it has not made
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significant progress in the first two years since its establishment, as long as it
was called Banque Générale. The paper money circulated only on the basis
of trust, which is an external relationship between the public and money, in
other words, which depends on an external, „artificial” pledge. Moreover, in
order to win the public’s goodwill towards their own banknotes, Law argued
that the banker issuing money without a real background deserves the death
penalty. Banknotes issued were fully backed in this case.
However, Law’s plans to expand the money supply could not be implemented
within a conservative system, as it was that of Banque Générale in its early
years. Law, a genius of algebra, of calculations in terms of probabilities, which
made him a reluctant gambler, knew that the redemption of banknotes caused
the Bank to act rather as a deposit bank, not one participating in the credit
expansion. This is why this born gambler moved shortly from a bank with
almost 100% reserves to a fractional reserve bank. Or what is a banking system
with fractional reserves if not a gamble? Thus, Banque Royale begins to grant
loans without support in additional deposits; in other words, it created money
out of nothing, not from gold and silver. Gradually, the reserve ratio dropsed
from almost 100%, immediately, to 50%, finally reaching 12.5%4. If we take
into account his own words, Law had to be sentenced to death, because he
came to create banknotes whose redemption was impossible, even though
the text „I promise to pay” was printed on them. Basically, in a sophisticated
form, the Scottish banker resorted to the old method used by the kings to
pay off their debts, namely inflation, which, in the era of bimetallism, meant
falsifying the precious metal content of the money, which were devalued. An
old method dressed in new, sophisticated clothes.

19.3.

An Illusory Wealth

One of the participants in the Mississippi scheme, Richard Cantillon, a FrenchIrish banker, has remained in the history of economic ideas for describing
with great subtlety the effects of increasing the amount of money on the
economic system. Forced by Law to participate in the entire staging of the
separation of paper money from genuine gold and silver, Cantillon was
aware that, in the end, the plans of France’s future finance minister would
fail. This is the reason why, after managing to raise an important fortune, at
the beginning of the boom (1719), he leaves France, liquidating his business
in this country. In addition, starting from the short experience lived during
4
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the events in this country, he wrote a book, Essai sur la nature de commerce
en general, in which he explains very clearly that an excessive increase in the
amount of money produces real effects on the economic system and not
only a simple increase in prices. But what is very important for our approach,
Cantillon argues that the non-neutral effects of monetary expansion come
from the fact that money is gradually entering the economy, unevenly, not
through all its „points”, but through certain „channels”, which tend to widen.
He calls these „channels” inflated as bubbles5.
The so-called Cantillon effect explains perfectly, in broad terms, what
happened in France, following the policies implemented by John Law. The
„channel” through which the excessive amounts of money issued by the
Royal Bank went into economy were the shares of the Mississippi Company
(in fact, the Compagnie des Indes). Law’s plan to pay off the huge debts of the
French government was apparently simple. He set up a bank, full of privileges,
already mentioned, which was meant to reactivate a company that controlled
a very important part of France’s foreign trade. After 1718, the company was
financed by Banque Royale, it had acquired a monopoly over the entire foreign
trade of France and had to create huge profits, in addition to the usual trade,
from the exploitation of French Louisiana, territory owned by France in North
America. These profits had to go to the shareholders and to the French state,
which thus paid its huge debts left by Louis XIV. However, in order to get the
necessary capital, the Company had to issue several shares. The company
existed under another name, operating on the basis of shares issued at the
nominal value of 500 livres per piece; but these shares were usually traded
at 150-200 livres, due to the modest financial results recorded year by year.
By changing the name, by merging with other foreign trade companies, by
transforming it into a company with a monopoly over France’s foreign trade,
Law wanted to create the most powerful vehicle for public debt payment.
He imagined that he could raise the necessary capital by issuing new shares.
The Royal Bank, which was the other component of this huge holding of the
Mississippi System, had to make available to the public cheap loans for the
acquisition of shares in the Compagnie des Indes, by expanding the credit
to its capitalization. Thus, the excessive amount of money printed by the
Bank, by breaking, de facto, the relationship between cash (species), i.e. the
amounts of gold and silver held, and the amount of banknotes, entered the
economy through the „channel” of the shares issued by Compagnie des
Indes, the other component of Mississippi system. The anticipated boom of
Cantillon has begun!

5
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What happened in France in those years, through the Mississippi System, fits
quite well with the Austrian theory of the business cycle, which Cantillon
sensed at the time of the boom in France, and which he prefigured in his book,
which he wrote it in the late 1720s and early 1730s. Obviously neither Law nor
Cantillon understood this theory in detail. Moreover, Law never imagined that
an expansion of credit could ultimately lead to economic depression.
The most synthetic presentation of the Austrian business cycle theory,
conceived by Mises in 1912, belongs to Rothbard6 and involves the following
steps. It all starts with an impulse that causes the money supply to increase
through credit expansion. In other words, in a fractional reserve banking
system, banks can increase the volume of loans granted without increasing
the level of their deposits. With the expansion of credit, the banking businesses
become more profitable in the short term, the consumption of borrowers
increases, the sales of those who offer consumer goods and capital goods
increase, their profits increase, the unemployment rate decreases. At lower
interest rates, many individuals are interested in giving up saving and prefer
current consumption to the future consumption. In short, this is the boom
period that John Law seemed to understand. What he did not understand is
that such an expansion of credit inevitably leads to the reversal of the trend,
turning the boom into a bust. This is because the rising prices of consumer
goods and, especially, of capital goods, disturb the investment projects of the
entrepreneurs, who, as the prices of the production factors increase, realize
that their initial plans were overly optimistic. Inevitably, the interest rate starts
to rise, because high consumption has reduced the level of savings, and the
initial calculations have proven to be wrong. The inevitable depression has the
role of correcting the mistakes generated during the boom, mistakes made as
a result of the excessive enthusiasm created by the unnatural increase of the
amount of money and the artificial reduction of the interest rate.
If we look closely at what happened in France at that time, we realize that
the Austrian business cycle theory explains very well the breakthrough and
collapse of the Mississippi System. Law had no doubt that his Bank’s role was
to provide cheap loans, which would be directed towards the acquisition of
shares issued by the Compagnie des Indes7. His biographer was convinced of
this. In addition, he allowed stock buyers to take a loan of 2500 Livres, with
an interest rate of 2%, very small compared to those commonly practiced
in France, through a loan agreement in which the shares bought from
Compagnie des Indes (Indian Company) served as collateral. In addition
6
7
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to other such facilities offered, taking into account the fact that the Royal
Bank was beginning to operate with a lower and lower ratio of reserves that
in practice, the production of banknotes was separated de facto from the
quantities of gold and silver held in deposits, we can say that the expansion of
credit, which first inflated the prices of shares issued by Compagnie des Indes,
was in full working. The immediate consequence was an explosion of shares
prices and a general euphoria.
Fig. 1. Price of shares issued by Indian Company (1719-1720)

Source: Murphy, Antoin E., John Law. Economic Theorist and Policy-Maker, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1997.

The euphoria aroused by John Law’s operations, carried out with the Regent’s
acceptance and generally with the constant opposition of Parliament, which, at
the time, played a rather secondary role, had to be general, given the pharaonic
dimension of his plans and of the system built. A very good gambler, John
Law sensed that his plans based on a lot of marketing and very little content,
needed the support of a good portion of the population. In addition, the huge
size of the public debt, which he had pledged to pay, required attracting as
many participants to his pyramidal game. Without knowing, perhaps, he relied
on what psychology today calls the phenomenon of emotional contagion.
There are special situations in which the emotions of an individual or a small
group are easily transmitted among the masses, creating epidemic hysteria or
what modern science calls the psychotic mass disease. Fowler and Christakis
believe that „once an important mass of people makes a decision, the rest of
the group follows the tide, considering that such a great number of individuals
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can’t be deceived” 8. Emotions have been and continue to be an extremely fast
method of transmitting information. A simple modification of the muscles
of the face of one person in front of us tells us quickly, in summary, what
it feels. There is no need for language or elaborate explanations to convey
this information. In addition, language can lie easier than emotions. Law, a
born gambler, knew that emotions, which convey information, especially at
games of chance, where reading opponents’ faces and the ability to conceal
their own emotions, along with a rapid probability calculation, which he
mastered very well, is the fundamental source of the gain. Or his huge system,
apparently the largest in history, needed the participation of a huge number of
individuals, who, in practice, were to be robbed by a scheme aimed at paying
huge government debt. Which, incidentally, was going to happen!
The frenzy created around the Mississippi System encompassed not only most
of France, but also foreigners. The Rue de Quincampoix, a street in central
Paris, became the place for speculation that could bring several millions in
one day. In these speculations all social classes were involved, from Regent
to housekeeper, including people from the world of the clergy. For example,
John Law’s coachman earned so much money that he became a millionaire,
which made him resign and hire himself two coachmen from his former
master. The nobles sold their land, jewelry and bought shares, and the owners
of apartments in Paris, especially around Rue de Quincampoix, earned a
lot of money from renting their properties, either for carrying out financial
operations, or for housing, to those from the country or from abroad coming
there to buy and to sell financial instruments. The city was full of people,
the shops were very crowded, because everyone was buying goods, and the
velvet cloths, decorated with gold, were in high demand. Les Nouveaux riches,
the so-called Mississippians, did not shy away from displaying their wealth,
acquired in some cases through one-day transactions. The press reports that
a castle or two could be won in one day. Few individuals preferred to work
and everyone was sitting in cafes or around the financial center of Paris, the
turmoil being quiet, evening by night, by the intervention of the soldiers. Gold
and silver plated furniture was selling with great success, artesian fountains
with scented water were built, exotic fruits were sold with great ease in Paris.
In full boom, in a near universal delirium, on November 28, 1719, John Law
himself threw the golden guineas from his phaeton at the crowded street on
Rue de Quincampoix, full of people desperate to buy shares9. This Scottish
banker had become the most adored man in France; a duchess, in violation
of all the rules, kissed his hand in public; he would soon become Minister of
8
9
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Finance and member of the Academy of Sciences. He considered himself,
in a letter, the richest man in Europe and probably in history. So far, Law’s
prophecies have come true! For now, ”l`illusion des biens imaginaires ne
laissait pas de place au regret des biens réels”10 („the illusion of imaginary
goods left no room for regret for real goods”), as noted Ėmile Levasseur, one
of the best commentators of these events.

19.4.

The Inevitable Disaster

However, the frenzy created by the financial transactions on Rue de
Quincampoix, generated, in turn, by the credit expansion orchestrated by
Banque Royale, tended to hide the inevitable negative effects. People were
living the psychosis of the Indian Company’s shares and were not aware that,
slowly but surely, all these errors of general enthusiasm were accumulating
and becoming a clock bomb. The most important factor that allows the
accumulation of such large clusters of errors during periods of euphoria is that
this emotional contagion, which created a true mania universalis in France
during 1719-1720, attracted in Law’s pyramid scheme people who had nothing
to do with the world of finance. Any field of activity involves of specialized
people, who obtain profits precisely because they have knowledge and skills
that others do not possess. Adam Smith’s baker makes a profit because he has
the knowledge and skills to make and sell bread. A tailor could not do this,
because he could not knead and bake the dough. This is true for any domain,
but especially for one as special as financial transactions. However, during
the boom, when prices tend to have a one-way trend, everyone else goes
into the arena, buying at the existing price, just waiting for a price increase.
This happened during the real estate boom in Romania, between 2002-2008,
when any unskilled person became a player in the real estate market. People
who do not have the necessary knowledge and skills make mistakes, which,
in the short term, can be covered by rising prices of traded goods, but which,
in the long run, lead to the accumulation of errors to be settled. In his Wealth
of Nations, Adam Smith argues that one of the main effects of inflation, that
is, the excessive increase in the amount of money, as defined by „Austrians”,
consists „in a greater and more universal revolution in the fortunes of private
persons, than could have been occasioned”11. This bewildering of wealth,
which caused Law’s coachman to become a millionaire in a couple of days,
10
11
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or members of the clergy to get involved in the sale-purchase of shares
without having the minimum knowledge and skills, could only lead to the
accumulation of errors, which, sooner or later, had to be corrected.
The prices of consumer goods and raw materials were rising12. The price of real
estate, but also of consumer goods increased three or four fold13. Obviously,
when the amount of money increases, the ratio exchange between money
and goods changes, the money becoming more abundant in relative terms,
and the goods, whose output cannot grow as fast as the output of Law’s paper
mill, becoming scarcer in relative terms. In addition, the big problem of the
Mississippi system was not necessarily the huge amount of money created
out of nothing, but especially the speed with which it increased. Thus, the
individual relations between money and the different types of goods have
undergone immense and rapid changes, which caused shocks in the system
of relative prices, which, in fact, allocates the scarce resources in an economic
system. The huge fluctuations of these ratios exchange between money and
goods have created anomalies in the allocation of scarce resources, the latter
reaching where they do not normally arrive, which means, besides the arbitrary
redistribution of assets, a misallocation. The rapid fluctuations recorded
by the relative price system have not only economic effects, quantitatively
determinable; they falsify the social system of incentives, overcome the
natural hierarchies, established in time and with scrupulosity, make the blind
fortune to prevail in the face of the prolonged effort, that the improvisation
has ascendant in front of the serious work.
This is perhaps the most important reason why depression comes and must
come. In fact, its role is to correct, as much as possible the anomalies created
by the boom, and to restore the smooth functioning of the relative price
system. The same thing happened, inevitably, in France. After a spectacular
boom, which led to an increase in the price of shares issued by the Indian
Company from 500 Livres to 10,125 Livres, more precisely 2000% in a very
short time, the end was inevitable. Several causes led to this inevitable end.
First of all, the financial results of the Indian Company were absolutely
modest, in comparison with the expectations and the marketing campaigns
carried out by Law. In French Louisiana, things went much harder than the
rulers of France believed. As a result, the shares price was supported only
by the expansion of the credit and by the various edicts issued by Regent
12
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at John Law’s proposal. In fact, this is one of the features of the Mississippi
System: its artisans believed that the market, i.e. the general public, could be
endlessly manipulated by administrative measures. The endless list of edicts
(arrêts) is the clearest proof of our assertion. However, what their authors
did not understand is that, sooner or later, the market or relative price
system returns to the preferences exercised by the overwhelming majority
of its agents, not to the preferences of leaders, expressed through edicts or
laws. Secondly, the distortion of the relative price system by the monetary
injections, more specifically, the credits granted by Banque Royale for the
purchase of shares issued by the Indian Company, led to the deterioration of
the real ratio between the amount of paper money and the cash, that is, real
money, gold and silver (species). Although the Bank had begun to operate with
the firm promise to redeem immediately the paper money in precious metal,
at a fixed rate, the monetary injections unbalanced the relationship between
the two types of money. Paper money became more abundant, meaning
less valuable, and precious metal money (species) became, automatically,
scarcer, more precious. In other words, the banknotes were rapidly losing
their value in relation to real money. This created immense pressure on the
increasingly limited reserves, in relative terms, of gold and silver, because the
public wanted to keep goods that retained their value and not pieces of paper
quickly losing their value (banknotes). Therefore, Law and the Regent were hit
by the problem of removing the good money (gold and silver), by means of
hoarding and external drains, which made it increasingly difficult to support
the paper money issue. Therefore, at the beginning of December 1719, when
the Company’s shares reached the peak, Law decided that the banknotes
could no longer be exchanged for gold and silver in Paris, which meant an
extremely important step towards the demonetization of the precious metal
and the imposition of a true forced exchange rate of the currency issued
by Banque Royale. The edict of May 1720, which completely forbade the
exchange of paper money in precious metal, was only a logical consequence
of the fact that Banque Royale was working at an increasingly low reserve
rate. In addition, this edict officially recognized the failure of the Mississippi
System. In fact, between May 27, 1720 and May 31, 1720, the shares price fell
by 44%. From that moment, the collapse of the price of the shares, that is
to say of the whole scheme established by Law, was absolutely inevitable.
In fact, the system began to shake itself up in the early 1720s, when one of
his opponents, Prince Conti, upset that Law did not want to sell him shares
recently issued by the Indian Company, arranged with his friends a easy way to
get revenge. He filled three carriages with banknotes and went to the Banque
Royale counters, requesting their exchange in cash, starting from Law’s initial
promise to exchange the banknotes with the marks of this bank at sight,
unconditionally and at a fixed rate. It was obvious that a bank operating with
fractional reserves, as it had become Law’s bank, could not satisfy his demand,
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because when the reserve ratio reaches, as in the case of this bank, 12.5%, the
probability of a banknote holder to receive the precious metal promised by
the banker is 1 to 10, assuming that all paper money holders suddenly change
their preference and want precious metal money. This was the first shock in a
series of shocks that led to the collapse of the Mississippi System. During the
period January-November 1720, that is in ten-eleven months, the value of this
company decreased by 94%. The shares, on the one hand, and the banknotes,
on the other hand, have devalued so much that the French government has
had to burn large amounts of these.
The imaginary, illusory world of John Law, built on the excessive growth of
the amount of money, collapsed. In a single year, France went from euphoria
and luxury to depression and poverty. The excessive increase in the amount
of money induced massive shocks in the relative price system, which in the
second part of 1720, began to „rebalance” itself, as a result of the depression
that had settled. But the „rebalancing” of the relative price system generated
huge adjustments, which meant eliminating the channels on which the
money printed by Banque Royale entered the economy. The resizing of these
channels meant, in the first phase, unemployment, the inability to pay salaries,
dividends, rents, interest, pensions. The lending system collapsed, and most
businesses were living on the edge of begging. The treasury of the French
government was empty, and the economic situation of the Regent himself
became difficult. Obviously, there were some rich, on account of a large mass
of individuals plundered by the dramatic increase in consumer goods prices.

19.5.

Conclusions

The Mississippi System was one of the largest social engineering experiments
ever implemented. Its purpose was, above all, to pay the huge debt of the
French government. But although it wanted to be a sophisticated system, it
practically meant the use in a new look of the old method of payment of
public debts: inflation. Most theorists14 knew that an excessive increase in the
amount of money acts as a disguised tax. Law himself was convinced of this15,
but because he was a gambler rather than a staunch theorist, his plans failed
woefully. However, part of his intentions were materialized: indeed, part of the
14

15

For example, Nicolas Oresme (Traité sur l’origine, la nature, le droit et les mutations
des monnaies in Traité des monnaies et autres écrits monétaires du XIVe siècle, La
Manufacture, Lyon, 1989, p. 47-91 ) and Juan de Mariana (Tratado y discurso sobre la
moneda de vellón, Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, Madrid, 1987).
Law, John, Op. cit., p. 21: ”Raising the Money in France is laying a Tax on the People,
which is sooner pay’d, and thought to be less felt than a Tax laid on any other way.”
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public debt was paid under the Mississippi scheme, but the price paid was the
economic disaster of the creditors and, in general, of the French economic
system. The redistributive effects of the excessive growth of the money supply,
through the Royal Bank, meant much more than a simple transfer of wealth
from the holders of public debt securities to the French government; on the
contrary, they caused such powerful shocks that they destroyed the basis of
the sound functioning of the economic system. The Austrian economic cycle
theory, partially prefigured by a Mississippian, Richard Cantillon, explains very
well that an excessive increase in the amount of money and an artificial decrease
in the interest rate generates an economic boom, which inevitably reverses its
tendency, turning into a economic depression. The most important lesson of
the Mississippi experiment is the following: government interventions in the
operation of the free market system generate costs that, in the long run, far
outweigh the short-term benefits. The collapse of the policies of the French
government between 1716 and 1720 is the best example from this point of
view.
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20. Even Virtue has a Need of Limits
- Classical Liberalism in the 21st
Century1
Scott B. Nelson
Independent Scholar
Classical liberalism today is besieged by both Left and Right, who
turn increasingly to state solutions. This has partly been the fault
of classical liberals themselves, who, at their worst, relentlessly
attack the state and emphasize only the material benefits of their
philosophy. To avoid being pegged as heartless individualists,
classical liberals should take up once again the language of
compassion, charity, and the classical virtues. With so much
outrage and pessimism in contemporary political discourse, they
can recover the sense of moderation typical of Montesquieu.
Finally, classical liberals can reclaim the language of optimism and
individual agency.

20.1.

Classical Liberalism on the Wane

Although the theme of this conference is Austrian economics, I hope you
will forgive me if I speak to you – as an outsider looking in – about classical
liberalism in general. I am neither an economist nor a philosopher. I will not
speak to the details of classical liberal policies in various countries, but am
concerned here more with the attitude and worldview of classical liberalism,
for we know that political preferences are not determined by policy positions
alone, and that political preferences are themselves expressions of a worldview.
Classical liberalism would appear to be in a bad way in the West today. I’ll
spare you the usual laundry list of news items that have transpired over the
last few years – all of which you are familiar with anyway – and skip straight
to the crux of the matter. How is it that a set of ideals explored and espoused
1
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by such luminaries as John Locke, Adam Smith, Edmund Burke, Thomas
Jefferson, Lord Acton, and our own Friedrich von Hayek, to name but a few,
could come to be increasingly maligned in our time?
We have always known that socialism, in all of its guises, posed a threat to
classical liberalism in subjecting liberty to equality of outcome, an equality that
could be bought at the price of servitude. Today we also see some conservative
movements beginning to dispense with the traditional separation between
state and civil society, one of the hallmarks of the alliance between classical
liberals and conservatives. As populist movements continue to gain traction
around the Western world I am in no position to say what the prospects are
of repairing this alliance. It would seem in any case that some conservatives
are about as fed up with classical liberalism’s tendency to talk only about
economic freedoms as they are with socialism. The well-balanced triangle
that Hayek sketched out in his famous essay, “Why I am not a conservative” –
with socialists at one corner, liberals at another, and conservatives at the third
– is becoming increasingly elongated, with a critical mass developing around
the socialist and conservative camps, both united against the individualism
and the perceived materialism of classical liberalism.2
Perhaps they have a point. Perhaps classical liberals have been less forthcoming
about the excesses and faults of what the classical liberal tradition has become.
I would like briefly to enumerate a couple of faults – and they are faults if
carried to excess: materialism and opposition to the state.
In some sense the classical liberal tradition has been undone by its astounding
success. For classical liberalism triumphed over communism. The capitalist
economic system, coupled with the ethic of industrial society, has enriched
millions upon millions all over the world and done more to raise people out
of poverty than anything else, as we all know. The capitalist economic system
has brought us immense material prosperity and yet we remain unhappy.
Why?
Classical liberalism has had little to offer in terms of our spiritual enrichment.
This is not because classical liberals despise the spirit, as I hope to illustrate
over the course of my talk, although I feel that in their worst form they do
obsess excessively and exclusively over economic and material concerns.
They are methodological individualists and have an individualistic view of
man. This view has its strengths in endowing every individual, regardless
of sex, race, or background, with the capacity to reason – a capacity that
neither precludes nor demands the pursuit of spiritual questions. But seen

2
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uncharitably, one would say that classical liberalism has simply dispensed with
such questions, either because they cannot be answered or because they are
viewed as irrelevant, in particular to economic issues.
One of the greatest dangers to said liberalism is the state, famously defined by
the sociologist Max Weber as a “human community that (successfully) claims
the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory”.3
For reasons I certainly needn’t remind you of, such an entity can impede liberty
and economic efficiency as well as erode our moral sensibilities by depriving
us of any sense of agency or duty. But is it possible that classical liberals at
times conflate opposition to the institutions and means of coercive control
that organize and preserve order in a political community with opposition to
the public good as such? And is it also possible that if classical liberals distrust
the state because of its tendency to concentrate power, they should be
equally suspicious of any entity or individual at all amassing so much power?

20.2. The French Liberal Tradition –
Tocqueville and Republicanism
Now, if there is any justice in what I have said thus far about the potential
pitfalls of focusing so strongly on materialism and opposition to the state,
what are some things that classical liberals could consider in dealing with
these issues? For better or worse, classical liberals needn’t look any further
than another branch of their own tradition: the French tradition of liberalism. In
focusing on this particular branch I do not mean to suggest that the following
ideas were foreign to their British counterparts; rather I simply feel an elective
affinity with this particular tradition and would like to share it with you.
Forty years ago the philosopher Sir Larry Alan Siedentop argued that the French
tradition of liberalism was rich in certain insights – namely, that 1. Humans are
a part of societies that have their own quirks and histories; 2. Their problems
will require different solutions according to the history of that society and the
experiences and spirit of the people; and 3. The safeguarding of liberalism
required some idea of the political community, the res publica, in which
these liberties could be practiced and defended.4 This republican tradition

3
4

Weber, From Max Weber, 78. An interesting discussion of the evolution of the
concept of the “state” can be found in Skinner, “The state,” 90-131.
Siedentop, “Two liberal traditions,” 15-35.
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of classical liberalism begins with Montesquieu, passes through various 19th
century thinkers such as Benjamin Constant and Alexis de Tocqueville, and
includes thinkers from the 20th century such as Raymond Aron.
They believed in the importance of individual liberty but they also saw it
intertwined with robust political engagement.5 In fact, as concerned as
they were with an excessively large and centralized state, they were equally
concerned with the opportunities for despotism that could be visited upon
an unengaged, apolitical, atomized population focused only on themselves
and their particular, private interests. Let us recall the famous passage from
Tocqueville:
“I see an innumerable crowd of similar and equal men who spin
around restlessly, in order to gain small and vulgar pleasures with
which they fill their souls. Each one of them, withdrawn apart, is
like a stranger to the destiny of all the others; his children and his
particular friends form for him the entire human species; as for the
remainder of his fellow citizens, he is next to them, but he does not
see them; he touches them without feeling them; he exists only in
himself and for himself alone, and if he still has a family, you can say
that at least he no longer has a country.”
Above those men arises an immense and tutelary power that alone takes
charge of assuring their enjoyment and of looking after their fate. It is absolute,
detailed, regular, far-sighted and mild. It would resemble paternal power if,
like it, it had as a goal to prepare men for manhood; but on the contrary it
seeks only to fix them irrevocably in childhood; it likes the citizens to enjoy
themselves, provided that they think only about enjoying themselves. It works
willingly for their happiness; but it wants to be the unique agent for it and the
sole arbiter; it attends to their security, provides for their needs, facilitates
their pleasures, conducts their principal affairs, directs their industry, settles
their estates, divides their inheritances; how can it not remove entirely from
them the trouble to think and the difficulty of living?6
For Tocqueville, civic engagement, or civic virtue, was so important that some
have argued that he more or less endorsed methods of compelling people to
be public citizens.7 Tocqueville’s spirit of republicanism should also remind
us of the centrality of the nation-state in any sort of political regime that
professes to defend liberty. For many of the classical liberals I’ve mentioned,
the current global governance vogue would have been both incomprehensible
5
6
7
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and antithetical to the maintenance of individual and political liberties. Until
the norms we place under the rubric of international law are both generally
agreed on and generally enforceable – or until we have designed a world state
– the laws that are meant to defend liberty will remain effectively interpreted
and administered only at the nation-state level. Parenthetically I might also
mention another oddity of global governance, of which the European Union
is a species: it springs from the desire for peace and cooperation amongst
peoples, and it is for this reason that nationalism, so often seen as the cause
of the tumults of the 20th century, is regarded by large segments of the
population with a great deal of suspicion. The republican tradition, on the
other hand, was consistently dissatisfied with peace and tranquillity as the
goal of public action. As Tocqueville observes:
“I agree without difficulty that public peace is a great good, but I
do not want to forget that it is through good order that all peoples
have arrived at tyranny. It assuredly does not follow that peoples
should scorn public peace; but it must not be enough for them. A
nation that asks of its government only the maintenance of order
is already a slave at the bottom of its heart. The nation is a slave of
its well-being, and the man who is to put it in chains can appear…
When the mass of citizens wants only to concern itself with private
affairs, the smallest parties do not have to despair of becoming
masters of public affairs.”8

20.3. The French Liberal Tradition –
Constant and the Ends of Man
This brings us to another key element of the French liberal tradition: their
willingness to speak of the ends to which this liberty should be applied. So
much of the liberty we enjoy today we spend on all sorts of pursuits that
we hope will make us happier. Apart from the fact that many such pursuits
might not conduce to our happiness, French liberals were also ambivalent
about happiness as a goal. Benjamin Constant concludes his famous speech
comparing the liberty of the ancients and the moderns by asking that
government leave us alone to assume for ourselves the responsibility of being
happy. But he then goes on to ask:

8

Tocqueville, Democracy in America, Vol. 2, II.14.
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“…is it so evident that happiness, of whatever kind, is the only aim of
mankind? If it were so, our course would be narrow indeed, and our
destination far from elevated. There is not one single one of us who,
if he wished to abase himself, restrain his moral faculties, lower his
desires, abjure activity, glory, deep and generous emotions, could
not demean himself and be happy. No, Sirs, I bear witness to the
better part of our nature, that noble disquiet which pursues and
torments us, that desire to broaden our knowledge and develop our
faculties. It is not to happiness alone, it is to self-development that
our destiny calls us; and political liberty is the most powerful, the
most effective means of self-development that heaven has given
us.
Political liberty, by submitting to all the citizens, without exception,
the care and assessment of their most sacred interests, enlarges
their spirit, ennobles their thoughts, and establishes among them a
kind of intellectual equality which forms the glory and power of a
people.”9
With that term “noble disquiet” we are confronted with the same agonistic
sensibility Tocqueville thought was essential to the preservation of liberty.
What is also latent in this passage is the idea that defenders of freedom,
classical liberals, can and should speak about a hierarchy of values, and
that they should not be apathetic to the purposes of the freedom we enjoy.
Constant and Tocqueville – and I do not believe Austrians such as Mises or
Hayek disdained this idea – would maintain that the rigid view of man as
a homo oeconomicus, driven only by material self-interest, is as narrow a
description of human motivation as it is plebeian a prescription of human
ends. The liberty of classical liberalism leaves us free to choose whether we
pursue economic self-interest or turn our gaze to other ends, such as charity,
honor, or virtue.
I believe that classical liberals of both the British and French traditions were
conscious of and aspired to these higher ends. Although they may not
necessarily have spoken as often of such matters as did Plato or Aristotle or
Cicero, classical liberals were imbued with the ancients’ sense of virtue. The
sheer success of Canadian professor Jordan Peterson’s bestseller 12 Rules for
Life is indicative of man’s need of order. Some find order in religion; others
in the promises of the state; but what of order that is neither otherworldly
nor relies on the state as a crutch? The ancients’ discussion of virtues –
prudence, courage, temperance, justice – was meant to trace the outlines of
a life worth living. Virtues are important and yet difficult to cultivate because
9
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they come from within. They are independent of fickle fortune, unlike wealth,
which can come and go. They equip the individual with the tools necessary to
handle adversity. They are, in short, intertwined with human excellence and
fulfillment. And some classical liberals believed them to be intertwined – they
believed that they must be intertwined – with liberty. For example, as Edmund
Burke remarks: “[W]hat is liberty without wisdom, and without virtue? It is the
greatest of all possible evils; for it is folly, vice, and madness, without tuition
or restraint.”10

20.4. The French Liberal Tradition –
Montesquieu and Moderation
Up until this point I have leaned heavily on the republican aspect of the French
liberal tradition, with its emphasis on civic virtue and “love of the laws and the
homeland.”11 But let us descend from the virtuous heavens and look briefly
at one final characteristic of the French liberal tradition: moderation. With so
much unproductive outrage emanating from the “self-righteous spirits”12 on
both the progressive Left and the conservative Right, classical liberals might
consider revisiting the principle of moderation, lauded by a man who was in
turn exalted by many classical liberals, but whose hybrid thought does not
always secure his candidacy in the classical liberal canon:13 Montesquieu. His
magnum opus The Spirit of the Laws has many purposes, one of which is
to prove that “the spirit of moderation should be that of the legislator; the
political good, like the moral good, is always found between two limits.”14
In fact, given the polarization of public debate today, it is as if he were half
speaking to us when he observes: “In extremely absolute monarchies, historians
betray the truth because they do not have the liberty to tell it; in extremely free
states, they betray truth because of their very liberty for, as it always produces
divisions, each one becomes as much the slave of the prejudices of his faction
as he would be of a despot.”15 He sounds a note of almost Hayekian epistemic
humility when he remarks: “The soul takes such delight in dominating other
souls; even those who love the good love themselves so much that no one
10
11
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is so unfortunate as to distrust his good intentions”.16 But “[e]xtreme laws for
good give rise to extreme evil.”17 French liberals, especially those who could
reflect on the French Revolution, had an understanding of tragedy – that
evil and unintended consequences can come from good intentions. This is
another reason for their moderation.
Montesquieu, as all well-bred gentlemen of the time, was educated in the
classical tradition, and so while he certainly could see the merits of virtue, he
was also enough of a modern to acknowledge the salutary effects occasioned
by the development of gentle commerce.18 And yet, he was conscious of the
pitfalls of excessively adopting the commercial ethic:
“We see that in countries where one is affected only by the spirit
of commerce, there is traffic in all human activities and all moral
virtues; the smallest things, those required by humanity, are done
or given for money.
The spirit of commerce produces in men a certain feeling for exact
justice, opposed on the one hand to banditry and on the other to
those moral virtues that make it so that one does not always discuss
one’s own interests alone and that one can neglect them for those
of others.”19
What is more, he leaves open the possibility – a possibility that is anathema
today to those who believe interconnectivity will bring us peace – that the
intercultural communication that accompanies commerce also brings with
it “various destructions and certain ebbs and flows of population and of
devastations.”20 After all, knowing more about each other, being in ever more
frequent contact with each other can also give us so many more reasons to
hate each other. Might we even be more open to one another if we didn’t
dogmatically assert the inherent desirability of the unencumbered movement
of people across borders, as if borders themselves were barriers and not the
expression of a country’s liberty and national sovereignty? Montesquieu
understood that liberty could take on different meanings as well as present
itself differently in different cultures. He understood that imposing liberty on
a people unready or unaccustomed to it could be tyrannical.21 His thought
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embraces paradoxes, such as the paradox of the state, which is “at once a
threat and a protection, a constant potential threat against liberty and at the
same time an indispensable guarantor of the liberty and security of all.”22

20.5.

Conclusion

But let us not conclude with paradoxes. The spirit of classical liberalism is
one of optimism. It is a fighting spirit. It partakes neither of the progressive’s
penchant for denigrating the past and present in light of a utopian future, nor
of the conservative’s lament of the imperfect present in light of the imagined
perfection of the past. It exists, as Hannah Arendt might say, “between past
and future”, in the field of action. And this is appropriate at such a time when
people despair at their seeming powerlessness and inability to effect any
changes in their lives. The answer is not, as you well know, to ask always what
the state can do for us, as if we were little more than the meek recipients of
rights. Classical liberalism restores individual agency by speaking of human
beings not as victims of structural oppression, but as free actors who can take
steps toward shaping their own future. It is, to wield the language of the Left,
supremely empowering. It allows us to open our minds to solutions that are
not state-sponsored, and in so doing, it also frees us of the polarized debates
concerning what the state should do to address some social ill or how we can
realize ourselves through the state. As classical liberalism restores individual
agency, it can also speak to those who feel that all of this material prosperity
has not brought them the happiness they had expected. It can remind them
of the examples that inspired the great tradition of classical liberalism – of
ancient Greek and Roman philosophy, for example, which advocated the
cultivation of the virtues as the true path to fulfillment, not the cultivation
of the bank balance. Classical liberalism can speak the language of virtue, of
liberty well applied.
It is a difficult philosophy and I do not know if it will ever gain mass traction.
It places the burden of responsibility on individuals themselves. It requires a
vigilance that is difficult to sustain amongst generations of people who have
known freedom all their lives. But its accomplishments are indeed marvelous,
and it offers a path forward to those who would advocate solutions that do
not emanate from the state; who believe in individual happiness and virtue;
and who prize civility, moderation, and liberty.
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21. An Alternative View on Saving
and Investment From an Austrian
Economics Perspective1
Youliy Ninov
Independent Scholar
The contemporary Austrian economics views about saving and
investment are derived from a basic Robinson Crusoe type of
economy. This leads to oversimplification and the alternative ways
to save and invest observable in any contemporary economy can
not be accounted for. In a monetary, capitalistic economy the
process of saving does not require that consumption goods or
their intermediate products be accumulated in advance in order
for investment to take place. We also show that any economy
possesses an amount of free capital which is self-sustaining and
can be used exclusively for capital substitution and investment,
thus avoiding the necessity for constant saving on the part of the
economic agents. Secular economic growth becomes possible
without net saving.

21.1.

Introduction

The standard Austrian economics view about what constitutes saving can be
found in many scholarly texts. It begins with the statement that saving is the
postponement/curtailing of consumption. The latter statement is beyond
reproach but its continuation, i.e. the explanation how saving is transferred
into investment is questionable. In particular we will argue that the standard
Austrian view on the matter is very narrow, i.e. that it applies only to the
very specific case of a barter economy that does not posses capital, i.e. to a
1
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basic, Robinson Crusoe type of economy. In a contemporary economy the
processes of saving and investment do not require the prior or continuous
production of consumer goods.
Once we have shown how saving and investment function from this
perspective we will deal with the problem how savings are accumulated and
used in a contemporary economy, i.e. an economy that possesses money and
physical capital. We will show that every economy has an “investment fund”
of capital which is used for capital substitution and investment. Based on this
view we will also show how this fund can be used to compensate the capital
depreciation, thus avoiding the necessity for net saving on the part of the
economic agents. In other words, we intend to show that net saving is not a
prerequisite for economic growth.

21.2. Saving in a Monetary, Capitalistic
Economy
In order to reveal the real problem we will make use of the standard example
used to introduce saving, namely, the case of Robinson picking-up berries
to feed himself. Robinson lives on a deserted island and the only way for
him to survive is to pick berries from the trees. His problem is that he is not
able to get many of them and must work most of his time, just to be able to
survive. If Robinson had a suitable stick he could pick berries with less effort
and therefore, either get more berries in a single day or work less time for the
same number of berries he used to eat before. The problem is that in order to
create/pick a suitable stick Robinson needs time just for this purpose but this
will prevent him from picking berries and he will starve. The way out of this
unfortunate situation is for Robinson to save some berries, i.e. to curtail his
current consumption and to create over some days a stash of berries, which
he could use to sustain himself during the period of stick production. After
the necessary amount of berries has been accumulated he creates his stick
and becomes much more productive.
We must note several obvious facts. First, the Robinson economy does not
posses any capital and second, it does not use money (i.e. a barter economy).
In economic terms what Robinson does can be explained in the following
way: He produces the usual amount of consumer goods (berries) for some
days but sets some of them aside. In a later time period he consumes his saved
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consumer goods (berries, now considered capital goods) while producing
fixed capital (a stick) in the meantime. He invests his effort and capital (stashed
berries) into the production of a durable capital good.
This is the simplified view that determines the contemporary ideas what
constitutes saving and investment. The problem with it is that it is derived for
the most simple, basic case of economy and due to this fact alternative ways to
implement saving/investment cannot be observed. In other words: the model
used is oversimplified. In particular we note that in order to save Robinson
must first produce the berries and just then, when the stashed berries are
available can he use them. In a contemporary economy the process of saving
includes money however. Thus Robinson would save not berries, but money.
However, whereas berries constitute a consumption (or a capital) good,
money does not. Money is not used up in consumption or production, it is the
ultimate exchange good in fact. Thus when Robinson saves money he does
not implicitly save consumption goods. In addition, since he has curtailed his
consumption (does not spend the money for consumer goods) less consumer
goods are being produced on the market as a whole. But what immediately
follows is that if he lends his saved money to a capital good producer he does
NOT implicitly transfer consumption goods. And the reason is very simple: by
not consuming he has decreased the demand for consumer goods and in a
short transitional time period the consumer goods produced by the market
will decrease in order to comply with (match) this fact. In fact, if Robinson is
the only one to save, then the rest of the people will have at their disposal the
same amount of consumption goods. Robinson will be the only one in the
whole economy who will get less.
What we explained above stays in a stark contrast to the contemporary
economic views that Robinson hands out consumption goods to the capital
producers for investment. The contemporary Austrian economics views assert
that Robinson gives the capital producers consumption goods that they use
for paying their workers and for sustaining themselves. Let us quote Ludwig
von Mises (1990, ch.4): ”Capital goods come into existence by saving. A part of
the goods produced is withheld from immediate consumption and employed
for processes the fruits of which will only mature at a later date”. Or we can
quote De Soto (2012, pp.275) (more explicit): ”Saving always results in capital
goods, even when initially these merely consist of the consumer goods (in
our example the “berries”) which remain unsold (or are not consumed). Then
gradually some capital goods (the berries) are replaced by others (the wooden
stick) as the workers (Robinson Crusoe) combine their labor with natural
resources through a process which takes time and which humans are able to
go through due to their reliance on the unsold consumer goods (the saved
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berries). Hence saving produces capital goods first (the unsold consumer
goods that remain in stock) which are gradually used up and replaced by
another capital good (the wooden stick)”.
As we explained however, this is simply not the case in a contemporary
economy. And the reason is simple: Robinson has decreased his consumption
of consumer goods, but instead of these goods being produced first and
handed out to the capital producers later (as in the basic Robinson economy)
they are simply NOT produced. But something which is not produced (does
not exist) cannot be given to anybody. Let us give an example to clarify the
situation. In a particular economy the consumers are used to going to a
restaurant let us say once per week. Suddenly they decide to eat out once
every two weeks. The result will be that if the restaurants have produced X
amount of services before they will have to produce half of that amount (X/2)
after the change of the consumer preferences. The non-produced restaurant
services however simply do not come in existence. But since they are not
created there is no way for them to be transferred to somebody else (i.e. to
the capital producers). Note that we have purposefully used services in our
example but the same situation can be described with material goods.

21.3. How Saving Turns into Investment in
a Monetary, Capitalistic Economy
Once we explained what the real problem with the contemporary views is
we can try to clear up the confusion. Let us figure out what happens in a
contemporary economy when Robinson saves money out of his monetary
income. The first direct consequence will be that the demand for consumer
goods will go down. After some (transitional) time the consumer good
producers will realize that the demand has slackened. They will adjust to the
new market situation by producing less, i.e. they will curtail the production of
consumption goods.
What that means is that resources will have to be freed. In the case of the
previous restaurant example this means the following: People will be laid off,
buildings will be left free (the restaurants themselves), the capital equipment
used for the restaurant business will not be used (bought). In addition
intermediate capital goods, such as meat, flour, oil will not be used (bought).
Note that the above represents all basic types of capital: original means of
production (land and labor), fixed (houses, cooking stoves, tables, etc.) and
circular (unprocessed meat, etc.). But let us now imagine what will happen to
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the suppliers of these restaurants. The suppliers of restaurant equipment (of
stoves for instance) will also realize that their products are not needed. Thus
they will also curtail production, again releasing people, production facilities,
etc. And their suppliers (of metal parts for stoves) will also have to do the
same. And the suppliers of the suppliers (which create the metal for the metal
parts) will also have to release resources. What we observe is the following:
the initial act of saving causes the release of capital (original, i.e. land and
labor, fixed and circular one) up the chain of production.
A simple change of consumption habits affected all branches that produced
intermediate capital goods geared towards the production of consumption
goods and services (restaurant services in particular). To summarize what
has happened: The act of saving led to a release of capital of all sorts in the
industries which were dependent on the production of the particular good,
whose consumption has decreased. And this is the capital that can be used
for investment afterwards.
Up to this moment it was geared towards the final production of consumer
goods, but once released it can be geared into another direction, namely
towards the production of fixed capital goods such as trucks, oil-tankers,
etc. The latter will happen because the saved money will fill the bank coffers
(to keep the situation simple). Banks will lower the interest rates and extend
credit to producers of durable capital goods.
For example, the building of a new ship yard will be started. Thus a part of
the resources will flow towards ship building (i.e. labor, building materials,
machines, etc.). The needs of the ship-builders will have to be matched by their
suppliers however. Thus another part of the freed capital will flow towards the
suppliers and later to the suppliers of the suppliers. Thus the capital released
will find new uses, all of them with the final goal to produce durable capital
goods. Note that no additional consumer goods for support during the
transition period and during the time necessary for the production of the shipyard are required. The same people who worked in the restaurants before will
now work in the ship yard (for example) and since they are employed and paid
they can provide for their own existence. No previously accumulated stash
of consumer goods is needed. The overall production of consumer goods
has decreased permanently and that is why the consumption of the workers
from this moment on will be lower. They have in fact voluntarily agreed to
consume less than before the transitional process took place.
Thus, the so called “subsistence fund” (Mises 1912), which supposedly consists
of saved consumption goods or alternatively of saved intermediate products
used for producing consumption goods, does not play any significant part in
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a contemporary monetary, capitalistic economy. Providing for the needs of
the economy out of current production is the most efficient use of capital
possible, since no capital is idle at any time, i.e. no consumer goods storages
need to be built or supported.
The above can be exemplified with the building of an industrial plant. Building
a plant takes several years at least. During this time the people working on
it must be fed and this happens from current production, not from some
previously saved amount of food for consumption or from saved (delayed)
intermediate products for food production (such as saved wheat) that are
brought to completion. The same applies to the materials used for building
the plant. Steel is being created on demand, i.e. iron ore is typically mined and
processed to steel in the same year (time period) in which it is needed. No
previous stash of steel or iron ore (an intermediate product) is being present.
Note that the above-given description is simply a description of a transition
of an economy which moves from producing less to producing more durable
capital goods. How secular growth happens and what the differences are will
be handled in the subsequent part of the paper. Still, we must note some
significant differences when comparing the discussed process to the one
present in the simple Robinson Crusoe economy. In the Robinson case (no
capital, no money) we need to produce consumption goods first and only
then can we start the production of new capital goods. In a contemporary
economy however this is simply not necessary. The intermediate step
(producing consumption goods for sustaining Robinson) is simply passed over.
What this shows is that the contemporary economy is much more effective in
using the available capital. In particular less capital will be used (just the one
necessary for the production of the final durable capital goods) and much
less time will be needed (no time for the production of consumer goods is
required). A contemporary economy has more degrees of freedom than the
basic Robinson Crusoe economy. It has a capital structure and money, i.e.
additional ways for capital redistribution exist. In other words a contemporary
economy is much more flexible and efficient with respect to capital transfer
and capital usage.
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21.4. Accumulation of Savings, Capital
Depreciation and Growth in a Monetary,
Capitalistic Economy
Once we have dealt with the way how saving is converted into investment in
a contemporary economy we could deal with the problem how these savings
are accumulated and used.
In every economy the amount of capital available and in particular the
fixed capital (machines, tools, buildings, etc.) constantly depreciates. In
other words this capital wears out and needs substitution if the particular
economy is expected to grow. At present there are two significant Austrian
economics views how an economy can compensate and overcompensate
this loss of capital so that economic growth becomes possible. In the first
one, represented in Hayek (1967) and Rothbard (2009) the rate of interest
must constantly go up for a sustained economic growth to take place.
Thus, the economic agents are supposed to not only save but save progressively
more with the growth of the economy. In the second, more popular one
(Garrison 2002) the rate of interest can stay the same but the economic agents
must nevertheless save a constant part of their monetary income. What is
common between these two views is that net saving is always necessary for
an economy to grow (increasing in the former case and constant in the latter).
In fact both theories claim that net saving is necessary in order to offset the
existing depreciation and to allow the economy to grow. What this means in
practice is that both common workers in companies and the businessmen
who run these companies must put a part of their monetary income/profits
either in a bank account or in another saving option (for instance by buying
company bonds or shares). The latter must happen on the average (i.e. not
everybody needs to save) and must be continuous (i.e. saving never stops).
We intend to discuss what the consequences from the above-given view are for
a banking system in an economy with invariable money. We will further accept
that under invariable money the banking branch of the economy functions in
the same way as any other economic branch (i.e. retail, ore-mining, etc.). In
other words, we will presume that the conclusions we derive for the banking
system will apply to the other branches of the economy as well. The reason
why we have singled-out banking is that the processes we will describe are
simpler to observe and clearer there from an economic standpoint.
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Banks always have some amount of own capital, but most of the capital
comes from outside, i.e. from savers who entrust the bank with the task not
only to protect the amount of money they have put in it, but also to increase
it (i.e. they expect to be paid interest on their bank account balances). Banks
on their side lend the money they have obtained against interest. They are
motivated to protect the monetary capital they have and therefore they
lend it at such a rate of interest and choose their clients in such a way that
they generate profit. Thus on the average the capital in the banks does not
decrease. What this implies is that whatever capital is being lost ( e.g. bad
loans and bank capital depreciation) will have to be compensated. And it is
being compensated from the banking revenues.
Let us however assume the contrary and see what follows from it. We will first
presume that bank capital depreciation must be compensated by additional
saving on the part of the banking clients. Savers however will expect that the
additional money they put into their savings accounts is also protected, i.e.
they will expect that their money does not decrease, i.e. that it is not lost. If
this was not the case they would simply withdraw their money from the bank.
But the latter would imply that the additional savings cannot be used by the
banks for compensating the depreciated/lost capital. What is more, for steady
growth in time we must presume that savers never stop saving. Still, reality
shows that savers save for something, i.e. when a particular amount of saving is
reached people stop saving on the average. But they should never stop saving
if the depreciated capital is to be compensated constantly. All of the above
leads us to a contradiction, which implies that our initial supposition is not
correct, i.e. that the depreciated/lost capital in banking is not compensated
by net saving on the part of their clients.
Up to this moment we showed that external savings (from clients) can never
be used for compensating the depreciated/lost capital, which is a significant
conclusion by itself. But what about the banks themselves? May be they
themselves save and compensate the mentioned depreciation? The answer
to this question is negative, since from the point of view of banks (and
businessmen in general) the money used for compensating the depreciation
is viewed/classified as explicit costs. In the same way as for ordinary workers
net saving comes out of net income, in the case of businessmen net saving
can come only from profits, which are the difference of revenues and costs.
But since the money for capital maintenance represents explicit costs, it can
never come out of net saving on the part of the businessmen.
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What all of the above shows is that this branch of the economy can protect its
capital without the need of net saving in general? But still depreciation must
be compensated somehow and this is done by companies by passing their
depreciation costs to their clients, i.e. by raising their selling prices, as a part
of their revenues.
Note that the usage of net saving for capital depreciation contradicts the view
that savings represent accumulated purchasing power to be exercised later. If
net saving was used to compensate the capital depreciation it would be lost
forever.
A corollary from the above discussion is that capital depreciation losses are
shown to be identical to the general capital losses (due to bad management
decisions, economic disasters, bad luck, etc.). Both types of losses are being
covered from the revenues of the (successful) companies. Thus singling out
depreciation as the only loss in an economy, which is to be compensated,
is an erroneous approach. One should ask himself the question how all the
losses inherent to an economy are to be compensated.
Up to this moment we were discussing only banking. The rest of the branches
of the economy however are not supposed to work differently under invariable
money. Thus in them capital depreciation will also be compensated from
their revenues. From here we can generalize that since an economy is in fact
all economic branches taken together and since no net saving is required in
any branch, then net saving is not necessary for the existence of the economy
in general. In other words, net saving is not necessary for compensating the
economy - wide capital losses.
Once we have dealt with the net-saving issue we can discuss what the source
of capital used for compensating the capital depreciation is. As we discussed
above, depreciation losses are being compensated from the revenues. Thus
we have to explain how on a macro level there is an excess of capital available
for compensating losses (and depreciation in particular). In other words, how
it is possible for the companies to pass their losses to their clients without
decreasing the amount of gross saving in the economy as a whole. Here
comes the contribution of George Reisman (Reisman 1990), who noticed
that gross saving is able to reproduce itself by itself. In particular Reisman
noticed that an economy produces not only consumer goods but fixed/final
capital goods as well. The latter is not clearly visible in the contemporary
views about the structure of an economy, i.e. in the Hayekian triangle (Hayek
1967). In such a structure the fixed/final capital goods are supposedly just an
intermediate station towards the production of consumer goods. They are
not explicitly shown (and cannot be shown in general), which makes them
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practically invisible, but still they exist. Note that it is the fixed capital goods
that depreciate in an economy, not the circular capital goods or the original
means of production (land and labor). But if we admit the fact that an economy
produces final/fixed capital goods, then we must realize that these newly
produced fixed capital goods can be used for compensating the depreciated/
lost ones. Then it becomes a matter of quantitative difference between the
produced and depreciated fixed capital goods to determine if an economy
retrogresses, is in a stationary state or grows. If we manage to reach the state
where the produced fixed capital goods compensate the depreciated/lost
ones we will find ourselves in a situation in which the economy self-supports
itself. Once we have reached it, we need not put any additional effort in order
to create capital good, i.e. no net saving will be necessary. The process will
become self-sustaining, i.e. it will feed on itself. In the exact sciences such
systems are called positive feedback system. These systems do not require to
be driven, they drive themselves.
Now the question we have to ask ourselves is how to reach such a state,
in which an economy produces more fixed capital goods than it loses. Let
us remind ourselves that the production of capital goods and consumption
goods are complimentary ones. In other words, we can produce more of the
one type only at the expense of the other type. But at any moment the overall
productive ability of the economy is limited. The latter is best exemplified
with the famous Guns and Butter graph (discussed in Garrison 2002). What
it shows is that for an economy at a particular state of development we
can use the available resources for producing different goods, but we have
a technologically determined limit, which we cannot surpass. Still, it is a
matter of our choice where we decide to be on the particular graph. Thus
every economy has a choice to produce more capital goods (fixed capital in
particular) at the expense of consumer goods or vice-versa. Note however that
the particular amount of capital that the economy possesses will depreciate
in the same way, independently of what we produce. Thus the depreciation
rate is fixed, but how much new fixed capital we produce depends on us. And
if we decide to place ourselves in a situation (on the graph) where we produce
enough capital goods to counter the depreciation we will find ourselves in a
stationary economy. In the same way, if we decide to produce more capital
goods than the ones being lost due to depreciation we will find ourselves in
a growing, self-sustaining economy of the positive feedback type discussed
above.
What we established so far is that an economy can grow by self-supporting
itself, which in practice means that no net saving will be required on the part
of the economic agents. Thus an economy can have zero net saving and
still have positive net investment. Still, the question stays how we move the
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economy from producing less capital goods to producing more, so that we
compensate the lost/depreciated capital. The answer to this question is simple:
by saving, as described in section 3. Thus if we do not produce enough fixed
capital goods to offset the existing depreciation we start saving, i.e. let net
saving get positive. What will happen is that less consumption goods will be
produced and the released economic resources will be re-targeted towards
the production of fixed capital goods. But once we find ourselves in a situation
in which we produce enough fixed capital goods to over-compensate the
depreciation/losses, we can stop net saving and the economy will still grow.
From now on I will call the amount of capital, used for capital substitution
and investment the “investment fund”. In contrast to the “subsistence fund”
the investment fund consists of all types of economic resources, not only of
consumer goods. The investment fund includes all three basic types of capital,
namely, original means of production (land and labor), fixed and circular capital
used in all the stages of production. The latter can be observed when one
realizes that banks give loans for hiring labor (original means of production),
for buying machines and buildings (fixed capital) and for buying supplies for
production (circular capital). The “investment fund” is self-sustaining and it is
being constantly invested and reinvested. It is the extension of the concept of
“subsistence fund” into an economy that in contrast to the one of Robinson
possesses capital and money. The subsistence fund as such is meaningless for
a contemporary economy and therefore cannot be a part of a modern theory
of capital.
It is instructive to describe a simple economy which grows with zero net
saving. A simplified example is an economy under invariable money in which
the only way to save and invest is through the banking system. Thus banks
have a constant amount of money, which they use for investment into the
economy. However, there is no net saving, since on the average economic
agents will not save. The saving of some (e.g. young people, saving for
retirement) will be offset by the dissaving of others (i.e. retirees drawing
down their savings). The latter will guarantee that the amount of bank money
used for investment purposes will stay constant. What we observe is that
there are funds, which will be invested, i.e. some companies will get loans to
support their operations, thus being able to increase their capital. But at the
same time all companies in the economy will lose capital due to the capital
depreciation. And if the combined bank investment leads to more new capital
than the one being lost the economy will grow, i.e. net investment will be
positive. If the bank investment is equal to the depreciation, the economy will
stagnate, i.e. net investment will be zero. And lastly, if the investment is less
than the depreciation the economy will retrogress, i.e. net investment will
be negative. Still, note that investment is present in every case, although net
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saving is zero. There are funds in the banks, which are used for this purpose.
The only question is if these funds are enough for economic growth. If we
find ourselves in a stationary economy, we can make it grow again if the
economic agents increase the amount of money in the banks, i.e. if they save
some additional money in the banks and later stop saving. In other words
we let net saving be positive for some time, thus increasing the investable
bank capital and lowering the rate of interest. But once the bank capital has
been increased sufficiently, what actually means that the “investment fund”
has increased, the economy starts growing with the already lowered rate of
interest and zero net saving. All of the above stays in full compliance with
George Reisman’s views (Reisman 1990, ch. 15) but described from a different
perspective.
In view of all of the above we can generalize that an economy can grow
with positive net saving (well known), with zero net saving (just discussed)
and even for a while with negative net saving. The latter may happen if the
investment fund has initially been big enough to guarantee economic growth
and its decrease due to the negative net saving has not brought it to equality
with the depreciation yet.
We could contrast the process of secular growth we just described with the
transitional process we described in section 3. During the transitional process
net saving was present and it lead to re-directing resources from lines of
production leading towards final consumer goods to lines of production
leading towards durable (fixed) capital goods. A shift of capital towards the
investment fund happened. During the process of secular growth described
above no net saving is present but still net investment exists. No capital is
shifted in or out the investment fund but still the economy grows because
investment in all lines of production is present.

21.5.

Conclusions

In a contemporary economy the processes of saving and investment are
based on money. Thus the availability of a previously accumulated amount of
consumer goods or of intermediate products of the consumer goods in order
to make investment possible is simply not necessary. In this way, in contrast
to a Robinson Crusoe economy (no capital, no money), saving-induced
investment takes place without producing consumer goods first.
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We showed that every contemporary economy has an “investment fund”,
i.e. an amount of free capital which is self-sustaining and is used for capital
substitution and investment. When the size of this investment fund is big
enough it can compensate the existing capital depreciation and let the
economy grow without net saving being present. In this way we show that
an economy supplies itself the necessary funds for compensating the capital
depreciation and all economic losses in general.
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22. Paving the Road to Serfdom:
The Epistemology of Elitist
Utopianism in Contemporary
Social Science
Marc Orlitzky
Independent Scholar
Within the social sciences, the normative quest of a better world
is booming. The root causes of this remarkable utopian impulse—
sometimes implicit, at other times explicit—lie not only in social
scientists’ political proclivities; rather, the epistemic root cause
is the Standard Social Science Model, in combination with the
pragmatist renunciation of “Hume’s Guillotine.” One contemporary
field of inquiry in which the problem manifests particularly strongly
is corporate social responsibility (CSR). Greater awareness of
liberty-eroding research agendas as well as a re-commitment to
libertarian principles may create an effective bulwark against this
currently so fashionable elitist utopianism.

22.1.

Introduction

In Theory and History, Mises (1985) powerfully criticizes the political agendas
of social scientists, who aim to replace the logic of individual human action
with collectivist explanations of social facts. Unfortunately, this political
impulse is still alive and well in academia because, within the contemporary
social and organizational sciences, the quest for a better world is booming
(e.g., Tsui et al., 2017). Intellectuals’ quest for creating a better world through
academic research is based on the premise that social dreams, also known
as utopias (Levitas, 1990; Nozick, 1974; Sargent, 1994), are legitimate aims of
social scientists’ research agendas.
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In this paper, I explore how certain epistemological assumptions within
contemporary social science may intellectually contribute to the erosion of
freedom in the West. My central thesis is that many fields of inquiry run the
risk of abandoning the search for scientific truth because they increasingly
embrace a social activist vision instead. Using corporate social responsibility
(CSR) and sustainable development as one illustrative research area in
organization studies, I identify an important epistemic root cause of this
accelerating effort to put social change, rather than truth claims, at the
center of organizational and social research: an ideologically driven rejection
of the status quo and humans’ biological/evolutionary heritage. The main
conceptual foundation for social scientists’ quest to strive for (what they see
as) a better world is the Standard Social Science Model (SSSM), which denies
the biological-evolutionary constraints of human nature (Barkow, Cosmides,
& Tooby, 1992; Dawkins, 1989; Lawrence & Nohria, 2002; Orlitzky, 2017;
Pinker, 2003; Plomin, 2018; E. O. Wilson, 1975). Despite its shortcomings and
obsolescence, the SSSM has, unfortunately, preserved its intellectual appeal
mainly because of its moral authority and legitimizing function (Tooby &
Cosmides, 1992).

22.2. The Epistemic Foundations of Social
Activist Ideology
Many organizational and social science researchers currently believe that they
can cure the world’s ills through the application of empirical research (Rynes,
Colbert, & O’Boyle, in press; Tsui et al., 2017). However, in their emphasis on
changing the world, these social activists/researchers may be tempted to
prioritize external influences over cognitive and other internal drivers and
limitations, partly because of the continuing influence of the SSSM. First, it
should be noted, though, that the following synoptic overview of the SSSM
cannot accurately depict the vast heterogeneity of social science research
communities; because of its brevity, this description of the SSSM must omit
many details. More detailed descriptions are available elsewhere (e.g., Pinker,
2003; Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).
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22.3.

The Standard Social Science Model

The SSSM denies the influence of any innate human nature on individuals’
decisions within organizational and, ultimately, social settings. The central
logic of the SSSM starts with the observation that there are no – or only
minor – innate differences between different human populations.1 Insofar as
social scientists observe differences, they result from learning and external
influences – typically, as the SSSM stipulates, first and foremost differences in
power (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).2 The causal arrow is unidirectional – social
and cultural forces, largely external to the individual, precede decision-making
(Durkheim, 1962; Geertz, 1973). Because the SSSM denies the existence of
an innate human nature (Pinker, 2003), the main generator of the complex
and meaningful organization of human life is a set of social facts, realized at
the group level (Durkheim, 1962; Kincaid, 1996). The human mind is likened
to a computer whose functioning depends on extragenetic programs for
governing human behavior (Geertz, 1973).
According to the SSSM, individuals’ identities and drives are socially constructed
(Berger & Luckmann, 1967), perpetuating Karl Marx’s (1845-1846/1972) earlier
insistence on such social construction of reality (Scott, 2014). Advocates of
the SSSM suppose that even gender and emotions, such as jealousy, paternal
love, or moral disgust, are social constructions (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).
Although ample evidence highlights the obsolescence of and lack of scientific
support for the SSSM (Buss, 2016; Pinker, 2003), this worldview, prevailing
among most social scientists (Carroll et al., 2017; Perry & Mace, 2010), leads
to unjustified faith in the almost infinite malleability of human activity on
both micro and macro scales. These contemporary concerns about the
intellectuals’ unwarranted utopian belief in human malleability had already
been anticipated by Hayek (2001, 2011, 2014) on numerous occasions.

1

2

For sure, many geneticists agree with this observation, which Tooby and Cosmides
(1992, p. 25) call “Step 1” in the central logic of the SSSM. Yet, the conclusion that
genetic similarity (e.g., over 99% overlap) implies the remaining small intergroup
variation is trivial or irrelevant is, strictly speaking, a logical fallacy (Smouse,
Spielman, & Park, 1982; Warne, Astle, & Hill, 2018). For example, the genetic
variability among all domestic dog breeds is much lower than that among different
human groups, but it is quite sensible neither to use poodles in the Iditarod nor to
recruit pugs for police work. Clearly, the .15% genetic variability of dog breeds is very
important. Thus, Lewontin (1972) was mistaken when he assumed that small genetic
differences imply the irrelevance of these differences (Edwards, 2003).
Although Mises (1985) had already noted this intellectual myopia in his Theory and
History, it has now spread from sociology to almost all social science disciplines.
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22.4. The Pragmatist’s Fact-Value
Convergence
By itself, the SSSM is insufficient to explain the contemporary trend in the
social, behavioral, and organizational sciences toward elitist utopianism,
which by default makes certain normative commitments. The other important
explanation is the increasing intellectual attack on the descriptive/normative
divide, calling into question the orthodoxy of facts being separate from values
(Wicks & Freeman, 1998). This skepticism about the fact-value dichotomy –
also called Hume’s Guillotine – is based largely on pragmatist epistemology
(Harris & Freeman, 2008), contradicting Hume’s (Hume, 1969, p. 469) famous
objection to the entanglement of facts and values. Empirical inquiry is an
investigation and description of reality, whereas normative inquiry focuses
on the prescriptive study of what (considerations, norms, values, etc.) ought
to guide human action (Donaldson, 1994; Snow, 1998). Despite pragmatists’
protestations, keeping these two realms of inquiry distinct seems the most
appropriate epistemological choice (see also Sandberg, 2008). Both Moore’s
(1978) insistence on the naturalistic fallacy and Stevenson’s (1944) argument
about the possibility of normative disagreement despite factual consensus
provide a convincing logic that preserves the validity of the demarcation of
facts and values (Donaldson, 1994).
Nevertheless, an increasing number of organizational researchers embrace
pragmatist philosophy (e.g., Harris & Freeman, 2008; Powell, 2001, 2002,
2003). Pragmatism, rejecting scientific value neutrality, regards the distinction
between facts and values as artificial (Wicks & Freeman, 1998). According
to philosophical pragmatists, values inevitably intrude into the realm of
facts and, thus, result in unavoidable value bias. Truth, no longer defined
objectively, is intersubjectively interrogated and negotiated in terms of its
conceptual usefulness (Dewey, 1988; Wicks & Freeman, 1998). Overall, the
pragmatist position implies that science is merely a language game (Astley
& Zammuto, 1992; Powell, 2001; Rorty, 1985). Nonetheless, the existence of
reality is not so much denied, but is instead, consistent with the SSSM, seen as
firmly grounded in human culture and history (Wicks & Freeman, 1998). Thus,
pragmatism considers the search for objective truth to be epistemologically
naïve. In much pragmatist writing, the pragmatist’s underlying drive seems to
be about saving ethics in scientific inquiry (Harris & Freeman, 2008; Wicks &
Freeman, 1998).
Denying the possibility of value neutrality in science, pragmatism also questions
the desirability of the search for objective truth. Consequently, research
topics tend to be judged based on intersubjective, collective agreements
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on certain values and norms that permeate the scientific enterprise. Based
on the way scientific inquiry is structured (Feyerabend, 1975, 1978; Kuhn,
1996), this intellectual consensus is necessarily elitist. Findings that do not
fit this consensus are (at least implicitly) denigrated or ignored; research that
conforms to the elitist consensus is applauded and funded. For example, the
EU financially supports, all over the world, research centers that advocate and
facilitate global mass migrations, while rejecting (politically incorrect) research
that points to the tribal nature of humanity and the cultural incompatibility
of certain populations (Murray, 2017; Solimeo, 2018). According to the
pragmatist, there can be no value-neutral description of facts, which would,
for example, indicate differences in average intelligence quotients among
different demographic groups (Herrnstein & Murray, 1994). This paves the
way for social science as the arena of social activism characterized by a
type of intellectual groupthink that denigrates and underfunds alternative
perspectives. Pragmatism only allows for those truths that are morally
palatable—and this palatability is decided by an increasingly leftwing social
science elite (Bonica, 2014; Carl, 2017; Duarte et al., 2015; Langbert, 2018;
Soh, 2018; Wright, 2018).

22.5. CSR as an Illustrative Example of the
Utopian Bias
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) can be cited as one (fairly influential)
research stream where contemporary social scientists’ utopian impulse
manifests strongly.3 The research program on CSR focuses on how
organizations can improve society (McWilliams & Siegel, 2001; Orlitzky,
Siegel, & Waldman, 2011). The definition of improving society may seem to be
innocuous and ideologically neutral, but it is not (Orlitzky, 2013, 2015). There
are many social issues that, according to CSR scholars, fall outside the purview
of this concept, such as free speech, border security, biological definitions of
gender, and many other social causes centered on (such rightwing values as)
law and order rather than (leftwing) empathy and compassion (Graham, Haidt,
& Nosek, 2009; McAdams et al., 2008; Peterson, 1999). Many CSR scholars
seem to presume that any social force that militates against leftwing values
(e.g., compassion) self-evidently impedes social progress and, thus, harms
society. In line with the Left’s widespread usurpation of language (e.g., Mitte,
2016; Montgomery, 2018; Neukonservativ, 2017), “responsible” organizations
3

There are many other such research streams and programs, for example, on
unconscious bias (Mitchell & Tetlock, 2017).
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are now only those that embrace the collectivist doctrine of stakeholder
management (Orlitzky, 2015). Whereas, in most micro areas, researchers
at least try to preserve a semblance of dispassionate conceptualization,
researchers in CSR seem to have abandoned this central scientific norm of
objectivity (Cohen, 1989). An objective conceptualization of CSR would steer
clear of subjective-ideological commitments in circumscribing what specific
organizational actions improve society.
Broadly speaking, CSR focuses on – and intrinsically promotes – the “unholy
trinity of diversity, equity, and inclusion” (Prager University & Peterson, 2018).
First, arbiters of CSR inside and outside of academia think highly of those
organizations that are committed (e.g., in their recruitment, training, career
management, and promotion programs) to diversity of ethnicity, sexual
identity, and a wide range of identity-politics demographics (Mac Donald,
2018)—rather than viewpoint diversity. Second, to bring about the end of the
(presumably oppressive) white male patriarchy, socially responsible policies
favor the value of equity, which is increasingly defined as equality of outcomes,
for example, in the form of gender quotas (Fernandez-Feijoo, Romero, &
Ruiz-Blanco, 2014). Third, social responsibility embraces policies of inclusion,
which contradict traditional Western values, such as freedom of expression,
and systematically discriminate against Caucasians (especially white men)
or Southeast-Asians (e.g., in corporations’ and elite colleges’ recruitment
programs that strive to be more “inclusive”) (Lukianoff & Haidt, 2018; Mac
Donald, 2018). Overall, the sociopolitical utopia embraced by CSR scholars
is distinctly leftwing, distinctly collectivist, and thus opposed to libertarian,
conservative, and traditionalist values (Orlitzky, 2015, 2018). Whereas, in the
past, this opposition was largely implicit, the sociopolitical commitments of
CSR scholars have now become explicit (see, e.g., Lyon et al., 2018).
Clearly, CSR responds to activist/researchers’ calling in pursuit of a (leftwing)
social cause. Although it is not explicitly rooted in a Marxist understanding
of business history (Jones, 1996; Zeitlin, 1978), CSR can readily be
reinterpreted from a Habermasian perspective (Scherer & Palazzo, 2007)
– and Habermas consistently self-identified as a Marxist (Beilharz, 1995).
Like Christiana Figueres, the Executive Secretary for the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change, nearly all CSR scholars reject shareholder
wealth maximization (Friedman, 1962, 1970; Jensen, 2002) and other core
aspects of free-market capitalism (Durden, 2017; Rand, 1964, 1967). In line
with intellectual elites’ general preference for socialist collectivism (Hayek,
1948; Nozick, 1997; Schumpeter, 1947), more individualist conceptions of
responsible managerial behavior (Locke, 2006) are systematically excluded
from any notion of “responsible” firm behavior. However, the collectivist
guidance of economic systems toward sustainable development (whether
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by political elites or business elites), oblivious to self-organization, social
complexity, and emergence (Hayek, 2014; Mises, 1977, 1981), tends to ignore
the unintended consequences of such “socially responsible” collectivism and
large-scale institutional change (Hazlitt, 1952; Orlitzky, 2013).
Outside of academia, not only the political, but also the business elites
seem to become increasingly committed to the leftwing collectivist norms
underpinning CSR or, more broadly, initiatives of social and environmental
sustainability (Chin, Hambrick, & Treviño, 2013; Di Giuli & Kostovetsky, 2014).
For example, the “social responsibility” doctrine of demographic diversity
and ethnic inclusion must never be questioned in contemporary corporate
circles, unless one is willing to accept the same fate as James Damore,
whose memo exposed the ideological echo chamber at Google (Loizos,
2018). The utopian idea of politically correct CSR seems to allow for little,
if any, viewpoint diversity on, for example, same-sex marriage, the gender
pay gap, or climate change (Orlitzky, 2015). These normative commitments
by managerial elites are unsurprising because narcissistic managers can be
shown to be particularly inclined toward CSR (Petrenko, Aime, Ridge, & Hill,
2016). Narcissistic hubris would reinforce the belief that such large-scale
problems as poverty or climate change can effectively or legitimately be
averted through the visionary intervention of grandiose managers (GlickaufHughes & Wells, 1997; Maccoby, 2004).

22.6. Dire Consequences: The Dystopia of
Elitist Utopianism
The implications of this elitist utopianism, centered on intellectual elites’
particular version of social progress or societal “improvement,” are dire—for
social science itself and, potentially, even society at large.
Let’s first focus on the science itself. If the public (at large) no longer regards
academics as objective researchers and dispassionate observers of social and
organizational reality, widespread skepticism about the truth claims produced
by those activist/scientists will only increase (Rynes et al., in press). In such a
scenario, the status of organization science could be diminished and harmed
so severely that constituencies outside of academia would invariably start to
question the legitimacy of this type of research. This self-inflicted harm would
be analogous to the loss of legitimacy of the news media and journalism since
the turn of the millennium (Reed, 2017; Zuckerman, 2017). In a world in which
reportage of the facts is indistinguishable from propaganda, the credibility
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of the cited “facts” comes into question – and so does the legitimacy of the
profession. While researcher/activists’ virtue-signaling of combatting racism,
sexism, and all sorts of other -isms can be predicted to increase researchers’
legitimacy within their increasingly homogeneous scientific community
(Duarte et al., 2015), the external community, characterized by greater
viewpoint diversity, will start to have doubts about these researcher/activists’
objectivity. Clearly, if scientists’ value neutrality is in doubt, any value clash
is likely to produce a backlash by those that do not share the same values.
For example, when academics consistently “show” how beneficial Affirmative
Action is, no one should be surprised when groups that are systematically
disadvantaged by these programs will, at some point, start rejecting the elitist
groupthink, which has resulted, for example, in reverse discrimination against
whites and Asians (Hudson, 2018; Von Bergen, Soper, & Foster, 2002). So, a
continuation of the contemporary trends of declining credibility – in fact,
growing distrust – of social and organizational scientists (Rynes et al., in
press) seems predictable, given the persistence of the SSSM, philosophical
pragmatism, and increasing intellectual homogeneity within academia
(Bonica, 2014; Duarte et al., 2015; Langbert, 2018).
Now, let’s turn to an alternative scenario that could become a dystopian
nightmare for society. Let’s assume that, contrary to the previous section,
researcher/activists are not met with external skepticism or scorn, but are
instead rewarded by external political and business elites (who are increasingly
becoming “true believers” as well), for their social activism with positions of
increasing societal power and influence. In this case, the pragmatist value
commitments, in combination with the SSSM mindset, will win the day; the
social scientists’ utopian ideas and ideals would, in fact, be implemented to
a large extent. This outcome could be extremely damaging to libertarian
principles because individual choice and traditional institutions would be
replaced by experts’ and cosmopolitan elites’ social planning (Caldwell, 2004;
Easterly, 2014). Probably no one captured the tyranny of such change-oriented,
“compassionate” collectivism propagated by the Left more effectively than C.
S. Lewis:
“Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of
its victims may be the most oppressive. It would be better to live
under robber barons than under omnipotent moral busybodies.
The robber baron’s cruelty may sometimes sleep, his cupidity may
at some point be satiated; but those who torment us for our own
good will torment us without end for they do so with the approval
of their own conscience.”
(Lewis, 2014: 324)
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In many ways, preoccupation with scientific control of society – in order
to promulgate the elites’ ideals and values – can only be expected to lead
to an antilibertarian dystopia (Feyerabend, 1978, 1987), in which individual
laypeople’s judgment is displaced by the judgments of experts on subjects
ranging from housing (Robinson, 2017) to school segregation (Spaiser et al.,
2018) to dietary choice (A. L. Wilson, Buckley, Buckley, & Bogomolova, 2016).
Apart from CSR, nudging is probably the most widely known form of
paternalistic steering of individuals’ choices for their (presumably) own
welfare (Thaler & Sunstein, 2003). In line with the prosocial bias of leftwing
researcher/activists, some scholars criticize nudging for being too libertarian,
that is, for not being paternalistic or collectivist enough (e.g., McCrudden &
King, 2015). In general, most scholars deem nudging to be more justifiable if
it has good social consequences rather than self-benefits (Guala & Mittone,
2015). However, surveys suggest the exact opposite in terms of widespread
public acceptability: the public at large finds nudging more acceptable if it is
individually self-enhancing (Barton & Grüne-Yanoff, 2015; Hagman, Andersson,
Västfjäll, & Tinghög, 2015). Although nudging may avoid the coercive nature of
state paternalism, it still represents a current instantiation of the long history of
progressives’ encroachment on individual liberty over 150 years (Boaz, 1997;
Hayek, 2011). In short, many on the libertarian and conservative political Right
(see also Carey, 1998), including Objectivists (Locke, 2006; Peikoff, 1991), are
likely to regard such collectivist trends as worrisome restrictions of individual
liberty and, thus, inching toward dystopia—rather than utopia.

22.7.

Conclusion

Certainly, the promotion of intellectual heterodoxy within academia (Carl,
2017; Duarte et al., 2015) is a proper first step in defeating the collectivists, the
enemies of individual freedom. Advocates of individual freedom must learn to
recognize (outside or within their own disciplines) those research programs,
which – either explicitly or implicitly – promote the erosion of individual
liberties (e.g., in the form of ever more onerous regulations to combat
climate change – in the name of “sustainable development”). More positively,
academic leaders have an important duty to promote those research streams
that are committed to individualism and liberty. From a broader philosophical
perspective, an anti-collectivist mindset would have the following epistemic
and cognitive elements: (1) a worldview that presumes the existence of a
natural evolved order, which (2) can productively be studied through the
application of an objective scientific method – social and organizational
science as a tool of discovery rather than engine of change (see also Carroll
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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et al., 2017); (3) reverence for tradition and emergent order (Hayek, 2011,
2014); (4) skepticism about the malleability of human nature; (5) skepticism
about utopian blueprints for a new society based on first principles; thus, (6)
preference for prudential change in society. In many ways, these elements
characterize a conservative mindset (Allitt, 2009; Hoppe, 2001; Muller, 1997;
Quinton, 1978). Unless an increasing number of social scientists questions
the moral and epistemological certitude of utopian collectivism, the ideas
of liberty and individualism, central to Western civilization, may only survive
within the narrow confines of the Austrian School of Economics. We must not
allow universities to become the breeding ground of new dictatorships (see
also Mises, 1944).

22.8.
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23. A Contemporary Analysis on
Ludwig von Mises and his
Contribution to the Development
of Modern Liberal Theory
Artenis Peka
University of New York in Tirana
Thematic Area: Classic Liberal and Libertarian Thinking

The aim of this paper is to analyze the workings of one of the most
prolific representatives of the liberal philosophic tradition, Ludwig
von Mises. The impact his ideas had and continue to have in the
present day of age are visible in every aspect of the modern day
development of liberal school of thought as well as its economic
raison d’être. The paper is structured in three sections discussing
three notable contributions of Ludwig von Mises in three key areas
of liberal thought, concretely in section one I discuss the Misessian
view on freedom and the institution of private ownership, followed
by a detailed discussion on the economics and the critique of
socialism and the fundamental aspect of Mises’ disagreement with
this line of thought, concluded by a discussion of some of the
summary findings in his highly acclaimed writings on government
efficiency and bureaucracy.

23.1.

Introduction

Ludwig von Mises is one of the most important philosophers and economic
thinkers of the 20th century. His notable ideas have helped in granting us great
insight into the inner workings of human society and the economic model that
leads to prosperity. Capitalism has been an economic model that during its
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long lasting trajectory has become the very bedrock that sustained the liberal
way of life in full pursuit of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” In an
age where this system tends to be vilified, he had the courage to defend it and
his ideas remain very influential to this day in helping to better understand this
economic model and why it continues to remain the most viable alternative
we have.
Liberalism as an idea began with the advent of the French Revolution, has
helped to shape a new world in the last three hundred years. A new world
order evolved, one where liberty and freedom are the quintessential focal
points and the focus thereof of the collective power of society. Mises’ work is
a classic timepiece in defense of freedom and a living continuance of the old
liberal school. Today as the world is threatened by a rise of authoritarianism as
a continuous menace to our democratic way of living, his work takes special
prominence in sharing the most viable form of social organization that is
more conducive to human development and flourishing is that of a society
upholding the ideas of classical liberalism.
His long legacy of publications reinvigorated the sensible classical doctrine in
an age of extremes, by reintroducing it to adapt to the modern-day needs in
defense of freedom and the institution of private property. As Mises himself
stated in his work, “The program of liberalism, therefore, if condensed into a
single word, would have to read: property, that is, private ownership of the
means of production. All the other demands of liberalism result from this
fundamental demand.”1

23.2. Mises on Freedom and the Institution
of Private Ownership
Freedom is the backbone of the classical liberal concept. It has cemented itself
through the ages and has become a driving force for all liberal movements
and a powerful deterrent against the rise of authoritarianism all across the
globe. Mises attributes the notion of freedom to the classic liberal movements
as one of its greatest achievements. Mises said freedom is not something that
can be theorized as much as represented in practical terms in its most perfect
form in the embroid of a liberal. For Mises, a system based on freedom is for
the benefit of all; freedom is the means of achieving the greatest productivity
of human labor. It is quite clear that one of the greatest achievements of
freedom in the last one hundred and fifty years is the fact that there was a
1
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transition of what Mises called an “involuntary servitude” that enabled the
enormous development which came to fruition as a result of the interaction
of human society in a way unforeseen before.
Naturally, the question arises of how come that over a thousand years of
“involuntary servitude” forming the base of economic interaction were
replaced during such a short time as one hundred and fifty years? The typical
liberal as defined by Mises gives us much insight into the very understanding
of liberalism. The system of involuntary servitude is not dismissed based on
a moral viewpoint for, as Mises believed, liberalism is an “earthly doctrine”,
strictly centered within the material world, unconcerned with the metaphysical
moral understandings other doctrines tried to embellish themselves in. The
theory of knowledge, which he applied, was to guard against the metaphysical
assaults in trying to undermine the category of human action. He argues that
these arguments ought not to challenge economics since human beings
cannot attain the ultimate truth that metaphysicians seek. “It is beyond the
pale of rational inquiry to enter into an analysis of any variety of metaphysics,
to appraise its value or its tangibility and to affirm or to reject it.”2 The Hegelian
understanding of the absolute idea of full consciousness cannot be used to
understand Mises’ philosophy and his economic analysis.
For liberals, according to Mises, the argument is clear, the “serf-master”
relationship of involuntary servitude hurts all members of human society,
including “the masters” themselves. The chain which existed around the neck
of the labor force kept the whole of social development at bay. Only with
the popularization of liberal ideas during the two last centuries, mankind
has experienced this explosion in development which has taken form in all
walks of life. The fruit of free labor, as Mises called it, brings prosperity for all:
it becomes the safest and most resilient means to the generation of wealth
and it ends the slave labor relationship which previously existed with the
masters. Thus, it ends in my opinion the very backbone which made obsolete
the authoritarian doctrines of the past, for the very economic model which
kept these doctrines alive for so long was simply replaced with a new way of
thinking and comprehension of human interaction.
Mises emphasized throughout his notable works that the need to cross the
boundaries of involuntary servitude gave rise to liberalism. The examples
provided for us by history are clear: no political model ever sustains itself
without an economic counterpart to back it up. The economic prospects a
political system offers create the demagogues who preach that doctrine to
the people and make it viable for all. Thomas Hobbes is a classic example
2
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of how his ideas were rudimentarily aimed at protecting the very way of
life pertinent at the time. Therefore, no political model exists without its
economic counterpart. But how do we remove those ideas which contradict
the very essence of what it means being liberal and preferring freedom and
liberty? By laying out the foundation of its overthrow. If one provides a more
viable economic alternative to involuntary servitude, then it would make an
anti-liberal form of organizing society, simply not viable anymore. And that
foundation is private property. According to Mises, property is the “the private
ownership of the means of production.”3
The incentive of working as a self-sufficient individual far outweighs that of
cooperative action in the means of production. The aim is to organize the
division of labor in such a way as to provide abundance and economic means
to empower a self-sufficient individual. In Mises’ understanding there are
three factors that shape the means of production, namely labor, land, and
capital. Our planet is filled with resources, in and below the surface, in the
air, and seas making human existence possible and helping human labor to
further improve the quality of life by providing abundant means of production
of all kinds.
It is by virtue of human cooperation that makes the division of labor
possible. Mises articulates that it is through this system alone that the liberal
understanding and ideas are best expressed. Only through a system designed
to create cooperation based on private ownership of the division of labor
can the individuals of a society break the chain of involuntary servitude. It
is this fundamental economic backbone of private property that makes the
entire liberal concept capable of overthrowing all the pertinent models that
legitimized the serf-master relation of involuntary servitude.

23.3.

Mises on Socialism

Perhaps one of the most timely contributions in liberal thought of Mises was
his work Socialism which today still continues to remain a powerful academic
roadblock to socialism. The central theme of Mises’ ideas, namely protecting
private property, puts him at odds with the socialist way of thinking. Mises in
this regard is quite similar to Aristotle: one as a philosopher, the other as an
economist defended property despite being millennia apart. What we have
to understand about Mises’s frequent ventures into philosophy is that he

3
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believed economics to be “the third class of the laws of nature.”4 Thus, he
believed that a sound theory of knowledge was necessary to place proper
stress on the deductive inquiry of human action in the method of economics.
Unlike his archrival Keynes who saw economics as determined by philosophy,
Mises wrote philosophy as an economist5. In order to understand his doctrinal
disapproval of socialism, his critique of socialism must therefore be understood
primarily in philosophic terms.
The Misessian position is that “Human Cooperation under the system of the
social division of labor is possible only in the market economy. Socialism is
not a realizable system of society’s economic organization because it lacks
any method of economic calculation... the choice is between capitalism
and chaos”.6 In other places, he declares “the essential and unique problem
of socialism” is “economic calculation”.7 Thus, for Mises “the system of
economic calculation in monetary terms is conditioned by certain social
institutions. It can operate only in an institutional setting of the division of
labor and private ownership of the means of production, in which goods and
services of all orders are bought and sold against a generally used medium
of exchange, i.e., money.”8 He also used the “knowledge problem” faced by
central planners as a powerful argument against the possibility of socialism in
its current terms. In his preface on the Impossibility of Economic Calculation
under Socialism, he states that despite denying that the planner is able to
possess “perfect information” – about the particularities of the place relating
to each consumer’s value and technology – he was still using this analogy in
another place. When a builder is put before the challenge of building a house
possessing this much information, he will still face the unsolvable problem
of which of the various known technical methods for realizing his project
he ought to select. Each of these given factors employed can yield different
results, each yielding a building with different physical durability. Therefore in
Misessian understanding, the quintessential problem facing the planner is in
fact paradoxically the very crucial problem of socialist model. “It is a purely
economic problem, and as such refers merely to means and not to ultimate
ends”.9
As to any possible critique of the fallibility of the capitalist method, it is only
fallible due to the fact that it takes place under the conditions of uncertainty.
Mises stresses that the lack of knowledge and inability to calculate are logically
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ludwig von Mises, Human Action (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1963),
p.885
Dissent on Keynes, Mark Skousen, ed. (New York: Praeger, 1992) pp. 149-160
Ludwig von Mises, Human Action, ( ed. Chicago: Henry Regenry, 1966) p.679
Ludwig von Mises, Human Action 1963, p.703
Ludwig von Mises, Human Action 1966, p.229
ibid, 1966, p.697
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distinct problems, the latter being the very foundation of the socialist concept.
He is adamant when he states that without abounding the economy in the
choice of means, man is not free to adopt socialism.10
The power of the market has resolved the problem of economic calculation.
Regarding the knowledge problem, even if we assume the fallibility of the liberal
perspective that the uncertainty of the future is a particular category of human
action, which cannot be overcome by the recourse of the competitiveness,
or market price system, nonetheless the comparison based on their distinct
disseminating mechanisms has little to no value due to the fact that even
assuming a perfect situation of knowledge which is totally purposeful and
calculable, it would still make action impossible under central planning.
The position of the Austrian school “represents a critique of socialism only
because and to the extent that markets under capitalism indeed constitute
such a dynamic process of entrepreneurial discovery11.” Mises through his
observations was able to give solid arguments in defense of the capitalist
economic model and opposing socialism in a typical liberal fashion, as simply
being not a viable solution.		

23.4.

Mises on Bureaucracy

Mises has left a profound legacy in the political as well as economic
understanding of liberalism. His notable works on Bureaucracy or Omnipotent
Government are one of the most influential works in modern-day libertarian
thought which objected the statist ideology which he saw during his own
lifetime take its purest form with the rise of fascism and communism. The state
apparatus has always existed debates as to the nature and purpose of its use.
Rather than liberal or conservative, Mises when addressing the phrase; “That
government is best which governs least” argued that the correct disposition
of a good government is “to do all the things, for which it is needed and for
which it was established.”12 This meant according to Mises protection from the
fraudulence of external threats of a country as well as the internal attacks of
“gangsters”. For many locked in the debate of government bureaucracy, size
has been the focal point in the left-right spectrum debate. In Misessian view,
it is the functionality and not the size that makes the essential government
10
11
12
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effective. It paves the way for advocating numerous beneficial laws. Also,
at times of external threats, notably invasions where a large government
apparatus is necessary, the natural question would arise as to the consistency
of the claim regarding the small size of government and the inability to
determine exactly what that government would look like.
Mises’ synthetic philosophic rationalization of the purpose and size of
government bureaucracy, diametrically opposes the Hegelian concepts which
tend to ascribe to the state metaphysical divine attributes as the “Universal
in and for itself, the rationality of the will” or the ‘the self-conscious moral
substance.” The multiplicity of the government administrative functions
should adopt the market system designs, to serve the community but
allow individual members to have their full disposition of will in choosing
where and to allocate their own resources regardless whether that is for a
divisible amount of goods or services as a medium of exchange. In Misessian
understanding, bureaucracy becomes the enemy of economic freedom and
political development if it becomes the prevailing form of delivery of goods
and services. The crucial point to understand that naturally, endowed by the
very social contract we have signed with our government, certain delivery
of public services becomes a necessity, but a transgressing of these lines
of necessity would unequivocally damage the interaction of supply and
demand and deprive therefore the individuals of the right to freedom and the
opportunity given to them to enjoy and preserve a free society.
The question, therefore, which Mises chooses to tackle is something of epic
proportions: how to stop the growth of the statist machine, the Leviathan?
The answer is simple: education; he argues solidly that an educated citizenry
can become the most powerful deterrent of unwanted bureaucracy, by
making them aware of its dangers. However, as Mises stresses rightfully,
this task is significantly complicated, if the same education system aimed at
forming conscious and aware citizens is controlled by the state itself.13 As the
dawn of the 4th generation of rights, notably those relating to the protection
of environment, becomes an active part of the school curricula, replacing
the traditional doctrinal education has created new opportunities for statist
to attack private enterprise by preparing the expedient public support for
government agencies to step in and regulate some of the most fundamental
aspects of free enterprise, such as the form how one ought to regulate his
business behavior, limiting the rights to complain due to inefficiency and
failing administration.

13
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Mises certainly gave a refreshed understanding to government efficiency and
bureaucracy by seeing the government as a necessary organism which must
function properly within its limits as to not threaten the sanctity of individual
rights, a key concept in classical liberal thought. His intention was not in
criticizing the mainstream macroeconomic theory but rather showcase some
of the instances where the government intervention through its bureaucratic
apparatus hampered the natural flow of the allocation of resources to where
the individual’s needs demanded it.

23.5.

Conclusion

Ludwig von Mises played an important role in the revival of classical liberal
school. He is one of its most important figures with contributions in the world
of academia spanning from publications, books to articles that not only gave a
great insight into the inner workings of the modern socio-economic systems
but also stressed the need to stay up course to the very liberal foundations
of the modern world. Mises, by writing philosophy as an economist,
reconceptualized the narrative of liberal thought in the tormentous waters
of applied economics and political theory by giving a lasting contribution
in a world where the battlefield raged often indistinguishably between the
battlefield and ink. It is the time where he lived that makes him so important,
and that gives his life-long contribution and devotion to the liberal cause its
everlasting grace. The statist alternative lacks a mode of calculation which
can best determine the size and the optimal allocation of expenditures and
budget between services.
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24. Calculation of Private Product
According to Rothbard’s
Approach
Dr. Olga Peniaz
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The Gross Domestic Product is the most commonly used
indicator for economic growth and fluctuations in the world. At
the same time, criticisms of the GDP measure are numerous and
constructive. Rothbard (1963) proposed an alternative measure
of production – private product. In this paper Rothard’s method
of calculation of the private product will be analyzed. Applying
Rothbard’s method to the French macroeconomic data, the private
product is evaluated during the last crisis in France and then the
results are discussed.

24.1.

Introduction

“The attempt to determine in money the wealth of a nation or the
whole mankind are as childish as the mystic efforts to solve the
riddles of the universe by worrying about the dimension of the
pyramid of Cheops.”
Ludwig von Mises, 1966 [1949]
“Distinctions must be kept in mind between quantity and quality
of growth, between costs and returns, and between the short and
long run. Goals for more growth should specify more growth of
what and for what.”
Simon Kuznets, 1962
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The Gross Domestic Product (GDP), introduced in the first half of the twentieth
century by Simon Kuznets, has been used until the present day by economists
and policy makers as a key measure of economic growth and business cycles.
However, does GDP really reflect the changes of real production, and does it
truly reflect the behavior of economic agents during the cycle?
The question “how to measure the outcome of production in the economy?”
was posed after the Great Depression. Following a request of the US
government, Simon Kuznets developed the Gross Domestic Product in order
to measure the level of production in the US. GDP was introduced in France
(and in Europe) as an instrument for measuring economic activity after the
Second World War.
Today, the criticisms of GDP are put forth by economists of different schools
of economic thought (Kuznets, 1962), Mises (1966 [1949]), Rothbard (1963),
Schepelmann (2010), Shostak (2001), Stiglitz (2008)). We will not pay attention
to the shortcomings of this indicator that concerns its inability to measure
the well-being of a nation, the environmental aspects of production, the
negligence of domestic work and the underground economy that occupy
a very important place in the modern economy. In this article one primary
function of GDP is critically discussed, namely, its ability to measure the
market value of production and economic activity in a country.
The value of public goods included in GDP is calculated on the assumption
that the value of government products is equal to their cost of production and
not to their market value. Financed by taxes, public expenditure represents
a burden borne by the private sector, which reduces the real output of the
private sector. Therefore, it would be interesting to find another indicator to
evaluate private production in the economy in order to reflect the change
in behavior of economic agents during the economic cycle, particularly, the
increase in production during the growth phase and its decline during the
crisis.
In light of the above arguments, an alternative measure of real output in the
economy will be implemented. In America’s Great Depression, Rothbard (1963)
proposed a measure of production - private product – which he calculated for
the US before and during the Great Depression. In this article we will discuss
this alternative measure. Then, we will apply Rothbard’s method to French
macroeconomic data and will evaluate private product during the last crisis
in France. In conclusion we will compare the fluctuations of private product
with the fluctuations of GDP during the same period and discuss the results.
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24.2.

Product and GDP

By product we mean the outcome of the production process. The majority of
goods in the economy are produced by man. Even apparently the goods given
by nature are included in the product as desired and used by man. Ultimately
they are the products of human endeavors.
Production activities lead to consumer goods that serve to satisfy human
desires directly. In their own turn, the capital goods or means of production
are goods used in the production process to produce other economic goods
(Rothbard, 2007 [1962]). The product in the market can be assessed through
free trade via the price system, which provides information to the producers
about their interest to produce a particular product.
Obviously, there is no perfect indicator to estimate all products having value
for consumers, because not all products pass through the market and thus
not all of them have a monetary representation of their values.
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP), invented in the early twentieth century, has
been used until the present-day by economists as a key measure of economic
growth and business cycles. This aggregate represents the monetary value of
final output and can be defined and calculated in three ways: the production
(or output or value added) approach, the income approach, or the expenditure
approach1.
At the same time there are many constructive critical works on GDP. GDP
does not take into account externalities, does not measure the result of
production of underground and parallel economies or volunteering. Nor are
the services produced and consumed by households included in GDP. We
can also mention multiple problems of calculation: delay in reporting, false
reporting etc. In our analysis we will neglect these imperfections and will
focus on the first function of GDP: to measure market value of final products.
1

Selon INSEE : - le PIB est égal à la somme des valeurs ajoutées brutes des différents
secteurs institutionnels ou des différentes branches d’activité, augmentée des
impôts moins les subventions sur les produits (lesquels ne sont pas affectés aux
secteurs et aux branches d’activité);
- le PIB est égal à la somme des emplois finals intérieurs de biens et de services
(consommation finale effective, formation brute de capital fixe, variations de
stocks), plus les exportations, moins les importations ;
- le PIB est égal à la somme des emplois des comptes d’exploitation des secteurs
institutionnels : rémunération des salariés, impôts sur la production et les
importations moins les subventions, excédent brut d’exploitation et revenu mixte.
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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GDP does not reflect changes in the market value of real output, due to different
factors presented below. Actually government spending represents a large
part of GDP. In EU countries this figure varies from 27.3% to 56.4% of GDP2,
while in the early twentieth century it was three times less. It is particularly
difficult to measure government spending in the national accounts as public
services are often provided for free (or at a reduced price) and directly to
users. Consequently, government spending cannot be evaluated using prices
that reflect the consumers’ choice. As a result, the estimation of government
services is based on the cost of production, and not on their market values.
This is very questionable from the point of view of the economic efficiency
criterion. The market values of these goods and services could be lower or
higher than their cost of production, but there is no criterion by which this is
demonstrated and can be known by the economic analyst. Moreover, the main
part of public spending is financed by taxes that reduce private production
and represent a heavy burden on the private sector.
Hence, by merely observing a growing figure of GDP, we cannot conclude
that real production in the economy has increased. Especially during
economic cycles, increases of GDP can often be explained by increases of
public spending, in situations where the real private sector output actually
decreases.

24.3. Rothbard’s Private Product
Calculation FOR the United States during the
Great Depression
In his book America’s Great Depression, Rothbard describes the Great
Depression in the United States from the point of view of the Austrian business
cycle theory. It considers the manipulation of the money supply as the main
cause of economic fluctuations. Rothbard specifies the inflationary policy of
the Federal Reserve from 1921 to 1929 and demonstrates that the depression
was not caused by speculation, but by credit expansion. The situation was
worsened by the many political decisions made during this period, including
the interventionist policies of the Hoover administration responsible for
increasing the duration, extent and intensity of the Great Depression.

2
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OECD (2019), General government spending (indicator).
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Our analysis is especially focused on the private product proposed and
calculated by Rothbard in America’s Great Depression. According to
Rothbard’s idea, government spending or government revenues, if they are
higher than expenditure, may be considered as a burden for private national
product (Rothbard, 2008 [1963]), p.339-340). Then, the difference between
the gross private product and this sum represents the estimation of private
product remaining in private hands.
As a rule, the tax burden on the economy is calculated as the ratio of public
spending and Gross Domestic Product. But it makes more sense to calculate
this indicator as a ratio of public spending and gross private product. To
calculate gross private product, Rothbard proposes to clear the GDP from
the value of “product created in public administration and public enterprises.”
(Rothbard, 2008 [1963]), p.339) To calculate the gross private product
remaining it must be corrected by public spending or revenue.
If public spending is bigger than revenue, the deficit will be a deduction
of private resources (financed by credit expansion or government loan).
Therefore the expenditure is chosen to measure net product of the private
sector. If government revenues are bigger than spending, this surplus reduces
the private sector through taxes, and then revenues must be taken for
calculation of net private product remaining.
Therefore we can deduce that this method implies a double counting of
government spending. Rothbard argues that public servant salaries are paid
by taxes, i.e. with the money deducted from the private sector.
The author affirms that this method is not perfect as the private product will
be undervalued by the tax paid by public employees. However, during the
thirties, this amount was insignificant and could be ignored.
For private product calculation Rothbard uses the approximate estimation
of revenues and expenditures of public enterprises as the national accounts
could not provide the information about public companies.
The final calculations were realized for gross and net product. The net national
product is calculated as a difference between gross national product and the
value of depreciation and other provisions for capital consumption.
Rothbard completed all calculations for the federal and state levels. These are
the steps of Rothbard’s method presented in the appendix of America’s Great
Depression:
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1. Using the national statistics, evaluate Gross National Product and Net
National Product.
2. Identify in the statistics the product created by public administration and
public enterprises.
3. Calculate Gross/net private product as the difference between GNP/PNN
and the product created by government and public companies;
4. Estimate public spending (public enterprises are not included).
5. Estimate public enterprises’ expenditure, which includes revenues of
public enterprises (staff salaries) and purchases from private companies
(the statistics were not found, estimates are used in the calculations).
6. Calculate the total public expenditure (expenditure of public enterprises
and public administrations expenditure).
7. Determine government revenues and public enterprises’ revenues (consider
that the revenues of public enterprises are equal to total expenditures of
public enterprises).
8. Calculate the gross/net private product remaining as the difference
between the gross/net private product and total public revenue or
expenditure (we take the highest figure).
9. Finally the tax burden is calculated on gross private product and net private
product, as the ratio between total government revenue or expenditure
(we take the highest figure) and GPP/NPP.
The results obtained by Rothbard reveal the decline of gross and net private
product and the increase of tax burden on the private sector during 19291932. It is due to the increase in public expenditures.
Rothbard’s method has some inaccuracies. The main disadvantage of his
method is using double counting in the calculation of gross and net private
product remaining in the private sector. Rothbard deduced twice the sum of
salaries of civil servants and public enterprise employees from GNP, counting
them first as government revenues and then as government spending.
This mirrors two different approaches used to calculate GDP (by expenditure
and income). Taken as such, this operation involves double counting. Actually,
the public sector is big and continues to grow, especially in European countries.
Applying this method to French data we can obtain a negative result, even
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taking into consideration the important size of the private sector in the French
economy. We can conclude that Rothbard’s method needs some corrections
to be applied to the current statistical data.

24.1. Calculation of Private Product
According to Rothbard’s Approach for French
Macroeconomic Data
Firstly, using Rothbard’s method, we calculate the private product in France.
Secondly, we calculate the private product keeping the majority of Rothbard’s
idea but avoiding double counting. Calculation is based on statistical inputoutput tables. Finally, we discuss the results.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

GDP
1798
1887
1933
1886
1937
1997

NDP
1568
1644
1674
1623
1669
1717

Table 1. GDP and NDP in France, € billions
Ref.: « Comptes nationaux - Base 2005, Tableaux Economique d’Ensemble : comptes courants
des années 2006- 2011 base 2005, Insee. »

The data of GDP and NDP from 2006 to 2011 in France are presented in
Table 1. We can observe the decrease of GDP during the 2009 crisis, but the
recovery already re-started in 2010. In 2011 the GDP indicator has exceeded
its pre-crisis level. Net Domestic Product is Gross Domestic Product minus
depreciation and other capital consumption allowances.
In the second step we define government income and public enterprises’
income represented by salaries of public sector employees. We make all these
calculations at the national level only.
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The results are presented in Table 2. The data on public administration are
found in the national statistics. We also added revenues from social security
funds, non-existent in the 1930s in the US, but representing an important
figure in France today.
Due to lack of information we use approximate calculations to estimate the
salaries of employees of public enterprises: the staff of public enterprises
multiplied by the average net salary.
Public
administration
income
409,4
423,2
434,5
440,8
449,8
461,9

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Public
enterprises
income
3,1
3,4
3,5
3,6

Total
government
income

437,6
444,2
453,3
465,5

Table 2. Total government income, € billions
Ref.: « Comptes nationaux - Tableaux Economique d’Ensemble : comptes courants des
années 2006- 2011 base 2005, Insee. »

Government revenues increased throughout the crisis.
Then the gross private product and net private product are calculated as the
difference between GDP / NDP and total public revenues. The results are
presented in Table 3.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

GDP
1798
1887
1933
1886
1937
1997

NDP
1568
1644
1674
1623
1669
1717

Total government
income

GPP

NPP

-

-

-

437,6
444,2
453,3
465,5

1495,6
1441,6
1483,9
1531,1

1236,1
1178,7
1215,4
1251,9

Table 3. Gross Private product and Net private product in France, € billions
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Furthermore, we estimate public expenditures and expenditures of public
enterprises.
Government expenditures and
expenditures of government enterprises
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Government
expenditures
920
953
1030,0
1070,6
1095,6
1118,7

Expenditures of
government enterprises
196,2
223,8
235,2
239,4

Total
1226,2
1294,4
1330,8
1358,1

Table 4. Government expenditures, € billions
Ref. : « Postes de dépenses des administrations publiques en 2006-2011 Insee, base 2005 »

Public expenditure and expenditure of public enterprises are presented
in Table 4. We noted that despite the crisis and falling revenues, the state
increased spending during this period. This was possible due to the increase
of public debt and accommodative monetary policies.
Calculations for public enterprises are approximate and were made on the
basis of proceeds of public enterprises. We reduced this to the sum of taxes
paid by state business, as they are already included in public expenditure
(expenditure of public enterprises = proceeds - proceeds * tax burden).
Rothbard calculated this figure as the sum of wages and purchases made
in the private sector by public enterprises. In our calculation we take into
account all expenditures of public enterprises, because it is included in GDP.
To single out the private sector, GDP must be reduced by its value.
Therefore we calculate the difference between the PPB/PPN and total
expenditures of the state for the gross private product and net private product
remaining in private hands.
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Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

GPP

NPP

1495,6
1441,6
1483,9
1531,1

1236,1
1178,7
1215,4
1251,9

Total of
Government
expenditures

Private Product
Remaining
(Gross)

1226,2
1294,4
1330,8
1358,1

269,4
147,2
153,2
173,0

Private
Product
Remaining
(Net)

9,9
-115,7
-115,4
-106,2

Table 5. Gross Private Product and Net Private Product remaining, € billions

The final value of net private product remaining in private hands obtained
by Rothbard’s method is negative. It seems implausible but this negative
value can be explained by the use of double counting in the calculation: he
reduces GDP twice by the sum of public servant salaries and salaries of public
enterprises’ employees.
On the other hand, the negative value of net private product remaining in
private hands may be explained by the consumption of fixed capital.
We recalculate gross / net private products avoiding double counting. We
add the values of the last to the sum of public servants’ salaries and salaries of
public companies’ employees.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Private Product Remaining
(Gross)
440,2
322,3
331,8
353,8

Private Product
Remaining (Net)
180,6
59,4
63,3
74,6

Table 6. Gross Private Product and Net Private Product remaining, recalculated (€ billions)
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Analyzing this table we can observe consumption of fixed capital during the
crisis. We can explain this fact by the lack of resources for the completion of
the projects that were launched in the expansionary boom period.
In Table 7 we calculated tax burden with the figure obtained using Rothbard’s
method.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Tax burden on the gross
private product
82,0
89,8
89,7
88,7

Tax burden on the net
private product

99,2
109,8
109,5
108,5

Table 7. Tax burden on the GPP according to Rothbard’s method, %

The tax burden figures, calculated as the ratio between total government
revenue or expenditure (we take the highest amount) and GPP / NPP, are
presented in Table 7. These figures are overvalued for the same reason: double
counting.
However, we use them to compare the results obtained from calculations
using Rothbard’s method with the results obtained by Rothbard in the 1930s.
During the Great Depression the tax burden on the private net product
calculated by Rothbard in the United States did not exceed 30% (in 1932 it
was 28.9%). In 2010 in France this indicator reached 109.5%. This reflects a
significant state intervention into the economy as compared to the past.
We also recalculate the tax burden by avoiding double counting.
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Tax burden on the gross
private product
70,6
77,6
77,6
76,9

Tax burden on the net
private product
85,4
95,0
94,8
94,0

Table 8. Tax burden on the gross private Product according to Rothbard’s method,
recalculated, %
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Hence, the tax burden so calculated is lower than 100%, but close to it,
especially, during the economic crisis. The figures reveal that the public sector
makes a significant part of the French economy. It is a burden on the private
sector and it blocks resource reallocation in the economy.

24.2.

Conclusion

The empirical analysis of the economic activity during the different phases of
the cycle requires the use of real output. However, GDP does not reflect the
results of real production. To measure the real product we used an alternative
indicator of gross / net private product proposed by Rothbard in America’s
Great Depression.
Applying his method to French macroeconomic data we calculated the private
product in the French economy. This method is not perfect and has many
drawbacks. But it would be illogical to neglect public expenditure included in
GDP for the reasons already stated above.
The results obtained from calculations reveal different types of behavior of
private and public agents during the cycle: decrease of output during the crisis
and despite this - the fact of increasing of public spending. When real output
falls, ceteris paribus, government revenue decreases. Thus, the reduction in
public spending is decisive during the recession.
During and after the crisis public spending continued to grow in France. The
possibility of increasing public debt has become a major mode of public
expenditure financing. Obviously, these practices were not common at the
time of the Great Depression.
In 2009 Net private product remaining in private hands in France takes a
value of 59,4 billion Euros. That can be explained by the consumption of fixed
capital during the recession.
In the same way as during the Great Depression, during the 2008 crisis, the
state increased the tax burden. But, it is very important that the tax burden
decreases during the depression. During this period, the decision to reduce
taxes is important to stimulate production and investment in the economy.
The reduction of tax burden is a key to economic recovery that facilitates the
resources reallocation in the economy.
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25. From Boehm-Bawerk’s “Positive
Theory” to Schumpeterian
Dynamics
J. Hanns Pichler, Professor.em.
Vienna University of Economics and Business
Boehm-Bawerk’s famous „Positive Theory of Capital“ (1889, engl.
1891) – resembling a center piece of Austrian School capital theory
– at the time was meant as a provocatively „capitalist“ answer
to Marx‘ negative interpretation (1867) of the capitalist process;
arguing thereby that capitalism in its mature stage, with marginal
cost of every unit of capital added tending towards zero, becomes
„classless“ as well out of its own forces, quite independent of
Histomat dialectics. While such typically neoclassical theorizing
remains essentially static, Schumpeter – being familiar with both
Marx and his Austrian peers – extended this reasoning in his
seminal „Theory of Economic Development“ (1912, engl. 1934)
into a dynamic interpretation of the economic process as (non
static) continuous change by way of shrewdly formulating a kind
of – non-Marxist – capitalist dialectics driving the system „from
within“.

Underlying hypotheses and observations, Schumpeter states in the
early German edition of his seminal “Theory of Economic Development”
(1912)1, were not invented or merely fictitious, but taken and gleaned from
economic reality in contrast to – then – prevailing equilibrium oriented and
1

Newly edited and reprinted with an “Introduction” by J. Roepke and O. Stiller (2006).
References and quotations in the following are being identified, respectively: if
relating to the earlier German editions (in particular, the first or second) as “Theorie”
followed by year; if relating to the English version as “Theory” (1934 or reprints).
Quotations translated from the German editions being either omitted or referred to
only passim in the 1934 English version, are marked “transl. J.H.P.”
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essentially “static” views of interpreting the market based capitalist process as
“conditioned by given circumstances” (as he subtitled the very first chapter.
Thus, the telling motto right on the title page of the first edition: “Hypotheses
non fingo”. (As such never appearing again in any later issues, including the
English translation of 1934; see Annexes 1 and 2.)
From hindsight one might be left wondering as to what, in fact, makes
Schumpeter’s early conceived vision of the leadership role of the entrepreneur
in “economic life” still so very topical, if not to say outright indispensable for
explaining the dynamics of the “capitalist” system. In recognizing role and
importance of entrepreneurially driven innovation with related forces of
“creative destruction” as intrinsically market based phenomena, Schumpeterian
notions indeed seem to have gained new momentum in today’s economic
debate for the very understanding of entrepreneurial by driven systems,
including competitive entrepreneurial behavior with emphasis also on related
entrepreneurship education2. All that against a bibliographical background
of his “Theory” which – intermittently nearly forgotten, widely misread or
misinterpreted – took fully 14 years until its second, in parts radically revised
and modified edition in 1926.3
Schumpeter explicitly voices his irritation in the foreword to the second edition
that readers of the earlier version obviously “mistook” the book as a kind of
“history” of economic development in line with the – methodologically more
descriptive – German “Historical Schools” to which, nonetheless, the very
flow and partly rather verbose style of the original text undoubtedly shows
a certain affinity. In restating and emphasizing the theoretical thrust of his
argument, the somewhat lengthy subtitle4 was added from the second edition
onwards (and retained also in the English translation) to bring home the very
essence together with substantial revisions to the core second chapter on
“The Fundamental Phenomenon of Economic Development”.5
2

3
4
5
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Witness the numerous university chairs and programs on “entrepreneurship”
having sprung up, and still expanding, over the past decades. Cf. more recently also
Thomas K. McCraw (2007) with extensive references to Schumpeter’s “Legacy”;
or the relevance of innovative elements and factors in the context of the New
(endogenous) Growth Theory (cf. P.M. Romer, 1990, et al.), as well as distinct
Schumpeterian traits in the relatively new discipline of “Evolutionary Economics”.
As essentially the basis for the subsequent English translation, published 1934 at
Harvard after the 3rd and 4th- both largely unchanged - German printings (1931,
1934).
In German: „Eine Untersuchung über Unternehmergewinn, Kapital, Kredit, Zins und
den Konjunkturzyklus”; in English: „An Inquiry into Profits, Capital, Credit, Interest
and the Business Cycle“(„Profits“ to be understood entrepreneurial or “private”).
In German: “Das Grundphaenomen der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung” (Theorie 1912,
103-198; 1926, 88-139; Theory 1934, 57-94).
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In the context of such revisions Schumpeter, in our view, perpetrated two
“sins”: Firstly, by trying to schematize, thereby narrowing down and kind of
“sterilizing”, in the second chapter the very role of the entrepreneur to the
meanwhile famous, again and again being referred to, “five cases” in “the
carrying out of new combinations”;6 as such conveying a rather bloodless, sort
of descriptive “listing” of implied entrepreneurial traits and “characteristics”
lending itself to a rather limited, yet tempting interpretation as a sort of
proxy for defining the “Schumpeterian entrepreneur”, quite in contrast to
the full blooded picture so vividly painted in the original version refraining
from such schematization. Secondly, by omitting the entire seventh chapter
(from 1926 onward)7, wherein Schumpeter tried to put his vision and overall
conceptualization in a systemic context by way of a “holistic” topping off
in form of a socio-economic synopsis to the expositions in the preceding
chapters. It seems a pity that, especially the English reader, remains deprived
of a possibly still more comprehensive and deeper understanding of the very
thrust of the Schumpeterian message even if, admittedly, this chapter (of
nearly 90 pages in the German original) might appear less rigorously argued.

25.1.

A “Theory” Against the Mainstream

In order to fully appreciate the very boldness of Schumpeter’s message, his
“Theory” needs to be viewed in light of the prevailing mainstream of economic
thought at the time of its first publication. Classics and Neoclassics, notably of
the Viennese marginal (“Grenznutzen”) tradition with Eugen v. Boehm-Bawerk
and Friedrich v. Wieser as principal advisers to Schumpeter’s habilitation at the
Vienna University8, clearly were dominating the discipline’s common body of
knowledge; and so was Marx’ quite different, non-market based (“socialist”)
interpretation of the economic process, all of which Schumpeter was well
familiar with, while more specifically having been exposed, of course, to
neoclassical thinking in the Viennese academic “style”. His habilitation thesis as
mentioned, submitted in 1908, indeed was devoted to a theoretical treatment

6
7
8

Theorie 1926, 100f.; Theory 1934, 66, by contrast to the German version not
explicitly being “listed”, but less conspicuously integrated in the text as such (see
Annex 3).
In German: “Das Gesamtbild der Volkswirtschaft“ (“Overall View of the Economy“,
transl. J.H.P.), Theorie 1912, 463-548.
Based on his first book, entitled: „Das Wesen und der Hauptinhalt der theoretischen
Nationaloekonomie“, Leipzig 1908 („The Nature and Content of Theoretical
Economics“), repeatedly also being referred to (as „Wesen“ for short) in
Schumpeter’s subsequent „Theorie“.
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and discussion of the “state of the art” at the time, including a rather shrewd
reception and re-interpretation of Walrasian equilibrium as an exposition of
“pure economics” on essentially static grounds.9
These scientific environs and ingredients are important to note as points of
departure in Schumpeter’s own “Theory”, wherein his critical stand against
the prevailing “mainstream” finds ample expression right in the first chapter10
by pointing at the intrinsically static, “circular flow”-type view of “economic
life” and voicing his discontent over the obvious deficiency of such theorizing
to adequately capture and explain the underlying dynamics of the market
based “capitalist” process. By contrast, he explicitly commends Marx as –
with his (dialectic) methodology – being able to indeed grasp the intrinsically
dynamic nature of “economic development.”11
To mention as of specific relevance in this very context is Eugen v. Boehm
Bawerk’s profoundly neoclassical – and pointedly anti-Marxian – “The Positive
Theory of Capital”12 as for Schumpeter yet another bone of contention and
point of critical departure since, despite its erudite theoretical reasoning,
again resting on essentially “static” grounds and, therefore, bound to miss
the intrinsic nature of “capitalist” dynamics. (For an ingenious early re-

9
10

11

12
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Cf. Walras, L.: Elements d’economie pure, ou theorie de la richesse sociale, Lausanne
1874-77; English translation by Jaffe; W.: Elements of Pure Economics, Homewood,
Ill.-London 1954.
Entitled “The Circular Flow of Economic Life as Conditioned by Given
Circumstances”, Theory 1934, 3-56; in German: “Der Kreislauf der Wirtschaft in
seiner Bedingtheit durch gegebene Verhältnisse”, Theorie 1912, 1-102. Already the
“Physiocrates”, Schumpeter argues, in grasping “the fact of circular flow … ipso facto
describe a static economy … And this remained the objective of pure economics to
our days.” Also with A. Smith, “wherever his arguments rest on firm ground, his view
is essentially static … Wherever he speaks of progress, he never explains this on the
basis of economic processes in themselves …” (Theorie 1912, 92ff., transl. J.H.P.)
„The only major attempt toward the problem of development is the one of Karl
Marx“… He strived to treat the development of economic life itself on basis of
economic theory. His accumulation, his immiserization, his crisis theories follow
from pure economic reasoning … aiming at the evolution of economic life as such
… not just its circular flow …“(Theorie 1912, 98; transl. J. H. P.) And if he “had not
been more than a purveyor of phraseology, he would be dead by now. Mankind is
not grateful for that sort of service and forgets quickly the names of the people who
write the librettos for its political operas.” (Schumpeter, 1942, 5.)
Translated with a “Preface” by W. Smart, London-New York 1891. German original:
“Positive Theorie des Kapitales (1889), as Vol. 2 of “Kapital and Kapitalzins”; a
center piece til today of neoclassical capital theory, which propelled its author to
international fame. Boehm-Bawerk by the way, as Schumpeter states himself, never
really approved of his “Theory” (cf. Theorie 1926, “Vorwort”).
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interpretation of “The Positive Theory” with Boehm-Bawerk’s subtle theorizing
on the “round aboutness” of capitalist accumulation by his contemporary
Swedish economist Knut Wicksell, see graphical illustration, Annex 4.)13
It is against such background and dissatisfaction with mainstream “circular
flow” concepts as prevailing then, that Schumpeter’s own “Theory” evolved
and took shape: as a theoretical – and in its endeavor similar to Boehm
Bawerk’s preceding, albeit “static” – attempt to, for his part, provide a nonMarxian dynamic interpretation of capitalist “development” driven by its
inherent systemic forces “from within”. 14
We shall try in the following to pinpoint – against such background – what
seems to emerge as a kind of “hidden agenda” behind Schumpeter’s vision
rendering it such lasting a legacy for interpreting capitalist development and
its dynamics.

25.2. Toward Entrepreneurially Driven
“Capitalism”
In taking a profoundly critical stand against mainstream “statics”, Schumpeter
in his “Theory” endeavors to depict market based (long term) “economic
development” as an ever changing – and as such never toward equilibrium
tending – process of “economic life” generally. This, in fact, constitutes the
all-pervading thrust of his argument; and indeed no one – apart from Marx
in his systemic theorizing – has done so before in a similarly rigorous fashion
that, no doubt, lends such seminal and lasting fascination to his “Theory”.
The essence of capitalist dynamics, in Schumpeter’s view, thus boils down
to a continuous pursuit of “carrying out … new combinations”15 as an
entrepreneurially driven process which proves “that economic life never is
static; it lies in the very nature of development.”16 The question then arises: who
is “carrying out”, what stands for the “new” and how are “new combinations”
being carried through?
13
14

15
16

Cf. Wicksell, K. (1893).
“By development, therefore, we shall understand only such changes in economic life
as … arise by its own initiative, from within.” (Theory 1934, 63.) “Development in our
sense is then defined by the carrying out of new combinations.” (Ibid. 66; with the
“five points” to follow, see Annex 3.)
Theory 1934, 66.
Theorie 1912, 162 (transl. J. H. P.).
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Schumpeter’s straightforward answer to that is: the entrepreneur, being
depicted and singled out in the very “Schumpeterian” meaning (or “in our
sense” as he repeatedly emphasizes). In any given economic moment or
situation, so his argument, there exist “numerous possibilities for new
combinations”, yet only a small group has the drive and takes “leadership”
to, in fact, carrying them through, while “most do not see them”.17 Thus,”…
the carrying out of new combinations is a special function … of people who
are much less numerous than all those who have the ‘objective’ possibility of
doing it. Therefore … entrepreneurs are a special type, and their behavior …
the motive power of a great number of significant phenomena.”18
Hence it is, with Schumpeter, the entrepreneur – and only he – who”’leads’
the means of production into new channels … drawing other producers …
after him“, thereby rendering ”a service, the full appreciation of which … is not
so easily understood by the public at large”.19
From there it follows, “the most typical incorporation of future value creating
potentials is a new enterprise …”, and the “specific type” as characteristic for “a
special class of economically active individuals has taken on a name of its own,
namely entrepreneur.”20 The entrepreneur as the driving or “leading” force in
economic life, be it as “business founder”21 or as “creative innovator” who
through “anti-hedonist”22 activity and initiatives creates future values. “They
(these values, J.H.P.) correlate with new combinations, … new combinations
translated in value terms … the shadows of things to come …”23

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
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Theorie 1912, 162 (transl. J. H. P.).
Theory 1934, 81f.
Ibid. 89; yet, such „leadership in particular … must be distinguished from ‚invention’.
As long as they (inventions, J. H. P.) are not carried into practice, inventions are
economically irrelevant.“ (Ibid., 88) However: „In as much as the carrying out of new
combinations constitutes form and substance of development, so much so is the
leader’s initiative its driving force.” Alas, not all are „equally far sighted and energetic
…“(Theorie 1912, 162, footnote; transl. J.H.P.)
Theorie 1912, 170f. (transl. J. H. P.); or somewhat more barren in the English version
later on: „The carrying out of new combinations we call ‘enterprise’; the individuals
whose function it is to carry them out we call ‘entrepreneurs’.” (Theory 1934, 74)
In merciless Schumpeterian understanding: If a business founder merely continues
to manage his „enterprise … in simply a static way, he ceases to be an entrepreneur!”
His very nature “is linked to creating (to combining, J. H. P.) something new.”
(Theorie 1912, 174, footnote; transl. J. H. P.)
Theory 1934, 94; the entrepreneur as – in a “non-hedonist” way - ever being
absorbed by “the joy of creating, of getting things done, or of just exercising …
ingenuity.” (Theory 1934, 93)
Theorie 1912, 170 (transl. J. H. P.).
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In carrying out new combinations, the entrepreneur, firstly, singles out from a
“multitude of various moments … the related right decision … which is given to
few people only with specific capabilities, and secondly, carries them through.
These are the characteristics of our entrepreneur, of our man of action.
They are inseparable and of equal importance. And the result is economic
development, progress”24; development or progress being triggered by “our
type” of (Schumpeterian) entrepreneur.

25.3. Uncovering the Subtlety of Implied
“Dialectics”
The role of the Schumpeterian entrepreneur, as inseparably being geared
to the very essence of “economic development”, thus resembles a kind
of “hidden” form of what might be called Schumpeterian “dialectics” for
interpreting the dynamics of capitalist development from a (non-Marxian)
systemic perspective.
The market system itself, under “given circumstances”, thereby constituting
the thesis; the entrepreneur in the Schumpeterian sense as the driving (also the
“creatively destructive”) force being the antithesis to the system, ever striving
to “out compete” given circumstances by way of new combinations and thus
– temporarily at least – trying to be or to become a kind of “monopolist”;25
finally, the synthesis of such a scenario to be seen in prevailing market forces
tending forever to catch up with, to “compete down” temporarily dominating
entrepreneurial initiatives provoking, by force of such process, entrepreneurial
creativity yet anew in trying to tackle or outmanoeuver the system “from
within” and, as such, quite distinct from Marxian “dialectics”.
The entrepreneur in such a scenario takes on the role of unsettling
“disequilibrator”, as an ever disturbing element to static or “circular flow”
tendencies toward equilibrium in the very sense of “creative destruction”; as a
movens of forever challenging the system “conditioned by given

24
25

Theorie 1912, 177 (transl. J. H. P.).
Since, with Schumpeter, „perfect competition“ temporarily always having been
„suspended whenever anything new is being induced …“, thereby providing
„the fundamental impulse that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion“
(Schumpeter, 1942, 104f.)
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circumstances”,26 of constantly trying to trick competitive market constraints
and forces through innovative “new combinations” providing thus the intrinsic
drive for (Schumpeterian) “economic development”.
Different from Marx, different also from the classical-neoclassical and as such
essentially “static” concepts, Schumpeter in his “Theory” boldly presents an
alternative (non-Marxian) interpretation of the “capitalist” process with the
entrepreneur taking center stage. It is this very boldness too, which in good
measure seems to account for the lasting relevance, if not to say fascination
of his “Theory” up til now (shortly, by the way, to celebrate the 100 year
anniversary since its first printing).

25.4. Legacy and Topical Relevance in
Today’s Perspective
By provocatively casting the entrepreneur – traditionally being considered
the “epitome” of capitalism itself – as sort of villain or “antithesis” to the
market system with its “mainstream” proclaimed tendencies toward (static)
equilibrium, amply testifies to the originality of Schumpeter’s own theorizing.
Thereby depicting the specific role of the entrepreneur under systemsrelated aspects further implies that the very same (“capitalist”) system
essentially derives its inherent strength and dynamics from ever self-renewing
entrepreneurial drive and initiatives; dynamics and strength, in the end, for
sustained reproduction of the system as such out of its own forces, or “from
within”.
Notwithstanding Schumpeter’s later skepticism under changed economic
conditions in the face of World War II whether entrepreneurially led
capitalism indeed may “survive”,27 we today can witness a sheer global
revival of Schumpeter’s early vision: be it in form of a new and growing
awareness of the need for entrepreneurial initiatives, values and attitudes
as crucial for sustainable development and more broadly based welfare;
be it in recognizing the specific relevance of “entrepreneurship education”,
or the importance of diversified entrepreneurially based small and medium
sized business structures; be it in the context of fostering business start-ups
26
27
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Cf. heading of the very first chapter of the “Theory” (in German: “…Bedingtheit durch
gegebene Verhältnisse”; Theorie, both 1912 and 1926).
Cf. his famous „Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy” (1942) and numerous related
references; it is in this his later work (not in his “Theory”) wherein Schumpeter
explicitly coins the popular and much cited phrase of “creative destruction” (later on
back-translated into German as “schoepferische Zerstoerung”).
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combined with venture capital financing and concomitant tendencies toward
privatization worldwide (including related emphasis on economies “of scope”
rather than just one-sidedly “of scale”)28 – this all relates to the very notion
of Schumpeterian “entrepreneurship” as being reflected in entrepreneurially
driven initiatives, creativity and “leadership”. Leadership that in any market
based system stands for structural diversification, for sustained viability
and capabilities of success and sheer systemic “survival” under competitive
conditions.29
From a contemporary perspective, relevance and importance of Schumpeter’s
vision nowadays seems to be demonstrated vividly in the ongoing – and
partly still painful – restructuring from formerly centrally planned to market
oriented systems in Central and Eastern Europe. A transformation whereby
the final verdict over success or failure in large measure hinges on how
effectively these economies are capable to build and rebuild their over
decades ruthlessly weakened, if not outright ruined entrepreneurially based
business structures as a prerequisite for economic dynamics and sustained
development in an increasingly competitive environment with more and
more diversified markets.30
More than ever, as it seems, can under today’s regional as indeed world wide
challenges Schumpeter’s erstwhile vision serve as a valuable guide, as a kind
of compass with a view to policy formulation for entrepreneurially conducive
framework conditions, or more bluntly still: for creating conditions wherein
entrepreneurial initiatives, creativity and leadership in the very Schumpeterian
meaning can thrive and adequately are being rewarded. To conclude on that
note in Schumpeter’s own words: “Look around – and you will see, things
really are like that.”31 Or in conformity to his early motto again: “Hypotheses
non fingo.”32

28
29
30
31
32

Cf. Aiginger/Tichy (1984).
Cf. Heertje, (1981); Heertje/Perlman (1993); Heilbroner (1993); Scherer (1929);
Scherer/Perlman (1992).
Cf. Becker/Knudsen (2002); Backhaus (2003); Giersch (1984, 1987); Scherer (1999);
Shionoya/Perlman (1994).
Theorie 1934, „Vorwort“ (Preface) to 4th German printing (transl. J. H. P.).
See Annex 1; as kind of an invitation to scientifically „creative destruction“
Schumpeter, by the way, sums up the preface to the first edition wishing for
himself „nothing more that this work as soon as possible be rendered obsolete and
forgotten.“ (Transl. J.H.P.) – And this invitation, after now over 100 years, apparently
still holds.
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Annex 1
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Annex 2

THE THEORY OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
An Inquiry into Profits, Capital, Credit, Interest,
and the Business Cycle

JOSEPH A. SCHUMPETER

TRANSLATED BY
REDVERS OPIE

COPYRIGHT 1934
BY THE PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS OF HARVARD
COLLEGE
FIRST PUBLISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMICS
OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY AS VOLUME XLVI IN THE
HARVARD ECONOMIC STUDIES SERIES, 1934
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Annex 3
SCHUMPETER’s FAMOUS „FIVE CASES“
Characterising entrepreneurially driven evelopment
„by the carrying out of new combinations“:

(1) The introduction of a new good – that is one with which
consumers are not yet familiar – or of a new quality of a good.
(2) The introduction of a new method of production, that is
one not yet tested by experience in the branch of manufacture
concerned, which need by no means be founded upon a discovery
scientifically new, and can also exist in a new way of handling a
commodity commercially. (3) The opening of a new market, that
is a market into which the particular branch of manufacture of the
country in question has not previously entered, whether or not
this market has existed before. (4) The conquest of a new source
of supply of raw materials or half-manufactured goods, again
irrespective of whether this source already exists or whether it has
first to be created. (5) The carrying out of the new organisation of
any industry, like the creation of a monopoly position (for example
through trustification) or the breaking up of a monopoly position.

(„Theory“ 1934, p. 66)
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Annex 4

_______________________________
*) „Positive Theorie des Kapitales“ (1889)
**) Cf. Wicksell, K. (1893; graph, p. 97)
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26. An Assault on the Individual: A
Preliminary Comparative Study
Between the Psychology of a
Socialist State and Narcissistic
Abuse1
Agnieszka Płonka
Mises Institute Poland
The term Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD) refers to a
long-term pattern of abnormal behavior linked with brain
dysfunction. Affected individuals – narcissists – see others as
objects to be used, and act in a way that maximizes control.
Victims of narcissistic abuse contract Complex Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (C-PTSD) and perception of erased individuality.
Techniques used by socialist regimes are also meant to distort
the patterns of individual thinking and reduce a person to a
usable object. As Mises writes, “The essential mark of socialism
is that one will alone acts”, however, he approaches it purely
praxeologically. We propose to psychologically diagnose the one
mind acting and argue that it suffers from malignant narcissism.
We seek to investigate the psychological effects living in a socialist
regime has on an individual brain by using the patterns of NPD
as a microscale laboratory of control. As for the methodology,
we present a preliminary qualitative comparison between the
manipulation techniques of a narcissist and of a socialist state, as
reported by survivors. We also compare the C-PTSD symptoms
in victims of both kinds of abuse. We refer to the methods of
intimidation in the Eastern Bloc and drawing parallels between
these techniques and what is currently known about narcissism.
1

First published in ESTUDIOS LIBERTARIOS, Vol 2 (2019) https://www.
estudioslibertarios.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Article-1.pdf
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This research allows us to state that the use of the defense
mechanisms recommended by psychologists specializing in
personality disorders can be expanded into our defense against
propaganda and intimidation.

26.1.

Introduction

Narcissitic Personality Disorder is an abnormal development of the brain
leading to disrupted perspective and personality – belonging to Cluster B
(dramatic) disorders. The pathogenesis is still widely discussed – some cases
may have a genetic basis, however, it is mostly linked to abuse or neglect in
early childhood (before age 5). Oftentimes, a pathological narcissist (a person
with NPD) has at least one parent who also is a narcissist (Ronningstam, 2011,
2016).
NPD manifests in the inability to perceive other human beings as separate
to the narcissist. Since the emotional development of the affected person
was stopped in early childhood, all other people they encounter in their
life are merely objects to be used. A narcissist is unable to experience
empathy (excluding cognitive empathy which is possible in those with higher
intellectual ability) – or to accept that there exist other perspectives than their
own. Living with NPD is living as an actor of a one-man’s show, expecting
others to follow the role that is secretly scripted for them and to be of use to
the main actor – the narcissist. The disorder also results with the narcissist
not being able to have any internal resources of self-esteem, living only off
external validation and not being able to handle criticism. People with NPD lie
pathologically and have an overblown sense of entitlement. Their goal in any
human interaction is to exert control (Evans, 2003, Mayo Clinic, 2017, Vaknin,
2015). The diagnostic criteria encompass patterns of grandiosity, fantasies of
unlimited success, requiring admiration and unique treatment (Millon et.al.,
2004). An important element is lack of whole object relations, which means
other humans are only perceived as either all-good or all-bad, depending on
their usefulness to the narcissist’s agenda (Millon et.al., 2004, Tudor, 2018).
Such behavior is not carried out by choice – the distorted view of reality of a
narcissist is a result of gray matter deficiency in the frontal lobe of the brain
(Pedersen, 2015).
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People most affected by NPD are those living with the disordered individual
– children, spouses, colleagues and friends. It is estimated that 3-5% of the
population has NPD, with slight male prevalence. High functioning narcissists
are likely to be found in politics or institutions of higher learning, as they are
driven to positions that give them power, a place in hierarchy and external
validation (status) (Eve et. al. 2015, Ronningstam, 2016).
Most often NPD can be diagnosed by tracing the trauma of the narcissist’s
victim, as enduring the specific pattern of narcissistic abuse leaves a certain
kind of Complex Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (C-PTSD).
Narcissists treats those they enter any relationship with as objects – appliances
that are there to do their perfect job and carry out their perfect role. However,
high-functioning narcissists can hide their motives for a long time, since
they observe the norms of social life and are able to create charming first
impressions (or facade – positive propaganda about who they seem to be to
the external world).
The first period of a relation with a narcissist is often unnaturally positive, as
the disordered individual needs to ensure that the object he wants to use –
the future victim – will subject to his rule. However, when a narcissist’s victim
starts living their own life and falling out of the role the narcissist has for them
(which will happen inevitably, as they are a human being, not an object), they
are cruelly devalued, subjected to manipulation and silent treatment, and
afterwards, smear campaign and character assassination. The victims never
get closure, most often they do not understand what has happened and why
they do not recognize this person anymore and are left with very specific
trauma symptoms.
The idea for the interdisciplinary research and insight we propose further in this
paper was sparked by Michele Lee Nieves who, after surviving a relationship
with a narcissist, was left with trauma symptoms that made it impossible for
her to recognize human faces. In her self-help journal, I miss me and I want
me back (2017) she points out how a narcissist erases individuality.
Mises (1998, p. 240) has described socialism as “a system (...) entirely
controlled and managed by a planning authority” from the economic point
of view, focusing on the consequences of such arrangement on (the lack
of) exchange. We take this statement further by trying to diagnose such one
planning authority looking at the symptoms inflicted in the victims.
We hereby state that if a socialist state is a one mind acting, it is a mind that
suffers from malignant narcissism.
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It is known and must be stressed that power attracts corrupt minds, but to
go one step further: it attracts disordered minds. Furthermore, we will argue
that all totalitarian power is very much akin, or even equivalent, to narcissistic
abuse on a wide-scale and with more resources. We will also point out the
need to talk and focus more on the emotional abuse the victims suffer, which
often remains silenced and hidden.
We should note however that our premise is not that every dictator can be
diagnosed with one certain personality disorder. What this work focuses on
is the inflicted trauma and the psychological side of socialism: we propose
to study the nature and symptoms of abuse. One of the diagnostic criteria of
NPD is objectification of other persons. We will investigate how and why such
abuse occurs, and show similarities in trauma symptoms of the victims on the
individual and political scale. However, when talking about the political scale,
we do not use the term “narcissistic abuse” in the rigorous diagnostic sense,
rather – we concentrate on objectification and all the various manipulation
tactics employed.

26.2.

The Mechanisms of Objectification

Since a narcissist has to perceive another human being as an object, the
treatment their victims are subjected to is aimed at erasing them as individual
human beings and turning them into machines ready for use in the narcissist’s
world. It is a pattern of treating another person like he was not a person, and
it is done instinctively by an individual with a biochemically disturbed vision
of reality. Therefore, we propose narcissistic abuse to serve as a checkerboard
for researching the broad psychological manipulation that serves to reduce a
human being to an object (Tudor, 2016b).
As Mises (1951) has famously stated in Socialism, “Only the individual thinks.
Only the individual reasons. Only the individual acts” (p. 113) – to expand it
– only the individual is subjected to control when speaking about internal
resources such as mental health, and only the individual is brainwashed.
The effects that a totalitarian state has on an individual human mind should
therefore – with certain corrections regarding the extent of the use of power
– be parallel to the effects of narcissistic abuse.
In the first period of an adult-adult relations with a narcissist, the victim is
being bombarded by all the possible positive qualities they would want to
see in that person, while what is happening in truth is their expectations are
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being mirrored back to them by the narcissist. This happens to ensure the
victim will engage, and, excluding self-aware sociopaths, is done instinctively.
If the victim falls out of the role they are supposed to play in the narcissist’s
life, they are being subjected to abuse, which includes silent treatments and
temper tantrums thrown behind closed doors. The narcissist must uphold
their positive image in the eyes of the external world, therefore, it is their
victims are labeled as having a mental health problem, and in most cases they
are not believed. If someone poses a threat to the narcissist’s image, they may
be subjected to what is referred to as “mental murder”, where the narcissist
pretends that the person is dead in order to protect their image. Other forms
of narcissistic abuse include inflicting conflicts as a means to control the
victim, using triangulation (making examples of a third party in an argument)
as a form of manipulation, gaslighting (the term comes from the 1938 Patrick
Hamilton play Gaslight, in which a man dims the gaslights in his home and
then persuades his wife that she is imagining the change, making her believe
she has a mental illness), isolating the victim from any external support,
blameshifting (the narcissist is incapable of accountability, therefore, all that
happens must be the victim’s fault, and the victim will be made to believe it).
In severe cases, breaking into apartments, destroying careers and all forms
of threats are involved. The narcissist lies effortlessly due to their sense of
entitlement, and is capable of charming an coterie of “lieutenants” to believe
his version of reality and further isolate the victim. The narcissist also strives
to be always in the victim’s mind, and – in case of a romantic relationship
– creates so-called ever-presence by making themselves associated with
personally important songs or places (Tudor, 2015; 2016b).
We argue that the forms of state control existent in the XX century socialist
states took all these manipulation techniques to the extreme and caused
similar symptoms in the victims.
The narcissist may engage in “mental murder”, acting as if the person who
threatens their facade is dead. The socialist state has means to actually carry
it out, as was proven by the years of terror in China and the Soviet Union
(Paczkowski et.al., 1999). In the reeducation camps of China, the victims
faced an aggressive form of blameshifting – while being beaten, those who
hold the whip would scream to make them instinctively believe that they are
the ones who hurt the state.
Throughout the Eastern Bloc, fear of communication and connection was
widely inflicted by surveillance – people were afraid of having conversations
about any difficult topic in every circumstance, for they never knew if someone
could hear it and report it. This also caused the break of trust in relations with
friends or even family members, leaving the victims isolated and silenced.
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Censorship ensured that only the propaganda of the one narcissistic mind is
published, politicization of most aspects of life created the equivalent of the
mentioned narcissistic ever-presence, and dissidents were subjected to all
forms of hardships or threats – if they were intellectuals skeptical towards
socialism, they could have been fired and forced to carry out only physical
labor. Their children would not finish high school. Only those that were
members of the Communist Party had access to high quality food, they were
also by definition first on waiting lists for a flat, a vehicle or a piece of furniture,
which created purely energetic incentives to be obedient. In 1980s Poland,
members of the opposition were threatened to have their family members
raped if they do not provide information to the Department of Security. The
Solidarity members had their flats secretly raided and furniture moved as a
part of the psychological war (Majewski and Reszka, 2014).
The controlling of all sources of information and upkeeping of the facade was
accompanied by spreading false information that would make the socialist
state perceived as humane – propaganda materials included stating that in
the USA, the shelves in the stores are full because people have no money to
buy anything, and in the Eastern Bloc, they are empty, because everything is
bought (red. Semkow, 2004).
The instances of subduing the victims result in dramatic acts of retaliation.
Walenty Badylak, a retired baker and a former soldier of the Polish Home
Army, committed self-immolation on the Kraków Main Square in 1980 as a
protest against silencing the truth about the Katyń massacre. He was briefly
mentioned in a newspaper as a mentally unstable person, and then, alongside
with the massacre, ignored for the upcoming 10 years, until the regime
collapsed (Paczkowski et.al., 1997, Lewandowski, 2009).
The game of propaganda played by socialist regimes is very psychologically
informed. Pacepa and Rychlak (2013) in Disinformation write how every
smear campaign must involve a grain of truth, and also something seemingly
positive said about the victim. This way, the listener will believe that the
propagandist wants the “truth” to be different and is stating it with a “heavy
heart”. As a consequence, the message will not be subjected to any scrutiny.
Such techniques also create a positive image of the propagandist.
As is further disclosed in their book, creating conflicts, triangulation and
defamation was among the standard arsenal of KGB’s propaganda department.
For instance, according to Pacepa, in order to magnify feuds between Jews
and Catholics and discredit their enemy – the Catholic church, they used
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influence agents that claimed to be artists to create a theatre play entitled The
Deputy, in which Pope Pius XII is untruly portrayed as not opposing Nazism,
and claiming it is needed to stop the communists.
Using Nazism in this picture, and in all forms of communist propaganda, as the
evil that the Soviet Union has stopped, is a classic example of manipulation by
triangulation, and is still present up to this day. Other forms of disinformation
include whitewashing history, which is equivalent to gaslighting, where the
victim is supposed to doubt their own perception after being repeatedly lied
to. Projection – accusing the victim of the smear campaign of what in reality
is done by the narcissist – is common on all levels of propaganda, for instance
in portraying the United States as a police state that routinely beats its citizens.
Silencing the victim who tries to speak out against abuse and assert their own
individuality and perspective is referred to as stonewalling, and in case of a
socialist regime can be done in an energetic manner – by using tanks to stop
any form of dialogue, as for instance in case of the Prague Spring.
In a narcissistic family dynamic, some children are labeled as the “golden
child”, who is praised regardless of any actions and outcomes, and moulded
to become the narcissistic parent’s copy. Those children most often develop
NPD themselves – also as they watch and admire the power that toxic
manipulations grant in the family, and the disregard the parent has for other
people, loathing their “weakness”. Other children could be either forgotten or
serve as a designated “scapegoat”, contracting self-esteem or codependency
issues (Tudor, 2016a). A socialist state would create such divisions in the whole
society, creating deep conflicts between the victims and those who served as
its officers, and manipulating the latter to enforce the regime in various ways,
akin to the “golden children” of a narcissist: by using propaganda, energetic
incentives, excessive praise and rise in status. Such mechanisms are selfreinforcing, as power over others provides gratification.
We see then how narcissist’s instinctive reactions of erasing individuality are
magnified and put into extreme by socialist states.

26.3.

The Post-Abuse Symptoms

The symptoms in the victims of such abuse include mistrusting their perception
of truth and general truth issues, disengagement, disconnection from own
personality (some describe they do not remember who they used to be
before meeting the toxic person), doubting the ability to make independent
decisions, reactive abuse as retaliation (people tend to engage in hurtful
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behaviors against others) and emotional flashbacks. A blurred version of all
of these symptoms exist in the victims of socialist states: the truth for a long
while has been what the Party states (at the risk of arrest or police violence),
therefore, its perception is impaired. The decisions have been carried out by
the state – again, at the risk of violent consequences, therefore, no culture
of independence can widely exist. These conditions negatively affect any
possibility to flourish, find purpose or experience happiness, which leads
to hurtful behaviors. Competing to get anything from one pile of resources
make people perceive others as their competitors that might take what could
be theirs from the common pile. The culture of courtesy suffers. Similarly to
narcissistic abuse, some of these mechanism stems from direct manipulative
techniques, some – from the secondary consequences of the abuse.
Those who escaped a toxic relation with a narcissist report feelings of being
deeply misunderstood, as their experience seems so unique and hard to
convey that they fear they will not be believed, and it is them who were the
problem. The victim is often shamed for “choosing” the abuser, which further
silences and re-traumatizes them, as the social stigma around emotional
abuse may portray the victim as worse or weaker than others – due to the
false belief that they have let themselves be abused. In some cases, the victims,
desperate to inform somebody about the atrocities they suffered, and not
believing that their story is enough to invoke any empathy or understanding,
may exaggerate in an attempt to make the listener feel what they have felt.
In most cases, such strategies are counter-productive – and, if the narcissist
had launched a defamation campaign labeling their victim as unstable, they
“prove” that what the abuser had said was “true”.
Equivalent symptoms still can be recognized between the Old and New Europe
one generation after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Timothy Ash (2018) investigates
how unequal distribution of respect given to individuals from the “right” and
the “wrong” side of the Wall causes more damage in interpersonal relations
and is less easily repaired than the differences in socioeconomic status. The
former Eastern Bloc is often marginalized or misrepresented in popculture,
which magnifies the feelings of isolation in respective diasporas. The end of
World War II is not discussed with appropriate depth in history textbooks,
which makes the longest occupation of the XX century not perceived as
forced occupation (or even forgotten) in the eyes of the general public.
The lack of respect and recognition is deepened by the differences in
socioeconomic status, which force the former victims or current refugees
undertake physical labor or other lower paying jobs and delay their economic
integration. Labeled as desperate, impolite and generally worse than, North
Koreans defecting to South Korea, or living among the American diaspora,
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often lie about their provenience (Heo, 2014). In some cases, the stories of
North Korean defectors have also been doubted as exaggerations (Song,
2015) – however, we state that monetary incentives from the press are not
what is primarily driving these exaggerations; they are rather, as described
above, a desperate call of a retaliating victim who is overwhelmed by feelings
of being misunderstood and invisible.
Taking into account how manipulation and intimidation affect human brains
and emotions, and how controlling behaviors inflict unhealthy coping
mechanisms in the victims, we can state that on an individual level, healing
and imposing certain surviving strategies after narcissistic abuse may in the
same way help survivors of socialist regimes. In most cases, people immune
to individual emotional abuse are also immune to psychological manipulation
from the hands of the state. This may not be the case for some early forms
of propaganda, for it would need to be cognitively recognized as such, and
majority of people do not have this perspective. Yet, if they are strong enough
to protect their individuality and impose healthy boundaries, they will be able
to unmask the lies if those boundaries are crossed.
Therapists that specialize in coaching victims of individuals with Narcissistic
Personality Disorder recognize asserting strong personal boundaries as
the most effective defense strategies against prospective narcissistic abuse
(Little, 2016, Atkinson and Tindall, 2017, Davies, 2019). They ensure that the
potential victim of a narcissist will not subject to their manipulative behavior
early on, and not give in to the narcissist’s methods such as tantrums, silent
treatments or other forms of manipulation. One could state that in the superindividual scale of the state, having strong boundaries is akin to imposing the
limits on the government via constitution or holding the state officials to the
same standards as others in terms of trust. A powerful assertion of strong
boundaries in this context would be to recognize that it is not the state that
grants human rights, rather human rights might need to be protected from
the potential abuse of the state.
As described by H.G. Tudor, a self-aware narcissist, an important element
why narcissistic manipulations work is that most people are too hurt or
scared to stand up for themselves or those that are abused, and give in to
the abuser’s wants instead (Tudor, 2016a). Fear and lack of communication is
what enables disordered individuals to give silent treatments, go into rage or
launch defamation campaigns. Therefore, stopping narcissists must involve
working against one’s fear and being vocal about what has happened. The
more people have the courage to behave in this way, the less successful the
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abuser will be in inflicting fear and discord. Stopping toxic relations involves
calling what has happened by its name and critically examining all the news
about that one person that for some reason is isolated.
To protect their image, narcissist would use their lieutenants to spread the news
approved by them, and a socialist state would use widespread censorship and
propaganda. It is also the reason why in both cases the victims are isolated
and labeled as mentally ill – in the most extreme example, having sluggish
schizophrenia. The abuser, whether an individual or a one mind of a socialist
state, cannot afford to have people think critically and communicate with
each other. Therefore, this is precisely what must be done to stop the abuse
(in case of a regime backed by an army simple self-improvement strategy
would not bring the abuse to and end, but it will certainly help with preserving
the correct perception of reality).
A victim of a narcissist must also unlearn the unhealthy coping mechanisms
inflicted by the abuser, such as isolating themselves, perceiving others as
being against them, the fear of speaking up or showing their own style or
perspective (Angela Atkinson, a renowned narcissistic abuse recovery coach,
advises their clients to practice feeling unique by wearing colorful pieces of
clothing or anything that would separate them from the crowd). These are all
aftermaths of the narcissist’s attempt to erase the individuality of their victim
and forcing them into dependence by creating conflicts between the victim
and the rest of the world. The relationship with the narcissist was meant to be
the only one that matters in the victim’s life.
Parallels between such behaviors and socialist states are here striking. Simply
by looking at the rate of progress of Eastern Germany after the unification,
and comparing it with the progress of Western Germany after the war, we
can see there must be more than merely economic factors that slow it down.
We state that might be a super-individual manifestation of abuse that is in
fact psychological in nature, and that stems from economic and cultural
manipulation and isolation, where people were not treated like people, but
like objects, and forbidden to make choices (Bauer et.al., 1994, Frese et.al.,
1996).
As Joaquin Fuster argues in The Neuroscience of Freedom and Creativity (2013),
human liberty is essentially the ability of the brain to choose and therefore,
to remain a subject, and a mental illness is the most striking manifestation of
loss of personal freedom. A person subjected to any objectification (either
to narcissistic abuse or the mechanisms of a totalitarian regime) would be
traumatically conditioned: they would instinctively link any attempt to choose
for themselves with mistreatment that they have suffered as a consequence.
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Therefore, they would avoid such choices until they heal from the traumatic
bond, which lasts long after the abusive period as a survival mechanism, and
takes time to revert.
We therefore state that it is crucial to focus on the emotional abuse aspect of a
socialist state. Those who have suffered narcissistic abuse end up contracting
Complex Post Traumatic Stress Disorder which is only possible to treat by
specifically trained therapists, having emotional flashbacks or even being
suicidal. While in the case of most socialist states the abuse may not be as
total and encompassing as after having a life partner with NPD, a number of
victims end up with overstimulated nervous systems and feelings of loneliness
in the crowd – should they emigrate to places that enjoyed freedom longer. In
some circumstances, they also need to face apathetic people who have been
brainwashed to further the narcissist’s agenda, here played by academics
misguided by the KGB propaganda department. The victim’s feelings of
isolation and being silenced then rise to the point of being re-traumatized.
However, we state that the similarities between these kinds of abuse may
provide a better way to communicate socialist atrocities. Approximately 3-5%
of population suffers from Narcissistic Personality Disorder, and interpersonal
relations of a toxic kind seem to be common. Drawing such parallels may
help invoke empathy towards victims of socialist regimes much easier than
numbers related to failed economies.
It is imperative that we describe socialism as inhumane and objectifying,
creating conditions that make flourishing as an individual impossible.

26.4.

Outlook

Here we need to note the proposal of such interdisciplinary investigation can
be extended in various directions. As mentioned, this paper focuses on the
symptoms of traumatic events that are designed to erase individuality in the
victims – both on the political and on the individual scale. Narcissistic abuse
was chosen as a checkerboard as it is carried out instinctively. This is not to
say that every dictator leading a system that tries to turn people into usable
objects can be diagnosed with NPD – what can be stated with more confidence
is that there exists a deep feud underlying human interactions between those
who seek control over others and those who assert their individuality, and
in high-esteemed hierarchical structures human interaction often has toxic
dynamic, involving those with narcissistic traits (not necessarily qualifying
for diagnosis). NPD is an extreme – some argue, biochemical – example of
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seeking control behavior, and our main aim was to investigate the symptoms
of trauma after being subjected to such control – meaning, after being turned
into an object in the agenda of either a narcissist or a totalitarian state. This
work focuses on what the victims of such objectification describe.
What needs to be remembered is both reactions to trauma and the extent of
pathological behavior exist on a spectrum, and that each person may have
a different role in the toxic dynamic where a control-seeking individual (or
system) is put in charge. Regimes exist on a spectrum as well, and we do
not attempt at any direct analogies – rather, as methodological individualists,
we propose to investigate how an individual – a subject – is slowly turned
into an object in somebody else’s agenda. What can be further researched is
the psychological side on such “road to serfdom”, starting from strategies of
social engineering.
Other directions of further research can involve revisiting the political
philosophies underlying various totalitarian regimes, and investigating
where in these philosophies an individual stops being an end in themselves,
but serves a “higher purpose”. We would state that such “higher purpose” is
based on false anthropology – and therefore, non-existent – but could serve
as rationalization for narcissistic behavior of a totalitarian state. In a similar
manner, we could research how such philosophies employ manipulative
tactics such as gaslighting or inducing conflict.
What should also be noted is that there exist various individual disorders
that could have elements serving as a similar checkerboard in political
psychology. Here we take objectification and erasing individuality from NPD,
not focusing on the disorder as such, but rather on the inflicted trauma. Such
interdisciplinary bridges should be carried out carefully and focus on certain
elements of the disordered behavioral patterns rather than full diagnoses.

26.5.

Conclusions

We state that a person with NPD may serve in our analysis as a minuscule
socialist (or, to be more general, totalitarian) state – in order to research
its intimidation and manipulation techniques and break them down to the
psychology of the individual. The techniques recommended by psychologists
to defend ourselves against narcissistic abuse may then be used also against
the psychological war launched on individuals by such states. We also propose
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to focus in our outreach on the effect socialism has on human mind and spirit,
and show that it is imperative to communicate the psychological abuse living
under socialism causes.
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27. The Problem of Information War
in the Framework of Natural
Law – the Paradox of Tolerance
Revisited in the Light of Soviet
Propaganda1
Agnieszka Płonka
Mises Institute Poland
Thematic Area: political philosophy

We examine how far the definition of „aggression” could be
extended within naturalism, given the nature of the XX century
information war and propaganda. We also consider the kinds of
social organization that are maximally immune to subversion and
aim at drawing attention to the impact of Soviet influence agents
on mass culture and perception. We state that the paradox of
tolerance has been phrased without the full grasp of the nature of
propaganda, and “not tolerating the intolerant” cannot be carried
out in a free society. However, liberty may be sustainable under
maximum decentralization.

1

This paper is part of an ongoing project.
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27.1.
The Problem of Information War
and Cultural Propaganda. In the Naturalist
Framework, Can the Definition of Aggression
be Expanded to Incorporate Information
War?
As Karl Popper famously argued (Popper, in The Open Society and Its Enemies,
1945), tolerating those who are intolerant may in the long run destroy the
principle of tolerance – the paradox states that free speech may turn out to
be self-destructive, as it gives a platform to those who seek to abolish it. He
then states that an important consequence or not tolerating the intolerant is
that the distinction between defense and attack must remain clear.
Here we argue that in a truly free society that is built on the principles of
naturalism and personalism, the paradox of tolerance is irrelevant – as the
possibly intolerant have no means to actively harm or subvert such society.
If it is – as Popper reasons it might be – needed to suppress the freedom of
speech by legal means in order to keep up the society’s structure, it follows
that the legal framework already does not follow the natural law, and allows
for the intolerant to cause harm by their means of subversion.
We also state that – using the methods of the KGB propaganda department
as the most extreme example – the distinction between defense and attack in
an ideological war between the tolerant and intolerant will always be blurred,
therefore, it is impossible to carry out what Popper suggests and remain in an
open society.
The situation to investigate is where aggression, the only behavior that calls
for intervention according to the legal theory we work in, is only the last stage
of a wider and more stretched in time psychological war: it has been written
already by Sun Tzu in 500 B.C. that most wars are carried out by deceiving the
enemy and by undermining everything that is positive and valuable in their
culture (Sun Tzu, in: The Art of War, Chapter III: Strategic Attack).
The relevant question is what measures should be taken if influence agents
are actively trying to put society in the middle of a process that is intentionally
designed to end in aggression, but the first stages of it are not aggression
in themselves. Yuri Bezmenov, a KGB defector, described such measures in
The love letter to America (Bezmenov, 1984) – one can easily argue that the
most harming effect of the Cold War is, in the long run, the deception of
mass culture and perception of history. The propaganda department trained
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its agents to cause breakdowns of moral virtues, divide people into hostile
groups, corrupt the younger generations, distribute Soviet propaganda on
campuses – all in order to slowly subvert the country into total control of a
communist system. According to the four stages of psychological war that
Bezmenov quotes, only the last one is actual violence – the process begins
with demoralization.
One could argue that action that is not aggression in itself, but an intentional,
political preludium to violence, also breaks the natural law, and so, in order
not to violate the right to self-defense of the citizens, the influence agents that
are in the long run trying to overthrow the rule of law should be unmasked
and punished. However, looking closely at what would be needed to proceed
with the defense against it, we see that such extension of the definition of
crime is impossible within naturalism.
According to Bezmenov, communist propaganda in the USA has mostly been
done by Americans, with the communist subverters providing ideological
help. Their actions were legitimate, overt and easily identifiable, however,
their consequences are stretched over a long period of time, and therefore it
is impossible for the majority to perceive it as a consistent effort of a conscious
mind.
Only the first “spark” comes from the conscious agents – the process is
basically carried out by deceived, yet well-meaning and certainly nonviolent people. The subversion is scattered and consists of elements that are
impossible to punish in a free society. Fighting an information war essentially
means engaging in a process of unmasking influence agents based on the nonviolent behavior of the first stages of subversion, punishing people that are
contributing to the demoralization process, closing down all the newspapers
that are encouraging the young to be superficial and renounce the morality
of their parents. Effective action would mean the end of the same values that
would in theory be fought for.
General Ion Pacepa, the highest ranking defector of the Eastern Bloc, extensively
writes about KGB’s and DIE’s disinformation tactics in „Disinformation”
(Pacepa and Rychlak, 2013). The examples he makes involve actions that are
unviolent and seemingly tolerant. They include the following:
•

in order to defame the name of Pius XII, Erwin Piscator, a German director
who have created the genre of political theatre (and a KGB influence agent),
have directed a play entitled „The Deputy”, written by Rolf Hochhuth.
Pacepa claims Hochhuth was inspired to write the play by general Iwan
Agajanc, which was a part of KGB operation „Seat-12”. The purpose of
the play was to portray Pius XII as a person who did not condemn Nazism
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with all strength, which was untrue. Such presentation would then create
discord between Jews and Catholics and weaponize the Kremlin against
its grave enemy – the Catholic Church.
•

Yuri Andropov has launched operation „Ares”, which resulted in today’s
American peace movement. The purpose was to create a force that would
hold the USA back from interventions against worldwide communist
expansion, defame American military in general and magnify the feud
between Europe and the USA.

For now, it appears Moscow has won the mass cultural part of the Cold War,
its narrative having a visible impact on how an average person in the Western
world perceives history. A major part in this victory was a subtle play of words
– for instance, most initiatives linked with the Kremlin claim to be providing
„liberation from oppression” in a Marxist framework.
Such methods are invisible to the eye of the public. If we follow the quoted
examples – „The Deputy” was a theater play, and Hochhuth dismissed
the criticism by stating that as an artist, he does not need to be objective.
However, the cultural perception was shifted according to the Kremlin’s
interest. The peace movement in the USA does not encompass intolerant
people that advocate for violence, but those that advocate for peace. Yet, in
the geopolitical situation of the XX century, the peace advocates were, mostly
innocently, serving the interest of those that would spread violence overseas.
The general perception of history does not come from objective critical
thinking, rather from what Stephen Davies describes as metapolitics, which
are certain emotions and preconditions that precede forming a judgment
(Davies, Metapolitics-lecture). Mass culture serves much more prominent role
in shaping societies than academic discussions.
It can be easily seen that none of the described disinformation operations
could be prevented in a free society. Dismantling a propaganda machine this
wide and subtle would mean putting an end to free expression - ironically,
also of those who are peace activists.
Popper argued that as long as it is possible to uphold reasonable discussion, all
views should be tolerated, and then, if such discussion becomes impossible,
we should suppress the freedom of speech of those who are openly intolerant
and advocate for violence, while keeping the distinction between attack and
defense clear (whether his views are compatible with the notion of the natural
law is another debate; the use of the word „paradox” stems from the fact that
Popper saw such organization of society as self-destructive).
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The next 50 years after „The open society and its enemies” have proven such
statements unrealistic. Firstly, it is not reasonable discussions that shape public
opinion, secondly, and most importantly – the advocacy for violence that has
been the most persistent was wide, subtle, present in work of arts, schools,
campuses and other institutions of learning, long-term – and mostly carried
out by well-meaning citizens. The distinction between attack and defense
will then never be clear, and one will not be able to suppress the freedom of
speech of such propagandists without creating a preludium to a totalitarian
state themselves.
This kind of slippery slope has been described by Judge Andrew Napolitano
in The Nation of Sheep: A history of Abuse (Napolitano, 2007), dealing with
events as early as the Lusk Comittee: the efforts of Senator J. Henry Walters
to fight Bolshevism resulted in fighting free speech in the State of New York,
infiltrating meetings, investigating documents and arresting thousands of
peaceful citizens.
Trading natural freedoms for security against all kinds of totalitarian
propaganda or terrorism would need expanding the structure of power,
invasion of privacy and suppression of the freedom of speech. Such measures
would lead to progressive enslavement, possibly more stretched in time than
under the totalitarian system we would try to defend itself against – yet, we
would eventually start resembling our own enemy, engaging in a broadly
understood cold war of ideas, propaganda and surveillance. It would be
impossible to defend a free society against ideological subversion and still
end up in a free society. The nature of this fight would mean that it is state
violence and not ethics that organizes social life, morality is legislated and
free expression suppressed. As a side effect, such measures would lead to
polarization of society, making what is prohibited even more attractive.
In extreme cases, some utilitarians could argue that if, given an external
threat, we only have the choice between different time rates of stepping into
totalitarianism, we should make what Mises described in Liberalism in the
Classical Tradition (1927) as an “emergency makeshift”. However, leaving aside
the efficiency of such control, once the power is transferred from the people
to the government, it is almost impossible to transfer it back and dismantle
the control system. Once power is not restrained by ethics that applies to
everyone, but gives some people control other people’s non-violent behavior,
the government will keep on growing dangerously, unstoppable in its crave
for more control, even if the process has different time-spans for different
systems and historical settings. Even John Adams, having signed his name
under the Jeffersonian view of the natural law in 1776, 13 years later, as a
president, facing an undeclared war with France and fearing the possible rise
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of movements similar to the French Revolution in the United States, ratified
The Alien and Sedition Acts, repealing the freedom of speech – and proving
that the government looks dangerously different from the inside than from
the outside (only the principled Thomas Jefferson himself declared this Act
unlawful later, proving that the birth of the United States was still a historically
unique process) (Napolitano, 2007).
However, we do not carry out our argumentation from a utilitarian perspective.
Extending the definition of aggression to information war would be unethical
and incompatible with the notion of the natural law.
If the described situation means a free society would perish either from its own
hands or from external propaganda – does it mean freedom is unsustainable?
We argue that the possibility to subvert a free society (in a way other than
energetic assault) means that substantial mistakes in the legal framework
have been made beforehand, and such society is not to be called „free” to
begin with.
A closer examination of what any information war or a violent political
movement is intended to achieve concludes that it does need some kind of
power structure in the society it wants to subject to its rule. If the power
structure is not there, it would need to create it with – either loud or silent
– agreement of the citizenry. For instance, in The love letter to America Yuri
Bezmenov cites a secret document entitled “Rules of Revolution”, enlisting a
number of rules for the communist subverters. One of the points states “By
encouraging government extravagances, destroy its credit, produce years of
inflation with rising prices and general discontent” (Bezmenov, 1984, Kossecki,
1997) . Yet, that plot would be impossible to carry out without the government
controlling the monetary supply and spending excessively. This example is
actually violent in the sense that it requires the execution of policies violating
property rights from the hands of the local government. However, we can
also find non-violent instructions for information war that would require an
aggressive structure for their ends to be successful – another point from
the document states: “Cause breakdowns of the old moral virtues: honesty,
sobriety, self-restraint, faith in the pledged word”. This is intended as a part of
a long term process that would eventually lead to adopting damaging policies,
but it would not cause any harm to the society if the moral standards of one
group would have no power to rule over another group. Subversion already
needs an overgrown political system.
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Generally, if we are not immune to subversion and internal propaganda, it is
because we already live in a system that does not respect our natural rights.
Asking whether one can punish agents of influence and still be a naturalist is
meaningless, because the very existence and possible success of influence
agents means that the natural law has been renounced a while ago.
Above we asked whether it is possible to fight subversion and remain in a free
society, but having to fight it may mean that we are not living in a society that
we could call “free” by our standards - unless the process of subversion is in
its very early stages, when citizens are slowly moulded into renouncing their
ethical standards and enhancing a structure of power that would place their
rulers above them. However historically, such process was never a part of
any plan of an influence agent, and in most cases, except the United States,
it did not occur bottom-top (Napolitano, 2007). It happened already much
earlier, when rulers opened to ideas that they could stop being subject to
ethics – when it started to be acceptable for a state official to be aggressive
and to regulate the lives of other people without being punished. The process
which escalated in XX century totalitarianisms began centuries before, some
could argue that with the ideas of Machiavelli – with the notion that the rules
of morality could be dispensed in an emergency (Słupik, Polish-American
Leadership Academy: lecture). It lead to progressive centralization and
degrading self-determination – even more rapid after the French Revolution.
When applied, those ideas were met either with failed defense or lack of
reaction, proving the ideal system we described beforehand historically never
existed on a large scale – and people never had the chance to become mature
enough for actual self-ownership (Young, 2010).
If today, as a result of these long-term mechanisms, we live in a world of
endless wars and control – is there a way of dismantling these systems and
giving the power back to the people, at the same time promoting the culture
of self-reliance and making them immune to overgrown governments, and
under what political organization self-defense against ideological threats
proves the most efficient?

27.2.

The Ethical Case for Decentralization

The map of Europe from the times in which, according to Koneczny (Koneczny,
1935, Kuriański, 2011), the only individual-centred civilization that left nobody
exempt from ethics (historically provided by Christianity) and proved the most
peaceful and prosperous – flourished , encompasses a mosaic of independent
counties, lands, and free cities. However, with growing power and the slow
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turn from ethics to control, the states started the process of centralization,
inevitably linked with deterioration of the freedoms the highly decentralized
Europe used to enjoy. The dangers of centralization are manifold and in the
long run, they create societies that have no culture of self-determination,
allowing for even more rapid progression of the processes we previously
described.
The power of the state not only grows extensively with more regulations,
but also with the size of its area and population – bigger states have no
interest in engaging in reasonable economic policies. Since they do not fear
competition from the surrounding areas and people “voting with their feet”,
they can afford more regulation. It proves to affect all aspects of life, including
the quality of the defense system, monetary policy or trade embargos. The
bigger the population of a given state, the less representation each individual
or community have in the power structure, and the more they would have
to be subject to the will of others (Hoppe, 2011). Centralization employs
unnecessary middlemen and by its nature creates and extends the control
system that would be later needed for influence agents to start the process
of subversion. It makes certain groups of interests seek control over others,
rendering true peaceful disagreement impossible.
Therefore, in order to fight the information war in an ethical way, we need
to reverse the process of creating big centralized governments ruling over
people who due to that, in most cases, have little say about their property,
defense rights, means of exchange or even expression. Going back to
an ethical system based on the natural law essentially means returning to
maximum decentralization - because of the very nature of state control.
Small states cannot be self-sufficient and have to engage in free trade, small
number of population means more transparency, failed economic policies
are bound to collapse earlier and it is easier to trace their effects – meaning
there are more incentives not to engage in them. More action is carried out
on a local level. With more decentralization, competition between currencies
makes inflation policies undesirable (so one of the points from “Rules of
Revolution” quoted above would not be possible).
Maximally scattered power is the first step for true self-determination and
the prerequisite for our natural rights to property, physical integrity and
expression to be respected. We strive for conditions in which anything we
may call evil affects only those who are willing to subject to it – in which
there is no way one group of people would be able to violently rule another.
In such system, provided it is stable and it grew bottom-top through the will
of mature citizens, influence agents are helpless.
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However, building communities of stable political culture of self-ownership
takes time, wise policies and specific natural conditions. Today, it is increasingly
hard to promote mature culture of self-defense against energetic assault – to
convince that one needs a gun to defend from a gunman. Defense against
subversion would be even more difficult to implement – it essentially needs
generations of stable culture of economic freedom and private property,
alongside with classical education in history, logic and the art of debate.
What we require to become ready for such defense are years of peaceful trade
without an overgrown political system, which in the contemporary world
seems like a political fantasy.
Let us trace a reverse process where power is given back from the government
to the people. If we start from a totalitarian system, we would have to first
implement economic freedom and more stable rule of law, then slowly
proceed with more and more direct democracy, until we arrive at selfdetermination at a local level (Hans Adam II von und zu Liechtenstein, 2009,
Young, 2010). Such process would take generations – we need a culture of
self-rule, so that people would take responsibility for their lives and will not
give it away anymore. Yet if it succeeds, we arrive in a situation in which no
propaganda can harm us and our rights are respected. Then, if a group wants
to try out a communist system, it could in principle live peacefully alongside
other local communities, but it would have no way of implementing it largescale on unwilling individuals.
We could even take a step further and arrive at secession of an individual,
private law fully based on property and fixed accountable contracts (Hoppe,
2005), exchanging politics for markets. If geopolitically stable, such system
would never be able to violate anyone’s natural rights.
The more decentralized the power, the more crime is being called “crime” for
what it truly is – and the less the law-makers engage in it. However, it requires
communities to understand that ultimately, it is the individual that has the
power of acting and they should not search for their ends in violent political
means, since it is not only unethical, but also inefficient.

27.3.

Conclusions

We carry out the argumentation in the naturalist framework, stating that
tolerance applied to not only direct aggression, but also behaviors or
words that we may find demoralizing – cannot be called a crime, and that
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demoralization should not pose a problem if it affects only the people that
willingly subject to it. However, in some cases, such as operations carried
out by the KGB propaganda department, demoralization may be used as a
part of a long-term political agenda that is intended to end in a wide-scale
aggression. Then, it is still impossible to punish it as if it was aggression
without the deterioration of freedom and violation of the natural law. We
argue that such information wars may only be successfully carried out if the
societies they plan to subvert are already subject to a structure of power in
which the individual has no right to self-determination. Therefore, we state
that a long-term immunity to intentional propaganda alongside with respect
of the natural law is only possible in the case of maximum decentralization
and mature culture of self-ownership and responsibility.
We also state that the paradox of tolerance is meaningless in the sense that
the possibility of an intolerant group to subvert a free society means such
society is either already unfree or not mature enough to uphold freedom.
The sharp distinction between defense and attack required by Popper to „not
tolerate the tolerant” is a condition that can never be fulfilled given the nature
of propaganda.
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Building up on the debate of fractional versus 100 percent reserve
banking, there arises the key role of maturity mismatching as the
underlying cause of unsustainable booms leading to subsequent
busts, within the classical framework of Austrian Business Cycle
Theory (ABCT). Therefore, fractional reserve banking emerges
as the underlying inflationary driver of unsustainable bank credit
expansions in the first place. Behind the veils of such a banking
system, an inherent accounting insolvency is bound to be
unmasked, once actual time preferences become evident at the
onset of the inevitable bust.

28.1.

Introduction

It is often contended that, even with 100 percent reserves, maturity
mismatching between the time structure of bank assets and that of bank
liabilities would still lead to cyclical fluctuations, as long as there is a central
bank acting as a lender of last resort.
Following such train of thought, I hereby intend to flip such argument by
asserting that fractional reserve banking is in fact the key distorting feature
leading to business cycles from an accounting perspective, even without a
central bank.
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Therefore, I will focus on the cause-effect relationship between fractionalreserve banking and the maturity mismatching leading to intertemporal
distortions in the time structure of assets and that of liabilities of commercial
banks, thus arising as the ultimate cause of asset misallocations when assessing
the financial viability of long-term investment projects.
In doing so and from a Rothbardian perspective, I will aprioristically show how
the Hayekian monetary proposal on competing fiat currencies theoretically
contradicts the quintessence of Misesian monetary theory.

28.2.

Theoretical Approach at a Glance

According to the Misesian typology of money, fiduciary media constitute
money substitutes unbacked by money in the narrower sense, which might
be assimilated to the contemporary concept of monetary base in financial
jargon.
Even in the days before Mises, Frédéric Bastiat and Victor Modeste had referred
to this type of money, unbacked in real terms by commodity specie, as false
and fraudulent, while also highlighting its cyclical effects and somehow
anticipating the Rothbardian argument for 100 percent reserve banking.
It then follows that an increase in the stock of such fiduciary media over and
above the stock of the commodity specie backing it up (namely gold), as
Rothbard would conceptually define inflation, inevitably leads to a systematic
manipulation of people’s time preferences for present over future goods.
We may thus contend that fractional reserve banking is inherently inflationary
and thus distorts intertemporal projections based precisely on such time
preferences.
This eventually pushes market interest rates below their natural level, which
ends up leading to the artificially unsustainable booming stage that causes
the subsequent bust, often followed by a recession and an even deeper
depression.
Furthermore, during the booming stage of the business cycle, the manipulation
of market interest rates stemming from bank credit expansion consequently
exerts a distorting effect on key financial indicators regarding the profitability
of investment projects, such as the Net Present Value (NPV) and the Internal
Rate of Return (IRR).
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At this point, there emerges what is often labeled as a cluster of entrepreneurial
errors, clearly induced by interest rates falling below the actual rate by which
present goods are preferred over future goods.
This leads entrepreneurs to mistakenly anticipate a higher present discounted
value (Net Present Value: NPV) of future cash flows than would otherwise be
the case, namely when taking into account the higher interest rate reflecting
the real opportunity cost of present goods in terms of future goods.
In this sense, the only viable way of reversing such an asset misallocation is
to liquidate those projects turning out to be financially unprofitable before
completion.
From a financial viewpoint, this becomes inevitable once evidence is clear
that real resources available are not actually enough for such projects to
be successfully and effectively conducted throughout their expected time
horizon.

28.3. The Post-Mises Era: Rothbard versus
Hayek on Competing Currencies
Hayek’s proposal on competing private currencies appears to overlook
Mises’s regression theorem, by neglecting the fact that money´s exchange
value should be ultimately traced back to a stage in which it had some kind
of use value.
It is precisely such use value from which any subsequent exchange value is
ultimately derived, since, as Rothbard clearly shows, acceptance obviously
does not come out of the blue or by either private or government imposition.
Hence, any system based on competing fiat currencies, either private or
imposed by legal tender laws, is inherently both inflationary and unsustainable
on an empirical basis.
Furthermore, none of such competing fiat currencies could in fact be
considered money in a real Austrian sense, since they would lack the defining
feature of general acceptance.
And such feature is ultimately derived from any fiat currency’s original link
to a commodity with a use value, without which it could not actually be
considered a medium of exchange in the first place.
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28.4. The Ongoing Debate over Fractional
Reserve Banking (FRB)
Just like Hayek appeared to neglect the money regression theorem in his
proposal for competing fiat currencies, in quite a similar way supporters of
Fractional Reserve Banking (FRB) seem to constantly overlook the nature of
fiduciary media as money substitutes in the Misesian typology of money.
Analyzing a paper by Philip Bagus (2010) on the enlightening debate between
supporters of 100 percent reserves (such as Rothbard, Hülsmann, Howden,
Block and Huerta de Soto) versus modern free bankers (such as Selgin, Dowd
and White), at some point it is implied that maturity mismatching between the
time structure of bank assets and liabilities could also lead to a boom-bust
cycle in the Austrian sense, even with 100 percent reserves on banknotes and
demand deposits, in particular on the latter.
However, it is also implied that such maturity mismatching would be based
upon the existence of a central bank acting as a lender of last resort.
That is to say, a central bank coming to the rescue of inflating commercial
banks by bailing them out of any potential risk of insolvency leading to their
inevitable bankruptcy, even when their liabilities are greater than their assets.
In this sense, we may then aprioristically assert that without a central bank
acting as a lender of last resort and thus allowing commercial banks to inflate
in unison avoiding any inherent risk of bankruptcy, the 100 percent reserve
requirement would actually be enough to avoid any maturity mismatching
leading to boom-bust cycles in the first place.
Such formerly described analysis theoretically and empirically denotes that
the ultimate cause underlying such boom-bust cycles is fractional reserve
banking itself, along with the underlying maturity mismatching that constitutes
its most characteristic defining feature.

28.5.

The Inconsistencies Unmasked

Critics of Austrian Economics often seem to overlook the fact that Austrian
Business Cycle Theory (ABCT) empirically proves that the ultimate cause of
such cyclical fluctuations is fractional reserve banking, with or without a
central bank.
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Therefore such theory still holds, for instance, when looking into the causes
of business cycles occurred even before the establishment of the US Federal
Reserve, back in 1913.
Actually, the first edition of Mises’s great book on money and fiduciary
media, where he develops his circulation credit theory of the trade cycle, was
published in 1912, one year before the advent of the Fed.
From an accounting perspective, whenever the time structure of bank assets
is longer than that of bank liabilities, it then becomes evident that such a
financial structure is unsustainable towards a medium and long-run time
horizon.
This is essentially due to the on-demand redeemability of money substitutes,
which enhances the pyramiding process of unbacked fiduciary media
while building up on the vicious circle of circulation credit in the Misesian
terminology, by contrast to commodity credit.
In this sense, it is precisely this Misesian concept of circulation credit that can
be related directly to what Rothbard further describes as deposit banking,
whereas the Misesian concept of commodity credit is closely linked to what
Rothbard labels as loan banking.
In the latter case, there actually exists an exchange of present for future
goods, in light of the underlying time element pertaining to the nature of
credit transactions.
Nevertheless, in the former case there arises an implicit assumption that
neither depositors (bank customers) nor depository institutions (commercial
banks) are in fact giving up present goods by postponing their redemption (in
hard cash reserves) or exchange (for goods or services) towards the future.
Because of this, in his book on money and fiduciary media Mises first refers to
his business cycle approach as circulation credit theory of the trade cycle, thus
explicitly ascribing the causes of the latter to such type of credit transactions,
only susceptible to being conducted by inflating fractional reserve banks.
This clearly shows how fractional reserve banking ultimately fuels maturity
mismatching by disregarding the time element essential by nature to credit
transactions.
It then follows that the contractual on-demand redeemability ascribed to
checking account deposits exposes their condition of money substitutes (that
is to say, present goods) rather than future goods.
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Consistently, this also denotes that in this case what is in fact being performed
is merely an exchange between present goods (i.e. hard cash deposited by
commercial bank customers in checking accounts on the one hand and IOUs
mostly issued in the form of checks redeemable on-demand for the deposited
cash) with no future goods involved whatsoever.
It is thus precisely such absence of future goods in the formerly analyzed
equation that ultimately leads to the inherent maturity mismatching between
the term structure of bank assets (e.g. loans of different maturities but to
become liquid only after the passage of time, either on a short, medium or long
term basis) and that of bank liabilities (e.g. deposits redeemable on demand,
i.e. immediately at any time as requested by holders of money substitutes
issued against such deposits).

28.6.

Conclusions

Having performed such theoretical and empirical analysis, we may therefore
assert that fractional reserve banking inevitably leads to cyclical fluctuations,
by fueling the pyramiding process of money substitutes on hard cash reserves
or base money.
Within the current fiat standard monetary system, this ultimately increases
the gap between the time structure of bank assets of varying scales of liquidity
over time and that of on-demand liabilities susceptible to being redeemed
immediately by holders of money substitutes.
Future goods, as derived from the time element defining credit transactions,
cannot be left out of such financial equation without causing an intertemporal
inconsistency which ends up exposing the accounting insolvency of fractional
reserve banks.
Hence, even in the absence of a central bank, such fractional reserve banking
systems would still inevitably lead to cyclical fluctuations on a recurring basis,
due to the inherent maturity mismatching between the time structure of bank
assets and that of bank liabilities.
The ultimate cause of this is no other than the systematic pyramiding of
unbacked fiduciary media (essentially deposits redeemable on demand as
money substitutes) on cash reserves kept in the form of base money as merely
a fraction of outstanding loans to become liquid assets only after the passage
of time.
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Aprioristically, it is thus fairly obvious that no such assets are to become
liquid on demand, which makes their maturity inevitably longer than that of
liabilities, regardless of the extent of such term gap over time, either on a
short, medium or long-term basis.
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29. The Hayek MV-Rule
Pavel Potuzak
University of Economics, Prague
Thematic Area: Economics

This paper examines the Hayek rule of constant MV. Shifts in
AD caused by IS and LM shocks test robustness of the MV-rule
along with the AS-shocks. In the economy with expanding natural
output, the MV-rule is passive under specific circumstances.
Secular deflation provoked by this rule may depress the nominal
interest rate to zero. A close resemblance to the Friedman rule of
the optimum quantity of money is studied. It is shown that the
Hayek rule is less deflationary compared to the Friedman rule if
the economy is dynamically efficient. The two rules coincide at
the golden rule.

29.1.

Introduction

The Hayek business cycle theory states that deflection of the market interest
rate from the natural level may lead to an undue lengthening of the capital
structure. The resulting partial collapse of capital is identified with recession,
which is a natural response of the economy to the previous unsustainable
boom. Influenced by Wicksell (1936), Hayek attributed this interest rate gap
to monetary forces.
However, unlike Wicksell, Hayek (1935) did not argue that price-level stability
indicates that the market interest is at the natural level. In the economy with
growing natural output, consistency between the two interest rates requires
a decline in the general level of prices. For Wicksell (1936), though, a fall in
the price level was a symptom that the market interest rate exceeded the
natural level, and monetary expansion was a necessary response to ensure
their consistency.
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Hayek (1935) objected that this Wicksellian conclusion is valid only in a
stationary economy. Stabilization of the price level in the economy with
increasing natural output requires an expansion of the money supply, which
may depress the market interest rate below the natural level and trigger
the business cycle. According to Hayek, stability of the money supply is the
appropriate monetary policy, and the price level should be declining.
Hayek thus concluded that in the expanding economy, the interest rate will
be at the natural level and prices will be falling, or the price level will be
constant, but the market rate of interest must be lowered below the natural
level. Hayek then proposed that the constant stream of money, represented
by the MV term in the quantity equation, may guarantee neutrality of money.
In this article, the Hayek MV-rule will be studied.
The first section examines reasons for stable MV rather than for the stable
money supply. Part two is focused on the resemblance of the Hayek MV-rule
with nominal income targeting. Shifts in aggregate demand caused by the LM
and IS shocks are introduced, and the robustness of the MV-rule is tested. It
is shown that shocks to aggregate supply may result in changes in the money
supply even under the MV-rule unless the AD curve is unit elastic. The next
section clarifies that in the economy with expanding natural output, the
MV-rule is passive only under specific circumstances. Furthermore, secular
deflation may depress the nominal interest rate to the zero-lower bound,
which makes the Hayek rule non-operational. In part four, a close resemblance
to the Friedman rule is discussed as both rules imply a very low nominal rate
of interest. It is demonstrated that the Hayek rule is less deflationary than the
Friedman rule if the economy is dynamically efficient. The two rules coincide
at the golden rule.

29.2.

Constant MV

Optimum monetary policy in the economy with expanding natural output
is the constant, rather than expanding, money supply. Only this policy may
ensure that the “natural price system” and the intertemporal equilibrium are
not disturbed by the monetary part of the economy (Hayek 1928:97).
Hayek (1933, 1935) admitted that similar effects as changes in the money
supply may also have changes in the velocity of circulation. This section
explores the relationship between the demand for money and velocity. A
permanently growing natural output results in the increase in the (real) demand
for money. The higher demand for money is satisfied either by a reduction in
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the price level, an increase in the nominal money supply, or by the increase
in the interest rate. However, this increase in the demand for money does not
necessarily imply a reduction in velocity. The simple Cambridge version of the
real demand for money may clarify this point.
			Md/P = k(i,…)Y(P)

					(1)

			Ms = Md							(2)
		

MsV(i,…) = PY

where V=1/k 			(3)

Equation (1) indicates that the real demand for money depends on real income
Y (or on real permanent income YP (Friedman 1969)), and on the optimum
fraction of income people want to hold in the form of money “k”. The
Cambridge “k” may negatively depend on the nominal interest rate i. Equation
(2) is the condition of equilibrium on the money market. Equation (3) is the
equation of exchange, uncovering the relationship between velocity and “k”.
This simple system of three equations indicates that a pure increase in
the natural output, which should be closely related to the increase in the
permanent income, raises the real demand for money with no impact on
velocity (equations 1 and 3). The equilibrium on the money market then
requires either a fall in the price level, the increase in the nominal money
supply, or increase in the interest rate. Hayek would prefer to keep the nominal
money supply constant, and the price level should spontaneously fall.
If real money balances (M/P) are a luxury good, the elasticity of the real
demand for money with respect to real (permanent) income is greater than
one. In equation (1), this elasticity is exactly one. Hence, to account for higher
elasticity in this equation, “k” must be increasing along with YP. Velocity will be
then decreasing with higher YP. However, assuming unitary income elasticity
of the demand for money, rising natural output has no impact on the velocity
of circulation, since growing YP is not reflected in the change in “k”.
Changes in the money supply may disrupt the natural equilibrium that would
otherwise prevail in the barter economy, i.e. in the economy that does not
use money. Hayek (1933:160) stressed that an increase in the money supply
implies a demand for goods without the previous supply of goods. Conversely,
withdrawing money from the “pockets of people” and its subsequent
destruction leads to the supply of goods without the corresponding demand.
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The same idea holds for the (autonomous) change in the demand for money.
A sudden decrease in the demand for money is reflected in the decline in k
in equation (1). Flows of expenditures are supported by money which was
previously held as “cash balances”. There is therefore a demand for goods
without a corresponding supply. This change represents the same type of
“shock” as the increase in the supply of money. According to equation (3),
reduction in “k” implies an increase in “V”. The money market equilibrium
(2) then requires that either the price level rises, the interest rate falls, or
the income grows (or any combination of these). A sudden increase in the
demand for money due to higher “k” has opposite effects – there is a supply
of goods with no corresponding demand. Thus, it may have the same effects
as the reduction in the money supply. From system (1) – (3), it can be seen
that higher “k” implies lower V.
Money thus represents a “loose joint” that may lead to the violation of the
Say’s Law of Markets. According to Hayek (1935), the economy using money
will behave as the barter economy only if the term MV remains constant.
Only under this condition, the total flow of nominal incomes (PY) will not
be affected by the monetary part of the economy. Hence, not the constant
money supply, but constant MV will preserve the “natural” system of relative
prices since exogenous shocks to velocity may have similar effects as the
money supply changes.
During long-run economic growth, the monetary system will be neutral with
respect to the real economy if MV is constant. In this case, increasing Y will be
perfectly reflected in decreasing P. Hayek (1935) stressed that this norm would
deliver stability to the economy that is using money. Yet, Hayek (1935:131)
added two more conditions that must be satisfied for money to retain its
neutrality, namely flexibility of prices and correct expectations. Furthermore,
Hayek did not explicitly recommend this rule for practical monetary policy.
Nevertheless, let us investigate this proposal in more detail. 		
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29.3.

Constant MV And Aggregate Shocks

In this section, short-run macroeconomic shocks will be analyzed. Consider
a sudden increase in aggregate demand. The Hayek MV-rule implies that the
central bank should tighten policy because MV is larger, whatever the impact
on output or price level is. Figure 1 displays that higher MV is reflected in
larger area PY: P0Y1, P1Y0, or any other combination on the AD2 curve.

Figure 1, MV-rule stabilizing aggregate demand.

Shifts in AD may be caused by LM-shocks or IS-shocks. Panel (b) in Figure 2
displays a change in the money supply and in the money demand; panel (a)
depicts an IS-shock. All these disturbances affect the MV term. Figure 2 also
shows that they lead to inconsistency between the actual and the natural rate
of interest, which might be defined as the interest rate when the economy
operates at the potential output (Amato 2005). In the Austrian business cycle
theory, this interest-rate gap is a symptom of discrepancy in the intertemporal
allocation of resources, and it is detected as the source of the business cycle.
The MV-rule may check all these disturbances by an offsetting shift in the LM
curve that will push the interest rate (and output) back to the natural level.
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Figure 2, IS, Ms, and Md shocks leading to a discrepancy between the actual interest rate and
the natural rate.

Thus, if the central bank is determined to hold MV constant (and consequently
the interest rate at its natural level), it must keep the area PY in Figure 1
constant. The central bank should therefore hold the nominal GDP — the
total value of aggregate expenditure — at some definite level. Even though
MV is not observable, data about PY are available, and they may provide the
central bank a guideline to conduct this type of monetary policy.
It seems that the monetary authority should operate at one particular
aggregate-demand curve. However, this is not the correct implication of the
MV-rule. If the economy is hit by a negative supply shock, the eventual value
of aggregate income PY depends on the shape of the AD curve, as is shown in
Figure 3. If the AD curve is unit elastic, which is the case for the unit-incomeelastic and interest-inelastic demand for money, the total value of aggregate
expenditure (and MV) is not affected. In this situation the negative supply
shock is evenly split between the reduction in output and increase in the price
level.
If the AD curve is flatter, the drop in real output will be large with a limited
impact on the price level. Consequently, the nominal GDP will drop (from
P0Y* to P1Y1 in panel (a)). To stabilize the nominal output and MV, central
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authorities ought to increase the money supply, which shifts the AD curve to
AD2. The MV-rule curve is then reached, which represents all combinations of
real income and the price level leading to identical nominal GDP (P0Y* = P2Y2).
If the AD curve is steep (due to high interest-elasticity of the demand for
money), the supply shock will be mainly absorbed by the higher price level.
The nominal aggregate income increases (because of higher velocity), and
central authorities should reduce the money supply to keep the economy at
the MV-rule curve with constant nominal income PY (panel b).1

Figure 3, MV-rule and the negative supply shock

The MV-rule behaves as if the AD curve was unit elastic. This rule offsets AD
shocks, and AS shocks fall evenly on output and prices. It may create a firm
theoretical basis for a sound monetary policy. Since it is determined to hold
the nominal income at a constant level, it is a specific form of nominal income
targeting (Hall and Mankiw 1994). Hayek can be thus considered an early
proponent of this regime.

1

Panel (b) is constructed for logarithms to stress the slope (-1) of the MV-rule curve.
Quantity equation takes the form ln M + ln V = ln P + ln Y. The MV-rule curve then
coincides with the XX curve in Bean (1983).
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29.4.

Mv Rule in the Expanding Economy

Hayek’s main concern was the economy with expanding natural output and
misguided monetary policy that may interrupt a smooth path of economic
growth. The MV-rule was designed to ensure neutrality of money. Let us
demonstrate how this rule operates when the economy is on the balanced
growth path.

Figure 4, MV-rule and economic growth

Figure 4 shows that the nominal income and thus MV are held constant in
the expanding economy only if the AD curve is unit elastic. A more elastic AD
curve leads to the expansion in the nominal GDP even when the money supply
is held fixed (ADA). The source of this behavior might be a secular increase in
the velocity of circulation owing to less-than-one income elasticity of the
demand for money. The MV-rule then requires a reduction of the money
supply to keep MV and nominal income at the constant level.
On the other hand, a permanent increase in the natural income in the economy
in which real money balances are a luxury good leads to a decline in nominal
income, since the drop in the price level is significant (point B at ADB). In this
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case, greater natural output is reflected in lower velocity, and the MV-rule
requires expanding the money supply in order to stabilize the nominal GDP
and MV. This is depicted as the shift of ADB to ADD.
According to Hayek, the money supply should not increase when the natural
output of the economy is growing. The increased real demand for money
resulting from rising real incomes ought to be satisfied by a lower price
level because the injection of money into the economy may start a boombust cycle. On the other hand, if the demand for money changes due to
autonomous reasons — in other words, if the economy is hit by a velocity
shock — the monetary authority should respond by an offsetting adjustment
in the money supply.
One may ask whether the injection of money, which is determined to satisfy
higher demand for money, does not have similar disruptive effects as those
presented in the case of the growing economy. Higher demand for money
may lead to contractive pressures in the economy that are similar to the
reduction in the money supply. However, can the money growth be directed
exactly to the parts of the economy that demand more money? What if the
money influx is concentrated in sectors in which the demand for money has
not increased? In Figure 4, the expansion of the aggregate demand from ADB
to ADD dictated by the MV-rule requires that the movement from point B to
point D is smooth. An open question is whether this money injection does not
provoke an Austrian-style business cycle.
Nonetheless, suppose that the MV-rule was implemented, and the economy
is on the balanced growth path (BGP). The MV-rule then results in secular
price deflation (π < 0), which should decrease the nominal interest rate i. Yet,
it is believed that i cannot (significantly) fall below the zero limit. If the MVrule led to the negative nominal rate of interest, it might be rejected as being
non-operational.
Let us explore whether the MV-rule survives the positive-nominal-interestrate test. In accordance with neoclassical growth models, consider an
economy on the BGP growing at the rate of technological progress g plus
population (labor force) growth n. The natural real rate of interest on this BGP
is constant r*. If velocity is constant, it can be derived from equation (3) that
the rate of the decline in prices is (n + g). In other words, the inflation rate in
this economy is π = – (n + g). This price deflation should affect expectations
of people if it is observed for some period of time. Hence, we may write: πe =
π = –(n + g).
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According to the Fisher equation i = r + πe, these deflationary expectations
should put downward pressures on the nominal interest rate i. The previous
relations imply that i = r – (n + g). In the very long run, the nominal interest
rate in this economy will be positive only if the real rate of interest is higher
than the growth rate of real natural GDP. As was shown by Phelps (1961), this
is the condition of a dynamically efficient economy.
As a result, the Hayek MV-rule generates a positive nominal interest rate if the
economy is dynamically efficient (r* > n + g). When the economy operates at
the golden rule level of capital accumulation (r* = n + g), this rule implies zero
nominal rate of interest. If the growth in real GDP is too high compared with
the real rate of interest, the economy over-saves and is dynamically inefficient
(r* < n + g). The MV-rule then fails because it implies a negative nominal rate
of interest.
It is believed that real world economies do not over-accumulate capital.
Hence, the Hayek MV-rule might be neutral with respect to the real economy
because the secular decline in prices will not be too rapid to depress the
nominal interest rate below the zero limit. In the opposite case, assuming
a zero-lower bound on the nominal rate of interest, the real rate of interest
would be equal to the rate of deflation and not to the underlying forces of the
natural rate of interest. The market real rate of interest would then exceed
the natural level, and money would not be neutral with respect to the real
economy under the MV-rule.
The neoclassical growth model can be applied to determine the nominal
interest rate implied by the MV-rule. The steady state real rate of interest
in the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans (RCK) model is r* = ρ + θg, where ρ is the
subjective discount rate in the lifetime utility function, 1/θ is the constant
intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption, and g is the growth
rate of labor-augmenting technological progress (Romer 2006). Substituting
this relationship to the Fisher equation (i = r + πe) and using the fact that the
rate of inflation under the MV-rule is πe = π = – (n + g), we get:
			i* = ρ + θg – (n + g) 						(4a)
			i* = ρ – n – (1 – θ)g 				(4b)
The right-hand side of equation (4b) must be positive (ρ – n – (1 – θ)g > 0)
by assumption in the RCK model, otherwise the lifetime utility will diverge. If
condition (4b) holds, the economy is dynamically efficient (r* = ρ + θg > n + g),
and the nominal interest rate under the Hayek MV-rule will be positive. The
economic reason for this conclusion is as follows. Consider a rapid growth in
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technologies. This should lead to a high rate of deflation under the MV-rule.
However, a high rate of technological progress also raises the steady state
natural rate of interest r*. These two tendencies offset each other in their
impact on the nominal interest rate.

29.5.

MV-Rule and the Friedman Rule

The nominal interest rate under the MV-rule might be very low. Milton
Friedman (1969) derived that for the optimum quantity of money the real
return to money should be equal to the real return to other assets. Friedman
concluded that this implies zero nominal interest rate i = 0%. If the real interest
on other assets is positive (r > 0) due to, for example, positive time preference,
the Fisher equation implies that the rate of (expected) deflation must be equal
to this real interest rate (r = –πe to obtain i = 0%). If the economy is stationary
(n + g = 0) and velocity is constant (gV = 0), Friedman rule requires money
contraction at the rate of that particular real rate of interest r (equation 8).
The Hayek MV-rule would not be so drastic. In the stationary economy with
constant MV, the inflation rate would be zero, so the nominal interest rate
would be equal to the (positive) real interest rate.
			

					(5)
for i = 0%: r = – πe

				πe = π = gM + gV – gY				(6)

			

gY* = n + g 					(7)

			

gM = – r + (n + g) – gV 				(8)

When the economy is growing at the BGP rate (gY* = n + g), the Friedman
rule does not require such a drastic contraction in the money supply to
achieve optimum deflation and hence zero nominal interest, as can be seen
from equations (5) to (8).2 If the growth in real income (n + g) is equal to the
real interest rate r, and the economy is therefore at the golden rule of capital
accumulation (Phelps 1961), Friedman rule will coincide with the MV-rule
because, in such a case, it implies constant money supply (assuming constant
2

gM is the growth rate in the money supply, gY of real output, and gV of velocity.
Equation (6) is the growth rate transformation of the quantity equation (3) from the
previous section.
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velocity). If the economy is dynamically inefficient, because growth in real
income (n + g) exceeds the real interest rate r, deflation would be too rapid
for the Friedman rule, so it implies positive money expansion to reach zero
nominal interest. In this case, the Hayek MV-rule fails. Figure 5 summarizes
differences between these two rules.
Hayek MV-Rule

Dynamic
Efficiency
r > n+g
Golden Rule
r=n+g
Dynamic
Inefficiency

Friedman Rule

Nominal
interest
rate
i > 0%

Growth
in Money
Supply
gM = 0%

Nominal
interest
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i = 0%
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in Money
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i = 0%

gM = 0%

i = 0%

gM = 0%
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“Inflation” Rate
π = – (n+g)
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Figure 5, Hayek MV-Rule (H) and Friedman rule (F) for the economy on the BGP and constant
velocity of circulation of money.

Figure 5 indicates that both rules may be deflationary. Hayek MV-rule
prescribes deflation at the rate of growth of natural output, whereas the
Friedman rule dictates deflation equal to the real rate of interest. The rates of
deflation under both rules coincide at the golden rule. Deflation in the Hayek
rule is lower when the economy is dynamically efficient, whereas when the
economy over-saves and is dynamically inefficient, the Hayek rule is too
deflationary compared to the Friedman rule.

29.6.

Conclusions

This paper shows that the Hayek MV-rule may stabilize the economy. It offsets
aggregate-demand shocks, and aggregate-supply shocks are proportionately
split between output and the price level. In the economy with expanding
output, the MV-rule requires a fall in the price level.
The original Hayekian analysis was extended since the MV-term might not
be constant in the growing economy. Secular changes in velocity associated
with the long-run growth call for offsetting adjustments in the money supply.
An open question is whether injection effects provoke business cycle in this
case.
The Hayek rule leads to deflationary expectations. If the economy is
dynamically efficient, the nominal interest rate should not fall below the zerolower bound. The MV-rule delivers the same deflation rate as the Friedman
rule when the economy is at the golden rule.
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30. The Austrian School of
Economics in Spain: From
Dictatorship to Democracy. The
Roots for the 21st Century
PhD. Carlos Puente
Economist – Lawyer – Political Scientist
The paper is a synthesis of the trend of studies of Economics of
the Austrian School since the foundation of the first Faculty of
Economic Sciences in Spain during the dictatorship until the arrival
of democracy. The role of some professors in the Law Faculties
that were the embryo of liberalism and the teaching of the liberal
economy since the last period of the dictatorship are underlined.
Friedrich A. von Hayek’s visit to Spain in 1949 and other economists
who had a great influence on the formation of Spanish liberal
economists and the challenges coming from modern populism
are treated.

Some Spanish economists remember the last visit of Professor Friedrich
A. Hayek to Spain in 1983 invited by the former president of Mont Pelerin
Sociey, Professor Pedro Schwartz, but very few economists know that the
first visit of Hayek to Spain took place in August 1949, to participate in the
Summer Courses of the University Menéndez Pelayo of Santander, in the
midst of the dictatorship of General Franco. Professor Hayek was asked to
join along with the professors Wilhelm Röpke and Walter Eucken. Professor
Joseph A. Schumpeter was also called on although he and Professor Röpke
were not able to attend the Summer Courses. Wilhelm Röpke was invited
by the Faculty of Law of the University of Barcelona and Banco Urquijo, a
private financial institution where Professor Lucas Beltrán Florez would work
after 1954 and call on Professor Röpke to deliver lectures in Madrid. Röpke
collaborated with the prestigious publication “Moneda y Crédito” (Currency
and Credit) published by Banco Urquijo. Professor Walter Eucken delivered
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three lectures: “The planned economy”, “The policy of laissez faire” and “The
order of competition”. Some professors from the Faculty of Political and
Economic Sciences attended the lectures, among them José Castañeda,
Miguel Paredes, José Mª Naharro and Juan Sardá, as well as some graduates
who would later be influential professors and businessmen, like Fabián Estapé,
José Ángel Sánchez Asiain, and Juan Velarde Fuertes.
Professor Hayek was invited to the Summer Courses due to the interest of
Rafael Calvo Serer, deputy director of the Instituto España in London, and
the professors Alberto Ullastres and Miguel Paredes. Hayek was a reference
for the professors Ullastres and Paredes to justify the liberalization project of
the Spanish economy that was already underway. Alberto Ullastres wrote in
1941 and 1942 an important research about the Spanish contribution of the
School of Salamanca, with the title “Martín de Azpilcueta y su comentario
resolutorio de cambios. Las ideas económicas de un moralista español del
siglo XVI”. Professor Calvo Serer addressed a letter to José Mª Albareda
Herrera, Secretary General of the High Council of Scientific Research, in
which he highly appreciated Hayek’s presence in Spain and said that “The
participation of Professor Hayek was essential for the development of the
economic plans carried out by the professors Ullastres and Paredes”.
After the end of the Spanish civil war, on April 1, 1939, the government of
General Franco established an autarchic economic system that interfered
into the Spanish economy to run properly, being an obstacle for commercial
exchanges and making it difficult for Spanish graduates to get knowledge
about foreign economic theories. When Professor Hayek visited Spain for the
first time, the first Faculty of Economics existed already, established in 1943
at the University Complutense of Madrid. However, John Maynard Keynes
had visited Spain in 1930, where he delivered a lecture at the Residencia de
Estudiantes on June 10th with the title “The economic possibilities of our
grandchildren” and he suggested that it was important to establish a School
of Economics in Spain. Before the Spanish Civil war, there were three projects
to establish such Faculty of Economics. At that time the Faculties of Law were
the only academic institutions where it was possible to study Economy and
Public Finance. On the occasion of a course held at the Faculty of Law in the
Central University of Madrid (today Universidad Complutense) it was agreed
to establish a Faculty of Economics in the academic year 1936-1937. In 1919
Professor José María Zumalacárregui asked the academic authorities to
establish a Faculty of Economics in Spain, which was created at the University
of Valencia, and another project emerged in Barcelona, but none of these
initiatives was successful due to the outbreak of the Civil war. After the end
of the war Zumalacárregui, being professor at the Faculty of Law, promoted
the Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences of Madrid, where he was one
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of the first professors of Economic Theory, together with the professors
Manuel Torres Martínez and José Castañeda Chornet, who were his students
in Valencia. Another student of Zumalacarregui, José Ibáñez Martín, who later
became Minister of Education, facilitated the creation of the new faculty.
In the academic year 1943-1944 the Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences
at the University Complutense started running. Most of the professors of the
new Faculty came from the Faculty of Law where professors and students
were familiar with subjects such as Economy and Finance. The first Dean of
the new faculty was Fernando María Castiella, a professor of International
Law linked to Falange Española a fascist political party. Professor Castiella
was minister of Foreign Affairs of Spain from 1957 to 1969, promoting the
accession of Spain to the most important international organizations (OECD,
IMF and World Bank). Castiella was deeply religious but he supported religious
freedom and was open to liberal ideas. He encouraged the first application of
Spain for membership to the EEC in 1962.
The first professors of the Faculty of Economics had been followers of the
economic ideas of professor Antonio Flores de Lemus, who was professor of
Political Economy and Public Treasury. Flores de Lemus studied Economics
at the University of Tübingen with Professor Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz, who
suggested him to study Alfred Marshall, from whom he learned his “partial
equilibrium”. After attending the University of Berlin where he studied with
Professor Gustav Schmoller, he refused Carl Menger and the Vienna School,
following the opinion of the inductive method of the Historical School. Flores
de Lemus had contacts with Wilhelm Lexis and Adolf Wagner who were
connected to the “Verein für Sozialpolitik” but Flores de Lemus forced his
students in Spain to study the theories of Gustav Smoller. Professor Flores de
Lemus was the representative of the German Historical School in Spain but in
the 1930s the German influence was replaced by the influence of Cambridge.
One of the most important followers of Flores de Lemus was Luis Olariaga,
who attended the London School of Economics in 1905. He met Francis Y.
Edgeworth who was the protector of Spanish students in London. He was
interested in the theories of Keynes but refused the interventionist policies of
governments in the economy what Keynes supported. When Olariaga traveled
to Germany, between 1912 and 1914, he learnt the theories of the Austrian
School of Economics and was interested in the works of Friedrich A. Hayek.
Olariaga was one of the most important Spanish monetarist economists and
he published “Liberalism or socialism is the dilemma?” in 1935. In 1936 he
translated into Spanish “The Monetary Theory and the Economic Cycle”, the
work of Friedrich A. Hayek that made him a loyal follower of the Austrian
School. When the Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences was founded
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in Madrid, he was responsible of the course of “Theory of money” where
he introduced the Hayekian vision of the Economy, against the Keynesian
influence defended by Professor Manuel de Torres. When Olariaga was
Professor of Political Economy at the Faculty of Law he replaced the textbook
of Alvin Hansen and Garvey, which defended the theories of Keynes, by the
textbook of Frederic Benham. Since then he defended the monetary policy
of Breton Woods and underlined the dangers of Keynesian theories. Olariaga
strongly supported the Economic Stabilization Plan of 1959 that liberalized
the Spanish economy.
The most outstanding professors in the new Faculty of Political and Economic
Sciences was the aforementioned professor José Castañeda Chornet who
attended the courses of Professor Flores de Lemus and the German economist
Heinrich Freiherr von Stackelberg, who moved to Madrid in autumn 1944,
fleeing from the Nazi regime after having been an activist against Hitler.
Stackelberg was an economist who influenced the policy of economic
liberalization undertaken by the government of Franco. Stackelberg used his
work “Principles of Economic Theory” in the courses of the faculty. He was
a neoclassical economist who based his theories on Walter Eucken and the
social market economy and he also was a strong advocate of market freedom
under certain conditions and condemned the socialist planning system. He
underlined that the success of John M. Keynes layed in the fallacy of his
theories that promised full employment through the politics of cheap money
and the absurd investments that achieved ephemeral successes. Stackelberg
had among his students José Luís Sanpedro, Manuel Varela and Juan Velarde,
professors of the Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences of Madrid.
José Castañeda was responsible for the courses in Economic Theory attended
by several generations of economists, to whom he imposed his economic
ideas of neoclassical microeconomics and an unusual mathematical
apparatus included in his work “Lecciones de Teoría Económica” (Lessons of
Economic Theory). Castañeda had great knowledge about marginal economy
and the theories of the School of Lausanne. In his work he referred to Von
Stakelberg more frequently than to Marshall but he also cited Adam Smith,
Jean Baptiste Say, Cairnes and Marshall and he also mentioned that “for
Menger, Philippowich, Wiser and other authors of the so-called Austrian
School of marginal utility, the nature of the economic activity is that the
means employed to satisfy someone’s needs are available in limited quantity
or insufficient to satisfy entirely the needs”. In another chapter of his work,
he includes as a bibliographical reference Menger’s work “Die Irrtümer des
Historimus in der deutschen Nationalökonomie” (The errors of Historicism in
the German National School).
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Professor Fabián Estapé Rodríguez was the main supporter of the economic
ideas of Joseph A. Schumpeter in Spain and he translated his work “Ten great
economists. From Marx to Keynes” into Spanish and wrote the preface to
“History of Economic Analysis”. He also translated “American Capitalism” of
John K. Galbraith and “The Structure of the American Economy” by Wassily
Leontief into Spanish. Professor Estapé participated in the organization of the
Faculty of Economic Sciences of the University of Barcelona.
The structure of courses of 1953 of the Section of Economic Sciences in the
Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences replaced the initial structure of
courses established in 1944, with the incorporation of commercial studies, but
it would be in 1969 when there was a qualitative take off in teaching Economics
at Spanish universities. The same year the Section of Political Sciences
became an independent Faculty. One of the students of José Castañeda, Luis
Angel Rojo Duque, was responsible for the course of Economic Theory. He
had a solid background, partly acquired at the London School of Economics.
His two most important works “Renta, precios y balanza de pagos” (Income,
Prices and Balance of Payments) and “Keynes y el pensamiento económico
actual” (Keynes and Current Economic Thought) were the “bible” for Spanish
students.
A fundamental research was published as a doctoral thesis by Demetrio
Iparraguirre at the University Complutense of Madrid, in 1953, under the title
“Sources for the history of Spanish economic thought from the 13th to the
16th century”, where he mentions around eighty Spanish scholastics whose
works can be considered a forerunner of the Austrian School and that are still
not sufficiently known.
The Structure of courses of 1969 replaced the textbook “Lessons from
Economic Theory” of José Castañeda by the textbook “An Introduction to
Positive Economics” written by the Canadian professor Richard G. Lipsey
that Professor Joan Hortalá Arau translated into Spanish. Professor Hortalá
Arau was responsible for the “Course on Economic Theory”, in the Faculty of
Economic Sciences of the University of Barcelona, during the year 1966-1967,
which made a brief reference to F. A. Hayek and suggested the students to
study the work “Price Perspectives, monetary disturbances and bad orientation
of the investment”. In Castañeda’s textbook there were some references to
the “Principles of Economic Theory” by H. E. Stackelberg as well as to the
“Fundamentals of Economic Analysis” by Paul A. Samuelson and references
to Milton Friedman’s economic theories. Since 1969 the work of Richard G.
Lipsey was the “official textbook” in the Faculties of Economic Sciences.
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In Lipsey’s textbook he emphasizes in a footnote the importance of empirical
measurements of demand. After citing the work “An Essay on the Nature
and Significance of Economic Science”, by Lionel Robbins, to express that
it “contains the classic structure of many points of view that economists still
maintain”, he mentions that a similar concept can be read in “Human Action”
by L. von Mises. Both Lipsey and Castañeda ignored the business function
as a subjective fact and underlined the company as the object of economic
activity, ignoring the human initiative.
While the Keynesian theories monopolized the Faculties of Economic
Sciences, the supporters of the liberal economics remained at the Faculties
of Law. Another great economist who supported liberal ideas and had
great influence over Spanish students was Lucas Beltrán Florez, Professor
of Political Economy, who had studied at the London School of Economics
being a student of Friedrich A. Hayek and Lionel Robbins. Professor Beltran
became responsible for the chair of Political Economy at the Faculty of Law
of the University of Barcelona in 1948. In 1951 he published his work “Modern
economists” where he supports the economic liberalism of Hayek and Mises
against the ideas of Keynes. In 1954, he began his professional activities at
Banco Urquijo in Madrid. In 1961 he published the work “History of economic
doctrines” which includes the liberal ideas of Hayek and Röpke. Between 1966
and 1969 he was General Secretary of the State Development Plan, which was
the guideline for the economic planning policy of the Spanish government.
He belonged to the Mont Pelerin Society. Professor Beltrán declared, after
reading Keynes, that he admired his ideas although not with much enthusiasm
but he became a great supporter of liberalism.
One of the most prestigious personalities regarding liberal economic
philosophy was José Larraz López, appointed minister of Finance in the first
government of Franco, in 1939, after the Spanish Civil War. He was director of
the Research Service of the Bank of Spain in 1937. During 1947 and 1948 he
was Professor of Sociology at the Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences
in Madrid. A few years earlier he delivered a speech entitled “La época del
mercantilismo en Castilla” (The era of mercantilism in Castile), which tells the
history of the influence of the monetary theory of the School of Salamanca on
the European economy. José Larraz also highlights the great importance of
the contribution of the School of Salamanca to the “theory of value” based on
the concept of utility, which would be a precedent of the theories proposed
by Carl Menger in the 19th century.
After the Spanish Civil War, another Spanish liberal economist was Joan
Sardá Dexeus who studied at the London School of Economics, where he
was amazed to hear the monetarist ideas of Keynes and later studied at
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the University of Munich where he met Professor Adolf Weber with whom
he was working. After being a professor in several universities in Spain and
Venezuela, he was appointed Director of the Research Service of the Bank of
Spain. Responsible for the government monetary policy of Spain, he used the
“theory for liquidity” of John M. Keynes, although it was also influenced by “the
demand for liquidity in the inter-temporal balance” of von Mises. He showed
a liberal attitude during his participation in the Stabilization Plan of 1959
implementing liberal economic policy. He wrote about the history of banking
and monetary policy in his book “La política monetaria y las fluctuaciones de
la economía española en el siglo XIX” (Monetary policy and the fluctuations of
the Spanish economy in the nineteenth century).
The British Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson was one of the most important
intellectuals of this period who showed the importance of the Spanish
contribution to the Austrian School that should be renamed as “HispanoAustrian School of Economics”. Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson met F. A. Hayek
at the London School of Economics who supervised her research related to
the scholastic in Salamanca, and published in 1952 the work “La Escuela de
Salamanca. Una interpretación de la teoría monetaria española 1544-1605”
(The School of Salamanca. Readings in Spanish Monetary Theory 15441605). Some years later, in 1978, she published another work with the title
“Ensayos sobre el pensamiento económico en España (1177-1740)” (Early
Economic Thought in Spain (1177-1740)) and “Economic Thought in Spain”
and “Selected Essays of Marjorie Grice-Hutchinson” in 1993. Due to Marjorie
Grice-Hutchinson we know the most important authors of the School of
Salamanca, as Martin de Azpilcueta, with his contribution to the “theory of
purchasing power parity”, which centuries later would be attributed to the
Swedish economist Gustav Cassel. Grice-Hutchinson was Doctor honoris
causa of the University of Málaga with which she collaborated since 1979
because she met Professor Antonio Argandeña in a meeting of the Mont
Pelerin Society, where she was invited to by Hayek.
The transition from dictatorship to democracy in Spain did not change the
academic landscape in a significant way. At the Faculty of Economics in the
University of Madrid the first graduated in 1974, the students of the courses
1969-1974, had been trained under Keynesian professors and supporters of
the neoclassical economy, such as Luis Ángel Rojo Duque, Enrique Fuentes
Quintana and Manuel Varela Parache. The last one supported liberal ideas as
well. At the same time there were other professors with communist ideology
that proposed the Soviet central planning model and the intervention of
the government in the economy. Ángel Rojo was appointed Director of the
Research Service of the Bank of Spain and became Governor of the Bank
afterwards. Enrique Fuentes was appointed vice-president for economic
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affairs in the first government of Adolfo Suárez and Professor Manuel Varela
has always had a great influence in government policies for years because
of his great prestige, being the only one who remained as professor at the
university.
The Stabilization Plan of 1959 was run by the Bank of Spain and the Ministry
of Commerce, where the professors Ángel Rojo Duque, Enrique Fuentes
Quintana and Manuel Varela Parache were high ranking officials under minister
Alberto Ullastres. The only precedent of a similar project was the policy for
economic restructuring undertaken in Germany by the minister of Economy
Ludwig Erhard, responsible for the “German miracle” between 1949 and 1953,
when Konrad Adenauer was Chancellor. In the period 1964-1967 the First
Development Plan in Spain led by the technocratic ministers of Opus Dei,
was set up under the supervision of Minister Professor Laureano López Rodó.
Professor Lucas Beltrán was appointed Secretary General of the Development
Plan of the Spanish government. Professor Manuel Varela was one of the first
economists to emerge from the Faculty of Political and Economic Sciences at
the University Complutense and contributed to the integration of the Spanish
economy into the global economy. He also participated in negotiations for the
accession of Spain to several international organizations, such as the IMF, the
World Bank and the OECE (OECD afterwards). During the trade negotiations
with the United States, he promoted the granting of scholarships for Spanish
students to continue their studies at the University of Minnesota. Emilio de
Figueroa Martínez was a great social-christian professor of Political Economy
who communicated a “critic keynesianism” to his students at the Faculty of
Economics.
The official textbook in the Faculty of Economic Sciences in Madrid was
“Introduction to Positive Economics” by Richard Lipsey and the “keynesian
notes” by Ángel Rojo, while at the Faculty of Law the textbook used for
Political Economics was “Economics: An Introductory Analysis”, by Paul
A. Samuelson, translated into Spanish by professor José Luís Sanpedro as
“Curso de Economía moderna”. Pedro Schwartz Girón is another important
Spanish academic liberal coming from the Faculty of Law of the University of
Madrid, who was professor of History of Economic Doctrines at the Faculty of
Economics in the University Complutense of Madrid, since 1970. He studied
at the London School of Economics where he met Karl Popper and Lionel
Robbins, from whom he received a great influence. He supervised the doctoral
theses of future liberal professors such as Francisco Cabrillo Rodríguez,
Carlos Rodríguez Braun and Jesús Huerta de Soto. He was the founder of the
association “Unión Liberal”, core of the political party “Liberal Party” in 1983.
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Pedro Schwartz founded the “Instituto de Economia de Mercado” (“Institute
of Market Economy”) to spread liberal ideas and political and economic
freedom.
The textbook “Modern Economics Course” by Paul A. Samuelson influenced
many generations of Spanish economists. In his textbook Samuelson quotes
Carl Menger in two footnotes when referring to the general equilibrium and
in another footnote when referring to Institutionalism: “It is curious that the
Americans were less influenced by the Austrian school of Menger, E. BöhmBawerk (1851-1914) and F. von Wieser (1851-1926), who was much more
deductive, conservative and neoclassical. Among the Austrian economists
quoted were Schumpeter, Ludwig von Mises, Frederich Hayek (sic!), Gottfried
Haberler and Fritz Machlup”.
Samuelson quotes in his textbook von Mises, along with Hayek in relation to
the formation of prices according to welfare economics, saying that “by 1920,
Ludwig von Mises, perhaps unaware of the Pareto demonstration, launched
the challenging assertion that without the existence of free markets, rational
economic organization is logically impossible”. Samuelson also criticized F. A.
Hayek. The collapse of the centrally planned socialist economy in the 1990s
is a clear proof. There are several references to F. A. Hayek in the textbook
when it deals with capitalism and the liberalism of the School of Chicago.
Samuelson’s views had influence in many Spanish students of Economic
Sciences.
A small group of Spanish liberal professors still remained at the University
in Spain. We must distinguish between the liberal professors whose target
was to spread the theories of the Austrian School of Economics and those
who encouraged the study and knowledge of the theories and authors of the
Austrian School. The paradigm of the latter is Jesús Huerta de Soto, a follower
of Lucas Beltrán, who is Professor of Political Economy at the University Rey
Juan Carlos in Madrid since 2000. He is responsible for a course on Austrian
Economics and the only “Master in Austrian Economics” in that university.
Huerta is also the founder of the journal “Market Processes” and coordinated
the Spanish edition of complete works of Friedrich von Hayek and the edition
of “New Library of Liberty”. His best seller is “The Austrian School, Market
and business creativity”. When Professor Huerta de Soto became responsible
for the Course of Political Economy at the Faculty of Law of the University
Complutense of Madrid he replaced the official text “Modern Economics
Course” by Paul A. Samuelson by “The Human Action” of Ludwig von Mises.
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30.1.

Conclusions

After the Spanish civil war, the government of Franco used all means to
promote his political recognition by the western powers. For this reason, the
academic authorities did not hesitate to establish contacts and invite foreign
academics supporting market economy and liberalism.
The plan for the liberalization of the Spanish economy of 1959 was the task
of academics and businessmen. The foundation of the first Faculty of Political
and Economic Sciences in Madrid, which inherited the tradition of Political
Economy from the faculties of Law, played an important role in introducing
political and economic liberalism. Some professors established a “school”
of economists who spread liberal ideas and laid down the foundations for
future liberal supporters who emerged at the end of the dictatorship and at
the beginning of democracy. Therefore, this presentation shows the roots of
the Spanish-Austrian School of Economics of the 21st. Century.
The socialist-communist influence was important at the university in Spain
where they had a great power of seduction during the period of the Soviet
Union. The collapse of USSR in 1989 was a shock in the mind of leftist
professors. However, the danger of Marxist philosophy has not disappeared
yet and the populism of the 21st century is an example. This situation not only
occurs in Spain but also throughout Europe where some universities are under
the influence of German academics from the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation.
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31. Dynamic Monetary Theory and
the Phillips Curve with a Positive
Slope1
Adrián O. Ravier
ESEADE
Don Bellante and Roger W. Garrison (1988) compared two
alternative explanations of monetary dynamics: those based on
a vertical long-run Phillips curve and those derived from analysis
of Hayekian triangles. The authors concluded that the only factor
differentiating the two models is the “process” whereby the initial
cause is converted into the final “neutral” effect. This article refutes
that conclusion. To do so, it suffices to demonstrate that the longterm effect of monetary policy is never neutral. While it is true that
after the boom and bust the economy returns to the natural rate
of unemployment, the crucial point is that the “natural rate” at the
end of the cycle is quite different from the one evident at the start.
This requires an “Austrian” Phillips curve with a positive slope.

31.1.

Introduction

Don Bellante and Roger W. Garrison (1988) use a vertical long-run Phillips
curve and Hayekian triangles to illustrate two alternative explanations of
dynamic monetary theory. The conclusion the authors reached is that it is
only the “process” whereby the initial cause is converted into the ultimate
“neutral” effect that distinguishes the two approaches. This article challenges
that conclusion on the grounds that monetary policy is never neutral in the
long run. While it is true that the economy returns to the natural rate of

1

First published in The Quarterly Journal of Austrian Economics (QJAE), Vol. 16, Num.
2, Summer 2013, p 165 - 186; https://mises.org/library/dynamic-monetary-theoryand-phillips-curve-positive-slope
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unemployment after a boom-bust cycle, the post-boom “natural rate” is not
the same as the one that preceded the cycle. This implies a long-term Phillips
curve with a positive slope, consistent with Austrian business cycle theory.
In Part I we summarize the traditional debate over the Phillips curve as
it relates to dynamic monetary theory. In Part II we outline the BellanteGarrison argument based on the relationship between Hayekian triangles and
the Phillips curve. In Part III we explain why the effect of monetary policy is
not neutral in the long term, and why this supports a theoretical model with
an upward sloping Phillips curve. In Part IV we close with the implications of
the study.

31.2. Part I: The Debate over the Phillips
Curve.
The empirical work of Alban William Housego Phillips (1958) initiated one
of the most important debates in modern macroeconomics and politics. A
Phillips curve describes the relationship between consumer price inflation
and unemployment at various stages in an economic cycle. The Keynesian
Phillips curve with a negative slope, shown in Figure 1, illustrates the tradeoff
policy makers allegedly face. They may choose a low level of unemployment,
UL, as long as they accept a higher level of prices. Alternatively, when price
inflation becomes the dominant problem, they can diminish its acceleration,
even to the point of deflation. However, in that case they necessarily have to
accept a higher level of unemployment: U0 for inflation zero, UH for deflation.
This tradeoff implies a negatively sloped Phillips curve.
Phillips’ (1958) analysis of empirical data was invoked to support the Keynesian
policy prescription: counter-cyclical application of quantitative easing which
capitalizes on the non-neutral impact of monetary policy in the short run.
Phillips’ tradeoff hypothesis was questioned from three distinct perspectives.
The first category involved the theoretical challenges mounted by monetarists
led by Milton Friedman, and Austrian economists led by Friedrich Hayek.
The second challenged the broader validity of the model, inferring that its
applicability to North America allegedly demonstrated by Samuelson-Solow
(1960) was a special case.2 The third was evidence of simultaneous high
2
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It was generally inferred that the work on the North American economy by Paul
Samuelson and Robert Solow (1960) gave credence to a Phillips curve with a
negative slope. However, their own work supported criticism of this inference: they
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unemployment and high inflation, the phenomenon known as “stagflation.”
As Milton Friedman himself pointed out, “stagflation” “rendered somewhat
ludicrous the confident statements that many economists had made about
‘trade-offs,’ based on empirically-fitted Phillips curves.” (1975, p. 50)

Figure 1. The Keynesian Phillips Curve

These challenges produced what Milton Friedman (1977) called the monetarist
counter-revolution. The monetarist alternative acknowledged the validity of
Keynesian manipulation of the money supply in the short term but considered
the implication of a vertical Phillips curve. This research highlighted the
distinction between the effect of monetary policy in the short and long terms,
as well as the difference that exists between nominal and real variables. The
results emphasized the importance of the neutrality of money in the long term
and monetary policy lags (Friedman, 1961). They also prompted speculation
over the existence of a “natural” rate of employment and theories of adaptive
expectations and inflation acceleration.

acknowledged that the Phillips curve trade-off in the U.S. economy offered only
short-run benefits at best, exhibited instability over many periods they examined,
and was frequently upward-sloping (i.e., for many periods higher inflation appeared
to cause higher unemployment rather than lowering it). (Samuelson and Solow,
1960, pp. 188–190)
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The vertical “monetarist” Phillips curve is presented in Figure 2. Starting from
point E, let us assume that the economy in question has never experienced
inflation. Under these conditions, and assuming a process of adaptive
expectations, the most reasonable outcome is an expectation of zero inflation
in period 1.
The curve representing the expected inflation rate determines the level of
unemployment, e.g. UN (natural rate). However, if policymakers resolve to
diminish the level of unemployment in the economy, for example to UL, using
sufficiently expansive monetary policy, this would generate a price increase
at a rate of

(point F).

Figure 2. Expectations-Adjusted Phillips Curve

Any attempt to maintain an unemployment rate lower than UN can only
succeed if the economy is subjected to inflation at an increasing rate. This
is necessary in order to keep the inflation rate permanently above the level
agents anticipate, based on previous experience.
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Friedman called this reasoning “the acceleration hypothesis,” a hypothesis
originally proposed by Hayek (1978 [1958]).3 This way of approaching the
problem quickly led to the conclusion that the level of employment was a
function of inflation not anticipated by economic agents or, more rigorously,
the difference between the current unemployment rate and the natural rate
of unemployment is a function of the “rate of unanticipated inflation.”
Chicago economists concluded that the Keynesian Phillips curve may be
effective in the short term when the rate of inflation is not factored into
decisions made by economic agents. However, if expansionary monetary
policy continues, its impact will tend to be negated by adaptive expectations.
In the long run, therefore, unemployment would remain “stuck” at the “natural
rate,” implying a vertical Phillips curve.
The logic behind this reasoning depends on the assumption that, in the
long term, agents will correctly anticipate the inflation rate unless they are
“surprised” by continuously accelerating inflation. If monetary stimulus is not
used to thwart the expectation that a constant rate of inflation is the objective,
then the expected rate of inflation will converge with observed value

When this is the case, the relationship is expressed by a Phillips curve which
is a vertical line at the point where the natural rate of unemployment (UN)
occurs.
The economic policy consequence of this analysis is obvious: active
manipulation of the money supply to continuously reduce unemployment
is doomed to fail in the long term because it will either launch the economy
3

See Chapter XXI, in Studies of Philosophy, Politics and Economics (1978). However,
Hayek questioned the practical validity of the acceleration hypothesis. “First, such
inflation, in order to achieve the goal aimed at, would have to accelerate constantly,
and accelerating inflation would sooner or later reach a degree that makes all
effective order of a market economy impossible. Second, and more important,
in the long run such inflation inevitably creates much more unemployment than
the amount it was originally designed to prevent.” Elsewhere he wrote: “The chief
conclusion I want to demonstrate is that the longer the inflation lasts, the larger will
be the number of workers whose jobs depend on a continuation of the inflation,
often even on a continuing acceleration of the rate of inflation—not because they
would not have found employment without the inflation, but because they were
drawn by the inflation into temporarily attractive jobs, which after a slowing down
or cessation of the inflation, will again disappear.” (Hayek, 1979, pp. 11–13) The latter
quotation is also relevant in the context of the argument presented in Part III.
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on a path of rampant inflation (if an attempt is made to successively
“surprise” economic agents by accelerating inflation rates) or fail to reduce
unemployment below its “natural level” (if a constant rate of inflation is
maintained).
The monetarist version of the Phillips curve was simultaneously rejected
and reinforced by the work of Robert Lucas of the University of Chicago,
Thomas Sargent of the Hoover Institution, and others who became known
as New Classical macroeconomists. (See especially Lucas and Sargent [1978])
Essentially, the modifications they advocated were a shift from the concept
of adaptive expectations to one of rational expectations, and acceptance of
the neutrality of money (in both the short and long term) as a key assumption.
If agents form their expectations rationally, there is no reason to assume that
they can be fooled by inflationary policy in either the long or the short term.
Under this assumption, the real and positive effects on employment in the
short term disappear and the Phillips curve is vertical, irrespective of whether
the long or short-term consequences are involved.

31.3. Part II: The Bellante-Garrison
Comparison
Bellante and Garrison (1988) compared monetarist work on the Phillips curve
with the dynamic monetary theory of Friedrich Hayek, illustrated by Hayekian
triangles (Hayek, 1931). Following Hicks (1967, p. 203), they pointed out that
Hayek’s theory was the dominant alternative to those of Keynes until it was
eclipsed by Friedman’s monetarist theories. From that point on, monetarist
theories were regarded as the main alternative to Keynesianism.
“In general, Monetarists have taken comfort in the Knightian
view that the structure of capital, particularly the inter-temporal
structure, can be safely ignored, and that theories in the Austrian
tradition, which make use of such concepts as “roundaboutness”
and “stages of production,” are especially misguided.” (Bellante and
Garrison, 1988, p. 210)
If John Bates Clark (1924) and Frank Knight (1934, 1944) provided the Chicago
School with its theory of homogeneous capital, it was in the work of Carl
Menger (1871) and Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk (1889) that the implications of a
theory of heterogeneous capital originated. Austrian capital theory highlights
the fundamental differences between the two approaches (Garrison, 1990).
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It is true that coincidental similarities arise between Hayek and Friedman. The
most obvious is recognition that rigidities in labor markets prevent perfect and
instantaneous market adjustments to monetary distortions. Both also reject
the presumption of rational expectations, which would otherwise allow agents
to anticipate monetary policy and avoid the “surprise” effect in both the short
and long terms. But these similarities only serve to highlight the differences
that arise from the distinct capital theories the Austrian and Chicago schools
use to explain the process that ultimately produces a “neutral” impact.
Bellante and Garrison (1988, p. 219) enumerate the similarities as follows:
“Five points of commonality are noteworthy: (1) Both theories can
be fully squared with the kernel of truth in the quantity theory of
money. (2) Both theories deal with disequilibrium phenomena,
but neither denies that equilibrating forces dominate in the end.
(3) Both hinge in a critical way on the distinction between shortrun effects and long-run effects. (4) Both involve a market process
that is necessarily, or endogenously, self-reversing. Monetary
disturbances cause certain kinds of distortions in market signals.
These distortions give rise in the short run to movements in certain
prices and quantities, movements which in the long run create
market conditions for counter-movements in those same prices
and quantities. (5) With appropriate qualifications (about what
constitutes the long-run) both theories are characterized by
monetary disturbances whose short-run effects are non-neutral
but whose long-run effects are neutral.” (emphasis added).
Bellante and Garrison (1988) also point out that the “long term” in the Hayekian
approach needs to involve a lapse of time sufficient for the relationship
between capital and labor to be realigned after mal-investments of capital
have been liquidated.
More fundamentally, Bellante and Garrison (1988) explain that in the last
phase of the adjustment process, the economy enters a period of crisis
and depression. But over time, only a portion of the capital stock can be
reallocated to satisfy demand consistent with the new structure of capital.
Eventually, after this restructuring and the elimination of distortions, the new
capital structure again reflects genuine resource availabilities, namely the
actual supply and demand of loanable funds. Bellante and Garrison (1988, p.
217) concluded:
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“Abstracting from the capital that is lost forever as a result of
the credit expansion and from possible long-run effects on the
distribution of income, the rate of interest and the corresponding
structure of production will return to the level and configuration
that characterized the economy before the credit expansion.”
This is precisely the neutrality problem Garrison addressed in the model he
presented in Time and Money. (2001; see also the discussion in Ravier, 2011a)
Bellante and Garrison imply that the non-neutral effect in the long run is
limited to the structure of production. They consider the post-bust structure
of production a function of interest rates that have returned to their preboom level and a reduced capital stock. But the credit market cannot be
disassociated from the structure of production, as Hayek explained in his
correspondence with Keynes in the thirties. The realignment of the credit
market with the new structure of production requires real interest rates that
are higher than their pre-boom level. Bellante and Garrison (1988) should
therefore have seen that Friedman and the monetarists were wrong about the
neutrality of money, especially in the very long term.

31.4. Part III: The Positive Slope of the
Phillips Curve
As Bellante and Garrison (1988) remind us, Friedman acknowledged that
irresponsible monetary policy would eventually lead to an increase in the
natural rate of unemployment. Two of Friedman’s papers (1976, pp. 232–233
and 1977, pp. 459-460) suggested the potential existence of a positively
sloped Phillips curve. But in neither case did Friedman reconsider his model
of dynamic monetary theory in light of his empirical work.
In his Nobel lecture, Friedman acknowledged that additional research was
needed to resolve the inconsistency between the monetarist Phillips curve and
empirical data. He anticipated that this “third stage” of the research into the
relationship between inflation and unemployment would only be successful
if a way was found to incorporate political factors:
“In recent years, higher inflation has often been accompanied by
higher not lower unemployment, especially for periods of several
years in length. A simple statistical Phillips curve for such periods
seems to be positively sloped, not vertical. The third stage is directed
at accommodating this apparent empirical phenomenon. To do so, I
440
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suspect that it will have to include in the analysis the interdependence
of economic experience and political developments. It will have
to treat at least some political phenomena not as independent
variables—as exogenous variables in econometric jargon—but
as themselves determined by economic events—as endogenous
variables [...]. The third stage will, I believe, be greatly influenced by
a third major development—the application of economic analysis
to political behavior, a field in which pioneering work has also been
done by Stigler and Becker as well as by Kenneth Arrow, Duncan
Black, Anthony Downs, James Buchanan, Gordon Tullock, and
others.” (1977, p. 470)
In my doctoral thesis (Ravier, 2010), I called this “Friedman’s dilemma” because
Friedman observed an empirical reality his own analytical framework was
unable to explain. Friedman observes a positively sloped Phillips curve and
a long-term effect of monetary stimulus which is not neutral in real terms.
Both are inconsistent with his own theories. Instead he provides evidence
confirming the work of Robert Lucas (1973) and, more recently, William
Niskanen (2002). Robert Mulligan (2011) has demonstrated the connection
between Niskanen’s article and Austrian business cycle theory.4
In fact, Hayek wrote extensively on this topic, but did not attempt to formalize
it in terms of the Phillips curve. In The Campaign Against Keynesian Inflation,
he explained:
“The Keynesian dream is gone even if its ghost continues to
plague politics for decades. It were to be wished that the words
“full employment” themselves, which have become so closely
associated with the inflationist policy, should be abandoned – or
that we should at least remember the sense in which this was the
aim of classical economists long before Keynes: John Stuart Mill
reports in his autobiography how “full employment with high wages”
appeared to him in his youth as the chief desideratum of economic
4

“William Niskanen (2002) estimated a Phillips curve for the United States using
annual 1960–2000 data. By adding one-year lagged terms in unemployment and
inflation, he was able to show that this familiar equation is mis-specified. In his
improved specification, Niskanen found that the immediate impact of inflation
is to reduce unemployment, confirming the traditional understanding of the
Phillips-curve relationship, but also finding that after an interval as short as one
year inflation has generally been followed by increased unemployment. Though
Niskanen was perhaps unaware of it, his results lend strong support to the Austrian
model of the business cycle. In that model, credit expansion results in a temporary
but unsustainable expansion. Unemployment is lowered in the short run, but once
the policy-induced mal-investment is recognized, total output and income will be
permanently reduced, and unemployment will increase.” (Mulligan, 2011, p. 87)
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policy. What we must now be clear about is that our aim must not
be that maximum of employment which can be achieved in the
short run, but a “high and stable level of employment,” as one of the
post-war British White Papers on employment policy still phrased
it. This, however, we can achieve only through the re-establishment
of a properly functioning market which, by the free play of prices
and wages, secures in each sector a correspondence of supply and
demand. Though it must remain one of the chief tasks of monetary
policy to prevent great fluctuations of the quantity of money or the
volume of the income stream, the effect on employment must not
be the dominating consideration guiding it. The primary aim must
again become the stability of the value of money and the currency
authorities must again be effectively protected against that political
pressure which today forces them so often to take measures which
are politically advantageous in the short run but harmful in the long
run.” (Hayek, 1978, pp. 207–208)
In the following paragraphs, we explain the rationale behind the Austrian
Phillips curve with a positive slope. But to do this, we first need to clarify a
concept central to discussion of the Phillips curve with adaptive expectations:
“the natural rate of unemployment.”
Even though Milton Friedman developed this concept with Wicksell’s “natural
rate of interest” in mind, it is important to recognize that there is really nothing
“natural” about this special rate of unemployment.5 This “natural” rate has
several implicit precursors, such as labor legislation (especially the minimum
wage), the monopoly power of unions, and efficiency wages,6 all of which
represent rigidities in the labor market. (Mankiw, 2001, p. 162)7 In the absence
of these labor market rigidities, full employment would be the true “natural”
rate. Figure 3 makes this relationship explicit:
5

6

7
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In his Nobel Prize Lecture, Friedman explained: “The ‘natural rate of unemployment,’
a term I introduced to parallel Knut Wicksell’s ‘natural rate of interest,’ is not a
numerical constant but depends on ‘real’ as opposed to monetary factors—the
effectiveness of the labor market, the extent of competition or monopoly, the
barriers or encouragements to working in various occupations, and so on.”
(Friedman, 1977, p. 273)
“Efficiency-wage theories propose a third cause of wage rigidity in addition to
minimum-wage laws and unionization. These theories hold that high wages make
workers more productive. The influence of wages on worker efficiency may explain
the failure of firms to cut wages despite an excess supply of labor. Even though a
wage reduction would lower a firm’s wage bill, it would also—if these theories are
correct—lower worker productivity and the firm’s profits” (Mankiw, 2001, p. 166).
Some authors, such as Mankiw, prefer to show a vertically sloped curve of labor
supply, but this does not change the conclusion.
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Figure 3. Labor Market and “Natural” Unemployment

This is the familiar textbook example showing the impact of a minimum wage
set above the actual market wage, causing disequilibrium or unemployment.
(Mankiw, 2001, p. 162) This is what Friedman calls “natural unemployment,”
determined by local characteristics or other structural rigidities in the labor
market.
From this point, we consider the impact of expansive credit policy and its
impact on the labor market following a sequence of steps consistent with
Austrian business cycle theory.
Garrison (2001), following Mises (1912) and Hayek (1931), points out that an
expansionary credit policy results in an interest rate which is below its “natural”
level. Investment expands without a corresponding increase in savings,
which makes the subsequent boom unsustainable. But in the short term, the
lower interest rate allows entrepreneurs to increase investment, which also
increases the demand for labor. In Figure 4 we show the movement of the
demand curve once monetary policy increases demand for labor across the
entire spectrum of employment.
Unemployment is reduced, at least temporarily. In the short term, even real
wages increase until inflation takes hold, due to the lagged impact of monetary
policy. Friedman would say that this situation is only sustainable because
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the change in monetary policy “surprised” economic agents, but once they
adjust their expectations, the loss of purchasing power is “neutralized” and
employment returns to prior levels.

Figure 4. Monetary Policy and Less Unemployment in the Short-Term

It is at this point that the divergence of opinion occurs. The Austrian explanation
may be summarized as follows:
“On the other hand, and this is the most relevant aspect, due to
the mal-investment process during the stimulus phase we also
face a situation in which the potential productive capacity of the
economy (and thus the real wages potentially earned once the
economy returns to normal levels of employment) is reduced as
a consequence of the partial destruction of capital. Many authors,
including for example Huerta de Soto (1998, pp. 413-415), focus
attention on the “partial destruction of capital” that inevitably
occurs because there is a category of resources which are lost
when investment projects are abandoned. Stimulus significantly
increases the volume of resources that ultimately fall in the “sunk
cost” category: at the end of the stimulus phase, some resources
have already been committed to investment projects but are not
yet productive; when the stimulus phase ends and it turns out that
these projects are not going to be completed, these resources are
“sunk” costs and not re-assignable to new projects.” (Ravier, 2011b,
p. 369)
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Microeconomic theory explains that the level of real wages depends on capital
accumulation and the productivity gains achieved by productive investment
in the economy. The Austrian theory of the business cycle explains not
only why the process of boom, crisis, and depression ends with widespread
unemployment, but also why it destroys some portion of the capital mobilized
by the boom. Real wages fall because destruction of capital ultimately reduces
the productivity of workers.
In comparison with the situation prior to the boom-bust cycle, demand for
labor will be reduced at each level of real wages. This is shown in Figure 5.
Under the empirical assumption that the real minimum wage remains
constant through the boom and bust phases, more workers are now excluded
from the formal labor market. The explanation lies in the reduced aggregate
productivity of workers which results from the partial destruction of capital
experienced by the economy.

Figure 5. Capital Destruction

Once malinvestments are liquidated, workers may be re-hired only if they
accept lower real wages. A return to the previous level of real wages will require
a new process of capital formation, which will only be “genuine”—and hence
sustainable over time—if it is again based on voluntary savings. Attempting
to restore the real wage level using a new injection of artificial credit is only
effective temporarily because an artificial boom is simultaneously launched.
With this in mind, the implications of Figure 6, the Austrian Phillips curve with
a positive slope, become clear. Let us suppose that we start from point A, with
a low level of inflation and its associated “natural” rate of unemployment.
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Figure 6. A Phillips Curve with a Positive Slope: A Possible Solution to Friedman´s Dilemma

In the tradition of the Austrian School, the only way to truly achieve a stable
situation and full employment is by adhering to a neutral monetary policy
(which enables investments to match the level of savings) while providing
absolute flexibility in the labor market (by eradicating all labor laws, including
any minimum wage). If this happens, the economy would move from point A
to point B* via a genuine process of capital formation. This results in increased
productivity and is consistent with “growth deflation.” (Salerno, 2002)8
There is, however, an alternative which may achieve full employment in
the short term, but only by sacrificing price stability and giving rise to some
distortions in the economy. This is once again the Keynesian prescription:
monetary policies that stimulate demand do create jobs, but achieve full
employment only by reducing real wages.
8
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See also George Selgin (1997) and Lawrence H. White (2008). The latter offers the
following example: “Between 1880 and 1900 the United States experienced one of
the most prolonged periods of deflation on record. The price level trended more or
less steadily downward, beginning at 6.10 and ending at 5.49 (GDP deflator, base
year 2000 = 100). That works out to a total decline of 10 percent stretched over 20
years. The deflationary period was no disaster for the real economy. Real output per
capita began the period at $3,379 and ended it at $4,943 (both in 2000 dollars). Total
real per capita growth was thus a more than healthy 46 percent. (Real GDP itself
more than doubled.)” (White, 2008, p. 4)
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As explained above, both the Keynesian and monetarist models show that
governments can use monetary policy to move from A to B (in Figure 6),
but only at the expense of the inflationary impact of those same monetary
policies. We need to acknowledge that Krugman (2010) was to some extent
correct when he suggested that Austrians are Keynesians during booms.
Friedman (1977) claimed that these effects would only materialize in the short
term, but in the long term would be neutralized, returning unemployment
to its “natural” rate. This is the crucial question: will the economy return to
the same pre-boom “natural” rate of unemployment, or will the “natural” rate
be altered by the detour to full employment and the subsequent adjustment
process? Is the effect really neutral in the long term?
In confronting the long-term neutrality of money, we are tackling one of
the most widely accepted assumptions in modern macroeconomics. It
should be acknowledged that the new Keynesians and monetarists accept
some non-neutrality in the short term, but in the long run both believe
those effects disappear. The Real Business Cycle theory of the New Classical
macroeconomists assumes rational expectations and therefore necessarily
rejects non-neutrality in both the short and long term.
The literature on non-neutrality has its roots in the Cantillon Effect, which is
the distortion of relative prices and redistribution of income that occurs when
liquidity is injected into the market (Cantillon, 1755). The impact of forced
savings, introduced by Jeremy Bentham but revived by Hayek and extended
by Horwitz (2000, p. 15), and the “money illusion” (Patinkin, 1987), which
involves the degree to which people are able to distinguish between real and
nominal variables, also contribute to, and are consistent with, non-neutrality.
The impediment to adjustment during the “bust” phase of the cycle that
usually receives the greatest attention is the “stickiness” of prices and longterm contracts. Wage contracts are denominated in nominal terms. If actual
price inflation exceeds the expectation of inflation, then real wages fall. If
workers observe this, they may reduce their productivity. Alternatively, they
may claim redress through unions, but rigidities in the labor market (including
the duration of labor contracts) mean that any adjustments will take time.
In principle, the destruction of capital is consistent with lower real wages. If
we assume that the minimum wage remains constant in real terms, after a
boom and bust cycle more people “earn” income below the legal minimum
and automatically lose their jobs. Unemployment is thus greater than in the
initial situation.
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However, minimum wages are also expressed in nominal terms. The return
to the “natural” rate of unemployment can be explained by assuming that
the adjustment process is completed, that mal-investment is liquidated and
that unemployed workers find new jobs. But the structure of production is
no longer the same as it was before the boom and subsequent bust. It is for
this reason that workers receive lower real wages. The destruction of capital
shifts the production possibilities frontier (PPF) to the left, and productivity is
reduced in the process. (Ravier, 2011b)
A return to the initial situation in terms of real wages requires a genuine
process of capital formation based on savings. This takes time. Garrison and
Bellante do not ignore the effect monetary stimulus has on the structure of
production, but they do not recognize that the final result of the boom-bust
cycle is substantively different from the pre-boom situation. Monetarists
are unable to explain the mysterious reason why the same equilibrium that
existed before the monetary expansion took place miraculously reappears
after short term distortions dissipate. (Ravier, 2011a) Austrians do explain why
the same equilibrium does not reappear, and the non-neutrality of money
that the Hayekian triangles illustrate is crucial to that explanation.
Figure 6 shows that the economy does return to its “natural” state, but
we must emphasize once again that there is no longer anything ‘natural’
about the unemployment rate associated with that state: it is a product
of imposed rigidities and moves further and further from full employment
with the adjustment that follows each monetary stimulus. In fact, the loss
of employment is usually exacerbated because rigidities are often increased
during the adjustment phase, a political reaction to the difficulties monetary
expansion inevitably causes.
It is crucial to remember that for the Austrian School, the effect is not just
nominal and restricted to prices. Unemployment also rises, as shown in
Figure 6, from point B to point C, which is higher than the initial point A. If the
government again insists on implementing expansionary monetary and credit
policies in an attempt to prevent deflation and crisis by means of stimulus,
then a new cycle begins which will speed the economy towards a new level of
inflation and increasing unemployment, perhaps reaching point D in the short
term, to then settle down at the point E once the subsequent adjustment is
completed.
This suggests two implications: 1) the theoretical Phillips curve slope should
be positive, as Friedman suggested, and 2) in the context of economic policy,
the government should not increase the money supply if its objective is
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sustainable economic growth and development. Ultimately, as Mises (1949)
pointed out, government intervention invariably generates results which are
precisely the opposite of those sought.

31.5.

Part IV: Conclusions

In his Nobel Prize Lecture, Friedman concluded:
“Much current economic research is devoted to exploring various
aspects of... the dynamics of the process, the formation of
expectations, and the kind of systematic policy, if any, that can have
a predictable effect on real magnitudes.” (emphasis added) (1977,
p. 459)
Here we suggest an advance in the direction suggested. In this article we
show that the non-neutrality of money in the long term is the crucial concept
when explaining the divergent views of the Chicago and Vienna Schools on
the impact of monetary stimulus. (Ravier, 2011a and 2011b)
Friedman’s work illustrates the limitations of the Chicago School’s analytical
framework for understanding problems related to the economic cycle.
Therefore, although we acknowledge certain elements common to both
traditions (Schenone and Ravier, 2007), we suggest Chicago theorists
would benefit from adopting a subjective and heterogeneous capital theory
(Lachmann, 1955), the Austrian theory of the business cycle and the concept
of subjective (as opposed to “adaptive” or “rational”) expectations (Shackle,
1949; Lachmann, 1955; Crespo, 1998; Garrison, 2001).
Finally, current U.S. unemployment difficulties may well have their roots in the
monetary policy of short term interest rates pursued by the Federal Reserve
in response to a succession of crises (Krugman, 2002). The financial tsunamis
of the Wall Street stock market crash of October 19, 1987, the dot-com crisis
in 2001, and the subprime crisis of 2008 provide empirical evidence for the
theoretical derivation of a Phillips curve with a positive slope presented here
(Ravier and Lewin, 2012). The link between these financial tsunamis and the
Austrian Phillips Curve deserves more thorough investigation.
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32. Carl Menger and His Theoretical
Foundations to Austrian
Economics
Stanislaw Rzepka
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Economic Education, Poland
The purpose of the article is to assess Carl Menger’s views in the
light of the foundations of the theory of Austrian Economics,
which he believes, create a theory that explains the functioning of
the economic system. Based on his work, the main elements of the
theory have been identified, i.e. the concept of an economic man,
uncertainty, time and money in economic processes. In addition,
it has been pointed out, what influence Menger’s findings had on
the shaping of the Austrian School, for which he is considered the
precursor and master.

32.1.

Introduction

The establishment of the Austrian School of Economics, also called the
psychological school, is identified with the publication by Carl Menger of
his greatest work in 1871 – “Principles of Economics”. This book was also
the basis of the Austrian School, which had just emerged over time, giving
foundations to such elements analyzed by Austrians as the concept of
economic man, uncertainty, time and money1. The beginnings of the Austrian
School of economics are inextricably linked to the marginal revolution and
the transition in economic theory to the neoclassical paradigm.

1

Snowdon, B., Vane, H., Wynarczyk, P., Współczesne nurty teorii makroekonomii,
Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 1998, p. 370
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The master of the Austrian School is one of the three great economists, along
with William Stanley Jevons and Leon Walras, who in the 1870s independently
published papers contributing to the marginalist revolution in economics and
thus changed the economic thought of their century2. He also started a new
story in economic thought, influencing the work created by his outstanding
students, i.e. Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk and Friedrich von Wieser, as well as
subsequent representatives of the school.
The purpose of the article is to evaluate Carl Menger’s views in the light of
the foundations of the theory of Austrian economics, which, according to
him, create a theory that explains the functioning of the economic system.
On the basis of his work, the main elements of the theory were identified, i.e.
the concept of an economic man, uncertainty, time and money in economic
processes. In addition, the influence of Menger’s findings on the shape of the
Austrian School program was pointed out, for which he is considered to be a
precursor and master.

32.2.

Concept of Economic Man

The foundations of the concept of a man in the work of Menger were
determined during his creation of his most important work, which are
“Principles of Economics” (1871). The concept of the economic man was
introduced by the classical school3. The basis of the model was determined
by Adam Smith, who believed that in the economic activities undertaken, the
entity focuses primarily on improving its existence. J.S. Mill pointed to the
individual’s aspiration to meet his own needs and achieve the highest level
of happiness in life. Carl Menger examines the concepts of a man based
on the analysis of the theory of goods. Man is referred to by the author as
Mensch4. In the Mengerian sense, it has the basic goal of satisfying one’s own
needs. This can be achieved thanks to the knowledge and experience that he
systematically gains and which he has thanks to the experience gained. He
also has certain expectations towards meeting the needs, which the author
defines with the word Bedarf5. However, the process of satisfying needs is
2
3
4
5
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only possible if the entity undertakes specific actions aimed at achieving
its goals. It should be emphasized that the author attributed praxeology in
the analysis of the process of human action, he was the first to impose the
praxeological methodological framework that became the foundation of the
Austrian School.
Menger’s characteristic is that the theory of the economic man does not
make a distinction between the consumer and the manufacturer. This is due
to the fact that no man is ever just a producer or consumer. Each individual
undertakes activities characteristic of both sides. However, analyzing the
concept of the economic man, Menger works through the prism of the
four management processes – production, exchange, distribution, and
consumption – he undoubtedly focuses most on the last of them.
Menger attributes to man a feature of rationality, which he understands
as being guided by the satisfaction of his own needs by individuals in the
decision-making process. To meet their own needs when the entity already
has a particular good, the occurrence of changes is needed. As to the reasons
for the changes, Menger mentions “internal forces that remove discomfort
or external factors.” Things that allow people to meet their own needs are
defined by the author as Nützlichkeiten, which are useful things. If they can
be used, they can also be called goods.
According to Menger, the construction of human nature is based on drives.
They lead to an adequate level of satisfying needs, which in turn enables
further human development. It is natural, therefore, that if a given need is not
met, it becomes fatal for man. Ensuring the right level of well-being is the most
important goal of all people, initiating all processes. This is the basis of human
aspirations. When people have access to all the goods they need, it’s up to
them to what extent they want to fulfill their desires. According to the author,
when an individual reaches a level of well-being, he simultaneously achieves
his overarching goal, because only then can he freely, in accordance with
his own will, control his life and well-being. Menger determines the amount
of goods which an individual needs as their expectations. In this dimension,
human existence becomes a process of fulfilling one’s own expectations.
Another important element from the point of view of analyzing human
needs is people’s striving for a continuous increase in the amount of goods
they own. Assuming that human needs are constantly increasing and, as
sometimes persists, may increase indefinitely, this would translate into a
continuous increase in the number of goods that must be supplied to meet
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the expectations of individuals. In economic reality, however, there is no
limitlessness of the goods available. Their quantity is a finite set and even with
the infinity of human needs, not all of them can be realized.
The general theory of the goods of C. Menger says that a thing can be
considered a good6, if several basic conditions are met at the same time, such
as: the occurrence of a human need, the corresponding properties of a given
thing, which make it meet the needs, human awareness of how an item can
meet their needs, and properly dispose of the item7 in order to properly use it.
When these conditions are met, the item may become a good. M. Alter8 notes
that in Menger’s concept, whether a given thing can become a good is also
influenced by qualitative factors. It is all about proper relationship between a
thing and a human being. The existence or absence of this dependence also
determines whether or not a given item can be considered a good.
The purpose of all goods is to satisfy human needs. However, a person’s needs
are very extensive. A human being is unable to survive by satisfying one of the
needs to the maximum extent while ignoring the others. It is necessary to
maintain balance in their implementation, because even completely satisfying
one of the needs will not guarantee well-being. Menger emphasizes that
regardless of the conditions in which a person lives or how wealthy, each of
the people9 “must meet their need for shelter, covering and eating.” To fully
meet the needs it is necessary to balance them, because the good can fulfill
its purpose, which is to ensure life, only in combination with other things.
The type of goods whose needs are most easily anticipated are first-order
goods, i.e. those used to directly meet human needs10. However, the demand
for higher-order goods is closely related to the former. In the first place, man
ensures himself that basic needs are satisfied, and only after they are fulfilled
is he able to move on to meeting higher-order needs.
The demand for higher-order goods is closely related to the availability of
first-order goods11. It should be remembered, however, that whether a given
good is a good of the first, second, third or higher order is primarily determined
by the relationship between the item and the unit reporting the need for the
item12. The main relationship in the classification of goods is the way in which
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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they meet human needs. Whether a given good is of the first or higher order
for a given unit can be a subjective assessment. The classification of goods is
certainly not based on their market value.
Another element that is very important for the concept of a man in the
Menger theory is the importance of knowledge and information. Menger
points out that if people “always had the correct and complete information
about specific needs (...), there would never be any doubt about the quantity
of goods needed to meet the needs.” Thus, he emphasizes the crucial role of
perfect information in the process of planning and meeting the needs of the
individual. Man is usually not sure if a need will occur in the future.
According to the precursor of the Austrian School, all goods can be divided
into two groups: material goods and useful human activities, work being the
most important of them. The author emphasizes that every human action
is part of the “great, universal structure of interdependence,” adding that it
is difficult to imagine changes that would not be the result of causality. The
reason for the subject’s operation is the occurrence of a specific need, which
in turn leads to action, the use of the item and the satisfaction of the need as
a result of its occurrence.
The concept of a man created by Menger undoubtedly had a significant
impact on the work of continuators of his thoughts. Among the continuators
of Menger’s thought, Ludwig von Mises developed the concept of economic
man to the greatest extent, publishing in 1949 his opus magnum “Human
Action”13. Mises emphasized in his memoirs the importance of analyzing
human activities for economic processes. He believed that the element thanks
to which the Austrian School stood out “was the fact that it is a science of
economic activity, not a science of economic equilibrium, or non-operation”.14

32.3.

Uncertainty

According to Menger’s theory, man never has full knowledge of the future.
This does not mean, however, that he is acting irrationally. By undertaking
actions, he gathers all the knowledge available and on this basis is able to take
the optimal actions from his point of view. Therefore, Menger also bases his
theory on the phenomenon of uncertainty. Menger15 shows this phenomenon
13
14
15
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in the process of transforming higher-order goods into lower-order goods.
If a given entity has one hundred units of a basic good at its disposal and also
has certainty as to the quality of that good, it can be immediately consumed.
So he is sure about what quantity of good he has and what part of it he wants
to consume. However, if 100 higher-order goods are available, the entity is
unable to determine exactly how much basic goods he will be able to obtain
by transforming higher goods into lower-order goods through the production
process and the quality of the goods. It is in this situation that the entity finds
himself in a state of uncertainty as to the size and quality of the final product.
The degree of uncertainty of the manufacturer varies greatly depending on
the industry and the product being manufactured16. A craftsman is able to
determine with greater accuracy than a farmer what quantity of goods he can
produce from his materials, as well as what quality they will have. However,
each of these professions is accompanied by uncertainty about the final
quantity and quality of basic goods produced. Uncertainty may be limited,
thanks to technological progress. However, despite increasing progress in
production techniques, uncertainty can never be completely eliminated.
The phenomenon of uncertainty is closely linked to the production process,
which is a causal relationship. Higher-order goods are gradually transformed
into lower-order goods, according to causality, up to the final stage of
satisfying human needs. Accuracy in estimating the size of the final product
depends primarily on the knowledge that manufacturers have about the
elements of the causal chain that have their share in the manufacturing process
and the extent to which entities are able to control the elements. According
to Menger17 “uncertainty (...) increases with the increase in the number of
elements related to production, whose actions we do not understand, or
understand, but we cannot control.” According to the author, this is the main
element affecting economic uncertainty and decisions made by people.

32.4.

Time

Another foundation of economic theory that Menger took into account in
his analysis is time. Menger18 emphasizes the importance of time for the
processes of transformation of higher-order goods into basic goods. These
processes are governed by the law of causality, which is inseparable from
the concept of time. As the author emphasizes, “the process of change has
16
17
18
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its beginning and end, and it is impossible to imagine otherwise than related
to the passage of time.” Therefore, you cannot fully understand the changes
that occur within a process or a given process as a whole without taking time
factors into account. Thus, Menger emphasizes that economic changes are a
dynamic process, which is why their analysis must take place over time. The
economy can be studied in a static state, but it is only a tool that does not fully
reflect economic reality.
During the conversion of higher order goods in the basic goods, passage
of time does not have to be big, but it is necessary19. It is not possible for
goods to go from production goods to consumer goods at the same time.
As technology advances and means of transport develop, this time will be
shortened. However, it will never be completely eliminated. What’s more,
transforming goods takes time not only from the point of view of the whole
process. Very often, many stages of this process take a long time, because the
transformation of goods usually takes place in stages.
Time is also crucial for the future demand planning process, especially if we
are dealing with the production of lower-order goods created with higherorder goods20. Therefore the key is proper capacity planning, as well as the
collection of relevant stocks, so that you can fulfill human needs in all periods,
irrespective of the ongoing production stage.
In Menger’s research, time is the main element in the analysis of the
transformation of higher goods into lower-order goods until human needs
are met. It is not possible not to take this factor into account, as this would
exclude the dynamics of economic changes taking place. With similar
assumptions went all creators of the Austrian School, so the time factor is
taken into account in the work of the Austrians. Taking time into account in
the analysis results in the implementation of economic processes, thanks to
which they become more realistic, and the analyzed situations are closer to
reality than in static models.

32.5.

Money

Menger’s reflections on money begin by exploring its nature and origin. Carl
Menger21 saw the beginnings of money in the process of exchanging goods.
He emphasized that every merchant, when purchasing a given product, firstly
19
20
21
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takes into account its value in use. The act of exchange occurs when somebody
possesses goods having less value in use than the goods of another individual.
An additional problem in this situation is the need for an inverse relation with
the opposite side, or the other dealer participating in the exchange.
It is easy to imagine that if both relationships were to occur, business transactions
would be very rare. It would also have consequences for the division of labor
and the production of goods that would be sold on the market. However, as
Menger22 emphasizes, there is a natural way out. There are elements in the
economy that overcome the complex situation of trade “without the need
for any special agreement or government constraint”. Thus, underlining the
natural origin of money as an instrument that was not imposed from above23.
On the contrary, the need for its use has somehow arisen by itself, as trade
links have developed. Man began to use money primarily because he wanted
to facilitate trade, which made his life easier. From the author’s point of view,
it would be uneconomical to avoid trade only because of a lack of matching in
the assessment of the usefulness of goods proposed by traders. The producer
should exchange his goods for other, easily negotiable, for which he will be
able to purchase the products he currently needs and in the quantities he
wants to use as soon as possible.
Therefore, along with the economic growth and the number of transactions
made, certain goods become easily marketable and widely accepted by
economic men24. The author recalls the meaning of the word Geld, which in
German means money. Geld comes from the verb gelten meaning as much as
to equalize or pay. The process of ease in selling certain goods has significantly
contributed to the creation of money. This does not mean, however, that the
commodity, which over time assumed the function of money, was of high
value for a given entity. It might as well be worthless to one of the parties
to the transaction, and its usefulness was close to zero, however, economic
entities were widely aware of the ease of selling goods in circulation that
assumed the function of money25. In addition, it was used by people who did
not show the need to purchase a given good, but were well aware of how a
given good could be exchanged for other needed good in the future.

22
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The state can positively support the process in which a given commodity
begins to be used as money, however it should be emphasized that the origin
of money is completely natural and the activity of the state is not a key factor
for the creation of money. The author emphasizes26 that “money is not an
invention of the state, it is not the result of a legal act.” The formulation of
legal acts regarding the validity of a given currency is not, in economic terms,
necessary for its efficient functioning. If the goods are recognized by the state
for money with applicable sanctions, as a result of each of the transactions
made in accordance with the applicable legal framework. The establishment
of binding money by the state “gives the specific good the attribute of a
universal substitute”. In this case, the state contributes to raising the rank of
a given money, although it does not affect the monetary nature of the good.
The theory of money in Menger’s theory is not significantly expanded. It is
mainly limited to assumptions about the natural and commodity origin of
money. It should be emphasized, however, that money was an important
element of Menger’s work, which firmly rooted in the theory of the Austrian
School, thus giving a solid foundation for his followers. Menger’s perception
of the nature of money was the starting point for further research, including
Eugen Böhm-Bawerk or Ludwig von Mises on the theory of money. It
constituted the basis for Mises’s creation in 1912 of his first great work which
was the “The Theory of Money and Credit”27, in which he comprehensively
presents how the Austrians perceive money and phenomena connected with
it. Although the author analyzes monetary phenomena in a relatively simple
and mundane way, it should be noted that the Menger theory was thus the
basis for the Austrians to define the monetary theory, perception of inflation,
credit theory, as well as the creation of the Austrian Business Cycle Theory.

32.6.

Summary

Undoubtedly, Carl Menger was one of the most influential economists of all
time 28. His work was an important contribution to economic theory of the
nineteenth century. Menger primarily influenced the formation of the theory
of goods, which served as the basis for subsequent analyses of the Austrian
School about the way in which man manages. Subjectivity in decision making
is the basic factor deciding whether and what usefulness for a given individual
26
27
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will have. In addition to the subjectivist approach, another important element
of the Austrian methodology created by Menger was the importance of
praxeology for understanding economic processes. He emphasizes the
importance of knowledge and experience possessed by individuals as a factor
determining the undertaking of individual economic activities, as well as an
element that significantly affects economic development.
Menger in “Principles of Economics” created the necessary foundations
regarding the origin and nature of money. He emphasized that money is not
a pre-imposed solution introduced by the authorities by decree. Money is a
commodity designed to facilitate economic trading. Over the years, its form
has evolved, but throughout this time it was a natural solution, created in a
not-imposed way.
The last two factors that underpin Menger’s idea are consideration of time
and uncertainty. The importance of time emphasizes that all individuals take it
into account when making decisions as well as in the planning process. Man’s
nature is structured in such a way that he always values present consumption
higher than future consumption. According to Menger, entities, taking into
account the time factor, are able to postpone some of their consumption
for the future, thus safeguarding themselves and reducing uncertainty about
future consumption. Uncertainty is a factor closely related to time. In Menger’s
theory, entities do not have perfect information as to the future that awaits
them. Economic processes can be unpredictable for a man, which is why it
is so important for him to protect himself for the future, accumulate savings
and maintain moderation in consumption.
The elements of Menger’s work described in this work constituted the basis
for future generations of the founders of the Austrian School of economics
and were the basis for their economic analyses. Menger and his theory were
the only ones accepted by all the creators of both the old and new Austrian
School. This shows how significant Carl Menger was for the economy of his
time.
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The dominant research program that underpins social engineering
is developed under the theoretical sieve of the Austrian School of
Economics. For this, the origin of Austrian thought at the heart
of the Baumol-Tobin money demand model is analyzed. In the
model addressed, an algebraic expression can be obtained for the
real demand for money MD/P, and results are generalized using a
function F in its three key variables: real income, Q, the interest
rate, i, and the broker’s fee, b. However, the nominal interest rate
is not the predominant indicator of the economy, if not the real
interest rate. The further the nominal rate falls from the real one,
the associated risk involved will cause distortions. An expansive
monetary policy originally designed to reduce the market interest
rate, without prejudice to possible real effects in the short term,
unleashes the inflationary spiral and leads to an adulterated
relationship that modifies the intertemporal nexus. The interest rate
that has been treated as an exclusive prerogative of the monetary
authority and, as the orthodox theory adheres without exception,
emanates from the central bank’s decision: it is nothing other than
temporal preference, a category inherent in all the human action.
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33.1.

The Model

The inventory model represents a traditional view of the theory of
demand for money used by economic science, whose origin dates
back to the contributions made by William Baumol1 and James Tobin2
from the mid-1950s. Authors who, despite the independence with which they
carried out their investigations, they gave rise to what today has been called
the Baumol-Tobin model.
The particular idea of the theory is to point out that people keep inventories of
money as a means of exchange, just as companies keep inventories of goods.
With a large stock, firms have inputs readily available for production and sale,
but inventories are expensive to maintain, are subject to deterioration and
require storage and insurance costs; that is, they face opportunity costs and
direct maintenance costs. If families keep a small part of their wealth in the
form of money they will have to convert some other asset at the time of making
their payments, and they will have to face a commission or brokerage cost3
every time they sell an asset that accrues interest. In this sense, analyzing
the demand for money for transactions is a rational criterion for usage at
minimum cost.
The story shows that the demand for transactional money had an inelastic
behavior concerning the interest rate. The relationship, if there is any between
the two variables, was reflected in a scenario of uncertainty regarding the
future expectations of the interest rate. An early exception, later developed
by James Tobin, was exposed by Alvin Hansen who conjectured about a
minimum, transaction balances become elastic interests at a sufficiently highinterest rate. If there were unanimity and certainty, the prevailing interest
rate would be fixed, and there would be no other motives to maintain stocks
of money than is necessary to carry out transactions. However, the reason
for maintaining monetary balances are clear: the transaction cost between
money and other assets that accrue interest.
Suppose that a person in the course of a given period obtains an income
Y = PQ. Y represents monetary units such as income, and P and Q refer to
the level of prices and the number of equivalent goods, respectively to the
quoted income. When mutually saving or withdrawing from an investment the
interest cost or opportunity cost derives from monetary units per period. It is
1
2
3
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convenient to assume that the interest rate of money is zero, although what is
meant is the difference between the return on money and other assets; Thus,
people could carry out transaction balances on assets other than money.
As a general principle, it can be said that sharing money in transaction balances
is inversely proportional to the interest rate on other assets.
What an individual obtains as income is available from lots of M equiespaced
monetary units per period and every time he makes a withdrawal of funds he
must face a broker’s fee4 represented by parameter b. Here Y, which is equal
to the total value of the transactions per period5, is predetermined, and i and
b are assumed constant.
The total value of the transactions, T (t), is made up of money, M (t), and
bonds6, B (t), such that 0 ≤ B (t); M (t). At the beginning of each period (t = 0),
the individual obtains his income, Y, and distributes it throughout the period;
At the end of that period (t = 1), you will have spent everything. The total
transaction balance, whatever its composition T (t), are equal to:
T(t)=Y(1-t) ∴ (0 ≤ t ≤ 1)
Thus, the average balance of transactions is expressed as follows:

T (t) is made up of money, M (t), and bonds, B (t), and their respective averages
are called

4

5
6

The term broker’s fee does not have a literal meaning, but is part of a broader
meaning, includes all the costs of saving and withdrawals of money, and considers
the cost of lost opportunities that result from disposing of the money just at the
moment when needs to.
Since all income is consumed, it is equivalent to the total value of the transactions.
Bonds, assets with higher returns, represent the alternative to money in transaction
balances. A transaction in any way between money and bonds assumes a cost of
monetary units (a + bx), where a and b are both positive. Part of the transaction
cost is independent of the size of the transaction and part is proportional to the
transaction treated.
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The interest rate per period is i, consequently, bonds earn interest in proportion
to the time they are held no matter how short their length.
At this point, the main question is to find the relationship between B, M and
the interest rate, i, under the assumption that the individual chooses the
proportion of B (t) and M (t) that maximizes their net interest earnings of
transaction costs.
Tobin’s proposal consists of a series of three steps:
First, the author assumes that the number of transactions during the period is
fixed at n. Given i, what will be the optimal time (t1, t2, ... tn) and the amount
of those transactions? What will be the interest income, Rn, of that optimal
plan? What will be the corresponding values of B and M?
Then, given i, but now considering n variable, what will be the value of n
called n* so that Rn is maximum?
Finally, Tobin asks: what will be n*, the optimal number of transactions that
depend on i? How will n* vary with i, and so, then, B and M? Also, incidentally,
how will n*, B and M depend on Y?
The first problem is that of the optimal time and amounts of a given number
of transactions. Since payments must be made in money, the purchase of
assets with interest necessarily requires a second transaction - which returns
to money - to make payments.
Inline, buying bonds at time zero and keeping them to earn interest until they
are converted to money turns out to be the best alternative. Postponing the
purchase, whatever the size of the transaction, is only a loss of interest.
In the same way, it also results in an unnecessary loss of interest on the part
of the holders to get rid of the bonds before the money balance is zero; these
could have gained more interest in a longer-term.
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The solution in the case of n transactions is to keep (n - 1) / n bonds from
the beginning and sell those bonds for money in equal terms of n - 1, equally
spaced. For the general case, the results will be7:

where na = total autonomous transaction cost.
The second step seeks to determine the optimal number of transactions that
maximize net income, πn. Interest income, Rn, is a function that increases
positively with n as the number of transactions approaches

when n becomes infinitely long.
The marginal revenue function Rn + 1 - Rn is a decreasing positive function of
n that approaches zero when n becomes infinite.

The total autonomous transaction cost na is simply proportional to a and the
marginal cost is constant.
The relationship between the interest rate cost and the volume and transaction
cost is:

The optimal number of transactions is > 2.

7

Here it is assumed that 2b/i=1/2, therefore, the size of the transaction cost is equal
to 1/4 of the interest rate.
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Finally, the argument concerning the relationship of the optimal number
of transactions implies that n* depends on the interest rate, i. The total and
marginal income for a given n will be larger the larger i is. If an increase of i
increases n as a whole, this will increase n*.
Now, given Bn*, the average bond held, is, for two reasons, an incremental
function of n. Bn increases with n and n* varies directly with i. It is proven
that the optimal amount of bonds varies directly with the interest rate, i. If the
amount of money rises, the interest rate i falls and vice versa.
Unlike the money demand theory of the Classical and Keynesian models, which
have been developed in macroeconomic terms, the Baumol-Tobin model
only reviews one theory of individual behavior. It refers to the implications
regarding the behavior of specific people.
In order to obtain aggregates, following the vast treatment imparted
by specialized literature, the critical variable of constant growth of the
population is used, new generations of equal size, tastes and characteristics
are incorporated that give rise to a model of coincidence of generations8,
which poses a scenario of certainty and greatly simplifies the analysis.9
The total amount that the individual must pay for the use of money, M, is
given by the sum of interest costs plus the broker’s fee. The rational use of the
named assignments implies minimizing their cost function, as expressed by
the classic quadratic formula of Baumol.
10

Re-formulating the model under the Austrian foundation implies recognizing
that,
8
9

10

TIROLE, Jean. “Asset Bubbles And Overlapping Generations”. Econometrica. Vol. 53.
No. 5. September, 1985. pp. 1071 - 1100.
SILVA, André C. “Monetary Dynamics in a General Equilibrium Version of the BaumolTobin”. Universidad de Chicago. July, 2004. The present reflection is equivalent to
considering consumers of unlimited life and with constant utility relative to their risk
aversion.
People will demand money in proportion to the square root of the value of the
transactions. The total amount that the individual must pay for the use of money
necessary for his transactions, when he saves M at equal intervals will be the square
root of: twice the broker’s fee multiplied by the level of income, on the interest rate.
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“The Austrian approach, relatively richer, complex and realistic, can
subsume and encompass the dominant approach, which could
be accepted at least in those relatively rare cases in which human
beings choose to develop a more reactive and closely maximizing
behavior.
What is not possible is that human realities can be incorporated into
the dominant paradigm which, like that of creative companies, far
exceed their conceptual scheme of categories.”11 12
Exposure from the proposed perspective requires the breakdown of the main
variables into their real components13, according to their procedure opposite
to the interest rate. Transaction costs proportional to the size of the exchange,
Pb, where P refers to the price level and b to the real cost factor; plus the
number of transactions during the period, PQ / M. Again, P agrees with prices
and Q reflects real income, M*, the optimal level of money withdrawals and
i (M / 2)14, the interest rate that must be resigned for not maintaining higheryielding assets (bonds).
Agent costs can be minimized by making a single large withdrawal at the
beginning of the period, M = PQ, but this high M maximizes interest losses. If
resources are not maintained in the form of bonds, no interest is received at
all. Therefore, frequent agent costs should be compared if M is low against
interest that ceases to be earned if M is high. The optimal choice, M*, is
minimizing the total cost of keeping money (CT) and is obtained by adding
the transaction costs and the opportunity cost:

11
12

13

14
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HUERTA DE SOTO, Jesús. “La Escuela Austriaca Moderna Frente a La Neoclásica.”
Libertas Magazine. No. 31 October 1999. ESEADE University Institute. p. 216. The
emphasis is mine.
For the opposite reason, macroeconomists today tend to be hesitant in providing
their answers. The once impregnable original IS-LM model rarely embodies a leading
role in papers or academic journals today, some theorists see it as a trace of the
past and almost no longer teach their teachings. See MANKIW, Gregory. “Un Curso
Rápido de Actualización en Macroeconomía” [on line]. Boletín Socioeconómico
N° 22. Universidad del Valle. Cali. Colombia. Julio 1991. [Cit 2nd of march 2019].
Available in: http://socioeconomia.univalle.edu.co/nuevo/public/todos%20
boletines/No.22%20BOLETIN%20SOCIECONOMICO/Boletin%20No%2022%20
articulo%205%20-%20Mankiw.pdf
BARRO, Robert J. Macroeconomía. Mc Graw – Hill. Nueva Editorial Interamericana
S. A. México. 1986. pp. 103-107. SACHS, Jeffrey D., LARRAÍN BASCUÑÁN, Felipe.
Macroeconomía en la economía global. Prentice Hall Hispanoamericana, S. A.
México. 1994. pp. 228-233.
Since the funds are spent in Steady stream.
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An optimal lot of money, M*, is represented in the following graph. The
ordinate axis shows the total cost function, CT, as a function of M on the
abscissa axis.
The CA curve represents the agent cost that is equal to Pb (PQ / M). This curve
is a rectangular hyperbola since the costs are inversely proportional to the
size of the money withdrawals, M.
From the beginning, the straight line describes the opportunity cost of holding
money, CO = i (M / 2). By adding both costs vertically, the total cost curve, CT,
with a U shape is obtained. The minimum of the total cost curve is reached
at point A, which determines M *, the optimal amount of money withdrawals.
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In summary, if you consider the average money holding (M / 2 = MD), the
model allows you to explain the demand for money as an algebraic expression
in its three key variables: income, interest rate, and fixed cost.
The formula for determining the demand for money is obtained by minimizing
the total cost equation, CT, concerning for to M.

The first-order condition for the establishment of an optimum requires that
the first derivative be equal to zero, and the money supply, Mo, is resolved
from M.

Since the average holding of money is given by Mo / 2P, the following equation
is found:

The nominal demand for money, MD, on the price level, P, is equal to half of
the supply of real balances, which, in turn, is equal to a means of the classic
Baumol quadratic formula. A fundamental inference that can be drawn from
the framework of the Baumol-Tobin model is that the demand for money is a
demand for real balances, what interests people is not their nominal value but
their purchasing power, a characteristic known as the absence of monetary
illusion.
In summary, in the Baumol-Tobin model, the demand for real money is an “F”
function of the nominal interest rate, i, the real income level, Q, and the fixed
cost, b, as shown by the following equation:
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However, here in this formulation nests the essence of the problem. It is not
the nominal interest rate that is the predominant indicator of the economy,
but the real interest rate.
The further the nominal interest rate moves away from the real one, whether
due to monetary manipulation and the associated risk involved, the further it
will be from being a reliable and consistent indicator.
Low rates reflect more savings, high rates fewer savings. Money is the mirror
of what happens in the real economy: the interest rate does not originate
in money, it reflects the time preference of individuals. The amount of real
savings available for investment is influenced by two other factors in the
market: inflation and risk.
If the currency is stable, prices are the most efficient signals known to produce
goods and services, and the interest rate is the most accurate indicator to
determine the appropriate proportions of consumer goods and capital.
The fallacious idea of neutrality

assumes15 that cheap money is always
desirable and advantageous, and drives central banks to the indomitable
temptation to issue an amount greater than the market demands. Borrowable
and loanable funds benefit borrowers and grant a brief, encouraging general
effect of economic activity.
So obtuse is the lack of general understanding that abuse of the overemission is not only supported but also celebrated. The political risks implicit
in the monetary loans do not affect (in principle) the amount of the original
interest but influence the business component contained in the gross interest
of the market. The cheap money policy transmutes the prevailing state: on
the one hand, impracticable long-term investments become possible when
the equilibrium interest rate is distorted downwards; on the other hand, the
artificially high relative valuation of present assets, to the detriment of futures,
poses a scenario that lacks incentives to refrain from current absorption.
The expansive phase of the cycle is then carried out. That injection of money
in circulation temporarily influences sending false savings signals. Glorified by
the short-term effects, central banks repeat and deepen the replication of this
type of policy. Artificially depressed interest rates motivate repeated mistakes
and occur when available funds increase substantially above the amounts
transferred from consumption to savings, and finally to investment.

15

The money.
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The arbitrated downward interest rate affects the opportunity cost, CO,
full-line curve, and determines a new curve with a common origin that is
visualized by the dotted CO ‘line; the latter represents a clockwise rotation of
the original CO curve.
In the context presented, it is necessary to deal not only with inflation and
credit expansion but with the most relevant argument: the real interest rate,
which is foreign to the number of money stocks and their monetary substitutes,
although indirectly, may be affected by varying these availabilities.
While the credit expansion continues, and new fiduciary means are injected
incessantly, downward pressure on the nominal interest rate continues.
This should rise due to the positive compensation for price variation, which
increases as the expansion increases incessantly.
The credit expansion consists of a new fact that disrupts the adequacy of
the economic system to the circumstances of that market, disrupting the
trend towards certain final prices and interest rates. To place a larger amount
of loans, it is necessary to reduce the nominal interest rate and necessarily
practice it. A decrease in the interest rate influences the conjectures of the
entrepreneur by falsifying the business calculation.
The result of calculating prices of production factors together with the
modified interest rate leads to error. The calculations make it seem that
profitable businesses would not exist, if the interest rate had not been
artificially lowered through credit expansion. Mercantile activity is stimulated
and a period of boom or expansion begins, represented in the graph with the
increase in real income, Q, which moves the agent cost curve, CA, to the right
and stimulates the demand for money.16
However, the money or nominal interest rate, arbitrated by the central bank,
cause the first inconsistency with respect to the natural or real market rate
under analysis. In the phase of the described cycle, at least in appearance,
expectations come together. In fine-tuning converge: the central bank’s
liquidity injection to lower the interest rate, which increases nominal balances;
the balances available to satisfy the desire to consume, based on the relative
lowering of the assets present; and the guide to entrepreneurs to use existing
capital goods and increase production, although oversizing areas of interest
different from those of the market.
16
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The total cost of each withdrawal will be given by (Y / M) (b + aM) = (Y / M) b + aY,
where, the constant term aY takes a positive value and is reflected in the vertical
asymptote of agent costs , CA, dotted blue. Thus, the formal results are completely
unaffected by this amendment.
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In short, through a simple gadget of the monetary authority, “you can be
richer and have the money to spend it.” And everything happens without
increasing the total cost of maintaining higher monetary balances, as shown
by the displacement of the minimum cost from point A, original, to D´.17
Unfortunately, like all fiction, it runs out in the short term.
“A policy of artificially low-interest rates generates two important
distortions in the normal functioning of capital markets. On the
one hand, savers receive remuneration below the natural interest
rate (which reflects their subjective discount rate), discouraging
17

It should be noted that both points, A and D’, show the minimum total cost. Reasons
for exposure forces us to assume that the two points reflect the minimum total
cost of different curves, but have similar conformation and a very close spatial
distribution.
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savings and causing a reduction in the supply of loanable funds.
On the other hand, entrepreneurs who finance their investment
projects through indebtedness will pay lower interest on bank
loans, stimulating long-term capital investment to the detriment
of the production of consumer goods. There is then a struggle for
financial resources among consumers – who, in the face of the
decline in the interest rate, will want to raise their levels of present
consumption – and entrepreneurs, from which the latter will be
successful and the former will be forced to save.”18 19
The original theoretical scenario of Baumol-Tobin states that a decrease in
the nominal interest rate decreases the total cost of maintaining money.
From the Austrian perspective, on the other hand, the reduction of the interest
rate induced by monetary policy makes the economy react in some important
aspects as if additional investment funds were available through voluntary
savings.
The accumulation of capital begins by storing consumer goods destined for
later use in the production process. After addressing the priority needs, the
public begins to save a portion of the existing consumer goods to meet needs
emerging later. Saving is the first obligatory step for any lengthening of the
production period, resulting from the surplus between the produced and the
consumed, and leads to greater material well-being.20
The decreasing of the amount of money and the consequent reduction in
the interest rate results in increasing investment, the opposite term is defined
as forced savings (resources allocated, at least in the initial stages of the
boom, according to greater savings; even when the savings implied by said
allocation is not voluntary at all, even when the savings in the most literal
sense of abstention from consumption have not increased in any way). The
term forced savings signals a conflict between consumers and producers and
suggests that there will be problems later. But it takes time before the market
process turns the conflict into a crisis.
Indeed, in the short term, the decreased interest rate will send signals that
will induce people to invest in uneconomic projects with a longer waiting
period. But, as there are no greater savings and the temporary preference has
18
19
20
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The final effect at this stage is ambiguous, since the decrease in the opportunity cost
is compensated by the increase in the transaction cost (shift of the agent cost to the
right as seen in note 16).
ALONSO NEIRA, Miguel Ángel. “Las Teorías Monetarias del Ciclo en el Marco de la
Literatura sobre Ciclos Económicos” [en línea]. Op. Cit.
It appears that sine qua non condition for any further progress.
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not been modified accordingly, the decisions of the producers will conflict
with those of the consumers, who will continue to behave according to their
high valuation of present consumption (no savings are generated, and even
decreases the demand for money for hoarding).
Graphically it is indicated, at least, with the non-decrease of the total cost
of keeping the money. The action of individuals in the market will tend to
feed tensions before restoring the relationships that correspond to the capital
structure.
Monetary issuance for exogenous causes means that the government is
expanding the amount of money at a rate greater than market demand.
Alternatively, the issuance is usually channeled through the manipulation of
rediscount rates accompanied by the fixing of interest rates in the financial
position, advances to the treasury, arbitrations on bank reserve requirements,
etc.
The additional demand unleashed by entrepreneurs who expand their
operations sets in motion an upward trend in the prices of production goods
and wages. But, in the eyes of the producers, the price increase generates
optimism and confidence in the success of their operations, and they continue
without major concerns.
As production costs have risen, entrepreneurs need to finance larger-scale
production caused by the expansion. If the credit expansion consisted of
a single issue of injected money, the effects would fade very quickly. And
commercial activity would be contracted because the forces that generated
it would simply have stopped acting.
The only way to sustain the boom is to persist at an increasingly rapid pace
with new credit expansions. However, the weak structure collapses as soon as
new trust funds stop injecting. But even while maintaining inflation and credit
expansion, the boom cannot persist indefinitely. Sooner or later bankruptcy
occurs.21
The actions of the central bank will show a decrease in the marginal utility
of money, which will reduce its purchasing power. Prices will increase in
response to excessive liquidity and will generate large distortions in relative
prices, which will alter the allocation of resources and reward structures.
Alterations that, in short, will affect the time preference that triggers the final
phase of the Austrian economic cycle.

21

MISES, Ludwig v. La Acción… Op.cit. pp. 653-668.
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Once the market manages to be honest, opposing the strategy of the monetary
authority,22 it becomes the ruin of the economic system.
Entrepreneurs are forced to restrict their activities, a fact that accounts for
the contraction of the production revealed by shifting the CA curve to the
left or red. At this stage, firms cannot continue with the exaggerated scale of
expanded production during the boom and depending on the magnitude of
the intervention, the psychological circumstances, and the institutional order,
they can even leap from the crisis to the generalized panic.

22
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It is based on the idea that the interest rate is the price of money and monetary
policy, the instrument to achieve balance or intervene in the market when the
monetary authority deems it appropriate.
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When the flight to real values appears,

the entire monetary system crumbles,
however, mostly the actors of the financial system stop and adjust long before
the final disaster occurs. With this, the levels of distrust increase which, added
to the price increase process, end up establishing a new much higher interest
rate.
In the circumstances presented, the opportunity cost of money, CO,
pivots counterclockwise, because the nominal values are
 increased with
the sensitivity necessary to compensate for the disruptions caused by the
monetary policymaker.
Finally, the total cost of holding money, represented in red, grows as a
result of the algebraic sum of greater money supply and lower demand for
transactions and hoarding, all of which make up: loss of purchasing power,
high nominal and real interest rates, and decline in production, since savings
virtually disappear. In short, a greater supply of money and lower demand,
chaos and a great disorder in the economic conditions.

33.2.

Conclusion

In the light of the Baumol-Tobin model, the analysis shows that greater
money supply should not only lower the interest rate but, on the contrary
sensu should tend to increase it as a result of the price increase.
Unlike the original approach, monetary expansion generates new inflationary
expectations. The greater money supply ends up increasing and not decreasing
the nominal interest rate, and on the real side, the interest rate like any other
price is the exchange rate that suits supply and demand for savings.
In short, credit expansion for exogenous causes impoverishes men. Even
though a minority manages to enrich themselves in this situation, the vast
majority of people will pay in full the immoderate consumption and the
investment clumsiness of the inflationary episode.
The economic cycle theory developed by Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich
A. Hayek is the chimeric boom theory. The authors censored the cheap
money policies of the Central Bank that is lacking in fundamentals and is
inconsistent with the underlying economic realities. Internal tensions in
market forces, which guide consumption and investment decisions, sooner
or later precipitate a recession.
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34. UBI – Utopian Dream or
Dystopian Nightmare?1
Antony Sammeroff
Author and Podcaster
The Universal Basic Income Guarantee is being widely advocated
as a cure-all for social and economic ills ranging from the abolition
of poverty to the emancipation of women, and it has even been
suggested that the UBI can “fight climate change”. Rutger Bregman
calls it “Utopia for Realists” - but how realistic, and indeed utopian,
is the Universal Basic Income proposal? In this paper I will ague
that, far from creating paradise on earth, liberating humanity from
the drudgery of work to follow their greater aspirations, the UBI
threatens a totalitarian dystopia where the state wilds the purse
strings of its citizens and browbeats them into compliance with
fear of having their funds suspended.

I’m sitting in the pub after a Skeptics Society meetup. I don’t go very often, but
there was a famous author speaking, and living in a bit of a social media bubble
(as most of us do these days) it’s a rare opportunity for me to get a window into
what thinking people outside my circle have to say on some of the issues of
the day. A warm chat ensues over a pint with a couple of the other attendees
when miraculously the conversation at my table turns to the Universal Basic
Income. My neighbor gushes with vigor over its merits. He eagerly vows that
it will solve innumerable problems facing our civilization, and I get the feeling
he has been spreading the gospel at every available turn because this idea is
the crucial one. If only he can get enough people to believe it...

1

First published in Antony Sammeroff: Universal Basic Income - For and Against.
foreword by Robert P. Murphy, PhD., afterword by Dominic Frisby, Download:
https://www.beyourselfandloveit.com/en/ubi
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I abstain from mentioning my book as I don’t want to prejudice his answers to
any of my questions. Besides, once I start talking I’ve got a habit of not being
able to shut up. Best keep my big ideas to myself, right? I politely wait my turn,
and then ask a simple question:
“What do you think the potential disadvantages of the Basic Income would
be, then?”
He replies, “There aren’t any.”

...

Economists have heated disagreements on just about every issue under the
sun. But there is actually one point they are all probably unanimous on. That
is the fact that every policy has winners and losers. Given that human wants
are infinite, but our means towards attaining those wants are limited, policies
– by their very nature – advantage some groups at the expense of others.
The Universal Basic Income seems unaffected. It’s going to cure poverty,
eliminate stress, reduce crime, unleash entrepreneurship, emancipate
women, save us from AI, and even fight climate change. I’m not exaggerating.
I googled, and there are multiple articles claiming that, not only will the UBI
save the economy from flatlining due to a lack of consumer demand by
increasing consumption, but somehow also put a halt to global warming as
well – contradictory as these two aims may seem.

34.1. Is the UBI a Flying Unicorn that Poops
Rainbows?
Perhaps so. Perhaps the laws of economics will suspend around the good
intentions of its advocates. Such is the strength and cavalier of their idealism.
Maybe I’m being a little harsh on budding idealists though. After all, this lad
doesn’t have a background in economics, does he? He’s just looking for an
easy way to save the world! Surely, I should pick on someone my own size.
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Professional advocates of the UBI are bound to be more even-handed in
their consideration of the program, and present a more nuanced view of its
comparative advantages and disadvantages, aren’t they?
Well, not according to the titles of their books...
Rutger Bregman comes right out and calls his book advocating the UBI Utopia
for Realists
Annie Lowrey’s book Give People Money carries the subtitle: “How a Universal
Basic Income Would End Poverty, Revolutionize Work, and Remake the World.”
Andy Stern and Lee Kravitz book Raising the Floor carries a subtitle claiming
the UBI will, “Renew Our Economy and Rebuild the American Dream.”
Phillipe Van Parijs and Yannick Vanderborght entitle their book: Basic Income:
A Radical Proposal for a Free Society and a Sane Economy.

This boundless idealism scares me. The Russians were also offered utopia
after the Tsars, as were the Chinese when Mao came to power. If I deviate
from my so-far ecumenical tone in this new coda, please forgive me. It’s in
part because people seem to readily forget what the road to hell is paved
with.2
Most people agree that politics is a dirty game, and that political powers will
inevitably be used to further the agenda of officeholders and their cronies.
That said, despite being immersed in the current thinking regarding the
UBI for three years now, I have seen precious little worrying as to how the
government might finally exercise power over everyone’s purse strings once
they had seized control of them.
This is the same class of people launched a permanent war in the Middle East
wasting trillions of dollars on destroying millions of lives. They bailed out the
banks from the public purse and gave themselves raises after telling the rest
of the nation we had to tighten our belts. They have robbed the young of
the opportunity to own a home by sending house prices through the roof,
and mean to leave them a nation in ruinous debt. They continue to lock
away huge numbers of people (sometimes for decades) on what amount to
victimless charges, leaving their children to be raised single-handedly. They
have created an oligopoly of higher education provision forcing generations
into student debts that cannot be defaulted on; and healthcare systems so
2

Need I add The Road to Serfdom, for that matter?
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restrictive that people must pay inordinate sums to get care, or be forced
onto government waiting lists so long that their conditions are often chronic
or untreatable by the time they get seen to.
Am I the only one who thinks the power to give (and withhold) a UBI may one
day also be used for evil rather than good?
If we take a look across to China, where they are instituting a “Social Credit
System”, we might glean some insight into what may be in store for us around
the corner with the application of the UBI.

34.2.

The Chinese Social Credit Score

Under the Chinese Social Credit System the government judges their citizens
behavior and trustworthiness in order to give them a rating out of 1000 which
officials can then improve or dock. If people play their music too loud, don’t
pay a court bill, owe the government money, or are caught jaywalking, for
example, they can lose certain rights such as booking flights or train tickets.
The government can have their internet speed throttled, or exclude them
from getting the best jobs. They can be banned from the best hotels. Their
children may be refused the best schools. They may be publicly named and
shamed as “bad citizens” – or even have their dog taken away. This is literal
tyranny. Rule by fear.
Now a Basic Income Guarantee may begin universal, but as the years wear on
and it proves expensive to grant, corners may be cut to ensure its continuance.
Hardly anyone will object to the UBI being withdrawn from criminals, for
example. And then perhaps for anti-social behavior. Petty crimes, like littering
the street, might lead people to receive a penalty against their UBI. A few
might moan that this is the beginning of a government social-engineering
program, but to most people it will seem like a quite a sensible and reasonable
measure. After all, we all “benefit” from the benevolence of society providing
our roads and schools, and now our Basic Income. So, if some choose to repay
society with vulgar behavior such as spitting in public, throwing the ends of
cigarettes, failing to remove their dog foul, or what have you… why should
society continue to furnish them with the fullness of a basic income? Besides,
once they receive the fine, they are very unlikely to repeat the crime. They
will soon learn their lesson. We will save money on law enforcement, lengthy
court trials, and prison sentences – all of which are costly. Clipping people’s
Basic Income will soon seem the most sensible and appropriate response to
many crimes and misdemeanors.
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People may soon be penalized for things like not sorting out their recycling.
After all, the government provides garbage disposal for us, and the environment
is at stake. Many governments are already looking at sanctioning people for
this kind of behavior, so it would be the next logical step. These moves will
simply be designed to acclimatise people to the idea of being “nudged” in
the right direction before more radical measures are taken to use the UBI to
shape their behavior.
In China, people can have their Social Credit Score docked for buying too many
video games. Under the UBI, there are bound to be complaints that some people
are taking advantage of the system but not paying in. Detractors will preach
that misusers are damaging themselves as well as society. It will therefore
seem sensible, and compassionate, to save money while encouraging people
into better habits by docking their UBI if they spend too much time playing on
the computer on clicking around on social media. The government will likely
have many bright ideas as to what kind of activities they should be getting
up to instead. Soon there will not be rewards for “good” behavior such as
contributing to charity, or volunteering time. But how long can such a system
remain impartial? How long before people start creating malignant causes to
launder and take advantage of free government money? How long before the
government starts to select which behaviors and causes are worthy and which
are not? Lobbying and campaign contributions will soon become necessary
to have causes approved. The government rewarding specific activities with
public funds supplants the market system with a “bribocracy” where people
can climb the ladder – not by directly providing goods and services that others
are willing to pay for – but by finding out what the government approves of
and collecting brownie points. If spying on neighbors and reporting their sodefined “anti-social” behavior qualifies for rewards, it will not be the first time
a government has called upon its citizens to tell on one another. Sycophants
will find lucrative roles and the servile will be elevated to a privileged class
while independent minds are castigated for non-conformity.
In China people can have their social credit score docked for posting fake
news online. We may, of course ask, fake according to whom? After all, the
Chinese government maintains that the Tiananmen Square Massacre of 1989
was “fake news” drummed up by the West to undermine the regime. Closer to
home, the mainstream media was entirely complicit in selling the war on Iraq
to the public, but I very much doubt we will see punishments for posting news
from BBC or MSNBC. Are our leaders above falsifying our historic records
and sending embarrassing incidents down the memory hole for permanent
deletion?
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34.3.

UBI as a Weapon?

The purse strings of the Universal Basic Income also present a grave threat
to freedom of speech. Anyone who has been following the “woke wars” on
twitter and other social media platforms will have heard of people receiving
lifetime bans for tweeting things like “men are never women.” Now whether
you believe such a statement is transphobic or otherwise, you might at least
believe that someone has the right to tweet it, and be duly educated as to their
wrong-doing by other users. The Universal Basic Income could easily become
the new weapon to wield against those who hold unpopular opinions or those
that are simply no longer politically correct. It will be first used to strike against
unpopular groups such as racists, misogynists, homophobes and bigots. Not
many people will come to their defense when they lose their Basic Income for
spreading hate. But one day you yourself may hold an unpopular opinion that
is relatively benign. Maybe you will say that people shouldn’t have their Basic
Income docked just because they say unpopular things on the internet. You
will not just be slapped with a twitter ban; but potentially lose $1000 a month.
Conservative, Charles Murray, states in Losing Ground, his book advocating
the UBI, that it would require people to have a “universal passport” and “known
bank account.” I don’t think it’s unrealistic to imagine that people may soon
be forced to accept a mandatory Government ID Card in order to claim their
Basic Income. Before long they will be asked to show it in order to get into
government buildings. Then at the airport to get on a plane. Then simply to
board a train or a bus. Then to post a package. Then to get into a bar. Then a
restaurant. Before long every public place will ask you to show your ID Card.
If a policeman asks you to identify yourself you will be expected to produce
it, and failure to comply might result in a penalty to your UBI. You’ll certainly
need to produce it in order to vote, and before long not voting may result in
a fine as well. In a time of war, you may be expected to enlist in the military or
risk losing your UBI for denying your patriotic duty. Just as states freeze the
assets of suspected fraudsters, they will soon be freezing the “known bank
account” of political dissidents. By the time they come for those with radical
ideas about freedom from government tyranny there will be precious few left
to speak out for us.
Far from creating a futuristic utopia where – once our security needs are met
– we are all liberated to pursue our dreams, become great scientists, scholars,
artists and entrepreneurs, the universal basic income threatens a totalitarian
horror the likes of which we are used to seeing imagined only on The Twilight
Zone and The Outer Limits.
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Certainly, the poor, who depend solely on their handouts to survive, will quickly
become very cautious of what they say and do. But even reasonably affluent
people will think twice before risking the money. The UBI institutionalizes the
state as patron, and citizen as ward. Before long we may arrive in a frightening
era where payments and penalties are used to mold us into compliant little
drones. The utopian dream will have descended into a tyrannical nightmare.
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35. The Future of the European
Union Seen from the Perspective
of the Austrian School of
Economics1
Dr. Karl Socher, Professor Emeritus
University of Innsbruck, Austria
Thematic area: Economics

The history of the European Union shows, that the fundamental aim
is peace and economic welfare. But the instruments for reaching
these aims,“ an ever closer union“ leading to a centralization of
policy, has been criticized from the beginning by the Austrian
School of Economics, because it reduces freedom and selfdetermination and creates tensions, not peace. The paper will
show examples of the result of the wrong policies created crisis
and proposes reforms in the sense of the Austrian School to avoid
the crisis in the future, by more federalism and free markets.

For making forecasts of the future development of the European Union
(EU) the historical developments have to be analyzed. Which ideas have
formed this institution, their aims and policies to achieve these aims and
what consequences followed? This analysis shows that not all aims had
been fulfilled. Some policies have even resulted in crises, for instance the
euro-, banking-, debt- and immigration-crises and Brexit. The causes of this
development in many cases can be seen in contradictions to the teachings of
the Austrian School of Economics. The necessary reforms, which are planned
already, have to be based on the principal ideas of the Austrian School, to
1

This paper is based on a longer paper of the author: Die Europäische Union
aus der Perspektive der Österreichischen Schule der Nationalökonomie, in „Die
Österreichische Schule der Nationalökonomie aus österreichischer Sicht“, edited by
A. Kammel, B. Kolm, Vienna 2018.
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reach the main aims. If no reforms or reforms in the old direction will take
place, the future will see new crises, tensions and exits of members again.
The most important reform is giving up the instrument of full integration, an
“ever closer union”, because it can not reach the aim of peace and economic
welfare.

35.1. Analysis of the History of Institutions
for Peace
The EU has been developed with the ideas after the First World War, which
tried to develop an institution for peace, which could avoid a new world war.
One idea to achieve peace was the creation of a powerful world government,
which would be able to avoid wars. Against this idea of a powerful central
government, Ludwig von Mises (1919) wrote in his book about the State,
Nation and Economy, that such an institution will get too much power and take
freedom and self-determination from the nation states. It reduces freedom by
global government, even on fields of the economy and other matters, which
could be regulated more efficiently by the member states themselves or in
lower levels of government, provinces or communities or the market. The
reduction of freedom will lead to tensions, exits and even war.
Similar to Mises, Hayek has warned already in 1944 that the national-socialists
planed (Funk 1942) a European Economic Community that would get too
much power and would be used for planning the economy, thus reducing the
freedom of the market.
The trend to centralize the state power can be explained by three facts:
•

The attraction of the higher level budget to finance new tasks in a federal
state was analyzed by Popitz (1932), known as the “law of Popitz”. The
central state has the competence-competence, it can decide to have a
competence for upcoming new developments, which the lower level
cannot immediately solve and does not have financial sources.

•

In the past, nation states have grown, because one of the most important
tasks of a state is the protection of its citizens and their property against
military occupations from other states. This requires military power. This
strength enables the state to extend by occupying other states. This will
further strengthen its military force, based on economies of scale for the
growth. Having this large power, the state can use this power-monopoly
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to rule over all other agendas of a government to increase the power of
the politicians. In the past, states have become too big to fulfill all tasks
efficiently.
•

Preferences of the people are different, and some of the preferences are
locally concentrated. They cannot be articulated in a national democracy,
because they are a minority position.

Contrary to these growth factors, the Austrian School is in favor of the
principle of subsidiarity: Tasks of a state should be fulfilled at the lowest level
as possible, at the higher level only, when the lower level state cannot fulfill
the task, or the higher level can fulfill the task more efficiently.
Also, against the growth, there is a limit to further growth: The more a state
grows, the larger are the regional differences in the state: Different cultures,
religions, values and preferences, in income and wealth. These differences
create tensions and limit the further growth.
Even when the growth of a state territory was stopped, a new danger for
peace arose: the forming of treaties between large states for support of other
states in case of war. For instance the treaty of Austria-Hungary with Germany
and Italy, valid in 1914. The war declaration of one country (Austria-Hungary
to Serbia) triggered World War I. It became clear, that peace needs a global
institution, to avoid a world war between large blocs of states. The EU may
avoid war between the Union members, but not a world war.
Instead of a world government, the League of Nations has been developed
to secure peace, but it did not have enough power to fulfill the aim, large
powerful states left the League. After the Second World War, the United
Nations was created. Today its power has grown, in some cases the UN was
able to avoid and stop wars, but it would need more force against large states
and blocs.
Since the existence of a worldwide institution for peace without the full
power of a state, smaller states could be formed, increasing freedom, selfdetermination and economic efficiency. A law of nations, which permits
splitting up and secessions of states in a democratic, orderly way is lacking.
Many civil wars could have been avoided by such a law. The law of the EU
enabling leaving the EU avoids more conflicts, when there are very strong
differences in the preferences between the EU and a member. Brexit was
caused, because Great Britain did not accept the forming of an “ever closer
union”. Prime Minister Cameron would not have been in favor of Brexit, if the
EU had given up this aim.
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35.1.1. Limits for Ever Closer Integration of the EU
For other tasks of a state than peace, smaller states have advantages. Their
government is nearer to their citizens. In a small area, there are fewer
differences in the values and preferences of their citizens. Smaller countries are
more connected with the outside world and react fast to new developments
from outside. Large countries are inflexible and fall behind in economic
development, as Toynbee (1934-1961) has shown. A similar advantage of
small countries is the competition between the other small states. The
(peaceful) competition creates innovations, as Hayek (1968) has shown for
the competition in a market. A competition not only between enterprises, but
also between small states can find new solutions by a trial and error process.
Therefore, even in a federal state, or a union of states, it is important, that a
state has freedom for developing new policies. In a large centralized state, a
wrong policy creates much more damage and cannot as easily be corrected
as in a loose union of small states.
Limits to integration have been developed in the theory of decentralization
and federalism in the sense of the Austrian School: The principle of
subsidiarity, which gives a preference to the lowest level of a state. Tiebout
(1961) developed a theory for finding the optimal level of governments for the
different important tasks of the government. He looks to the different causes
for a public policy, the production of “public goods” and compensations in
case of “External effects. Spillovers” Both, the production of public goods
and the compensation of external effects cannot be created by the market,
because the principles of the market cannot be applied: people cannot be
excluded (or only with high costs) from the goods and therefore not forced
to pay for them. He speaks of a non-rivalry in consumption, an additional user
does not increase the costs of the good. The usual example is the lighthouse
for navigation of ships.
Much research is needed to find all effects of the production of a public good
to find the most efficient government level. If peace is a task for the EU, it is
the second best solution, because, as had been shown, it is a task for a global
institution, which should have only those powers to reach world peace. Free
trade also is a global public good, free trade in the EU only is the second best
solution. (See later.)
For the external effects different levels could be found. Take for instance a dirty
river flowing into another country: a solution has to be found by a bilateral
institution of both states or an international institution, which develops
general rules for compensating overspills.
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In the EU many competences have been included in the constitutional
treaties already. Some of them do not fulfill the criteria of Tiebout, but cannot
be changed easily. For a change or the competence of new agendas, two
principles can be found in the constitution, which contradict each other:
The “ever closer union” and the “subsidiarity principle”. There is, however,
no legislation, which limits the way to ever closer union, but the principal of
subsidiarity could be asked for not by a single, but some members together.
But if the EU refuses to change the competence level, then the European
Court of Justice decides, and its decisions usually are in favor of the EU: more
centralization. In the discussion, the economic criteria of Tiebout usually are
not used, but mostly political or legal factors, which cannot solve the problem
of the contradicting principles. Therefore, for a reform it was proposed
to create a special court for subsidiarity questions, acting on the basis of
the criteria of Tiebout. As there is no rule for an optimal competence, the
competences in the EU will be decided by politicians according to their own
interests and their government level, and will create the same discrepancy as
the federalism in Austria.
An institution is needed, which has the task of finding the optimal level for
producing public goods in the EU, the European Public Goods. Only recently,
“A Primer on Developing European Public Goods” was published by EconPol
2019): It is a discussion about the future design of the EU. The paper looks
into the different pressing economic and fiscal policy issues the EU is facing
and tries to find the most efficient level where the tasks could be solved: by
local, national, EU or global public goods. If the most efficient level is found,
the citizens of the EU would receive additional welfare.
This paper cannot go into the many details of this interesting report. Not all of
its proposals are based on the “Austrian” viewpoint, but the report is the first
research based on the theory of federalism, which is a main point in Austrian
Economics. In the following chapters, some of the main reform areas are
discussed without referring to the report findings and proposals.

35.2. The Instruments for Peace and
Welfare of the EU
The different policies of the EU can be analyzed on the basis of the Austrian
School:
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35.2.1. Free Trade
Adam Smith has promoted free trade not only to increase economic wealth,
but also to avoid trade-wars, thus furthering peace. Two early ideas for a peace
institution for Europe, the Pan-Europe idea of Coudenhove-Kalergi (1923)
and the national socialist plan for a “Europäische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft”
(Funk, 1942) saw free trade as the best instrument for peace in Europe. Both
added the common monetary policy to free trade, because the exchange rate
policy could disturb free trade.
Forming a regional free trade area can create “trade diverting” effects, which
diminish the gains from trade. However, Hayek (1939) had argued, that
the plan for a regional free-trade area in Europe could have advantages in
spite of negative trade-diverting effects. His argument relies on the political
consequences of forming such a free-trade area. It limits the political power
of protectionist interest groups for some industries in one member country,
because they would hurt industries in other countries in the free-trade area.
This argument may work in a free-trade area and also in the tariff-union of
the EU in some cases, but on the other hand, the forming of a large powerful
trade bloc can enable the “Fortress of Europe” to keep protectionist measures
against the rest of the world, for instance for agriculture, even against the
principles of GATT rules. Also, the block-building has led to more and more
regional trade treaties between the blocs (as the plan of a treaty between
the EU and USA), resulting in loses for other – especially small states out of
the blocs. Today the policy of Donald Trump destroys the GATT-system and
leads back to bilateral treaties, reducing global welfare. But the advantages of
free trade, especially for consumers are known by so many economists and
politicians, even in China, that Trump’ will not succeed with his policy for a
long time.

35.2.2.

Monetary Policy

Hayek thought in 1964, if ever there would consist a common currency in
Europe, it could function only when based on the gold-standard. But today,
the re-introduction of the gold-standard seems not possible any more. The
gold-standard needs much flexibility of prices and wages, which is limited
today, and a monetary, banking, and fiscal policy in accordance with the
gold-standard. But, the essence of his proposal, to de-nationalize monetary,
banking and fiscal policy is a main aim of the Austrian School, which criticizes
the government failures of the policies. With government influence interest
rates were too low, creating a boom with structural distortion and inflation.
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The necessary correction came too late and caused the crises. The inflationary
monetary policy was possible through the monetary financing of public deficits
and debts. According to the Austrian School government budgets should not
run a deficit, the government should reduce debt. These principles have been
neglected by the EU members, despite many warnings of economists.
Austrian economists have proposed different reforms for monetary policy:
the most radical one, private bank monies in competition, abolishing central
banks (Hayek, Denationalization of Money, 1976). All these proposals have
in common the reduction of government influence on monetary policy.
But open questions remain about the efficient working of such radical
reforms. Also, it is unlikely, that the reforms can take place in many countries
simultaneously. The recent plans to create private money (e.g. Libra) are in
principle following the proposals of the Austrian School, but it is too early to
see all the consequences of this new system.
Some rules for monetary policy, which had been developed in the past, are
steps in the right direction. For instance, limits of governments financing by
the central bank as well as limits for government deficits and debt. But these
rules had been broken by the members and the EU in the past years. The policy
of the ECB followed the aims of governments and financed governments by
promising unlimited buying of government bonds of doubtful quality. Banks
were not required to hold capital when buying government bonds or giving
loans to governments (Basle II and III.). Price stability was reached in the last
years, but only for the Euro-zone as a whole, not for the member states. so it
was possible that a typical business cycle occurred in some countries (Greece,
Italy for instance), with a typical crisis.

35.2.3.

Banking Policy

The universal banking system, in which commercial banking and the risky
investment banking was combined in a bank, creates dangers for the money
creating part of the universal bank. It caused the break-down of the Austrian
Creditanstalt 1931, following worldwide banking crisis, and the banking crisis
in USA and Europe 2007/8. Proposals to re-introduce the (British) system of
separating banks were made by Hayek (1976). The bank-lobby prohibited the
introduction after the last banking crisis in the USA, EU and Switzerland.
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35.2.4.

Monetary Union

The introduction of the euro was another example of state failure. For a
fundamental critic, see Sarazin “Europe does not need the Euro (2012). The
coordination of flexible exchange rates in order to avoid exchange rate wars
and keep stability in a free trade common market is necessary for stability and
peace. But to create a single currency abolishes the function of exchange rates
and therefore needs adaptation to the differing (“asymmetric”) developments
in the member countries: An internal adaptation is necessary. The Austrian
School proposes a market solution, flexible prices and wages, like in the goldstandard. But there is not enough flexibility in most member states. Also, the
conditions of an Optimal Currency Area (OCA) worked out by Robert Mundell
(1961) had not been fulfilled at the start of the monetary union. The policies
for adaptation proposed by the OCA are influenced by Keynesian thinking:
Fiscal policy should be directed to adaptation. The importance of fiscal policy
for a monetary union was empirical proved by Theurl (1992). But it is a second
best policy in relation to price and wage flexibility.
The condition of a coordinated fiscal policy was recognized in the final plan
for the monetary union by the entrance criteria based on the Maastricht treaty
(1992): The limit of 3% deficit and 60% debt of the GDP, but sanctions were
not sufficiently strong. Also, even the no-bail-out clause of the treaty was not
used. The plans to save the Euro and to create the necessary conditions for
the survival of the Euro after the saving actions run in the direction of more
centralization of banking and fiscal policy: The creation of ESM, a banking
union and a fiscal pact and a debt union. The acting politicians claim, that
there are no alternatives to this centralization. This may be partly right for
the short-term measures for saving the Euro. There had been so many state
failures, creating the deep crisis, which cannot be overcome by a market
economy. Therefore strong measures to correct the negative effects of the
failures of governments by the governments themselves are necessary. There
are alternatives for the conditions of survival without such crises in the future,
which do not need centralizations. Therefore the short-term measures, like
the ESM, saving banks by the tax-payer and other bail-out actions should be
terminated. In the long run, the constitutional rules for monetary, banking,
and fiscal policy need a change.
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35.2.5. Conclusion of Before Mentioned Points 2. to 4. – Reforms
Necessary for Monetary, Banking; and Fiscal Policies:
Monetary policy has to be separated from the fiscal policy of the state. The
creation of money through government debts has to be limited. Central banks
and the creation of deposit money by banks should finance government
deficits and debts only up to a limit for each government. At the beginning
that could be the Maastricht criteria of 3% and 60%. But in the long run, these
limits are too hight and inconsistent with price-level stability. They need a 5%
nominal growth of GDP. Without inflation, a real growth rate of 5% cannot
be reached in the Euro-zone, even a 3% real growth with 2% inflation is not
possible. Therefore, the aim of a deficit 0,45% of GDP in in case of a debt ratio
above 60% may help, if sanctions against higher ratios are strong enough.
A sufficient amount of capital has to be kept for the remaining deficits and debt
– abolishing the Basle rule, that no capital is necessary for government loans.
For the total of government-financing the rule against risk-accumulation
should apply (a limit of the quotas of an individual and a total government
debt of the total assets.)
For banks, which are creating money (deposit banks), it should be forbidden
to do other transactions than business loans, private household loans, but
loans to governments under certain restrictions only. Selling and buying
of securities and risky investment banking should be forbidden for deposit
banks. (like in the US Glass-Steagall Act from 1934-1999)
Because even the separation of deposit banks from risky banking activities
cannot completely guarantee a survival of a deposit bank in cases of fraud,
mismanagement, etc. when the capital of the bank and its not preferred bonds
and obligations are lost, a deposit insurance system is required to protect the
payment system against bank-runs and a break-down. This system should
primarily be financed by the banks themselves, only in cases of great dangers
the state central bank has to provide help for the whole system (not for the
collapsing bank).
In the EU a deposit-insurance system is in operation. Universal banks’ deposits
could get in danger by investment banking activities.
A unified system of supervision of money creating banks should be located
at the central bank, because it is a main task of a state and its central bank to
guarantee the stability of money and the payment system. It cannot be the
task of a central bank to supervise investment banking or the capital market
as a whole. Conflict of interest with monetary policy and with the investment
banks and their customers would arise.
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There should be no automatic financing of balance of payment deficits of
a Euro-zone country in the Target2 system. The occurring debts have to be
paid back every year, like in the USA.
The rules and supervision of the financial markets with the exception of
money-creating deposit banks have the task of giving the savers and investors
transparency about the risks, because of asymmetric information in the
financial markets like the laws for joint stock market companies. It is not their
aim to stabilize the prices or to avoid or finance losses. Fluctuations of share
prices, bonds, mortgages, and real estate are necessary for the function of
these markets and do not endanger the whole market system.
When the monetary system is sufficiently separated from public finance
policies, then strict fiscal rules, like the fiscal pact are not absolutely necessary.
The no-bail-out-rule and financial markets will be functioning as a regulator.
When states can go bankrupt, savers will ask for higher interest or will refuse
to finance the state.

35.2.6.

Immigration and Refugee Policy

For this problem it would have been helpful, if the competence for immigration
would have been in the national states. The EU should not decide about the
number of immigrants, especially of those, who live on payments from the
social system without contributing to it.
For the immigration of refugees the competence could stay at the EU-level
together with cooperation with the non-EU emigration states.

35.2.7.

Environmental Policy.

The main aim for environment-policy is the reduction of CO2. This is a global
public good. The production of CO2 in the EU is only 10% of the world
production. The EU can only try to influence the countries that produce the
90%, (especially the US, China, and India) in the global institutions.
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35.3.

Main Necessary Reforms

The most important reform has been announced already by Jean-Claude
Juncker in the fourth vision for the future of the EU: More efficient work
of the EU in the important tasks, return of less important tasks to member
states. But it is not stated in this fourth vision, what is important. This should
be decided by the Tiebout criteria, not by discussions between politicians. It
needs an independent institution in the EU, which decides about those tasks
of the EU, which are necessary and cannot or are not fulfilled neither by global
institutions, nor national states or their federal and local level. The mentioned
study of EconPol has provided a very good basis for the discussion of these
European Public Goods.
If the trend towards more centralization of policies and “solidarity-”subsidies,
cohesion payments, social-, debt-, and banking union, central fiscal policyand transfer-union, and to a large national state of Europe continues, the
tensions will become stronger and endanger peace. There is no sufficient
solidarity for larger distribution in the proposed policies. The present large
distribution policy in many European countries could be sustained only, when
it is not harmonized to a lower average level. Therefore, social policy has to
remain in the national states or even at a lower regional level.
It should become possible to return tasks on EU level, which are not necessary
for the efficient functioning of the market system to the national states. It
should be possible to introduce new agendas in some countries only, and
after a trial-and-error-process let the other members decide about joining the
zone, similar to the forming of the euro-zone without force. The possibility of
leaving some policy areas is one important factor for keeping peace in the EU,
when members see important agendas of their country endangered. More
democratic decisions should be made in the nation states, not only by their
parliaments, but also by direct democracy. The experiment of the Euro would
not have taken place, if the German citizens have had the right to decide
about abolishing the D-Mark.

35.3.1.

Last, but not least:

It is challenging for economists to give advices for reforms of the constitution
and policy of the EU, how to keep the EU efficient, competitive, and innovative,
avoiding dangerous experiments.
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Thematic Area: Economics. Moral philosophy.

The “economy” was not a science but was derived from moral: the
study of human behavior – in the market – within the pre-existing
natural order, until rationalism – as did to all other “sciences” –
diverted the issue to a rational construction of an autonomous
“science” for it was created by reason independently from preexisting order. Such “independence” implies that it does not occur
spontaneously since it does not respond to the nature of things
and, therefore, must be coercively imposed. We will attempt to
return to the origins to the natural market, i.e. the market of the
natural order.

36.1.

History and Introduction

Today’s most widely known market theory was developed and based on the
principles of the Scottish School led by Adam Smith, who “In several aspects…
diverted economy from its fair course, represented by the continental tradition
commenced by medieval and late scholastics… leading economy to a very
different path…”, says Murray N. Rothbard.1

1

Murray N. Rothbard, Historia del Pensamiento Económico, Unión Editorial, Madrid
1999, p.404.
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This “continental tradition” was developed by a group of famous Thomists,
mostly Jesuits and Dominicans, many of whom were professors of Moral and
Theology at the University of Salamanca. Nobel Prize in Economics Friedrich
Hayek wrote that “the basic principles of the market theory…were established
by the sixteenth century Spanish Scholastics”.2
In any case, due to the intellectual level, and the reputation within the Church
(two of those Scholastics were St. Bernardino of Siena and St. Antoninus
of Florence who in 1449 wrote the dogmatically Thomist Summa Moralis
Theologiae, the first treaty of the new science of Moral Theology), it can be
said that this was the most thoughtful and valid attempt, within the Catholic
Church, to study the market.
Anyway, “economy” was not intended to be a science, but was derived from
moral: the study of human behavior – in the market – within the pre-existing
natural order. But then rationalism – as to all other “sciences” – diverted
the issue to a rational construction and granted economy the status of
autonomous “science” – and thus the “free market” – for it was created by
human reason independently from pre-existing order.
Such “independence” implies two features: it does not occur spontaneously
since it does not respond to the nature of things and, therefore, must be
coercively imposed – or at least a framework should be imposed – and ignores
the real authority, which is moral authority, since it considers itself “free”.
Therefore, I will attempt to return to the origins – as I’ve tried in my latest
book “Cómo ser ricos y felices”–, to the natural market, i.e. the market of the
natural order by describing it, analyzing authority and thus showing that the
essence of the natural market is the opposite of a rational constructed and
planned “free market”, empowered by a coactive “authority”.

2
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See the interview to Jesús Huerta de Soto in Austrian Economic Newsletter [ed.],
Aubum, Alabama, Summer 1997, Vol. 17, No. 2, p. 3.
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36.2.
36.2.1.

Natural Order
Introduction

It is clear that the nature of cosmos has an order that is spontaneously
developed – inherently – for “we can observe that in natural things … the
best occurs; which would not be the case unless some sort of providence
directed nature towards good as an end; which is to govern…”, argued St.
Thomas Aquinas.3
According Jacques Maritain natural order means the existence of
phenomenological laws that are invariably repeated generators. Scientific law
does invariably nothing else but extract, more or less directly, more or less
fluently, the property or the demand of a certain ontological indivisible unit,
which constitutes what philosophers call nature or essence.4 Let us remark
that natural events are spontaneous for they are intrinsic, they come from
within, from the essence. By contrast, artificial objects, since they do not have
intrinsic principles, need to be moved by an extrinsic force.5
3

4

5

Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica I, Q. 103, Art. 1. Providence may be regarded
as an overmuch “theological” term and, since I am trying to do natural science, I
want to make it clear that this term could (if necessary) be replaced by any force that
would naturally drive a person to be in favor of life, survival and love (Erich Fromm
would probably call Providence, love; and Adam Smith, the “invisible hand”, even
though that would be a rather biased view). Aquinate defines Providence as follows:
“(God) is the one who orders them so (the things); and precisely in such order, which
is the reason of the order of things, consists Providence” (Aquinas, Summa I, Q.
22, Art. 1). In any case, in this paper we want to make clear that there is a “natural”
principle, prior (superior) to the individual person and, consequently, to society,
which necessarily directs it to good. It should be noted that what I am saying is that
natural order inherently directs us to life, to good, and not that each human being
will inevitably be directed to perfection. Indeed, the thesis presented in this paper is
that human beings will be directed to perfection as long as they respect the nature
of things; and they will not be directed to perfection if they do not respect such
nature.
Cf. Jacques Maritain, Los grados del saber, Desclée, Buenos Aires 1947. In this way,
for instance, according to P. Duhem (cf. La théorie physique, Rivière, Paris 1914), a
physical theory is not an explanation (of a “manufactured” phenomenon, such as
the instructions of a TV set). It is a system of mathematical propositions, inferred
from a reduced number of principles, the purpose of which is to represent, in the
most simple and complete manner as possible, a group of experimental laws (which
naturally occur in the cosmos); even though, precisely, they are referred to a partial
framework arbitrarily determined by human reason.
Cf. Mariano Artigas and Juan José Sanguinetti, Filosofía de la Naturaleza, EUNSA,
Pamplona 1984, p. 90.
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36.2.2.

Violence

St. Thomas Aquinas states that: “Violence is directly opposed to the voluntary,
as likewise to the natural. For the voluntary and the natural have in common,
that both arise from an intrinsic principle; whereas violence springs from
an extrinsic principle”.6 Thus, Etienne Gilson assures that for Aquinate “The
natural and violent acts are then mutually exclusive.”7
Therefore, violence is that which is directly opposed to the voluntary –
which is natural – and to the natural, pretending to extrinsically deviate the
development of things. Now, let us point out that although human beings can
voluntarily oppose the natural due to their free will, considering life arises from
nature, they will be strongly impelled by the survival principle commencing in
the conscience, to make their will coincide with the natural.

36.2.3.

Moral

The set of rules that humans must follow to adjust themselves to the natural
order and, thus, guarantee and promote life evolution is what we define as
moral. They are those action guidelines according to the nature of things.
Therefore, being moral implies that we harmonize our intrinsic principles: the
voluntary and the natural. This harmonization is basic for life for it involves
the coincidence of our “effective” being with its nature. Hence, the survival
principle will strongly induce us to ensure such harmonization. Thus, there
is an ontological and natural – spontaneous – strong tendency of human
beings to adjust to morals.

6

7
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Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica I-II, Q 6, Art. 5. Furthermore, “it is possible
to force an animated being: for instance, a horse can be forced to separate away
from the straight line where it runs, causing it to change the direction and return
by where it came. And in this way, whenever there is a cause outside creatures that
forces them to execute what is contrary to their nature or their will, it is said that
these creatures perform their actions by force ... Therefore, this will be the definition
of violence and coercion for us: there is violence whenever the cause that forces
creatures to act is external to them; and there is no violence whenever the cause
is internal and within the same beings that perform the acts”, Aristóteles, La Gran
Moral, I, XIII (in Aristoteles, Ética, Espasa –Calpe Argentina SA, Buenos Aires 1945, p.
46.
Etienne Gilson, El Tomismo, Parte Segunda, Capítulo VIII, EUNSA, Pamplona 1989, p.
438.
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It was probably Socrates who, for the first time, related God with some
sort of internal presence or voice of conscience. Such internal voice is the
“harmonization guide of the intrinsic principles”. It is the “self” which demands
us – due to the principle of survival – to harmonize such principles and advises
when such harmonization is not met. It is comparable to physical sensitivity
that denounces when something physical is contrary to our material nature:
if we burn ourselves we will feel pain.

36.3.
36.3.1.

Social Natural Order
Introduction

Since to procreate human beings need two people, man and woman, they
necessarily need to interact for survival. Thus, social relations, among people
that are “governed” by natural order, have a nature that must be respected
and we will call this “social natural order”.
In this way, although human beings are not perfect, since they need the
improvement of society and since they have been created to endure, they
shall have a clear tendency towards cooperation and service for social life,
which will be the natural, “normal” way in the relationships among people.
As we said, a human voluntary may destroy the natural, or not. If he does not
destroy it, he will continue towards good. If he voluntarily destroys the natural,
it will cause the disappearance of the voluntary which exists in this nature. This
being so, the first corollary is that, as long a person acts voluntarily good, the
natural order shall finally prevail. In the opposite, as violence – coercion – is
contrary to the voluntary and to the natural it will necessarily destroy nature.
So, the second corollary is that human beings can never defend themselves
with violence since this would mean, on the contrary, deepening the violation
of the natural order. The only way of real and efficient defense is to get the
voluntary of the “aggressor” match with his nature.

#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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36.3.2.

Authority

Every human action is aimed at improving the situation of the acting individual
– some work to earn money, others do physical exercise to improve their
health, and so on. Now, to improve means to acquire something better –
ideological or material – that the individual did not have before, meaning
that some sort of superior “authority” will provide such means – which are
unknown to the individual – that will lead him to a better situation.
Let us remember that the universe is ultimately governed by immaterial forces
and that morals are the adjustment to the natural order – this has to do with
efficiency – and that we all want to reach perfection, the ultimate purpose,
which is the proposal of Providence. So, we will keenly follow the one who
best leads us toward, and in the natural order, the person with more “moral
authority”.
On the contrary, those who do not follow the real authority will move away
from moral, from the natural order, and, consequently, they will disappear and
with them – spontaneously, naturally – the lack of respect for true authority.
In the opposite, violent – coercive – “authority” is unreal since it does not
happen naturally -and therefore it must be coerced- and destroys the real
government of the natural market introducing disorder.

36.4.
36.4.1.

Natural Market
Introduction

“If the exchange of products were abolished, society would be
impossible, and we would all live with anxiety and in distress,
without trusting our children, and our children not trusting us. Why
has society been constituted then if not because as one cannot be
self-sufficient to obtain the necessary elements of life then scarcity
can be overcome through mutual exchange of those items owned
in abundance by one party or the other?”, states Juan de Mariana,
Spanish Scholastic.8

8
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Juan de Mariana, Del Rey y la Institución Real, Biblioteca de Autores Españoles,
Atlas, Madrid 1950, Vol.31, p. 560.
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Now, social natural order involves actions and relations aimed at the exchange
of goods and services as to satisfy human needs more efficiently, as long as
there is no violence or coercion. So, we shall call this aspect of the social
natural order – plainly the natural order – the “natural market” or just the
“market”.
Israel M. Kirzner – almost paraphrasing Maritain – states that “The theory
… is based on the fundamental intuition that the market phenomena can
be “understood” as systematic relations. The observable phenomena of the
market … is not considered to be a mass of isolated and insurmountable
occurrences but the result of certain processes that may be tentatively
captured and understood”.9 Furthermore, Kirzner “discovers” that the market
is not a static, balanced situation, but a “creative process”.

36.4.2.

The Process of the Natural Market

The market process can be analyzed by the supply and demand curve,
according to which the higher the price of a certain good the greater the
number of people who will sell it, resulting in an oversupply that will put
downward pressure on the price. When more people want to buy, price
increases and vice versa. A balance, thus, is created between supply and
demand. But, the truth is that the balance is never reached so what really
exists is a punctual environment with a tendency towards equilibrium.
In this natural market process, unlike what rationalism states, the fact that
future cannot be anticipated is what triggers progress. For business functions,
technological development and, finally, the process of creation – that is what
natural order is about – are based on the chance to find unknown information.
If the unknown did not exist, if we could rationally plan and anticipate
everything there would not be technological development, business function,
or any progress whatsoever. Obviously coercively imposed economic policies
or planning or frameworks are counterproductive.
Israel M. Kirzner explains that: “The key feature of the market process…refers
to the role played by ignorance and discovery in it… imbalance consists
in ignorance…We describe this sequence of discoveries as a key element
of a balancing process… human beings are driven to discover what is best

9

Israel M. Kirzner, Competencia y Empresarialidad, Unión Editorial, Madrid 1998, p. 17.
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for them…the market process is focused on the incentives provided by the
imbalance conditions for those discoveries that are added to the systematic
balancing tendencies…”10
In this way, justice arises from the creative act contributing with something
new out of nothing, profiting its creator and the fellow humans, and not from
the coercive distribution of what already exists. Strictly speaking, only God
can create something from scratch, hence human beings can only participate
in this creation: discovering facts that we did not even know they existed
before. The developer of the email, for instance, produced an event that did
not exist before. The agricultural producer grows wheat where there was only
earth. He wins and society along with him.
As to end this speech, let me summarize that modern “economics” has
coercively imposed its rational idea -introducing econometrics, and making
it independent from moral-, and somehow considers the market a struggle
between “free” individuals for the distribution of what is in some extent
beforehand given and known. While the natural market is the certainty of
the existence of an order anterior to human reason, which is spontaneous
and extremely creative, that leads towards good and, consequently, to the
coordination with the rest of society leaded by real authority in order to
advance towards the growth of life.

10
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Israel M. Kirzner, El significado del proceso de mercado, Libertas, No. 27, ESEADE,
Buenos Aires, October 1997, pp. 128-9-133-4-5-8-9. Pope John Paul II states that
“Driven by the desire to discover the ultimate truth of existence, human beings
seek to acquire those universal elements of knowledge which enable them to
understand themselves better and to advance in their own self-realization. These
fundamental elements of knowledge spring from the wonder awakened in them
by the contemplation of creation: human beings are astonished to discover
themselves as part of the world, in a relationship with others like them, all sharing
a common destiny. Here begins, then, the journey which will lead them to discover
ever new frontiers of knowledge. Without wonder, men and women would lapse
into deadening routine and little by little would become incapable of a life which is
genuinely personal,” Encyclical Letter “Fides et Ratio”, Rome 1998, No. 4.
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37. Mengerian Foundations and the
Austrian Business Cycle Theory:
Linkages and Controversies1
András Tóth
MTA TK
Thematic Area: Readings of Austrian Economics

The paper discusses how the post-Mengerien development
diverged into two conflicting concepts concerning the role of
credit: one conceptualized by Schumpeter and one by Mises.
In the paper, I argue that the reformation of ABCT based on the
combination of the original Mengerian framework and the Misesian
insights explains both the resilience and success of credit based
monetary system, but also warns that the real danger is the rise of
omnipotent government on the back of credit expansion, which
paves the road to serfdom.

37.1.

Introduction

Since President Nixon has closed the gold window in 1971, a worldwide credit
expansion has begun. This credit expansion turned into credit explosion after
Volcker managed to halt the inflation of the seventies and that allowed the
beginning of the long period of interest rate cut by central banks. The 2008
credit crunch crisis seemed to give reason to the Austrian Business Cycle
Theory (ABCT): business cycles are the consequence of excessive growth in
bank credit due to artificially low interest rates set by the interlinked tandem
of central banks and commercial banks. Once inflation compels interest rate
1

This paper is the English version of the Los Fundamentos Mengerianos de la Escuela
Austriaca de Economía y la Teoría del Ciclo Económico? Vinculos y Contreversias”
which will be published in a forthcoming issue of Procesos de Mercados (https://
www.procesosdemercado.com).
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increase, the boom turns into bust and the malinvestment of the boom period
is causing distress and crisis. Nonetheless, the crisis has been overcome by a
new credit expansion and by further interest rate cuts.
(See: Table 1).

Table 1. US credit expansion. https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/TCMDO

The relatively quick recovery made adherents of ABCT to be seen as unreliable
fear-mongers, whose warnings about hyperinflation and civilizational
collapse are not proven. Instead of fearing inflation, central banks are fighting
for inflation. The mainstream opinion is that Austrian monetary thinking
centered on gold standard and ABCT is a harking back into an unstable and
failed system of the 19th century (Eichengreen and Flandrea 1985, Ahiakpor
2003, 112). The Austrians’ warnings and suggestions are not heeded (Block
2019). The mainstream view is that the Keynesian-Walrasian insights have
nudged an unprecedented upsurge of innovation, expansion of well-being,
while securing the stability of democratic polity. Despite the credit expansion,
the post-gold monetary system produces longer and longer economic
expansions, among them the longest one is the current expansion, which
begun after the credit crunch.
The paper argues, that the ABCT, which relies on the work of Mises, is
largely shaped by the rigid logical construct of capital and interest by BöhmBawerk, a construct that was created to refute Marxism. For this reason, it
lacks the reflexive dynamism of the Mengerian framework. This Mengerian
reflexive dynamism is rather characteristic of the Schumpeterian boom516
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bust cycle theory, which has heavily influenced the modern non-Austrian
macro-monetary theories. Nonetheless, Schumpeter also deviated from the
Mengerian theoretical framework and created a rigid boom-bust cycle theory
which necessitates state interventionism.
The aim of the paper is to reformulate ABCT based on the original Mengerian
theoretical framework combined with the Mission insights concerning the
role of the state and central banks. Such a reformulation of ABCT would allow
to explain the cause of the apparent success of modern credit expansion
based monetary system using the Austrian insights, but would also be able to
highlight the long-term danger of state managed credit boom.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In chapter 33.2, the paper reconstructs
the main tenets of thinking of Carl Menger. Then, the paper will discuss in
chapter 33.3. how the post-Mengerian development of Austrian thinking
diverged into two conflicting concepts concerning the role of credit in the
market economy: one conceptualized by Joseph Schumpeter and one by
Ludwig von Mises. The paper illustrates in chapter 33.3.1 how Schumpeter
distorted the original Mengerian thought in order to explain business cycles.
In chapter 33.3.2, the paper argues, that Mises, under the influence of BöhmBawerk, has discarded some key assumptions of Menger and made ABCT less
reflective to the positive impacts of the entrepreneurial boom allowed by
credit expansion. In the discussion, I argue that the real danger is the rise of
omnipotent government (Mises 1944) on the back of credit expansion, which
paves the road to serfdom (Hayek, 1944).

37.2.

The Mengerian System

Carl Menger’s major and most influential book, the Principles of Economics
(1871), was intended to be the first book in a comprehensive series. Thus, it
only aimed to lay down the most fundamental questions of economic theory.
Carl Menger’s theory building thus laid down only the basic building blocks
of a causal theory of economics and had served as a foundation for further
theory building in many areas, including monetary theory and business cycles.
Menger aimed to correct the mistaken value theory of British classical
economics and also refute the negation of existence of economic laws by the
German Historical School, (Hayek 1976, Salerno 1999). Menger’s Principles
of Economics re-constructed economics on a subjectivist value theory and
built a logical structure of causal mechanisms between different economic
phenomena.
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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Menger argued that markets are a creation of spontaneous micro-actions of
humans searching the best way to satisfy their economic needs and were not
created by blind forces irrespective of human needs or human characteristics.
Markets and human actions are governed by the laws of the markets, which
are laws shaped by human needs. These laws exert their impact through cause
and effect mechanisms.
The main difference between the laws of nature and the laws of the markets
are the existence of governing actions, by humans’ soullessness and the
lack of blind executors. Human beings are thinking, acting, erring, planning
actors with individual abilities, valuations, and aims. Consequently, laws
of the markets are rather setting the conditions for human action and not
determining the exact movements of each person in each situation. Laws of
the market nudge human action through cause and effect mechanisms, which
are punishing or rewarding human behavior through various mechanisms, like
profit or loss. These cause and effect mechanisms are aiding the thinking and
planning persons to find the best possible new solution for the satisfaction of
their needs.
Menger was aware of the fact, that political institutions are so powerful, that
they could distort the cause and effect mechanism of the market laws. For this
reason, Menger observes and deducts the laws of the imaginary and isolated
world of “purely economic action”,2 isolated from the the political world. The
laws, he sought to discover were not the designs of an omnipotent planner,
but consequences of myriad unplanned actions.
The subjectivist value theory of Menger is built on his conception of human
being: “man himself is the beginning and the end of every economy” (quoted
by Yagi 1993). Menger’s actor is the economizing person in the context of
insecurity and scarcity. The word economizing is somewhat misleading as
it does not fully describes the concept of Menger on human beings. In the
first chapters of Principles, where he analyzed the causes of the progress of
civilization, Menger conceptualized a broader concept of the economizing
person. In this concept, an economizing person means an enterprising
person, who is able to discover new causal relations, able to carry out these
discoveries, extend their knowledge, and plan into the future, not only
prudently handles available resources.
The Mengerian enterprising (economizing) person has two intertwining
inherent traits: ability to increase knowledge and ever-expanding needs.
According to Menger, true and lasting progress will be made only when
humans are no longer regarding the objects as unrelated occurrences, but
2
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Expression of Böhm-Bawerk, quoted in Mises memoirs (2009, p. 44.).
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attempt to discover their causal connections and the laws to which they are
subject. For Menger, this inherent human ability to increase knowledge is the
real driver of progress of civilization.
Extension of knowledge is intertwining with the inherent human trait of
ever-expanding human needs. Knowledge expands needs, new needs forces
humans to find new solutions (1871, 77). Human needs, as much as knowledge,
is capable of infinite growth. For Menger, the cause of ever-existing scarcity
is that “the concept of infinity is applicable only to unlimited progress in the
development of human needs, but not to the quantities of goods necessary
for the satisfaction of these needs during a given period of time.” (1871, 83).
Namely, potentially infinite needs are always ahead of existing supply of
goods, and thus this inherent scarcity forcing individuals to come up new
knowledge to satisfy their urgent needs.
These internal drivers of ever increasing needs and knowledge extension
are producing a dynamic economic world. Dynamism of the economic
world means that the Mengerian economics is a disequilibrium economics,
principally propelled by the endogenous human factors of expanding
knowledge and need. In this dynamic world, there are only partial and
momentary equilibriums, when two actors agree on an exchange deal and
thus satisfy their needs for a while (1871, 188).
The consequence of the never ending extension of human knowledge is
the increasing array and complexity of goods necessary to satisfy the everexpanding needs. This requires longer and ever longer production periods
in the age of complex products and requires longer and longer planning on
behalf of enterprising persons.
In the Mengerian causal chain, the emergence of markets is a consequence
of expanding knowledge. Markets are emerging, when isolated households
and closed human communities are unable to satisfy all their needs within the
framework of closed self-sufficient households or the communal economy.
Exchange on markets enables people to exchange their less valued goods to
more valued ones with other persons, who are wishing to acquire that good
in exchange of their good, which they value less. Furthermore, increasingly
complex goods are requiring supply of intermediate goods, like production
goods, raw materials and intermediate products (higher order goods in the
Mengerian parlance) in order to be able to produce consumption goods (first
order goods in the Mengerian parlance). This leads to emergence of complex
and interdependent production chains on the evolving markets, where the
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exchange of first order goods is intermingled with the exchange of higher
order goods with the aim to produce complex first order goods, which are
able to satisfy the ever increasing human needs.
The development of long and complex production chains enhances the
magnitude of possible unexpected disruptions due to new knowledge
(innovation), changing taste or any external event, like a long war affecting one
or more producers. This type of crisis, however, is only partial and is limited
within the Mengerian system. In case of crisis, enterprising persons could use
the market to switch their capital and work-ability into new economic activity
through knowledge extension, innovation and adaptation to new challenges.
Increasing complexity, the need of more and more higher order goods to
produce first order goods and enlarging time frame of production requires
increasingly large capital to be able to sustain the production chain while
higher order goods transformed into first order goods which are capable to
satisfy the needs of final consumers. For Menger, the increasing amount of
capital available to enterprising persons is also the hallmark of the progress
of civilization.
Menger made a distinction between an enterprising person and an
entrepreneur based on their different relationship to capital. Enterprising
is an inherent human ability. Entrepreneurs are those enterprising persons,
who have command over capital. Menger argued, that the scarcity of capital
limits entrepreneurship, and credit increases the quantity of capital for
entrepreneurship (1871, 172).
Menger’s capital concept in the Principles (1871) covers the pool of higher
order goods, money or credit at the command of an entrepreneur. Menger
argued that money is not capital by definition, but money and credit serve
the enterprising person to gain command over capital goods. Menger further
emphasized the importance of money as capital in his 1888 article. In this
later article, he argued that capital is money and the monetary value of capital
goods (Braun, 2013). Money (and credit) is “free” capital or capital in a broader
sense. Free capital once invested becomes a “specific” capital or capital in
a narrower sense. The narrower concept of capital is the specific array of
higher order goods acquired or owned by the capitalist-entrepreneur for the
purpose of transforming them into a particular lower order good with the
expectation to reap profit.
Menger argued that entrepreneurs invest their free capital into dedicated
capital goods because capital has productivity. To a certain extent, the
productivity of capital is a misleading term in case of Menger. The context of his
writing makes clear that for him that it is not the capital that has a mechanistic
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quality of producing more value than that of the original capital outlay. The
source of the productivity of capital for him is the productivity of the new
knowledge, innovative idea of the capital employing enterprising person,
who expects to reap profit by investing capital into a specific transformation
process. Thus, the productivity of capital is the subjective expectation of an
enterprising person to reap profit by investing capital (or borrowing capital)
in order to acquire specific higher order goods to transform them into lower
order goods.
In the Mengerian framework, interest is the price paid by entrepreneur to
the capital owner for the services of capital. Borrowed capital allows for the
entrepreneur to acquire a pool of higher order goods to transform it into lower
order goods. The interest is the compensation paid by the entrepreneur to
the owner of wealth, who does not want to use their capital as entrepreneur.
Fekete (2007), explaining the Mengerian idea, argued that for the entrepreneur
this exchange is profitable, because he/she expects economic gains above
the costs of capital outlays. For the wealthy person, this exchange is also
profitable, because that person could exchange his wealth into income and
have the ability to ensure the satisfaction of their needs without consuming
their wealth or gain more income as he/she would expect from investing his/
her wealth as capital. Thus, lending and borrowing is based on the calculation
of both the lender and the borrower and not, as Menger explained the
discounted value for the future good, despite the superficial similarity.3
In the Mengerian framework, the source of the profit is the monopoly
position of the entrepreneur or challenging the monopoly position of another
entrepreneur by entrepreneurs. Discussing the monopolistic price formation,
Menger distinguishes two types of monopoly:
1. Narrow monopoly is when certain entrepreneurs are protected by the
state or by the community from the competition of other entrepreneurs.
2. Broader monopoly or the monopoly of actual condition is a situation,
when entrepreneurs, as a result of their property holdings, or due to their
special talents or circumstances, can market goods that it is physically
or economically impossible for other enterprising persons to supply
competitively.
3

Menger’s interest conception was certainly influenced by Adam Smith: „Almost all
loans at interest are made in money...But what the borrower really wants, and what
the lender really provides him with, is not the money, but the money’s worth, or the
goods which it can purchase...By means of the loan, the lender, as it were, assigns
the borrower his right to a certain portion of the annual produce of the land and
labor of the country, to be employed as the borrower pleases.” (1776, 37)
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In both cases, the entrepreneur who enjoys monopoly position could reap
monopolistic profit. The difference between the two types is the nature of
monopoly and the lack or possibility of competition.
In the case of a narrow monopoly there is no space for competition due to
regulation. In the case of the monopoly of actual condition, the space for
competition is open: the competition in this case is about challenging the
actual monopoly of an entrepreneur.
In case of the monopoly of actual condition, the source of profit is the new
knowledge of an entrepreneur, which results in an actual monopoly and allows
to gain monopolistic profit. As competition is open, those entrepreneurs,
who enter later into the production of the same or similar good, could expect
profit above their costs by competing away the actual monopoly profit until
competitors could not satisfy all possible needs. Namely, until all producers
reach the lowest possible price, which at least ensures the minimum profit
rate. This is the price level what Adam Smith called natural price.
Thus, in the Mengerian framework, competition on the market means
competing away the actual monopoly of an innovator entrepreneur.
Competition forces price reduction and leads large-scale production to
satisfy all possible needs at the lowest possible price, which still ensures profit.
The brisker the competition, the less possible for an entrepreneur to stay
in business without making the production more and more efficient. Thus,
competition also reduces uneconomic waste, making it as small as possible.
This concept of competition afforded to Menger to discard the saving-based
capital formation theory of Senior. He argued that savings (increase of capital)
comes from innovation and elimination of waste during the competitive
production process.
In order to gain a new profit opportunity, competition urges entrepreneurs
to fall back to the inherent human ability to discover new knowledge and to
invent new cheaper, more effective production methods, or slightly modified,
or substantially modified products or even to come out with a new product.
This constant urge for innovation, for knowledge extension in order to gain
profit is what drives the advancement of civilization and ensures the best
possible satisfaction of customers’ needs.
In the Mengerian subjective valuation framework, ultimately, the customers
are deciding whether or not they value the innovation and work effort
of entrepreneurs through their decision to buy the goods offered by the
entrepreneur. Thus, the profit-expectation of entrepreneurs could only come
into reality if an entrepreneur manages to produce a lower order good which
meets with the needs of the customers.
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To summarize, Menger had an optimistic view concerning the functioning
of the markets. He thought that markets are the human-tailored institutions,
which were created by actions of human beings in order to achieve the best
possible satisfaction of their needs. He saw in markets not only institutions
of exchange of goods, but also a place where production chains could arise
among distant actors with the aim to produce a lower order good from a
peculiar combination of higher order goods. Markets also become the venue
for securing capital to future to be entrepreneurs through borrowing, if they
don’t own capital. The credit market is the market for exchanging one’s wealth
into capital for an entrepreneur, where interest is the price paid or temporary
use of capital by the entrepreneur.
Menger conceptualized a progressively developing world, in which
knowledge, needs, division of labor and capital available for production is
constantly growing, where equilibrium is only a short, temporary and limited
phenomenon. In his world, crisis style disequilibrium is also temporary and
with limited effect. Markets are offering the chance for thinking and planning
human beings to rethink their plans and re-invest their capital into a new
innovative production and thus be able to overcome the crisis situation. Thus,
in the state-less Mengerian pure economic world analyzed in the Principles
of Economy there is no cause for generalized recurring boom-bust cycles,
neither reason to have a major systematic crisis threatening civilizational
collapse akin to 1929-33 Great Depression.
Credit creation, which later becomes the principal cause of Austrian crisis
explanations, is a benevolent phenomenon for Menger. In principle,
credit creates more opportunity to enterprising persons to become real
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs are using capital services to produce lower
order goods and reap profit through ampler satisfaction of the needs of their
consumers. As for the negative effects of credit creations concerned, we know
from the lectures Menger gave to Crown Prince Rudolf that he was against fiat
money creation by the government, and thought that Austria should return
to commodity money standard and banks shall redeem their notes to gold, if
owners of banknotes wishes so (Menger 1994).
Menger left a legacy, which outlined a new theoretical basis for economics,
but it was left to the next generations of economists to investigate the impact
of credit creation on the progress of civilization and its causal connection
to devastating boom and bust cycles within the theoretical framework he
created.
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37.3.
The Post-Mengerian Development:
Contrasting Business Cycle Theories of
Schumpeter and Mises
The next generation of economists within the Mengerian subjective value
theory have not only refined and enriched the Mengerian heritage, and
extended to new areas, but modified the Mengerian logical structure towards
new directions, which meant a deviation from the Mengerian logical structure.
Friedrich von Wieser stepped out from the Mengerian pure economic world
and took part in the analyses the social environment (Streissler 1988, Arena
and Gloria Palermo 2001). Wieser argued that an imaginary simple economy,
the Mengerian pure economy, could only analyse the isolated and idealized
individual (Wieser, 1893). In Wieser’s view, after investigating first the simplified
models, the investigation shall include “the social powers which largely
rule “the destinies of man” (Wieser, 1927, 207). Wieser had also abandoned
the classical liberal views of Menger and viewed state interventionism as a
benevolent action in order to safeguard society. In Social Economics, he
argued (1927, p.414) that counterbalancing the “tyranny” and „crushing
despotism” of capitalist power requires the action of the state, which is in
harmony with ‘the social spirit of the economy’ in order to ensure the highest
possible social benefit.
The other important difference for our analyses is that Wieser, under influence
of Walras, studied the economy in equilibrium. Wieser also had abandoned the
Mengerian concept of ordinary enterprising people. Contrary to Menger, he
thought that the advance of civilization is due to great individuals, kings, and
lawmakers; Nietzsche’s Übermenschen (Anderson, 2009: 77) and the masses
are only capable of action through a leader who can bind the multitudes into
an active unit (Wieser, 1927: 319-328). In the Wieserian frame, the entrepreneur
is a great capitalist who represents personal superiority, which in the era of
large enterprises gives him a degree of power that translates into capitalist
supremacy over the masses. Everyone other than the entrepreneurial hero
will cling as tightly as possible to the use of traditional economic methods
(Anderson, 2009: 73). As far as the monetary views of Wieser concerned, he
followed the Banking School (Hulsman, 226).
Contrary to Wieser, Böhm-Bawerk’s scope of investigation remained within
the Mengerian pure economic framework. Böhm-Bawerk also upheld the
Mengerian classical liberal worldview.
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Böhm-Bawerk was the first Austrian thinker, who devoted a considerable part
of his work to combat Marxism. Combating Marxist moral and theoretical
rejection of interest, in his brilliant tour de logic book on the Positive Theory
of Capital, he employed a different concept of capital and interest rate
than that of Menger. In order to show the inevitable role of interest in the
production process, he employed a narrow concept of capital consisting
only of production goods, a capital concept narrower than that of Menger.
He also developed the concept of time ago as the cause of interest during
the process of exchanging present goods to future goods in an equilibrium
economy. Despite the fact that he admitted that in a competitive dynamic
environment the Mengerian supply and demand logic also has impact on the
rate of interest, he discarded the interest rate theory of Menger. Menger was
very concerned about the theoretical work of Böhm-Bawerk, and according
to Schumpeter (1954, p. 847.) thought that “Böhm-Bawerk’s theory of capital
and interest is one of the greatest errors ever committed”. Menger wrote his
1888 article, in which he emphasized the importance of money as capital,
to refute the narrow concept of Böhm-Bawerk (Braun, 2013). Despite the
misgivings of Menger, the capital and interest rate concept of Böhm-Bawerk
got a major role in further development of Austrian economic thinking,
influencing Wicksell, Mises, and Hayek.
Böhm-Bawerk also developed the concept of roundaboutness of production
and argued that roundaboutness could measure capital intensity of production,
which concept also influenced the development of ABCT.
It was the Swedish Knut Wicksell, the first thinker within the Mengerian/
Böhm-Bawerkian tradition, who theorized about the role of monetary system
composed of fractional reserve banks. He argued that in a fractional reserve
bank system credit is liberated from a given supply of saving (Wicksell 1906).
Wicksell argued that banks themselves create the money required by the
borrowers, and demand for capital is to a large extent creates its own supply.
In the world of fractional reserve banking, the Mengerian connecting link
between interest and profit is not meaningful anymore. Instead, the interest
rate affects prices and through prices connects back to profit. When interest is
low in proportion to the existing rate of profit, demand increases for reserves,
which leads to inflation. The reverse process takes place, when the rate of
interest is too high in proportion to the average profit on capital. This price
movement is important in the Wicksellian frame because he interconnected
the interest rate changes not only with price changes, but with the BöhmBawerkian concept of roundaboutness of the production structure. Neutral
interest rates generate an equilibrium structure of production in light of time
preferences (savings) and the returns from the creation of capital goods. If
the loan rate is lower than the natural rate it causes the lengthening of the
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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structure of production, whereas a rise would lead to shorter roundaboutness
of production. If there is a difference between the natural and loan rates of
interest it causes expansion or contraction of the length of production, and
that process disturbs the equilibrium. Thus, in the Wicksellian framework, loan
rate is the key price in the price structure, and it regulates the roundaboutness
of the production. Wicksell argued that competing national banks could target
the natural rate, and thus achieve equilibrium by maintaining price stability
through their interest rate adjustment policy. For this reason, he advocated a
fiat monetary system run by competing national banks (1907).
In the first decade of the 20th century, Schumpeter and Mises, the most
brilliant members of the next generation of young economists trained in the
Mengerian tradition by Böhm-Bawerk and Wieser, and influenced by monetary
theories of Wicksell, took up the task to venture into an area not theorised
by Menger: to establish the causal link between the credit creation by the
banking system and the boom-bust cycles, and what role the state plays or
should play to avoid or lessen the impact of destructive economic cycles.
They arrived at squarely contrasting conclusions concerning the role of credit
and offered very different recipes on how to diminish the destructive impact
of credit crisis. Their diverging and conflicting theoretical insights, what they
preserve from the legacy of Menger, what they reject from his legacy and how
they build contrasting explanation concerning the role of credit is the key to
understand the relative failure and long-term truth of ABCT. 4

37.3.1. Continuity and Deviation from Menger in the Work of
Schumpeter
Despite the ambiguous position of Schumpeter to the Austrian School,5 his
theorizing is built on the Mengerian tradition in key issues:
1. Schumpeter conceptualized the market economy to be a dynamic
mechanism of economic change (1943, p. 83).

4
5
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See also: McCaffrey 2013 on differences between Schumpeter and Mises.
Schumpeter himself had an ambivalent relationship to the Austrian school (Salerno
1999b, Festre 2002). Schumpeter is widely considered as not being a part of the
Austrian School (Haberler 1951. p.29, Hayek 1968, 461.) Mises did not include him
among Austrians as he followed Wieser and Walras, but not Menger and BöhmBawerk (Mises 2009, 28). Others argued that Schumpeter is part of the Austrian
heritage (Streissler 1983, 356-64, Kirzner 1990: 244).
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2. The innovation of entrepreneurs is the dynamic engine of progress and
advancement. Innovation is a similar concept to the Mengerian extension
of knowledge.
3. Innovation is not solely invention, but may include the introduction of a
new good, a new method of production, the discovery of new markets,
new higher order goods, or a new organization of production and industry
(1939, 276). This is a concept close to the Mengerian actual monopoly
position.
4. Capital is the balance of money available for the entrepreneur. Money
(credit) allows for the entrepreneur to acquire dedicated capital goods
to embark on production with profit expectation. Schumpeter puts even
more emphasis on the role of monetary capital than Menger. For him,
monetary capital is a distinct agent compared real capital (capital goods),
which stands in between the entrepreneurs and capital goods. Increase
and decrease of monetary capital is not the same as increase and decrease
of commodities or any particular class of commodities (1939, 130).
5. Accumulation of capital is due to the innovative and cost cutting production
process, which creates ampler found of capital for future production, and
not product of savings.
6. Entrepreneurs are paying interest because they expect profit from using
borrowed capital (1939, 125).
7. Innovation is the source of profit (1939, p.85). The opportunity to gain
profit is the driver of development, as it mobilizes innovative persons to
become entrepreneurs.
8. Credit creates opportunities to would-be entrepreneurs to become one
and carry out their innovative idea.
Notwithstanding, Schumpeter’s starting point is a Walrasian/Wieserian
equilibrium of circular economy. In this circular economy there are reactions
to external events, there is progress, increase of population and capital, but
there is “no development, which consists primarily in employing existing
resources in a different way, in doing new things with them” (Schumpeter
1943, p. 65). The role of money in this circular economy is limited: money
is serving the purpose of unity of account and facilitating the circulation of
commodities within the economy (Festre, 2002).6
6

The money concept of circular economy was influenced by the Wicksellian “pure
cash economy” (See: Wicksell 1898/1965, 51–58).
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Schumpeter’s aim was to explain how the Walrasian/Wieserian circular
commercial economy turns into a dynamic capitalist one, and what causes
the boom-bust cycles of the capitalist economy.
In order to explain this phenomena, Schumpeter deviates from the Mengerian
framework as far as the psychological profile of economic actors and
entrepreneurs concerned. Menger considered that knowledge extension
is an inherent human ability. The Schumpeterian concept of economic
actors is based on the Wieserian concept of difference between masses and
entrepreneurial superheros. In Schumpeter’s view, the initial equilibrium is due
to the fact that the majority of people are just simple followers of established
customs and practices (1934, 214). It is the role of superheroes, the innovative
entrepreneurs, to mobilize the circular economy. The Schumpeterian
entrepreneur, contrary to the masses, has intuition, mental freedom, and
the ability to grab the immediate chances (1934, p.314). The Schumpeterian
innovative entrepreneur is a superhuman aiming to find a private Kingdom,
have the will to conquer and the joy of creating (Schumpeter 1934, p.331).
The key to their success is their ability to grab the immediate chances. Their
decisions must be taken ‘without working out all the details’ based on guessing
(Schumpeter, 1934, p.314).
There are further rigidities in his concept of entrepreneurs. First, he distinguishes
between two types of entrepreneurs: between heroic entrepreneurs and
mimetic entrepreneurs. Heroic entrepreneurs are those, who revolutionize
production in an innovative way and thus create a profit reaping situation
for themselves, similar to that of actual monopoly of Menger. Heroic
entrepreneurs are few in numbers. Mimetic entrepreneurs are those, who are
copying the innovative idea of the heroic entrepreneur, and enter into the
sphere of production with the same or similar product in order to bid away the
monopolistic profit result from the actual monopoly, to use the parlance of
Menger, in the context of competition. The conceptualization of two classes
of entrepreneurs was certainly influenced by the Mengerian concept of actual
monopoly creating entrepreneur and later entrepreneurs competing away the
monopolistic profit of the original innovative entrepreneur. But, Schumpeter
employs a very rigid concept of innovative entrepreneur by limiting the
innovative capacity of the innovative entrepreneurs to one act and stating
that once they succeeded, they lose their innovative ability and become mere
managers of their companies, which means that they lost their innovative
edge. In case of mimetic entrepreneurs, they lack innovative capacity beyond
copying the innovative idea of the heroic entrepreneur.
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A further rigidity imposed by Schumpeter’s psychological concept of
entrepreneurs is that entrepreneurs are emerging in waves, and once a wave
(generation) of entrepreneur succeeds, they lose their innovative edge, and
only a next generation of entrepreneurs will be able to induce a new wave
of innovation. These rigidities are essential for Schumpeter as he creates his
boom-bust cycle based on these psychological traits.7
A further key element in the Schumpeterian boom-bust cycle is that
entrepreneurs are acting in “isolation from the means of production”, they
have no savings or capital own their own (1934, 70 and 160), thus they are
relying on credit. Here comes into play the credit creation by the banking
system.
The success of entrepreneurs depends on whether they could get credit from
banks. Banks create “abnormal” credit out of thin air (1934, p. 102). The credit
performs the same role as money, thus allows for entrepreneurs to implement
their innovative ideas (Schumpeter 1934, p. 53). Credit gives purchasing power
to entrepreneurs and the ability to bid for higher order goods used by the
companies of the circular economy. For this reason, credit is the “disturber” of
the circular economy, and not a passive, “neutral device of distribution”, a “veil”
as was conceptualized by Böhm-Bawerk (Schumpeter 1954, p. 1088–1089).
Credit makes it possible to break out from the Walrasian equilibrium of circular
economy for innovative entrepreneurs. In a wider sense, credit creation by
banks is the causal factor of the emergence of modern capitalism from the
commercial society (1934, 102 and 1943, 157). For Schumpeter the wealthy
people are akin to rentier bourgeoisie, who put their wealth into banks, while
bankers are the model capitalists, who are providing credit entrepreneurs.
The interplay between the psychological rigidities of different types of
entrepreneurs emerging in waves and the nature of credit creation by the
banking system creates the boom-bust cycle. The Schumpeterian business
cycle is composed of four stages:
In stage 1, innovative entrepreneurs, relying on created credit, launch
production by bidding away resources from the actors of circular economy.
Their innovative idea is creating an actual monopoly, using the Mengerian
parlance, and allowing them to reap monopolistic profit.
In stage 2, mimetic entrepreneurs, aided by credit created by banks, copy
the innovative idea and compete away the actual monopoly position of
the innovative entrepreneur. As a consequence of competition, like in the
7

See also: Mises (1981, 71) and Rothbard (1963, 69) on psychologization and rigidity
of the Schumpeterian psychological model.
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Mengerian scheme, the profit level shrinks to lower and lower level. A factor
in this cycle, that is, in the Schumpeterian scheme, is that the innovative
entrepreneurs after the innovation are becoming mere managers. The end of
innovation restores the circular economy, in which competition causes price
decline and shrinking of profit for all competitors.
Stage 3 is the crisis phase, which kicks in when due to competition among
entrepreneurs in the same sphere of activity profit disappears and production
becomes a loss-making activity. At this moment, marginal entrepreneurs are
unable to pay their due interest payment and this causes bankruptcies, kicks
in a chain of debt crisis, and finally the banking crisis.
Stage 4 begins when the destruction of the depression and deflation creates
the conditions for a new generation of innovative entrepreneurs to buy cheaply
resources to kick in a new wave of innovative products. The emergence of a
wave of innovative entrepreneurs relaunches the boom, this time at a higher
technological level compared to the previous boom.
Building on the Wicksellian idea, Schumpeter argued that the market of bankcredit is not regulated by supply and demand, and supply and demand are
not confronting independent forces: “demand for credit makes possible not
only itself, but also a corresponding supply; and every supply makes possible
a corresponding demand, so that supply and demand in this case do not
confront each other as independent forces.“ (Schumpeter 1917/1956, 207).
But, Schumpeter did not link his boom bust cycle to the inflationary effect
of credit creation, neither did he follow the Wicksellian idea of detrimental
effect of difference between natural rate and loan rate of interest. As credit
creates its own supply of goods, Schumpeter argued, that the credit creation
of banks for entrepreneurs would not lead to sustained detrimental inflation.
Entrepreneurs would produce new swath of goods, which would balance the
increase of amount of money in the economy. In his concept, there could be
only temporary increase of prices, but soon the appearance of new goods on
the market would eliminate inflation, or rather cause deflation (Schumpeter
1934:110). He only feared the inflationary effect of consumer credits.
For him, the major causal factor of boom-bust cycles is the psychological
traits of different classes of entrepreneurs, whose effect was solely reinforced
by the credit creation of banks, and not the difference between natural rate
and loan rate of interest. Consequently, Schumpeter argued that the Wieserian
benevolent state shall intervene and in order to dampen the destructive impact
of boom-bust cycles, shall regulate credit expansion and ease the impact of
crisis by furthering credit expansion. Thus, Schumpeter supported the idea of
discarding a gold based monetary system in order to afford even more credit
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creation to allow chances for innovative entrepreneurs. Characteristically, he
could see that the trouble with John Law was not that he created means
of payment in vacuum, but that he used them for purposes which failed to
succeed (Schumpeter 1939, p. 113).
Thus, although Schumpeter, in his economic model, followed the heritage of
Mengerian world in important key issues, at the end resorted to the state to lend
a hand to the self-disequilibrating market to smooth out the disequilibrium
cycle and nudge a more balanced progress and growth. In the Schumpeterian
theory, the self-disequilibrating of the markets is caused by the rigid inherent
psychological traits of innovative and mimetic entrepreneurs. Lacking a market
mechanism to balance the rigid psychological traits, Schumpeter arrived
at a position, which squarely confronts the original Mengerian worldview:
advocation of state interventionism to supplant missing self-correcting
mechanism of the market.
No wonder, that Mises harshly rejected the ideas of Schumpeter, as he
remained loyal to the original Mengerian program of advocating unhampered
free markets and staunchly opposing state interventionism.8

37.3.2.
Mises

Continuity and Deviation from Menger in the Work of

Mises’ theorizing also followed the Mengerian tradition in key issues. He
followed the Mengerian and Böhm-Bawerkian classical liberal standpoint and
was firmly against any kind of state interventionism in the economy.
He built his theoretical edifice on the acting man, on enterprising persons,
similar to Menger. For him, the acting, thinking, calculating and planning
person is the agent of dynamic changes in the economy. He distinguished
between an acting (enterprising) person, possessing an inherent human
trait, and an entrepreneur, which Mises termed “promoter” (1949, 255).
Venturesomeness and eagerness to earn profit are what distinguish the
promoter entrepreneur from the acting person. He, following the Mengerian
concept, also added that there is also a difference in the use of capital
between promoter and acting person: it is the promoter, who is using capital:
“The function of the entrepreneur cannot be separated from the direction of
8

Margit Mises (1976, p. 64) recorded the sarcastic comment of Mises about
Schumpeter: “when the great professor was minister of finance he was not able to
protect Austria against the most disastrous inflation in its history and that, when the
great professor was president of a bank (Biedermann Bank), the bank failed.”
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the employment of factors of production for the accomplishment of definite
tasks.” (1949, 302). Mises also avoided treating “capitalist” and “entrepreneur”
as being distinct phenomena, unlike Schumpeter. He argued that depending
on circumstances and personal choices, capitalists could be different
compared to entrepreneurs, but also that “the functions of the entrepreneur,
the landowner, the capitalist, and the worker are very often combined by the
same persons.” (1949, 253-4). The conceptualization of capital is akin to that
of Menger 1888: “the sum of the money equivalent of all assets” including
cash at the command of entrepreneur (1949, 262). Mises (1949, 517) also
argues that those who have money holdings as capital have the advantage
over those who have capital goods. The capital concept of Mises is also very
similar to that of Menger expounded in 1883: “capital is the sum of the money
equivalent of all assets minus the sum of the money equivalent of all liabilities
as dedicated at a definite date to the conduct of the operations of a definite
business unit. It does not matter in what these assets may consist, whether
they are pieces of land, buildings, equipment, tools, goods of any kind and
order, claims, receivables, cash, or whatever”. (Mises 1949, 262). Mises also
argues that capital is not only computed in terms of money, but capital can
also consist of sums of money (1949, 517).
But there are also divergencies from the Mengerian ideas. For Mises, the
role of the entrepreneur is rather to adjust production to the demand of
the consumers (1949, 301), which may include innovation: “The specific
entrepreneurial function consists in determining the employment of the
factors of production. The entrepreneur is the man who dedicates them
to special purposes.” (1949, 288). For Mises, the cause of profit is the
entrepreneurial anticipation (1949, 288), better adjusting production to the
demand of consumers. This may include knowledge extension (innovation),
but the emphasis on the anticipation of the entrepreneur, which enabled him/
her to harness capital good and investment in a way, which allows him/her
to anticipate the likely consumer demand in the future and consequently to
reap profit.
For Mises, the profit is the gain derived from action, yield minus costs (1949,
287). Profit and loss are entirely determined by the success or failure of the
entrepreneur to adjust production to the demand of the consumers. For him,
there is nothing normal in profits and there can never be an equilibrium with
regard to them. Profit and loss are, to the contrary, always a phenomenon of
a deviation from normalcy, of changes unforeseen by the majority, and of a
disequilibrium (1949, 295). The choices of consumers make profits and losses
appear, thereby shifting ownership of the means of production from the hands
of the less efficient into those of the more efficient. In the absence of profit
and loss the entrepreneurs would not know what the most urgent needs of
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the consumers are (1949, 297). Clearly, he does not link profit to innovation,
which created the actual monopoly position, but to the entrepreneur’s ability
to anticipate the future demand of the consumers better than other people
(1949, 288). Mises was also aware of the fact that profit related to innovation
(1949, 292), the emphasis on anticipation of consumer wishes, but not on
innovation.
In his theory of interest, Mises follows the Böhm-Bawerkian tradition and
argues that interest is the price for exchanging present goods for future goods
and he discarded the Mengerian theory (1949, 520-523). In the Misesian
system originary interest is the ratio of the value assigned to want-satisfaction
in the immediate future and the value assigned to want-satisfaction in more
remote periods of the future. It manifests itself in the market economy as
the discount of future goods against present goods. It is the rate of originary
interest that determines how much of the available supply of goods is to be
devoted to consumption and how much is to be set aside for provision for
remoter periods of the future. The originary interest rate is the compensation
for abstinence from the immediate consumption of present goods.
The consequence of the originary interest concept is that capital accumulation
is related to saving, to “abstention from the consumption of a part of income“
(1949, 520). Menger discarded the saving-based capital formation theory of
Senior, and argued that saving comes from innovation and elimination of
waste during the production process.
Mises’ main contribution in monetary theory is the distinction between money
and fiduciary media and the role of credit creation through issuing fiduciary
media in boom-bust cycles described in his 1912 book on the theory of money
and credit. As Mises explained in his memoirs, Menger and Böhm-Bawerk
tacitly assumed the neutrality of money. Thus, they did not develop ideas
concerning the possible non-neutral nature of credit created by the banking
system, when it extends credit. But, the Wicksellian insight has challenged
the Mengerian view of benevolent impact of credit expansion (2009, 44).
Mises also wanted to refute the „fallacies of Schumpeter” (Mises 2009, 44)
who did not take into effect the impact of credit expansion on interest rate,
and discarded the inflationary impact of credit expansion in the case of nonconsumer loans. Mises (1981, p.47) claimed that the work of Schumpeter can
be characterized by misleading behaviorism and mechanistic analogies.
To solve the mystery of banking crises, Mises argued that fractional reserve
banks are creating a new type of exchange media, which he called fiduciary
media. Fiduciary media has an outward appearance and a commodity money
backing, despite the fact that there are not enough reserves to convert all
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fiduciary media into commodity money. This led him to make a distinction
between commodity credit and fiduciary credit, of which the latter pertained
the appearance to be a commodity credit. Mises made his distinction based
on the fundamental difference between real bills and deposits (1912, 275).
This difference is the root cause of the business cycle phenomena, the
catastrophic boom-bust cycles.
The adoption of the Böhm-Bawerkian time preference allowed Mises to
adopt the Wicksellian idea of natural rate and connect it to the ideas of
British Currency School (Hulsman 2007, 235). Mises laid down the foundation
of ABCT by making a distinction between the originary interest rate and
the actual market interest rate as a cause of boom-bust cycles. By lending
fiduciary media (circulation credit) banks reduce the loan rate compared to the
originary interest rate, while savers do not reduce their consumption (1912, ch.
III). The lower interest rate gives false information to entrepreneurial decision
makers. Entrepreneurs, misled by a reduction of interest rate, miscalculate
the capital available and engage longer and more capital intensive production
processes. The investment boom accelerates the pace of economic progress
and the improvement in technological methods. But credit inflation leads to
price inflation in asset prices, and reduces the consumption of wage earners
as commodity prices rise sooner and to a steeper level than wage rates. The
proprietary strata of the population, whose propensity to save a considerable
part of their income is much greater, is favored. Wage earners and salaried
employees who spend the greater part of their income for consumption
and save little, are adversely affected and must accordingly restrict their
expenditures. Thus, an intensified accumulation of new capital is taking place
at the expense of wage earners, salaried employees, and pensioners. On the
other hand, the inflation sooner or later leads to banking crisis, as people
realizing that inflation depreciates their savings and their frenzied effort to
buy anything with value may lead to hyperinflation. Consequently, inflation
cannot be employed as a permanent policy because it must, when continued,
finally result in a breakdown of the monetary system (1949, 546)
Mises also warns that inflation masks the phenomenon of capital consumption
and leads to malinvestment during the artificial boom of capital accumulation
due to three reasons:
1. Inflation falsifies economic calculation and accounting, and it produces
the phenomenon of illusion of profits. If the annual depreciation quotas
are determined in such a way as to not pay full regard to the fact that
the replacement of worn-out equipment will require higher costs than
the amount for which it was purchased in the past, they are obviously
insufficient.
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2. If in selling inventories and products the whole difference between the
price spent for their acquisition and the price realized in the sale is entered
in the books as a surplus, the error is the same.
3. If the rise in the prices of stocks and real estate is considered as a gain, the
illusion is no less manifesting.
Consequently, inflationary or expansionist policy must result in
overconsumption on the one hand, and malinvestment on the other. It
thus squanders capital to investments for which there is no urgent need
from consumers. The inflationary process does not remove the necessity of
adjusting production and reallocating resources. It merely postpones it and
thereby makes it more troublesome. Thus, Mises summarizes that inflationism
based on monetary expansionism results in a crisis facilitated by the artificial
boom of capital accumulation.9 Inflation sooner or later leads to banking
crisis as banks shall increase the interest rate, and this is the moment of truth:
higher interest rates cause disruption of production and lead to a banking
crisis (1949, 546). In this Misesian world the real effect of credit extension is
the Cantillon effect, namely that those who are the first recipients of the extra
money (credit) are gaining advantage at the expense of those who receive it
later in a zero-sum-like game (North 2012, 42).
Arguing with Schumpeter, Mises (1912, 469) tellingly describes the effect of
Schumpeter’s theory by comparing it to ticket sales into a room: one can
issue as many tickets as wishes, but the physical space of the room remains
the same. Mises argues that the fundamental difficulty is the necessity of
comparing the quantity of money with the mass of goods.
Contrary to the benevolent state concept of Schumpeter, Mises argues, that
interest rate suppression is the policy that „guides the monetary and credit
policy of almost every contemporary government” (1949, 186). Political elites
are primarily interested in suppressing interest rate and to create inflation in
order to finance waste and power-grabbing. State interventionism disturbs the
self-correcting mechanism of the markets and creates a new disequilibrium,
which, in turn, creates the need for even stronger state interventions. In the
9

Hayek (1931/1980) extended this based on Böhm-Bawerk’s roundabout concept
of production with the Wicksellian approach to business cycles highlighting that it
produced a miscoordination among market participants, whereby variations in the
rate of interest cause changes in the production of producers’ versus consumption
goods: lower interest rates indicate a greater willingness of people to save
(lower degree of impatience), which signal to entrepreneurs to invest into more
roundabout production. The rise of interest rate of banks in order to attract reserves
to be able to stand their payment promises embodied in the fiduciary money would
result in a bust as the rise of interest disturbs the plans of marginal entrepreneurs,
whose business was conceived under lower interest payment burden.
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Misesian scheme, central banks are key actors in creating business cycles as
they cartelise the banking sector in order to be able to pursue an interest rate
suppression strategy.
As far as solutions are concerned, according to Salerno (2008), the initial
position of Mises was to return to a 100% gold system and to only allow the
issuing of commodity credit for banks.10 Later, he shifted his position as he
realized that the pure gold system would require state interventionism to
compel banks not to issue fiduciary credit and this would give power into the
hand of the state. His final position was to support free banking system based
on gold standard, without a monopolist central bank.

37.4.
Discussion: Validity of ABCT in the
Light of Conflicting Theories
Menger had an optimistic view concerning the functioning of the markets.
Markets are the human-tailored institutions created by humans in order to
serve the best possible satisfaction their needs. He saw in markets not only
a forum for exchanging goods, but also an institution, which enables the
formation of production chains among distant actors with the aim to produce
a lower order good from a peculiar combination of higher order goods.
Markets are also the venue for acquiring capital by entrepreneurs through
borrowing, if they don’t own the capital themselves. Interest is the price paid
for the temporary use of capital by the entrepreneur so that the entrepreneur
is able to launch a transformation of higher order goods into lower order
goods with the expectation of profit. Profit is gained through achieving the
actual monopoly position through innovation or by competing away the
actual monopoly position of an entrepreneur. Competition urges innovation
and affords the increase of capital through innovation and the reduction of
inefficiencies and the elimination of waste.
Menger conceptualized a progressively developing world, in which
knowledge, needs, division of labor and capital is growing, as a general
tendency. Equilibrium is only temporary and a limited phenomenon. Crisis
style disequilibrium is also temporary and limited.

10
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In case of a crisis, markets are offering the institutional space for thinking
and planning enterprising persons to rethink their plans, innovate, and reinvest their capital and workability into a new, innovative production and thus
overcome the crisis.
Credit creation is a benevolent phenomenon in the Mengerian system.
Menger outlined an optimistic “beatific circle”: the more the credit, the
more enterprising persons could become entrepreneur. Entrepreneurial
knowledge extension enlarges the available pool of goods and capital for
future consumption and production, and also facilitates the expansion of
needs, and overall, the progress of civilization. Notwithstanding, one of the
key areas what Menger left for future investigation is the role of the banking
system and the impact credit creation on the exchange economy. This task
was taken up by Schumpeter and Mises and they arrived at starkly divergent
and conflicting theoretical positions.
To a certain extent, Schumpeter closely followed the Mengerian tradition as
far as the role of innovation and the role of productivity of entrepreneurs
concerned in creating the goods, capital, savings for future consumption
and indeed expanding human needs by inventing new products. But, in order
to explain the boom-bust cycles, Schumpeter identified rigid psychological
traits of human behavior, whose rigidity are foreign to Menger, who avoided
psychologization. Schumpeter in order to provide means, which are capable to
transform the attitudinal/psychological differences into a credible boom-bust
cycle creating force, introduced the process of credit creation out of air. But
Schumpeter ruled out the self-regulating market mechanism in the process
of credit creation. Instead of markets, he trusted the state for benevolent
regulation to smooth the boom and bust cycles and lessen the devastating
consequences of boom-bust cycles. Thus, Schumpeter arrived at a position,
which squarely confronts the original Mengerian worldview: advocation of
state interventionism and state-run credit-based monetary system.
Mises combating the Schumpeterian ideas also distances himself from some
Mengerian insights. Mises emphasizes that the main characteristic of successful
entrepreneurs is the better anticipation of changing economic data, although
there are references in his writings concerning the innovation and savings
due to striving towards more efficient production by entrepreneurs. Shifting
the emphasis to anticipation from innovation and the productivity of the
entrepreneurial idea affords Mises to lessen the impact of the productivity of
the innovative idea of capital using entrepreneur on the economy. For Mises,
the effect of credit extension is rather the Cantillon effect, and not the growth
due to the innovative idea put into production through credit extension. A
contrast not only compared to Schumpeter, but also to Menger. Similarly,
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the Misesian concept of interest, which is based on time preference, also
diminishes the role of expected productive use of capital by the innovative
entrepreneur. These subtle, but important modifications in the Misesian system
compared to the Mengerian one, are allowing to Mises to shift of emphasis
from knowledge extension (innovation) to calculation, anticipation and time
ago, and makes him appreciate less the positive impact of credit creation,
and puts the emphasis on the detrimental effect through mal-investment and
inflation. His position is nicely described by the metaphor he uses when he
compares credit creation to selling tickets into a room, whose parameters
are given. However, if we take into account Menger’s theory on knowledge
extension as a source of dynamism and also the cause of capital accumulation,
then there is a much bigger scope for growth due to credit extension than the
Misesian theory would allow: in the Mengerian scheme, while tickets are sold
to the consumers to enter into the room, entrepreneurs are busy to enlarge
the room and open new rooms to satisfy the ever-increasing need for space
of costumers.
Mises, on the other hand, remained faithful to the original Mengerian program
concerning the role of state interventionism, contrary to Schumpeter. In the
Misesian framework, the main culprit of business cycles is the monopolization
and cartelization effect of state interventionism, the hijacking of the monetary
system by the state through government regulation and central banks,
which encourages creation of fiduciary credit-creation through centrally
coordinated interest rate repression.
Mises’ solution was to expel the state and central banks from the monetary
system, which is even a more radical solution than Menger’s position on the
ideal state of monetary and banking system.
As far as the credibility of the ABCT is concerned, the main lesson of this
comparative analyses of the Mengerian, Schumpeterian, and Misesian systems
is that if Menger’s original entrepreneur, profit, productivity of capital, and
interest explanation is valid, the framework that was continued by Schumpeter
to a certain extent, then there is much wider latitude for the current monetary
system to produce wealth than the Misesian ABCT suggests, in which the
emphasis is on serving consumers’ wishes, calculation and anticipation, and
not on the innovation and productivity of entrepreneurial idea.
Using the Mengerian Austrian theory, we could explain that the cause of the
success of the post-gold monetary system is that the unprecedented credit
expansion brought with itself an unprecedented entrepreneurial boom.
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Entrepreneurial inventions and savings are providing more lease to the regime
of credit inflation than Austrians usually fear based on the Böhm-Bawerian/
Misesian ABCT.
Although, a sure quick collapse due to hyperinflation is no present danger,
Mises’ analytical frame still included state interventionism, unlike that of
Menger, and the lesson from his work is that the rise of the state is the real
and present danger. The overregulation, high tax-burden, cartelization of
economic life by state regulation reduces the entrepreneurial opportunities,
which, in turn, begets even more regulation and state regulation to correct
the alleged mistakes of the markets. The lethal combination for the economy
is the coexistence of the state-nudged credit creation and excessive state
regulation, which dampens entrepreneurial innovation.
This combination may lead to stagflation, and even to economic collapse and
hyperinflation, like in the cases Zimbabwe or Venezuela in recent years. The
danger is not the hyperinflation per se due to credit expansion, but excessive
state interventionism in the context of unlimited credit creation. Such a
combination may lead to hyperinflation. Such a development is possible, as
the portfolio of states has increased dramatically in recent decades, and states
became the paternalistic “godfather” and legitimate regulator of economic
life. This unprecedented increase of the role of the state was largely due to the
centrally ushered credit expansion. The paternalistic state, based on the credit
extension, was able to corrupt both entrepreneurs and consumers (voters) by
providing financial means to them way beyond what tax revenue would allow.
The real danger is the prospect of the Zwangswirtschaft of German style
socialism (Mises 1944), which first endangers the entrepreneurial freedom
and the personal freedom of citizens as the role of trust in the state is ever
increasing. A fearful prospect of a trajectory towards the Road to Serfdom
(Hayek, 1944) in the guise of democratic socialism.
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Because human nature changes only very slowly a body of
right-thinking about man, society and their evolution has been
accumulated over time and is captured in traditional mores,
institutions and teachings. Since Edmund Burke, the protection
of this heritage of wisdom against the arrogant encroachment
of modern Enlightened rationalism is the core mission of
conservatism. Towards the end of his life, his studies on the price
mechanism, the dispersal of knowledge, and spontaneous order
brought Hayek to develop a theory of societal evolution that
attempted to vindicate scientifically what Burke had enunciated
doctrinally: the essential role of traditional morals and institutions
in the maintaining and evolution of the extended order on which
human prosperity and progress depend. Arguments and theories
put forward since Hayek’s death by contemporary scientists and
thinkers of the so-called Intellectual Dark Web are now coming
close to offering a comprehensive rational – if not scientific –
vindication of the worldview of Old Whigs. This vindication shows
the assumptions about man and society of modern progressive
thinking that have come to dominate contemporary discussion to
be questionable and misguided and to lead to regressive results.
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38.1.

Introduction

“Everything that holds in social science and psychology has to be Lindy-proof,
that is, have an antecedent in the classics” wrote Nassim Taleb1. The Lindy
effect is a theory that the future life expectancy of an idea is proportional to
its current age. If something is true in social sciences and humanities it must
have been true for a very long time. A particular argument for this effect in
sciences dealing with people is that human nature, values, and psychology
have not changed much since the beginnings of philosophy. Smart people
centuries and millennia ago were just as well equipped to study fellow human
beings as we are today. Thus, Whitehead’s2 famous quip that “the European
philosophical tradition consists of a series of footnotes to Plato” is not that
far off.
While the Greeks set out the foundations of European philosophy, they
lacked insights into what humanity has learned since. In particular, the Greek
world lacked the awareness of progress. Tomas Sedlacek believes that what
“the writers of the Old Testament gave to mankind is the idea and notion of
progress. The Old Testament stories have their development; they change the
history of the Jewish nation and tie in to each other. The Jewish understanding
of time is linear — it has a beginning and an end”3. At the end, things are not
the same as before. Unlike in the myths of Gilgamesh, or Sisyphus, or the
Odyssey, stories in the Old Testament do not end at the beginning.
The thought of Plato or Aristotle was influenced by that cyclical notion of
time and history. Christianity, on the other hand, inherited the Jewish belief
in the possibility of change, of progress. If the world is changing, so could
(or should) man and society as well. Or perhaps now. Human and societal
progress can become a valid topic for thinkers and a possible agenda for
politicians.

1
2
3
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By the late 18th century quite some progress happened. Europe was changed
fundamentally by the Gutenberg revolution, new lands had been discovered
and colonized, technologies were being invented that would kick-off industrial
revolution and provide the basis for the “Great Enrichment”4.
Indeed, at the end of 18th century and specifically with the French Revolution,
progress accelerated to an unprecedented velocity – not only progress in
science and technology but also progress in the organization of human society.
In the Age of Reason, not only technological and material progress seemed
to be boundless, also the progress of the human affairs – the organization of
society, human morals and values. The very meliorability and perfectibility of
human beings seemed boundless to some key enlightenment thinkers such
as Rousseau and Voltaire.
Effectively, however, they reintroduced the cyclical notion of history that
was later picked up by Marxists: humanity should make a full circle back to
egalitarian, classless, society. Communism would provide for this return to
Eden and history would make a full circle. That life had been in fact “miserable,
brutish, and short” in Eden has been conveniently dismissed. Rousseau was
perhaps the thinker who best articulated the paradoxical association of
primitivism and modern progressive egalitarianism, well-captured by his
image of the ‘noble savage’ corrupted and chained by civilization.
Drawing mainly from the theories of economic, biological, and social evolution
developed in the works of Adam Smith, Charles Darwin, Herbert Spencer,
and Friedrich Hayek displayed a prescient understanding of this paradox
of modern progressive doctrines. He developed a coherent theory of the
evolution of human groups that attempts to bring scientific evidence to prove
the regressive consequences of progressive ideas about man and society.
His criticism of the French enlightenment, in particular Rousseau, is echoed
today in a loose intellectual movement which includes such diverse thinkers
and scientists as Stephen Pinker, Nassim Taleb, Eric and Bret Weinstein, Claire
Lehmann, Michael Schermer, Jonathan Haidt, Jordan Peterson, and many
others. Their new findings and original arguments in genetics, psychology,
epistemology, and anthropology, among others, are largely proving Hayek’s
early insights right and are contributing formidable ammunitions towards a
scientific foundation of certain age-old conservative principles.
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38.2. Spontaneous Order and Limited
Knowledge
The most powerful figure to address the issue of progress and oppose the
progressivism of the French Enlightenment and Revolution already in the
late 18th century was Edmund Burke. He dismissed the key tenants of the
progressives starting with the “tabula rasa” concept of John Locke. The belief
that humans are born a blank slate onto which environments – parents, church,
political ideologues – can write just about anything is a key prerequisite for
the hope in perfectibility of humans. At the time Burke only had instincts about
that and common sense. If psychological treats of animals are inherited from
generation to generation, why would humans be an exception?
Deeply pious Burke rejected the idea that human order can be designed by
humans. He considered it a result of “a divine design”. Hayek devoted much
of his energy to prove the superiority of spontaneous extended order that
emerged over the millennia. Burke saw evil in perfecting the society by “the
meddling instinct which presumes to interfere with the mysterious march of
God in the world.”5
Burke and Hayek shared both the fear and the contempt for the conceit of
human reason that it could create a better man and create a better society.
They differed in the epistemology of their evaluations of the state of things.
For Burke they were part of the divine design. In the sense of distrust in the
reason of individuals which would impose their design on others “Burke
was a liberal because he was conservative”. And, we can add, Hayek was a
conservative, because he was a liberal.
In the words of Russel Kirk6 “Although recognized as one of the founding
fathers of the conservative movement, Hayek had never been willing to
describe himself as a conservative; he preferred to be known as an “Old Whig,”
a label that requires several pages of explanation which probably convinced
everyone who read it, except Professor Hayek himself, that he really was, at
heart, a conservative.7”

5
6
7
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Whether the order Hayek respected and wished to conserve was a result of an
evolution guided by an “invisible hand” on the market of societal systems or a
result of the “hand of God” is a minor detail.
Burke had an instinct, a belief, a faith that social order is not a result of rational
human design and that it cannot be perfected by “sophisters, calculators,
and economists”. Like Burke could stand on the shoulders of Old Testament,
and St. Paul, St. Augustine, St. Aquinas, Galileo, Kepler and be more than a
footnote to Plato, Hayek could have read Darwin8 and Spencer9 that laid out
the argument for spontaneous evolution of both biological and social systems.
Thus, Hayek could debunk the fallacies of the continental enlightenment with
the help of modern social sciences and without resorting to God. And thereby
became more than a footnote to Burke.
In his 1988 book The Fatal Conceit10, Hayek made clear that his disagreements
with economic socialists – the dominant form of progressivism at the time
– were not merely due to differing interests and value judgments. At stake
were factual questions that were susceptible of receiving scientific treatment
and answers. For Hayek, the central point was that “socialists are wrong
about the facts”, so they could be proven wrong on scientific and not merely
philosophical grounds. Their theory of the utilization of knowledge by central
authorities was demonstrably flawed, and Hayek’s lifework was devoted to
explaining why and with what momentous consequences for economic order
and human organization.
More generally, for Hayek “the question of how men came to adopt certain
values or norms, and what effect these had on the evolution of their civilization,
is itself above all a factual one”, to which we should therefore strive to answer
rigorously and scientifically. In a nutshell, he answered that the extended order
upon which our civilization rests “arose from unintentionally conforming to
certain traditional and largely moral practices, many of which men tend to
dislike, whose significance they usually fail to understand, whose validity they
cannot prove, and which have nonetheless fairly rapidly spread by means
of an evolutionary selection – the comparative increase of population and
wealth – of those groups that happened to follow them.”11
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Between the 1980s, when Hayek wrote The Fatal Conceit and today, the
sciences of man have advanced. Findings of fields as diverse as genetics,
evolutionary psychology, system theory literature studies and anthropology
are increasingly vindicating what Burke believed and Hayek started to prove
scientifically in his intellectual assault on the errors of socialism. The warning
against the fatal conceit is today issued once more by Intellectual Dark Web. It
seems that in each age new defenses have to be found for old and true ideas.

38.3.

All Men are not Created Equal

The idea that humans are born “tabula rasa” has been a popular concept with
intellectuals and philosophers. We find it in the Stoics, Aristotle, John Locke,
Rousseau, and Freud. The progressive intellectuals have a vested interest in
this belief. If humans indeed are born with a blank slate, empty of any mental
content such as values and morals then they can be molded into just about
anything the progressives would consider “better”. The blank slate theory
is the ultimate prerequisite for the Marx’s 11 Theses on Feuerbach12 that
“philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the world in various ways; the
point is to change it.” If people are born blank slate, progress has no limits.
But they are not.
Conservatives have long felt the theory to be wrong. On an intuitive, religious
level they held a belief that humans are born with a soul that is unique to
them and are thus not merely individuals but irreplaceable ‘personae’. Only
recently they have adopted Hayek’s method of reformulating progressive
claims as scientific hypothesis and then debunking them as demonstrably
false on scientific ground. A recent culmination is the book by Steven Pinker13.
He writes: “When it comes to explaining human thought and behavior, the
possibility that heredity plays any role at all still has the power to shock. To
acknowledge human nature, many think, is to endorse racism, sexism, war,
greed, genocide, nihilism, reactionary politics, and neglect of children and
the disadvantaged. Any claim that the mind has an innate organization strikes
people not as a hypothesis that might be incorrect but as a thought it is
immoral to think.”14
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In traditional Christian teaching men are equal in the eye of God and all created
in His image. Their equality is metaphysical. Without God, equality can only
be physical, material. Which is factually not true and which is why physical
equality had to be elevated to a level of taboo. This explains why Pinker is
saying that admitting that human nature, intellect, values etc. are heritable
is considered a blasphemy. Numerous psychological studies, particularly
of identical twins have debunked that. That is not to say that our destiny is
written when we are born but that there are limits to how much upbringing,
education and all kinds of social policies can achieve.
However, not only are behavior traits heritable, they are shaped by evolution.
A hunter gatherer society hunting big game and in constant war with its
neighbors select for very different physical, mental and character traits than
a society working the fields and trading with near and far strangers. Or in the
words of Nicholas Wade15: “Any trait that has a genetic basis can be changed
by natural selection. The existence of genes that have some bearing on human
social behavior means that social behavior can be reworked by evolution and
therefore can vary in time and place”.

38.4. Genes and Memes in Evolutionary
Biology
Breeders of dogs know that it is possible to breed a tame dog from a wild
wolf in a couple of generations. And this has happened with humans as well.
Here the view of Hayek who posited the “extended order” against the “innate
instincts” could be overly pessimistic. Over thousands of years homo sapiens
has been “bred” for traits that rewarded trustworthiness, collaboration,
innovation. And not physical strength and violence.
The genes co-evolved with memes. The term meme was coined by
evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins16. It means “an idea, behavior, or style
that spreads from person to person within a culture”. Animals could only
improve – from generation to generation – if their genes would favorably
mutate, or through natural selection of favorable genes. Humans could
improve by sons and daughters learning from their fathers and mothers. The
next generations would be learning from the past generations. In this way
15
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knowledge of nature – how to make tools, find food etc. – would advance,
as would social concepts and institutions such as a family, a tribe etc. This
modern knowledge is echoed in the words of Burke that society is a contract,
a “partnership not only between those who are living, but between those
who are living, those who are dead, and those who are to be born”. In the
framework of Dawkins, the rules and methods and ways of this partnership
would be written in memes – in elements of culture that is passed from one
generation to the next.
For the evolutions of genes to work, the genes have to be transmitted securely
from one generation to the other. If one would be able to provide for many
offspring, those genes would need to be rewarded in a way that those very
genes are built into the offspring. This is why the transmission of DNA from
parents to children is very reliable and quite error free.
For memes - elements of culture - to be available for selection they too
would need to be reliably passed from previous to next generations. Stability,
and non-volatility of memes, conservation of memes, allows for selection of
memes. In the framework of Hayek, memes would be the building blocks
on which the extended order rests. Extended order is a result of evolution
of memes. Being conservative – conserving their memes and not changing
them much – was essential for the selection mechanism to work. But – as
in the case of genes – there had to be room for changes otherwise nothing
would ever change. And memes could change much faster than genes.

38.5. The Evolutionary Role of Myth and
Religion
A major element for achieving the stability of the memes – of culture – have
been religion and myth. Tradition was obeyed, or else punishment by God
would threaten. And memes survived. And memes survived in various myths
and legends that captured the beliefs of people. In both cases the results was
conservation of the memes. And an opportunity of social evolution to work
and select for memes and culture that enable their adopters to be “fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it”17.
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Working in the footsteps of Jung this has been researched by Jordan Peterson.
In his first book18 we can find an abstract summary of the messages of myths
and stories, ancient and modern: “Something we cannot see protects us from
something we do not understand. The thing we cannot see is culture, in its
intrapsychic or internal manifestation. The thing we do not understand is
the chaos that gave rise to culture. If the structure of culture is disrupted,
unwittingly, chaos returns. We will do anything – anything – to defend
ourselves against that return.”
Culture is a collection of memes. Or Hayek’s extended order. Or Burk’s Godmade “natural order of things”. It protects from chaos – the violent, brutish,
passionate past of human nature. Which, incidentally, gave rise to culture. At
some point more civilized tribes defeated less civilized and more violet ones.
Farmers were able to raise more children than hunters and gatherers. Private
property of peasants was a more dominant meme than common property
of the gatherers. What were evolutionary advantages tens of thousands of
years ago – lust, envy, wrath, greed – was not an advantage any more and
had to be checked by something – and that something is in the words of
Peterson culture. Or in the words of Hayek the “moral practices underpinning
the extended order”.
Peterson’s quote ends in an optimistic message. That we will do anything
do defend ourselves against the return of chaos. It would seem from old
myths and legends that the fight of civilized humanity has always been about
fighting chaos. And that the Reflections of the Revolutions in France or Road
to Serfdom are just recent, more rational, more scientific contributions to
that very struggle against chaos.
The evolutionary turn that Hayek’s thinking increasingly took towards the end
of his life brought him, the life-long agnostic, to a courageous reassessment
of the evolutionary role of religion and myth along the lines described here.
In a famous chapter of The Fatal Conceit, he concluded that the institutions
of the extended order could only be maintained thanks to rationally
indemonstrable religious interdicts that kept human instincts in check. ‘We
owe it partly to mystical and religious beliefs, and, I believe, particularly to the
main monotheistic ones, that beneficial traditions have been preserved and
transmitted at least long enough to enable those groups following them to
grow, and to have the opportunity to spread by natural or cultural selection’.
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It was religion that preserved the traditional rules of conduct necessary to the
extended order “against the strong opposition of instinct and, more recently
from the assaults of reason.”19
Religion and myth, therefore, serve for Hayek the crucial evolutionary goal of
preserving, through irrational, God-given interdicts obeyed by virtue of faith
and respect for authority, the equally irrational rules of the extended order
menaced by instinct and progressive constructivist rationalism. Religion, or
at least some religiously sanctioned systems of belief, conferred upon those
who adopted them some biocultural reproductive advantages that facilitated
their success and survival.
Refining and testing Hayekian hypothesis on the evolutionary role of religion
has been the main goal of Dr. Michael Blume’s research agenda. He found
solid evidence for the “reproductive benefits of religious affiliation”, which
go well beyond those identified by Hayek: [h]umans who are members of
religious community show statistically higher motivations towards marriage,
children and family values, more cooperative orientation and finally higher
reproductive success than their secular contemporaries’20. Religious precepts
confer values, favor communal trust, encourage cooperative practices, help
advocate reproductive motivation and marriage and enable believers to signal
their trustworthiness to each other, thus promoting reproductive strategies.
The paradoxical result of this research agenda has been to show how
unscientific the crusade against religion and ‘the three impostors’ initiated by
Voltaire and the French Enlightenment. Far from a relic of the past, religion
is thus proven to be an essential part of the human experience and a crucial
ingredient of human success and evolution. Once more, modern science
seems to vindicate conservative tenets and to unmask the regressive nature
of modern progressivism.
What needs to be reiterated in this context is that not only is the maintenance
of the old order good in itself – as most things that are new and untested
are most likely worse. Maintenance of the existing is a key prerequisite for
evolutionary improvement. Only if the sons and grandsons and grandgrandsons continue in the footsteps of the fathers can the quality of those
steps be judged by the evolution. In other words, it is evolutionary useful
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to practice socialism for a few generations because only after some time it
becomes clear what a failure it is. Of course, it is not useful to the people who
suffer or die under it.

38.6. Risk Management, ‘Antifragility’ and
the Role of Practical Knowledge
Nassim Nicholas Taleb is a mathematician who approached the same issues
of limited knowledge and spontaneous order from the perspective of
managing risk. The silver thread through his work is the warning about the
highly improbable yet highly devastating events – the Black Swan events21.
An appearance of a “black swan” could be fatal – not to an individual, but to
a system as a whole. It would destroy the system. Or push a civilization or a
community into Peterson’s chaos or even extinction
In Taleb’s view, humanity has developed religion: “to enforce tail risk
management across generations, as its binary and unconditional rules are easy
to teach and enforce”. Tail risks are the black swan events, highly improbable,
highly fatal, that did not occur to the living and do not even live in the memory.
Nevertheless, a safety guard lives in religion, myth, and extended order.
Taleb outlines a mathematical argument for Hayek’s hunch that one (or a
group of experts) cannot possibly know everything and that the extended
order may not always have a rational explanation. Socially-evolved structures,
institutions, and memes as it has, through trial and error. It would be a fatal
conceit for Hayek to claim we know why things are as they are. For Taleb this
would be ignorance of tail risks.
Taleb argues that some systems, for example ecosystems, have an ability not
only to resist shocks and stay the same but to get better as a consequence
of shocks, a property that he names ‘antifragility’. This aspect of his thinking
is congruent with the findings of James C. Scott, a political scientist and
anthropologist who attempted to explain the failure of grand twentieth
century schemes of social engineering such as the Great Leap Forward in
China or compulsory villagization in Tanzania, Mozambique and Ethiopia
with arguments which, despite his protestations to the contrary, have an
unmistakable Hayekian flavor about them.
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Scott claims that “[d]esigned or planned social order is necessarily schematic;
it always ignores essential features of any real, functioning social order. (…)
The formal scheme was parasitic on informal processes that, alone, it could
not create or maintain.”22 These informal processes include local and practical
knowledge and know-how and improvisation in the face of unpredictability
that makes a spontaneously developed eco-system, be it natural or human,
adaptable, resilient and even, in Taleb’s words, “antiflagile”. The problem is,
once more, the old Hayekian issue of dispersed knowledge that cannot be
formalized and concentrated by any planner, however scientifically adept he
might be, for fundamental epistemological reasons.

38.7. Moral Foundations Theory and the
Wisdom of Conservatism
American social psychologist Jonathan Haidt stands out in not providing a
dichotomy between order and chaos, nature and nurture, white and black
swans. Instead, he offers a theory that provides grounds for synthesis and
reconciliation.
The theory is the Moral Foundations Theory which claims that our moral
intuitions rest on six foundations23. On the care/harm foundation rest our
feelings of compassion for the weak, our instinct to help our fellow people,
our desire to care for the young and the elderly, and so on. On the fairness/
cheating foundation rest our feelings for what is fair, how much altruism we
are willing to express, where the balance is between helping someone who is
in need and not helping someone, and our ability to decide who is just looking
for a free ride. On the liberty/oppression foundation rest our dislike of being
commanded and dominated and our desire to be free, without interference
in our lives.
On the loyalty/betrayal foundation rests the cohesion that groups – such as
tribes and nations – exhibit. On the authority/subversion foundation rest our
respect for authority and leadership. On the sanctity/degradation foundation
rests our respect for the clean, the pure and the sacred. This includes the
divine, but may also give foundation to environmental and sustainability
concerns.
22
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He finds that American conservatives are equally relying on all six foundations,
while progressives mostly rely on the first three. Liberals, in particular
and unsurprisingly, rely very much on the liberty/oppression foundation.
Conservatism is thus the most balanced political ideology insofar as it attempts
to reach an equilibrium between these different legitimate thrusts of human
nature.
In the context of this paper Haidt’s ontology stands out because it does not
allow itself to be quickly categorized into the two brackets provided to us by
Burke and Hayek and which are echoed in many contemporary thinkers. The
foundations cannot be categorized into those of extended order and those
of chaos. On the contrary in each of the foundations we can find echoes of
both of the moral principles of hunter gatherers and those of the divine or
extended, order.
We could read Haidt as if the extended order is not so much about killing
innate and atavistic instincts but about channeling and nudging them into
what is evolutionary advantageous at a given civilizational level. For example,
the care foundation that developed in bands to look after their weak can be
diverted both into doing good deeds for your fellow man or into coercive
solidarity through over-taxation. Loyalty is an echo of an ancient need for
bands of humans to stick with one another and it appeared useful to channel
some of that into the support for the nation-state. Respect for the sacred and
pure which might have helped adopt a religion can be used to be pure about
the nature and the environment.
Jonathan Haid could offer an answer to Hayek’s concern about conservatives
– that they lack ideas of change of their own; that it has been “the fate of
conservatism to be dragged along a path not of its own choosing” and
that conservatives can “can only affect the speed, not the direction, of
contemporary developments”. The role of conservative thinkers and
politicians is to enable freedom of scientific and technological innovation
and then look how to channel and nudge the moral foundations so that the
extended order gradually adapts to new technological realities, maintaining
anti-fragile features of existing order.

38.8.

Conclusion

It is clear from above that there is a fine line between the Hayekian variety of
liberalism and the Burkean variety of conservatism. After all, Burke was the
founder of modern conservatism but also the Old Whig Hayek always claimed
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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to be. They are both defending the existing order of things while remaining
open to evolutionary changes to it. Liberals defend the exiting order, because
it is a successful result of social evolution, conservatives, because being
conservative is about conserving what worked in the past. Or because they
see a touch of God’s design in the whole societal structure. The finding of
the modern sciences of man have increasingly confirmed the correctness of
Burke’s and Hayek’s thought.
What remains are the not so unimportant issues of progress and of individual
freedom. How can society advance? How can change happen so that the
selection mechanism can work its magic on it? Peterson’s answer – based on
the study of myths and legends - is that this is a work for a hero: “He stands
on the border between order and chaos, and serves the group as creator and
agent of renewal. The hero’s voluntary contact with the unknown transforms
it into something benevolent – into the eternal source, in fact, of strength and
ability”.
Both conservatives and liberals of the type we considered here would reject
revolutionary, scientific, rational, man-made improvements as manifestations
of Hayek’s Fatal Conceit. But we should be open to evolutionary change. And
to make trials less random we should apply some evolutionary verification of
new ideas.
In this context, the right question cannot be ‘does a change bring more
freedom to individuals, extend human rights and increase happiness?’. The real
question is, ‘does it contribute to survival?’. This is a tough criterion for people
to understand and accept at a time when the material survival of individual
human beings is hardly an issue. Yet the words of Taleb remain relevant: “There
is no such thing as the “rationality” of a belief, there is rationality of action”.
“The rationality of an action can be judged only in terms of evolutionary
considerations.” “What is rational is that which allows for survival”. With the
important specification that survival, from an evolutionary point of view, is
always a supra-individual affair involving the survival of a whole human group.
From the vantage point of this thinking and science, conservatism is the
tertius gaudens, the golden third way between the collectivism of socialists
and the abstract individualism of progressive liberals. Conservatism rejects the
collectivistic notion that the group is everything and the individual is nothing
and solemnly argues that only individuals exist, reducing collective entities
to mere figures of speech without concrete reality. At the same time, it is
as fundamentally misguided to see the freedom and happiness of individuals
as the alpha and omega of everything. Each generation of individuals must
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accept some limitations on its freedom and self-satisfaction for the sake
of maintaining that Burkean contract among generations which alone can
guarantee the survival of the human community to which they belong.
It is precisely those limits on the freedom of individuals demanded and
maintained by traditional morals and institutions that give their reality and
vitality to collective entities such as the family, the local community or the
nation. Those limits were evolved throughout millennia to strike a fine balance
between individual freedom and collective success and survival. They have to
be adapted and perfected, not thrown out of board.
Alternatively, we may just pursue happiness, but at a mortal peril for our
children and grandchildren.
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39. Resolving the St. Petersburg
Paradox: A Triumph for Austrian
Economics1
Robert W. Vivian
University of the Witwatersrand
Austrian economics favors ordinal utility over cardinal utility
which was ushered in by Daniel Bernoulli as a solution to the St
Petersburg Paradox. Since it appeared to provide a solution to
what appears to be an insoluble problem, cardinal utilities place
in economics became assured. Von Neumann and Morgenstern
elevated Cardinal Utility to be part of mainstream economics.
However, the St Petersburg game is presented as a game in
isolation. Once presented as part of a competitive market sullied
by profit maximizing firms to utility maximizing gamblers matters
change. It is then clear not only that cardinal utility is unnecessary,
but that it also produces the wrong answer. Resolving the St
Petersburg paradox via the competitive market is a triumph for
Austrian Economics.

39.1.

Introduction

The St Petersburg paradox has been of academic interest for more than 300
years. It should not have been since in reality there is no paradox. This article
demonstrates if two fundamental precepts of Austrian Economics are applied
this becomes clear. The first is utility, but not cardinal utility, and the second is
placing the game in a real-world setting, evoking Austrian Economics’ dislike
of economic theory in a vacuum. By doing this then it becomes clear that the
application of Austrian Economics leads to the resolution of the so-called
1
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paradox. It is worth emphasizing that this article is merely about solving a
specific problem and not an attempt to restate any economic discipline or
school of economics.

39.2. Dislike of Cardinal Utility
(Mathematical) Functions
Austrian Economics has its critics. Bryan Caplan is one such critic (Caplan
1997). He set-out his views, in an unpublished document, as to why he no
longer was an Austrian Economist and later published an article expressing his
views (Caplan 1999). These attracted some comments (Block 1999; Hülsmann
1999), to which he responded (Caplan 2001). One of Caplan’s central points
of disagreement with Austrian Economics is its unhappiness with cardinal
utility, which nowadays plays a central role in neo-classical economics. He
wrote (Caplan 1997, para. 2.1):
“Modern neoclassical economists habitually use “utility functions”
to describe individuals’ preferences. For example, they may posit
that an individual’s [expected] utility U=a*ln(quantity of apples)+(1a)*ln(quantity of oranges). Rothbard instead preferred to discuss
the “value scales” of individuals.”
Caplan’s above equation, the Expected Utility Value (EUV) equation is a wellknown feature of cardinal utility and can be written in its usual form:
𝐸{𝑈}  = Σ𝜋𝑖𝑈(𝐶𝑖  ) 

Where 𝜋𝑖 is the probability that the outcome 𝐶𝑖 is returned with 𝑈(𝐶𝑖) being the
utility of 𝐶𝑖.

According to Caplan, Austrian economists, as represented by Von Mises (18811973) and Rothbard (1926- 95) reject cardinal utility, preferring to remain with
ordinal utility:
“According to Rothbard, the mainstream approach credulously
accepted the use of cardinal utility, when only the use of ordinal
utility is defensible.”
So, to Caplan his sticking point with Austrian Economics is cardinal utility with
its mathematical representation of utility functions. This allows the application
of mathematics to aspects of economics which is not possible if utility can
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only be represented as an ordinal. Rothbard had earlier published his views
reconstructing utility and welfare economics (Rothbard 1956), which is not
formally cited per se by Caplan 1997 but is a useful document to be consulted
to obtain an understanding of Austrian Economists’ views on the points raised
by Caplan. It is perhaps unfortunate that Rothbard did not write this piece a
bit later since at the time a number of developments were taking place, and
possibly these matters would better have been considered at a later date. These
developments include the seminal work on the use of cardinal utility by Von
Neumann and Morgenstern 1944 and the endorsement thereof by Friedman
and Savage 1948 (Von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944; Friedman and
Savage 1948, 1952) and other developments which were causing a stir when
Rothbard wrote his rejoinder. Daniel Bernoulli’s famous article, from which
the origin of cardinal utility is derived, had then only recently been translated
from Latin into English (Bernoulli 1954 [1738]). Samuelson’s history of the St
Petersburg Paradox appeared later (Samuelson 1977). A further development
was the introduction of Prospect Theory by two psychologists (Kahneman
and Tversky 1979) which has given impetus to behavioral economics. It also
can be said that Stigler’s 1950 systematic history of the development of both
forms of utility was premature by a few years (Stigler 1950a, 1950b).

39.3. Origin of Cardinal Utility: St
Petersburg Paradox
The origin of cardinal utility is Daniel Bernoulli’s 1738 solution of the Petersburg
Paradox (Bernoulli 1954) set out in 1713 by Nicolas Bernoulli, Daniel Bernoulli’s
cousin. He devised several games which he thought demonstrated that, that
which today is referred to as probability theory, did not provide answers to
all games of chance. The St Petersburg game is one of those games. Nicolas
circulated his games to interested parties in Europe soliciting assistance. It
was accepted that the St Petersburg paradox could not be resolved in terms
of the usual application of probability theory; the very point Nicolas was
trying to make. In an article published in 1738 Daniel Bernoulli came up with
his cardinal utility solution to the paradox. This solution to what appeared to
be an otherwise insoluble problem ensured cardinal utility’s place in history.
To understand the solution, the St Petersburg game must be considered. The
game is simple enough. A coin is flipped until a head appears at which point the
game stops. If it appears after the nth flip the payout is 2n-1 ducats (or dollars).
As with all games of chance, further games can be played, notionally over time
an infinite number of games can be played. The first step is to determine the
mathematical expected value of playing the game. Daniel Bernoulli did not
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provide a detailed derivation but merely stated “ … the standard calculation
shows that the value of Paul’s [gambler, consumer] expectation is infinitely
great …” (Bernoulli 1954, para. 17). Bernoulli presumably thought the solution
was so obvious that it did not need to be explained in detail. The original
article was translated into English in 1954. Karl Menger, the son of Carl Menger
one of the founders of Austrian Economics, was the technical adviser on the
translation and explained in a footnote how this solution can be arrived at
(Bernoulli 1954, n. 9):
“The probability of heads turning up on the 1st throw is ½. Since in this
case Paul receives one ducat [or dollar], this probability contributes
½ . 1 = ½ ducat [dollar] to his expectation. The probability of heads
turning up on the 2nd throw is 1/4. Since in this case Paul receives
2 ducats [dollars], this possibility contributes 1/4.2 = ½ to his
expectation. Similarly, for every integer n, the possibility of heads
turning up on the n-th throw contributes 1/2n.2n-1- = ½ ducats
[dollars] to his expectation. Paul’s total expectation is therefore ½ +
½ + , …, + ½ + … that is, infinite.”
Karl Menger himself had previously published a work on the St Petersburg
game (Menger 1934; Peters 2011). So according to the mathematicians of the
time the mathematical expected value is infinite. But on the other hand as
Bernoulli pointed out , “it has … to be admitted that any fairly reasonable man
would sell his chance, with great pleasure, for twenty ducats.” (Bernoulli 1954,
para. 17)
According to Bernoulli the reasonable gambler would only be prepared
to pay a modest amount, in the order of $20 or less to play the game; not
the very large sum as determined by the purported application of standard
probability theory; hence the paradox. The application of mathematics
produces one answer and the imagined behavior of consumers produced a
different answer: a moderate sum. Bernoulli resolved the paradox by evoking
what is now known as the expected cardinal utility solution, something he
called the moral expectation. Accepting the gambler’s utility function can be
represented by the natural log then:
Expected Utility = Σ1/2𝑛 𝑙𝑛[(𝑊0 + 2𝑛−1)/𝑊0] where n tends to infinity and 𝑊0 is
the gambler’s initial wealth.

According to Bernoulli’s cardinal utility solution, the stake which would be
gambled depends on the gambler’s initial wealth. Bernoulli lists some values.
If W0 = 0, the stake would be $2, if W0 is $10 the stake would be $3, $4 if
W0 was $100 and $6 of W0 was $1 000 (Bernoulli 1954, para. 19). According
to this cardinal utility solution, the wealthier the individual, the more the
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individual would stake to play the game. Bernoulli settled on the value of $13.
Todhunter, Stigler, and others redid Bernoulli’s calculations confirming these
results (Todhunter 1865; Stigler 1950b). For our purposes, by way of example,
a figure of $10 to play a game will do. This modest amount confirmed the
view that gamblers would only stake modest amounts.

39.3.1.

Adam Smith (1776) and the Rise of Ordinal Utility

Thirty-eight years after Daniel Bernoulli published his cardinal utility solution
Adam Smith published his Wealth of Nations in which he drew attention to
the two values; the value in use and the value in exchange. The distinction is
between the price paid (value in exchange) and the consumer’s utility (value
in use). This launched the quest to define utility from which three authors
Jevons, Menger, and Walrus, working independently, produced the theory of
ordinal utility. By the early 1900s doubts existed as to the measurability of
utility and it became the settled view of many economists that ordinal utility
was defensible but not cardinal utility. The possible measurability of utility
was not dismissed by all economist (Stigler 1950a, 1950b).

39.3.2.

Von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944

Then in 1944 Von Neumann and Morgenstern in their widely acclaimed
work revived Daniel Bernoulli’s cardinal utility (Von Neumann and
Morgenstern 1944). Austrian Economists remained skeptical. Von Neumann
and Morgenstern’s work ushered in the modern interest in cardinal utility,
what Rothbard called neo-cardinal utility. Although Stigler’s articles on the
development of utility included the St Petersburg Paradox it did not take into
consideration the then unfolding developments flowing from the work of
Von Neumann and Morgenstern although he does cite Friedman and Savage
1948 (Stigler 1950b, n. 172). In any event Rothbard dismissed Von Neumann
and Morgenstern’s contribution with, “The errors of this theory are numerous
and grave” (Rothbard 1956, 17). A large number of other academics did not
dismiss their work that easily. This work elevated the expected utility solution,
with its mathematical utility functions as a central part of modern mainstream
economics. Cardinal Utility as part of mainstream economics became assured,
hence Caplan’s understandable criticism of Austrian Economics rejection of
cardinal utility.
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39.4. Austrian Economics’ Preference for
Real World Setting
The second factor which is important to resolve the St Petersburg Paradox is
Austrian Economics preference for economics in a real-world setting, not in
an abstract setting. Rothbard expressed dislike for analysis in vacuo (Rothbard
1956, 6):
“One of the most absurd procedures based on a constancy
assumption has been the attempt to arrive at a consumer’s
preference scale not through observed real action, but through
quizzing him by questionnaires. In vacuo, a few consumers are
questioned at length on which abstract bundle of commodities
they would prefer to another abstract bundle, and so on.”
To resolve the St Petersburg game, it is necessary to place it in a real-world
setting. This is difficult since the St Petersburg game unlike Lotto or Powerball
and so on, has, as far as is known, never been offered by any gambling
institution, such as a casino. It is not a real economic problem. It is one of
those hypothetical problems where answers can be obtained by resorting
to quizzing students to provide solutions (Neugebauer 2010). This is the
methodology Rothbard rejected. Student quizzing has nowadays become
common currency (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Despite the passing of
300 years “… only a few experiments on the St Petersburg gamble have been
documented.” (Neugebauer 2010)”
In addition to Rothbard’s criticism of this methodology another can be raised.
The game as usually presented is not placed in a real-world setting. This is
now done.
In a real economic setting, there would be a supplier of games, say a casino,
and demand for games from gamblers; consumers. In this setting two pieces
of insight from neo-classical economics are of use. The first is that the price is
determined by suppliers seeking to make a profit and secondly the consumer’s
decision to participate in the gamble is as a consequence of the consumer’s
[ordinal] utility, as Roy put it, “the assumption [is] that entrepreneurs maximise
their profits and consumers their utility …” (Roy 1952, 447; Weintraub 2002).
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39.4.1.

First: the Casino, as the Supplier of Games

The casino would be a firm as the supplier of games. As standard neo-classical
economics points out firms maximize profits. Suppliers set their prices to
earn a profit. Casinos would enter into the market based on the mathematical
expectation of the game. This price, according to the traditional solution
of the St Petersburg game would have to be very large; an infinite sum. But
this solution, explained above, contains an error. Karl Menger, who was the
technical adviser to the English translation noted an error in Bernoulli’s solution
to the paradox, but oddly never appreciated the full significance of that error,
nor the implications of that error to the solution which he himself provided
as a footnote! In deriving the utility solution Bernoulli wrote (Bernoulli 1954,
para. 18):
“18. The number of cases to be considered here is infinite: in one half
of the cases the game will end after the first throw, in one quarter
of the cases it will conclude at the second, in the eighth part of the
cases with the third, in a sixteenth with the fourth, and so on. If we
designate the number of cases through [to] infinity by N …”
Menger noted the error in this approach (which is equally applicable to the
solution he provided in the earlier footnote):
“Since the number of cases is infinite, it is impossible to speak about
one half of the cases, one quarter of the cases, etc., and the letter N
in Bernoulli’s argument is meaningless.”
So, if instead of N = infinity which as Menger points out is meaningless let
𝑁  =  2𝑘. In this case a possible and realistic mathematical outcome is arrived
at (Vivian 2003, 2004, 2013). The number of games which would terminate at
each position in the series, using Bernoulli methodology would be:
2𝑘−1 + 2𝑘−2 + 2k−3 + 2 𝑘−4 + ….+2𝑘−𝑘 

This is a simple geometric series and if summed produces a total of 2k – 1
games.
If 2k games are played all the games, except one, are expected to terminate
within a series which is k in length. Thus, only one game is expected to end
beyond a series k in length. Thus, for any finite number of games played the
series is finite. As Menger correctly points out each term in the series, k in
length, contributes ½ to the total expectation.
Thus, the expected value of the series is 𝑘/2 +  𝜆. 
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𝑘/2 accounts for the games which terminate within the series k in length and
𝜆 is added to account for the game which terminates outside of the range of
k games. By way of example 𝜆 is taken to be 1 for 50 % confidence level of the
game terminating at the first term after the series k in length.
If the game is played, say 218 (ie. 262,144) times then mathematically the
expected value is $10 at a 50% confidence level. So, the mathematical
expectation is not infinite. The casino can accept bets priced at $10 providing
no more than 262,144 games are permitted if the casino is profit motivated. The
outcome of playing 262,144 games can be observed by getting a computer to
play 262,144 games and the average pay-out determined. So, the game can
be placed in a real-world setting.

39.4.2.

Second: Gambler’s Utility Explanation

Again as pointed out in neo-classical economics the consumer enters
into exchange transactions to maximize his or her utility (Weintraub 2002;
Roy 1952). Austrian economists would agree with this. Where Austrian
economists disagree is that individual’s utility can be determined using a
mathematical utility function. What utility explains is why consumers enter
into exchange transactions. The explanation is that utility is the driving force
behind the consumer entering into any exchange transaction or as Irving
Fisher pointed out “An individual acts as he desires” (Fisher 1926; Rothbard
1956). In a competitive market the price at which the consumer contracts is
not determined by his or her utility but by the market price set by suppliers
maximizing profits. So, in a real-world setting the price would be the price set
by the casino based on profit maximization and not on the consumer’s utility.
This realization produces Alfred Marshall’s consumer’s surplus and leads to
Pigou’s Economic Welfare theory (Pigou 1932). What the utility theory does
is give an indication of the amount the gambler will be willing to bet, not the
amount they actually bet. In the example used in this article the casino sets
the price at $10 per game and if the gambler accepts this figure the gambler
demonstrates his or her utility leads to the acceptance of the gamble. The
gambler receives greater utility by playing the game than retaining the $10. If
the gambler accepts that price the gambler demonstrates his preference.
𝑈(𝐺)>  𝑈($10) 

To the gambler the utility of playing the game exceeds his or her utility of
retaining the stake of $10.
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There is no need to consider utility beyond this point to resolve the St
Petersburg Game. Cardinal Utility is not required. Irving Fisher was correct in
this regard when he wrote “[t]o fix the idea of utility the economist should go
no further than is serviceable in explaining economic facts (Fisher 1926, 11).
The emphasis is in the original. The economic fact is the consumer exchanged
$10 to play the game. If the consumer sought the advice of a mathematical
expert, based on the traditional solution, the expert would advise that the
consumer should accept the modest amount to play the game.
The consumer does not enter into gambling transactions to maximize his or
her profits but because of the possibility of winning a large sum of money. If
the head appears say after 64 flips, the number of squares on chess board,
the consumer wins $1.8446741 x 1019, all this for a mere $10. It is the supplier
which takes the risk not the consumer.

39.5.

Results

The results of the computer playing the game a number of times are indicated
below.

When k=0 only one game was played, and the head appeared on the first flip
of the coin resulting in a payment of $1. The casino received an income of $10
earning a profit of $9. The expected value per game = 0/2 + 1 = $1 and the
measured actual value was $1.
When the game was played 262 144 times which is the breakeven number
of games with an expected value of k/2 + $1 = $18/2+$1 = $9+$1 = $10. The
income was $2 621 440 with an expenditure of $2 545 781 giving a small
profit of $75 659. The actual expenditure per game was $9.71, instead of the
expected $10. The casino operator is expected to make a loss where more than
262 144 games were played. This was realized when 1 048 576 games were
played; 220 games. When the game was played 1 048 576 times the expected
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expenditure per game is $11 but since the income is still only $10 per game
the casino operator can expect to make a loss, which is what happened. The
casino operator made a loss of $379 711.
The large expected value as calculated by Nicolas and Daniel Bernoulli
never materialized. The expenditure is in line with the predicted expected
expenditure when the expected value is correctly calculated. There is no
paradox requiring an explanation and thus no need to evoke cardinal utility to
resolve the St Petersburg game. The game and its outcome when placed in a
real world setting is consistent with Austrian Economics. There is nothing out
of the ordinary calling for an explanation.
As indicated above the St Petersburg Game is not a game which is known
to be offered by casinos even although as indicated above it is possible to
determine the expected costs (and hence profits). It is suggested the work of
Frank Knight provides an explanation for this omission. Knight explained the
relationship between risk, uncertainty and profit (Knight 1921). As Kenneth
Arrow pointed out institutions exist which manage risk, usually converting
risk into a determinable fixed cost (Arrow 1951, 1971). In gambling the risk is
reduced to a determinable fixed cost per game via the law of large numbers. In
the St Petersburg Game because the expected value is a function of the number
of games played and uncertainty exists in the form of λ the expected cost is
not reduced to a fixed cost. Thus the expected profit cannot satisfactorily be
determined. Thus, despite the ability to determine the expected costs firms
which have the objective of maximizing profits will not find the St Petersburg
Game an attractive proposition.

39.6.

Conclusion

Austrian Economics does not favor individual’s utility being represented by
mathematical functions preferring instead the concept of a demonstrated
preference (Rothbard 1956, 2). Cardinal Utility was introduced to resolve the St
Petersburg Paradox and thrust into mainstream economics by Von Neumann
and Morgenstern. Cardinal Utility is however not required to resolve the St
Petersburg Paradox. If the game is offered at a mathematically determined
price and accepted by gamblers, utility of the gamblers demonstrate their
preference by electing to play the game. Their actual utility function becomes
largely irrelevant. The price of the game is determined by the casino operator
with the goal of maximizing its profits. Utility is not necessary to determine the
price. It turns out that the historical view that the mathematical expectancy
of the St Petersburg is infinite, is incorrect. It is a function of the number of
570
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games played and is quite modest. Today, knowing this, it is clear that there is
no paradox and thus cardinal utility is not necessary to resolve the paradox.
The correct price can be obtained from the correct application of probability
theory.
If two precepts of Austrian economics are applied, the use of utility as the
explanation as to why gamblers gamble and placing the game in a real word
setting, then that there is no paradox becomes clear. The application of these
precepts leads to the resolution of the paradox. The rejection of the usefulness
of cardinal utility is not a weakness of Austrian Economics but a strength as is
placing the game in a real-world setting.

39.7.
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The main contention of the present paper is that the tradition of
the Austrian School is a paradigmatic example of the application of
the Aristotelian golden mean to the realm of economic theorizing.
Consequently, it argues that the Austrian tradition allows for
uniquely clear and perceptive interpretation of the workings of the
catallactic order and it is uniquely placed to develop economics as
a methodologically and substantively distinct scholarly discipline,
which does not have to borrow the tools or subject matter of any
other field of inquiry.

40.1.

Introduction

The Aristotelian concept of the golden mean indicates that achieving virtues
requires the avoidance of normative polar excesses. This precept applies to
moral and intellectual virtues alike, thus providing solid guidance for both
socio-relational and scholarly endeavors. In the context of the latter, it points
in particular to the necessity of using the right sources of knowledge in the
right areas of inquiry and in the right proportions, so that our understanding
of reality may grow along a realistic path, free of epistemic distortions and
lopsided exaggerations.

1
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My main contention in the present paper is that the tradition of the Austrian
School is a paradigmatic example of the application of the Aristotelian golden
mean to the realm of economic theorizing. In the next section, I shall comment
on the methodological subtlety of Austrian economics as involving a balanced
use of complementary analytical tools, thereby allowing its practitioners
to arrive at a carefully realistic vision of the logical structure of human
action. Then, in the succeeding sections, I shall point to several substantive
contributions of the Austrian School that are characteristically nuanced in
their conceptual elaborations and their practical relevance. More specifically,
I shall comment on the Austrian value theory and the corresponding theory
of the entrepreneurial market process understood as scholarly achievements
that assiduously avoid various one-sided overstatements present in their
counterparts developed by other traditions.
In sum, I shall suggest that, on account of its deep philosophical self-awareness
and the resulting golden mean orientation, the Austrian School allows for
uniquely clear and perceptive interpretation of the workings of the catallactic
order. I shall also imply that for the same reason it is uniquely placed to
develop economics as a methodologically and substantively distinct scholarly
discipline, which does not have to borrow the tools or subject matter of any
other field of inquiry.

40.2.

Method, Action, and Rationality

Austrian economics is alternatively known as the causal-realist tradition
(Salerno 2010), which unambiguously indicates that it is grounded in the
causal analysis of the structure of real-world economic phenomena. More
specifically, since Austrian theorists identify human action as the keystone
of all economic activity, their mode of investigation consists in rendering the
phenomena in question intelligible in terms of the categories of human action
and their logically necessary causal interrelations (Lachmann 1977).
This methodological approach clearly testifies to careful philosophical
self-reflection undertaken by the Austrian School, which resulted in its
representatives’ clear understanding of the material and formal distinctness
of economics as compared to other social sciences (Gordon 1996).
Consequently, Austrian economics steers a middle course between apriorism
and empiricism, refusing to imitate the methods of any discipline that relies
exclusively on one or the other of these epistemological orientations.
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Thus, on the one hand, it rejects the highly formalized abstractions and
stylized mathematical models of Walrasianism, since it regards them as
paradigmatic instances of sterile apriorism that fails to capture the essence
of the dynamic market process (Kirzner 2017). However, it should be borne
in mind that this is by no means a rejection of a priori reasoning as such, but
only a rejection of the kind of a priori reasoning that is in manifest conflict
with the broadly empirical, immediately graspable laws of reality (Rothbard
1957). In other words, it is not an admission that logic can be invalidated by
experience, but a recognition that logic – in order to advance from validity to
soundness – needs to be grounded in the fundamental facts of experience.
Such a recognition is particularly important given the fact that the analytical
error of describing the workings of the economy in terms of unrealistic, highly
mathematized models is oftentimes compounded by the normative error of
trying to make the real-world economy conform to the models in question in
order to supposedly bring it closer to the state of optimal efficiency (Demsetz
1969).
On the other hand, the Austrian tradition also rejects the approach of those
who claim that even the most unrealistic hypotheses can be vindicated by
means of experiential confirmation understood in terms not of immediate
apprehension, but of quasi-experimental testing. This rejection stems from
the realization that in the process of discovering economic laws one cannot
rely on empirical facts to speak for themselves – any sufficiently complex
set of such facts can illustrate a potentially infinite number of hypotheses,
including some that contradict each other. Thus, a priori logical deduction
is needed to arrive at a sound interpretation of the empirical data at hand
(Long 2006) – one that makes sense in view of the logical structure of human
action, together with its feasible potentialities and inevitable limitations.
In sum, Austrian economics is logical-deductive on the level of theory
formation and causal-realistic on the level of theory application. Consequently,
it embodies the golden mean thinking of the methodological variety,
consistently avoiding the twin pitfalls of unrealistic apriorism (as exhibited by
Walrasianism) and blind empiricism (as exhibited by neoclassical positivism).
Such an approach is not only uniquely fruitful when it comes to developing
substantive economic insights, but it may also be indispensable in the context
of filtering such insights through the philosophical lens of soundly understood
human action. In other words, it allows for grounding economic phenomena
in the pure logic of choice, unadulterated with ad hoc psychological
assumptions or idealizations. This, in turn, allows the economic theorist to
arrive at a lucid understanding of such crucial praxeological concepts as
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rationality, and, more importantly, at a clear assessment of how they bear on
such crucial catallactic issues as the self-regulatory potential of large-scale
social cooperation.
Here, again, the golden mean orientation of the Austrian School is eminently
visible. On the one hand, Austrian theorists do not rely on overly demanding,
highly-laden concepts of rationality, which require of economic agents that
they be fully informed, constant in their preferences, and always capable
of keeping their unreflective impulses at bay. Nor do they assume that the
informational features of any institutional environment can make economic
agents act as if they were rational in the above sense (Gertchev 2007). Thus,
they reject the conclusion that a sufficiently “efficient” market needs to be
impervious to systemic breakdowns (Fama 1970).
On the other hand, however, Austrian economists are equally resistant to the
suggestion that market participants are naturally irrational and prone to acting
on uninformed whims, thereby periodically thrusting the market into general
disarray (Akerlof and Shiller 2009). This is because such a suggestion is at best
based on contingent psychological observations, which cannot be elevated
to the rank of universally applicable insights into the nature of the catallactic
order. Furthermore, such a claim cannot account for the emergence of
complex market environments in the first place, as well as for their continuing
existence in the face of various temporary upheavals and downturns.
The Austrian vision of rationality carefully avoids both of the abovementioned
extremes. Rational action, as viewed through the lens of causal-realist analysis,
is tantamount to purposive action – that is, behavior grounded in an underlying
consciously conceived means-ends relationship (Wiśniewski 2009). The fact
that such mental representations may not conform to the structure of external
reality in no way impugns the rationality of the corresponding actions – what
matters in this context is that they are purpose-driven and goal-oriented. Nor
does this fact in any way undermine the self-regulatory potential of largescale social cooperation. After all, no matter how impulsive and uninformed
some of the participants of a given market may be, the profit and loss system
inherent in every genuine market is bound to promote the relatively more
thoughtful and knowledgeable of its participants and penalize those who are
relatively less so (Mises 1996, chap. 15). At the same time, it should be noticed
that the selection system in question does not need to endow its users with
perfect or “full” knowledge in order to allow for market self-regulation – it
is enough if it continually generates a discovery procedure whereby various
economic agents can intersubjectively compare the relative efficiency of their
respective plans (Hayek 2002).
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In sum, the Austrian concept of rationality strays neither in the direction of
New Classical overestimation nor in the direction of behavioral economic
underestimation, once again charting a middle course between analytically
dubious extremes.

40.3.

Value, Scarcity, and Subjectivism

Carl Menger, the founding father of the Austrian School, is widely known as
one of the pioneers of the marginalist revolution, which has fundamentally
transformed the discipline of economics by grounding it in a new value theory,
capable of decisively solving the age-old paradox of water and diamonds.
This theory, when reflected upon from a philosophical point of view, can be
seen as yet another instance of golden mean thinking, which, in virtue of
identifying scarcity and utility as the twin pillars of economic value, navigates
between the twin pitfalls of objectivism and hypersubjectivism.
On the one hand, the marginalist revolution delivered a deadly blow to classical
economics and its labor theory of value, thereby undermining in particular
the economic foundations of Marxism (Böhm-Bawerk 1898). Furthermore,
the Mengerian branch of marginalist thinkers mounted serious criticism of
the fledgling neoclassical tradition, seeing its adherence to value subjectivism
as half-hearted and unjustifiably concessive to the idea of objective costs
(Böhm-Bawerk 1894/5).
On the other hand, however, Austrian economists have always been
particularly insistent in emphasizing the physically scarce nature of genuine
economic goods. This allowed them to identify those instances in which the
representatives of the dominant neoclassical synthesis tried to perform the
conceptual trick of turning stones into bread by seemingly conjuring away
the scarcity of capital. For example, such a trick appears to be embedded
in the Keynesian suggestion that, under recessionary conditions, stimulating
“idle resources” through deficit spending is capable of generating positive
“multiplier effects”. The crucial issue overlooked in this suggestion, which
the Austrians never tire of pointing out, is that “idleness” of resources in no
way eliminates their scarcity and the corresponding opportunity costs (Boyes
2014). In other words, if at a given moment no entrepreneur is willing to employ
a particular resource, then this resource either possesses no utility in the eyes
of current market participants, or they consider all of its conceivable present
uses to be suboptimal as compared with anticipated future opportunities.
Thus, stimulating it through the use of funds coercively siphoned away from
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the private sector is not only incapable of conjuring additional economic value
into existence, but is bound to exacerbate resource misallocation, making the
ineradicable condition of scarcity all the more painful.
A similar conceptual ploy seems to be involved in the neoclassical theory of
public goods. Among other things, the theory in question postulates that one
of the essential characteristics of public goods is their non-rivalness – that is,
the feature of being consumable by a given agent without losing use value for
other agents. In view of this, it is then claimed that producing non-rival goods
on a for-profit basis is economically suboptimal. The phenomenon of nonrivalness, however, is bound to be at best temporary – more specifically, it
can persist only until the full carrying capacity of a particular capital structure
of production is reached and the crowding effect kicks in. In other words,
the supposed non-rivalness of certain consumer goods turns out to be
economically insignificant in view of the inescapable scarcity of the underlying
capital goods and the necessity of subjecting the latter to the entrepreneurial
calculation of opportunity costs (Wiśniewski 2013). Hence, once again, trying
to divorce utility from scarcity even in apparently exceptional circumstances
results in a defective understanding of catallactic phenomena.
Finally, the Austrian School is clear and consistent in emphasizing that goods
that are useful, but genuinely non-scarce, are not economic goods but free
goods, and as such are not subject to the principles of economizing. Thus,
any attempt to make them artificially scarce by restricting their replication
inevitably leads to utility losses. A paradigmatic example of such a procedure
is that of obtaining copyrights and patents, whereby one forcibly constrains
the dissemination and utilization of productive ideas and innovations, which
become naturally superabundant as soon as they are initially brought into
existence (Kinsella 2008).
In sum, contrary to common opinion, it is not only classical economics that
is at odds with the insights of marginalism. As indicated above, it is also
neoclassical economics that occasionally allows itself to apply them in an
inconsistent manner, sometimes regarding scarce goods as free goods (as
in the context of the theory of public goods), and sometimes regarding free
goods as scarce goods (as in the context of utilitarian analyses of intellectual
property laws (Posner 2005)). In contrast, the Austrian School – that is, the
Mengerian branch of marginalism – is steady in its adherence to causalrealist value theory, thereby avoiding the mistakes of both classicism and
neoclassicism.
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40.4. Uncertainty, Entrepreneurship, and
the Market Process
The final area in which I would like to illustrate the golden mean orientation of
the Austrian School is its theory of entrepreneurship and the market process.
Those economists who are clearly cognizant of the processual nature
of market activity have long debated the issue of whether the influence
of entrepreneurship on the direction of the economy is predominantly
equilibrating or disequilibrating. According to the Schumpeterian perspective
(Schumpeter 1975, p. 42-5), it is primarily disequilibrating. According to some
interpretations of the Kirznerian perspective (Kirzner 1973) – particularly
those that tend to analyze the work of Kirzner through the neoclassical
rather than the characteristically Austrian lens – it is primarily equilibrating.
By comparison, what might be regarded as the purely Austrian approach to
the subject suggests that the whole question is misplaced, since the goal of
entrepreneurship is not to push the economy towards or away from some
hypothetical long-run equilibrium, but to carry out the function of capital
ownership in the face of an uncertain future (Salerno 2008). Thus, performing
the entrepreneurial role may include both introducing disruptive innovations
and exploiting arbitrage opportunities, the latter being a natural market
response to the former or vice versa, the two being complementary rather
than mutually exclusive (Holcombe 1998).
In other words, according to the Austrian view the defining feature of the
entrepreneur is neither creativity, nor alertness, nor any other psychological
characteristic, but the ability to exercise business judgment under conditions
of uncertainty, which is the functional essence of harmonizing supply and
demand in the necessarily dynamic world of human action (Foss and Klein
2012). This perspective allows the economic theorist to realize that what
is particularly important in the context of understanding the economically
essential role of entrepreneurship is not whether its influence is ultimately
equilibrating or disequilibrating, but what is the institutional environment
in which the exercise of entrepreneurial judgment can operate unimpeded
(Henrekson and Sanandaji 2011). It also allows for deducing some of the
indispensable features that any such environment needs to exhibit, including
robust protection of property rights, legal transparency, monetary stability,
and respect for peaceful competition. In sum, by following the golden mean
approach, the Austrian tradition refuses to narrow down the definition of the
entrepreneur to any particular ideal type, instead investigating the praxeological
preconditions of performing the core function of entrepreneurial activity in
all of its varieties.
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Furthermore, the Austrian emphasis on the uncertain character of business
decisions and the necessity of harmonizing them with the anticipated will of
sovereign consumers sheds light on the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities.
In contrast to the objectivizing view that treats such opportunities as discovered
and the hypersubjectivizing view that treats them as created, the causal-realist
perspective treats them as imagined (Klein 2008). In other words, it neither
underplays the importance of unforeseen contingencies in the execution of
business plans nor overplays the ability of the entrepreneur to shape the tastes
and preferences of his clients. In this context, the middle ground charted by
the Austrians allows for an economically robust understanding of the goal of
entrepreneurial efforts, which is not colored by psychologically appealing yet
logically unsound metaphors.

40.5.

Conclusion

As demonstrated in the numerous examples above, the Austrian School, as
compared with other economic traditions, is uniquely justified in regarding
itself as an embodiment of golden mean thinking. As such, it offers a distinct,
internally integrated and analytically self-sufficient vision of the extended
social order, which is properly economic, meaning that it does not have to
borrow the methodological precepts or substantive concerns of any other
science, be it social or natural. By the same token, it avoids the categorical
mistakes and interpretive excesses typically associated with extending the
application of any given discipline into areas where it does not belong. Hence,
it promises to be a particularly fruitful approach in providing a logically clear
and realistic perspective on various economic phenomena that are to appear
in the future, especially insofar as they embody increasing technological
ingenuity, organizational complexity, and entrepreneurial emancipation.
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The paper argues that the fractional reserve monetary system
with competitive note and deposit issue is compatible with a
well-balanced capital structure of production. The monetary
equilibrium theory and the Austrian capital theory can go hand in
hand – there is no theoretical reason to believe that only a full
reserve monetary regime can prevent trade cycles. In advancing
this argument, the paper focuses, in a critical manner, on the
approach of Prof. Jesus Huerta de Soto who considers fractional
reserve systems as always cycle-inducing.

41.1.

Introduction

Scholars working in the tradition of the Austrian School are split into adherents
of full reserve banking and fractional reserve banking – or, more precisely,
free banking. Several rounds of the dispute between the two camps have
been already carried out, resulting in distinction of at least three dimensions
in which arguments run: ethical, legal, and economic (cf. Selgin 2000). The
following paper will deal solely with the last one.
In the sections below we will discuss how – according to the free banking
school – the fractional reserve regime with competitive issue of liabilities
is compatible with a well-balanced capital structure of production. In so
doing, we will attempt to integrate the concept of monetary equilibrium with
a stylized depiction of the economy as a sequential process of producing
complementary capital goods, stretched in time and coordinated by the
interest rate on money. Why Austrian-leaning critics of free banking claim
that any issuance of money substitutes in excess of reserves of money proper
induce trade cycle as described by Mises (1953 [1912]), Hayek (1967 [1931])
and their numerous successors in economic theorizing, the modern school
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of free banking is of the opposite opinion. Free banking will not result in
overexpansion of credit, deviation of the market interest rate from the natural
rate, distortion of relative prices, malinvestment and boom-bust cycle (e.g.
White 2008 [1984]; Selgin 1988; Sechrest 1993).

41.2. Money and the Capital Structure:
the Standard Austrian Story
We will begin with an examination of the textbook Austrian story of
inflationary credit which creates a malinvestment bubble. The original
situation is an equilibrium on the loanable funds market: the nominal supply
of savings voluntarily delivered to the market is equal to the nominal demand
for investment funds at the running interest rate. When the banking system
injects circulation credit into the economy – i.e. new loanable funds that have
no counterpart in voluntary savings (cf. Mises 1988 [1949]) – the trade cycle
takes off.
New credit is spent on capital goods by producers. In their business decision
making, they must always choose between various production processes
which require complementary capital goods of some degree of specificity
(cf. Lachmann 1978 [1956]). A lower interest rate caused by the increased
money supply disproportionally boosts the profitability of the early stages
of production (cf. e.g. Hayek 1967 [1931]; Mises 1998 [1949]; de Soto 2006
[1998]). Henceforth, the lower rate boosts the demand for goods, which are
needed in those stages. The array of complementary capital goods which
will be produced by profit-driven businesspeople changes (cf. Böhm-Bawerk
1890; Salerno 2012). Overall, resources are bid away from utilizations in the
late stages of the capital structure and allocated to projects in the early stages.
Time must pass until the undertaken investment projects come out to have
been misled. Since no increase in voluntary savings occurred before the
money was injected into the economy, there was also no corresponding
decrease in willingness to consume. Thus, after factor owners receive their
compensation, they attempt to restore the previous consumption/saving
pattern. The intertemporal vector of demand and intertemporal vector of
supply do not match: the prolonged capital structure is incompatible with
time preference of the public (Skousen 1990). Voluntary saving is insufficient
to ensure the expected profitability on part of the capital goods producers. The
extended capital structure cannot be sustained and must ultimately collapse.
Put differently, an economy-wide process of discoordination occurs: prior
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malinvestment in various types of capital goods causes deficiency of specific
goods at the late stages of production on one hand, and overdevelopment
of the early stages of the capital structure on the other. Entrepreneurs have
been systematically misled to invest in production processes which render
unprofitable in the long run. All this is due to a corruption of intertemporal
coordination by the market interest rate which diverges from the rate at which
people are willing to trade current goods for future goods.
Hayek in his seminal LSE lectures uses a graphical representation to elegantly
depict the entire process of capital structure’s alteration. In the similarly
modeled schematic representation by Garrison (1984; 1994; 2000), we can
identify malinvestment in the form of overly expanded capital structure at the
early stages and contracted at the late stages (Figure 1). As savings necessary
for the restructuring of the capital structure are no longer being provided
after the first-round effects of the credit expansion expire, the structure
proves unsustainable.

Figure 1. Alteration of the capital structure of the economy (Garrison 1994)

From the stylized Austrian trade cycle story, we may conclude that the critical
question to be answered is the question of sustainability of savings. What
causes a disparity between intended, or ex ante, investment on one hand and
actual, or ex post, investment on the other, is the ultimate attempt to restore
consumption/saving pattern that is consistent with the time preference of the
society. Does the monetary regime of fractional-reserve free banking avoid
this problem?
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41.3. Demand for Money, Monetary
Equilibrium, and the Capital Structure: FirstRound Effects
The stylized story of Austrian trade cycle can be incorporated into the
monetary equilibrium theory (cf. e.g. Yeager 1956; Selgin 1988; Sechrest
1993; Horwitz 1996, 2000). The circulation credit should be understood as an
exogenous increase in the money supply, when no corresponding increase in
the demand for money occurred (cf. Horwitz 2000) – and demand for money
(accumulation of cash balances) is treated as a form of saving. Although “the
theoretical arguments of the Austrians support the establishment of a relatively
inelastic monetary system” (de Soto 1998 [2006]), the desired inelasticity
should be taken with a qualification according to the monetary equilibrium
theorists. The money supply should only be inelastic in the face of constant
demand for money. Otherwise inflationary or deflationary disequilibrium will
indeed occur and destabilize the economy (cf. Selgin 1987; Selgin and White
1996; Horwitz 2000). However, varying demand for money should result in
nominal adjustments.
Once this has been said, the following question must be asked: What makes
alterations of the money supply under the free banking regime neutral for
the sustainability of the capital structure in the economy? According to the
modern free banking scholars, the crucial feature of the monetary equilibrium
is that the banking system responds to shocks in the demand for money with
proportional expansion (or contraction) of the monetary stock – but only to
such shocks. The system will not issue extra liabilities in excess of money
which actors are willing to hold in the form of cash balances. Otherwise,
newly created money would be spent by individuals unwilling to hold them,
launching an adverse clearings process and ultimately leading to outflow of
issuing bank’s reserves (cf. e.g. White 2008 [1984]; Selgin 1988; Dowd 1996
[1993]; Selgin and White 1994). In other words, purchasing power pulled out
from the economy in the form of hoarding will be granted to other actors
via the loanable funds market, but no excess purchasing power should be
injected. Still, one must be tempted to ask why and how the production
structure is going to be stable after such a transfer credit was granted?
In order to better understand the logic of the free banking monetary regime,
we can represent the economy graphically with the use of “Hayekian
triangles”. Figure 2 represents the capital structure of production, similarly to
the figure we saw in the previous section. Here, the top blue line is the original
intertemporal structure of production in equilibrium. It can be also understood
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as a line representing intertemporal demand vector and intertemporal supply
vector, which in the equilibrium are equalized in every point of time (cf.
Skousen 1990). From this point we originally depart.
Then, the orange line represents the intertemporal demand vector after the
increase in the demand for money via reduced consumer expenditure, at
original prices of all goods and services. Importantly, we consider only the
initial disequilibrium, which results from such a shock in the demand for
money. No adjustments in prices nor in the allocation of resources have yet
occurred. What is different in the newly emerging situation, however, is the
fact that individuals are now satisfied with lower consumption amounting to
OA instead of previously consumed OB, at prices which are unchanged by
assumption. While normally a drop of demand on one market for goods would
imply a rise of demand on another market for goods (which corresponds to
the narrowly understood Say’s Law, or at least to a version of it – cf. e.g.
Baumol 1999), a transmission of demand from goods to money does not
automatically translate into a corresponding upward shift of the demand
curve on any other real market. Thus, in the current structure of production,
an increase in the demand for money would make a part of the productive
capacity in the economy – more precisely: the shaded area between the blue
and the orange lines – redundant. Technologically, the entire capital structure
of the economy, per unit of consumption, can remain identical as the original
one1 (this corresponds to the unaffected length of the OT section) and satisfy
the entire demand for consumption at original prices. However, fewer factors
are needed at every stage of the production process to serve this goal.

Figure 2. Decrease in nominal spending
1

It should be noted that industry-wide scale economies are put aside here. If e.g.
reduction of demand in the entire industry results in a change of per unit costs of
output in that industry, this will cause distortions in the capital structure which are
not considered in the text. In the paper we simply attempt to isolate some generic
effects of shocks in the demand for money.
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In The Structure of Production (Skousen 1990), a mathematical formula is
employed for modeling the production structure of the economy. In the
formula, which is c = iert, c stands for the consumption output (OA and OB in
Figure 2), r for the equilibrium economy-wide interest rate, t for the length
of the production process (OT in Figure 2), and i for the monetary value of
the initial stage of production. In these terms, the increase in the demand
for money would leave r and t unaffected while affecting c and i, so that the
size of the figure representing the production structure would change but
not the curvature. The described effects are accommodated by the shapes of
the blue and orange curves in Figure 2. In short: as the first-round effect of
increased demand for money, the remainder of demand for real goods and
services requires only a scaled-down production structure. The resources
whose services are no longer required are saved for other utilizations. In this
sense, the monetary equilibrium theorists talk about the demand for money
as equivalent to savings.

41.4. Demand for Money, Monetary
Equilibrium, and the Capital Structure:
Second-Round Effects
After the monetary disequilibrium emerges, monetary equilibrium must be
restored. The equilibrating process will be called the second-round effects.
In the free-banking setting with elastic money supply, those effects take off
when banks begin the monetary expansion. Increased demand for money
results in a decrease in costs of meeting interbank clearing obligations,
when these costs are expressed in terms of reserves, which a bank will hold
per unit of liabilities (Baltensperger 1980; Selgin 1988; Selgin and White
1994; White 2008). Therefore, more liabilities can be issued and granted to
businesspeople in the form of credit, with the reserve stock of banks being
unchanged. This, in turn, reduces the market interest rate and encourages
the extension (or lengthening) of the capital structure of production. With
more affordable credit, entrepreneurs and managers are incentivized to
begin previously submarginal investment projects. The question remains,
whether the situation after the credit action is sustainable or, in other words,
if the production structure of the economy is consistent with consumption/
voluntary saving pattern? Or, perhaps, the new credit is a mere circulation
credit and therefore launches the malinvestment sequence as presented in
one of the sections above?
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The answer seems straightforward. As we could see in Figure 2, the first-round
effects of the increase in the demand for money included a release of factors
of production from previous utilizations, which was caused by the lower real
demand for current goods at original prices. These factors become savings
which are now available for reemployment in newly started investments. In
Figure 3, we can see those factors being transferred from previous uses in
the late stages of the production structure to the early stages. Overall, due
to lower market interest rate, the capital structure becomes lengthier (more
“roundabout” etc.). This feature is marked as the red line representing the
new structure, stretching from O to a more distant point in time T’. After
restructuring, the economy can still deliver OB of consumption goods.
However, at every point to the left of B, the red line is located above the
orange line – this should be interpreted as the spare capacity from Figure 2
being brought to new employment. Previously utilized in the shaded area,
the factors are now employed in the area between the orange and the red
lines. The monetary expansion by free banks with fractional reserves can be
thus considered a transfer credit or – as Mises calls it – “commodity credit”
(Mises 1998 [1949]). The downward pressure on interest rates caused by the
injection of money into the economy has its counterpart in higher voluntary
savings on part of the public. The factors that firms begin utilizing in the
newly started business endeavors are precisely those factors that individuals
decided to save when cash balances were being accumulated. In this sense,
the fractional-reserve-based credit is a transfer of resources from savers to
investors.

Figure 3. Expansion of spending in the early stages of the capital structure
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Two points must be made here. First, the new money which has appeared in the
economy nominally counterbalances the previous hoarding but also affects
the relative prices. Obviously, the consumer prices will not change. Prices of
various capital goods will be affected, and the direction and magnitude of
changes is in the first place a function of their position in the capital structure.
Those which are used in the production stages to the left of the intersection
of the blue and red lines will see their prices rising. Those to the right should
become less pricy. Second, the transfer of factors from the consumption stage
to ever-earlier stages can also, quite obviously, be triggered by a movement
of prices without a money injection. This is, according to the full reserve
proponents, the desired scenario: increased demand for money results in a
drop in consumer prices which, in turn, discourages employment of factors
in the late stages relatively to employment in earlier stages of the production
structure. The paths differ, but the endgame solution in the form of lengthier
capital structure is the same. Both solutions are sustainable.

41.5. De Soto’s Argument Against Free
Banking: A Critique
There are many critics of the fractional reserve banking amongst the Austrian
scholars (e.g. Block, Hoppe, Hülsmann 1998). One of the most fundamental
arguments against the cyclical stability of this monetary system was formulated
by Jesus Huerta de Soto (e.g. de Soto 1995; 1998; 2006 [1998]), who is critical
about the general ability of the elastic money supply to maintain a balanced
capital structure. In his textbook on the trade cycles, de Soto claims that
while the excess demand for money may be a real-life phenomenon of some
importance, “even if the expansion of fiduciary media fully matches a prior
increase in the demand for them, it will provoke the typical cyclical effects
predicted by the theory of circulation credit” (Huerta de Soto 2006 [1998]). In
presenting his argument, de Soto uses a diagrammatical approach based on
the “Hayekian triangles” with inverse axes. Both “Hayekian triangles” which
he uses are displayed in nominal terms. The first one (Figure 4) features a
uniform decrease in nominal spending at every stage of the capital structure,
which – according to de Soto – should represent the capital structure after a
positive shock in the demand for money occurred. He writes:
“The increase in the demand for fiduciary media shifts the hypotenuse
of the triangle toward the left. This movement reflects a drop in the
monetary demand for consumer and investment goods, since the
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proportion of one to the other (or time preference) has not varied.
In this chart, surface “A” represents economic agents’ new demand
for (or “hoarding” of) fiduciary media.”
(de Soto 2006 [1998])
Figure 4, however, is somewhat troublesome and unclear. It seems that
agents at every stage of the production structure decide to hoard the same
amount of money. This seriously damages the entire structure, as some
early stages become completely deprived of any monetary income after the
demand for money increases, and henceforth are not capable of generating
any economic surplus. Such a situation would, in fact, require a restructuring
of the economy in a more consumption-oriented fashion. What de Soto
probably means is what he explicitly writes and not what the diagram depicts:
that money is withdrawn from circulation, or hoarded, in such a way that the
proportion of the monetary demand for consumer goods to the monetary
demand for investment goods remains intact. In other words, all producers
should experience a uniform downward pressure on prices of their products,
be them consumer goods or capital goods of various types.

Figure 4. The capital structure after demand for money increased, according to Huerta de
Soto (2006 [1998])

While this is possible in principle, such a turn of events represents only a
special case of an increase in the demand for money. Also, de Soto’s argument
seems to ignore the basic fact that the reduction of nominal consumption
expenditure alone implies reduced nominal demand on capital goods, as
displayed in Figure 2. Hence, the immediate reduction of income received by
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a company in the middle of the production structure can be a combination
of two causes: higher hoarding by actors in the later stages of the production
structure and the decrease in income they themselves experience2. On top
of that, a decision to accumulate cash balances by a business firm is not
autonomous – it is not just a matter of preferences. Rather, it is a portfolio
management decision which can result in a decrease in profitability. Moreover,
as it was indicated in the previous sections, accumulating cash balances
instead of spending money releases factors whose services were previously
acquired. If this happens via reduced consumption, it leaves more factors for
investment purposes. If this happens via reduced investment, it simply makes
factors available for other investments.
The second de Soto’s diagram depicts the effects of the free banking system’s
response to a shock in the demand for money. While the overall supply of
money indeed offsets the prior increase in the demand for money, expenditure
on various types of goods (finished products and intermediate goods of
various types) is altered. The trade cycle, the argument continues, seems to
be put in motion – the public will soon attempt to reestablish the preexisting
consumption/spending pattern.

Figure 5. Free banks’ response to the increased demand for money (Huerta de Soto (2006
[1998])
2
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If the demand for money is a function of income, which is a reasonable assumption
to make, an increase in the demand for money at stage n of the production structure
will affect nominal harding at every subsequent stage even when no further changes
in the demand form money occurred.
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However, the most probably overlooked fact is that the decision to cease
spending on consumption on part of the public is a signal that some factors
of production are not, from this very moment, utilized effectively. Social
willingness to consume at prevailing prices has become lower than the supply
of consumption goods would be if the economy retained the capital structure
depicted in Figure 5. Some factors of production previously engaged in the
late stages of the capital structure have been released from their previous
utilizations and can be economized elsewhere. The production capabilities
can be redirected to earlier stages. Paradoxically, and contra his original
intentions, Figure 5 by Huerta de Soto exhibits a sustainable, and Figure 4 –
an unsustainable production structure under the new circumstances.

41.6.

Conclusion

We intended to honestly represent the arguments of the monetary equilibrium
theorists, and the free banking theorists in particular, in the context of the
Austrian macroeconomics. The core argument of free bankers consists in
the nature of savings: if refraining from exercising one’s purchasing power
constitutes an act of saving, then the entire logic of the argument seems
to hold. In such a case, contrary to the claims of some notable Austrian
scholars, Jesus Huerta de Soto in particular, the Austrian macroeconomics
and monetary equilibrium perspectives would turn out compatible – there is
nothing inherently destabilizing or cycle-inducing in a competitive note issue
under the institutional regime of fractional reserves.
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42. The Logic of the Reform
Contained in the “Dual Track
System”
Zhu Haijiu
Gongahang University
This article explores the logic of Chinese reform. Reform is
possible only when the reformers have learned rationality from the
generated institution. If there is no institutional formation and no
market emergence, the reformers themselves will not know how
to reform. The prices are of extreme importance to the institutional
formation, and that is why the “dual track system” has played a key
role in China’s reform. Zhang Weiying correctly pointed out that
the core idea of the “dual track system” is deregulation. When the
regulation is relaxed, the new institution spontaneously emerged.
“Reform” is essentially a rational action to discover and confirm the
spontaneously generated institutions, rather than design a plan
and implement it once and for all. Since the “dual track system”
recognizes the legitimacy of the market price originally generated
in some areas, it also creates conditions for the further formation
of the new institution. The paper also expounds the difference
between “institutional formation” and “institutional experiment”,
pointing out that China’s reform experience is “institutional
formation” rather than “institutional experiment”.

42.1.

Introduction

China’s reform since 1978 is often called gradual reform, but how did this
reform happen? What is its logic? To make an explanation for it, this article
attempts to start with a classic article by Zhang Weiying, written 35 years
ago, titled “taking price reform as the center of systemic economic reform”
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(completed on April 21, 1984, and hereinafter referred to as “price reform as
the center” for short). In this article, Zhang Weiying pioneered the price reform
as the central link of the economic reform, and pointed out that price reform
is not an administrative price adjustment, but a change of price-formation
mechanism. He creatively proposed a “dual track system” approach that is
to gradually relax the government’s control over prices and move toward
a complete market price step by step. The reform practice in China in the
following years followed this line of thinking. It is of great significance for
future reform practice to revisit Zhang Weiying’s article, to further summarize
China’s reform experience, and to explore the logic behind China’s reform.
Zhang Weiying opposes artificially adjusting prices and advocates that the
market spontaneously generates prices. I believe that his view also applies to
the discussion of general institutions. This paper will extend Zhang Weiying’s
ideas on price formation to the discussion of institutional formation. To do
so, we first explain the general logic of institutional formation, and then put
the reform under the general logic, that is, explain the logic of reform. The
latter is an application of the former. The paper will also compare institutional
formation and institutional experiment, to show the experience of China’s
reform is to a large extent institutional formation rather than institutional
experiment.

42.2. The “Dual Track System” Is Generated,
not Designed
In the article “Price Reform as the Center”, Zhang Weiying advocated the
realization of price reform through the “dual track system” approach. He
argued that government‘s setting of the price is not feasible and advocated
the self-occurrence of prices. “The so called reform of the price system is
to systematically release price controls and gradually form a balanced price
system that flexibly reflects the relationship between supply and demand in
the market” (Zhang Weiying, 1984:12). However, he does not advocate the
release of all prices at once, but suggests that: “The concrete method of the
price system reform can imitate price reform of “the price of agricultural
sideline products, that is, implement a dual-track system in which old prices
are directed by old methods, and new prices by a new method. In the end, a
complete new substation price system would be established “(Zhang Weiying,
1984: 13).1 Simply put, the so called “dual track system” approach means that:
1
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translation of the original article collected in Zhang (2015; see Appendix to Chapter
10.) Zhang revised the article twice between August and October in 1984. Zhang
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first, to freeze the plan quotas of all products and to release the price control
for the out-of-plan outputs (thus every product has two prices, the plan
price for the planed output and the market price for the off-plan output); and
second, gradually release the planned outputs to the market, including the
necessary price adjustment, until a single market price system is established
for all products.
Before Zhang Weiying proposed the concept of “dual track system”, the dual
track production as a phenomenon had already existed. In other words, the
“dual track system” is not designed in advance, nor is it foreseen in advance, but
is an unintended result of action. But the prices that appear outside the plan
system did not initially have legal status and thus were called “black market
prices”. In fact, the government had repeatedly campaigned to crack down
on market price-based transactions. The contribution of Zhang Weiying’s
dual track reform thinking is to turn the spontaneous “dual track price” into
an intentional reform policy by legalizing the illegal market price. As he said
in the article “Price Reform as the Center”, “In reality, price system reform has
already begun, largely spontaneously. Management of various products on the
market is currently quite chaotic, a symptom of failing of the old price system.
Attempting to use the old price management system to resolve the chaos will
not succeed; in fact, I do not think that chaos is necessarily bad. The attitude
we have toward system reform is key. If we can turn price system reform into
a mechanism for overall reform by consciously using the many price phases
that exist in the current market, the bad will become good. In fact, the chaos
gives us an opportunity to get out of our predicament by creating favorable
conditions for us to implement price system reform deliberately. That is to
say, the early stages of price reform have already begun; and the forward
army has already advanced, and it is now time to exploit a victory” (Zhang
Weiying, 1984: 15).
In the article “China’s Price Reform” written in 2008, Zhang Weiying also
explained this point. He said “Because of the development of township
and village enterprises and the expansion of the autonomy of state owned
enterprises, products and production outside the plan at that time accounted
for a considerable portion of total output. The prices set by the government
had become increasingly difficult to be effectively implemented, and the
transaction of the most of the production outside the plan had not been
carried out according to the price stipulated by the government, but was
traded according to the “black market price” and “grey market price”. That is to
say, the market track of the price had actually existed in the trading activities,
but it had no legal status” (Zhang Weiying, 2008: 78).
(2019) presents a story of how his idea of the dual-track system was formed.
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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What is the significance of Zhang Weiying’s lifting of the “dual track” from
a spontaneous phenomenon to an institution that guides reform? Its
significance lies in that the idea of spontaneous evolution embodied in the
“dual track system” acts as a guide for the future reforms. Since the “dual track
system” emerged spontaneously, to recognize its legitimacy is to accept the
reform idea of spontaneous evolution. For example, Zhang Weiying said in
the article “Price Reform as the Center” that the reform of the price system
was a continuous approximation process. The issue was not whether the first
step attains a rational price, but whether there is a trend toward one (Zhang
Weiying, 1984: 13-14). The reform plan of “dual track system” rejects the
administrative price adjustment as a way to resolve the unreasonable price
system at that time, and advocates the autonomous formation of prices. This
is the thinking of institutional evolution.
In the article written in 1993 “China’s Gradual Reform: A Historical Perspective”
co-authored by Zhang Weiying and Yi Gang, the authors also emphasized the
non-design character of China’s reform. In the article, they said that China’s
economic reforms have no strict continuously unchanged reform goals in
the strict sense (Zhang Weiying and Yi Gang, 1993: 90), and China’s economic
reform process does not have pre-planned blueprint (Zhang Weiying and
Yi Gang, 1993: 92), and many successful reforms are even lucky hit. In his
2003 speech commemorating the 25th anniversary of reform and opening-up
titled “The evolutionary characteristics of institutional change from China’s
reform perspective”, Zhang Weiying said “China’s leaders did not want to
build a market economy when they started reform. Instead, their goal was to
perfect the existing public ownership-based planned economy by stimulating
people’s enthusiasm. However, reform itself has created a road to the market
economy.”(Zhang Weiying, 2003: 5).
Since the “dual track system” embodies the idea of “gradual evolution and
formation of the institution”, the antonym of “dual track” is not “one track”,
but the “institutional experiment” that will be described below. So what is the
reason for the success of the “non-design” or “gradual evolution” reform?
What is the logic behind it? This is exactly what we will explain in the following
sections of this article.
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42.3. The Logic of the Institutional
Formation
We will call it institutional formation if the institution is not the result of
design in advance, but the result of innumerable individuals’ pursuing their
own interests. The “dual track system” is an example for it. As Zhang Weiying
said in the article “The Evolution Characteristics of Institutional Reform from
China’s Reform Perspective”, the policy encourages and tolerates people’s
self-interested behavior, and also encourages and defaults spontaneous
institutional innovation. When farmers, workers, and cadres are allowed to
pursue their own self-interests, the defects of the original institutions were
exposed, and with the need for further changes, the new institutions will
emerge sooner or later” (Zhang Weiying, 2003,p7).
Driven by self-interest, those actions that better meet the needs and enhance
individual welfare will be imitated by others, that is, they will be selected
by the market and eventually become an institution. This process is what
Hayek calls “culture selection”. In his book The Principles of Economics, the
founder of Austrian economics Carl Menger used the formation of currency
as an example to illustrate the evolution of the institution. In the absence of
coercion, only the kind of action that is beneficial to others is beneficial to
oneself. When such kind of action is imitated and becomes an institution,
the institution must have the nature of mutual beneficiality. In other words,
an institution can only be formed from actions that are mutual beneficial,
and the generated institution as such must also be of a mutually beneficial
nature. Not only that, because the formation of the institutions is a natural
product of people’s pursuit of their self-interest, when people follow these
institutions, they will not feel unprepared, but will feel that it should be like
this. As will be explained later, the formation of institutions also makes reform
a natural process. Because the formation of institutions is an unintentional
result of self-interested actions of countless individuals, this process is also
unpredictable. This means that if we accept that the institution is formed
rather than designed, then we should also accept the unpredictability of
institutional formation.
When the regulation is released a little bit, the individuals get the opportunity
to take advantage of existing laws such as traditional ethics, which emerged
in history and contained market knowledge about transactions. People
will find that trading in accordance with these traditional rules is more
beneficial to them, so that the new institutions will emerge on the basis of
these traditional laws. Especially in the south of China, the new institutions
that facilitate trading emerged and sprung up quickly after the release of
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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control. For example, various kinds of specialized markets, as one kind of
the trading institutions appeared in various parts of Zhejiang province, such
as Qiaotou button market, Haining leather market, Shaoxing textile market,
etc. Among them, Yiwu small commodity market even became world famous
and attracted thousands of businessmen all around the world every year. This
institutional change process is also reflected in the replacement of the old
trading institution by the new trading institution. For example, the centralized
trading, such as specialized market replaces the scattered transactions in the
street in Yiwu, and online transactions replace physical store transactions. All
of these institutions were born and grew up naturally by the self-interested
nature of human beings, rather than designed in advance.
In the absence of artificial restrictions, this self-interest driven institutional
formation process must be constantly self-reinforcing. It first turned a single
“planned economic track” into a “dual track” where both “plan” and “market”
coexisted. Gradually, the “market track” eroded the space of “planning track”
and eventually changed the coexistence of “dual track” into the single “market
track”, which is equivalent to a road of reclamation of a plan by the market.
Afterwards, the market sector is getting bigger and bigger, and the planning
sector is getting smaller and smaller, this shift is reflected in the successive
reports of the Central Plenary of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in the
1980s. For example, in 1982, the 12th National Congress of CCP put forward
the ”planned economy supplemented by market regulation”. And in 1984, the
Third Plenary Session of the 12th Central Committee of CCP advanced the
“planned commodity economy”. Three years later, the 13th National Congress
held in 1987 suggested “the state regulates the market and the market guides
the enterprises”. And in 1993, at the Third Plenary Session of the 14th Central
Committee, the socialist market economic system was finally confirmed.
From the proposals made at these meetings, it is not difficult to find that there
are fewer and fewer elements of a planned economy and more and more
elements of a market economy.
As mentioned above, the institutions emerged from self-interested actions.
But how does an efficient institution arise from the individual’s pursuit of
self-interest? We believe the price that appeared after the “dual track system”
played an important role. Only by using the original price, the individual can
carry out “economic calculations”, 2 so that his actions intended to pursue
his best interests also inadvertently help others, which also means the price
2
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Economic calculation is to use the common currency unit to judge the existing cost
of production factors and the expected price of future consumer goods, and to
formulate corresponding production plans, in order to obtain the maximum benefit
with the least cost. Mises emphasized the extreme importance of currency price to
economic calculation (Mises, 1949: 208-209).
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guides his actions and the others’ actions and makes them compatible. The
institution that contributes to the public interest is unintentionally generated
in the process of the use of prices by countless individuals. In other words,
when price signals lead individuals to take actions that are more responsive to
their own interests, an institution that is more conducive to coordination and
thus more efficient will emerge from these actions. 3 If market prices are not
allowed to appear at the beginning, then the good institutions cannot emerge.
On the contrary, if the market price is allowed to appear, then the institution
mentioned above will emerge continuously. It can be seen that the price
plays an important role in guiding institutional evolution. The appearance of
the price makes it possible to replace the previous institution with the more
efficient institution. For example, township and village enterprises are efficient
at the early stage of the reform, but with the rise of the private economy, their
inefficiency has been exposed, which forced township and village enterprises
to carry out property rights reform.
For example, in the 1980s, the “Southern Jiangsu Model” characterized by
township and village enterprises was highly regarded, but in the 1990s, the
drawbacks of its unclear property rights were exposed, as pointed out by the
famous Chinese economist Dong Fureng. As he said, many township and
village enterprises were in trouble and the number of loss-making enterprises
increased. For example, in October 1996, the loss-making township and village
enterprises in Suzhou increased by 31% compared with the same period in
1995. Under this circumstance, the reforms were implemented. The direction
of the reform was that most township collective ownership enterprises were
transformed into non-public enterprises, and at the same time encouraged
the development of non-public enterprises (Dong Fureng, 2003: 250). This
transformation process was done spontaneously, the price and profit signal
forced these enterprises to reform in a profitable direction. The more efficient
institution emerged from the more profitable institution.
In this example, we see the market players have to adjust themselves when they
face pressure from the losses, which leads to the forming of new institutions.
The institution that enables companies to make a profit can survive in the
market. This also means that the “dual track system” plays an important role in
the institutional formation process, because the “dual track system” accepts
the legality of market prices, and gives the market players an opportunity
to take action by using the market prices. We can even say that the entire
institutional evolution process would not happen if there was no “dual track
3

As Hayek said, “The more complicated the whole, the more dependent we become
on that division of knowledge between individuals whose separate efforts are coordinated by the impersonal mechanism for transmitting the relevant information
known by us as the price system (Hayek, 1944: 56).
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system”. This is just like Zhang Weiying said, “The price system reform is the
center and mechanism of the entire institution reform” (Zhang Weiying, 1984:
12). There is an interdependent and mutually reinforcing relationship between
price, individual actions, and institutional formation. The emergence of a
more perfect property rights institution will promote the further exertion of
the price effect, and at the same time, the space for individual’s action will be
further expanded, which will also facilitate the emergence of new institutions.
Here we have to point out that the idea of price signals directly allocating
resources is the theoretical abstraction of neoclassical economics and not in
line with reality. In fact, the price optimizes resource allocation by guiding the
formation of more efficient institutions.
The market does not solve the problem of optimal price or yield based
on certain known conditions, on the contrary, the market is a process of
continuous unfolding in the course of the actions of countless individuals.
While pursuing their own best interests, the countless individuals have also
created a series of institutions, and expanded their own space for action at
the same time, but all of these are possible only when the market prices are
allowed to exist. The institution that is conducive to welfare enhancement
is “discovered” in the course of competition involving price. Many of these
institutions are undetected and invisible, and people can only feel their
existence when they are used. The evolution of the institution happened
unintentionally in this process.
Different from the neoclassical economists, we do not assume the prices
have been universally present in all areas beforehand. Prices initially appeared
in those areas that deregulation have been made. When the “dual track
system” recognized these market prices, more prices will appear in more
fields. For example, the market prices originally appeared and played a role
in the commodity market, and later they gradually expanded to the factor
market. The reason for it is that when people are allowed to own their own
property, they have the incentive to exercise entrepreneurship to create and
to trade what they have created, which makes the market prices and the new
institutions emerge in more areas. So the dual-track system proposed by
Zhang Weiying can also be understood as the recognition of property rights.
In the above elaboration, we explained the role of prices in the process of
institutional formation by introducing individual actions. The story of China
in the past forty years reveals that price and institution are both concepts
of process. The formation of price and the formation of institutions are the
process taking place simultaneously, and they are interdependent. When
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we introduce the concepts of “individual action”, “institutional formation”,
and “relationship between price and institutional formation”, we can explain
China’s economic growth phenomenon better.

42.4. Institutional Formation and the
Learned Rationality
Generally speaking, economics assumes that every individual pursues his
own interest, which is also called self-interest or rationality. But in fact the
pursuit of self-interest does not happen in a vacuum. It is the generated
institution that allows individuals to know how to improve their lives. We call
the rationality source from the generated institution “learned rationality”. In
many cases, it is an unintentional process for an individual to learn rationality
from the generated institution. That is to say, he does not realize in advance
that a certain institution is reasonable or useful to him and then to use it, but
unintentionally use it to solve specific problems. This means that the learned
rationality is the product of following the rules. As Hayek pointed out our
rationality developed because we followed certain rules, not that we followed
certain rules because of our rationality. Or mind and culture developed
concurrently, rather than successively (Hayek, 1979: 156; Boettke, 2018: 219).
The relationship between rationality and institutions is reflected in people’s
use of the price. As mentioned earlier, the price as an institution allows
individuals to conduct economic calculations and so they know what actions
should be taken, which means it allows individuals to learn rationality. New
institutions emerge unintentionally from the actions of the individuals with
learned rationality, and they learn a new rationality from the latest emerged
institutions. This is a cyclical process that keeps moving forward.
An example for the learned rationality is the government’s attitude toward
the market changing with the development of the Chinese market economy.
The government wanted to carry out a planned economy at first, what they
advocated at that time was a “mainly planned economy, supplemented by
market regulation”. When prices spontaneously emerged in certain areas, the
government found it was beneficial for them to accept the prices. So the “dualtrack system” came into being. It was the generated institutions that slowly
changed the government’s ideas and allowed the government to gradually
accept the market, i.e., institutional formation process. A typical example of
this is the shift of the Yiwu county government’s attitude towards the small
commodity trading market:
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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“In Yiwu, Zhejiang, under the planned economic system, peasants doing
business at their leisure time are called ‘capitalist tail, the ‘traveling salesman‘
and the rural market trade is being strictly controlled. The ‘Da Ban, referred
to as the abbreviation of the anti-speculative office, set up checkpoints in
various main traffic lanes, even trading on regular markets may be captured
by the officers of ‘Da Ban’ at any time. Despite this, the ‘tail of capitalism’ is
getting longer and longer. Since this kind of game of ‘cat and mouse’ is not the
solution for in the long term, the marketing authority is forced to take effective
solutions. As the prohibition does not work, and the small commodity market
itself will not cause harm to society, it is better to let the small commodity
market open up instead of shutting down. To decide the closing or opening of
the small commodity market, the Yiwu county government held three country
office meetings. After repeated discussions, most leaders initially reached the
consensus that the small department store market should not be forced to
close with tough means. It is better to take one step and look around before
taking another. To guide and strengthen management is the key. So there
was the first formation of Hu’qing men market. After the opening of the
Hu’qingmen market, the leaders of the Yiwu county party committee and the
county government at that time saw the trend of this business and felt the
huge economic momentum lurking under this trend. In September 1982, the
Yiwu county party committee and the county government held a meeting
of representatives of rural professional households and key households. In
his speech, the county party secretary Xie Gaohua decisively proposed ‘four
permissible’, that is allowing subcontracting of the contracted field, allowing
bringing several apprentices, allowing bargaining sales, allowing long-distance
trafficking, and later being organized as ‘allowing farmers to do business,
allowing long-distance trafficking, allowing the opening of urban and rural
markets and allowing multi-channel competition’. It is the ‘four permissible’
policy that dispels the doubts of many operators who are still waiting to see
and see, providing a policy environment for the burgeoning of the small
commodity market”(Lu Lijun, Wang Zuqiang, Yang Zhiwen, 2008:32).
In the case of the Yiwu small commodity market, the reason for the
government’s attitude changing from the initial rejection of the self-generated
trading institution to finally accepting that it lies in the government’s insight
that the trading institution has great significance to the local economy. The
government recognized that “the market should not be forced to be closed
with tough means”, indicating that the government adopts an inclusive
attitude towards the spontaneously formed market; “taking one step and
look around before taking another” shows that the government decides the
next step after they have learned rationality. Not only that, the generated
institutions also made the government realize that some of the previous
institutional arrangements were unfavorable. For example, the emergence of
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the household contract system made the government realize that the rural
collective production model was inefficient, and the rising of the private
economy made the government be aware of the inefficiency of state-owned
enterprises, etc.
The individuals learn rationality from the generated institutions, but their
rationality is not completely limited by the generated institution, that means
the rationality is not passive, but creative. The individuals produce new ideas,
and new ideas will lead to the formation of new institutions unintentionally.
When the learned rationality accepts the newly generated institution, some of
the existing institutions will be replaced by the new one, which will promote
the evolution of the institution. The generated institution cannot solve all
problems once and for all. Some institutions are conducive to economic
development under the conditions at that time, but if the institutions keep
unchanged within the changed situation, the institutions will become the
hindrance of economic development, such as Adam Smith said in his An
Inquiry Into the Nature and Cause of the Wealth of Nations that “Marco Polo,
who visited it more than five hundred years ago, describes its cultivation,
industry, and populousness, almost in the same terms in which they are
described by travelers in the present times. It had perhaps, even long before
his time, acquired that full complement of riches which the nature of its laws
and institutions permits it to acquire.” (Smith, 1776: 164-165). In this regard, we
say that the stagnation of the legal system can be attributed to the stagnation
of the learned rationality. The process of learned rationality determines the
speed and nature of the institutions’ evolution to a large extent.

42.5. Reform is the Result of the Learned
Rationality
Reform is an action and the action is the product of rationality. Like any
action, reform also needs rationality. So where does the rationality needed
for reform come from? We say that it is the generated institutions that provide
the rationality that reform need.
The reason why reform can be called “reform” is because the action of reform
is “productive”, that is, it can promote the public interest, otherwise the
“reform” is nominal. The rationality learned from the generated institution
makes “reform” a constructive action rather than a destructive action. This
is because the generated institutions have the function of coordinating
different actions and promoting division of labor and cooperation. When
#ITSCOMINGHOME2019
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the government discovers these institutions and recognizes and maintains
them, it implements “reforms”, i.e. adopting an act that promotes division of
labor and cooperation and integrates itself into the division of labor, and the
reform can be defined as such. If the generated institution is put aside, then
people’s actions will be blind, and the actions of reformers are no exception.
In this case, even if reformers want to reform, they will not be able to start. If
they really “get started”, then the actions they take are likely to be destructive
rather than productive, as we have seen from the “Great Leap Forward”.
Reform is usually understood as a government act and is considered as
the changing of an institution by the government. But in fact, other market
players, especially the entrepreneurs are also reformers. When they learn
rationality from the generated institutions and adjust their behavior, they
carry out reforms, but these actions are usually not called “reforms”. Not
only that, but the adjustment of individual behavior by countless individuals
is also a prerequisite for the government to promote reform. Because it is
the individual’s adjustment of one’s own behavior, so that the new institution
is continuously generated, and it is the newly generated institutions that
make the government realize the defects of some existing institutions. When
the government changes these defective institutions, it is implementing the
reform. For example, in the late 1990s, the government found the property
rights defects of the “Southern Jiangsu model” from the more spontaneous
characteristics of the “Wenzhou model”. Then the government carried out
property rights reforms on the “Southern Jiangsu Model”.
As everyone knows, one of the resistances to reform is that people cannot
expect the risks of reform, but the generated institutions solve this problem.
This is because the positive effects of the generated institutions have led people
to expect that they will benefit from the reform. The generated institutions
reduce the risk of reform, so raise people’s demands for reform. When the
government adapts to such demands and promotes reforms, reforms will
become natural. As mentioned above, reform is actually to find and recognize
the institution that has been generated and proved to be effective. For
example, when the dual-track system emerged, the government discovered
it with the help of economists such as Zhang Weiying, and recognized its
legitimacy, this is the dual-track system reform; and when the shareholding
system was formed, the government found it and recognized its legality,
that is carrying out the shareholding system reform. However, in fact, many
reforms took place without the confirmation of the government. For example,
the development zones, specialized markets and e-commerce, etc. belong
to such kind reforms. They are widely accepted and play an important role
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in the market. In fact, most of the generated institutions cannot be clearly
expressed in language, let alone written in government documents. But they
are as important as those that can be clearly expressed.
If it is necessary to clarify all the generated institutions one by one to make
them legal, then reform is almost impossible. The approach taken by the
government is to propose an overall reform idea at each plenary meeting
to recognize the legitimacy of all widely accepted institutions that were
generated previously. Although this approach has some ambiguity, because
it is not accurate to the specific institution, it is indeed effective. For example,
in 1982, at the 12th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the
government put forward that “planned economy is the mainstay and market
regulation is supplement”, which was to recognize the market rules that have
already appeared before. Two years later, in 1984, at the Third Plenary Session of
the 12th Central Committee, the government proposed a “planned commodity
economy”, which was to recognize the various market trading rules that
were generated in this short period of two years. The “dual track system” was
proposed at this time. Five years later, in 1987, the market order was further
expanded, and more institutions were generated, such as the emergence
of private economy and township enterprises. This made the government
further aware of the limitations of the planned regulation. In the report of
the Thirteenth National Party Congress, the government pointed out that
“the direct management mode based on the command plan cannot meet the
requirements of the development of the socialist commodity economy”, and
proposed that the state should regulate the market, the market should guide
the enterprises and speed up the establishment and cultivation of socialist
market system. In 1993, at the Third Plenary Session of the Fourteenth Central
Committee, the further establishment of a Socialist Market Economic System
was finally made. Each stage is not designed in advance, but being a summing
up of the institutions that contribute to the public interest. In addition, the
stages mentioned above are in a progressive relationship. The latter stage
includes the recognition of the legality of all the trading systems generated
in the previous stage. It also reflects the government learned rationality from
the generated institutions and its understanding of the market was deepened.
The constant recognition of the market is the result of the fact that people
have benefited from the generated institutions, and thus changed their
understanding of the market. The formation of institutions and the learned
rationality promote each other, which speeds up the reform process. From
1982 to 1993, in just about ten years China realized the transition from the
so called “mainly planned economy, supplemented by market regulation”
to the recognition of the market economy. This huge transformation is the
result of the learned rationality. It is particularly worth mentioning that the
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rapid development of the private sector after the dual-track system has
created important conditions for the smooth progress of the reform. And
the private sector can be defined as the department where people can freely
use their learned rationality. For example, the development of the private
sector provides job opportunities for the laid-off workers of state-owned
enterprises, and their income in the market is even higher than they earned in
state-owned enterprises.4
The generated institutions created conditions for formal legislation. An
interesting phenomenon is that the Company Law and Contract Law of China
were issued in the 1990s after the official announcement of the establishment
of the market economy. The Company Law was passed in December 1993,
and the Contract Law was passed in 1999. But in fact, before these laws were
officially promulgated, people have already used related rules to complete
their transactions, and the promulgation of these laws is only to recognize
their legitimacy. These laws are not constructed, but the product of evolution
and discovered. Thousands of rules that coordinate people’s actions cannot
be designed in advance. If in order to promote the market oriented reforming,
the government issued some laws which could only be copied from other
countries and required people to follow them in the early 1980s, would it be
possible to bring a market economy to China with these laws? Obviously, it is
impossible.
When the governments recognize the benefits brought about by the newly
generated institutions, it is possible for them to take further reform actions
naturally, one of which is to deregulate and eliminate the government’s
control in many areas. For example, since the 1980s, China has reformed its
government structure several times. Some ministries have been canceled,
such as the Ministry of Light Industry, the Ministry of Textiles and the Ministry
of Machinery Industry. When the government reduces or eliminates the
control over these industries, it creates conditions for the emergence of the
market order in these areas. Another approach is to correct those institutions
that hinder transactions, such as the classification of speculation as a crime
in 1997.
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Lawrence J. Lau, Yingyi Qian and Gérard Roland (2000: 120) expressed a similar idea
in their article. They believed that no losers were created in the dual track approach
transition and that this way of reform could be understood as a method for making
implicit lump-up sum transfers to compensate potential losers of the reforms.
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42.6. A Comparison of the Institutional
Formation and the Institutional Experiment
“Institutional formation” is fundamentally different from “institutional
experiment”. As revealed in the “dual track system”, “institutional formation”
means that the institution is an unintentional result, not designed in advance;
on the contrary, the institutional experiment is to design or select an institution
and test it in small scale, and then decide whether to adopt it or not overall.
From the relationship between “rationality” and “institution”, we will find that
the difference between the two is that “institutional formation” is mainly to
adapt rationality to the generated institutions, and institutional experiment is
to adapt the institutions to the rationality.
There are two forms of institutional experiment. One is a comprehensive
institutional experiment. For example, the planned economy that Russia
and China once implemented is a comprehensive institutional experiment.
Similarly, the Russian economic reform that was later called “shock therapy”
is actually also a comprehensive institutional experiment. The other is a
partial institutional experiment, which refers to experiments conducted in
certain areas. For example, the government first designs a rule, but it is not
sure whether it is effective or not. So it will be tested in some areas first, and
if it is effective, it will be promoted nationwide.
As Zhang Weiying emphasized in the article ”Xiaoping Knows His Ignorance”,
institutional formation means the leaders acknowledge their ignorance
and recognize that the market is smarter than themselves (Zhang Weiying,
2018). On the contrary, institutional experiment means rational mania, that
is, one believes he can design comprehensive institutions. In addition, the
“institutional experiment” is a top- bottom approach, and the institutional
formation is the bottom up one. Since institutional formation does not
require any institution experiment, it reduces the cost of making a rule,
while institutional experiments require steps such as institutional design,
institutional testing, and institutional selection, so the institution costs related
are very high. Specifically, institutional formation reduces two kinds of cost
as following.
The first is the cost of institutional construction and selecting. For institutional
experiment, policy makers must have “constructivist rationality”, but
government officials are insufficient in rationality. They cannot design a
“good” institution in advance, nor can they judge that certain institutions are
good or bad. Even if they think that certain institutions are “good”, they are not
necessarily “good” in their implementations. In other words, the institutions
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they designed often fail to achieve their intended goals. In contrast, for
institutional formation, the difficulty of constructing and selecting institutions
has been removed, because it does not require institutional construction and
selecting at all. The “good” institution has already been generated, what the
policy makers need to do is to discover them with learned rationality, just as
the “dual track system” was discovered and established.
The second is the cost of institutional implementation. For the institutional
formation, in the process of forming such an institution, people have already
acquired the knowledge on how to use the institution. It can be said that this
institution has been integrated with people’s daily life. In this case, when the
government officially confirms this institution and promotes it, the relevant
institutional costs are naturally low. On the contrary, institutional experiment
is to artificially impose an institution from the outside. The imposed institution
is not grown by itself and those who were forced to accept such institutions do
not have the relevant experience and knowledge before. In other words, the
imposed institution must be incompatible with the experience and knowledge
people already have. The implementation of such an institution will face
various conflicts. The so called “there are policies, there are countermeasures”
will appear. Since institutional formation is the fundamental feature of the
market, and it has the above mentioned low cost advantages, we can define
the market as a low-cost way of generating institutions.
In addition, for institutional experiment, there still exist the question of who
will bear the consequences of the institutional experiment, because the
implementer of the experiment does not need to bear the consequences of
the institutional experiment. As Zhang Weiying said in the “Xiaoping Knows
His Ignorance”, the decision-makers who are in power have neither the
competitive pressure nor the profit motivation to correct the mistakes. In fact,
what they are most motivated to do is to cover up mistakes by new mistakes,
and as a result, the usual situation is that a series of small mistakes accumulate
into big mistakes until the economy reaches the edge of the collapse (Zhang
Weiying, 2018).
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42.7. The Transition from “Institutional
Experiment” to “Institutional Formation” Gave
Birth to the Chinese Miracle
Before the reform and opening up, the planned economy implemented by
China was an “institutional experiment.” The reforms that began in 1978
were actually a shift from institutional experiment to institutional formation.
The so called “Chinese miracle” was the result of this transformation. But
many people have mistakenly summarized Chinese reform experience as an
“institutional experiment”, which is very dangerous. China’s reform did not
design the institutions in advance in the first place, and then to test them,
but to gradually find and establish those institutions that have been proven
effective in the process of institutional formation, such as land contracting
system and dual-track system.
Deng Xiaoping is called “the chief designer of reform and opening up”, but this
is a misconception. As we mentioned above, reform and opening up was not
designed, but self-generated. His merits lie in allowing people to exercise their
entrepreneurship, and as such creating conditions for institutional formation.
For example, Deng Xiaoping said that “the reform and opening up should be
more courageous, dare to experiment, not like a woman with a small foot.
Once you are sure that something should be done, you will try it boldly.”
(Deng Xiaoping, 1992). The “test” here is not an “institutional experiment”, but
to give individuals the opportunity to exercise their entrepreneurship. Deng
Xiaoping’s famous metaphor “crossing the river by feeling the stones” just
reflects the idea of institutional formation, for it does not have a complete
reform plan, but is only to discover those institutions that are conducive to
economic development and are conducive to people’s living standards.
Shenzhen city is a model for China’s success through the path of institutional
formation. Shenzhen is known as the “experimental field of reform”, but the
amazing achievements of Shenzhen are not the result of experimenting with
a given blueprint. On the contrary, it is the unintentional result of countless
entrepreneurs (including both business and political entrepreneurs) who have
exercised their entrepreneurship. The fields where the government wants to
achieve success in fact have not been successful. As Zhang Siping, former
deputy mayor of the Shenzhen Municipal Government, said when talking
about the development of Shenzhen’s high-tech industry, “the government in
the 1980s and 1990s sincerely supported state-owned enterprises to develop
high-tech, so that they could play a leading role, but these enterprises have not
developed very well, and it can be said that ‘a watched flower never blooms,
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but an untended willow grows’” (Zhang Siping, 2018). In contrast to the failure
of this kind of experiment, Shenzhen’s high-tech enterprises spontaneously
grew up in the market competition. “It can be said that most famous high-tech
enterprises in Shenzhen rely on their own creativity and have experienced a
lot of hardships and twists and turns and gradually grew up under the market
mechanism of fair competition and survival of the fittest (Zhang Siping, 2018).
A large number of institutions are spontaneously generated on the edge of the
planning system, and they have not drawn as much attention as Shenzhen.
But in fact, the growth of these institutions that have not got widespread
attention are the main component of China’s reform.

42.8.

Conclusions

This paper summarizes the logic of change contained in the “dual track
system” as “institutional formation”. The idea of institutional formation is
included in Zhang Weiying’s 1984 classical article “price reform as the center”.
The purpose of this paper is to rediscover the ideological value of the article,
and on this basis, make a supplementary and generalization explanation. We
first expound the general principle of institutional formation, and take reform
as a “rational action” and explore how this rational action is possible. Like
all rational actions, reform is made possible only by means of the generated
institution. When the economy is deregulated and individuals are given
sufficient room for making their own decisions, institutions spontaneously
emerge, and reform becomes possible. In other words, institutional formation
or the emergence of the market is the premise of reform. If the government
regulates the market or restricts the market to make the institutional formation
impossible, then the reforms that the government intends to promote will not
take place. Therefore, China’s gradual reform should not be understood as
government-led reform process, but as the process where the government
and other market players learn their rationality from the generated institutions,
recognize that endorsing these institutions is beneficial to them, and thus
default and confirm these institutions.
China’s reform is a spontaneous evolution process characterized by
continuous formation of institutions and continuous expansion of market
order. This process is accompanied by the continuous improvement of
people’s living standards. When the original regulation is relaxed, the new
institutions will emerge continuously because of self-interest. They win in the
competition with the old ones, because these newly generated institutions
are more able to meet people’s needs for improving their own situation and
therefore generally accepted. Institutional formation means unpredictability,
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and we should also include “accepting unpredictability” when summarizing
China’s reform experience, which is easily overlooked because it is easy to
understand reform as “predictable outcomes of intentional actions”. The
tremendous development China has made in the past four decades was not
foreseen in advance, just as the formation of institutions was unforeseeable. If
the institutional formation is not allowed at the beginning, then there will be
no unexpected economic growth.
In this way, we are also able to answer the question that while the West has
already had a mature market model, why does China have to generate it again
through the dual-track system, instead of directly moving it over? We say that
this is because the market is not constructed intentionally. For the transition
from the planning system to the market system, it has never been possible to
achieve it by passing an order issued by the leaders and formulating a plan,
because this is a process of institutional formation and learned rationality.
The knowledge that motivates an individual to pursue his or her best interests
while also generating public interest does not exist in the blueprint or in the
mind of a person in advance, but in the institutions generated spontaneously
that are generated unintentionally by innumerable individuals in their process
of pursuing their own best interests. Only after learning the knowledge from
the previous experience, especially from the generated institution, can people
have rational actions and decide what to do next. As early as 35 years ago,
Zhang Weiying has expressed this point. He regards “lack of entrepreneurs”
and “people’s values did not fit in the market” as the constraints of institutional
reform, which is also an important reason why he does not advocate the
prices to be fully liberalized at one step (Zhang Weiying,1984: 19).
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In The Indispensability of Freedom Federico N. Fernández, Barbara Kolm, and
Victoria Schmid bring together a wide-ranging collection of essays based on the
Eighth International Conference of “The Austrian School of Economics in the 21st
Century”, held in November 2019 in Vienna, Austria. From its origins with Carl
Menger in the 19th century, the Austrian School has always covered a diverse array
of topics from multiple perspectives, from economics to methodology to history
to political philosophy.
The Austrian School today is more encompassing than ever. These essays,
written by authors from all over the world, carry on the School’s rich tradition
and demonstrate its vibrancy and ability to tackle the challenges of the 21st
century. Ideal for policymakers, businesspeople, scholars, and students alike, The
Indispensability of Freedom demonstrates the indispensability of the Austrian
School to our time.

